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Preface
A publisher once told me that the ratio of Greek grammars to Greek professors
is ten to nine. It is reasonable to ask, therefore, why this one should be written.
There are several good reasons. Most existing grammars fall into one of two
camps, deductive or inductive. Deductive grammars emphasize charts and
rote memorization, while inductive grammars get the student into the text as
soon as possible and try to imitate the natural learning process. Both methods
have advantages and disadvantages. The deductive method helps the student
to organize the material better, but is totally unlike the process by which we
learn languages naturally. The inductive method suffers from a lack of structure that for many is confusing. My method attempts to teach Greek using the
best of both approaches. It is deductive in how it initially teaches the material,
but inductive in how it fine-tunes the learning process. (See the following
"Rationale Statement" for more details.)
Most grammars approach learning Greek primarily as an academic discipline;
I make every effort to view learning Greek as a tool for ministry. My assump-

tion is that you are learning biblical Greek so you can better understand the
Word of God and share that understanding with those around you. If some
aspect of language study does not serve this purpose, it is ignored.
There are many practical ways in which teaching methodologies can be
improved. For example, anything that encourages students to continue learning should be included. This may not be the normal way textbooks are written,
but my purpose is not to write another normal textbook. It is to teach you the
language of the New Testament. Learning language can be fun and meaningful.
Probably the greatest obstacle to learning, and continuing to use, biblical
Greek is the problem of rote memorization. So many would-be exegetes lose
their ability to use the Greek New Testament because they are not able to work
in the language on a continuing basis. But there is an interesting observation
here. When I was first learning Greek, I used to ask my father what a certain
form meant. He would tell me, and when I asked how he knew he would
respond, "I'm not sure, but that's what it is." What was frustrating for me then
is true of me now. How many people who have worked in Greek for years are
able to recite obscure paradigms, or perhaps all the tense forms of the sixty
main verbs? Very few I suspect. Rather, we have learned what indicators to
look for when we parse. Wouldn't it be nice if beginning students of the language could get to this point of understanding the forms of the language without going through the excruciating process of excessive rote memory? This is
the primary distinctive of this textbook. Reduce the essentials to a minimum
so the language can be learned and retained as easily as possible, so that the
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Word of God can be preached in all its power and conviction. I also trust that
the software included on the CD-ROM will help your memorization.
The writing style of the text is somewhat different from what you might
expect. It is not overly concerned with brevity. Rather, I discuss the concepts
in some depth and in a "friendly" tone. The goal is to help students enjoy the
text and come to class knowing the information. While brevity has its advantages, I felt that it hinders the self-motivated student who wants to learn outside the classroom. For teachers who prefer a more succinct style, I have
included overview and summary sections, and have placed some instruction
in the footnotes and the Advanced Information sections. The section numbers
also make it easy for teachers to remove information that they feel is unnecessary for their students. For example: "Don't read §13.4-5 and §13.7."
It is possible to ignore all the footnotes in this text, except for the footnotes to

the vocabulary, and still learn Koine Greek. The information in the footnotes
is interesting tidbits for both the teacher and the exceptional student. They will
most likely confuse the marginal student. However, the footnotes to the vocabulary, and the footnotes in the workbook, are important and should be read
carefully.
Two typographical notes. When I refer to one Greek letter, I call it by its Greek
name (e.g., o is referred to as "omicron"). This is to avoid confusion with, e.g.,
citing "o" and not being clear whether this is an English "o" or a Greek omicron. The symbol • means that the preceding form develops into the following
(e.g., the root *a.ya.rm• aya.naw). On the other hand,• means that the preceding
form develops from the following.
There are many people I wish to thank. Without my students' constant questioning and their unfailing patience with all my experiments in teaching methods, this grammar could never have been written. I would like to thank
especially Brad Rigney, Ian and Kathy Lopez, Mike De Vries, Bob Ramsey,
Jenny (Davis) Riley, Handjarawatano, Dan Newman, Tim Pack, Jason Zahariades, Tim and Jennifer Brown, Lynnette Whitworth, Chori Seraiah, Miles Van
Pelt, and the unnamed student who failed the class twice until I totally separated the nouns (chapters 1-14) from the verbs (chapters 15-35), and then
received a "B." Thanks also to my students at Gordon-Conwell Theological
Seminary and my T.A.'s, Matthew Smith, Jim Critchlow, Jason DeRouchie,
Rich Herbster, Juan Hernandez, Ryan Jackson, Steven Kirk, David Palmer,
Andy Williams, and especially my colleagues and friends, Edward M. Keazirian II, George H. Guthrie, and Paul "Mr." Jackson.
I want to thank those professors who were willing to try out the grammar in
its earlier stages, and for those upon whom I have relied for help: Robert H.
Mounce, William S. LaSor, Daniel B. Wallace, Thomas Schreiner, Jon Hunt,
Nancy Vyhmeister, Keith Reeves, Ron Rushing, George Gunn, Chip Hard, Verlyn Verbrugge, and Craig Keener. A very special thank you must go to Walter
W. Wessel, who used the text beginning with its earliest form and who was
constant and loving in his corrections, criticisms, and praise. When I thought
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the text was basically done, my excellent editor, Verlyn Verbrugge, continued
to fine-tune my work, not just by finding typos and grammatical errors, but by
adding substantially to the content and flow of the chapters. (As always, any
errors are my fault, and I would appreciate notification of any errors or suggestions. Correspondence may be sent to me at the address on p. xvi and xvii.)
And if it were not for the diligent efforts of Ed van der Maas and Jack Kragt,
this grammar may never have been published and marketed as well as it has
been. I must also mention my marvelous Greek teachers who first planted the
seed of love for this language and nurtured it to growth: E. Margaret Howe,
Walter W. Wessel, Robert H. Mounce, William Sanford LaSor, and George E.
Ladd.
Much of the work, especially in the exercises, could not have been done without the aid of the software programs Gramcord by Paul Miller and Accordance
by Roy Brown. Thanks.
As this is the second edition of the textbook, I would also like to thank the
many professors and students who have used BBG over the past nine years.
Its acceptance has been more than gratifying, and I trust that the fine-tuning
that has gone into this edition will be helpful.
A special thank you to my wife Robin, for her unfailing patience and encouragement through the past twenty years, and for believing in the goals we both
set for this grammar. Thanks also to my friends at Shiloh Hills Fellowship and
Garland Avenue Alliance Church who have so graciously aided me in my
research, Richard Porter, Steve Yoell, Scotte Meredith, and my good friends
Tyler, Kiersten, Hayden, Ryan, Regan, Reid, Rance, Nikki, Layton, Trent,
Derek, Sean, Chris, Julia, Grace, Jonathan, David, Julie, and Lindsay.
And finally I wish to thank the scholars who in spite of crowded schedules
agreed to write the exegetical insights for each chapter. As you see how a
knowledge of the biblical languages has aided them in their studies, I trust
you will be encouraged in your own pursuit of learning and using Greek.
Thank you.

William D. Mounce

Rationale Statement
With so many introductory Greek grammars on the market, it seems appropriate to begin with a rationale for yet another. BBG is not just new to be different, but approaches the instruction of the language from a totally different
perspective that I hope makes learning Greek as easy as possible, as rewarding as possible, and, yes, even enjoyable.
The following explains my approach, why it is different, and why I think it is
better. The acceptance of the first edition has been encouraging.
Goals

1.

To approach learning Greek, not as an intellectual exercise, but as a tool
for ministry.

2.

To provide constant encouragement for the students, showing them not
only what they should learn but why.

3.

To teach only what is necessary at the moment, deferring the more complicated concepts until later.

4.

To utilize current advances in linguistics, not for the purpose of teaching
linguistics but to make learning Greek easier.

1. A Tool for Ministry

Biblical Greek should not be taught simply for the sake of learning Greek.
Although there is nothing necessarily wrong with that approach, it is inappropriate for a great number of students in colleges and seminaries. Too often
they are taught Greek and told that eventually they will see why it is important to know the material. In my opinion, they should be shown, in the process
of learning, why they are learning Greek and why a working knowledge of
Greek is essential for their ministry.

2. Encouragement
Most students come to Greek with varying degrees of apprehension. Their
enthusiasm often wears down as the semester progresses. BBG, therefore, has
built into it different ways of encouraging them.
a.

Most of the exercises are from the Bible, mostly New Testament, but some
from the Septuagint. From day one, the students are translating the biblical text. If a passage has a word that is taught in a later chapter, it is translated. This gives students the satisfaction of actually having translated a
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portion of the Bible. Whenever the Greek in the exercises clarifies an exegetical or theological point, I have also tried to point it out.
The disadvantage of using the biblical text is that the student may already
know the verse in English. But with a little discipline on the student's part,
this disadvantage is far outweighed by the advantages, and in the second
edition I added a few made-up sentences.
b.

After every vocabulary word, its frequency is given. It is one thing to learn
that Kat means "and," but to see that it occurs 9,164 times in the New Testament will motivate students to memorize it.

c.

There are some 5,437 different words in the New Testament that occur a
total of 138,162 times. Therefore, after every section of vocabulary the students will be told what percentage of the total word count they now know.
By the eighth chapter the student will know more than one out of every
two word occurrences.

3. Teaching Only What is Necessary
Students only learn what is necessary in order to begin reading the text. After
they have mastered the basics and have gained some experience in reading,
they are taught more of the details. In order to encourage the better student
and make the text more usable for more teachers, this additional detailed
material is put in footnotes or in a section at the end of the chapter called
"Advanced Information."
For example, some of the rules for accents are included in the Advanced Information, so it is up to the student or teacher as to whether or not they should
be learned. The adverbial participle provides another example. Students are
taught to use the "-ing" form of the verb, prefaced by either a temporal adverb
("while," "after") or "because." In the Advanced Information, the advanced
students can read that they may include a personal pronoun identifying the
doer of the participle, and that the time of the finite verb used to translate the
participle must be relative to the main verb.

4. Modern Linguistics
Modem studies in linguistics have much to offer language learning. The
beginning student should not learn linguistics for its own sake, but the basic
principles can be taught and applied generally.
For example, the "Square of Stops" is mastered since it explains many of the
morphological changes of the verb. Also, a basic set of case endings are
learned, and then students are shown how they are modified, only so slightly,
in the different declensions. Once it is seen that the same basic endings are
used in all three declensions, memorization is simplified. In the lexicon, all
words are keyed to my The Morphology of Biblical Greek (see bibliography at the
end of this discussion). As the students' knowledge and interest progresses,
they will be able to pursue in-depth morphological work in this text.
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5. Innovative

BBG seeks to approach the joyful task of learning Greek from new and innovative angles, not merely for the sake of newness but from the desire to make
learning Greek as rewarding as possible. The easier it is to learn the language,
the more the language will be used by pastors and others involved in ministry.

a.

All definitions are derived from Prof. Bruce Metzger's Lexical Aids for Students of New Testament Greek and Warren Trenchard's The Student's Complete
Guide to the Greek New Testament. This way, when students move into second-year Greek and use one of these two excellent study aids for increasing vocabulary, they will not have to relearn the definitions.

b.

c.

A lexicon is provided that lists all words occurring ten times or more with
the tense forms for all simple verbs. (Any word in the exercises that occurs
less than fifty times will be identified in the exercise itself.) This will be
needed for the review exercises. There also is a full set of noun and verbal
charts.
Instead of switching students back and forth between nouns and verbs,
BBG teaches nouns first and then verbs. Because verbs are so important,

some have questioned the wisdom of not starting them until chapter 15.
Here are my reasons.
•

Over the years I found that excessive switching between nouns and
verbs was one of the most confusing aspects in other approaches to
teaching Greek.

•

Nouns are learned so quickly that you get to chapter 15 much sooner
than you might expect.

•

If you listen to a child learn to speak, you can see that it is more natural
to learn nouns first and later move on to the verbal system.

While this approach has proven itself over the past nine years, I did want
to be sensitive to other teachers' preferences and especially the amount of
time they have to teach Greek. Some teachers have reported that they were
barely able to finish nouns by the Christmas break. Therefore, in the second edition, I added a "Track Two" of exercises. It is an alternate set of
exercises that allows you to move from chapter 9 up to chapter 15 and
learn about verbs, and after several chapters on verbs come back and finish nouns. This involves switching back and forth between nouns and
verbs only once, and in my experience it has not shown itself to be difficult.
d.

At the beginning of every chapter is an Exegetical Insight based on a biblical text. These are written by New Testament scholars and demonstrate
the significance of the grammar in the chapter.

e.

Next comes a discussion of English grammar, and in the summary of
Greek grammar that follows as many comparisons as possible are made
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between English and Greek, with emphasis on the similarities between
the two languages.
f.

Greek grammar is initially taught with English illustrations. When illustrations for new grammatical constructions are given in Greek, students
spend much of their concentration on identifying the Greek forms, and
often do not fully understand the grammar itself. In BBG the grammar is
made explicit in English, and only when it is grasped is it illustrated in
Greek. For example,
A participle has verbal characteristics. After eating, my Greek
teacher gave us the final." In this example, eating is a participle that tells us something about the verb gave. The teacher
gave us the final after he was done eating. (After is an adverb
that specifies when the action of the participle occurred.)
/1

A participle also has adjectival aspects. "The woman, sitting
by the window, is my Greek teacher." In this example, sitting is
a participle telling us something about the noun "woman."
g.

There is a Teacher's Packet available for a free download from Teknia's
website. The Teacher's Packet contains the following.
•

Answers for the Workbook.

•

Sample quizzes for each chapter (no answers).

•

Overheads.

•

Software. See pages xix ff. for a discussion of Learning the Basics of Biblical Greek™, Teknia Language Tools™, Flash Works™, and ParseWorks.™

The Teacher's Packet, the software, and other helps are available
on the web at:
www.teknia.com
See there for the latest versions. You may contact the author at
Zondervan, Academic Editorial, 5300 Patterson Ave., Grand
Rapids, Michigan 49530. You can visit Zondervan's website at:
www .zondervan.com/books I academic

Abbreviations
Accordance Roy Brown, The Gramcord Institute.
BBG

Basics of Biblical Greek, William D. Mounce (Zondervan, 2003)

BDAG

A Greek-English Lexicon of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, eds. W. Bauer, F.E. Danker, W.F. Arndt, F.W. Gingrich, third edition (University of Chicago Press, 2000).

Bl-0

A Greek Grammar of the New Testament and Other Early Christian Literature, eds. F. Blass, A. Debrunner, trans. R. Funk (University of
Chicago Press, 1961).

Fanning

Verbal Aspect in New Testament Greek, Buist M. Fanning (Clarendon
Press, 1990).

Gramcord

Paul Miller, The Gramcord Institute.

Klein

A Comprehensive Etymological Dictionary of the English Language,
Ernest Klein (Elsevier Publishing Co., NY, 1971), from which I
drew heavily for cognates and definitions in the vocabulary sections.

LaSor

Handbook of New Testament Greek, William Sanford LaSor (Eerdmans, 1973).

Machen

New Testament Greek for Beginners (Macmillan, 1951).

MBG

The Morphology of Biblical Greek, William D. Mounce (Zondervan,
1994).

Metzger

Lexical Aids for Students of New Testament Greek, Bruce M. Metzger
(Theological Book Agency, 1973).

Smyth

Greek Grammar, Herbert Weir Smyth (Harvard University Press,
1980).

Wallace
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Testament, Daniel B. Wallace (Zondervan, 1995).
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The Elements of New Testament Greek, J.W. Wenham (Cambridge
University Press, 1965).
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Chapter 1

The Greek Language
The Greek language has a long and rich history stretching all the way from the
thirteenth century B.C. to the present. The earliest form of the language is
called "Linear B" (13th century B.C.) . The form of Greek used by writers from
Homer (8th century B.C.) through Plato (4th century B.C.) is called "Classical
Greek." It was a marvelous form of the language, capable of exact expression
and subtle nuances. Its alphabet was derived from the Phoenician's as was
Hebrew's. Classical Greek existed in many dialects of which three were primary: Doric, Aeolic, and Ionic (of which Attic was a branch).
Athens was conquered in the fourth century B.C. by King Philip of Macedonia.
Alexander the Great, Philip's son, who was tutored by the Greek philosopher
Aristotle, set out to conquer the world and spread Greek culture and language.
Because Alexander spoke Attic Greek, it was this dialect that was spread. It
was also the dialect spoken by the famous Athenian writers. This was the
beginning of the Hellenistic Age.
As the Greek language spread across the world and met other languages, it
was altered (which is true of any language). The dialects also interacted with
each other. Eventually this adaptation resulted in what today we call Koine
Greek. "Koine" (Kmv~) means "common" and describes the common, everyday form of the language, used by everyday people. It was not considered a
polished literary form of the language, and in fact some writers of this era purposefully imitated the older style of Greek (which is like someone today writing in King James English). Koine was a simplified form of classical Greek and
unfortunately many of the subtleties of classical Greek were lost. For example,
in classical Greek aUoc; meant "other" of the same kind while EtEpO<; meant
"other" of a different kind. If you had an apple and you asked for aUoc;, you
would receive another apple. But if you asked for E-ri::po<;, you would be given
perhaps an orange. Some of these subtleties come through in Scripture but not
often. It is this common, Koine Greek that is used in the Septuagint, the New
Testament, and the writings of the Apostolic Fathers.
For a long time Koine Greek confused many scholars. It was significantly different from Classical Greek. Some hypothesized that it was a combination of
Greek, Hebrew, and Aramaic. Others attempted to explain it as a "Holy Ghost
language," meaning that God created a special language just for the Bible. But
studies of Greek papyri found in Egypt over the past one hundred years have
shown that this language was the language of the everyday people used in the
writings of wills, private letters, receipts, shopping lists, etc.
1

2
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There are two lessons we can learn from this. As Paul says, "In the fullness of
time God sent his son" (Gal 4:4), and part of that fullness was a universal language. No matter where Paul traveled he could be understood.
But there is another lesson here that is perhaps a little closer to the pastor's
heart. God used the common language to communicate the Gospel. The gospel
does not belong to the erudite alone; it belongs to all people. It now becomes
our task to learn this marvelous language to help us make the grace of God
known to all people.

Chapter 2

Learning Greek
Before we start learning the language, we need to talk about how to learn. If
you have developed any bad study habits they are going to be magnified as
you set out to learn Greek. Let's talk about a few of the essentials.

Goal
The main purpose of writing this book is to help you to understand better and
to communicate more clearly the Word of God. This must be kept in mind at
all times. It should motivate you, encourage you when you are frustrated, and
give you perspective when you think you are going to crack. Remember the
goal: a clearer, more exact, and more persuasive presentation of God's saving
message.
But is knowing Greek essential in reaching this goal? If you are not fully convinced that this is so, you will have difficulty reaching the goal. In other words,
is the language worth the effort? We have been blessed with a wealth of good
and varied translations. A careful and critical use of these goes a long way in
helping the preacher understand the Word of God better. It would be unfair to
claim that the only way to be a good preacher is to know Greek.
However, allow me a little parable and the point will become clear. You need
to overhaul your car engine. What tools will you select? I would surmise that
with a screw driver, hammer, a pair of pliers, and perhaps a crow bar, you
could make some progress. But look at the chances you are taking. Without a
socket wrench you could ruin many of the bolts. Without a torque wrench you
cannot get the head seated properly. The point is, without the proper tools you
run the risk of doing a minimal job, and perhaps actually hurting the engine.
The same is true with preaching, teaching, preparing personal Bible studies,
and learning Greek. Without the proper tools you are limited in your ability to
deal with the text. When Jesus says of communion, "Drink ye all of it" (Matt
26:27; KJV), what does the "all" refer to? All the drink, or all the people? 1 When
Paul writes to the Ephesians that it is "by grace you have been saved through
faith, and this is not of yourselves; it is a gift from God" (Eph 2:8), what does
"it" refer to? 2 When Paul asks, "Do all speak in tongues" (1 Car 12:30), is he
implying that the answer is "Yes"? 3
The people.

3
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But there is more. Almost all the best commentaries and biblical studies
require a knowledge of Greek. Without it, you will not have access to the lifelong labors of scholars who should be heard. I have seen a rather interesting
pattern develop. The only people I have heard say that Greek is not important
are those who do not themselves know Greek. Strange. Can you imagine
someone who knows nothing about tennis say that it is unnecessary ever to
take tennis lessons? Sounds ridiculous, doesn't it?
The point of all this is to emphasize that you must think through why you
want to learn Greek, and then you must keep your goal in sight at all times.
John Wesley, perhaps one of the most effective ministers ever to mount a horse,
is said to have been able to quote Scripture in Greek better than in English.
How far do you want your ministry to go? The tools you collect, Greek being
one of them, will to a significant degree determine your success from a human
point of view. Set your goals high and keep them in sight.

Memorization
In order to learn Greek (or any language, as far as that goes) memorization is
vital. For Greek you will have to memorize vocabulary words, endings, and
various other things. In Greek the only way to determine, for example,
whether a noun is singular or plural, or if a word is the subject or object of the
verb, is by the ending of the word. So if you have not memorized the endings,
you will be in big trouble.
Along with grammar is the importance of memorizing vocabulary. There is
very little joy in translating if you have to look up every other word in the lexicon. Rote memory will be more difficult for some than others, so here are
some suggestions.
1.

Make flash cards for vocabulary words and word endings. You can put
them in your pocket and take them anywhere. Use them while waiting in
lines, during work breaks, before classes, etc. They will become your life
saver. 3 x 5 index cards cut in thirds are a nice size.

2.

Use the computer flash card system that is included with this text. You can
tell it which words you have difficulty in remembering, and it can quiz
you just on those.

3.

When memorizing words use mnemonic devices. For example, the Greek
word for "face" is transliterated as "prosopon," so it could be remembered
by the phrase, "pour soap on my face." It seems that the sillier these
devices are the better, so don't be ashamed.

4.

You must pronounce Greek consistently and write it neatly. If your
pronunciation varies it is difficult to remember the words.

2

3

The whole process of salvation, which includes our faith.
He is stating that the answer is "No."

5

5.

Say the words and endings out loud. The more senses involved in the
learning process the better. So pronounce the words, listen to them, and
write them out so you can see them.

Exercises
The greatest motivation for learning Greek comes during the homework
assignments. Because most of the exercises are drawn from the New Testament, you are constantly reminded why you are learning the language. We
have tried to point out in the footnotes whenever a knowledge of the Greek
helps you exegetically or devotionally to better understand the verse's meaning.
We will also be introducing you to intermediate grammar through the footnotes to the exercises. Whereas the footnotes in the grammar are not essential,
they are very important in the exercises.
Be sure to treat the exercises as tests. Learn the chapter, do as many of the exercises as you can, work back through the chapter, and then do the exercises
again. The more you treat the exercises as a test, the better you will learn the
material and the better you will do on actual tests.

Time and Consistency
Very few people can "pick up" a language. For most of us it takes time, lots of
it. Plan for that; remind yourself what you are trying to do, and spend the necessary time. But along with the amount of time is the matter of consistency.
You cannot cram for tests; Greek will not stick, and in the long run you will
forget it. Spend time every day; getting to know the language of the New Testament deserves at least that. Remember, "Those who cram, perish."

Partners
Few people can learn a language on their own. For sake of illustration, let me
quote the story of John Brown as told by the great Greek grammarian A.T.
Robertson.
At the age of sixteen John Brown, of Haddington, startled a bookseller
by asking for a copy of the Greek Testament. He was barefooted and
clad in ragged homespun clothes. He was a shepherd boy from the
hills of Scotland. "What would you do with that book?" a professor
scornfully asked. ''I'll try to read it," the lad replied, and proceeded to
read off a passage in the Gospel of John. He went off in triumph with
the coveted prize, but the story spread that he was a wizard and had
learned Greek by the black art. He was actually arraigned for witchcraft, but in 1746 the elders and deacons at Abernethy gave him a vote
of acquittal, although the minister would not sign it. His letter of

.,
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defence, Sir W. Robertson Nicoll says (The British Weekly, Oct. 3, 1918),
"deserves to be reckoned among the memorable letters of the world."
John Brown became a divinity student and finally professor of divinity. In the chapel at Mansfield College, Oxford, Brown's figure ranks
with those of Doddridge, Fry, Chalmers, Vinet, Schleiermacher. He
had taught himself Greek while herding his sheep, and he did it without a grammar. Surely young John Brown of Haddington should forever put to shame those theological students and busy pastors who
neglect the Greek Testament, though teacher, grammar, lexicon are at
their disposal. 4
This story points out how unusual it is for someone to learn Greek without the
communal help of the class. Find a partner, someone who will test and quiz
you, encourage and support you, and vice versa.

Discipline
Discipline is the bottom line. There are no magical solutions to learning Greek.
It is achievable if you want it. It comes at a cost, but the rewards are tremen-

dous. So get ready for the journey of your life as we travel through the pages
of the New Testament. Enjoy the excitement of discovery and await the day
when it will all bloom into fruition.

4

A Grammar of the Greek New Testament in the Light of Historical Research (Broadman,
1934) 4th edition, xix.

Chapter 3

The Alphabet and Pronunciation
Overview
We start each chapter with an overview of what you will be learning. This will
give you a feel for what is to come, and should also be an encouragement when
you see that there is not too much information in each chapter.
In this chapter we will learn:

•
•

to write and pronounce the alphabet (consonants, vowels, diphthongs);
that "breathing marks" are on every word beginning with a vowel.

The Greek Alphabet
3.1

Footnotes in this volume are not necessary to learn (although they are
often interesting), except in the vocabulary section where they may be
significant. (The footnotes in the Workbook tend to be more important.)

3.2

The Greek alphabet has twenty-four letters. 1 At first it is only important to learn the English name, small letters, and pronunciation. The
transliterations 2 will help. In our texts today, capitals are used only for
proper names, the first word in a quotation, and the first word in the
paragraph. 3 There is some disagreement as to the correct pronunciation of a few of the letters; these are marked in the footnotes. We have

There were several more, but they dropped out of use before the classical period. In
some cases their influence can still be felt, especially in verbs.
2

A transliteration is the equivalent of a letter in another language. For example, the
Greek "beta" (~) is transliterated with the English "b." This does not mean that a
similar combination of letters in one language has the same meaning as the same
combination in another. Km does not mean "cat." But the Greek "W' and the English
"b" have the same sounds and often similar functions, and therefore it is said that
the English "b" is the transliteration of the Greek "beta."

3

Originally the Bible was written in all capital letters with no punctuation, accent
marks, or spaces between the words. For example, John 1:1 began, ENAPXHHNO
AOrOI:. Capital letters, or "majuscules," were used until the later centuries A.D.
when cursive script was adopted. Cursive script is like our handwriting where the
letters are joined together. In Greek texts today, John 1:1 begins, 'Ev apxn ~v oA.oyoc;.
7
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chosen the standard pronunciations that will help you learn the language the easiest.
Notice the many similarities among the Greek and English letters, not
only in shape and sound but also in their respective order in the alphabet. The Greek alphabet can be broken down into sections. It will parallel the English for a while, differ, and then begin to parallel again.
Try to find these natural divisions.
The following chart shows the name of the letter (in English and
Greek), the English transliteration (in italics), the letter written as a
capital and as a small letter, and its pronunciation.
Alpha

aA.ljla

a

A

a

a as in f_gther

Beta

~~'ta

B

~

b as in Hible

Gamma

yaµµa
of:A.'ta

'Y
0

g as in gone

Delta

b
g
d

d as in.dog

Epsilon

£ \jltA.6v

Zeta
Eta
Theta
Iota
Kappa

5
6

7

';'

ti
E

inm~t

£

e as

z

I;

z as in da~e4

Tl"CU

e

H

11

e as in ob~y

0~'ta

th

e

e

th as in thing

,
tW"CU
,
KU7t7tU

i as in intrigue5

~

k

K

K

k as in kitchen

Lambda

A-6.µ~oa

A

A.

1 as in law

Mu

µu

m

M

µ

m as in mother

Nu

vu

N

v

n as in new

Xi

9

n
x

~

x as in axiom 6

oµtKpov

~

0

0

0

o as in nQt7

Pi

7tt

p

IT

7t

p as in p.each

Rho

pw

r

p

p

r as inrod8

Omicron

4

l;~'ta

e
z

r

Some pronounce the zeta as the "dz" combination. This helps to differentiate it
from the sigma. Wenham (19) says that it is pronounced "dz" unless it is the first
letter in the word, in which case it is pronounced "z."
The iota can be either long ("intrigue") or short ("intrigue"). Listen to how your
teacher pronounces the words and you will pick up the differences.
Some prefer a simple "x" sound for the xsi and not the double "xs" as in the word
"axiom." We feel that the "xs" combination helps to differentiate xsi from chi. However, your teacher may prefer that you spell the letter "xi" and not "xsi."
The omicron is pronounced by some with a long "o" sound as in the word "obey."
It is pronounced by others with a short "o" sound as in the word "lot." There is a
question as to what the actual pronunciation of this letter was in the Koine period.
In modern Greek it is long as in omega. We have chosen to use a short pronunciation in order to differentiate the omicron from the omega.

9

Sigma
Tau
Upsilon
Phi
Chi
Psi
Omega
3.3

s

I:

a/ r,

t

T

ZJ \j1tA.6v

u/y

y

t
u

$t

<I>

$

x

x

\jft

ph
ch
ps

'I'

'IF

wµqa

0

Q

w

cnyµa
tau

it

.,

s as in s_tudy
t as in talk
u as the German ii?
ph as in i;ilione
ch as in loch 10
ps as in liJIB
0 as in tQne

Writing the Letters
~

1.

Notice how a
counterparts.

8 £

2.

In Greek there are five letters that are transliterated by two letters.
0 is th; ~ is xs; $ is ph; x is ch; 'IF is ps. These are called double
consonants.

3.

It is important that you do not confuse the T] (eta) with the English
"n," the v (nu) with the "v," the p (rho) with the "p," the x (chi)

i

K

o r, t and u look like their English

with the "x," or thew (omega) with the "w."

3.4

8
9
10

4.

There are two sigmas in Greek. r, occurs only at the end of the
word and (J occurs elsewhere: an6crtoA.or,.

5.

The vowels in Greek are a,£, T],

i,

o, u, w.

Pronouncing the Letters

1.

You will learn the alphabet best by pronouncing the letters out
loud as you write them, over and over.

2.

The name of a consonant is formed with the help of a vowel, but
the sound of the consonant does not include that vowel. For
example, µ is the letter "mu," but when mu appears in the word,
there is no "u" sound.

3.

The following letters sound just like their English counterparts: a
~ y 8 £ i 1( A. µ v o n p a Ir, t.

4.

Gamma (y) usually has a hard "g" sound, as in "get." However,
when it is immediately followed by y, K, "Iv or S, it is pronounced
as a "n."

Some prefer the "rh" sound.
Other suggestions are the u in "universe" and the oo in "book."
Pronounced with a decided Scottish accent.
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For example, the word ayyE'Aor; is pronounced "angelos," from
which we get our word "an7eL" The gamma pronounced like a
"n" is called a gamma nasal. 1
5.

Alpha and iota can be either long or short. Iota may have changed
its sound (cf. "intrigue", "intrigue"); alpha may not have. 12
Epsilon and omicron are always short while eta and omega are
always long.
"Long" and "short" refer to the relative length of time it requires
to pronounce the vowel (e.g., "father" and "cat").

6.

Greek also has two breathing marks. Every word beginning with
a vowel and all words beginning with a rho have a breathing
mark.
The rough breathing is a e placed over the first vowel and adds an
"h" sound to the word. uni::p is pronounced "huper." Every word
that begins with a rho or upsilon takes a rough breathing.
The smooth breathing is a ' placed over the first vowel and is not
pronounced. uni::p (which is not a real Greek word) would be
pronounced "uper." an6mo'Aor; is pronounced "a po sto los."

3.5

Pronouncing diphthongs
1.

A diphthong consists of two vowels that produce but one sound.
The second vowel is always an t or an u. They are pronounced as
follows. 13
at

as in aisle

a'ipw

El

as in cight

El

Ot

as in oil

OlKlO:

au

as in sauerkraut

au16r;

OU

as in soup

ou8£

Ul

as in suite

ui6r;

EU, TIU
ut

as in feud

, ,

14

Eu8ur; I riusavEv

and riu are less common than the others.

11

Most gamma nasals are formed from the yy combination.

12

There is much discussion on this type of issue among scholars. The long alpha (e.g.,
"father") would have taken longer to say than the short alpha. (e.g., "cat").

13

The diphthong wu is used in Classical Greek, but occurs in the New Testament only
in the name Mwucr~c; where there is always a diaeresis indicating that it is not a
diphthong.

14

Some suggest that the pronunciation of riu is the same as saying "hey you" if you
run the words together.

11

2.

An improper diphthong is made up of a vowel and an iota
subscript. An iota subscript is a small iota written under the
vowels a, T], or w (q,, 1J, cp) and normally is the last letter in a word.
This iota has no effect on the pronunciation but is essential for
translation, so pay close attention to it.
Q'.

n
4l

3.

wpc:x
ypaljlfl
A,oycp

If a word begins with a diphthong, the breathing mark is placed
over the second vowel of the diphthong (ai:t£w).
If a capitalized word begins with a diphthong, the breathing mark
is still over the second vowel (Ai:t£w).
If the word begins with two vowels that do not form a diphthong,
the breathing mark stands in front of the capital ( 'IT]aoui;).

4.

In some words we find two vowels that normally form a
diphthong, but in this case do not. To show that these two vowels
are pronounced as two separate sounds, a diaeresis("") is placed
over the second vowel ( 'Haciiai;). The at normally forms a
diphthong, but in this word the diaeresis indicates that it forms
two separate sounds: 'H aa t ai;. Cf. nai:Ve in English.

Summary
1.

It is essential that you learn the Greek alphabet right away. You cannot
learn anything else until you do.

2.

Learn the English name, how to write the letter, and how to pronounce the
letter.

3.

The vowels in Greek are a,

4.

Every word beginning with a vowel must have either a rough or smooth
breathing mark. If the word begins with a diphthong, the breathing mark
is over the second vowel. If the word is capitalized, the breathing mark
goes either before the first vowel or over the second vowel, depending on
whether the two vowels form a diphthong.

5.

A diphthong consists of two vowels pronounced as a single sound. The
second vowel is always an iota or upsilon.

6.

An improper diphthong is a diphthong with an iota subscript under the
vowel. The iota subscript does not affect pronunciation but is important in
translation.

E,

ri, t, o, u, and w.
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Advanced Information
In most of the chapters there is information that some teachers consider essential, but others do not. We have included that kind of information in the
"Advanced Information" section of each chapter.
3.6

Capital letters. If you want to learn capitals, notice that there are very
few unexpected forms. The unusual ones are in bold print and underlined.

capital

small

A

a

B

~

r

y

A
E

0
£

z

t;

H

TJ

e

e

K

K

A

A,

M

µ

N

v

.::.
0
TI
p

s

1:

<J/ c;

T
y

"C

<I>

~

x

x

\f

"'

Q

comments

Not be be confused with the capital theta (8).

0
1t

p

Not to be confused with a capital English "P".
Not to be confused with the capital epsilon (E).

'\)

(!)

The capitals may be familiar to some because of their use in designating fraternities and sororities.

Chapter 4

Punctuation and Syllabification
Exegetical Insight
When the New Testament was first written there were no punctuation marks.
In fact, the words were run together one after another without any separation.
Punctuation and versification entered the text of manuscripts at a much later
period.
Obviously this has created some difficulties for contemporary scholars since
the way a verse is punctuated can have a significant effect on the interpretation
of the verse. One outstanding example is Romans 9:5. If a major stop is placed
after 1mta cr6.p1m ("according to the flesh"), then the final section of the verse
is a statement about God the Father (the NEB has "May God, supreme above
all, be blessed for ever! Amen"). However, if a minor stop is placed at that
point, the final words of the sentence speak of Christ (the NIVhas "Christ, who
is God over all, forever praised! Amen").
Does it make any difference? Most scholars believe it does. If the latter punctuation brings out what Paul intended, then we have in this verse a clear-cut
statement affirming the deity of Jesus Christ. He is, in fact, God. The way a
translation handles an ambiguous verse such as this reveals the theological
leanings of the translator.

Robert H. Mounce

Overview
In this chapter we will learn:
• four Greek punctuation marks and three accents;
• how to break a Greek word into parts so we can pronounce it
("syllabification").

Two of the favorite places at the Acropolis.
13
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Greek Punctuation
4. 1

Punctuation
Character

English

Greek

9£6~,

comma

9£6~.

period
period above the line
semicolon

comma
period
semicolon
question mark1

9£6~·

9£6~;

4.2

Diacritical Marks
l.

Diaeresis. This has already been explained in §3.5.

2.

Apostrophe. When a preposition2 ends with a vowel and the next
word begins with a vowel, the final vowel of the first word drops
out. This is called elision. It is marked by an apostrophe, which is
placed where the vowel was dropped (e.g., an:o E:µou becomes an:'
E:µou). This is similar to the English contraction (e.g., "can't").

3.

Accents. Almost every Greek word has an accent mark. 3 It is
placed over a vowel and shows which syllable receives the accent.
Originally the accent was a pitch accent: the voice rose, dropped,
or rose and dropped on the accented syllable. Eventually it
became a stress accent as we have in English. 4 Most teachers are
satisfied with students simply placing stress on the accented
syllable.

The acute accent shows that the pitch originally went up a little on
the accented syllable (cxi:r£w).
The grave accent shows that the voice originally dropped a little
on the accented syllable (rn't 8£0~ ~v 6 A,6yo~).
The circumflex accent shows that the voice rose and then dropped
a little on the accented syllable (ayvw~).
Notice how the shape of the accent gives a clue as to the direction
of the pitch.
The question then becomes, when do you use which accent?
Opinions vary from viewing the rules of accent placement as
The form of a Greek question is not necessarily different from a statement; the punctuation and context are your main clues.
2

Prepositions will be discussed in chapter 8. They are little words such as "in" and
"over" that describe the relationship between two items.

3

Some words appear to have two accents. There are certain words that lose their
accent to the following word ("proclitic") or the preceding word ("enclitic"), and
you end up with a double accent on one word and no accent on the other.

15

essential to being totally unnecessary. Since the biblical
manuscripts never had them originally, and since in our opinion
they unnecessarily burden the beginning student, this text ignores
the rules of accent placement (but see the Advanced Information
section on p. 20).
However, this does not mean that accents are worthless and
should be ignored. Far from it. Accents serve us very well in three
areas.

4

•

Pronunciation. If all the students in the class accent any syllable
they wish, it can become very difficult to talk to each other.
Consistently placing the stress on the accented syllable creates a
desirable and necessary uniformity.

•

Memorization. If you do not force yourself to say a word the same
way every time, vocabulary memorization becomes very difficult.
Imagine trying to memorize the word Koivwvia if you could not
decide which syllable to accent. Try pronouncing "koi no ni a"
four times, each time accenting a different syllable. See why
consistency is desirable?

•

Identification. There are a few words that are identical except for
their accents. tii; can mean "who?" and ni; can mean "someone."
There are also a few verbal forms where knowing the accent is
helpful. We will point out these words and forms as we meet
them. However, just remember that accents were not part of the
original text and are open to interpretation.

In English we use "stress" accents. This means that when we come to the syllable

that receives the accent, we put a little more stress on the pronunciation of that syllable. But in Classical Greek, the accent originally was pitch, not stress. The voice
rises or falls a little when the accented syllable is pronounced. Most teachers allow
their students to use a stress accent when pronouncing Greek because the music
pitch accent is difficult. By the time of Koine Greek, the accent may have been stress.
There is an interesting story about a cannibal tribe that killed the first two missionary couples who came to them. They had tried to learn their language, but could
not. The third brave couple started experiencing the same problems with the language as had the two previous couples until the wife, who had been a music major
in college, recognized that the tribe had a very developed set of pitch accents that
were essential in understanding the language. When they recognized that the
accents were pitch and not stress, they were able to see the significance these
accents played in that language and finally translated the Bible into that musicallyminded language. Luckily for us, while Greek accents were pitch, they are not that
important.

16
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Syllabification
4.3

How to Divide the Words

Just as it is important to learn how to pronounce the letters correctly,
it is also important to pronounce the words correctly. But in order to
pronounce a Greek word you must be able to break it down into its
syllables. This is called "syllabification," and there are two ways you
can learn it.
The first is to recognize that Greek words syllabify in basically the
same manner as English words do. Therefore, if you "go with your
feelings," you will syllabify Greek words almost automatically. If you
practice reading 1John1, included in the exercises of this chapter, syllabification should not be a problem. I have read it for you on the CDROM included with this text. The second way is to learn some basic
syllabification rules.
It is essential that you master the process of syllabification, otherwise
you will never be able to pronounce the words consistently, and you
will have trouble memorizing them and communicating with your
class mates.

1.

There is one vowel (or diphthong) per syllable.

a KT) KO a µEv

µap

tu

pou µEv

Therefore, there are as many syllables as there are vowels/
diphthongs.
2.

A single consonant by itself (not a cluster5) goes with the following
vowel.

£ w pa rn µEv
If the consonant is the final letter in the word, it will go with the
preceding vowel.
3.

Two consecutive vowels that do not form a diphthong are divided.

£ 8E a cra µE ea

5

'H cra ·1 ac;

A consonant cluster is two or more consonants in a row.
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4.

A consonant cluster that can not be pronounced together6 is divided,
and the first consonant goes with the preceding vowel.
Eµ npo

5.

<J8EV

A consonant cluster that can be pronounced together goes with the
following vowel.
Xpt cr't6~

This includes a consonant cluster formed withµ or v.

E8VE <JtV
6.

nvi::u µa

Double consonants7 are divided.

anay yf,A, A,o µi::v
7.

nap PTl crt' a

Compound words 8 are divided where joined.
avn

XPt<J'tO~

EK ~&nw
Summary

l.

A period above the line is a Greek semi-colon (literally, half a colon), and
an English semi-colon is a Greek question mark.

2.

There are three accents. You do not have to know why they occur where
they do, but pay attention to them as you pronounce the word.

3.

Greek syllabification basically follows English syllabification. Listen to
your teacher pronounce the words and it will quickly become automatic.

Vocabulary
One of the most frustrating parts of learning language is memorization, especially memorizing vocabulary. And yet, memorizing vocabulary is one of the
essential elements if you are going to enjoy the language. If you have to look
up every other word the language loses its charm. Because we are learning

6

One way to check whether a consonant cluster can be pronounced together is to see
whether those consonants ever begin a word. For example, you know that the cluster <H can be pronounced together because there is a word a'taupow. Although the
lexicon may not show all the possible clusters, it will show you many of them.

7

A "double consonant" is when the same consonant occurs twice in a row.

8

Compound words are words made up of two distinct words. Of course, right now
you cannot tell what is a compound word because you do not know any of the
words.

18
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biblical Greek only, we have a set number of words, and statistically there are
a few significant facts.
There are 5,437 different words in the New Testament. They occur a total of
138,162 times. 9 But there are only 313 words (5.8% of the total number) that
occur 50 times or more. In addition, for special reasons you will be asked to
learn six more words that occur less than fifty times. These 319 words account
for 110,425 word occurrences, or 79.92% of the total word count, almost four
out of five. 1 For example, Kai (the word for "and") occurs 9,153 times. Learn
that one word and you know 6.7% of the total word count.

°

The point is that if you learn these 319 words well, you can read the bulk of the
New Testament. We feel it is counterproductive to learn more, unless you
really like doing things like that. Your time is better spent reading the Bible or
learning grammar. And 319 words are not very many. Most introductory textbooks for other languages have about 2,000 words.
For encouragement we have included in parentheses how many times each
vocabulary word occurs, and at the end of every chapter we will tell you what
percent of the 138,162 word occurrences you now know.

In this chapter we have listed some Greek words that have come over directly
into English ("cognates").11 Seeing the similarities between languages can
often be helpful. Some of the cognates are not part of many peoples' vocabulary, but we have found that it is still helpful to know that the cognates exist.
Most of the cognates and their definitions were drawn from Ernest Klein's
masterful study, Etymological Dictionary, with good suggestions from Bruce
Metzger's Lexical Aids.
But remember: never define a Greek word on the basis of its English cognate!
English was not a language until much later, so it had no impact on the meaning of Greek. Think of as many cognates as you can for the following words.
We will list cognates in the footnotes.
When you use FlashWorks, you will notice that it lists more information for
each word. For example, for ayyEA.rn; it has ayyEA.0<;, -OU, 6. You will learn about
this additional information in subsequent chapters.
ayyEAOC.,

angel, messenger (175)

aµ~v

verily, truly, amen, so let it be (129)

av0pwnor;

man, mankind, person, people, humankind,
human being (550) 12

9

All frequency numbers come from the software program Accordance.

lO

There are also a few special forms of words you are given in the vocabulary. If a
vocabulary word does not have its frequency listed after it, that word is not
included in this frequency counting.

11

As you will see, kappa came over into English as a "c." Remember also that when
upsilon is not in a diphthong, it is transliterated as "y."
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an6crwA.oi:;

apostle, envoy, messenger (80)

ra.AiA.aia

Galilee (61) 13

ypwp~

writing, Scripture (50) 14

86/;a

glory, majesty, fame (166) 15

£rw

I (1,725) 16
last (52) 17
life (135) 18
God, god (1,317) 19

KO.t'

and, even, also, namely (9,153) 20

mp8ia

heart, inner self (156) 21

Kocr1.wi:;

world, universe, humankind (186) 22

A.6yoi:;

word, Word, statement, message (330) 23
spirit, Spirit, wind, breath, inner life (379) 24

npo<j>~trii:;

prophet (144)

CTa~~a.tOY

Sabbath, week (68) 25

12

Anthropology, the study of humans.

13

Most names are easily recognized.

14 An
15

autograph is a writing of one's own (au16c;) name.
The doxology is a "word" (/coyoc;, see below) of "praise."
16 Ego, the "I" or "self" of a person.
17
Eschatology is the study of last things.
18 Zoology is the study of animal life.
19 Theology is the study of God.
20 Triskaidekaphobia is the fear (<j>o~oc;) of the number 13, 3 (1pEtc;) and (im{) 10 (8£im).
21
Cardiology is the study of the heart. Notice how the kappa came over into English
as a "c."
22

Cosmology is the philosophical study of the universe.

23

This word has a wide range of meaning, both in Greek and in English. It can refer
to what is spoken, or it can be used philosophically I theologically for the "Word"
(John 1:1-18). As you can see from examples above, A.6yoi:; (or the feminine A.oy{a) is
often used in compounds to denote the "study" of something.

24

By "Spirit" we mean the Holy Spirit. Remember, in Greek there are no silent consonants, so the pi is pronounced; unlike in English where, for example, the "p" is not
pronounced in the word, "pneumatic." Pneumatology is the study of spiritual
beings.

25

mi~~mov often occurs in the plural, but can be translated as a singular.
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~WY~

sound, noise, voice (139) 26

Xpten6c,;

Christ, Messiah, Anointed One (529) 27

Proper names are especially easy to learn.
'A~paaµ

Abraham (73)

~au{o

David (59)

Ifoul.oc,;

Paul (158)

IThpoc,;

Peter (156)

I11!.atoc,;

Pilate (55)

~{µwv

Simon (75)

There are many other words that we could show you, but as you can see, learning vocabulary does not have to be that difficult. Learn these vocabulary
words now.
Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

138,162
26
16,100
16,100
11.65%

Remember that 11.65% translates into knowing more than one out of every ten
word occurrences. One out of ten! Encouraged?

Advanced Information
4.4
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27

Basic rules for accents. If you want to know the basics about accents,
here they are.
1.

The acute ( ' ) can occur on any of the last three syllables.

2.

The circumflex ( ~ ) can occur only on one of the last two syllables
and will always be over a long vowel. Tl and w are always long
vowels. a , t, and u can be either long or short. q. is always long.

The double meaning of "sound" and "voice," along with the double meaning of
nvE\Jµa as "wind" and "spirit," creates the pun in John 3:8. to 1tYEuµa onou 9£1.Et
1tYEl, Kat "C~V ~(l)V~V autou cXKOUEtc,;, al.I.' OUK otoac,; 1t09£V EpX,Etm Kat 1tOU
U1tcl)'El' outwc,; ECJ"CtV nae,; 6 )'E)'EYYTjµEvoc,; EK "COU 1tVEUµatoc,;. A phonograph is literally a "writer of sounds."
In the Old Testament and the earlier parts of the New Testament "X,PtCJtoc,;" was a
title, but as you move through Acts and it becomes so closely associated with Jesus
that it becomes a personal name like "Jesus" and should be capitalized (Xpta16c;).
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3.

The grave ( ' ) is formed when a word is normally accented with
an acute on the final syllable. When the word is not followed by a
punctuation mark, then the acute becomes a grave. In other
words, if the word is accented on the final syllable, the Greeks
always dropped their voices at the end of a word, but raised it
when the word was at the end of a clause or sentence.

4.

Accents on nouns try to stay on the same syllable. This is called
consistent accent. Accents on verbs try to move as far back toward
. the beginning of the verb as possible. This is called recessive accent.

If you want to learn more about accents, check out my Morphology of

Biblical Greek.
4.5

Here are some more Greek words. What are some English cognates?
You do not need to learn the Greek words now.
word

definition

ayciit'T]
afa:A,q>oc;
"
aytoc;
a\µa
aµaptia
yA,wcrcra
h:!CAT]cria
£pyov
EUUYYEAtoV
eavmoc;
0p6voc;
'IT]crouc;

love
brother
holy
blood
sin
tongue, language
church, Church, assembly, congregation
work
good news, Gospel
death
throne
Jesus
Israel
stone
large, great
mother
Moses
law
parable
father
elder
fire
water
Pharisee
soul, life, self

'fopa~A,

A,{0oc;
µcyac;
µT]t'Tjp
Mwucr~c;

v6µoc;
rrapa~oA,~
'
1tat'T]p

rrprn~{mpoc;

rrup
u8wp
<l>aptcratoc;
\j/UX~

Chapter 5

Introduction to English Nouns
Overview
In this chapter we will learn the following:
•

terms used in English grammar (inflection, case, number, gender, lexical
form);

•

other terms such as definite article, predicate nominative, and declension;

•

parts of speech (noun, adjective, preposition, subject/predicate);

•

a brief introduction to verbs.

Introduction
5.1

As strange as it may seem, the first major obstacle many of you must
overcome is your lack of knowledge of English grammar. For whatever reasons, many do not know enough English grammar to learn
Greek grammar. We cannot teach about the Greek nominative case
until you know what a case is. You must learn to crawl before walking.
For this reason we begin our discussion of Greek nouns with a short
introduction to the English grammar relevant for studying nouns. (A
similar discussion is included before we start talking about verbs.) At
the beginning of every chapter we will introduce some of the finer
points of English grammar that are relevant for that chapter.
There is a lot of information in this chapter. The purpose is not to overwhelm you, but to introduce you to nouns and provide a central location for reference. As you have questions in the later chapters, refer
back to this chapter.

Inflection
5.2

Sometimes the form of a word changes when it performs different
functions in a sentence or when the word changes its meaning. This is
called "inflection." For example, the personal pronoun is "he" if it
refers to a male, and "she" if it refers to a female. It is "she" when it is
the subject of the sentence (e.g., "She is my wife."), but changes to
"her" when it is the direct object (e.g., "The teacher flunked her.") If
the king and queen have one son, he is the "prince," but if they have
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two they are "princes." If their child is a girl she is called a "princess."
All these changes are examples of inflection.
Compared with most languages, English is not highly inflected.
Greek, on the other hand, is highly inflected. Almost every word is
altered depending upon its use in the sentence and its meaning.
The following grammatical concepts can affect the form of a word in
both languages.
5.3

Case. Words perform different functions in a sentence. These different
functions are called "cases." In English there are three cases: subjective, objective, and possessive. Some English words change their form
when they switch functions, while other words stay basically the
same. (In the following examples, the personal pronoun "he" will
change depending upon its case.)
If a word is the subject of the sentence, it is in the subjective case. ("He
is my brother.") The subject is that which does the action of the active
verb.

•

The subject is usually the first noun (or pronoun) before the verb
in a sentence. For example: "Bill ran to the store." "The ball broke
the window." Word order shows that both Bill and ball are the
subjects of their verbs.

•

However, sometimes it is hard to determine which word is the
subject. You can usually find out by asking the question "who?"
or "what?" For example, "Who ran to the store?" "Bill." "What
broke the window?" "The ball."

If a word shows possession, it is in the possessive case. ("His Greek
Bible is always by his bed.")
If a word is the direct object, it is in the objective case. The direct
object is the person or thing that is directly affected by the action of the
verb. This means that whatever the verb does, it does so to the direct
object. ("The teacher will flunk him if he does not take Greek seriously.")
•

It usually follows the verb in word order. For example: "Robin

passed her test." "The waiter insulted Brian." Test and Brian are
the direct objects.
•

You can usually determine the direct object by asking yourself the
question "what?" or "whom?" Robin passed what? Her test. The
waiter insulted whom? Brian.
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case

function

example

Subjective

subject

"He borrowed my computer.

Possessive

possession

"He borrowed my computer."

Objective

direct

"He borrowed my computer."

We chose the pronoun "he" for some of the illustrations above because
it changes its form quite readily. Most words will not, except for the
possessive case. For example, the word "teacher" stays the same
whether it is the subject ("The teacher likes you.") or the direct object
("You like the teacher."). However, to form the possessive it will
change by the addition of an apostrophes. ("She is the teacher's pet.")
5.4

Number. Words can be either singular or plural, depending upon
whether they refer to one, or more than one. For example, "Students
(plural) should learn to study like this student" (singular).

5.5

Gender. Some words, mostly pronouns, change their form depending
upon whether they are referring to a masculine, feminine, or neuter
object. For example, "He (masculine gender) gave it (neuter gender) to
her (feminine gender)." (He, it, and her are all forms of the same pronoun, the third person singular personal pronoun.)

Another example is the word "prince." If the heir to the throne is male,
then he is the "prince." But if the child is female, she is the "princess."
Most English words do not change to indicate gender. "Teacher"
refers to either a woman or a man. If a word refers to neither a masculine or feminine thing, then it is neuter.
5.6

Natural gender means that a word takes on the gender of the object it
represents. We refer to a rock as an "it" because we do not regard the
rock as male or female. But we refer to a man as "he" and a woman as
"she."

In Greek, pronouns follow natural gender but nouns for the most part
do not. aµap1ia is a feminine noun meaning "sin," although "sin" is
not a female concept; aµap1wA.6c; tan be a masculine noun meaning
"sinner," although "sinner" is not a masculine concept.
5.7

Declension. In English, there are different ways to form the plural. For
example, to form the plural of most words you add an "s" ("books").
However, other words form their plurals by changing a vowel in the
word ("man" becomes "men"). Although these two words form their
plurals differently, both plurals perform the same function. They indicate more than one item.
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Notice that it does not matter how a word forms its plural as far as
meaning is concerned. "Children" and "childs," if the latter were a
word, would mean the same thing.

Parts of Speech
5.8

Noun. A noun is a word that stands for someone or something. In the
sentence, "Bill threw his big black book at the strange teacher," the
words "Bill," "book," and "teacher" are nouns.

5.9

Adjective. An adjective is a word that modifies a noun (or another
adjective). In the sentence above, "big," "black," and "strange" are
adjectives that modify nouns. In the sentence, "The dark brown Bible
costs too much," "dark" is an adjective modifying another adjective
"brown."

5.10

Preposition. A preposition is a word that shows the relationship
between two other words. For example, the relationship can be spatial
("The Greek text is under the bed.") or temporal ("The student always
studies after the ball game.").

The word or phrase following the preposition is the object of the preposition ("bed" in the first example, "the ball game" in the second).
5.11

Subject and predicate. A sentence can be broken down into two parts.
The term subject describes the subject of the verb and what modifies
the subject. Predicate describes the rest of the sentence, including
verb, direct object, etc.

5.12

Definite article. In English, the definite article is the word "the." In the
sentence, "The student is going to pass," the definite article is identifying one student in particular (even though context is required to
know which one it is).

5.13

Indefinite article. In English, the indefinite article is the word "a." In
the sentence, "A good student works every day on her Greek," the
article is indefinite because it does not identify any one particular student. It is indefinite about the person of whom it is speaking.
If the word following the indefinite article begins with a vowel, the
indefinite article will be "an."

Subjects and Verbs
5.14

The formal study of verbs has been deferred until chapter 15. For now,
you are to concentrate on nouns and learn them well. Later we will
tackle verbs.
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However, there is one important grammatical note you need to learn
in order to make sense of the exercises. The ending of the verb indicates
person and number. For example, the nc; ending on ypa¢nc; tells you that
the subject is "you." The Et ending on ypa¢n tells you that the subject
is "he," "she," or "it." ypa¢nc; means "you write," while ypa¢Et means
"he writes." You will see how this works out in the exercises.
"I" and "we" are considered "first person," "you" is second person,
and everything else (including "he," "she," and "it") are third person.
5.15

An important consequence of this is that a Greek sentence does not
need to have an expressed subject; the subject can be implied by the
verb. So, GU ypa¢nc; and ypa¢nc; both mean, "You write." The "you"
comes from both the pronoun GU as well as the ending on the verb.
In the exercises, we will always include the pronoun (e.g., "he,"
"they," "we") in the translation of the verb. If there is an expressed
subject, you would not use the pronoun.
avepwnoc; ypa¢Et (he/ she/it writes)
A man writes the book.

to ~t~A-iov.

In this sentence, you would not translate," A man he writes the book."
You would simply say," A man writes the book." However, if the subject were not expressed, i.e., if av8pwnoc; were not present, then you
would translate, "He writes the book."
5.16

One more point. ypa¢n can mean "he writes," "she writes," or "it
writes." The Et ending is used with all three genders. Only context will
help you decide which gender is correct. We will always translate
verbs in the exercises up to chapter 15 with all three pronouns, and it
is up to you to decide which is the more appropriate translation based
on context.
cXY8pW7tOc; ypa¢Et (he/ she/it writes) t~V ypa¢~v.
A man writes the book.

Chapter 6

Nominative and Accusative;
Definite Article
(First and Second Declension Nouns)

Exegetical Insight
The nominative case is the case that the subject is in. When the subject takes an
equative verb like "is" (i.e., a verb that equates the subject with something
else), then another noun also appears in the nominative case-the predicate
nominative. In the sentence, "John is a man," "John" is the subject and "man"
is the predicate nominative. In ~nglish the subject and predicate nominative
are distinguished by word order (the subject comes first). Not so in Greek.
Since word order in Greek is quite flexible and is used for emphasis rather than
for strict grammatical function, other means are used to distinguish subject
from predicate nominative. For example, if one of the two nouns has the definite article, it is the subject.
As we have said, word order is employed especially for the sake of emphasis.
Generally speaking, when a word is thrown to the front of the clause it is done
so for emphasis. When a predicate nominative is thrown in front of the verb,
by virtue of word order it takes on emphasis. A good illustration of this is John
l:lc. The English versions typically have, "and the Word was God." But in
Greek, the word order has been reversed. It reads,
Km ei::oi; ~v

o

A.6yoi;

and God was the Word.
We know that "the Word" is the subject because it has the definite article, and
we translate it accordingly: "and the Word was God." Two questions, both of
theological import, should come to mind: (1) why was 0i::6i; thrown forward?
and (2) why does it lack the article? In brief, 1 its emphatic position stresses its
essence or quality: "What God was, the Word was" is how one translation
brings out this force. Its lack of a definite article keeps us from identifying the
person of the Word (Jesus Christ) with the person of "God" (the Father). That is
to say, the word order tells us that Jesus Christ has all the divine attributes that
1

This verse is dealt with in more detail by Wallace, pp. 266-269.
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the Father has; lack of the article tells us that Jesus Christ is not the Father.
John's wording here is beautifully compact! It is, in fact, one of the most elegantly terse theological statements one could ever find. As Martin Luther said,
the lack of an article is against Sabellianism; the word order is against Arianism.
To state this another way, look at how the different Greek constructions would
be rendered:

Kat 6 A.6yo<; ~v 6£6<;
Kat 6£0<; ~v 6 A.6yo<;

"and the Word was the God" (i.e., the Father;
Sabellianism)
"and the Word was a god" (Arianism)
"and the Word was God" (Orthodoxy).

Jesus Christ is God and has all the attributes that the Father has. But he is not
the first person of the Trinity. All this is concisely affirmed in Kat 6£0<; ~v 6
AO)'O<;.

Daniel B. Wallace
Overview
In this chapter we will learn:

•
•
•
•
•

to identify whether a noun is first or second declension;
two cases and their endings: the nominative (used when the noun is the
subject); the accusative (used when the noun is the direct object);
the forms of the word "the" and how they "agree" with the noun they are
modifying;
two hints for effective translation;
the first three of eight noun rules.

Introduction
6.1

This is by far the longest chapter in this text. We are meeting some
important ideas for the first time, and we want to cover them adequately. Most of it is grammar and not much is memory work, so take
heart. There is a review part way through and a summary at the end.
The chapters in this text are laid out consistently. Each one starts with
an exegetical insight designed to illustrate some point you will be
learning in the chapter, an overview, and a discussion of relevant
English grammar. Then you will learn the Greek grammar, and finish
with a summary of the entire discussion, a vocabulary section, and
sometimes an advanced section.
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English
6.2

Everything you need to know about English grammar in this chapter
has been covered in chapter 5.

Greek
The Form of the Greek Noun

6.3

Do not memorize the endings in the following illustrations. All we
want you to see is how inflection works.
Case endings. The case of a word in Greek is indicated by the "case
ending." This is a suffix added to the end of the word. For example,
the basic word for "apostle" is an6atoA-o. If the word is functioning as
the subject of the verb, it takes a case ending that is equivalent to the
"subjective" case in English: i; (an6010A-oi;). If it is functioning as the
direct object of the sentence, it takes a case ending that is equivalent to
the "objective" case in English: v (an6otoA-ov).

6 cXltOG"COAOi; n£µn£t -rov cXltOG"COAOV.
The apostle sends the apostle.
In English, we normally use word order to determine the function of
a word. If the word is the subject of the verb, it comes before the verb;
if it is the direct object of the verb, it comes after the verb. But in Greek,
it is the case ending, not the word order, that indicates the function of a
word; therefore, it is extremely important to learn the case endings
well.
The following issues affect which case ending is used in a specific
instance.
6.4

Stem. If you take the case ending off a noun you are left with the stem.
The stem of A-6yoi; is A-oyo. It is the stem of a noun that carries the actual
meaning of the word.
It is essential that you be able to identify the stem of a word.

6.5

Gender. A noun is either masculine, feminine, or neuter. A noun has
only one gender and it never varies. 2

A word is not always the gender you might expect (cf. "natural gender," §5.6). aµap-rwA-6i; means "sinner" and is masculine, but it does
not mean that a sinner is male. aµap-ria means "sin" and is a feminine
noun, but it does not mean that sin is a feminine trait.
2

There are a few words that are both masculine and feminine, but we will not meet
them for some time.
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However, there are certain patterns that will help you remember the
gender of a word. Words listed in the vocabulary section that end in
oc; are usually masculine, words ending with ov are usually neuter,
and words ending in eta or alpha are mostly feminine.
6.6

Number. Instead of adding an "s" to a word, Greek indicates singular
plural by using different case endings. cX7t:QQ"1QAQt; means apostle"
and an:OGLOAOt means "apostles." The difference between the singular
and plural is indicated by the case endings c; and t.
Of

6.7

II

Declensions. We discussed in §5.7 how there are different patterns
that English nouns follow in forming their plural. Some add "s," others add "es," while others change the vowel in the stem of the word
(e.g., "men"). The pattern a word follows does not affect its meaning,
only its form. "Children" and "childs" would mean the same thing, if
the latter were actually a word.
In Greek there are basically three inflectional patterns used to create
the different case endings. Each of these patterns is called a "declension." What declension a particular noun follows has no bearing on
the meaning of the word. The different declensions affect only the form of

the case ending.
•

Nouns that have a stem ending in an alpha or eta are first
declension, take first declension endings, and are primarily
feminine (e.g., ypaljl~).

•

Nouns that have a stem ending in an omicron are second
declension, take second declension endings, and are mostly
masculine or neuter (an:6010A.oc;; £pyov).

•

If the stem of a word ends in a consonant it is third declension.
We will deal with the third declension in chapter 10.

For example, a first declension case ending for the subject of the verb
is nothing; the stem stands by itself (ypaljl~; wpa).
~ wpa EGnV vuv.
The hour is now.

A second declension case ending for the subject of the verb is c; (an:6cr10A-oc;).3

6 an:6010A.oc; A.f:yn <ov A.6yov.
The apostle speaks the word.
Remember: declension affects only the case ending used; it does not
affect meaning.
3

If an6CY10A.oc;; (masc) and anoCY16A.T] (fem) were both words, they would have the
same meaning (except an6CY10A.oc;; would designate a man and anom6A.T] a woman) .
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Since the final letter of the noun stem determines its declension, a noun

can belong to only one declension .
Indeclinable. Some words in Greek are indeclinable, such as personal
names and words borrowed from other languages. Their form, therefore, does not change regardless of their meaning or function in the
sentence.
First Two Cases

6.8

Nominative. In this chapter we will learn two of the five Greek cases.
The first is the nominative case. The primary function of the nominative case is to indicate the subject of the sentence. In other words, if a
word is the subject of the verb it will have a nominative case ending.
As we have seen above, one of the nominative singular case endings
is sigma. In the following sentence, which word is the subject? (ayan~
means "he loves" and 16v means "the.")

6 8coc;

ayan~ 10V KOGµov.

Accusative. If a word is the direct object of the verb it will be in the
accusative case. This means that it will have an accusative case ending.

6.9

One of the accusative singular case endings is v. In the following sentence, which word is the direct object?

6 8coc; ayan~ Xpw16v.
6.10

Word order. Notice in the example above that you do not determine
whether a word is the subject or the object by its order in the sentence
as you do in English. The only way to determine the subject or direct object

of a Greek sentence is by the case endings.
This cannot be stressed too much. Your natural inclination will be to
ignore the case endings and assume that the word before the verb is
the subject and the word after the verb is the direct object. Fight this
tendency!
In Greek, the ending c; shows you that this word is in the nominative
and therefore is the subject. The ending v shows you that this word is
the accusative and therefore is the direct object. 4 In the following
examples locate the subjects and direct objects. Note that although
each example has the same meaning ("God loves the world"), the
order of the words is different.

4

As we will see, these letters are also endings for other cases, but for the sake of this
illustration we make the simplification.
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8£oc; ayarr/j, 'tOV KOCJµov.
ayamj, 'tOV KOCJµov 8£6c;.

'tOV KOcrµov 8£oc; ayam~.
ayarr.fi. 8£oc; 'tOV KOCJµov.

As a general rule, try to maintain the same order of the Greek words
in your translation if possible. While word placement does not determine function, it does help in some situations to understand the
author's intention. For example, Ephesians 2:8 starts, "For by grace
you have been saved through faith." Paul wanted to emphasize,
above all else, that salvation is due to God's grace, and therefore he
places that fact first for emphasis. Your translation should retain that
emphasis, as long as it is acceptable English.
6.11

Lexicons and lexical form. Whereas most people call them" dictionaries," scholars call them lexicons.
The form of the word found in the lexicon is called the lexical form.
The lexical form of a Greek noun is its form in the nominative singular.
For example, the lexical form of Kocrµov (accusative singular) is KOcrµoc;.
Your vocabulary words are given in their lexical forms. Whenever you
are asked to explain the form of an inflected Greek word, you must be
able to indicate its lexical form; otherwise, you will not be able to look
up the word in the lexicon and find its meaning.

Review
6.12

We are halfway through this lesson, so let's stop and review what we
have learned so far.
a.

Greek uses different case endings to indicate the case (nominative;
accusative), gender (masculine; feminine; neuter), and number
(singular; plural).

b.

The stem of the word is the basic form of the word that carries its
meaning. It is discovered by removing the case ending.

c.

Stems ending in an alpha or eta are in the first declension; stems
ending in omicron are in the second declension.

d. If a word is the subject of a verb, it is in the nominative case and
uses nominative case endings.
e.

If a word is the direct object of a verb, it is in the accusative case
and uses accusative case endings.

f.

Word order does not determine the function of a word, but it can
show the author's emphasis.

g.

The lexical form of a noun is the nominative singular.
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Case Endings
6.13

Form. The following chart is called a "paradigm." All the paradigms

in this book have the same basic structure. Here are some important
hints.

•

The singular forms are on top, and the plural below.

•

The order left to right is masculine, feminine, neuter.
The "2 - 1 - 2" along the top means that the masculine follows the
second declension, the feminine follows the first declension, and
the neuter follows the second. As we have noted, the first
declension is usually feminine, and the second declension is
usually masculine or neuter.

•

Learn these endings! Without them, you will never be able to
translate anything.

•

Be sure to memorize the endings by themselves, not only what
they look like when attached to a word. Otherwise you will not
easily be able to identify the endings on other nouns.

•

The key to learning these paradigms is to realize that translation
does not require you to repeat paradigms; it requires you to recognize the
endings when you see them.

•

Older methods of learning Greek required you to memorize
paradigm after paradigm, fifty-two in all. You can still do that if
you wish, but that means that for the rest of your life you will
have to review paradigm after paradigm. You get the picture. We
offer you a different approach. Memorize the definite article, one
other paradigm, and eight rules. That's all there is to it. Which
way would you like to go?

•

We suggest that you read the paradigms left to right, not top to
bottom. When you are translating a verse, you will be looking for
a word in the nominative to be the subject, and at first you do not
care about its gender.

· •

Use flash cards. Put each ending on a different card, carry them
with you wherever you go, mix them up, and review them over
and over again.

•

Always say the endings out loud, and always pronounce them the
same way. The more senses you employ in memorization the
better. Pronounce the ending out loud; listen to yourself speak;
write the ending down; look at what you have written.

This is the paradigm of the case endings used by the first and second
declensions, nominative and accusative. 5 A dash (-) means that no
case ending is used and the stem of the noun stands by itself. The
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underline (Q:) means that the case ending joins with the final stem
vowel. 6 These endings must be learned perfectly?

nomsg
ace sg
nompl
ace pl

2

1

2

masc

fem

neut

c;
v

v
v

v
Q:

uc;

c;

Q:

When attached to the final stem vowel they look like this.
2

1

2

masc

fem

neut

nomsg
ace sg

oc;
OV

Tl a
riv av

ov

nompl
ace pl

Ot

at

a

ouc;

ac;

a

OV

As you can see, we have to make allowance for the two stem vowels
in the feminine, and there are no underlinings.
6.14

Hints

•

The masculine and feminine case endings are often identical. In
the nominative and accusative, the neuter is usually distinct from
the masculine.

•

In the neuter, the nominative and accusative singular are always
the same, and the nominative and accusative plural are always the
same (see §6.19 below). Context will usually show you whether
the word is the subject or direct object.

5

If you have studied Greek before, you will notice a few differences. Just about every
grammar teaches that the final stem vowel is part of the case ending, oc; and not c;.
Not only is this incorrect, but in our opinion it makes learning Greek much more
difficult. If you learn the true case endings, you will find that memorization is kept
to a minimum!

6

This is called "contraction," and we will discuss it in detail later. For example, the
stem of the noun Epyov is £pyo. When it is in the neuter plural its form is Epya. The
omicron and alpha have "contracted" to alpha. Epyo +a• Epya.

7

If you really want to be technical, the ending for the masculine accusative plural is
vc;. But because of the nature of the nu, it drops out. In order to compensate for the
loss of the letter, the omicron of the stem lengthens to ou (*A.oyo + vc; • A.oyoc; • A.6youc;).
It is easier just to memorize the ending as uc;.
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Nouns
6.15

Paradigm of the word and case endings. Now let's add the case endings to the nouns. Be sure to differentiate between the stem and the
case ending.
2
masc

1
fem

nomsg
ace sg

A.6-yoc;
A.6rov

rpa<j>~

nompl
ace pl

A.6rot
A.6rouc;

2
neut

rpa<j>~v

wpa
wpav

£prov
£prov

rpa<j>ai
ypa<j>ac;

wpm
"
wpac;

£pra
£pya

Notice which endings are going to give you trouble. The nu occurs in
several places. You will also discover that the alpha is used in many
places.
6.16

Feminine. In the paradigm there are two feminine nouns, ypa<j>~ and
wpa. The only difference between the forms of these two words is the
final stem vowel. rpa<j>~ ends in eta, and wpa ends in alpha. If you
think of the alpha and eta as being related vowels, then you will not
have to learn two different patterns for feminine nouns. They are
identical except for the final stem vowel.
However, notice also that in the plural the stem of ypa<j>~ ends in an
alpha and not an eta. All first declension nouns that have eta in the singular shift to alpha in the plural.

6.17

Parse. When asked to "parse" a noun, you should specify five things
about the word.
1.

4.

case
number
gender
lexical form

5.

inflected meaning

2.

3.

(nominative, accusative)
(singular, plural)
(masculine, feminine, neuter)
(nominative singular)

For example, A.6youc; is accusative plural masculine, from A.6yoc;, meaning "words."
This is only a suggestion. Teachers will vary on their preferred order
of parsing.
6.18

Parsing neuter nouns. When parsing a neuter word that is either
nominative or accusative, our suggestion is to list both possibilities.
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When you are translating a sentence and come across one of these
forms, it is important that you have trained yourself to realize that the
word can be either the subject or direct object. If you make an assumption that it is the subject when in fact it is the direct object, you may
never be able to translate the sentence. But if you are accustomed to
parsing it as "nominative/ accusative," you will be less likely to make
this mistake.
For example, £pyov is nominative or accusative singular neuter, from
£pyov, meaning "work."

The First Three Noun Rules
6.19

These are the first three of the famous eight noun rules. Learn them
exactly!
1.

Stems ending in alpha or eta are in the first declension, stems ending in
omicron are in the second, and consonantal stems are in the third.

2.

Every neuter word has the same form in the nominative and accusative.
£pyov could be either nominative or accusative.

3.

Almost all neuter words end in alpha in the nominative and accusative
plural.

All of the eight noun rules are listed in the Appendix, page 344.

Definite Article
6.20

Summary. The definite article is the only article in Greek. There is no
indefinite article ("a," cf. §6.26). For this reason you can refer to the
Greek definite article simply as the "article."

6.21

Agreement. The article has case, number, and gender. The article
always agrees with the noun that it modifies in case, number, and gender. In
other words, if a noun is nominative, singular, masculine (av0pwnoi;),

the article that modifies it will be nominative, singular, masculine (o).
The lexical form of the article is always the nominative, singular, masculine (o). As a general rule, the lexical form of any word that occurs
in more than one gender is the masculine form.
6.22

Form. Here is the paradigm of the article. Compare the forms to the
case endings to see all the similarities. The feminine follows the first
declension, the masculine and neuter the second.
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2

nomsg
accsg
nompl
ace pl

6.23

1
fem

2

masc

6

Tj

tO

16v

1T]V

tO

Ot

at

1a

wuc;

we;

1a

neut

Hints
•

The article does not care about the declension of the word it is
modifying. ~ will modify a feminine noun whether it is first or
second declension. 8 This makes the article consistent, easy to
learn, and very important.

•

The article begins with either a rough breathing or a tau. Then you
have the characteristic vowel of that declension and the case
ending. The only exception is the neuter singular. 9

8

We have not yet seen any second declension feminine nouns.

9

Here are some more hints.

•

The vowel in the feminine article is always eta in the singular, never alpha as can
be the case with nouns.

•

The nominative singular is easy to memorize. In the feminine and masculine there
is no case ending and no tau. The vowel stands alone, and since you have already
associated the eta with the first declension and omicron with the second you
already know these forms. But note the breathing.
The neuter could not follow suit, otherwise it would have been identical to the masculine. Therefore you have the characteristic tau followed by the omicron that you
associate with the second declension.

•

In both the feminine and masculine, the nominative plural endings are a vowel followed by an iota. Again you see the characteristic alpha and omicron. If you learn
that the vowel-iota combination indicates nominative plural, then if it is m the
word is feminine and if it is ot the word is masculine. (In the next chapter we will
learn another form that ends in a vowel and iota, but the iota will be written under
the vowel.)

•

1~v and 16v are exactly alike except that the feminine has an eta and the masculine
has an omicron.

•

In the accusative plural you have the characteristic alpha and omicron. You will discover that the vowel-sigma combination is typical for the accusative plural, and the
alpha is common in neuter plural words (rule 3).
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Here is the noun paradigm with the definite article.
2

6.25

fem

neut

t~v ypmp~v

~ wpa
'
"
tT]V
wpav

to £pyov
to £pyov

at ypa~ai
tac; ypa~ac;

"
m' wpm
tac; wpac;

ta £pya
ta £pya

6 A.fryoc;
tov A.6yov

~ ypmj>~

ace sg
nompl
ace pl

Ot A.oyot
touc; A.6youc;

nomsg

2

1

masc

Knowing the forms of the article is the key to understanding the forms of
nouns in Greek. If you learn the forms of the Greek article well, you will
not have much more to learn for nouns. Almost all nouns are preceded
by the article. If you cannot decline a noun you can look at the article
and will know what the noun is. Very few people, even those who
have known Greek for many years, can recite all the noun paradigms.
They use hints like the article.
A second reason why the article is important is that most of the case
endings found on nouns are similar to the definite article. Therefore,
if you know the article, you know many of the case endings.

Translation Procedure
6.26

When students start learning Greek, one of their most serious problems is that when they try to translate a sentence, it looks like a collection of unrelated words. As you learn more about this marvelous
language, this problem becomes even more pronounced.
The keys to this problem are your case endings and the article. At this
point, all you can do is find the subject and the direct object. It is helpful to split the sentence into its parts.

8£oc; crwcr£t \jruxac;.
God will save souls.
The subject is 8£6c; and the direct object is \jfuxac;. You could divide the
sentence like this:

8£oc; I 0w0£1 I 'i'uxac;.
If there is an article, keep it with the noun.

6 A.6yoc; I crwcr£t I 'i'uxac;.
6.27

Article. As in English, the Greek article is translated "the." The general rule is to translate according to the presence or absence of the article. If an article is present, translate it. If there is no article, do not use
" the."
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If there is no article you may insert "a" before the noun if it makes better sense in English. For example, "6 av8pumoi;" means "the man" and
"av8pwnoi;" means "man" or "a man."

You will soon discover that the Greeks do not use the article the same
way we do. They use it when we never would, and they omit it when
English demands it. Languages are not codes, and there is not an exact
word for word correspondence. Therefore, we must be a little flexible
at this point. As we work through the following chapters we will note
some of the differences. You will meet these two in this chapter:

6.28

Names. Greek often uses the definite article before a proper name. For
example, you will often find 6 8c6i; (the God) or 6 'l'Tlcroui; (the Jesus).
You may omit the article in your translation of proper names.
Abstract nouns. Greek often includes the article with abstract nouns
such as "the Truth" (~ aA.Tl8£ia), although English does not normally
use the article.
Postpositive. A postpositive is a word that cannot be the first word in
a sentence or clause, even though in your translation it is the first
word. It usually is the second word and sometimes the third. There are
only a few postpositives, but in this chapter we will learn 8£, meaning
"but." 6 0£ Etnov ... is translated "But he said .... "

6.29

Summary
1.

The fog . You are now entering the fog. You will have read this chapter and
think you understand it-and perhaps you do-but it will seem foggy.
That is okay. That's what we call "the fog." If this gets discouraging, look
two chapters back and you should understand that chapter clearly. In two
more chapters this chapter will be clear, assuming you keep studying.

2.

Greek uses case endings to show the function being performed by a noun.
Different case endings are used to designate gender (masculine, feminine,
neuter), number (singular, plural), and case (nominative, accusative).

3.

The stem of a noun is what is left after removing the case ending.

4.

Greek has three different declensions.
•

Stems ending in alpha and eta are first declension and are usually
feminine.

•

Stems ending in omicron are second declension and usually masculine or neuter.

The declension of a noun affects only its form, not its meaning.
5.

The subject of a verb uses nominative case endings, while the direct object
uses accusative case endings.
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6.

Memorize the paradigm of the case endings and the article.

7.

The article agrees with the noun that it modifies in case, number, and gender.

8.

Always be able to identify the subject and direct object in a sentence.

9.

Learn the endings by themselves. Then learn the full paradigm that lists
the article, noun stem, and case endings.
2

1

2

masc

fem

neut

v
v

nomsg
ace sg

c;
v

v

nompl
ace pl

uc;

c;

g
g

nomsg
ace sg

6 A.6yoc;

~ ypa<p~

~wpa

"CO

"COY A.6yov

"C~V ypa<p~Y

"C~V

"CO

nompl
ace pl

o\ A-6ym
10uc; A-6youc;

a\ ypa¢a{
•ac; ypa¢ac;

'
'i'
mwpm
•ac; wpac;

Wpav

£pyov
£pyov

' "Epya
"Ca

,a, £pya

10. The first three noun rules.

1.

Stems ending in alpha or eta are in the first declension, stems ending
in omicron are in the second, and consonantal stems are in the third.

2.

Every neuter word has the same form in the nominative and accusative.

3.

Almost all neuter words end in alpha in the nominative and accusative plural.

11. Divide the sentence you are translating into its parts: subject; verb; direct
object. Keep the article with the noun it is modifying.

Vocabulary
All nouns are listed with their article (e.g., ayanT], ~).Be sure to memorize the
article with the word so you can remember its gender. The stem of the word is
listed with an asterisk (e.g., *ayanTJ). Be sure to check out the footnotes.

aya7tlj, ~

love (116; *aya7tTj) 10
other, another (155; *aA-A-o) 11

10
11

The agape was the love feast of early Christians.
An allegory is a description of one thing using the image of another.
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'

singular: he, she, it (him, her) (5,595; *auw) 12
plural: they (them)

'

auto~

kingdom (162; *~acrtA.tta) 13
but, and (2,792) 14

EV

in, on, among (2,752)

£pyov, t6

work, deed, action (169; *£pyo) 15

KatpO~,O

(appointed) time, season (85; *rntpo)

vuv

adverb: now (147; adverb)
noun:
the present

6, ~' t6

the (19,870)

on

that, since, because (1,296) 16

OU,OUK,OUX

not 17 (1,606)

wpa,~

hour, occasion, moment (106; *wpa) 18

Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

138,162
39
34,851
50,951
36.88%

12 An autocrat (m'.n:oKpmDi:;) is a ruling by oneself. We will see in chapter 12 that auroi:;
can also mean "self" and "same," which is reflected in most English cognates and
derivatives.
13 A basilica (~aotA.tKD) is a royal palace. Originally it meant "royal colonnade.''. In
Latin its cognate means "a public hall with double colonnades," and came to be
used of early Christian and medieval churches of a certain architectural type.
14 &£is a postpositive. &E: is written as&' when it is followed by a word beginning with
a vowel (e.g.,&' av ... ).
15
16

17

Ergonomics is the science that coordinates the design of machines to the requirements of the worker to aid in the work.
can also act as quotation marks. Our text capitalizes the first word in what the
editors feel is a quotation; in these cases they are expecting you to view
as quotation marks.
ouK and oux are different forms of ou. ou is used when the following word begins
with a consonant. ouK is used when the next word begins with a vowel and smooth
breathing, while oux is used when the next word begins with a vowel and rough
breathing. All forms mean "not." ou tends to precede the word it modifies.

on

18 An

on

hour is a time period of the day.
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Previous Words
As we learn more grammar, it will be necessary from time to time to go back
to words we have already learned and fine-tune our understanding of that
word. When that happens, the words in question are listed in this section. Be
sure to update your vocabulary cards. You need to learn the article with the
nouns in chapter 4, and their stems.
'A~paaµ,

* 'A~paaµ

K6crµoc;, 6

*irncrµo

ayy£A-oc;, 6

*ayycA.o

A.6yoc;, 6

*A.oyo

avepwnoc;, 6

*avepwno

nauA.oc;, 6

*IlauA.o

an6crtoA.oc;, 6

*anocrtoA.o

nhpoc;, 6

*Ilnpo

raAiA.aia, ~

*raAiA-ma

IltA.frtoc;, 6

*IltA.ato

ypa<p~, ~

*ypaqrr1

nvcuµa, 16 19

*nv£uµa1

~auio,

*~auio

np0<p~n1c;,

619

*npo<j>T]1TJ

o6sa,~

*oosa

cra~~arov,

16

*cra~~aro

1;w~, ~

*1;wT]

I:iµwv, 6

*I:iµwv

0£6<;, 6

*0rn

<j>wv~, ~

*<j>WYT]

*Kapoia

Xptcr16c;, 6

*Xptcrto

6

Kapoia,

19

~

6

This word does not follow the declension patterns you have learned so far. We will
discuss it later.

Chapter 7

Genitive and Dative
First and Second Declension Nouns
Exegetical Insight
"Peace on earth, good will toward men" (Luke 2:14. KJV). You have probably
all received Christmas cards containing this part of the angels' song to the
shepherds on the fields of Bethlehem. But most modern translations read differently: "on earth peace to men on whom his [God's] favor rests" (NIV); "and
on earth peace among those whom he [God] favors" (NRSV). The difference
between the KJV and the others is the difference between the nominative and
the genitive.
The Greek manuscripts used to translate the KJV contain £u8oida (nominative), whereas the older manuscripts used to translate the modern versions
contain £u8oKia~ (genitive) - literally translated, "of good will" or "characterized by [God's] good pleasure." In other words, the peace that the angels sang
that belonged to the earth as a result of the birth of Christ is not a generic,
worldwide peace for all humankind, but a peace limited to those who obtain
favor with God by believing in his Son Jesus (see Romans 5:1). What a difference a single letter can make in the meaning of the text!

Verlyn Verbrugge

Overview
In this chapter we will learn:
• the final two major cases, the genitive (when the noun is showing
possession) and the dative (when the noun is used as the indirect object);
• the concept of key words;
• noun rules #4, #5, and #6.

English
7.1

The possessive case in English is used to indicate possession. You can
either put "of" in front of the word ("The Word of God is true."), an
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"apostrophes" after the word ("God's Word is true."), or just apostrophe if the word ends in "s" ("The apostles' word was ignored.").

7.2

The indirect object, technically, is the person/thing that is "indirectly" affected by the action of the verb. This means that the indirect
object is somehow involved in the action described by the verb, but
not directly.
For example, "Karin threw Brad a ball." The direct object is "ball,"
since it is directly related to the action of the verb. It is what was
thrown. But "Brad" is also related to the action of the verb, since the
ball was thrown to him. "Brad" is the indirect object. If Karin threw
Brad, then "Brad" would be the direct object.
One way to find the indirect object is to put the word "to" in front of
the word and see if it makes sense. "Karin threw Brad a ball." "Karin
threw to Brad a ball." To whom did Karin throw the ball? To Brad.
"Brad" is the indirect object. 1
English does not have a separate case for the indirect object. It uses the
same form as the direct object (objective case). "Him" is used for both
a direct and an indirect object.

Greek Genitive Case
7.3

The genitive case in Greek can be used when showing possession.
Instead of adding an "apostrophes" or using "of," the genitive case
endings are added to the word. For example, if the sentence "Everyone breaks the laws of God" were in Greek, "God" would be in the
genitive case and have a genitive case ending.
u is a genitive singular ending, and wv is the genitive plural ending. 2
If you were to see the word A,oyou you would know it is singular and
may be showing possession. If you were to see the word A,oywv you
would know it is plural and also may be showing possession.
In English the possessive case can be indicated by the apostrophe.
"Everyone breaks God's laws." Greek, however, does not have this
construction, and so all Greek constructions are in the form "of .... "
"Laws of God" (voµot ·mu 8rnu) would never be tou 8rnu's v6µot. Therefore, in translating you should think with the "of" construction. 3
In English when the word "to" is used, it would go after the direct object. "Karin
threw the ball to Brad."

2

The final stem vowel is absorbed by the omega, just like the alpha does in the nominative and accusative plural neuter (A.oyo + wv • A.oywv).

3

Follow this practice for now. Once you are comfortable with the genitive case, your
teacher may allow you to shift to the" 's" construction in your translation.
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The word in the genitive usually follows the word it is modifying
(voµo1 wu 0rnu). The word it modifies is called the head noun.
7.4

We now meet an important technique that is helpful in learning
Greek. It is the use of what we call key words. Key words are words
that are associated with a particular case that you should put in front
of the translation of the actual word. Doing this will help you understand the function of the case.
The key word for the genitive is "of."
~ 8o~a. av0pwnou
The glory of mankind.

Greek Dative Case
7.5

The dative case in Greek has a wide range of usage, roughly equivalent to the ideas behind the English "to," "in," and "with." In these
three examples, t0 is the dative form of the definite article.
fJ:'(y£/...or:, Kupfou <jla.tvnm Km' ova.p tcV 'lwcr~<jl
an angel of the Lord appeared to Joseph in a dream

Ma.Kap101 o\. ntwxo'i t0 nvEuµa.n
Blessed are the poor in spirit

I

nar:, 6 6py11;0µ£vor:, t0 a8£A<P0 a.utou
everyone who is angry with his brother

These become three key words for the dative, with "to" being primary.
Context will help you determine which is appropriate in a specific
instance.
7.6

4

Under the category of "to" comes the indirect object. The indirect
object functions the same in Greek as it does in English. In Greek, the
indirect object is put in the dative case, which means it uses the dative
case endings. For example, if the sentence "God gave the world his
Son" were in Greek, "the world" would be in the dative case since it
is the indirect object. 4

As we have said, in English we sometimes use the preposition "to" to indicate an
indirect object. For the time being it is best for you to use the key word "to" in your
translation of the indirect object.
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Iota is the dative singular case ending and tc; is a dative plural. In the
singular, the final stem vowel lengthens5 and the iota subscripts.
("Subscript" means it is written under a letter.)
Tjt

'

q.
11

Ot

•

(!)

at •

*~a<JtAEta +

t • ~aatA-dq.

*aymtTj

+

*A,oyo

+ t • A,oyot • A-oyon • A-6y(!l

t

'

ayann

If you were to see the word A-oy(!l you would know it is singular and
may be functioning as the indirect object. If you were to see the word
A-6yotc; you would know it is plural and also may be functioning as the
indirect object.

Genitive and Dative Case Endings
7.8

Here is the full paradigm for the first and second declension. The genitive and dative are placed between the nominative and accusative. 6

nomsg
gen sg
dat sg9
ace sg
nompl
gen pl
datpl
ace pl

2

1

2

masc

fem

neut

c;
u7

c;

us

v

v

v

t

g

!QY

!QY

!QY

tc;
uc;

tc;
c;

tc;
g

v

5

Because alpha lengthens to long alpha, and eta is already long, you do not see the
lengthening in the first declension; but it is visible in the second declension because
omicron lengthens to omega.

6

In our opinion, it would be preferable to order the cases as nominative, accusative,
dative, and genitive. It seems smoother to move from subject to object to indirect
object. In the neuter the nominative and accusative are the same, and this arrangement would keep them together. But we gave in to conventional usage and listed
the cases in the standard format.

7

As is the case with the masculine accusative plural case ending uc;, the genitive singular ending actually is not upsilon. It is omicron which, when combined with final
stem vowel contracts to ou. (This is a slight simplification. See Smyth §230 Dl for
details.) But we have found it easier to memorize the ending as u.

8

As is the case with the masculine singular, the genitive singular neuter ending is
omicron which, when combined with final stem vowel, contracts to ou.

9

In the singular (first and second declensions), the iota will always subscript. This is
the only place in the noun system where the iota subscripts.
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When attached to the final stem vowel they look like this.
2
masc

nomsg
gen sg
dat sg
ace sg
nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

2
neut

1

fem

0<;
OU

11

(\)

TI

OV

av

Ot
WV
otc;
ouc;

at
WV
me;
ac;

ric;

ov
OU

a
ac;
q.
av

(\)

OV
a
WV
otc;
a

When attached to words, they look like this.
2
masc

7.9

nomsg
gen sg
dat sg
ace sg

A,6yoc;
A,6you
A,oy4J
A,6yov

nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

A,6yo1
A,oywv
A,6yo1c;
A,6youc;

2
neut

1

fem
ypa<j>~
ypa<j>~c;

rpa<J>n
ypa<j>~v

ypa<j>a{
ypa<J>wv
ypa<j>a'ic;
ypa<J>ac;

wpa
wpac;
wpq.
wpav

£pyov
£pyou
£py4J
£pyov
£pya
£pywv
£pyo1c;
£pya

Hints

a.

Both the masculine and neuter have the same case endings in the
genitive and dative. This is always true.

b.

In the dative an iota is always present for all three genders. In the
singular it is subscripted.

c.

For the dative singular there is an iota subscript, and the plural
has tc;. The dative plural also has a longer ending (two letters)
than the singular (one letter); you can associate "longer" with the
plural.

d.

All three genders have the ending" wv" in the genitive plural. This
is always true.

e.

Many feminine nouns ending in ac; can be either genitive singular
or accusative plural. Look either at the definite article (t~c; I tac;) or
the context to decide.
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The Article
7.10

Because the article is the key to learning the noun system, you should
commit it to memory. There are no more forms of the article, no more
possibilities; this is all you need to know. Learn them well.
2

1

2

masc

fem

neut

nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg

0'

~

TOU
Tc\J
TOY

•Tic;

TO
TOU
T(!l
TO

nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

Ot
TWY
-rote;
wuc;;

at
TWY
wtc;;

TD
T~Y

Ta'
TWY
-rote;
Ta'

we;

The Full Paradigm
7.11

Here is the full paradigm of first and second declension nouns with
the article. Be sure to identify the true endings.
1

2

masc

2

fem
~ ypa~~

nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg

6 J..6roc;;
TOU AO"(OU
-rc\J /..oycp
TOY AO"(OY

•Tic; ypa~fic;;

nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

Ot AO"(Ol
TWY AO"(WY
-rote; J..6yo1c;;
-rouc;; J..6youc;;

at ypa~ai
-rwY ypa~wY
-rate; ypa~atc;;
-rac;; ypa~cic;;

TD ypa~D
T~Y ypa~~Y

neut
"
Tl' wpa
"
-rric;; wpac;;
'D wpq.
T~Y wpaY
~

-ro £pyoY
wu £pyou
-rc\J £pycp
TO Ep"(OY
TeX Ep"(a
TWY £pywY
-rote; £pyotc;;
TeX Ep"(a
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Noun Rules
7.12

We have already learned the first three of the eight noun rules. We
now need to learn the next three. Be sure to memorize them exactly.
4.

In the dative singular, the iota subscripts if possible.

rpaqrr1

+ t • rpa<\Jfl. This rule explains what happens to the dative
singular case endings in the first and second declension. A vowel
can subscript only under a long vowel.

5.

Vowels often change their length ("ablaut").
A-oro +1 • AO"fcp. "Ablaut" is the technical term for this. By" change
their length" we mean that they can shorten (omega to omicron),
lengthen (omicron to omega) as in the dative singular, or
disappear entirely.10

6.

In the genitive and dative, the masculine and neuter will always be
identical.11

There are only two more rules to learn, and we will see them in chapter 10 on third declension nouns.

Other Declension Patterns
7.13

Partially declined words. Certain words are not fully declined or else
they follow rare patterns. This is especially true of proper nouns.
Instead of listing all of these separate paradigms, you will be told
about the differences as you meet the words.

In this chapter we will meet the name "Jesus." Proper names are usually preceded by the definite article. Here is its declension.

nomsg
gensg
datsg
ace sg

6 'Iricroui;
tou 'Iricrou
•0 'Iricrou
•ov 'Iricrouv

How can you tell the difference between the dative and genitive? Correct! The definite article that precedes his name will tell you.

10

11

The accusative plural case ending is actually v~ . When the nu drops out the stem
vowel omicron lengthens to ou to "compensate" for the loss. This is called "compensatory lengthening" and is very common (l,oyo + v~ • A.oyo~ • A.oyou~) .
This may lead you to think that the masculine and neuter forms are more closely
aligned than the masculine and feminine. As we will see later on, the masculine and
feminine are actually more similar.
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Alternate first declension pattern. There are 36 first declension words
in the New Testament that shift their final stem vowel in the genitive
and dative singular from alpha to eta. Only four of these words occur
with any frequency (see MBG, n- lc.).
nom sg

86sa

n/v pl

86sm

gen sg

86s11i;

gen pl

8oswv

dat sg

86sn

dat pl

86smi;

ace sg

86sav

ace pl

86sai;

Here is t{le rule for the alpha to eta shift. It is important. If afirst declension word has a stem ending in alpha where the preceding letter is epsilon,
iota, or rho, it will form the genitive and dative singular with alpha. Otherwise, the alpha will shift to eta.
All feminine plural stems end in alpha, regardless of their form in the
singular.

Detective Work
7.15

One way to approach parsing is to think of it as a detective game.
Some case endings occur in only one location. For example, A.6youi;
must be accusative plural. It can't be anything else. A subscripted iota
must be dative singular. These are the easy endings.
But other endings can occur in two or more locations. These are the
endings that may require more detective work, and it is important to
know which endings fit in which category. For example, £pya can be
nominative or accusative plural. wpai; can be genitive singular or
accusative plural.

Translation
7.16

Hints for translating genitive and dative forms.
a.

Be sure to use your key words when you translate a word in the
genitive or dative.

b.

Whenever you see a noun, do not stop but look further to see if
there is a word in the genitive following it.
6 A.6yoi; 1ou emu crwcri::t \jluxai;.

The word of God will save souls.
c.

As you divide the sentence, you already know to keep the article
with the noun it modifies. Now you must also keep the genitive
(and its article) with the noun it modifies.
6 A.fryoi; wu emu I crwcri::t I \jluxai;.
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Summary
1.

There is a chart in the Appendix that covers all the Greek cases and their
different uses (page 342). Use it for reference.

2.

The possessive case may indicate possession. It uses genitive case endings,
and its key word is "of."

3.

The dative case is used to express the ideas of "in," "with," and especially
"to."

4.

The indirect object "indirectly" receives the action of the verb. If you can
put the word "to" in front of it, it is the indirect object. It answers the question "to whom?" or "to what?" It uses the key word "to" and dative case
endings.

5.

Memorize all the case endings and the twenty-four forms of the definite
article. When you study the full paradigm, be sure to identify the true case
endings.

6.

Rule 4: In the dative singular, the iota subscripts if possible.

7.

Rule 5: Vowels often change their length ("ablaut").

8.

Rule 6: In the genitive and dative, the masculine and neuter will always be
identical.

9.

If a first declension word has a stem ending in alpha where the preceding
letter is epsilon, iota, or rho, it will form the genitive and dative with
alpha. Otherwise, the alpha will shift to eta.

10. When dividing a sentence into its parts, be sure to keep the article and the
word in the genitive with the words they modify.
You now know the four main cases and most of the case endings. Congratulations!

Vocabulary
Now that you know the genitive case, we can explain the full form of the lexical listing. A noun is listed followed by sufficient letters to show you its form
in the genitive, and then by its article. aµap-ria is a feminine noun(~) with the
genitive aµap-riac;. Always memorize the genitive form with the nominative.
This habit will become especially important later on.
aµap-ria, -a~,~

sin (173; *aµapna) 12

apx~, -~~' ~

beginning, ruler (55; *apxTJ) 13

12 aµapi;ia

describes both a specific act of sin ("a sin") as well as the concept itself
("sin," "sinfulness"). Hamartiology is the study of sin.

13

The archbishop is the chief bishop over the archbishopric.
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yap

for, then (1,041) 14

EtnEV

he/she/it said 15

El~

into, in, among (1,768) 16

£soucria, -a~, ~

authority, power (102; *£soucrta)

EU<XYYEAtoV,

-OU,

16

good news, Gospel (76; *£uayy£Aio) 17

'lllcrou~,

-ou, 6

Jes.us, Joshua (917; *'lllcrou)

Kupto~,

-ou, 6

Lord, lord, master, sir (717; *Kupto) 18
not, lest (1,042) 19

µTl
oupav6~,

-ou, 6

singular: this (one) (1,388; *01'.no) 21
plural: these
you (singular) (1,069) 22

<JU

u\.6~,
W<J1E

14

15

16

17
18

19

20

21

22

23

heaven, sky (273; *oupavo) 20

-ou, 6

son, descendant (377; *u\.o) 23
therefore, so that (83)

yap is a postpositive.
£h£v is third person singular. "He/she/it" means that £h£v can have "he," "she,"
or "it" as its subject. Let context determine which is appropriate. Because £h£v is
only a form of a verb, it is not included in the "Number of words learned to date"
total.
In Classical Greek there was less overlap in meaning between £ic;; ("into") and EV
("in"), but in Koine Greek there is more. Eisegesis is poor hermeneutical practice
because it reads a meaning into the text instead of drawing it out of (exegesis) the
text.
An evangelist preaches the good news of the gospel.
Kurie eleison is a petitionary prayer that is used by some Eastern and Roman
churches.
µfi has the same basic meaning as ou but is used in different situations that we will
discuss later. When ou µfi occur together, they form an emphatic negation: "No!"
Uranus is the Greek god of heaven. You will often find oupavoc;; in the plural. This is
the result of a Jewish way of speaking, and you can translate the plural as a singular
if it fits the context.
There is much more to this word than we are presenting here. Its form changes considerably in its different genders. o{noc;; is covered in detail in chapter 13. As an
adjective it means "this" (singular) and "these" (plural), and as a noun it means
"this one."
In English, "you" can be either singular or plural.
is always singular. Greek has
a different form for the plural.
u16c;; can be used generically to mean child.

ou
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Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

138,162
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9,081
60,032
43.45%

Previous Words
You need to learn the genitives for all the nouns in chapters 4 and 6. This will
be the last time you have to alter your vocabulary cards for nouns. You will
notice that several of the nouns have no expressed genitive form. This is
because they are indeclinable. They can function in any of the cases but will
never change their form.
Do not worry about the genitive of 1tVEuµa and L{µwv until chapter 10.
'A~paaµ,

6

8Eoc;;, -ou,

ayam1, -T]c;;, ~
ayy£Aoc;;, -OU,

6

Katp6c;;, -OU,

rnpbia, -ac;;, ~

0

av8pW1tOt;, -OU,

0

anoawA.oc;, -ou, 6
, ,

6

6

Kooµoc;;, ou,
A,oyoc;;, -OU,

0

~

0

auwc;;, -ou

IlauA.oc;;, -OU,

~aotA.Eia, -ac;;, ~

nhpoc;;, -ou,

raA-tA.aia, -ac;;, ~

Ilt).,frrnc;;, -OU,

ypa<j>~,

-Tic;, ~

1tpO<j>~tT]t;, OU, 624

~au{8,

6

Gcl~~atOV, -OU, tO

6

861;a, -ric;;, ~

<j>wv~,

£pyov, -ou, to

Xptat6c;;, -ou,

t;w~, -f]c;;, ~25

wpa, -ac;;, ~

24

0

-Tic;, ~

6

Did you notice that this word is different from what you are used to? The TJ~ ending
looks like a genitive singular but actually is nominative singular. Also, it is a first
declension word but is masculine. Remember we said that most-not all-first
declension nouns are feminine.
The genitive singular of this word is npo<j>~i:ou. In essence, it borrowed the second
declension genitive singular case ending so it could be different from the nominative singular. The rest of the paradigm follows the regular first declension pattern.
See paradigm n- lf in the Appendix for the full paradigm.

25

t;w~ never occurs in the Bible in the genitive plural, but it would be t;wwv. The two
omegas would not simplify to a single omega.
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Prepositions and

eiµi

Exegetical Insight
"Hand this man over to Satan, so that the sinful nature may be destroyed and
his spirit saved on the day of the Lord" (1Cor5:5, NIV). So reads Paul's command to the Christians about the man who was having an affair with his stepmother. The NIV margin notes that "sinful nature" (literally, "flesh") could
also be translated "body." Commentators are divided as to whether Paul envisions simple excommunication or actual death here, though the former seems
more probable. But either way, this command seems harsh by modern standards, particularly in the majority of our congregations that exercise little or
no formal church discipline of any kind.
An understanding of the preposition Et<; can shed some light on this verse. The
NIV reads as if there were two equally balanced purposes behind Paul's com-

mand: one punitive and one remedial. But the Greek prefaces the first with an
ct¢ and the second with the adverb 'iva. Et<; can denote either result or purpose;
'iva far more commonly denotes purpose. Paul's change of language is likely
deliberate-to point out that his purpose in discipline is entirely rehabilitative,
even if one of the results of his action is temporary exclusion and ostracism of
the persistently rebellious sinner. Or in Gordon Fee's words, "What the grammar suggests, then, is that the 'destruction of the flesh' is the anticipated result
of the man's being put back out into Satan's domain, while the express purpose of the action is his redemption."
Not every scholar agrees with this interpretation. But being able to read only
a translation like the NIV would never alert us to this as an option. Growing
exposure to the Greek of the New Testament brings us into frequent contact
with numerous prepositions and other connective words that are often left
untranslated in English versions, for the sake of literary style and fluency. But
in reading only the English, we may miss altogether the originally intended
relationship between sentences and clauses, and we may import motives to
writers they never held. Whatever the final solution to 1 Cor 5:5 turns out to
be, it is certainly true that in every other New Testament instance of church
discipline, the purpose was exclusively remedial or rehabilitative and never
punitive or vengeful. "The Lord disciplines those he loves" (Heb 12:6), and so
should we.

Craig L. Blomberg
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Overview
In this chapter we will learn the following:
• prepositions are little words like "over," "under," and "through" that
define the relationship between two words;
• the word following the preposition is called the object of the preposition;
• how the meaning of a preposition changes;
• dependent clauses;
• Eiµi and predicate nominatives.

English
8.1

Prepositions. A preposition is a word that indicates the relationship
between two words. In the sentence, "The book is under the table," the
preposition "under" describes the relationship between "book" and
"table," which in this case is a spatial relationship. What are some
other prepositions in English?

Her feet are on the chair.
The ball went over his head.
John came with his disciples.
John came before Jesus.
The word that follows the preposition is called the object of the preposition. In the first example above, the object of the preposition
"under" is "table."
The object of the preposition is always in the objective case. You
would not say, "The book is under he." You would say, "The book is
under him." "He" is subjective and "him" is objective.
The preposition together with its object and modifiers is called a prepositional phrase.
8.2

Predicate nominative. The verb "to be" gives rise to a special situation. (The verb "to be" has many different forms: "am"; "are"; "was";
"were"; etc.) If you say, "The teacher is I," the pronoun "I" is not
receiving the action of the verb. Rather, it is telling you something
about the subject. In grammarians' terminology, the pronoun "I" is
"predicating" something about the subject.

Because it is not receiving the action of the verb, the pronoun cannot
be a direct object. Rather, it is called a "predicate nominative" and is
put in the subjective case. It is incorrect English to say, "The teacher is
me," regardless of current usage, because "me" is objective while "I"
is subjective.
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Greek
8.3

The function of a preposition in Greek is the same as English. There is
one very important fact, however, you need to understand abput
Greek prepositions. In Greek, the meaning of a preposition depends upon
the case of its object. For example, the preposition 8ta means "through"
if its object is in the genitive, but "on account of" if its object is in the
accusative. 1 The object almost always immediately follows the preposition.
Some prepositions are always followed by the same case, so they only
have one set of meanings. For example, the preposition i:.v always
takes an object in the dative and has the basic meaning "in." But other
prepositions can be followed by two cases, and a few can even be followed by three cases. The object will never be in the nominative
(except under rare circumstances).

8.4

Flash cards. For the purpose of memorization, you should make a
separate flash card for each case. In other words, one flash card should
say, "ota with the genitive," while another should say, "ota with the
accusative."

8.5

Key w ords. Earlier we learned to use the key word "of" with the genitive and "to" with the dative. However, if a word is in the genitive or

dative because it is the object of a preposition, do not use the key word.
For example, 6 A.6y0<; wu emu means, "the word of God." The key word
of" is used since emu is showing possession. However, the phrase 6
A.6yoc; a7to emu (a7t6 is a preposition meaning "from" and takes its
object in the genitive) is translated "the word from God." You would
not say "the word from of God," since emu is genitive due to the preposition.
II

8.6

Not inflected. The form of a preposition does not vary depending on
its usage; it is not inflected. 7ta.pa will be 7ta.pa whether its object is in
the genitive, dative, or accusative.
The only time the preposition changes its form has nothing to do with
inflection. When a preposition ends in a vowel and the following
word begins with a vowel, the final vowel of the preposition may be

Technically, this is not accurate. The object does not govern the preposition, but the
preposition governs the object. In other words, when a preposition has a specific
meaning, it requires that the object be in a certain case. But from the translator's
point of view, it is easier to look at the case of the object, and from that determine
the meaning of the preposition.
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dropped and marked with an apostrophe. This is called "elision" (cf.
§4.2).

µna m'.rr6v • µn' a1rr6v
When a preposition ends in a vowel and the following word begins
with a vowel and a rough breathing, the consonant before the vowel in
the preposition often changes as well. These changes were necessary
in order to pronounce the combination of sounds more easily.

µna iJµwv • µn' iJµwv • µ£9' iJµwv
\

You may want to make separate vocabulary cards for each of these
altered forms. Each form will be listed in the vocabulary section.
8.7

When memorizing the definition of a preposition, we suggest you use
this formula:
with the

means

iv with the dative means in.
8.8

When asked to explain why the object of the preposition is in a given
case, we suggest you respond with the complete formula:
__ is in the __ because it is the object of the preposition __
that takes the
airrcj) is in the dative because it is the object of the preposition iv
that takes the dative.

Dependent Clauses
8.9

In this chapter we will learn the word 'iva meaning "in order that." 'iva

is always the first word in what is called a "dependent clause." In
chapter six we also learned the word
It also introduces a dependent clause.

on.

A dependent clause is a collection of words that cannot stand alone. It
has meaning only when it is part of a complete sentence; it is dependent upon that sentence. For example, in English the clause "if I go
home" is not a sentence. It is incomplete when standing on its own. It
is therefore dependent on the main sentence. "If I go home, I will eat
dinner."
Here is the important point: as you are looking for the main subject and
verb in a sentence, you will never find them in a dependent clause. There
will be a subject and verb in the dependent clause, but they will not be
the main subject and verb of the sentence.
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'

I

Etµt
8.10

The formal study of verbs has been deferred until chapter 15. For now,
you are to concentrate on nouns and learn them well. Later we will
tackle verbs. However, there is one common verb worth learning right
' '
now, ttµt.

8.11

Basic grammar. The basic part of a verb is called the stem. The stem
carries the basic meaning of the verb. Personal endings are added to
the end of the stem to indicate person and number.
There are three "persons," grammatically speaking. We have already
seen them in pronouns. E)'W is first person, "I." cru is second person,
"you." au16i; is third person, "he," "she," or "it." These are all singular
pronouns; there are plural forms as well.
Likewise, personal endings on verbs indicate person. For example, the
i::ti; ending on rpa¢tti; tells you that the subject is "you" (singular). The
£t ending on rpa¢tt tells you that the subject is "he," "she," or "it."
rpa¢tti; means "you write," while rpa¢tt means "he writes."
A verb agrees with its subject, which means that its personal ending
is the same person and number as its subject.

8.12

8.13

2

i::lµi is the most common verb in Greek and needs to be memorized. In
the paradigm below, "1st" means "first person," etc. "Sg" means "singular," and "pl" means "plural." This is the present tense form of the
verb.
1st sg
2nd sg
3rd sg

dµi

1st pl
2nd pl
3rd pl

f.crµ£v
f.cr1£

,.

£t

f.cr1i(v)

Et<JlY

lam
You are
He/she/it is
Weare
You 2 are
They are

Movable nu. A movable nu is a nu occurring at the end of a word that
ends with a vowel when the following word begins with a vowel (e.g.,
i::'tcr\v auwi). The purpose of adding the nu was to avoid pronouncing
two successive vowels. By adding a nu, a pause is created and the two

In English we use the same word ("you") for the second person pronoun, both singular and plural. Various ways have been suggested to distinguish them in your
translation (e.g., "thou" and "ye," "you" and "y'all"). We will use "you" for both,
but your teacher may prefer another method.
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vowel sounds can be distinguished. This is like changing the English
"a" to "an" when the next word begins with a vowel.
The nu in the third singular £01i(v) is a movable nu. This is why it is
listed in parentheses. The nu in the third plural Eioiv is also a movable
nu, but in our texts the nu is always present (i.e., the form Eioi never
occurs).
Sometimes in Koine Greek, the movable nu is used even when the following word begins with a consonant, especially in the dative plural.
Since we are learning only to re'ad Greek and not to write it, this presents no problem. We simply have to recognize it.
8.14

The past tense form of £mi(v) is ~v, "he/she/it was." It occurs frequently and you should memorize it now.

8.15

Predicate nominative. The second function of the nominative case is
the predicate3 nominative. Just as it is in English, a noun that follows
Eiµi is not receiving any action from the verb but rather is telling you
something about the subject. Therefore the word is in the nominative
case. (K1'.lptoc; means "Lord.")
0Eoc; £onv Kuptoc;.
Notice that in this sentence both the first and last words are in the
nominative case. Context should make clear which is the subject and
which is the predicate.

Translation
8.16

When you are dividing your sentences into sections, make sure to separate the prepositional phrase (or any other dependent clause) as a
distinct group and see what word the preposition modifies. It usually
will be a verb.
6 A.6yoc; I £pxnm I Eic; "Cov JCooµov.
The word I goes I into the world.

8.17

Greek regularly drops the article in a prepositional phrase. If it fits the
context, you may put it back in.
6 A.6yoc; EPXEW t Eic; JCooµov.
The word goes into the world.

3

Grammatically, the "predicate" is the verb and everything that follows it. It is what
is left when you remove the subject and its modifiers.
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Summary
1.

The word following the preposition is the object of the preposition, and
the preposition and its object and modifiers form a prepositional phrase.

2.

The meaning of a preposition is determined by the case of its object:
Always memorize the prepositions with their case(s).

3.

Do not use the key words when translating the object of a preposition.

4.

Prepositions are not inflected, but their endings can change depending on
the following word.

5.

The article is often omitted from Greek prepositional phrases. You can
supply it if the context requires it.

6.

A dependent clause cannot contain the main subject and verb in a sentence.

7.

Memorize £tµi. It is always followed by a predicate nominative.

Vocabulary
In this chapter you will learn seven prepositions, two-thirds of all major prepositions. Many students find a graphic representation easier than relying on
rote memory. The following chart illustrates the spatial relationship of the
prepositions learned in this chapter. Notice that only some of the meanings can
be spatially mapped. Try to identify the correct definitions with the correct
arrow or line. Notice that prepositions followed by an object in the accusative
are those that normally can be graphed.

'
rtp0<;
_____.....

EV

--·•~

ano
ota

nc;

uno
Learning the prepositions in pairs (e.g., npoc; and ano) may help memorization.
ana4
but, yet, except (638)
gen: (away) from (646) 6
4

When the word following aUci begins with a vowel, the final alpha elides (aAA.a
'lT]<JOUt; •

5

an' 'ITj<JOUt;) .

ano

When
is followed by a word beginning with a vowel, the omicron drops out
(an'). If the following word begins with a vowel and rough breathing, it becomes

a<f.

'
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Iha (81')

gen: through (667)7
ace: on account of

Ei.µ{

I am, exist, live, am present (2,460)

f:K, f,~s
fiµ£pa, -ac;, Ti

gen: from, out of (914) 9
day (389; *TjµEpa.) 10

~v

he/she/it was 11

ea:>.amm,

-T)~,

eavm:o~, -ou,

Ti

6

'iva

sea, lake (91; *8aA.amm) 12
death (120; *8avm:o) 13
in order that, that (663)

'IwavvT)~, -ou,

614

John (135; *'IwavvT))

A.£yw

I say, speak (2,354)

µE'tU (µti, µ£8') 15

gen: with (469) 16
ace: after

6

7

8
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Apostasy (anoama{a) is when a person stands off from the truth.
The diameter (ouiµEtpoi;) measures through the middle of an object.
When EK is followed by a word beginning with a vowel, it is written El;.
If you are really curious, the preposition proper is El;. When it is followed by a word
beginning with a consonant, the "sigma" in the "xsi" drops out (think of as "xs")
because it is an "interconsonantal sigma," i.e., the sigma occurs between two consonants (exs +consonant• ex •EK).

s

9
lO

Ecstasy (£Ka1acrti;) is to stand outside of oneself.
Ephemeral (Elj>~µEpoi;) means that it lasts only one day, is short-lived.

11

Because ~vis only a form of a verb, it is not included in the "Number of words
learned to date" total.

12

Thalassian (0aA.ciaawi;) means "pertaining to the sea."
Euthanasia ("easy death") refers to a painless death, or allowing or putting to death
by withholding medical treatment. Thanatophobia is an abnormal fear of death. Thanatopsis is a contemplation of death, and the name of a poem by William Cullen Bry-

13

ant, a good poem but unorthodox theology. "When thoughts of the last bitter hour
come like a blight over thy spirit, and sad images of the stem agony, and shroud,
and pall, and breathless darkness, and the narrow house, make thee to shudder,
and grow sick at heart; - go forth, under the open sky, and list to nature's teachings .... "
14

This word follows the same pattern as npolj>~n1i; (n- lf, page 346).

15

When µ£-ca is followed by a word beginning with a vowel, the alpha drops out
(µEt' ). If the next word begins with a vowel and rough breathing, it becomes µ£0'.

16

The object of µEta with the genitive will usually be a person or a personal concept.
Another preposition (auv) is used when the object is impersonal. Metaphysics is the
discussion in Aristotle that comes after his discussion of physics (tu µEta tO:
lj>uatKa).

Part II: Noun System
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house, home (93; *o'tKta)
OtKO~, -OU, 0

house, home (114; *otKo)

OXAO~, -OU,

crowd, multitude (175; *oxA.o) 17

0

napa (nap')

gen: from (194) 18
dat: beside, in the presence of
ace: alongside of

napa~oA.~, -f]~, ~

parable (50; *napa~OA.TJ) 1 9

7tp6~

ace: to, towards, with (700) 20

U7t0 (un' uq>' )21
I

gen: by (220) 22
ace: under

Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occm:rences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

138,162
72
11,092
71,124
51.48%

You now know more than one out of every two word occurrences in the New
Testament. Congratulations!

Previous Words
£l~

ace: into, in, among

EV

dat: in, on, among23

17

18

19
20

21

22

23

Ochlocracy is mob rule.
A paragraph (rcapaypa4>rn;;) was originally a line in the margin beside the writing that
marked a division.
A parable is a story "thrown beside" (rcapa + ~aUw) life.
A proselyte (rcpoa~:>..um;;) is a person who has come over to another religion.
When urc6 is followed by a word beginning with a vowel, the omicron drops out
(urc' ). If the following word begins with a vowel and rough breathing, it becomes
u4>'.
The object of urc6 will usually be a person or a personal concept. An hypothesis
(urc69rnt~) is a foundational supposition, which is placed (*9£, forming the Greek
word, "I place") under other arguments. A hypodermic needle is one that goes under
the skin (8f:pµa).
"Eisegesis" is poor hermeneutical practice because it reads a meaning into the text
instead of drawing it out of ("exegesis") the text.

Chapter 9

Adiectives
Exegetical Insight
Adjectives have a theological importance that is hard to rival. They can modify
a noun (attributive), assert something about a noun (predicate), or stand in the
place of a noun (substantival). Sometimes it is difficult to tell exactly which
role a particular adjective is in.
Take the adjective 1rovripou ("evil") in Matthew 6:13, for example. The King
James Version (as well as more than one modern translation) translates this as
"but deliver us from evil." But the adjective has an article modifying it ('tou),
indicating that it is to be taken substantivally: "the evil one."
And there is no little theological difference between the two. The Father does
not always keep his children out of danger, disasters, or the ugliness of the
world. In short, he does not always deliver us from evil. But he does deliver us
from the evil one. The text is not teaching that God will make our life a rose garden, but that he will protect us from the evil one, the devil himself (cf. John
10:28-30; 17:15).
Daniel B. Wallace

Overview
In this chapter you will learn that adjectives:
• perform three functions;
• agree with the nouns they modify, just like the article;
• can be in any of the three genders, just like the article.

English
9.1

An adjective is a word that modifies a noun or pronoun. Adjectives
can perform three functions .

9.2

An attributive adjective gives a quality-an attribute-to the word it
is modifying. This is the normal use of the adjective.

"She learned modern Greek."
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The term it modifies is called the head term.
The tall woman plays basketball.
9.3

A substantival adjective functions as if it were a noun.

"The Good, the Bad, and the Ugly are all welcome here."
"Out with the old and in with the new."

In this case the adjective does not modify anything. 1
9.4

A predicate adjective asserts something about the subject, and the
verb "to be" (e.g., "am," "are") is usually stated or implied.

"The students are good."
"God is true."

Greek
9.5

Greek adjectives function much like their English counterparts.

9.6

Form. The adjectives in this chapter all use the same case endings we
have learned for nouns. Notice that adjectives can occur in all three
genders; we will find out why later. a"{a66c; is an adjective meaning
"good."
2

1

2

masc

fem

neut

nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg

a"{a66c;
ayaeou
ayae<])
aya66v

ayaef]c;
ayaen
a"{a6~v

aya66v
ayaeou
a"{a6<])
aya66v

nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

ayaeoi
ayaewv
aya6otc;
a"{aeouc;

a"{a6a{
ayaewv
aya6atc;
ayaeac;

ayaea
ayaewv
a"{a6o"ic;
ayaea

a'Yae~

Notice the many similarities among these endings and those already
learned for nouns and the article.

In a sense you could say the noun it modifies is assumed, and the substantival function is really a subset of the attributive.
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9.7

Lexical form. The lexical form of any word that can appear in more
than one gender is the nominative singular masculine (as we have
already seen with the article). For example, the lexical form of the
dative plural feminine ayaElatc; is aya96c;, not ayaEllj.

Functions of the Adjective
9.8

Attributive. When an adjective functions as an attributive, it agrees
with the word it modifies in case, number, and gender. This is the most common use of the adjective in Greek.
6 ayaEloc; A-6yoc; £en;{ v ...

The good word is ...

9.9

•

Because nouns can be in three different genders, and because an
attributive adjective must agree with the noun it modifies in case
and number as well as gender, an adjective must be able to be
masculine, feminine, or neuter. 2

•

It is essential to memorize the gender of all nouns. It will help you
determine which noun the adjective is modifying. For example,
the adjective ayaEllj could not be modifying the noun avElpwnoc;,
because ayaEllj is feminine and avElpwnoc; is masculine.

Substantival. When an adjective functions as a substantive, its case is
determined by its function as is true of any noun. For example, if the
adjective is functioning as the subject of a verb, it will be in the nominative case.
6 aya96c; £crnv ...

The good (person) is ...
Its gender and number are determined by what it stands for. For example,
if it stands for a single entity, and that entity is masculine, then the
adjective would be masculine singular (as above).
You must use your common sense to translate a substantival adjective.
Ask these questions of the text in order to translate the adjective.
•

What case is it?
If, for example, the adjective is in the nominative case, it must be
either the subject or the predicate nominative.

•
2

What gender and number is it?

Whether an adjective has a feminine stem ending in eta (aya0~) or alpha (vEKpa) is
determined not by the noun but by the adjective itself. All that an adjective must do
is agree in case, number, and gender. How it does this, and what form it uses, is a
function of the adjective. Thus the adjective may have an -rii; in the genitive even
though the noun that it modifies has -ai; (e.g., 'tTJt; aya0Tji; wpac;).
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You can often follow natural gender in deciding how to translate.
You can add an extra word (e.g., "man," "woman," "thing,"
"person," "one") to make sense of the construction in English.
inflected

parsing

translation

aya86i;

masculine singular

a good man
a good person

aya8ai

feminine plural

good women

aya86v

neuter singular

a good thing

o'i aya8oi

masculine as generic

the good ones
the good people

Of course, aya86i; could be simply translated "good" if that meets
the needs of the sentence.
9.10

Predicate. When an adjective functions as a predicate, it does not
modify another word but rather asserts-predicates-something
about the subject. If the verb Etµi is implied (rather than explicitly
stated), you may have to supply it in your translation.
6 av8pumoi; aya86i;

The man is good.

Recognition of the Adjective
9.11

The question then becomes, how can you identify which function an
adjective is performing? It all depends on whether the definite article
is present or not.
"Anarthrous" means there is no article; "articular" means there is an
article.

9.12

Presence of the article. If the article occurs immediately before the
adjective, then you have either an attributive or substantival adjective.

•

Attributive. If there is a noun to modify, then the adjective is
attributive. The adjective can come before or after the noun; there
is no significant difference in meaning. However, the adjective
must be preceded by the article. Both examples mean, "the good
man."
First attributive position:

6 aya8oi; av8pumoi;

Second attributive position: 6 av8pwnoi; 6 aya86i;
You will never find 6 aya8oi; 6 av8pwnoi;. 3
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•

Substantival. However, if there is no noun for the adjective to
modify, then it is probably functioning substantivally.
6 aya06c;

•

the good (man; person)
the faithful (woman)

Predicate. If the noun is articular but the adjective is anarthrous
(e.g., 6 av0pwnoc; aya06c;), then the adjective is functioning as a
predicate adjective. In this case you will supply the verb "is" to
show the "predicating" nature of the adjective.

6 avepwnoc; aya06c;
aya0oc; 6 av0pwnoc;
9.13

The man is good.
The man is good.

Absence of the article. If there is no article before either the noun or
the adjective, context becomes the guide to translation. You must
decide whether the adjective is giving an attribute to a noun or is
asserting something about the verb. If the verb Etµi is not explicitly
present, it may be implied and you can supply it in your translation if
English requires it.

aya0oc; av0pwnoc;
av0pwnoc; aya06c;

"A good man" or A man is good."
II

"A good man" or "A man is good."

Be sure not to supply the article in your translation unless English
demands it.
It is possible for an anarthrous adjective to function substantivally, but
it is unusual.

aya06c;

a good (man; person)

Odds n' Ends
9.14

Article and a prepositional phrase. You will often find the article followed by a prepositional phrase. Sometimes this occurs in an "articlenoun-article-modifier" construction where the second article tells you
the prepositional phrase is modifying the noun. Other times the article
is in effect turning the prepositional phrase into a substantive. You
will generally translate these as relative clauses.

£A.ciA.riaav tov A.6yov tou Kupiou niiatv t0tc; £v tfl otKtQ:.
They spoke the word of the Lord to all who were in the house.
9.15

3

2-2 Adjective. We will meet an adjective in this chapter listed as
al.covtoc;, -ov. al.wvwc; can be either masculine or feminine. Context will
show if a specific form is masculine or feminine. atwvtov is neuter.

There is a third attributive position. See Advanced Information.
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It is a "2 - 2" pattern because the masculine and feminine follow the
second declension; the neuter also follows the second declension but
with some variation. 4

9.16

Neuter plural subjects. Greek often uses a singular verb when the
subject is neuter plural. It is an indication that the author is viewing
the plural subject not as a collection of different things but as one
group. To keep proper English, you will use a plural verb.
OoKtµa/,;E'tE 'ta 1tV£1Jµcmx. El EK 'tOU emu i::<mv.
Test the spirits (and see) if they are from God.

Translation Procedure
9.17

As you divide your sentences into the different parts, be sure to keep
the adjective with the noun it is modifying. They form a unit.

6 &.ya.So<; avepwno<; I

ypa~El

I 'tO ~t~A.fov.

The good man writes the book.

Summary
l.

Adjectives can function as an attributive, a substantive, or a predicate.

2.

If the article precedes the adjective and the adjective modifies another
word, then it is an attributive adjective. The adjective agrees with the noun
it modifies in case, number, and gender

3.

If the article precedes the adjective and the adjective does not modify
another word, then it is a substantival adjective. The case of this adjective
is determined by its function, its gender and number by what it stands for.

4.

If an anarthrous adjective occurs with an articular noun, the adjective is a
predicate and you may need to supply the verb "is."

5.

If there is no article before either the adjective or the word it is modifying,
let context be your guide.

6.

A prepositional phrase preceded by an article can be an attributive modifier or a substantive.

7.

A 2-2 adjective has the same form in the masculine and feminine, and follows the second declension. The neuter likewise is second declension.

8.

A singular verb can be used when the subject a neuter plural and is
viewed as a whole.

4

In our nomenclature, these adjectives are classified as "a-3," specifically a-3b(l) . See
MBG for the full paradigm.
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Are you getting frustrated with all there is to learn? Go back to chapters 6 and
7, reread them, and see how easy they are now. But remember how difficult
they may have been when you first learned them? The fog has just moved
from chapter 6 to chapter 9. Keep working, and the fog will continue to move.
Ask your teacher to remind you again why you are learning biblical Greek.

Vocabulary
The endings following the lexical form of an adjective (e.g., "-fi, --Ov") show the
feminine and neuter forms of the word. The feminine of a:ya86c; is aya8fi and
its neuter is aya86v. The roots of adjectives are listed with the final stem vowels
for both the masculine and the feminine (e.g., *aya8o/ri).

aya86c;, -fi, --Ov

good, useful (102; *aya8o/ri) 5

aya7tri-r6c;, -fi, --Ov

beloved (61; *aymtri-ro/ri)6

UlWVtoc;, -OV

eternal (71; *a'twvwf

aUfiA.wv 8

one another (100; *aUriA.o) 9

a7t£1Cpieri

he/she/it answered 10

OOUAOc;, -OU, 0

slave, servant (124; *oouA.o)

E:civ

if, when (351) 11

£µ6c;, £µ fi, £µ6v

my, mine (76; *E:µo/ri) 12

EV'tOA fi, -Tic;, Ti

commandment (67; *E:vwA.ri)

JCa8wc;

as, even as (182)

5
6

7
8

9
lO

11

12

Agatha is a woman's name.
This is the cognate adjective of the noun ciyanri.
Aeonian means, "eternal."
This is an unusual word because it never occurs in the nominative or in the singular.
Its lexical form is therefore genitive plural.
Parallel lines (napaAA.riA.oc;) are lines that are beside (napa) one another.
This is a common form of a common verb, occurring 82 times in the New Testament. It takes its direct object in the dative, and therefore you do not use the key
word with its direct object. anEKp10ri au1<iJ means, "He answered him," not "He
answered to him." This word is not included in our vocabulary word count.
Introduces a dependent clause. i::av is a crasis of d and av. "Crasis" occurs when
two words are "pushed together" to make one.
When i::av appears after a relative pronoun (oc;), it has the effect of appending " ever" to the end of the pronoun, just like av. oc; i::av ... means "whoever ... "
This adjective always means "my" regardless of its case. If it is used substantivally,
it always means "mine."
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bad, evil (50; *KmCO/TJ) 13
my14

µou (E:µou)

adjective: dead (128; *vEKpo/ a) 15
noun: dead body, corpse

mo16c;;, -~, -Ov
novTJp6c;;,

-a, -Ov

1tpW'tOc;;, -Tj, -OV
'tpt 'toe;;,

-Tj, -OV

faithful, believing (67; *ntcHO/TJ)
evil, bad (78; *novT]po/a) 16
first, earlier (155; *npww / TJ) 17
third (56; *1pno I TJ) 18

Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

138,162
87
1,668
72,792
52.69%

Previous Words
These are words you already know that can occur in more than one gender.
You need to learn their feminine and neuter forms.
other, another
aUoc;;, -TJ, -0 19

au16c;;,

-~,

-6

he/she/it, they

foxmoc;;, -TJ, -ov

last

oDwc;;, aU'tTJ, wuw 20

this; these

13

14

"Caco" is a very common combining form. A cacophony is a harsh or bad sound.
Cacoepy is poor pronunciation. Cacography is poor writing skill.
This is the genitive singular of £yw. Unlike £µ6c;, µou only means "my" when it is in
the genitive case. It can also be written with an initial epsilon and an accent: i::µou .
This word is discussed in detail in chapter 11. This word is not included in our
vocabulary word count.

15

Necrophobia is an abnormal fear of death.
Ponera is a genus of stinging ants.
17 A prototype is the first of its kind, a model, a pattern.
18 A triangle has three sides.
19
There are a few words such as aJ.J.oc;, aui:6c;, and oui:oc; that do not use a case ending
16

for the nominative and accusative singular neuter, and therefore the bare stem
stands alone (cf. the article). They are a-la(2b) adjectives; their full paradigm is in
the Appendix.
20 The stem of this word changes quite significantly. It is fully explained in chapter 13.
It is an a-la(2b) adjective; its full paradigm is in the Appendix.
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Advanced Information
9.18

Genitive or accusative? If the next to the last letter in the stem of an
adjective is a rho or a vowel, the feminine stem ends in alpha (e.g.,
VEKpa) and the ending ac; can indicate either the genitive singular or
accusative plural.
nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg

.

'
ay1a
ayim;

ari~

.

'
aymv

nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

ayim
ay1wv
ayimc;
ayiac;

If the next to the last last letter in the stem is any letter other than a rho
or a vowel (e.g., aya0fi), the feminine stem will end in eta and the ending ac; can only be accusative plural.

The final stem vowel in the plural will always be alpha for all feminine
nouns. Can VEKpac; be genitive singular?
9.19

Third attributive position. There is a third attributive position:
avepwnoc; 6 aya06c;. It is rare in the New Testament when the modifier
is an adjective, but more common when the modifier is a phrase.
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This photo is of a cursive New Testament manuscript, copied in the twelfth century. It contains Matthew 15:13-27a. Photo provided by the Center for the Study of
the New Testament Manuscripts (Dan Wallace, director) and used by permission
of Institut fiir neutestamentliche Textforschung.

Track One or Track Two?

"Two Roads Diverged in a Yellow Wood

II

•••

As in the words of the Robert Frost poem, we have come to a fork in the road
in the life of Greek. What should we learn next? Which path you take determines which exercises you do for the next several chapters.
Track One: Finish Noun System
9.

Track Two: Get Into Verbs

Adjectives

9.

Review#2

Adjectives
Review #2

10.

Third Declension Nouns

15.

Introduction to Verbs

11.

First and Second Person Personal
Pronouns

16.

Present Active Indicative

12.

aui:6~

17.

Contract Verbs

13.

Demonstratives

18.

Present Middle/Passive lndicative

14.

Relative Pronouns

21.

Imperfect Indicative

Review #3 - Track 1

Review #3 - Track 2

15.

Introduction to Verbs

10.

Third Declension Nouns

16.

Present Active Indicative

11.

First and Second Person Personal
Pronouns

17.

Contract Verbs

12.

aui:6~

18.

Present Middle/Passive Indicative

13.

Demonstratives

19.

Future Active/Middle Indicative

14.

Relative Pronouns

20.

Verbal Roots, and other forms of
the Future

19.

Future Active/Middle Indicative

Review #4 - Track 1

20.

Verbal Roots, and other forms of
the Future

21.

Imperfect Indicative

22.

Second Aorist Active/Middle
Indicative

Review #4 - Track 2
22.
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Second Aorist Active/Middle
Indicative
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My preference is to finish the noun system (Track One) and then move on to
verbs (see page xv for my rationale). However, some teachers want their students to get into verbs earlier, and for them there is "Track Two." If you want
to follow Track Two, then follow the second ordering of chapters and use the
exercises in the appendix to the Workbook.
If you follow track two, please recognize that the exercises will not include
every vocabulary word given in that chapter. The vocabulary was chosen
based on the exercises in Track One. Also, you will see three vocabulary words
in chapters 17 and 18 whose forms, especially their genitive forms, will look
strange. For now, memorize the words. They are third declension and will be
discussed in chapter 10.

17. nA-Eiwv, nA-£toV
18. VU~, VUKtoc;, ~

acme;, ~nc;, ott
This dual track system affects only the exercises. In other words, there is only
one chapter 10 in the textbook, and it is the same whether you are following
Track One or Track Two.

Chapter 10

Third Declension
Exegetical Insight
A casual first-century reader of the Fourth Gospel's prologue (John 1:1-18)
would have little difficulty understanding John's description of the A.6yoc;. As
a concept it was simple enough. A6yoc; was the intelligible law of things. 6
A.6yoc; tou 8rnu was God's transcendent rationality that gave the universe order
and purpose. A Hellenized Jew would quickly reach for a volume of wisdom
literature explaining that God's wisdom, his word (or A.6yoc;), provided the universe with its form and coherence. As such, 6 A.6y°'; tou 8rnu was foreign to
human ways, above us and distant from us, guiding us from afar.
John 1:14, on the other hand, would make any such reader pause in stunned
silence. "And the word became flesh (crape!;) and dwelt among us." I:apl; is the
earthly sphere, the arena of human decisions and emotions, human history,
and human sinfulness (cf. John 1:13; 3:6; 17:2, etc.). John 1:14 contains the risk,
the scandal, and the gospel of the Christian faith: 6 A.6yoc; became crape!;. The center of God's life and thought entered the depths of our world and took up its
form, its crape!;, its flesh, in order to be known by us and to save us.
This affirmation about A.6yoc; and crape!; is the very heart of our faith. God has not
abandoned us. No lowliness, no misery, no sinfulness is beyond God's comprehension and reach. He came among us, embraced our world of crape!; in his
incarnation, and loved us. It is easy enough to say that God loves the world
Gohn 3:16). But to say that God loves me, in my frailty and my faithlessnessthat he loves crapi!;-this is another matter. This is the mystery and the power of
what God has done for us in Jesus Christ.

Gary M. Burge

Overview
In this chapter we will learn:
• the third (and final) declension (i.e., stems ending in a consonant);
• four hints for the third declension;
• the Master Case Ending Chart;
• noun rule 7, the "Square of stops," and the effect of a sigma on stops;
•

noun rule 8.
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Part II: Noun System
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Introduction
l 0.1

What is the difference between the first and second declension? Right.
First declension words have stems ending in alpha or eta. Second
declension nouns have stems ending in omicron. And what declension a noun falls into has no effect on its meaning. Regardless of
whether arc6cri:oA.oc;; is first or second declension, it still means "apostle."

10.2

Nouns with stems ending in a consonant follow the third declension pattern.
This is part of the first noun rule.
*crapK +

l 0.3

WV •

crapKWY

Final consonant and the case ending. When you first look at a paradigm of a third declension noun, you may think that it is totally different from a first or second declension paradigm. It is not! Because the
stem of a third declension noun ends in a consonant, that consonant
sometimes reacts to the first letter of the case ending, especially if the
case ending begins with a sigma.
For example, the stem of the second declension noun A.fryoc;; is *A.oyo.
The omicron joins with the nominative masculine case ending sigma
to form A.6yoc;; (*A.oyo + c;; • A.6yoc;;). No problem. But the stem of the third
declension word craps is *crapK. The kappa is united with the same
nominative singular case ending, and the combination of Kcr forms s
(*crapK + t; •crap/;).
While the ending of craps may look totally different from that of A.6yoc;;,
it really isn't.

10.4

Function and meaning. Remember that all Greek nouns, whether
they are first, second, or third declension, function the same. Only
their form may be somewhat different.

10.5

Different case endings. The third declension does use a few case endings that are different from those used in the first and second declensions, but not that many. If you have been memorizing the case ending
with the final stem vowel (e.g., oc;; and not c;; for nominative singular),
you may want to go back and learn the true case endings.

l 0.6

Hints. If you can remember just four hints, these changes will not be
a problem. As you will see, the basic issue is what happens when a
sigma follows a consonant.
l.

Because of the changes that take place in the nominative singular,
it is often difficult to determine the stem of a third declension
noun.
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The solution to this problem is always to memorize the genitive
singular form with the lexical form. If you drop the genitive
singular case ending (e.g., oc;), you will normally have the word's
stem.
The lexical entry crap!;, G<XpK6c;, ~ shows that the stem is *crapK.
2.

Whatever happens in the nominative singular (c;) also happens in
the dative plural. This is because the dative plural case ending (crt)
also begins with a sigma.

*crapK +
*crapK +
3.

A nu drops out when followed by a sigma.

*nv
*nv
4.

G ' Gap/;
Gt • GO.pl;{

+
+

Gt • nc;
Gt • tfot

A tau drops out when followed by a sigma or if it is at the end of
a word.

*ovoµa't + Gt • ovoµacrt
*ovoµa't
' ovoµa
This is a slight simplification of the situation, but if you can remember
these four hints, the rest of the third declension is easy to learn.
Since Greek has only three declensions, once you understand these
you will be familiar with all the basic noun paradigms in the New Testament. So work on these and you are well on your way toward success. But remember, any declension can have several variations.

A Walk Through
10.7

Following is the paradigm of a third declension noun: craps (*crapK). I
have listed the stem separated from the case endings, and the inflected
forms. Don't be frightened; craps really has only three case endings
you have not seen, and two other endings similar to those you already
know. At this point, don't try to memorize the case endings; just see
how they work. The paradigms of A.6yoc; and ypmp~ are listed for comparison.
nom sg:
gen sg:
datsg:
ace sg:

*crapK
*crapK
*crapK
*crapK

c;
oc;
a

craps
crap Koc;
crap Ki
crap Ka

A.6yoc;
A.6you
lvoy([.J
A.6yov

ypmp~
ypmp~c;

ypa<j>fl
ypa<j>~v
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nompl:
gen pl:
dat pl:
ace pl:

*cmpK
*crapK
*crapK
*crapK

£~

WY
m(Y)
a~

• crap KE~
crapKWY
• crapsi(Y)
• crap Ka~

A-6ym
A-6ywy

ypa<j>ai
ypa<j>wY

A-6yot~

ypa<j>a'i~

A-6you~

ypa<J>a~

Let's walk through this paradigm so you can see how easy it is.
craps

The normal nominative singular case ending is~· When you
add it to this stem, the Kcr combination is rewritten as a xi.
crapK + cr > crap!;.

cro:pK6i; The genitive singular case ending for first declension nouns is

sigma (e.g., ypa<j>il~), and for second declension nouns it actually is omicron (which contracts with the final stem vowel to
form ou, *A,oyo + o • A-6you). Put those two case endings
together, and you have the case ending for the third declension: o~. crapK + o~ • crapK6~.
crapKi

The dative singular case ending is the same as for the other
declensions: iota. But because a third declension stem ends in
a consonant and not a long vowel, the iota cannot subscript.
crapK + t • crapKi.

crapKa The accusative singular case ending is different for the third
declension: a. crapK + a > crapKa.
crapKE~

The nominative plural case ending is different for the third
declension:£~. crapK + £~ > crapKE~.

crapKWY As always, the genitive plural case ending is beautifully consistent: WY. crapK + WY • crapKWY.

10.8

craps{

The dative plural case ending for a third declension noun is
the exact opposite of the first and second declension and
sometimes includes the movable nu: m(Y). Because it begins
with a sigma, whatever change we see in the nominative singular will also appear here. crapK + crt(Y) • crapl;t(Y).

crapKa~

The accusative plural case ending is different for the third
declension: a~. crapK +a~ • crapKa~. Do not confuse this with a
first declension word where the alpha is part of the stem
(ypa<j>a~), although the similarity may help you remember the
case ending.

There! That was't very difficult, was it? There are only three totally
new endings (o~, a,£~), and two that are similar (crt(Y), a~).
You now know all the major case endings. Congratulations! Let's
work through the formal presentation of the third declension.
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Forms
10.9

Third declension words are categorized according to the last consonant of the word's stem. Below you will find the craps paradigm and
then two more paradigms of third declension words: stems ending in
µa:r (149 words) and stems ending in v (77 words). The case endings
are separated from the stems to emphasize the similarities with the
first and second declensions. We will learn a few more patterns in
chapter 11.
My recommendation is not to memorize the paradigms. Read through
the footnotes so you can see why the forms do what they do, and then
be sure you can recognize the same endings and changes on other
words. The time for memorizing will come in §10.14.
K stem

µa:r

*crapK

*ovoµa-r

nom sg:

craps

ovoµa 1

-r{c;2

gen sg:
dat sg: 3

crapK 6c;

6v6µa:r oc;

-r{voc;

crapK
crapK a

6v6µa:r t
ovoµa 4

'rt Vt

ace sg:
nom pl:

crapK E<;

6v6µa:r as

cl VE<;

gen pl:

crapK WV

6voµa-r WV

-r{vwv

dat pl: 6

craps {(v)

6v6µa

-rfot(v)

ace pl:

crapK a<;

6v6µa:r a

10.10

stem

v stem
*-rtv

crt(v)

-r{va

-r{vac;

1

No ending is used and the final consonant of the stem, which is a tau, drops out
because a tau cannot stand at the end of a word (§10.21).

2

nu drops out before sigma. See the dative plural and §10.11 below.

3

Note that the iota does not subscript in the third declension as it does in the first
and second. This is because iota can subscript only under a vowel.

4

All nouns ending in -µa are neuter. This is one of the few consistent patterns in the
third declension. And like all neuter nouns, the nominative and accusative forms
are always the same.

5

The way to tell the difference between this form and the nominative singular is to
see if the whole stem is present (e.g., *ovoµm). If it is (ov6µma), then you are in the
plural; if not (ovoµa), then you are in the singular.

6

Whatever change is seen in the nominative singular is also present in the dative
plural because both case endings begin with sigma. The case ending is en, the
reverse of the first and second declension ending. The nu in parentheses after every
form is a "movable nu" (§8.13).
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i:ic; is the interrogative pronoun (e.g., "who"). nc; (no accent) is the
indefinite pronoun (e.g., "anyone"). Both are formed from the same
root, *nv. The masculine and feminine are identical in form, and all
genders are third declension. The change in the nominative singular
is explained by the fact that nu drops out when followed by a sigma.
*nv + c; • i:ic;.
masc&fem

neut

masc &fem

neut

nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg

i:ic;
i;{voc;
i;{vt
i;{va

i;{
i;{voc;
i;{vt
i;{

nc;
nv6c;
i:tv{
nvu

n
i:tv6c;
l:tVt
n

nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

l:tVEc;
i;{vwv
i:fot(v)
i:ivac;

i;{va
i;{vwv
i:icn(v)
i;{va

nv£c;
nvwv
ncr{(v)
nvac;

nvu
nvwv
ncri(v)
nvu

i;{c; is always accented on its first syllable. i:tc; is either not accented or
is accented on its last syllable (the "ultima").
10. 12

c\c; is an adjective meaning "one." The stem of the masculine and neuter is *Ev and the feminine is the first declension *µm. In the nominative singular the nu drops out before the sigma, and the stem vowel
epsilon lengthens to Et (*£v + c; • Ee; • c\c;).
nomsg
gensg
datsg
ace sg

?

nc;
£v6c;
£Vt'
£va

.

µia
µtac;
µti!.
µtav

EV
£voe;
£vi
EV

Notice that this word has a rough breathing in the masculine and neuter. This will help differentiate it from the prepositions de; and i::v. Why
is there no plural to this word? Where is it different from i:ic;?
10.13

In the first and second declensions, the masculine and feminine are
often different in form. In the third declension, however, they are usually similar. There is, in fact, more similarity between masculine and
feminine than there is between masculine and neuter, since in the
nominative and accusative, the masculine and neuter are usually different.
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Characteristics of Third Declension Nouns
10.14

Master Case Ending Chart. My recommendation is not to memorize
the paradigms in §10.10 but to memorize the case endings in this chart
and see how the case endings appear when attached to a noun. Study
them carefully, note what they have in common, and especially what
they have in common with the first and second declensions. There are
other patterns within the third declension, but if you know these, the
rest are relatively easy to recognize. Try to list all the similarities.
third declension

first/second declension
masc

fem

neut

mascIfem

nomsg

i;

-

y

i;

gen sg

ub

i;

u

oi;

oi;

datsg

tc

t

t

td

t

ace sg

y

y

y

a/Ye

I-

nompl

t

t

Q:

ti;

I

gen pl

!QY

!QY

!QY

WY

WY

dat pl

ti;

ti;

ti;

crt(Y)g

crt(Y)

ace pl

ui;h

Q:

ai;i

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

i.

I

i;

I

I

neut

I

I

-a

af

a

Be prepared for the final stem letter to undergo changes (rule 8).
The ending is actually omicron, which contracts with the final stem vowel and
forms ou (rule 5).
The vowel lengthens (rule 5) and the iota subscripts (rule 4).
Because third declension stems end in a consonant, the iota cannot subscript as
it does in the first and second declensions; so it remains on the line.
On some words the case ending alternates between alpha and nu; see §11.11.
As opposed to the first and second declensions, this alpha is an actual case ending and not a changed stem vowel. This is also true in the accusative plural.
The nu is a movable nu. Notice that the ending <n is a flipped version of ti; found
in the first and second declensions.
The actual case ending for the first and second declension is vi;, but the nu drops
out because of the following sigma. In the first declension the alpha simply joins
with the sigma (*wpa +vi; • ciipai;), but in the second declension the final stem omicron lengthens to ou (rule 5; A.oyovi; • A.oyoi; • A.6youi;).
As opposed to the first declension (e.g., ciipa), the alpha here is part of the case
ending.
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This is what the endings look like when attached to the final stem
vowel.
third declension
first/second declension
masc

fem

neut

masc/fem

neut

I-

nomsg

oc;

a

Tl

OV

c;

gensg

OU

ac;

TI<;

OU

oc;

oc;

datsg

cp

Cf.

11

cp

t

t

ace sg

OV

av

TtV

ov

a/v

I-

nompl

Ot

at

a

£<;

la

gen pl

!QV

!QV

!QV

WV

WV

dat pl

otc;

ate;

oti;

Gt(v)

Gt(v)

ace pl

ouc;

ac;

a

ac;

10. 15

-

Ja

Gender. The gender of third declension words can often be difficult to
determine because the inflectional patterns are not as distinct as those
in the first and second declensions. You must memorize the gender of
every word.

There are, however, a few patterns. In this chapter we meet stems ending in µm (e.g., ovoµa, µmoc;, ·re>). All these stems are neuter.
10.16

The article. The article becomes especially important now. Even
though a noun itself changes its form, the article always remains the
same. t0 will always be t0 whether the noun it modifies is first, second, or third declension. Most nouns are modified by the article, and
that makes it easy to determine the noun's gender.

Square of Stops
10.17

A stop is a consonant whose sound is formed by slowing down or
completely stopping the flow of air through the mouth.

10.18

"Stops" are broken down into three classifications.
•

Labial. n;, ~, and <P are formed by using the lips to impede the air
flow momentarily, which is essential in creating the sound. Try to
say n; without letting your lips touch.

•

Velar. K, y, and x are formed by pushing up the middle of the
tongue against the soft part of the roof of the mouth.7
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•

10.19

Dental. t, o, and 8 are formed by clicking the tongue against the
back of the teeth. 8

Rule 7: Square of Stops. The seventh of the eight noun rules is this
chart. Be sure to memorize it exactly. Not only should you be able to
repeat it left to right but also top to bottom. 9

Labial
Velar
Dental

1t

~

~

K

y
0

8

x

The chart is important because the stops behave in a consistent manner. Whatever happens to a stem ending in tau also happens to a stem
ending in delta, because tau and delta are both dentals. If you learn
the chart, you will be able to predict what is going to happen. This is
much easier than memorizing different paradigms. This same Square
of Stops will also be important when we study verbs, so a little time
spent here saves hours of frustration later.
10.20

Stops plus a "o." Whenever a stop and a sigma come into contact the
results are predictable. Learn these changes well because you will
encounter them often.

Labial + a • '11
Velar + a •
Dental + a • a

s

*aKof.on +a• oK6A-o\jl. 10 *oa.pK + 01 • oa.psi. *ovoµa.t + 01•6v6µa.01 11

7

Some people use the term "palatals" to describe these three consonants because the
soft part of the mouth's roof is the "palate."

8

Actually, it is not the teeth but the "alveolar ridge" behind the teeth that is used, but
the word "teeth" is easier for most to associate with "dental."

9

The final column of stops, lj>, x, and 9, technically are not stops but "aspirates"
because the air flow is not stopped but only slowed down. However, because they
fit into the pattern so well, it is easier to view them as stops.
There are also titles for the columns. n, K, and Tare "unvoiced" because the voice
box is not used in their pronunciation.~' y, and o are "voiced" because the voice box
is used. (Place your fingers on your voice box and pronounce these letters. You will
feel it vibrate when you say the voiced stops.) lj>, x, and 9 are "aspirates." (The rough
breathing is also an aspirate.)

10

There are only seven nouns in the New Testament whose stems end in a pi, but
many stems end in a kappa or tau.
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10.21

Rule 8: A tau cannot stand at the end of a word and will drop off For
example, the stem of the word for "name" is *ovoµa:t. No case ending
is used in the nominative singular and the final tau drops off.
*ovoµat + - • ovoµa

This is the final rule for case endings. You know all eight. They are
listed in the Appendix, page 344.

10.22

nfo; is a 3-1-3 12 type adjective and is often used as the paradigmatic

word for the third declension. The root of the word is *navt, which in
the feminine is altered to *nacra. 13 Armed with this knowledge and the
rules in this chapter, you should be able to write out the entire paradigm for this word without looking below. Try it. If you can, you are
doing well.
3

1

3

masc

fem

neut

nomsg

mic;14

miv 15

gensg
dat sg

navt6c;
navt{

micra
micrTJ<; 16

ace sg

navm

nompl
dat pl

7tcXYt£<;
7tcXVtUJV
n&.crt(v)17

ace pl

navmc;

gen pl

7tcX<J1]
n&.crav

nano<;

navt{
n&.v

navm

7t&.<Jat
nacrwv

7tcXVtUJV

7tcX<Jat<;
nacrac;

n&.crt(v)
navta

11

Actually, the dental forms a sigma and the double sigma simplifies to a single sigma
(*6voµm + ai • ovoµo.001 • 6v6µ0.01).

12

"3-1-3" means the masculine and neuter follow the third declension while the feminine follows the first declension. See §10.23.

13

For you who are interested in advanced morphology, it is altered because consonantal iota was added to form the feminine stem, and v1 + consonantal iota form ao.
(see MBG on mi~).
14 The v1 drops out before sigma (§11.11 and §10.21).
15

No case ending is used, and a tau cannot stand at the end of a word, so it drops off
(§10.21).

16

Do you remember the rule governing the final stem vowel in the gentive and dative
singular? If a first declension word has a stem ending in alpha where the preceding
letter is epsilon, iota, or rho, it will form the genitive and dative with alpha. Otherwise, the alpha will shift to eta.
The v1 drops out before sigma (§11 .11 and §10.21); also in the dative plural neuter.

17
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If you like to memorize paradigms, this is the one to learn. Not only
does it show the first and third declension, but it is key for learning
participles later (chapter 26).

Because nfo; is an adjective, it can function substantivally. When it
does, it may require the use of an additional word like "people" or
"things." But unlike other adjectives, nfo; usually is in the predicate
position when modifying a noun.

mi<; 6 avElpomo<; means "every man."

Categories
10.23

Adjectives fall into four categories, depending on which declension
they follow and whether the feminine and masculine forms are the
same or different. The masculine and neuter always follow the same
declension. We met the 2-1-2 and 2-2 patterns in chapter 9.
category

masculine

feminine

neuter

2-1-2

2 declension
ayaElo<;, ~' 6v

1 declension

2 declension

3-1-3

3 declension
mi<;, nucra, nu v

1 declension

3 declension

2-2

2 declension
ai.wvto<;, ov

2 declension

2 declension

3-3

3 declension
tt<;, 'tt

3 declension

3 declension

Article
10.24

There are two special situations concerning the translation of the article that we need to look at.
The article in Greek is much more than just the word "the." It is a
"weak demonstrative," which means it can perform as a demonstrative ("that"), a relative ("who"), or even sometimes a personal pronoun ("he," "one"), depending upon the needs of the context. You will
usually have to add a word into your translation to help, such as
"who" or "which." Let the context determine which is appropriate. 18
When you find the phrase 6 8£, the article is usually functioning as a
personal pronoun, "but he."

18

This is more second year grammar than first year. Something to look forward to.
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10.25

Sometimes you will find the article before a prepositional phrase.
naow 10'ic; EV

tfl OlKt~.

The article is showing you that the following prepositional phrase (£v
tfl o'1xi~) is in an attributive relationship to naow. It is the same type
of relationship that we have seen with adjectives: "article-noun-article-modifier," only here the modifier is a prepositional phrase. In
order to translate this construction, you will normally turn the prepositional phrase into a relative clause and supply whatever words are
necessary.
"to all who are in the house"
The article will be in the same case, number, and gender as the noun.
This way you can tell what word the prepositional phrase modifies.

Summary
1.

Nouns whose stems end in a consonant use third declension case endings.

2.

To find the stem of a third declension noun, find the genitive singular and
drop the case ending.

3.

To remember the gender of a third declension noun, memorize its lexical
form with the article. To remember the stem of a third declension noun,
memorize its genitive form.

4.

Memorize the Master Case Ending Chart perfectly.

5.

Rule 7: The Square of Stops.

Labial
Velar
Dental

~
K

x
8

Velar+ o forms 1;. Dental+ o forms o.

6.

Labial+ o forms

7.

Rule 8: A tau cannot stand at the end of a word and will drop off.

8.

Nu and vt drop out before sigma.

9.

6 8£ can be translated "but he," and an article before a prepositional phrase
is probably signaling that the prepositional phrase is an attributive construction.

\jf.

Be encouraged! You now know all three declensions and almost all noun
forms.
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Vocabulary
Be sure to memorize the nominative, genitive, and article for each third
declension noun. Normally a lexicon gives just the final letters of the genitive
form of a third declension, but we will spell it out for you in this chapter.
ciyto~, -ia, -tov

adjective: holy (233; *ciyto / a.; 2-1-2) 19

plural noun: saints

Et

if (503) 20

Et µri

except; if not2 1

Et<;, µia, £v

one (344; *f:v /*µta; 3-1-3) 22
now, already (61)

ovoµa,6v6µa-ro<;,'t0

name, reputation (231; *ovoµm) 23

ouoEi<;, OUOEµia, ouo£v 24

no one, none, nothing (234; ou[oE] + *£v /*µta)

nfo;, mxoa, n&.v

singular: each, every (1,244; *nav-r/*naoa; 3-1-3) 25
plural: all

7tEpt

gen: concerning, about (333) 26
ace: around
flesh, body (147; *oapK) 27
/

19

The Hagiographa (ayi6ypa<jla) are the holy writings, the third and final part of the
Jewish canon. Hagiolatry is the worship of saints.

20 This is not the same as Et that means "you are." Watch the accents here carefully,
because £'t does not have its own accent.

21

Like £av, El always introduces a dependent clause and therefore you will not find
the main subject or verb of the sentence in the El clause.
These two words together can form an "idiom" (see below) meaning "except."
Other times they are best translated, "if not. " It often introduces a dependent
clause.

An "idiom" is a phrase that does not have the same meaning as the sum of its parts.
When looking at the meaning of each word in the idiom, you can seldom find the
meaning of the idiomatic phrase.
22 A hendiadys is a figure of speech in which two nouns describe one thing. It is from
the phrase 'E v Iha fruo"iv, meaning "one thing by means of two." Henotheism is the
belief in one God while allowing for the existence of other gods.
23
Onomatopoeia (ovoµa:rnnotio.) is when the name of a word sounds like its meaning,
such as "bang" and "whisper."
24 The second half of this word declines just like Etc;.
25
26

Pantheism is the belief that God is in all things.
The final iota elides only when the following word begins with an iota. The perimeter (nEptµEi:poc;) is the boundary around an object or area.
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GUV

uwµa, -µa10c;, ;;6
'
i:EKVOV,
-OU, i:O'

;;ic;, ;;i
nc;,n

dat: with (128) 28
body (142; *uwµm)2 9
child, descendant (99; *;;i::Kvo)30
who? what? which? why? (555; *nv; 3-3) 31
someone/thing (525; *nv; 3-3)
certain one I thing,
anyone/thing

Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:
10.26

138,162
102
4,779
77,571
56.15%

Hint. It is common for students to stop memonzmg vocabulary
because there is so much grammar to learn. Even if you are struggling
with grammar, be sure to stay up with your vocabulary, and be sure
you are reviewing. How well you know the grammar serves little purpose (or has little value) if you do not know what the words mean. You
will not be able to translate a passage. So hang in there; the remaining
noun chapters are much easier than this chapter.

Previous Words
rrvE'liµa, -µmoc;, ;;6
I,iµwv,

-wvoc;, 6

spirit, Spirit
Simon

27 A sarcophagus (oapKo~ciyoc;) is a stone coffin. In Greece they were made of limestone,
which was believed would consume, or "eat" (~ayfoi), the flesh.
28

"Syn" is a common prefix. A synagogue (ouvaywy~) is a place where people come
together. Synaeresis (ouvaipEotc;) is the contraction of two sounds into one.

29

A psychosomatic disorder is a physical disorder caused by the psychic/ emotional
processes. Somatology is the study of the body.

30

Teknonymy is the custom of naming the parent from the child.
When this word means "why?" it will usually be in the neuter ('ri).

31

Chapter 11

First and Second Person Personal Pronouns
Exegetical Insight
Small words sometimes carry a big punch, especially when combined with
other features of the Greek language. Pronouns can be those kind of small
words. They, like moving vans, can carry a big load. I am thinking of a particularly sinister example of this in Jesus' temptations in Luke 4:6. The devil has
taken Jesus on a cosmic ride so he can see all the kingdoms of the world. Then
he says to Jesus, "To you I will give all of this authority and their glory; for it
has been delivered to me and I give it to whom I will. If you, then, will worship
me, it shall be yours."
Here is a great (but deceitful) offer, and all the freight is carried in the various
exchanges of personal pronouns throughout the passage. To read through the
verse one must follow the bouncing ball through various pronoun changes.
The devil (I, me) offers authority over all the earth (it), if Jesus (you, yours) will
but worship the devil.
But there is one other touch to this verse. To sweeten the offer the pronoun "to
you" (aot) is put at the front of the Greek sentence for emphasis in verse 6.
Though some translations suggest this emphasis (RSV), a knowledge of Greek
reveals its significance. The devil makes the personal and unique nature of the
offer clear. The devil is saying, "This offer is just for you!" He tries to present
the offer in as attractive a way as possible to Jesus. It is a good thing the devil
is not a used car salesman! Fortunately, loyalty to God was more important to
Jesus than seizing power. He did not let the devil's use (and abuse) of pronouns trip him up.

Darrell L. Bock

Overview
In this chapter we will learn:
• the first ("I") and second ("you") person personal pronouns;
• that a pronoun's case is determined by its function in the sentence, just like
a noun;
• that a pronoun's number is determined by its antecedent;
• several more third declension patterns.
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English
11.1

A pronoun is a word that replaces a noun. "It is red." "It" is a pronoun
referring back to something.
A personal pronoun is a pronoun that replaces a noun referring to a
person. "My name is Bill. I will learn Greek as well as possible." "I" is
a personal pronoun referring to me, Bill.
The word that a pronoun refers back to, "Bill," is the antecedent.

11.2

Person. Pronouns can be first person, second person, or third person.
•

First person refers to the person speaking ("I", "we").

•

Second person refers to the person being spoken to ("you").

•

Third person refers to all others ("he," "she," "it," "they").

Notice how highly inflected the English pronoun is. Pronouns are radically changed, depending upon their function.
There is no easy way to distinguish between second person singular
and plural. Some grammars retain the old "thou" (singular) and "ye"
(plural). 1
11.3

Case, Number, and Person

The case of a pronoun is determined by its function in the sentence, its number and person by its antecedent. This is similar to adjectives that function
substantivally.
1.

The case of a pronoun is determined by its function in the
sentence. For example, if the pronoun is the subject of the
sentence, you would use "I" and not "me," since "I" is in the
subjective case. You would not say, "Me would like to eat now,"
because "me" is objective.
This is different from an attributive adjective, which determines
its case by the word it is modifying. A pronoun (except in the
genitive) does not modify a word.

2.

The number of the pronoun is determined by the antecedent.
Because "Bill" is singular, you would use "I" and not "we."

singular

plural

subjective

thou

ye

possessive

thy, thine

your, yours

objective

thee

you

Another option is to use "you" for the singular and "y'all" for the plural.
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3.

The person of the pronoun is determined by the antecedent. If the
antecedent was the person speaking (1st person), you use "I," not
"you."

4.

11.4

There is no gender in the first and second person. "I" or "you" can
be either a woman or a man. The third person pronoun has
gender, but we will meet it in the next chapter.

English forms

subjective
possessive2
objective

first sg

second sg

first pl

second pl

I

you
your
you

we
our
us

you
your
you

my
me

Greek
11.5

11.6

The Greek pronoun is similar to the English pronoun.
•

It replaces a noun.

•

Its case is determined by its function in the sentence.

•

Its number is determined by its antecedent.

•

First and second person pronouns do not have gender.

Greek forms

We have already learned some of these forms and have seen many of
them in the exercises. They should be quite familiar and easy to learn.
They follow third declension patterns. The alternate forms in parentheses are discussed in §11.8.
first person

2

nomsg
gensg
datsg
ace sg

£yw
µou
µ01
µE

nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

~µci~
~µwv
~µ'iv

~µCi~

second person

I

(f:µou)
(f:µo{)
(£µ£)

my
tome
me
we
our
to us
us

,

GU
Gou
Got
GE
UµEt~

uµwv
uµ'iv
uµa~

(GU)
(GOU)
(Got)
(GE)

you
your
to you
you
you
your
to you
you

If the possessive forms are used substantivally, they are translated "mine," "yours,"
and "ours."
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Characteristics of First and Second Person Pronouns
11.7

11.8

Form. Notice the many similarities among the case endings of the pronouns and the case endings for the nouns you have already learned.

•

The nominative (singular and plural) and accusative (singular)
are a little different, but the others are virtually identical with
other third declension nouns.

•

In the plural, the first and second person personal pronouns are
identical except for the first letter.3

•

Although there are many similarities among these forms and
those you already know, some students prefer just to memorize
this paradigm.

Accents. In the first person singular, the genitive, dative, and accusative cases will sometimes include an epsilon and an accent (£µou, £µoi,
£µ£).The second person pronoun will not add an epsilon but it can add
an accent (crou, croi, cr£). 4 These accented forms are called the emphatic
forms.

The emphatic and unemphatic forms basically have the same meaning. The emphatic form is used when the author wants to be especially
emphatic, usually in contrasting one person with another.
£yw £~a1ttt<Ja uµfo; Man, m'.rtoc; 8£ ~antfoEt uµ&c; EV 1tVEUµan ayiqi.
I baptized you in water but he will baptize you with the Holy
Spirit.

The contrast is usually difficult to bring into English.
11.9

Parsing. When asked to decline a first or second person personal pronoun, we suggest that you list the case, number, person (not gender),
lexical form, and inflected meaning.

crou: genitive singular second person from cru meaning "of you" (or
"your").
The lexical forms of the first and second person personal pronouns are
the nominative. Some teachers view £yw as the lexical form of ~µEtc;
while others see ~µEtc; as a separate word. The same holds true for
uµEtc;.

3
4

Since the upsilon with the rough breathing makes a "hoo" sound, you can remember the person of the plural form by associating "hoo" with "au."
The nominative singular au always occurs in our NT texts with an accent.
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11.10

Translation procedure. If the pronoun is the subject or direct object,
then treat it as you would any other subject or direct object. If it is in
the genitive, treat it like any other possessive.

£yw I m0tc:uw / A,oyov 0ou.
I believe your word.
The possessive forms of the pronouns (µou, 0ou) usually follow the
word they modify.
Kupt6c; µou c:hc:v ....
My Lord said ....

More on the Third Declension
11.11

Stems in tau and delta. In chapter 10 we learned the basics of the third
declension. There are a few more patterns we need to learn, although
these patterns are still governed by the same rules.

Stems ending in tau or delta behave the same way, since both letters
are dentals. Remember, dentals (t, 8, 0) drop out before sigma.
*$wt, to

*xaptt
nom sg: 5
gen sg:
dat sg:6
ace sg:
nompl:
gen pl:
dat pl: 8
ace pl:

xapt
xaptt
xapn
xapn

c;
oc;
t
a7

xaptt c:c;
xap{t wv
xapt 0t(v)
xaptt ac;

*c:A,m8

$ill c;
$Wt oc;
$wd
$we;

i:,A,ni c;
£A,ni8 oc;
£A,ni8 t
£A,ni8 a

$wt
$Wt
$ill
$wt

£A,n{8 c:c;

a
WV
0t(v)
a

*0apK
(J(lp~

CYUpKOs
CYapKt
0apKa

EA1tt0 WV
i:,A,n{ <Jt(v)
£A,ni8 ac;

CYUpKEs
CYapKWV
0ap~{(v)

0aprnc;

5

A tau of the stem drops out when followed by a sigma (xapn
is true of the delta (£'.A.ni<;).

6

The iota does not subscript in the third declension as it does in the first and second.
This is because iota can subscript only under a vowel.

7

In a few cases this word (and others like it) can have an accusative singular in nu
(xapiv).

8

Whatever change is seen in the nominative singular is also present in the dative
plural because both case endings begin with sigma. The case ending is Gt, the
reverse of the first and second declension ending. The nu in parentheses after every
form is a "movable nu" (§8.13).

+

<; • xapt<;). The same
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11 .12

Consonantal iota stems. nianc; appears to have a final stem vowel of
iota.
nom sg:

mane;

gen sg:
dat sg: 10

1tlG'TEW<; 9

ace sg:

nianv 11

nompl:

1tta"t"Et<;12
13
1tta"t"EWV

gen pl:

11 .13

1tlG"t"Et

datpl:

1tlG"t"EGt(v)

ace pl:

1tta"t"Et<;12

Originally that iota was another letter called the "consonantal iota."
This letter dropped out of the Greek alphabet long before Hellenistic
Greek, but the fact that is used to be present helps explain a lot of
apparently weird behavior in both nouns and verbs. 14
The final iota in nian<; used to be a consonantal iota. When the consonantal iota dropped out of use, it was replaced with either an iota or
epsilon. On the one hand, it may not be important to know when it
will be what; just recognize that the stem of nian<; type words will end
in either iota or epsilon. But if you really want to know, here is the rule.
•

If the case ending begins with a vowel, the final stem vowel is an
epsilon;

•

if the case ending begins with a consonant, then the final stem
vowel is an iota. But in the dative plural an epsilon precedes a
sigma.

9

Think of the we; as a lengthened oc;.
lO Note that the iota does not subscript in the third declension as it does in the first and
second. This is because iota can subscript only under a vowel.
11
This particular pattern of third declension nouns uses nu as the accusative singular
case ending.
12 The nominative case ending is the same as xapncc; (1wn£ +cc; • 7tt<J1ctc;). The accusative plural uses the same case ending as the nominative plural, as if the word were
neuter.
13 Notice that the wv case ending does not swallow up the final stem vowel as it does
in the first and second declensions. This is evidence that the epsilon has replaced
the consonantal iota.
14

It is called a consonantal iota because the old character shared the characteristics of
both a vowel and a consonant. It is written in the grammars as "1." It is discussed in

more detail in chapter 20.
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11.14

All nouns with stems that end in consonantal iota are feminine (e.g.,
7tt<Ht<;, 7tt<J'r£W<;, i]).

11.15

Two final patterns. Here are the paradigms for mniJp ("father") and
u8wp ("water"). aviJp ("man") and µiJrTJp ("mother") are also parsed
like mniJp.
nom sg:
gen sg:
dat sg:17
ace sg:

n:mp6c;
n:mpi
mn£pa

u8wp, 16 16
u8moc;
u8cm
u8wp

nompl:
gen pl:
dat pl:
ace pl:

n:m£p£<;
n:m£pwv
n:mpaat(v)
n:m£pac;

u8ma
u8arwv
u8aat(v)
u8ma

n:miJplS

Summary
l.

A personal pronoun is a word replacing a personal noun.

2.

The English personal pronouns are "I, my, me, we, our, us" (first person)
and "you, your" (second person).

3.

The case of a pronoun is determined by its function in the sentence, person
and number by its antecedent.

4.

Most of the forms of these two pronouns are similar to the case endings
you already know. Concentrate on those similarities.

5.

Dentals drop out before sigma.

6.

n:fonc; type words end in a consonantal iota, which now appears as tor£.

15 rca1~p is formed from the root *rca1Ep. The second stem vowel flutuates between an
eta (rcm~p), epsilon (rcm£pa), and nothing (rcmp6~) . In the dative plural the stem
vowel is lost and an alpha added (rcmpacrt) to aid pronunciation.
16

This stem appears to end in a tau, as can be seen in most of its forms. But when there
is no case ending (nominative and accusative singular), the original final rho reappears.

17

Note that the iota does not subscript in the third declension as it does in the first
and second. This is because iota can subscript only under a long vowel.
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Vocabulary
brother (343; *aod¢o) 18
av

an untranslatable, uninflected particle, used to
make a definite statement contingent upon something, e.g., changing "who" to "whoever" (167).
You usually cannot translate it.

av~p, avop6i;, 619

man, male, husband (216; *avop) 20

EKKATJCTta, -ai;, ~

a church, (the) Church, assembly,
congregation (114; *£KdT]ata) 21

f:A.7ti'.i;, -i'.ooi;, ~

hope, expectation (53; *f:A.mo) 22

ESW

adverb: without (63)
preposition (gen): outside
gen: on, over, when (890) 24
dat: on the basis of, at
ace: on, to, against

~µcii;

we (864)

8£A.T]µa,8£A.~µatoi;,t6

will, desire (62; *8£AT]µm) 25

io£

See! Behold! (34; interjection) 26

18
19

20
21

22

23

24
25

26

Philadelphia is the city of brotherly love.
See the Appendix for the full paradigm of this word (n-3f[2c]). It is similar to the
pattern of na:r~p. "n-3f[2c]" is an example of the coding system we use for establishing the classes of nouns. It is explained in the introduction to the lexicon.
Androgynous (av8pfryuv1']) is being both male and female (i.e., hermaphroditic).
Ecclesiology is the study of the church. Ecclesiastical means "relating to the organization of the church."
The Christian "hope" is not a wondering if something will happen, but the "confident anticipation" of what we know will surely come to pass. This is a great word
for a word study. In a less serious vein we might mention that Elvis fans hope that
he did not really die.
When ion{ is followed by a word beginning with a vowel and smooth breathing, the
iota elides (€n'). If the following word begins with a rough breathing, the iota elides
and the pi aspirates to a phi (€¢').
The epidermis (€m8Epµ{c;) is the outer layer of skin, "that which is on the skin."
Monothelitism is a seventh century heresy that stated Jesus had only one nature and
therefore only one will.
Originally \.81: was an aorist active imperative of £t8ov, but came to be used as a particle. It only occurs 34 times but because of its similarity with the following \.8ou, we
thought it best that you learn it. It is used with the same basic meaning as the following \.8ou.

,.,.
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ioou

See! Behold! (200; interjection) 27

wA-6<;, -~, --Ov
µ~1rip,µri1p6<;,~ 29

beautiful, good (100; *wA,o/ri) 28
mother (83; *µri1p) 30

ou8£

and not, not even, neither, nor (143)

nm~p, nmp6<;, 6

father (413; *nmp) 32

nicm<;, nicn£w<;, ~
u8wp, u8mo<;, 16

faith, belief (243; *mcn1) 33
water (76; *u8m) 34

uµrn;

you (plural) (1,840)

<Pm<;, <Jiw16<;, 1635

light (73; *<jlw1) 36

xapt<;, xapt 10<;, ~

grace, favor, kindness (155; *xcxpn)

cii8£

here (61)

31

Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

138,162
123
6,193
83,764
60.63%

27

This form of the verb occurs 200 times. It is actually the aorist middle imperative
form of Etliov, but it is used so many times in this particular form that we thought it
best to view it as a separate word.
28 Calligraphy (KaUtypa~{a) is "beautiful handwriting."

Follows the same declension pattern as nm~p. See n-3f(2c) in the Appendix.
A matriarchal society is one in which the mother is the dominant figure.
31 See the declension pattern of this word in the Appendix.
32
The patriarch (nmptapxric;) is the father and head of a family or tribe.
29

30

33
34

35
36

Pistology is the study of faith.
Hydrology is the study of water. Hydraulic (uopmJA.tc;) refers to something operated
by water.
Because ~we; is neuter, the accusatives will be identical to the nominatives. You can
see the full paradigm in the Appendix (page 347).
A photograph is a picture drawn by light.

Chapter 12

' '
aui:oc;
Exegetical Insight
Pronouns have many different uses in Greek. One of the most common pronouns is a\n6c;. Its ordinary use is to "stand in" for a noun to avoid repetition.
"James loved Mary, but Mary couldn't stand James" reduces to "James loved
Mary, but she couldn't stand him." But sometimes the pronoun is used with a
noun to add some kind of stress to it. This is a construction that Peter uses in
1 Peter 5:10, where he writes "And the God of all grace, who called you to his
eternal glory in Christ, after you have suffered a little while, will himself restore
you and make you strong, firm and steadfast." Here Peter reinforces the subject of the sentence by adding the pronoun aut6c;, and the force of the addition
is to indicate that God is personally involved in caring for his people.
In his comment on the verse P.H. Davids says, "Our author is emphatic, indicating that God is not removed from their situation, but personally involved."
Such a verse would thus have come as all-the-more powerful comfort to Christians who faced hostility from the people round about them. They were being
told to recognize in their activity the malevolent working of Satan and to resist
him firmly, lest they succumb to the temptation to give up their faith because
the going was too tough. In such a situation they needed to be convinced that,
just as Satan was at work in their opponents, so God himself was not far away,
leaving them to struggle on their own, but was personally concerned for each
one of them, to strengthen and sustain them, and eventually to summon them
to their eternal reward with him.

I. Howard Marshall

Overview
In this chapter we will learn:
• the three different ways aut6c; is used;
• that since aut6c; is a 2-1-2 adjective, we already know all its forms.
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English
12. l

Here are the inflected forms of the third person personal pronoun.

subjective sg
possessive sg
objective sg

masc

fem

neut

he
his
him

she
her
her

it
its
it

all genders

subjective pl
possessive pl
objective pl

12.2

they
their
them

The only significant difference between the third person pronouns
and the first and second is that third person singular pronouns have
gender.
•

The case of a pronoun is determined by its function in the
sentence.

•

The gender and number of a pronoun is determined by the gender
and number of its antecedent.

For example, if "Robin" is the antecedent, you would say, "I would
like to talk to her." You would not say, "I would like to talk to it,"
because Robin is not an "it." You would not say "them" because Robin
is only one, and you would not say, "I would like to talk to she," since
the pronoun is the object of the preposition that takes the objective
case ("her").

This fifth century uncial manuscript,
labeled 0301, contains John 17:1-4. It is
located in Munster, Germany. The
photo is provided by the Center for the
Study of the New Testament (Dan Wallace, director). Used by permission
of Institut fiir neutestamentliche Textforschung.
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Greek
12.3

We have already met aut6c; functioning as the third person personal
pronoun meaning "he" (auto<;) and "him" (aut6v). 1 Unlike £yw and cru,
aut6c; uses the normal case endings and has gender.

nomsg
gen sg
dat sg
ace sg
nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

12.4

2
masc

1
fem

2
neut

aut6c;
autou
autQi
aut6v

aut~

autf]c;
autfl
aUt~V

auto
autou
autQi
,
auto

autoi
autwv
auto'ic;
autouc;

autai
autwv
auta'ic;
aunX.c;

aut<X.
autwv
auto'ic;
auta

translation

he
his
to him
him

she
her
to her
her

it
its
to it
it

they
their
to them
them

Form

• aut6c; uses case endings just like adjectives (2-1-2) .

12.5

•

The feminine follows the first declension (which always has eta as
the final stem vowel) and the masculine and neuter follow the
second declension.

•

In the neuter nominative and accusative singular, aut6c; does not
use a case ending, so the word ends with the final stem vowel.
This is a normal subpattern for the neuter, and we have already
seen it with the article: t6 (see the a-la[2b] paradigm in the
Appendix, page 350).

•

aut6c; always has a smooth breathing. 2

Declining. aut6c; is declined just like an adjective (i.e., case, number,
gender, lexical form, and inflected meaning). Its lexical form is aut6c;.

auto'ic;: dative plural masculine/neuter from aut6c; meaning "to them."
12.6

Gender. Do not be confused by the difference between Greek and
English in the plural. Although in English we do not designate gender,
they did in Greek. We will see below how this is translated.

Similarly, we have also seen 6 8f. meaning "but he" (§12.14).
2

This is important to remember. In chapter 13 we will meet a word whose form is
similar; the only consistent difference between the two is that a{n6~ always has a
smooth breathing.
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The Three Uses of cxu'toc;
12.7

Summary. Do not think of m'.n:6c; as the third person pronoun. Think
of aui;6c; as a word that performs three distinct functions.

12.8

Use 1: Personal pronoun. aui;oc; can function as the third person personal pronoun. This is by far its most common use. 3 Translate it as you
have become accustomed to.

aui;oc;
aui;~

aui;o

he
she
it

aui;o{
aui;a{
aui;a

they
they
they

In this usage, the case of the pronoun is determined by its function.
When showing possession, the pronoun usually follows the word it
modifies.
subject
direct object
possession

aui;oc; A.£y£t ...
ayanw aui;~v .
't~V 7tl<Hl V CXU'tWV

Its gender and number are determined by its antecedent.
•

If the antecedent is personal, aui;6c; follows natural gender.

6 lr1crouc;
Maptaµ
•

3

aui;oc; A.£y£t npoc; CXU't~V.
aui;~ A.f:yn npoc; a\n:6v.

But if the antecedent is not personal, aui;6c; follows grammatical
gender. So, for example, if the antecedent is "world" (Kocrµoc;),
Greek will use the masculine form of the pronoun (aui;oc;).
However, you would not translate aui;oc; as "he" but as "it." We
think of the world not as a "he" but as an "it."

In the oblique cases (genitive, dative, accusative), a\n6c; is used 5,203 times in the

New Testament out of the total 5,595 times as a personal pronoun .
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12.9

Use 2: Adjectival intensive. a\n6c; can also function intensively when
it is used adjectivally. 4 In this case a\n6c; normally modifies another
word and is usually in the predicate position. 5 Translate aut6c; with
the reflexive pronoun (himself, herself, itself, themselves, etc.). 6

autoc; 6 an6crtoA.oc;
the apostle himself

auto to 8wpov
the gift itself

aut6c; agrees with the noun it modifies in case, number, and gender. In
English translation, choose the gender of the reflexive pronoun based
on the natural gender of the word m'.n6c; modifies.
~

EKKATj<Jta aut~
the church itself/herself

£yw aut6c;
I myself
Do not confuse this with the predicate position of other adjectives.
When an adjective is in the predicate position you must insert the verb
"to be." When aut6c; is in the predicate position, it is modifying the
noun adjectivally.

6 'Iricrouc; aya06c;
aut6c; 6 'Iricrouc;

4

Jesus is good
Jesus himself

"Adjectival intensive" is non-standard terminology but it is helpful. It is the terminology used by Gramcord.
Gramcord lists 143 occurrences in the New Testament of au-c6i;; as the adjectival
intensive pronoun, but it includes the uses of au-c6i;; as the identical adjective
(below). It lists fourteen occurrences as a strictly reflexive pronoun.

5

6

Some beginning Greek grammars such as Machen (§105) say that au-c6i;; must be in
the predicate position to function as an intensive. As you will see from the exercises,
this is not always the case. In fact, this chapter makes a significant departure from
other grammars. They tend to translate au-c6i;; on the basis of its position, specifically, whether it is preceded by the article or not. Because there are so many exceptions to this way of looking at a\n6i;;, and because we feel it is theoretically
preferable, we have classified au-c6i;; on the basis of function rather than position.
The Greek reflexive pronoun i::µmnou was formed through the combination of the
personal pronoun i::yw and au-c6i;;. This illustrates the close relationship between au-coi;; and the reflexive idea.
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When functioning as an intensive, a\n6<; is usually in the nominative
case and modifies the subject?
U.UTO<; t.auto Etm:v Ev TQJ nvc11µan TQJ aytl(J (Mark 12.36).
David himself spoke by the Holy Spirit.
'IT]GOU<; U.UTO<; OUK £~ann1;£v ciU' Ot µa9T]Tat aui;ou (John 4:2).
Jesus himself was not baptizing but his disciples.
This is the same use of the personal pronoun we saw with £yw and GU.
Remember, because the verb indicates its own subject, the use of auT6<;
is technically unnecessary, and therefore its presence can be emphatic.
Different suggestions have been made on how to translate auTo<; when
it occurs in this situation. Some suggest using a reflexive pronoun as
in the illustrations above. It is David himself and not someone else
who spoke by the Holy Spirit. The pronoun also shows if the subject
is masculine, feminine, or neuter.
Others suggest ignoring the personal intensive use of auT6<; in the
nominative because this translation does not sound proper to English
ears. If you do ignore it, be sure to remember that it can add an intensifying force.
The subject of the verb does not have to be third person. When used
with the first or second person, U.UTO<; still adds emphasis.
GU U.UTO<; AEYEt<; TOt<; civ9pwnot<;
You (yourself) speak to the men.

12.11

Use 3: Identical adjective. auT6<; is sometimes used as the identical
adjective meaning "same." It is normally in the attributive position
when used this way, but not always. 8 Its case, number, and gender are
determined by the word it modifies, as is the case with any adjective.
Kat 1tcXAlV cX1t£A9wv npOGT]U/;mo TOY U.UTOV A-6yov (Mark 14:39).
And again after going away he prayed the same thing.
'Ev auTn 9 TTI wpq. npoGf]A-9av TlVE<; <l>apwa'iot (Luke 13:31).
In the same hour some Pharisees came.

7

Some grammarians argue that au16<; can be used in the nominative without any
sense of emphasis, simply as the personal pronoun and not as an intensive pronoun.

Gramcord separates this use from the adjectival intensive, calling it the "personal
intensive." For didactic reasons we have put them together. au16<; is used 243 times
in the New Testament as a personal intensive, 239 times in the nominative.
8

au16<; is found in the attributive position 60 times in the New Testament.

9

Notice that there is no article with a\n6<; in this example. This shows that the anarthrous au16<; can function as the identical adjective, despite what many grammars
say.
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Summary
1.

a1no<; uses the normal case endings except for the nominative and accusative neuter singular, which drop the nu. This is a common variation.

2.

When m'.rt6<; functions as a pronoun, its case is determined by function, its
number and gender by antecedent.

3.

When au16<; adds emphasis it is usually translated with the reflexive pronoun. It usually will be in the predicate position, in the nominative case.

4.

au16<; can function as the identical adjective and be translated "same." In

this case it normally is in the attributive position.

Vocabulary
al.wv, -Wvo<;, 6

age, eternity 10 (122; *al.wv) 11

otoacrimA.o<;, -ou, 6

teacher (59; *oioacrKaA-o) 12

EuSu<;

immediately (51) 13

EW<;

conj: until (146)
gen: as far as

µa8TJ't~<;, -ou, 614

disciple (261; *µa8Tl't'Tl)

µ£v

on the one hand, indeed 15 (179)

µTlOEl<;, µTlOEµta, µTlOEY

no one/ thing (90; µTl[OE] + *Ev / *µia) 16

µ6vo<;, -Tl, -ov

alone, only (114; *µovo/Tl) 17

omo<;

how, that, in order that (53)

OcrO<;, -Tl, -OY18

as great as, as many as (110; *6cro / Tl) 19

10

The idioms E'tc; 'tOV a\.wva and Etc; 'touc; al.wvac; 'twv al.wvwv both mean "forever."
11 Cognate noun of the adjective a\.wvwc;.

12

Different teachers have different didactic (8i8aKnK6c;) methods.

This adverb is different from the adjective EU8u<;, -Eta, -u, meaning "straight" and
occurring only nine times in the New Testament.
14 µa8Tl't~<; is declined just like npo$~n1c;. A disciple is a "learner." Math is related to
µa0T\µa, meaning "that which is learned." Mathematics is from µa0T\µanK~.
15 Postpositive. Sometimes this word is untranslatable. It can occur as a correlative
conjunction with OE. In this case you can translate µEv ... OE as "on the one hand ...
but on the other."
13

16
17

Declines just like ouoEi<;.
A monogamous marriage is a marriage in which a person has only one spouse. All
adjectives can function adverbially. This word does so quite often, usually as an
accusative neuter (µ6vov) .

Chapter 12: avr6£"
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therefore, then, accordingly (499) 20

oZiv
6~9aA.µ6c;;,

-ou, o

eye, sight (100; *6~9aA.µo) 21

naA.tv

again (141) 22

nouc;;, no86c;;, 6

foot (93; *no8) 23

un£p

gen: in behalf of (150) 24
ace: above

Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

18
19

138,162
138
2,168
85,932
62.2%

The initial 60 retains the same form, but the second half of the word declines like
the relative pronoun. For example, the nominative plural masculine is ooot.
This word is idiomatic; rely on context to help with a precise definition.

20 Postpositive.
21

Ophthalmology is the study of the eye.
22 Apalimpset (na.A.{µ1Jfrio1rn;, "scraped again") is a parchment that has had the original
writing scraped off so it can be used again. Palilogy (na.A.tA.oyi'.a) is the repetition of
words for emphasis. The paligenesia (na.A.tyyEvrn{a) is the rebirth, both of the Christian (Titus 3:5) and of the world in Stoic thought.
23 nouc;; is declined like £A.ni'.c;;, £A.ni'.ooc;;, except that in the nominative singular the omicron of the root lengthens to OU (*noo + c;; • noc;; • nouc;;). The dative plural is 7t0<Jt(v).

24

A podiatrist is a doctor dealing with foot disorders. Notice how the word's root
came over into English with the "d," even though it is not visible in the nominative
nouc;;. Most cognates are formed from the Greek root and not an inflected form such
as the nominative.
"Hyper" is a common prefix designating excess, abundance. An hyperbole is an
exageration for effect.

Chapter 13

Demonstrative Pronouns/Adiectives
'i"
'
....
outrn;,
EK'.Etvrn;

Exegetical Insight
8tKaiocruvT) is one of the great words in Christian theology. Basically it means,

"the character or quality of being right or just." It is a word used to describe
God. He is in the ultimate sense the Just One (Rom 3:5, 25). It is also used to
describe the righteous life of the believer, i.e., a life lived in obedience to the
will of God (Rom 6:13, 16, 18, 19, 20; Eph 6:14, etc.).
But the most important use of 81Kat0CJUVT] in the New Testament is to describe
the gracious gift of God by which through faith in Jesus Christ one is brought
into a right relationship to God. Such a relationship is apart from law, i.e., apart
from the works of the law-we can do nothing to obtain it. However, the "Law
and the Prophets," i.e., the Old Testament Scriptures, testify to it. It was all a
part of God's redemptive plan that we should have been put into a right relationship with him through his Son.
Luther was right when he wrote: "For God does not want to save us by our
own but by an extraneous righteousness, one that does not originate in ourselves but comes to us from beyond ourselves."
My hope is built on nothing less
Than Jesus' blood and 8tKaiocruvT).
Walter W. Wessel

Overview
In this chapter we will learn:
• the demonstrative pronouns and adjectives "this" and "that";
• that they behave just like pronouns and adjectives except that when
functioning as adjectives they are in the predicate position;
• the fifth and final case, the vocative, used when addressing a person
directly.
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English
13.1

Demonstratives in English are "this/these" and "that/those" (singular I plural). For example, "This book is the greatest Greek textbook."
"Those students really work hard." The demonstratives are never
inflected except to indicate singular and plural. 1

13.2

The same word can be either a pronoun ("That is mine.") or an adjective ("That car is mine."). 2

Greek
13.3

The demonstratives in Greek are oum; (this/ these) and EKEtvoi; (that/
those). They function the same way as they do in English, both as pronouns and as adjectives. The difference between the English and
Greek demonstratives is that the Greek demonstratives also have case
and gender.
•

When a demonstrative functions as a pronoun, its case is
determined by its function in the sentence. Its number and gender
are determined by its antecedent, just like any pronoun.

•

When a demonstrative functions as an adjective, its case, number,
and gender are determined by the noun it is modifying, just like
any adjective.

In the following paradigms, translate each form as an adjective
and then as a pronoun.

2

A distinction that some find helpful is that between the "near" and "far" demonstratives. The near is "this/these" and the far is "that/those." The idea is that "this/
these" refers to something in relative proximity, and "that/ those" to something relatively far away.
For the sake of simplicity we will simply call them the "demonstratives," not the
"demonstrative pronoun" or "demonstrative adjective."
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13.4

The forms of ou'to<;
2
masc

13.5

1'

1
fem

2
neut

nomsg
gen sg
datsg

OU'tO<;

Cfu1TJ

i:oui:o

i:oui:ou
'tOU1(Jl

1au1TJi:;
1au111

toutou
'tOU1(Jl

ace sg

i:oinov

1au1TJV

i:oui:o

nompl
gen pl
datpl
ace pl

OU'tOl

1'

1'

au-rat

1auw

tou1wv

tou1wv

1ou1wv

i:ou101i:;

1au1mi:;

i:oui:oti:;

i:o{noui:;

w{nai:;

1au1a

2
masc

1
fem

2
neut

nomsg
gensg
datsg
ace sg

EKE'ivoi:;

EKElVTJ

EKEtVO

EKElVOU

EKElVTJ<;

EKElVOU

EKElV(Jl

EKElV1]

EKElV(Jl

EKEtVOV

EKElVTJV

EKEtVO

nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

hE'ivot

EKEtVat

EKEtva

EKElVWV

EKElVWV

EKElVWV

EKElVOt<;

hdvmi:;

EKElVOl<;

EKdvoui:;

EKEivai:;

EKE'iva

The forms of EJCEtvo<;

Characteristics of Demonstrative Pronouns
13.6

Form. The demonstratives use the regular case endings. There are
three peculiarities that need to be learned carefully.
1.

The neuter singular nominative and accusative do not use a case
ending, so the form ends in the stem omicron rather than ov. This
is the same as m'.n6i:;, aUoi:;, and 6.

2.

outoi:; always begins with a rough breathing or tau. Think of the

two as interchangeable. This is important in distinguishing the
feminine demonstrative (au1m) from au16i:;, which always has a
smooth breathing (au1ai).
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3.

The first stem vowel used in o{noc; depends upon the final stem
vowel.
•

If the final vowel is alpha or eta, the demonstrative will have
au in the stem (e.g., -ra{nmc;, tm'.rtric;).

•

If the final vowel is omicron, the stem will have ou (e.g.,
t0ut0u).

This point is not as significant as the first two since we are only
learning to recognize the forms and not memorizing paradigms.
13.7

Pronoun. If a demonstrative is functioning as a pronoun, it will not
modify a word (just like the substantival adjective).
'i'

omoc;

EKcivoc;

'i'

this (man/ one)
this (woman)
this (thing)

EK£tvoc;
EKElVT)
EK£tVO

that (man/ one)
that (woman)
that (thing)

'i'

these (men/ones)
these (women)
these (things)

EK£tVOl
EK£tVat
£Kciva

those (men/ones)
those (women)
those (things)

ouwc;
aurri
wuw
OU'tOl
'i'
autat
rauta

As a pronoun, the translation of the demonstrative may require an
additional word such as those in parentheses above. Pick whatever
makes the best sense, following natural gender. For example, EKElVTJ
would not be translated "that man."
13.8

Adjectives. If a demonstrative is functioning as an adjective, it occurs
in the predicate position although it functions as an attributive adjective.

o{noc; 6 av8purn:oc;
This man

6 av8pwn:oc; o{noc;
This man
EK£tVOl o't av8pwn:o1
Those men
This is the opposite of regular adjectives, so do not get them confused.3

3

We have already seen this grammar in connection with m'n6c; used as an intensive
and with mic;.
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13.9

Sometimes the demonstrative pronoun weakens in its force and functions as a personal pronoun.
o{noi:; fo1m µi:yai:; rn't u\.oi:; tnJ!t<nou KA.TJ8~crnm (Luke 1:32).
He will be great and will be called "Son of the Most High."
As you might have guessed, there is substantial overlap among the
article, the demonstrative pronoun, and the personal pronoun.

Vocative
13.10

The fifth, and final, case is the vocative, the "case of direct address." A
noun uses vocative case endings when it is being directly addressed.
In the following example, the person is addressing the "Lord" directly.
Ou niii:; 6 A.i:ywv µ01, KuptE Kupu:, dcrEA.Efonm di; i~v ~cxcr1A.Efov iwv
oupavwv (Matt 7:21).
Not everyone saying to me, "Lord, Lord," will enter into the kingdom of heaven.
The forms of the vocative, for the most part, are quite simple. It is usually obvious from context when the word is in the vocative.
•

In the plural, the vocative is always identical to the nominative
plural (av8pwno1).

•

In the singular first declension, the vocative is the same as the
nominative (a8EA.~~).

•

In the singular second declension, the vocative ending is usually
epsilon. If you were speaking directly to an apostle you would

say, an6cr10A.E.
•

In the singular third declension, the vocative is usually the bare

stem of the word, sometimes with the stem vowel being changed
(ablaut). The vocative of nm~p is mhEp.
There are a few other forms of the vocative, but this information is
enough for now. Normally context will warn you when a form is in the
vocative. 4

4

All the rules are listed in MBG.
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Odds n' Ends
Degrees of an adjective. An adjective can have three "degrees."

13.11

•
•
•

The positive degree is the uncompared form of the adjective:
"large" (µhm;).
The comparative degree denotes the greater of two items: "larger"

(µEii;wv).
The superlative degree describes the greatest, or a comparison of
three or more: "largest" (µ£ytcnoc;).
In Koine Greek the superlative was dying out and its function being
assumed by the comparative (see BDF, §60). For example, someone
might use µEii;wv when context technically requires µf:ytcnoc;. As usual,
context is the key in translation.

13.12

Crasis is when a word is formed by combining two words. In this
chapter we will meet Kayw, which is a crasis of Ka.i and £yw. See the
Appendix for a list of all forms of crasis in the New Testament, page
338.

13.13

IloA.uc;. We also meet the word noA-uc;, meaning "much" or "many." It
looks like a cross between a second and third declension word.
2

masc

1
fem

2

non~

neut

nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg

noA-uc;
no Hou
noUQ>
noA-uv

noUfic;
noU'fl
noU~v

noA-u
noHou
noUQ>
noA-u

nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

noUoi
noUwv
noUo'ic;
noUouc;

noUa.i
noUwv
noUa.'ic;
noUac;

noUa
noUwv
noUo'ic;
non a

Summary
1.

The demonstrative "this/these" is o{rwc; and "that/those" is EKE'ivoc;. o{noc;
always begins with either a rough breathing or tau. Neither uses a case
ending in the nominative/ accusative neuter singular.

2.

When they function as a pronoun their case is determined by their function in the sentence, number and gender by their antecedent. You can supply a helping word if you wish, determined by natural gender.
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3.

When they function as an adjective, their case, number, and gender agree
with the word they are modifying. They will always be in the predicate
position although they are translated as attributive adjectives.

4.

A demonstrative can weaken in force and be used as a personal pronoun.

5.

The vocative is the case of direct address.
•

In the plural, it is identical to the nominative regardless of declension.

•

In the singular first declension, it is identical to the nominative.

•

In the singular second declension, it usually has the case ending epsilon.

•

In the singular third declension, it usually is the bare stem.

Vocabulary
yuv~,yuvatK6c;,~ 5

woman, wife (215; *yuvmK) 6

8tKat0<JUVT], -T]<;, ~

righteousness (92; *8tKatO<JUVTJ)

8w8£rn

twelve (75). Indeclinable.7

£autou, -Tic;, -ou 8

singular: himself /herself /itself
plural: themselves 9
(319; *EautO/T])

EK£t voe;, -T], -o

singular: that man/woman/thing
plural: those men/women/things
(265; 2-1-2; *EKEtVO/T])

T]"10

or, than (343)

Ka:yw

and I, but I (84). Indeclinable.

µaKapwc;,
5
6

7

-ia,

-wv

blessed, happy (50; 2-1-2; *µarnpw/a) 11

')'UVD is declined like crap~ (n-3b[l]). The tK is lost in the nominative singular.
Gynecology is the branch of medicine dealing with women's diseases.
A dodecagon is a plane with twelve sides and twelve angles.

8

kauwu is the reflexive pronoun. While it occurs predominantly in the third person,
it can be used in the first and second person as well ("myself," "yourself").
Because of the word's meaning, it can never occur in the nominative; so for this
word the lexical form is the genitive singular. It follows the same inflectional pattern as a\n6i;.

9

£autou in the plural can also be translated as first ("ourselves") or second ("yourselves") person.

10

Do not confuse this with the article D, which always has a rough breathing.

11

Metzger, Lexical Aids, suggests the cognate "macarism," which is a beatitude.
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µ£yac;, µqciA- ri, µ£ya 12

large, great (243; 2-1-2; *µqaA,o/ri) 13

rc6Aic;, -Ewe;, ~

city (162; *rcoJ.1) 14

rcoA-uc;,rcoA-A-~,rcoA-u

singular: much (416; 2-1-2; *rcoUo/ri) 15
plural: many
adverb: often

rcwc;

how? (103) 16
~

'

crriµnov, -ou, 10

sign, miracle (77; *crriµno) 17

Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

138,162
151
2,444
88,376
63.97%

Previous Words
ou10c;, afrtT),

'tOU'tO

singular: this; he, she, it (1388; 2-1-2; *10mo I ri)
plural: these

12

See the paradigm of this word in the Appendix (a-la[2a]).

13

Mega is a common prefix meaning "large" or "great": megaphone, megavolt, Megalosaurus, which is a genus of extremely large dinosaurs (oauprn; means "lizard").
Metropolis ("mother-city") is the parent city of a colony, especially an ancient Greek
colony. The word came to be used of any capital or large city. Neapolis is the port city
of Philippi (Acts 16:11).
Poly is a common combining form meaning "many": polysyllabic, polyandry, polyg-

14

15

amy, polyglot, polygon.
16

17

There is another word mile; meaning "at all, somehow, in any way," occurring 15
times. The only difference between the two words is the accent.
In John's gospel especially, miracles are signs as to who Jesus truly is. Semeio is a
combining form meaning "sign" or "symptom." Semeiology is sign language. Semeiotic means, "pertaining to symptoms."

Chapter 14

Relative Pronoun
Exegetical Insight
One author refers to the author of the first of our four canonical Gospels as
"meticulous Matthew." Matthew regularly displays intentional precision in
his account of the Savior's earthly life and ministry in order to accentuate
truths that are important for devotion and doctrine. This precision is quite evident in the genealogy Matthew uses to introduce Jesus the Christ at the beginning of his gospel. When he comes to the listing of Jesus he says," ... and Jacob
the father of Joseph, the husband of Mary, of whom was born Jesus, who is
called Christ" (Matt 1:16, NIV). To whom do the italicized words "of whom"
refer? Joseph as father? Mary as mother? Both Joseph and Mary as parents? It
is possible for the English words "of whom" to mean any of these.
However, behind the English words "of whom" stands the Greek relative pronoun ~c;. The feminine gender of the relative pronoun points specifically to
Mary as the one from whom Jesus Christ was born. The genealogy regularly
emphasizes the male who fathers a child, but here "meticulous Matthew"
delivers a precise statement of the relationship of Jesus Christ to Joseph and
Mary. While the genealogy establishes that Joseph is the legal father of Jesus,
Matthew emphasizes that Mary is the biological parent "of whom" Jesus was
born. Further, the passive voice of the verb £y£vv~eri ("was born")-the only
passive among the forty occurrences of y£vvaw in the genealogy-prepares for
Matthew's emphasis upon divine action in the conception and birth of Jesus
(1:18-25).

In his comment on this verse, R.H. Gundry says, "the feminine gender of ~c;
prepares for the virgin birth by shifting attention from Joseph to Mary." The
Greek relative pronoun is a subtle signature of the relationship of one substantive to another. Here, by the use of the feminine form the author intentionally
stresses that Mary is the mother of our Lord, and later he will clarify that the
conception is miraculous, brought about by the Spirit of God coming upon her.
Jesus Christ is indeed the son of David, the son of Abraham (1:1), but he is also
the Son of God, Immanuel, "God with us" (1:23). This is no ordinary king in
the line of David. This is our Savior and Lord, born of the virgin Mary.
Michael J. Wilkins
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Overview
In this chapter we will learn:
•

the relative pronouns "who," "that," and "which";

•

that like any pronoun, their gender and number are determined by their
antecedent, while their case is determined by their function in the relative
clause;

•

relative clauses are always dependent clauses, so they cannot contain the
main subject and verb of the sentence.

English
14.1

The relative pronouns in English are "who," "whom," "that,"
"which," and "whose." Usage of these words today differs widely,
and therefore the following examples merely reflect general usage.
•

"Who" and "whom" are used to refer to humans (e.g., The
teacher, whom the students love, won the teacher of the year
award.).

•

"Who" is used for masculine and feminine concepts and "which"
for neuter.

•

"That" can refer to either (e.g., The glass that broke was my
favorite. I helped the boy that fell off his bike.).

•

"Whose" usually refers to humans, but generally speaking it is
accepted for non-humans as well (e.g., I sold the car whose color
made me ill. I love the girl whose eyes sparkle in the moonlight.).

Notice that the relative pronouns can refer back to a singular ("the
student who") or plural ("the students who") antecedent.
14.2

It is important to note that relative pronouns do not introduce ques-

tions. They always refer to a noun or a noun phrase. For example, a
relative pronoun is not used in a question like, "Whose eyes sparkled
in the moon light?" The word "whose" in this example is an interrogative pronoun.
14.3

A relative pronoun introduces a clause that usually modifies a noun.
In the examples just given,
•

"whom" introduces the clause "the students loved" and modifies
the noun "teacher";

•

"that" introduces the clause "broke" and modifies the noun
"glass."

Note how little the pronoun is inflected.
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14.4

A relative clause is the relative pronoun and the clause it introduces.
"The teacher who has a halo around his head teaches Greek."

14.5

Do not forget that clauses can perform many of the same functions as
nouns and adjectives. A relative clause can be the subject ("Whoever is
with me is not against me."), direct object ("I eat what is placed before
me.") , object of a preposition ("Give the Bible to whomever asks for it.").
This becomes important in our translation procedure because the relative clause must be viewed as a unit.

Greek
14.6

The relative pronouns in Greek are basically the same as the English
except that they have case, number, and gender. They are oi:;, ~'and o
for the masculine, feminine, and neuter respectively.

14.7

The forms of the relative pronoun

nom sg

2
masc

1
fem

2
neut

oi:;

~

0

T

T

T

gen sg

OU

datsg

T

T

4l

TI

4l

ace sg

Ov

~y

0

nompl

o'i

a'i

a

T

T

T

T]t;

OU
T

gen pl

WY

WY

WY

dat pl

otc;
ouc;

T

me;
&i:;

T

oti:;
&

ace pl

T

translation

who/which/that
of whom/which
to whom/which
whom/which/ that
who/which/that
of whom / which
to whom/which
whom/ which/ that

The accent helps distinguish the relative pronoun from the article in
the nominative, which has no accent in the masculine and feminine (6,
~; Ot, at).

Characteristics of Relative Pronouns
14.8

Form. Notice the similarities between the relative pronouns and the
noun endings. They are almost identical. The neuter nominative and
accusative singular do not have the nu but only the omicron, just like
m'.rc6i:; and the demonstratives.

The relative pronouns are also similar to the article. The key for distinguishing the two is noting the breathings and accents. The relative
pronouns always have a rough breathing mark and an accent. The
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article always has either a rough breathing mark or a tau, and may be
unaccented. See the Appendix, page 345, for a comparison.
14.9

Antecedent. The number and gender of a relative pronoun are the same as
its antecedent, just like a1.rt6c;. You can see how looking for the antecedent will help check your translations and make them accurate.

Sometimes the antecedent will not be in the same verse as the relative
pronoun; you will have to look at the preceding verse(s). Even then
sometimes you will find no antecedent. How then do you determine
to what the relative pronoun is referring? Context!
14.10

Case of the relative pronoun. The case of the relative pronoun is determined by its function in the relative clause. Do not confuse the relative
pronoun with the adjective whose case is determined by the word it
modifies.

6 av0pwnoc; OV ytvWCJKOµ£v Ot0UCJIC£l ~µac;.
The man whom we know teaches us.

In this example you can see that even though the antecedent (av8pwnoc;) is nominative, the relative pronoun (ov) is accusative because it
is the direct object of the verb yivwcrKoµ£v.
14.11

Translation. A relative pronoun is translated various ways depending
upon the function of the relative clause. This is an issue of English
grammar and not Greek.
l.

If the relative clause modifies a word, then the relative pronoun is
translated with the simple "who," "which," or "that."
I
The man who is sitting at the table is my pastor.

2.

Relative clauses can also function as the subject, direct object,
indirect object, object of a preposition, etc. In other words, they
can perform almost any function that a noun can. In these cases,
it may be necessary to add a pronoun to the clause to make better
sounding English.
For example, in the sentence "Who will be first will be last," the
relative clause is the subject of the verb "will be." To make the
translation smoother you could add a personal pronoun, "He who
will be first will be last."
oc; OU A.aµ~aV£t '"COV cr1aupov auwu ... OUK fonv µou al;wc;.
He who does not take his cross ... is not worthy of me.

You can also add a demonstrative pronoun ("Give the good grade
to those who deserve it.")
Use your educated common sense to determine the appropriate
pronoun. Gender and number are determined by the context.
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Translation Procedure
14.12

As was the case with prepositional phrases, it is important to keep the
relative clause together as a unit when you are dividing up the sentence.

6 'ITj<JOU<; I EAUAT]<YEV I 0 E<YttV oirnwv.
Jesus spoke what is righteous.
14.13

Relative clauses are always dependent; they may never contain the
main subject and verb of the sentence.

Summary
1.

Relative pronouns introduce relative clauses that are capable of performing many tasks like nouns and adjectives.

2.

The relative pronouns are o<;, ~, and o. They follow the normal 2-1-2
declension patterns (like auto<;) and always have a rough breathing and an
accent.

3.

Like other pronouns, the case of a relative pronoun is determined by its
use in the relative clause, and its number and gender by its antecedent.

4.

You can add a pronoun to your translation of a relative clause; use your
educated common sense and context to determine the best pronoun.

5.

Relative clauses are always dependent.

Vocabulary
ale ~Elaa, -a<;, ~

truth (109; *aA.T]Elaa) 1

Etp~YT], -T]<;, ~

peace (92; *£lpT]YTJ) 2

EVWTCtOV

gen: before (94)
promise (52; *£rccxyyEA.m)
seven (88). Indeclinable. 3

'
'
rn-ra

Elp6vo<;, -ou,

2
3
4

6

throne (62; *Elpovo) 4

The girl's name Alethea means "truth." Alethiology is the science of the truth.
Irenic (EtpT]VtKo~) means "peaceful."
A heptagon has seven sides.
Throne.
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'IEpoucraA, ~µ, ~

Jerusalem (77) 5

Kma (rn8')

gen: down from, against (473) 6
ace: according to, throughout, during

KE~O:A~,

head (75; *n:~O:Allf

-Tjc;, ~

686c;, -ou, ~

8

way, road, journey, conduct (101; *68o)
who (whom), which (1,365)

01E

when (103) 9

ou1wc;

thus, so, in this manner (208)

7tAOtoV, -OU, 16

ship, boat (68; *nA,010)

pTjµa, -µmoc;, 16

word, saying (68; *p'f1µm) 10

1E

and (so), so (215) 11

.

'
'
X,Elp,
X,Elpoc;,
Tl

hand, arm, finger (177; *X,Etp) 12

\j!UX,~,

soul, life, self (103; *'i'UX'f1) 13

-Tjc;, ~

Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

138,162
169
3,530
91,906
66.52%

5

'IEpouaaA,~µ is indeclinable; it will not change its form regardless of usage. However, the article will be inflected.

6

Cata is a common combining form meaning" down." Catabasis is the declining stage
of a disease. Catalogue (KmaA,oyoc;) is a counting down in the sense of creating a list.
A catastrophe (Kataa1p0<jl~) is a sudden disaster, a down turn.
Hydrocephalus (u8poKi:<j>aA,ov) is the name given to the condition of an increase in the

7

amount of water in the cranium with resulting brain damage.
8

Notice that although this word appears to be masculine, it is really feminine. It is a
second declension feminine noun. It looks like A,6yoc; but is feminine. The article that
modifies it will always be feminine.

9

Do not confuse this word with

lO

Rhetoric (prrrnptK~) is the art of using words effectively.

11

12
13

i:E

on.

is a postpositive and weaker in force than Kal.

Chirography is writing. A chiromancer is a palmist, a palm reader.
Psychology is the study of a person's self.
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Previous Words
av

When used in conjunction with a relative pronoun, av makes the pronoun indefinite (e.g.
"who" becomes "whoever").

£av

if, when, -ever14

Advanced Information
14.14

Attraction. Greek, as is the case with any language, does not always
follow the basic rules. All spoken languages are in a constant state of
flux, so nice, neat grammatical rules often break down.

This is the case with the relative pronoun. Its case is supposed to be
determined by its function, but in certain situations we see that it is
altered to be the same case as its antecedent, as if it were modifying it.
This is called "attraction."
Attraction usually happens when the relative pronoun occurs in the
immediate proximity to the antecedent, when the antecedent is dative
or genitive, and when the relative pronoun normally would be accusative.
~yyt/;£v 6 Xf>Ovoc; 1~c; bw:yy£A.iac; ~c; wµoA.6"{T1<J£V 6 0£i:ic; 14) 'A~paaµ.
The time of the promise that God promised to Abraham has
drawn near.

The relative pronoun ~c; should have been the accusative ~v because it
is the direct object Of WµOAO"{T\<JEV, but it WaS attracted to the genitive
case of its antecedent bmyy£A.iac;.

14

We have already learned this word in chapter 9, but now you know to use "-ever"
in your translation when it is associated with a relative pronoun.

Chapter 15

Introduction to Verbs
Exegetical Insight
In some translations of Matthew 18:18, it sounds like Jesus promised his disciples that whatever they bound on earth would be bound in heaven, and whatever they loosed on earth would be loosed in heaven. In other words, they had
the power to bind and loose, and Heaven (i.e., God) would simply back up
their decrees. But the matter is not quite so simple; the actions described in
heaven are future perfect passives-which could be translated "will have
already been bound in heaven ... will have already been loosed in heaven." In
other words, the heavenly decree confirming the earthly one is based on a
prior verdict.
This is the language of the law court. Jewish legal issues were normally
decided in Jesus' day by elders in the synagogue community (later by rabbis).
Many Jewish people believed that the authority of Heaven stood behind the
earthly judges when they decided cases based on a correct understanding of
God's law. (This process came to be called "binding and loosing.") Jesus' contemporaries often envisioned God's justice in terms of a heavenly court; by
obeying God's law, the earthly court simply ratified the decrees of the heavenly court. In Matthew 18:15-20, Christians who follow the careful procedures
of verses 15-17 may be assured that they will act on the authority of God's
court when they decide cases.
Just as we struggle to affirm absolutes in a relativist culture, Christians today
sometimes wonder how to exercise discipline lovingly against a sinning member of the church. In this text, Jesus provides an answer: when the person
refuses to turn from sin after repeated loving confrontation, the church by disciplining the person simply recognizes the spiritual reality that is already true
in God's sight.
Craig S. Keener

Overview
In this chapter we will learn:
•

the basic grammar relating to English verbs;

•

the following terms: agreement, person, number, tense, time, voice, mood;

•

the main components of the Greek verb (stem; connecting vowel; personal
ending);
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the concept of "aspect" and its significance for a proper understanding of
the Greek verb.

English Grammar
15.1

In chapter five we covered the basic grammar relating to nouns. Now

it is time to begin with verbs. However, you already know much of the
verbal grammar from our discussion of Etµi (chapter 8). Most of the
following will be a review.
15.2

Verb. A verb is a word that describes action or state of being.

"I am studying Greek."
"Greek is the heavenly language."
15.3

15.4

15.5

Person. There are three persons: first, second, and third.

•

First person is the person speaking ("I," "we").

•

Second person is the person being spoken to ("you").

•

Third person is everything else ("he," "she," "it," "they," "book").

Number refers to whether a verb is singular (referring to one thing)
or plural (referring to more than one thing).

•

"I am the teacher."

•

"They are the students."

Agreement. A verb must agree with its subject in person and number.
This means that if a subject is singular, the verb must be singular. If the
subject is third person, the verb must be third person.

For example, you would not say "Bill say to the class that there are no
test." Since "Bill" and "test" are singular, you would say, "Bill says to
the class that there is no test." The presence or absence of the "s" at the
end of "says" is an example of agreement in English.
You also would not say, "I were here." "I" is singular but "were" is plural. You would say, "I was here."
15.6

Time refers to when the action of the verb takes place. In English the
different "times" are past, present, and future.

15.7

Tense in English refers to both the time when the action of the verb
takes place and the form of the word.
•

If you study your Greek right now, then the verb is in the present
tense ("I study").
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In the sentence, "I see the ball," the verb "see" is in the present
tense and indicates an action occurring in the present time.
•

If you are planning on doing it tomorrow, then the verb is in the
future tense ("I will study").

English forms the future with the helping verbs "will/shall."
•

If you did it last night, then the verb is in the past tense ("I
studied").

English often forms the simple past tense by adding "-ed" to the
verb ("study" to "studied").
While it is obvious it bears emphasis, that the time of the verb is from
the standpoint of the speaker /writer, not the reader. What is present
to the biblical writer may or may not be present to us.
15.8

Aspect. The concept of aspect is often missing from traditional grammars because it is a contribution from the relatively new field of linguistics. Aspect is not the same as tense although it is related to it.
What is the difference between saying "I studied last night" and "I
was studying last night"?
•

The first sentence-"! studied last night"-says that an event was
completed last night. It does not give you a clue as to the precise
nature of your study time other than it was accomplished. It
views the event as a completed whole. This is called the
completed aspect. It is usually used of events in the past.
The perfective aspect is formed in English by using the simple
form of the verb ("I eat"; "I ate").

•

The second sentence-"! was studying last night"-describes the
studying as an ongoing action, a process, something that took
place over a period of time. This is called the continuous aspect. 1
The imperfective aspect is formed with "helping" words ("I am
eating; I was eating").

Aspect can be designated in the different times. Consider the following.
present

past

future

completed

I study

I studied

I will study

continuous

I am studying

I was studying

I will be studying

"Completed" is also called "perfective," and "continuous" is also called "imperfective."
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15.9

Completed and punctilear. The completed aspect is not the same as
what is called punctiliar. The punctiliar describes an action as occurring in a single point of time.
"I hit the ball."
It is like the difference between a movie (continuous) and a snapshot

(punctiliar). While the completed aspect can describe an action that is
in fact punctiliar, completed actions are not necessarily punctiliar.
Only context (such as the meaning of the verb) can determine if the
action is in fact punctiliar.
15. l 0

Voice refers to the relationship between the subject and the verb.
•

If the subject does the action of the verb, then the verb is in the
active voice. "Bill hit the ball. "Hit" is in the active voice because
the subject, Bill, did the hitting.

•

If the subject receives the action of the verb, the verb is in the
passive voice. "Bill was hit by the ball." "Was hit" is the passive
voice because the subject "Bill" was hit.

The passive voice is formed in English by adding a helping verb
("was" in the example above).
15.11

Mood refers to the relationship between the verb and reality. A verb is
in the indicative if it is describing something that is, as opposed to
something that may or might be. This includes statements and questions. For example, "I am rich."" Are you rich?" We will not meet any
mood other than the indicative until chapter 31 so let's not confuse
you by discussing the other moods now.

Greek Grammar
15.12

Do not try to learn the Greek forms you see in this chapter. They are
given just to expose you to the concepts. We will start learning the
actual forms in the next chapter.

15.13

Agreement. In Greek, the verb agrees with its subject. It accomplishes
this by using personal endings, which are suffixes added to the end
of the verb. For example, w is a first person singular personal ending,
and therefore A.£yw means "I say." ouat is a third person plural personal ending, and therefore A.£youat means "they say."
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The verbal stem *aKou means "to hear."
aKOUW
aKOUEt~

aKOUEt
cXKOUoµEV
UKOUE"CE
UKOUoUCJl

15.14

I hear
You hear
He/she/it hears
We hear
You hear
They hear

Person. As in English, there are three persons.

•

First person is the person speaking (f:yw; Etµi, f:crµf:v).

•

Second person is the person being spoken to (cru; cl, £cr1£).

•

Third person is everything else

(au16~, A-6yo~,

£cr1iv, E'icriv).

A verb must agree with its subject in person. It does this by using the
appropriate personal ending.
•

For example, Et~ is a normal ending for second person singular.
Therefore, if the subject is "you" (cru) the verb would end in Et~. cru
AEYEt~ means "You say."

•

If the subject is "we" (fiµc'i~) the verb would end in oµEv.
A-£yoµEv means "We say."

fjµEt~

Because the Greek verb always indicates person, the Greek sentence
does not require an expressed subject. A verb by itself may be a complete sentence. Both £yw A-£yw and A-£yw mean "I say."
15.15

15.16

Number. As with nouns, verbs are either singular or plural. Different
personal endings are used to differentiate number.
•

If the subject is "I," then the personal ending will be a first person
singular (w).

•

If the subject is "we," then the personal ending is a first person
plural (oµEv).

•

If the verb is referring to one boat, then the personal ending is
third person singular (Et); but if there are many boats, then the
ending is third person plural (oucrt).

Tense. The term "tense" is used differently in Greek grammars from
English; it is easy to become confused. It perhaps would be easiest at
first simply to use "tense" and "time" interchangeably. But this would
build a misconception into your basic thinking that will constantly get
in the way of proper exegesis down the road. So, from the very beginning, we will use precide terminology.
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The problem is that in Greek a tense carries two connotations: aspect
and time. For example, the aorist tense describes an undefined action
(aspect) that normally occurs in the past (time). In this grammar, we
use the term "tense" to refer only to the form of the verb (e.g., present
tense, future tense, aorist tense), and we do not use the term to designate when the action of a verb occurs. We always use the term "time"
to describe "when" the action of that verb occurs. Do not confuse
"tense" and "time."
15.17

Aspect. This is perhaps the most difficult concept to grasp in Greek
verbs, and yet it is the most important and most misunderstood. The
basic genius of the Greek verb is not its ability to indicate when the
action of the verb occurs (time), but what type of action it describes, or
what we call "aspect." In Greek there are three aspects.

•

The continuous aspect means that the action of the verb is
thought of as an ongoing process. This is like the English
continuous aspect. "I am eating." "They were studying."

•

The undefined aspect means that the action of the verb is thought
of as a simple event, without commenting on whether or not it is a
process.2 "I ate." "She left."

An example that shows the importance of these distinctions is Jesus'
words to his disciples: "If anyone wishes to come after me, let him
deny himself and take up his cross and follow me" (Mark 8:34).
"Deny" and "take up" are undefined while "follow" is continuous.
The aspect of "deny" and "take up" does not tell us anything about
the nature of those actions except that they are to occur. But the aspect
of "follow" emphasizes that the commitment to discipleship involves
a continual action, which in this context is a day to day action. 3
There is a third aspect in Greek, but we will not meet it until chapter
25.
15.18

Voice. Greek uses a different set of personal endings to differentiate
the active from the passive. £cr8iw means "I eat," while £cr8ioµm means
"I am being eaten."

Greek has a third voice called the middle. Although it has several different nuances, for the time being equate the middle with the active.
We will discuss the middle voice in chapter 25.

2

3

It is argued by some that "undefined" is not an aspect, and by "undefined" we sim-

ply mean the absence of aspect. This may or may not be technically correct, but it
may be a helpful way of thinking for the time being. The "undefined aspect" is the
absence of any specific aspect.
Another example would be, "How do you do?" versus "How are you doing?"
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The Main Components of the Greek Verb
15.19

Chart. For the time being, we can say that the Greek verb is comprised
of three parts.

Stem+ Connecting vowel+ Personal endings
A.u + o +µEv • A.uoµEv

15.20

Stem. The stem of a verb is the part of the verb that carries its basic
meaning. It is like the stem of a noun. The form A.UoµEv means "We
destroy." The stem is *A.u. 4

15.21

Connecting vowel. Often Greek adds a vowel after the stem. This is
to aid in the pronunciation of the word because Greek will also add
suffixes after the connecting voweel.
A.E:ynE means "You say." The stem is *A.q. The connecting vowel is the
second E, and 1E is the personal ending.

15.22

15.23

Personal endings. As we have seen, personal endings are suffixes that
are added to the end of the verb and indicate person and number.

•

For example, the stem *A.q means "say" and the personal ending
w means "I," therefore A.E:yw means "I say."

•

A.E:yoµEv means "we say," because the personal ending µEv means
"we." ("o" is the connecting vowel.)

Parse. When you parse verbs, we suggest you do it as follows: 5

person; number; tense; voice; mood; lexical form; definition of
inflected form . For example, "A.E:yoµEv is first person plural, present
active indicative, of A.E:yw, meaning "we say."
Because the only mood we will learn for quite a while is the indicative,
just get used to saying "indicative" in your parsing.

4

While it is possible for the stem of a verb to undergo some changes, most of the
changes are in the ending of the verb, just like the nouns. But there can also be
changes at the beginning of the verb and sometimes in the stem itself (like the
vowel shift from nm:~p to mnp6~).

5

Teachers will differ on the parsing order, so this is only a suggestion.
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15.24

Lexical form. The lexical form of verbs is the first person singular,
present indicative. Always! 6 This grammar always lists words in the
vocabulary section in their lexical forms.

Conclusion
15.25

This chapter is not intended to teach you the specific forms of Greek
verbs. The examples are intended merely to give you a general idea of
the types of things we will be looking at in the next several chapters.
Verbs are the most exciting part of the Greek language. Many times
the theology of a passage, or a clearer insight into the nuance of the
passage, is hidden in the aspect of the verb. But knowing verbs
requires work, and without a good knowledge of verbs you will never
enjoy the language. So hang in there, and keep on working.
Incidentally, it will be quite easy to mix nouns and verbs unintentionally. For example, verbs do not have case or gender; but in parsing
verbs you might get confused and say that a verb is in the accusative.
One of the main reasons why we taught you nouns first and then
verbs is to help minimize this natural confusion.

Summary
1.

A verb agrees with its subject in person (first; second; third) and number
(singular; plural).

2.

Agreement is accomplished through the use of personal endings.

3.

The true significance of the Greek verb is its ability to describe aspect. A
verb can be continuous, which means the process it describes is an ongoing action. Or a Greek verb can be undefined, which means that the author
is not giving us a clue as to the true nature of the action other than to say
that it occurred.

4.

"Tense" describes the form of the verb.

5.

"Time" describes when the action of the verb occurs.

6.

Voice can be active (i.e., the subject does the action), passive (i.e., the subject receives the action of the verb), or middle (which we are equating with
the active for the time being) .

7.

The indicative mood is the dominant mood, used to make a statement of
fact or ask a question.

6

Some of the older grammars list the infinitive form (A.kyov, "to say") as the lexical
form, but lexicons are consistent now in listing verbs in the first person singular,
present (A.kyw, "I say") .

Chapter 16

Present Active Indicative
Exegetical Insight
One of the elements of Greek grammar that you will meet in this lesson is that
if a sentence does not contain a word in the nominative, the subject is included
in the verb itself; you can tell what pronoun to use as the subject by the ending
on the verb. But if the Greek sentence has a pronoun in the nominative, the
author is placing emphasis on the subject of the verb.
Numerous times in John's gospel, beginning with John 6:35, Jesus uses the pronoun £yw with the verb "to be" in the expression £yw Etµi 6 ... ("I am the ... "; see
also 6:41; 8:12; 9:5; 10:7,9,11,14; 11:25; 14:6; 15:1,5). In each case, he is emphasizing who he is. for example, when Jesus says EYW Etµl 0 ap-rnc; c~c; SW~c; (6:35) he
is, as it were, pointing a finger towards himself and saying, "If you want spiritual nourishment in your life, then look to me and me only, for I am the bread
of life." The other £yw £tµt verses have a similar emphasis. Anything that we
want in our spiritual lives we can find by looking to our blessed Savior Jesus
Christ.
There is more. Jesus' use of £yw £tµt harks back to the Old Testament, to the
story of Moses when he was approached by God at the burning bush (Exod 3).
When Moses challenged the Lord to give his name, God replied by saying (in
the Septuagint), £yw Eiµt 6
("I am the one who is"). That is, Yahweh is the
great "IAM" (Exod 3:14). Jesus taps into this famous title for God when he says
to the Jews, "Before Abraham was, I am (£yw Etµi)" Gohn 8:58), ascribing to
himself the very same name that Yahweh used in the Old Testament concerning himself. And this same name and expression underlie all of Jesus' £yw Etµt
statements in John's Gospel.

wv

Verlyn Verbrugge

Overview
In this chapter we will learn:
• that the present tense describes an action that usually occurs in the present
time;
• that the present tense can describe an ongoing action (continuous aspect),
or say nothing about the verb's aspect (undefined);
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•

the three parts to a present active indicative verb: present tense stem,
connecting vowel; personal ending;
the primary active personal endings.

•

English
16. l

The present indicative describes an action occurring in the present.
The active voice is used when the subject is performing the action of
the verb. The indicative mood describes a fact or asks a question.
For example, "I see the tall man." "See" describes an action that is
being performed by the subject of the sentence "I" at the present time.

Greek
16.2

The present active indicative verb in Greek is basically the same as in
English. It describes an action that normally occurs in the present. It
can be either a continuous ("I am studying") or undefined ("I study")
action. 1
Remember: the time of the verb is from the standpoint of the speaker I
writer, not the reader. What is present to the biblical writer may or
may not be present to us.

16.3

Chart. At the beginning of every chapter that introduces a new verbal
form, we will include one of these summary charts.

Present tense stem + Connecting vowel +
Primary active personal endings
A.u + o +µEv • A.foµ£v

The chart is one of the most important elements of each chapter, so be
sure to learn it well. Of course, you first must read through the chapter
for it to make sense.

In the present tense, a verb is composed of three parts: the present
tense stem; the connecting vowel; a personal ending.

Your teacher may have a preference as to which form to use by default. Ask.
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16.4

Present tense stem. In chapter 20 we will discuss in detail the concept
of the tense stem. For now it is sufficient to say that the tense stem is
the most basic form of the verb in a particular tense (like the stem of a
noun). It is what is left when you remove the connecting vowel and
personal endings. For example, the stem of /..uni:: is /..u. The stem is
what carries the basic meaning of the verb. 2

16.5

Connecting vowel. 3 The connecting vowel is the vowel that connects
the verbal stem to the personal ending. In the indicative mood, if the personal ending begins with mu or nu, the connecting vowel is omicron; the connecting vowel in every other case is epsilon. If no personal ending is used, the

connecting vowel can be either omicron or epsilon.
/..q + o + µi::v • /..£yoµi::v

/..q + £ + ti::
/..q+o+-

The connecting vowels are the same for all the tenses in the indicative
mood. Their purpose is to help with pronunciation; it is easier to pronounce /..£yoµi::v than /..£yµi::v. 4
16.6

Personal ending. The personal ending is added to the connecting
vowel in order to designate person and number. This is necessary
because the verb must agree with its subject in person and number.
One of the advantages of a language using personal endings is that
you can tell who is doing the action of the verb because the ending
shows person and number. Even if the subject is not stated, you can
discover it from the personal ending on the verb.

2

Usually, the stem of a verb stays the same in all tenses. In a past tense, the stem of
A.uw is still *A.u. However, in many common verbs the stem changes in different
tenses. For example, ~aUw is a present tense form and means "I throw." The
present tense stem is *~an. But in a past tense, the stem shifts to *~ale (one lambda).
This is why it is important to connect stems with tenses in your thinking. But more
about this later.

3

It is also called a "thematic" vowel.

4

Most grammars teach that the connecting vowel is a part of the personal ending, at
least in the present tense. This is w1derstandable: when the connecting vowel and
true personal ending combine they are often altered. For example, a third person
plural form is A.f:youcrt. It is formed from A.q + o + vat • /..£youm. The nu drops out
and the omicron lengthens to ou.
This teaching technique is fine for a while, but after you have learned a few tenses
it becomes extremely important to see the difference between the connecting vowel
and the personal ending. For this reason we will always list the true connecting
vowel and true personal ending to the right of every paradigm. This way you can
see the true similarities throughout the entire verbal paradigm as well as the different rules that govern the final form of the word.
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Another advantage is that if the subject is expressed, you can confirm
that it is the subject by checking the person and number of the verb
against it. This double check should always be employed since you are
really serious about learning the language.
For example, the verb A-£y£tc; means "you say." If you have the two
words cru and avepumoc; and both look like the subject, the verb tells
you that the subject must be cru because avepwrcoc; is third person.
The disadvantage of using personal endings is that there is more to
memorize, but this is really a small price to pay for the advantages you
receive.
16.7

Primary endings. There are two sets of personal endings you need to
learn. The primary personal endings are used in the present tense, and
in the tenses discussed through chapter 20. We will discuss the secondary personal endings in chapter 21 and the differences between
the two sets of endings.

16.8

Voice. Greek differentiates the present active voice (this chapter) from
the present middle and passive (chapter 18) by using two different
sets of personal endings.

Form of the Present Active Indicative
16.9

Introduction. The forms in our paradigms are listed first, second, and
third person singular, and then first, second, and third person plural.
From left to right we list the inflected forms, definition, the connecting
vowel, and the personal ending. (The personal endings are separated
from the stem of the verb to clarify their identity.) In some paradigms
we include a similar paradigm for comparison in the far right column.

Pay special attention to the connecting vowel/personal ending combination and what is happening. This becomes important later on.

Many signs in modern Greece are
written in both Greek and English.
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16.10

16.11

Paradigm: Present active indicative 5 Be sure to read the footnotes to
this paradigm.
form

translation

connecting vowel

A. u (!)
A.u w;

0

E
E

c.,7

0

µEV
tE
vcn 9

1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

1..u n

I am loosing
You are loosing
He/she/it is loosing

1 pl
2 pl
3pl

A.u oµEv
A.u E"CE
A.u oucn(v)

We are loosing
You are loosing
They are loosing

E
0

personal ending

-6
ts

You will notice that the personal endings have sometimes been
changed when they are actually affixed to the verbs. We are faced here
with somewhat the same dilemma we were with nouns: you need to
learn what the }6ersonal endings actually are, but at times they have
been modified. With the primary active endings it is best to learn the
endings as w, Etc_,, Et, oµEv, EtE, oucrt(v), but always be able to identify the
connecting vowel and the true personal ending. 11

5

/..:uw has a wide and varied assortment of meanings. It is the word used for "breaking" the Sabbath, or for" destroying" the temple. It is commonly used in paradigms
because it is short and regular. "Loose" is a general meaning that basically encompasses all its other meanings. If "loose" sounds strange to you it may be easier to
think in terms of "destroy."

6

No personal ending is used and the connecting vowel omicron lengthens to omega
to compensate for the loss (*f.:u + o • A.uw).

7

The personal ending actually is crt. The sigma dropped out and was evidently
added back on to the end (A.urnt • A.uEt • A.uEtc;). This is the explanation in Smyth
(§463b). It seems easier to think that the sigma and iota underwent metathesis, i.e.,
they switched places. Just remember that the ending is sigma and the connecting
vowel changes.

8

The ending actually is n, but the tau dropped out. The original form can be seen in

9

The third plural ending can take a movable nu.

f:crti.
The nu drops out because of the following sigma (just as it does in the accusative
plural of second declension nouns) and the connecting vowel omicron lengthens to
ou to compensate for the loss (A.uovcrt • A.uocrt • A.\Joucrt).
It is important to remember that the ending actually is vcrt because it will make
other forms easier to remember.
lO For example, the genitive singular case ending for the second declension is omi-

cron, but it contracts with the final stem vowel and we see A.6you (*A.oyo + o • A.6you).
You should memorize the ending as upsilon but remember that it actually is omicron.
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16.12

First of four. There are only two charts that you need to learn for
verbs. The following is the first, and is called the Master Personal Ending Chart. (We will fill in the other three-fourths of this chart as we
learn them.) The forms in parentheses (except for the moveable nu)
are the real personal endings; be sure to learn them as well. (The second chart is the Master Verb Chart, at §16.16).

In a sense, these two charts are like the one noun chart and eight noun
rules. If you know them and a few rules, you can identify almost any
verbal form in the New Testament.

primary tenses
A. uw
<>;

<.>

·5

secondary tenses

A.u£tc;

(-)
(c;)

A.u£t

(t)

;:;:,

<>;

·.E<.>
<::s

11

A.1ioµ£v

(µEV)

A.u£t£
A.fouot(v)

(tE)
(vot)

You may be wondering why we asked you to learn what the true primary active
endings are as well as the altered forms in the present active indicative. The answer
is that on down the road it makes things much easier if you know the true endings.
For example, the second person singular ending is c;, and the connecting vowel
lengthens (ablaut) to Et ().:u + £ + c; • A.uEtc;). Why not learn the ending as tc;? Because
the second person singular ending in the secondary active is c; and there is no
lengthening of the connecting vowel (E + A.u + £ + c; • £A.u£c;). If you learn just c; as the
primary ending, you already know the secondary.
You are just going to have to trust me on this one. If you really want to learn Greek
well and not have to review paradigms for years to come, then learn the real endings.
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Characteristics of the Present Active Indicative
16.13

Aspect. The present tense indicates either a continuous or undefined
action. You can translate either "I am studying" or "I study." Choose
the aspect which best fits the context. Remember: aspect always takes
precedence over time.

16.14

Time. The present tense form of a verb generally indicates an action
occurring in the present time. 12

Verbs and Personal Pronouns
16.15

Personal pronouns in the nominative. Because the personal ending
indicates person, it is generally unnecessary to supply the personal
pronoun as the subject of the sentence. Greek could say "I love Robin"
by writing f:yw ayanw 'P6piv13 or simply ayanw 'P6Ptv. When a personal pronoun does occur, it is for emphasis or to clarify the gender of
the subject.

•

Emphasis. f:yw ayanw 'P6ptv would be saying "I love Robin." The
combination of the personal pronoun and the "I" in the verb
creates an emphatic expression. Often the emphasis is by way of
contrast, as the examples below show.
oux we; f:yw ef:A.w au'

we; au (Matt 26:39).
Not as I will but as you (will).

'IT]<JOuc; auroc; OUK f:pannl,;Ev aU' o't µa8T]1<Xl aurou (John 4:2).
Jesus was not baptizing, but his disciples.
Some grammars ask you to translate the nominative form of the
pronoun with an intensive pronoun: "I myself love Robin." "Jesus
himself was not baptizing." Others permit you to avoid the
awkward English and simply to recognize that the emphasis is
there.

•

Gender. When we find aur6c; in the nominative, it tells us the
gender of the subject-something the personal ending cannot.
One note of caution. aur6c; can be used when the verb is first or
second person. In this case aur6c; is translated first or second
person ("I/we" or "you") and not third person ("he").
For example, cxur~ A.f:ync; (second person singular "you speak")
av8pwnotc; might seem to mean, "She speaks to men." This is

12

This is true only in the indicative mood. When we move into the other moods you
will see that they have no time significance, or the time significance is only incidental.

13

'P6~tv is not a real Greek word.
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incorrect. The au't~ is merely adding emphasis to the subject,
which is "You." It should be translated "You (yourself) speak to
men."
16.16

Master Verb Chart. At the end of each chapter on verbs, we will
include our "Master Verb Chart. " It lists the different parts of each verbal form. As we learn new verbal forms, the chart will grow. It is the
second chart you must learn for verbs, and is in fact the key to the
entire verbal system; learn it well. The full chart is in the Appendix.

There is a column for "Aug/Redup" and another for "Tense stem."
We will not learn what these mean until later chapters, so ignore them
for now. The column entitled "1st sing paradigm" is the form of the
paradigm verb in the first person singular.

Master Verb Chart
Tense
Present act

Aug/
Redup

Tense
stem

pres

Tense
form.

Conn.
vowel

Personal
endings

0/£

prim act

1st sing
paradigm

Summary
1.

The present active indicative describes an action that usually occurs in the
present time.

2.

The present tense verb is composed of three parts: present verbal stem,
connecting vowel, and primary personal ending.

3.

The tense stem is the most basic form of the verb in a particular tense.

4.

In the indicative mood, if the personal ending begins with mu or nu, the
connecting vowel is omicron; otherwise the connecting vowel is epsilon.
If there is no personal ending, the connecting vowel can be either omicron
or epsilon.

5.

A verb must agree with its subject in person and number.

6.

The present active tense uses the primary active endings: w, ct<;, Et, oµEv,
E'tE, oucn(v). The real personal endings are-,<;, t, µEv, 'tE, vat.

7.

A movable nu can be added to the third person plural personal ending.
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Vocabulary
Teachers differ on this point, but some would encourage you to start taking
your Greek Bible to church with you. You will be amazed at how much you
can follow as the English is read.
Following the frequency of each verb, we have listed the word's present tense
stem preceded with an asterisk. We encourage you to pronounce each verb
with each of its six possible personal endings.
aKouw
I hear, learn, obey, understand (428; *aKOu) 14
~J.£nw

I see, look at (133; *~J.rn)
I have, hold (708; *cx) 15
I loose, untie, destroy (42; *J.u) 16

,

'

voµoc;, -ou, o

law, principle (194; *voµo)17

01tOU

where (82)

mcrt£uw

I believe, have faith (in), trust (241; *mcrt£u) 18

,

,

1tpOCJW1tOV, -OU, tO

face, appearance (76; *npocrwno) 19

tot£

then, thereafter (160)

tu<j>J.6c;, -~, --Ov

blind (50; *tu<)>l.o/T1) 20

xapa, -ac;, ~

joy, delight (59; *xapa)

Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

138,162
179
2,173
94,079
68.1%

14 aKouw can take a direct object in either the genitive or accusative. Acoustics (aKouonKoc;) is the science of sound.
15

The root is actually *oEx. The sigma drops off and is replaced with a rough breathing, which in turn is lost because of the chi. It will reappear in the future when the
chi changes. See MBG if you want more information, page 260.
16 A.uw occurs less than fifty times, but because it is our paradigm verb you will have
learned it anyway.
17 An autonomous (m'.n6voµoc;) person is self-governed.
18 mo-tEuw can take a direct object in either the dative or accusative. It is the cognate
19
20

verb of the noun nionc; and adjective moi:6c;.
Prosopography refers to describing a person's face.
Typhlosis is the technical term for blindness.

Chapter 17

Contract Verbs
(Present Active Indicative)
Exegetical Insight
The present active indicative often has an imperfective force; that is, it conveys
the idea of ongoing or continuous action. When the Apostle Paul wrote his first
letter to the Thessalonian Christians, he wanted to reassure these new believers that they were not forgotten-that he and his companions still cared deeply
for them. He tells them, "We always thank God for all of you, mentioning you
in our prayers" (1 Thess 1:2).
Paul expresses his constant practice of giving thanks to God by using the
present active indicative verb i:uxapwtouµi:v. The verb could also of course be
interpreted as "simple" or "undefined" actions with no overtones of continuous prayer. The adverb "always" (mivtotE), however, reinforces our impression that Paul is stressing that he prays regularly for the Thessalonians. It is
also likely that in using the plural "we," Paul is implying that he met often
with Silas and Timothy to pray for these dear people. Certainly Paul also
remembered the Thessalonians in his private times of prayer.
Far from being victimized by a group of itinerant moral preachers who sought
their money and food, the Thessalonians were evangelized by a trio of men
who proclaimed to them the living and true God. These were men whose lives
had been touched deeply by the risen Christ and they poured themselves out
to the Thessalonians in a loving and caring way. Their abrupt departure did
not indicate a lack of concern; on the contrary, they were forced to leave and
now they prayed together constantly to the living God for these fledgling and
vulnerable believers!
Clinton E. Arnold

Overview
In this chapter you will learn:
• the peculiarities of verb stems ending in a, £, or o;
• the five basic rules governing the contractions of vowels.
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Introduction
17.1

Contract verbs are verbs whose stems end in alpha, epsilon, or omicron.1 That final vowel is called the "contract vowel." For example,
the verb aycrnO:w has a stem ending in alpha (*aycrna).
Contract verbs follow the standard rules for verbs, but there is one
additional point that needs to be emphasized. When that final stem
vowel comes into contact with the connecting vowel, the two vowels
contract. 2 The two vowels will join and often form a different vowel
or a diphthong (e.g., *not£+ oµEv • nowuµEv).

17.2

Contract verbs are categorized according to their final stem vowel.
What is encouraging about contract verbs is that all alpha contracts
behave similarly, as do all epsilon and all omicron contracts. In other
words, all contract verbs with stems ending in alpha form their different inflected endings the same way. Once you learn the forms of ayanO:w, you know the inflection pattern of all other alpha contracts.

Contractions
17.3

It is important that you learn §17.5 well. Contract verbs are common,
and you need to be able to "figure out" what vowels led to a certain
contraction. If you cannot, then you will not be able to discover the
lexical form of the verb and thus its meaning.

For example, if you find the form not£tT£, the £tis going to cause problems unless you recognize that £t can be the result of the contraction
of two epsilons. Then you can see that notciT£ is second person plural
of an epsilon contract verb (1t0t£tT£ • 7t0t£ +ET£).
Often you will discover that several vowel combinations could have
given rise to the same contracted form. For example, ou is formed
from the contractions of rn, OE, and oo. If you see nowuµEv, the connecting vowel and personal ending are oµEv, but is its lexical form not£w or
1t0tOW?

The usual definition for contract verbs is that they have stems ending in a vowel.
While this is true it is also confusing. aKouw has a stem ending in what appears to
be a vowel, but it is not a contract verb .
Actually, the final upsilon in ciKouw is an old letter called "digamma" (f) that has
long since dropped out of the Greek alphabet. It was replaced in most cases by an
upsilon, but because it was a digamma the upsilon does not contract. Cf. MBG, §27.
2

This is the same phenomena that we saw with case endings. The genitive singular
case ending, second declension, is actually omicron. It contracts with the omicron
of the noun stem to form O'U (*A.oyo + o • A.6you) .
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We meet contractions only in two tenses, the present and the imperfect
(chapter 21). In the other tenses the contract vowel lengthens and
there is no contraction, but more about this later.
17.4

Having said this, we do not want to overstate the significance of
understanding contractions. While knowing what vowels formed the
contraction is important for discovering the lexical form of the word,
in most cases it is not significant for parsing. For example, can you
parse the following forms even if you do not know what vowels
formed the contraction?
n:owuµEv
n:A, ripofrr£
ayan:(!.~

n:01w
ayan:wcn

17.5

Rules on contraction. 3 Following are the rules showing what contractions are caused by what vowel combinations. There are a few other
possibilities, but you will be shown them as we come across them.
Rules #1 and #2 are the most common.

Rule #7 governs contractions of diphthongs, and illustrations of contracting diphthongs are listed throughout the rules.
You may also notice that the vowels listed as contracting in rules #1
through #6 are not the real personal endings but are the altered personal endings we have learned for A,uw. 4 Rule #8 explains this.
1.

2.

ou is formed from rn, OE, and oo.

Et

OU

£0

n:owuµEv

n:otrnµEv

OU

0£

n:A, ripofrrE

n;A, TJPO£t£

n:ot£lt£

n:ot££t£

is formed from
Et

3

££

££.

We will present the rules governing contractions a little differently. Usually the
rules move from the uncontracted form to the contracted. For example, "When
epsilon and epsilon contract, they form Et." If you want to learn the rules this way,
they are given in Advanced Information.
This approach, however, seems to us to be backwards. When you are reading the
text, you start with the contracted form and need to know what formed the contraction. Also, the two most common rules, as they are usually presented, are exceptions (see rules #2 and #4 in Advanced Information).
Therefore, we will present the rules of contraction moving from the contracted form
to the uncontracted.

4

E.g., nowuow contracts from *not£ + oucn (nowuucrt • nowucrt), not *notE

+

vcrt.
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3.

w is formed from almost any combination of omicron or omega with any
other vowel, except for rule #1.
w

cw

aycmwµEv •

ayan;aoµEV

w

aou

ayanwat

ayanaouat

We have a special situation in the lexical form of contract verbs.
The alpha, epsilon, or omicron of the stem is listed in the lexical
form because you need to know what that vowel is (e.g., ayamiw).
However, when the word occurs in the text in the first person
singular, it will have contracted to the forms in the paradigm
(ayanw). 5

4.

5.

a is formed from aE.
a

aE

ayana'tE

ayananE

Cf.

an

ayan;~

a yanan

notfl

n0tT]t • notEat 6 • notEGat7

Tl is formed from rn.
Eat

11

The relationship between aE and Ea is easy to remember. "The first
one wins." If the alpha is first (aE), they form a long alpha. If the
epsilon is first (rn), they form an eta (which you can think of as
being a long epsilon).
6.

Miscellaneous
Ot

• O£t

8

nA.T]po'ii;
7tAT]p0t

5

The following is advanced information, so you may want to ignore it.
In the first person singular of epsilon and omicron contracts, there is one extra step
in the contraction process. No personal ending is used, so the connecting vowel
lengthens to compensate, and the ensuing contraction is between the contract
vowel and the lengthened connecting vowel.
7totEO ' 7totEW '

nouii.

nA. ripoo • nA.ripow • nA. ripw.
If the contraction were with the contract vowel and the unlengthened connecting
vowel, rule #1 would change the form of the first person singular of contract verbs.
7tOtEO • nowuw.

nA.ripoo • nA.ripouw.
6

The sigma drops out because it is between two vowels.

7

You will meet this form in chapter 18.

8

This combination occurs in the second and third person singular of an omicron contract verb.
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7.

The contraction of diphthongs. What happens with a diphthong
depends upon whether the contract vowel and the first vowel of
the diphthong are the same or different vowels.
a.

If the contract vowel and the first vowel of the diphthong are
the same, they simplify (i.e., one of the double letters drops
off).

££t
OU

b.

oou

7t0t££tc;
7ttv T]pOOU<Jt

If the contract vowel and the first vowel of the diphthong are
different, they contract. 9 If the second vowel of the diphthong
is an iota, it subscripts if possible; if it is an upsilon it drops off.

q.
OU
8.

7Wt£tc;
n;A, T]poucrt

&.iyanft.
nowucrtv

a£t
£OU

ayana£t
7tot£0U(Jt

Contract verbs contract as if the true personal endings are those
visible in the present active indicative.
1 sg

aw

2 sg

attc;
a£t

3 sg

•

ayan:w

1 pl

aoµEv

ayan:wµ£V

ayanfj.c;
ayanq.

2 pl

an£

ayanfrt£

3 pl

aOU<Jt

ayan:wcrt(v)

Be sure to learn these rules exactly. We will be meeting other contracted forms, and if you know the rules you will be able to figure
them out.
17.6

Paradigm: Present active indicative (contract verbs)
ayan:aw means "I love," n:oti:w means "I do," and nlvrip6w means "I
fill." The contracting vowels are listed in parentheses. Work through
the paradigm, explaining all the contractions. Pay special attention to
any that may cause you difficulty.
-aw
ayan:w
ayanq.c;
ayanq.

-£W
(aw)
(attc;)
(att)

ayanwµEv (aoµEv)
ayan:frt£
(an£)
ayanwcrt(v) (aoum)

9

notw
7tOt£'ic;
7tot£t

-ow
(Ew)
(Ettc;)
(£Et)

nowuµEv (rnµEv)
7t0tEl1£
(££1£)
nowucrt(v) (mum)

You have seen no examples of this to this point.

n!vripw
n:A-ripo'ic;
7ttvT]p0t

(ow)
(ottc;)
(ott)

nlv ripouµEv (ooµEv)
nA, T]pou1£
(0£1£)
n;A, T]poucrt (v) (ooucrt)
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17.7

Characteristics of contract verbs
There always will be a circumflex over the contracted vowels in the
present indicative.
Notice that the endings are nearly the same even when a contraction
has not taken place. The omega is the first person singular ending. The
sigma is still present for the second person singular ending. The plural
endings are virtually the same. Concentrate on the similarities.
Hint. Be sure to remember the rules for the connecting vowel. If you
see a:yan:a:tE, you may recognize that the personal ending is 'tE, but is
the verb ayan:O:w, ayan:£w, or ayan:6w?

17.8

17.9

•

Since the personal ending begins with tau (ayan:Ci1E), the
connecting vowel must be an epsilon.

•

Since El is formed by EE, you know the verb cannot be an epsilon
contract.

•

Since ou is formed by OE, you know the verb cannot be an omicron
contract.

•

Therefore, the stem must be an alpha contract: ayan:O:w.

In the Appendix (page 340), there is a chart of all possible contractions
of single vowels, and another chart for single vowels and diphthongs.

Summary
l.

The Big Five
The Big Five
l.

ou is formed by EO, OE, and oo.

2.

El is formed by EE.

3.

w is formed from almost any combination of
omicron or omega with any other vowel, except
for rule #1.

4.

a is formed from aE

5.

TJ is formed from m .

2.

01

is formed from OEl.

3.

If the contract vowel and the first vowel of the diphthong are the same,
they simplify.
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If the contract vowel and the first vowel of the diphthong are different,
they contract. If the second vowel of the diphthong is an iota, it subscripts
if possible; if it is an upsilon it drops off.
4.

Contract verbs contract as if the personal endings are those visible in the
present active indicative (except the first person singular).

5.

The lexical form shows the contract vowel (ayamiw), but if that form actually occurs in the text the contract vowel and omicron will have contracted
(aymtw, notw, nt.ripw).

6. In the first person singular, no personal ending is used so the connecting
vowel lengthens to omega.

Vocabulary
ayamiw

I love, cherish (143; *ayana) 10

8mµ6vwv, -ou, t6

demon (63; *8mµovw) 11
I seek, desire, try to obtain (117; */,;T)tE)
I call, name, invite (148; *rnA.Ef) 12

AUAEW

I speak, say (296; *A.aA.£) 13

ol8a 14

I know, understand (318; *ot8a)

otav

whenever (123) 15

nA.Eiwv, nA.E'iov16

larger, more (55; *nl.£w/ o) 17

nA.rip6w

I fill, complete, fulfill (86; *nA.ripo)

7tOtEW

I do, make (568; *not£) 18
I keep, guard, observe (70; *tT)pE)

° Cognate verb of ayci7tTJ and aymtTJi:6c;.

1

11

Demon (8a{µwv).

12

The Paraclete, the Holy Spirit, is a Christian's counselor, advocate, one who is called
(KA.T]i:6c;, "called") alongside (mxpa) to aid. On the root seep. 139nl. The digamma
helps to explain apparent irregularities in other tenses, as we will see.
This word is onomatopoetic. Its meaning corresponds to the sound of the word
("lala").

13

14

15

o18a is a different type of word. It actually is another tense (perfect), but it functions
as if it were a present. Its paradigm is as follows.

1 sg

otlla

1 pl

o'ifoµEv

2 sg

otllac;

2 pl

o'{llmE

3 sg
otllE(v)
3 pl
o'illacrtv
A crasis of O'tE and av. Introduces a dependent clause.
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Of contract verbs occurring fifty times or more in the New Testament, there
is only one omicron contract (7tA.T]p6w), four alpha contracts (aycmaw, y£vvaw,
£pw-raw, E7t£pw-raw), but many epsilon contracts.

Advanced Information
Here are the rules for contraction as they are normally listed.
17.10

Rules for the contraction for single vowels (i.e., total of two vowels).

The full form of the rvles is given, but only those illustrations that
apply to contract verbs are listed. 19 Exceptions #2 and #4 are by far the
most frequent.

1.

Two like vowels form their common long vowel.
O'.O'.

2.

3.

Exception: When t: and
contract they form av.

t:

contract they form n, and when o and o

££

Et

1tOtE + E + 'CE • 1tOtEt'CE

00

OU

1tATJPO + 0 + µEv • 1tATjpouµ£v

An o or w will overcome an a,
w.
00'.

(!)

O'.O

(!)

£,

or TJ regardless of their order, and form

ay0'.7t0'. + 0 + µEV • ayamtiµEV

16

nA.Eiwv is masculine and feminine, nA.Etov is neuter. It is a 3-3 adjective. The genitive
of both is nA.Efovrn;. Notice the ablaut in the final stem vowel. See the Appendix for
its full declension pattern, page 351. If you are following Track Two, just memorize
this word for now; its forms will be explained in chapter 10.
Because of the word's meaning, it will often be followed by a word in the genitive.
You can use the key word "than" with the word in the genitive.

17

A pleonasm is a redundancy, using superfluous words.
The translation of this word can sometimes be quite idiomatic. It has a wide range
of meaning. A poem (no{11µa) literally means "something done." A poet (nonp:~c;) is
"one who makes."

18

19 It is

difficult to know who deserves the credit for these rules since they are repeated
in so many grammars. I learned them initially from J. Gresham Machen's grammar
(143), and he cites White's Beginner's Greek Book (1895), pp. 75f.
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4.

Exception: When an
order.
0£

5.

and o contract they form av, regardless of their
+ o + µi::v

O'U

7t0t£

O'U

nA. TJPO

• notouµi::v

+ £ + ·ri:: • nA. T]pou1£

If an a comes before an E or an T/, they will contract to an a.

If an E or an T/ comes before an a, they will contract to an T/· 20
ai::

17.11

E

a

ayana + £ + 1£ • ayana1£

Rules for the contraction of a single vowel and a diphthong

Diphthongs follow the same rules as single vowels described above.
However, because there are three and not two vowels involved, a few
extra rules come into play. The only time this takes place in the present
active indicative is the third person plural.
1.

When a single vowel is followed by a diphthong that begins with
the same vowel as the single, the two similar vowels simplify21
and the second vowel remains the same.
OO'U

O'U

7tA TJPO

+ O'UO't

• 7tA TjpODCTt

Cf.

2.

When a single vowel is followed by a diphthong that begins with
a different vowel than the single, the single vowel and the first
vowel of the diphthong contract according to the regular rules. If
the third vowel is an upsilon it will drop off. If it is an iota it will
subscript.
aou

(JJ'U

• (J)

ayana

EO'U

O'U'U

• O'U

7t0t£

aat

at

• Cf.

+ O'UO't

+ O'UO't

• aya7tWCTt

• 7t0 toUCTt

Exceptions

20

21
22

tot

Ot

ai::t

at

0£t

Ot

on

Ot

•a

cX"(aJta

+ EtV

• cX"(a7tUV

22

nA. T]po + tt • nA.TJPOt

There is no example of this rule in the present active, but there is in the present passive. A.u + £ +om• A.uEm • A.uT]t • A.u11.
One drops out. This is not an actual contraction, technically speaking.
This word is an infinitive, and you will not meet these words until chapter 32.

Chapter 18

Present Middle/Passive Indicative
Exegetical Insight
apxrn6c; as a title for Jesus appears only four times in the New Testament, twice
each in Acts (3:15; 5:31) and Hebrews (2:10; 12:2). It is notoriously difficult to
translate. A survey of the Greek translation of the Old Testament (LXX) and
non-biblical use of the term suggests a threefold connotation: (a) path-breaker
(pioneer) who opens the way for others, hence, "guide," "hero;" (b) the source
or founder, hence, "author," "initiator," "beginning;" (c) the leader-ruler,
hence, "captain," "prince," "king."
These ideas are not necessarily exclusive of each other. In fact they probably all
combine to speak of someone who explores new territory, opens a trail, and
leads others to it. There he builds a city or fortress for those who follow and
leads them in defense against attackers. When the peace has been won, he
remains as their ruler and the city or community bears his name. He is thereafter honored as the founding hero.
The Old Testament speaks of several individuals who held such a position. For
at least one our word is actually used. In Judges 11:6 ff., we learn that Jepthah
was asked to become "head" over the inhabitants of Gilead in order to deliver
them from the Ammonites (v. 6); one version of the Greek translation uses the
word apx11y6c; here. Jepthah agreed on condition that the position would be
made permanent. The elders consented and he was made KE¢aA,~ KCXt cXPXllYOc;
even before the battle (vv. 8-11). At the conclusion of his struggles, "Jepthah
judged Israel six years" Gudges 12:7).
In Acts 3:15 Peter accuses the Jews of killing the "apxrnoc; of life," suggesting
that Jesus is not only the origin of biological life, but also of "new life" and the
guide-protector-provider-ruler-namesake of those identified with him. Later
Peter speaks of Jesus as the "apx11y6v and Savior, to give repentance to Israel"
(5:31). The word "Savior" was associated with the judges of old. Jesus is the
one who meets the emergency situation caused by the sin of God's people. He
comes to bring not only deliverance but also the continuing service of apx11y6c;.
The writer to the Hebrews speaks of the suffering "apxm6c; of salvation" (2:10)
and the apxmoc; and Perfecter of our faith" (12:2). In each case Jesus as apxmoc;
not only initiates and provides the new life for his people, but remains with
them through it; they bear his name. He is their hero.

J. Julius Scott, Jr.
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Overview
In this chapter we will learn:
•
•
•
•

the passive voice in which the subject receives the action of the verb;
that the present middle/passive is formed by joining the present tense
stem, connecting vowel, and primary middle/passive endings;
that in the present tense, the middle and passive are identical in form;
about deponent verbs that are middle or passive in form but active in
meaning.

English
18. l

When a verb is active, the subject is performing the action of the verb.
When a verb is passive, the subject of the sentence is receiving the
action.
Active. "I hit the ball." "I" is the subject of the sentence and is the one
performing the action of the verb "hit."
Passive. "I am hit by the ball." "I" is the subject of this sentence, but "I"
is not doing the action of the verb "hit." The action of the verb is being
performed by "ball," and it is being done to the subject, "I."

18.2

English forms the present passive by adding the helping verb "am/
is/are" for the undefined and "am/are being" for the continuous.
continuous

undefined

present active

I am hitting
They are hitting

I hit
They hit

present passive

I am being hit
I amhit
They are being hit They are hit

18.3

You can often identify a passive verb by placing "by" after the verb
and seeing if it makes sense. "I was hit." "I was hit by what?" "I was
hit by the ball." "Was hit" is a passive verb. Sometimes there will be a
prepositional phrase specifying who or what is doing the action of the
verb (e.g., "by the ball").

18.4

A full chart of the English tenses is given in the Appendix, page 353.
If you are unsure of your English you may want to spend some time
studying the chart.
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18.5

When you use a helping verb to form the passive voice, the time of the
verbal construction is determined by the helping verb, not the main
verb.
For example, the active construction "I remember" shifts to "I am
remembered" in the passive. Because "am" is present, the construction "am remembered" is present, even though "remembered" is a
past participle.

Greek: Present Passive Indicative
18.6

Chart: Present passive indicative

Present tense stem + Connecting vowel +
Primary passive personal endings
A.u + o + µm • A.lioµm

18.7

Paradigm: Present passive indicative. The present passive indicative
verb functions basically the same in Greek as in English. To form the
present passive indicative, Greek adds the primary passive endings to
the verbal stem. Be sure to read the footnote to the second singular
form. (In some paradigms we include a column you already know for
comparison; here we have added the present active.)
form

translation

1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

A.u o µm
A.u TI1
A.u i:: tat

1 pl
2 pl
3 pl

A.u 6 µi::ea
A.u i:: <J9£
AU 0 V'tat

conn. vow.

ending

pres. act.

I am being loosed
0
You are being loosed
£
He, she, it is being loosed £

µm
<Jat
i:at

A. uw
A.urn;
A.un

We are being loosed
You are being loosed
They are being loosed

µi::ea
<J9£
V'tat

A.lioµi::v
A.uni::
AUoU<Jt(v)

0

£
0

As you can see, the connecting vowels are more visible in the passive
than they are in the active.

The second person singular ending is quite troublesome. Because the sigma occurs
between vowels in the non-stem part of the word (A.\J + E + crm), it will often drop
out and the vowels will contract. In this case, they contracted to eta as per the rules,
and the iota subscripted (A.u + E + crm • A.uEm • ADTJt • A.u11). Be sure to remember that
the true ending is crm; this will become especially important later.
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18.8

Master Personal Ending Chart. We can now learn another part of the
Master Personal Ending Chart. You are now halfway home. (The label
reads "middle/passive." We will see what "middle" means below.)

primary tenses

"'
'6
<...>

;:::.

"'
·.§
<...>

"'

.:::Cl"'
;:::.

"'
·v;
;:::.

(-)
(<;)
(t)

AUW
A-unc;
AUEl
AUoµEV
AUE'l:E
A.Uou<n(v)

(µEv)
(n:)
(vcr1)

A.\Joµm
A-un
A-uEtm

(µm)
(am)
(tat)

A.u6µE0a
AUE<J0E
AUoVtat

(µE0a)
(<J0E)
(vtm)

(/)

"'

~

"'
~

~

;:

18.9

Person, number, tense, time, and aspect. There is no difference
between the active and passive on these points.

18.10

It is common to find the equivalent of "by" in a Greek sentence after a
passive verb. It will either be urt6 followed by a noun in the genitive,
indicating a personal agent (e.g.,
tou 0EOu), or the simple dative
indicating an impersonal instrument (A.oy4J tau 0EOu).

uno

Deponent Verbs
18.11

Deponent Verb. This is a verb that is middle or passive in form but active
in meaning. Its form is always middle or passive, but its meaning is

always active. It can never have a passive meaning. We will discuss
the middle voice below.

You can tell if a verb is deponent by its lexical form. Deponent verbs are
always listed in the vocabulary sections with passive endings. In other
words, if the lexical form ends in an omega, it is not deponent (e.g.,
ayamiw). If the lexical form ends in -oµm, the verb is deponent (e.g.,
£pxoµm). You will have to remember that the word is a deponent.
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18.12

Parsing. When parsing a deponent verb, instead of saying "active" or
"passive" we recommend that you say "deponent." In the translation
of the inflected form you should use an active English verb. For example, EPXE'tat is third person singular, present deponent indicative, of
£pxoµat, meaning "he/she/it is coming."

18.13

In a single tense a verb will be either regular or deponent. It cannot be
both. However, a verb can be deponent in one tense and not deponent
in another.

Present Middle Indicative
18.14

While English has only two voices, Greek has three: active, middle,
and passive. In the present tense the middle and passive are identical
inform.

18.15

Chart: Present middle indicative

Present tense stem + Connecting vowel +
Primary passive personal endings
EPX + o + µat • £pxoµat

18.16

Paradigm: Present middle indicative
translation

form
1 sg
2 sg
3 sg
1 pl
2 pl

3 pl

18.17

2

conn. vow.

ending

pres. act.

0

£px n
EPXE mt

I come
You come
He, she, it comes

µat
£ crat
£ 'tat

AUW
ADEtc:;
ADEt

£px 6 µ£8a
£px £ a8£
EPX 0 V'tat

We come
You come
They come

0

µ£8a
£ CJ8£
0 V'tUt

AUoµEv
AUE'tE
A.foucrt(v)

£pxo µat
2

Meaning. The meaning of a verb in the middle voice can be difficult
to define, partly because it is often an issue of nuance. But let's make
it easy for you now. In the next several chapters, the only middle verbs

The second person singular ending is troublesome. Because the sigma occurs
between vowels, it will usually drop out and the vowels contract. In this case they
contracted to TJ as per the rules and the iota subscripted (EPX + E +om • i::pxrni • EPXTJt

• £pxn).
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you will see are deponent, so they will always have an active meaning.
Actually, the vast majority of middle forms in the New Testament,
approximately 75%, are deponent. We will learn the true use of middles in a later chapter.

Present Middle/Passive Forms of Contracts
18.18

Paradigm: Present middle/passive indicative (contract verbs). Contract verbs follow the same rules in the middle/passive as they do in
the active.

1 sg

2 sg
3 sg
1 pl

2 pl
3 pl

'
-aw

-EW

-ow

ciymtwµm
ciyarr~ 3
ciyartfrmt

rrowuµm
rtotfl 4
1tOtEt1at

nA,ripouµm
rtATJpo'i5
rtATJpou1m

ciyarrwµE8a
ciyamxcr8E
U)'CX1tWV1at

rtotouµE8a
1t0tEtCJ8E
1tOtoUV1CXt

nA,ripouµE8a
rtA ripoucr8E
rtAT]pouvwt

Notice the many similarities between the regular present passive endings and their contracted forms. Concentrate on the similarities. You
should be able to look at these contracted forms and discover what the
original vowels were that formed this particular contraction.
In the middle/passive, we can see the true personal endings (except
second person singular). We do not have to deal with the issues raised
by the eighth rule of contraction as we did in the active.

Summary
1.

If a verb is in the passive voice, the subject is receiving the action of the
verb.

2.

To form the English passive you add a helping verb. The tense of an
English verb that has helping verbs is determined by the tense of the helping verb.

3.

The present middle I passive is formed by joining the present tense stem
with the connecting vowel and the primary middle/passive endings. The

3

a.rnm •a.am • a.m • m • q.. Do not confuse this with the identical form that is a third

4

EECJCl.t•ECJCl.t•ECl.t•T]t•TI·

5

ornm • owt • OEt • ot (irregular).

person singular active. Context will tell you the difference.
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primary middle/passive personal endings are µm, cmt (which changes to

nwhen joined with the connecting vowel), rm, µ£0a, cr0£, vrm.
4.

Deponent verbs are middle or passive in form but active in meaning. Their
lexical form is always middle or passive, but their meaning is always
active. You can tell if a verb is deponent by its lexical form.

5.

In the present tense, the middle and passive are identical in form. Most
middles are deponent and therefore active in meaning.

Master Verb Chart
Tense

Aug/
Redup

Present act
Present mid/pas

Tense
stem

Tense
form.

pres
pres

Conn.
vowel

Personal
endings

1st sing
paradigm

0/£

prim act
prim mid/pas

A.foµm

0/£

A.uw

Vocabulary
anoKpi voµm

I answer (231; *anoKptv) 6

0€t

it is necessary (101)7

8uvaµm 8

I am able, am powerful (210; *8uva) 9

£pxoµm

I come, go (634; *i:px)
night (61; *vun) 10

6

a1toKp{voµm can take a direct object in the dative.

7

This verb is always third person singular, does not change its form, and its subject
is always neuter. (It has a different form for the past tense.)

8

ouvaµm is one of the few exceptions to the rules concerning connecting vowels. 8uvaµm uses alpha throughout.

1 sg

ouvaµm

1 pl

8uvaµ£8a

2 sg

ouvaam or ouvn

2 pl

8uvaa8£

3sg

ouvmm

3 pl

ouvavmt

9

A dynamo is a machine that converts mechanical energy into electrical energy. It is
used metaphorically of a person with a lot of energy.

10

Nocturnal, "pertaining to night," looks related to the Greek vu!; but according to
Klein is actually from the Latin "nocturnus." If you are following Track Two, just
memorize this word for now; its forms will be explained in chapter 10.
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O<Jn~, fln~, on 11

whoever, whichever, whatever (153; *6 +* nv) 12

7t0p£Uoµat

I go, proceed, live (153; *nopcu)

cruvayw

I gather together, invite (59; *cruvay) 13

107t0~, -OU,

0

place, location (94; *wno) 14
as, like, when, that, how, about 15 (504)

w~

Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

138,162
201

2,200
98,266
71.12%

Advanced Information
18.19

Greek and English passives. What may have been passive to a Greek
is not necessarily passive to the English mind. There are a number of
Greek verbs that are passive in form but their English translation is
active. If you are translating a Greek sentence and the passive translation does not make sense, be sure to look up the Greek verb in a lexicon; it may have a separate definition for the passive that sounds
active to you.
For example, <j>o~£w in the active means, "I frighten" (which does not
occur in the New Testament), and in the passive means, "I fear, am
afraid."

11

This word is the combination of the relative and the indefinite pronouns (oc;; + nc;;).
As such, both halves decline. See the Appendix for the full paradigm, page 350. If
you are following Track Two, just memorize this word for now; its forms will be
explained in chapter 10.

12

Because O<Jnc;; is formed with the relative pronoun, it will only occur in a dependent
clause; the O<Jnc;; clause cannot contain the main subject and verb.

In Koine Greek, this relative indefinite pronoun was starting to shift so that it could
also be used as the relative pronoun. In other words, its indefinite significance can
be lost and O<Jnc;; can be translated the same as oc;; if required by the context.
13
14

15

In chapter 21 we will learn the cognate noun, auvaywy~, which is a meeting place
where people gather together.
Topologi; is the science of describing a place. A toponym is the name of a place.
"About" in the sense of "approximately."

Chapter 19

Future Active/Middle Indicative
Exegetical Insight
In English we think of the future tense as the tense of simple prediction. Greek
often uses the future that way, too, but in many biblical passages it carries a different sense. Particularly when quoting the Old Testament (under the influence of a parallel Hebrew construction), the future is used to give a command.
"Thou shalt not kill, thou shalt not commit adultery," and so on, are not predictions about the behavior of God's people, or we would have repeatedly
proven God wrong! Rather they are commands, what grammarians often call
the imperatival or volitive use of the future tense. We do this in English occasionally, particularly in casual speech. For example, the student insistently
says to her friends about an upcoming party, "You will be there!" This is not a
prediction but a demand!
An excellent New Testament example appears when both Jesus and Paul
quote Genesis 2:24: "For this reason a man will leave his father and mother and
be united to his wife, and they will become one flesh." In the context of the
story of Adam and Eve, it is natural to take this as God's prediction about how
married life will proceed among the offspring of these first two human beings,
and there may be a partially predictive element intended here. But when Jesus
cites this passage to refute the Pharisees' generally more lenient views on
divorce (Matt 19:5), he knows full well that many of God's people have violated and will continue to violate this creation ordinance. The same is true of
Paul when he establishes the principles of a Christian marriage in the midst of
the highly promiscuous pagan culture of Ephesus (Eph 5:31). Rather, both
Jesus and Paul are using the future tense verbs of the Genesis text primarily in
their imperatival sense-telling believers that God commands them to be faithful to their spouses for life.
That command remains crucial today, when Christians divorce for so many
flimsy reasons that the Bible never condones. As the pastor who married my
wife and me told us during premarital counseling, "There may be extreme
instances in which divorce is biblically legitimate. But if you go into marriage
looking for a way out, you will almost surely find it. Far better to commit to
each other that you will never divorce, even if those extreme circumstances
were to occur. Then you will have to turn to God, to Christian friends, and to
each other to see you through the difficult times. And God will prove faithful."
We have heeded this advice for fourteen years now, and will continue to heed
it for as long as we live. And in that period of time, while there have been
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struggles, there certainly has been nothing emerge to seriously threaten our
marriage. God does remain faithful when we commit to his commands. And
some of them come "disguised" in the future tense.

Craig L. Blomberg

Overview
In this chapter we will learn that:

•
•
•
•

the future tense indicates an action occurring in the future;
the future is formed by adding a sigma to the end of the future tense stem
(A.Uo-w);
contract verbs lengthen their contract vowel before the sigma (aya.7t~crw);
knowing the Square of Stops is especially useful in identifying the future
tense.

English
19.1

The future describes an action that will occur in the future. To form the
future you add a helping verb ("will" /"shall") to the present tense
stem of the verb.
The basic rule in older English for the future tense is that "shall" is
used for the first person and "will" for the second and third. "I shall
work hard." "You will work hard." "He will slack off." That distinction has generally fallen into disuse today.

19.2

English grammar seems to be in a constant state of change, and it is
therefore difficult to say, "In English .... " But in an attempt to teach
Greek we must simplify the issues somewhat. With that as a disclaimer we can say that English verbs are centered on three different
tenses, and it is from these three forms that all the variations of the
verb are formed.
Present. The present tense is also used to form the future tense. "I eat."
"I shall eat."
Past. The past tense of "eat" is "ate."
Past perfect. The past perfect tense of "eat" is "eaten."

Usually the past tense of verbs is formed by adding "-ed": "kick,
kicked, kicked." Other times you change the stem: "swim, swam,
swum." Sometimes the past and past perfect are identical: "study,
studied, studied." In the Appendix there is a chart showing all the
basic forms of the English verb (page 353).
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Future Active Indicative
19.3

Meaning. The future tense in Greek has the same meaning as in
English. It describes an action that will occur in the future. 1 As is true
of the other tenses, the time reference of the verb is from the point of
view of the writer, not the reader.

19 .4

There are different ways Greek verbs form their future. In this chapter
we will look at those words that use the same tense stem in the future
as in the present. 2

19.5

Chart: Future active indicative

Future active tense stem + Tense formative (a) +
Connecting vowel + Primary active personal endings
A.u + cr + o +µEv • A.ucroµ£v

19.6

Tense form. If you look up a verb in the lexicon in this grammar, you
will see something like the following. This format is standard in most
Greek texts. 3
A.uw,A.ucrw,£A.ucra,A.£A.uKa,A.£A.uµat,£A.u9~v

If you want to see the future form of a verb, look at the second form in
the lexicon. A.fow is the future active form of A.uw. 4
If a verb is deponent in a tense, that tense stem is listed in its middle
or passive form. For example, ytvwcrKw is deponent in the future middle.

yivwcrKw, yvwcroµm, £yvwv, £yvwKa, £yvwcrµm,

£yvwcr9~v

Unlike the other tenses in which the time element is not primary, the future tense
always refers to an event in the future.
2

Some grammars call these the "regular" verbs, but all Greek verbs are quite regular.

3

These six different forms are almost universally called the "principal parts." We
have not found this terminology helpful. Some English grammarians use the term
"principal parts" to describe what others call "parts of speech": nouns, adjectives,
verbs, etc. Others speak of the three principal parts of the verb: present ("eat"), past
("ate"), past perfect ("have eaten"). We call the six different forms of the verbs,
"ten:se forms."

4

The remaining tense forms are the aorist active, perfect active, perfect middle passive, and the aorist passive (from which the future passive is also formed).
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In this text, if there is a dash instead of a tense stem, it means that particular tense stem does not occur in the New Testament.
OOKEW, 86/;w, £8ol;a, -, -, -

19.7

Tense formative. The future is formed by inserting a sigma between
the present tense stem and the connecting vowel. This sigma is called
the "tense formative" because it helps form the future tense.

19.8

Connecting vowel. The connecting vowel is the same as in the
present.

19.9

Personal endings. The future active indicative uses the same primary
active endings as the present active. They contract with the connecting
vowels as they do in the present.

19.10

Paradigm: Future active indicative

In the following chart, the tense formative has been separated from
the verbal stem, but the connecting vowel and personal ending are
shown together.
form

translation

1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

AU GW
AU a ni;
AUG El

I will loose
You will loose
He/she/it will loose

1 pl
2 pl

AU a oµEv
AUG £1£
AU a oucr1(v)

We will loose
You will loose
They will loose

3 pl

conn. vow.

ending

pres. act.

0

-

£

i;

£

l

AUW
AUEti;
AUEl

0

µEv

£

tE

0 VGl

AUoµEV
AUETE
AUoUcrt(v)

Characteristics of Future Active Indicative
19.11

Translation. To translate a future verb you add the word "will" or
"shall." As a general rule, translate the future with the undefined
aspect ("I will eat") rather than the continuous ("I will be eating").

Of all the Greek tenses, the future has the strongest emphasis on time,
describing an action occurring in the future.
19.12

Contract verbs. So far you have learned what happens when the contract vowel comes into contact with the connecting vowel: they contract. But what happens if the contract vowel does not come into
contact with another vowel? Such is the case in the future tense where
the contract vowel is immediately followed by the tense formative. In
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this case, the contract vowel lengthens before a tense formative. Alpha and
epsilon both lengthen to eta while omicron lengthens to omega.
*aycx.Jta +

a

+

w

*7tOt£

+

CJ

+

W

aycx.Jtiiow
7t0tT]CJW

*n),ripo

+

a

+

w

7tA. ripwaw

As we will see, this lengthening before a tense formative occurs whenever there is a tense formative; it is not restricted to just the future
tense. Notice that the accent is always over the lengthened contract
vowel.
19.13

Square of stops. If the stem of a verb ends in a stop, when the sigma
is added to form the future we see the same types of changes that we
saw in third declension nouns ending in a stop (e.g., *acx.pK +CJ• crap/;).
Whenever you see a psi or xsi before the personal ending (e.g., ~AE\j!W,
lhwl;w), it is relatively safe to assume there is a sigma in there.

The following chart shows the Square of Stops, with a fourth column
showing what consonant results from joining the stop with a sigma.

labial
velar

K

x
e

y

dental

Labial

Velar

Dental

+

(J(l) •

\jf

ypcx.~

+

(J(l)

;;
;;
;;

OtWK
cx.y

+
+
+

(J(l)
(J(l) •
(J(l) •

oiwi;w
al;w
£A.£yi;w

+
+

(J(l) •
(J(l) •

7t£tCJ(l)

\jf

~CJ

\jf

~CJ

KCJ

·rn

oa
ea
19.14

~A.rn

7t(J

ya
xa

CJ

CJ
CJ
CJ

EAEYX
~cx.7tnO

7t£t0

.
.

~A.E\jfw

ypa\jfw

~CX.7t"ttCJW

Patterns. There are three basic patterns of verbs relative to the formation of the future. In this chapter we have learned the first pattern. We
will learn the rest in the next chapter.
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Pattern 1: Use the same stem in the present and the future. Many
verbs fall into this pattern; these are the easy ones to learn. There are
four categories in this pattern, three of which we just learned.
a.

Roots ending in an iota or upsilon (e.g., *aKou • aKouw;
*aKOU • cXKOU<Jw);

b.

Contract verbs (*n:otE • n:m£w; *n:ol£ • n:ot~0w);

c.

Roots ending in a stop (*~A.rn • ~A.£n:w; *~A.rn • ~A.£\jfw).

Future Middle Indicative
19 .15

In the present tense, the middle and passive are the same form. In the
future, the form of the middle is distinct from both the active and the
passive. (We will learn the future passive in chapter 24.) The future
middle is formed from the future active tense stem but uses primary
passive endings (e.g., n:opEU<Joµm).
As we said before, there is more to the middle than simply being
equivalent to the active; but all the middles that we have seen so far,
and will for some time, are deponent and therefore active in meaning.
That is why the definitions in the following paradigm are active.
Because A.uw does not have a deponent future middle, we will use
n:opE\ioµm.

19 .16

Chart: Future middle indicative

Future active tense stem + Tense formative (<J) +
Connecting vowel + Primary passive personal endings
n:opcu + 0 + o + µm • n:opEu0oµm

19.17

Paradigm: Future middle indicative

1 sg

2 sg

3 sg
1 pl

2 pl

3 pl

ending

pres. mid.

µm

A.\ioµm

E (J(X.t
E i:m

A.un
A.uEi:m

µE8cx
E cr8E
0 vi: ext

AUOµE8CX
A.urn8E
AUoY'tCXl

form

translation

conn. vow.

n:opEu00µm
n:opEu011
n:opEU<JEHXt

I will go
You will go
He/she/it will go

0

n:opcucr6µE8cx
7tOpEU<JEcr8E
n:opEucrovi:m

We will go
You will go
They will go

0
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19.18

Because a verb is deponent in the present does not mean that it will be
deponent in the future (or any other tense). You can look at the verb in
the lexicon, and if the second form listed ends in -oµaz, then it is deponent in
the future.
ytvwcrKw, yvwaoµm, £yvwv, £yvwKa, £yvwcrµm, i:yvwcr8TJY
UKOUW,UKOUCTW,~KOUCT<X,UK~KO<X,-,~KOUCT8T]Y

19.19

Future of Etµi. The future of Etµi is middle deponent. Its root is *rn.

Memorize this paradigm.
1 sg

fooµm

2 sg

fon

3 sg

fotm5

1 pl

i:a6µi:ea

2 pl
3 pl

fornei:
foovtm

I will be
You will be
He/she/it will be

nopi:uaoµm

We will be
You will be
They will be

nopi:ucr6µi:ea

nopEDCT1l
nopEUCTEtat

nopEUCTECT8£
nopEUCTOVtat

Summary
1.

The future tense indicates an action that will occur in the future. It usually
carries the undefined aspect.

2.

The future tense uses the tense formative sigma. The active uses the primary active endings while the middle uses primary passive. All future
middle forms we have seen so far are deponent and therefore active in
meaning.

3.

Contract verbs lengthen their contract vowel before a tense formative.

4.

Knowing the Square of Stops is especially useful in the future tense. When
joined with a CT, labials go to \JI, velars go to ~, and dentals drop out.

5

Notice that no connecting vowel is visible.
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Master Verb Chart
Tense

Aug/
Redup

Tense
stem

Present act
Present mid/pas

pres
pres

Future act
Future mid

fut act
fut act

Tense
form.

0
0

Conn.
vowel

Personal
endings

1st sing
paradigm

0/E
O/E

prim act
prim mid/pas

A.uw
A.lioµm

O/E
O/E

prim act
prim mid/pas

A.fow
nopEuooµm

Vocabulary
It is important that from the very beginning you do not simply memorize these

different tense stems. Learn to apply the rules and concentrate on recognition.
Look at the.different tense forms and ask yourself, would I recognize this form
if I saw it? Do I understand how the diferent forms are related?
In the Appendix there is a list entitled, Tense Stems of Verbs Occurring Fifty Times
or More (page 382-395). It lists all the verbs you will learn in this text with all
their different forms in the different tenses. We have underlined those forms
you may need to commit to memory. Refer to it regularly.
We list a verb's different tense stems on a second line under the definition. In
this chapter we have listed the future active tense. Ignore the future forms of
A.£yw, o18a, and £pxoµm until the next chapter.
~acnA.Euc;, -£we;, 6

king (115; *~acrtA.Ef°)6

YEVVUW

I be~et, give birth to, produce (97; *yEvvaf
YEYYT]Q'W

I live (140; *sa) 8
s~crw

'Iou8aia, -ac;, ~

Judea (43; * 'Iou8ma) 9

6

A cognate noun of ~cwtA.da. The Euc; suffix is often used to describe the person
related to the thing described by the noun (e.g., UAtEUc;, "fisherman"; ypaµµmEuc;,
"scribe"; \.EpEuc;, "priest"). On Fsee page 139nl and MBG, §27.

7

Gen is a combining form meaning, "something produced." Hydrogen produces
water (u8wp) as the result of burning.

8

Zoology is the study of life. Klein argues that this is from the modern Greek
SCJJOAO')'fo, which in turn is based on i;cJiov + AO')'tCX.

9

Although this word occurs less than fifty times, we felt you should learn it since it
is so similar to its cognate adjective 'Iou8a1oc;.
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'Iouocxfoc;;, -cxicx, -cxfov

adjective: Jewish (195; * 'Iouomo/ cx) 10
noun:
Jew

'Iopcx~I., 611

Israel (68; *'fopm1t.)

rnpn6c;;, -ou, 6

fruit, crop, result (66; *Kcxpno) 12

µ£i1;wv, -ov

greater (48; *µct1;ov) 13

ol.oc;;,

adjective: whole, complete (109; *61.o/ri) 14
adverb: entirely

-Tj,

-ov

1tpOGK'\.JV£W

I worship (60; *npoaKuv£) 15
1tpOGK'\.JVT]GW

Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

138,162
211

941
99,207
71.8%

10 'Jou8ciioc; occurs nine times as an adjective, 186 times as a noun.
11

No genitive form is given because 'fopcx~A. is indeclinable.

12

Carpology is the study of fruit.

13

µEit;wv occurs only 48 times in the New Testament. We have included it here because
it is the comparative form of the adjective µf:-ycxc; that occurs more frequently. The
neuter accusative singular (µE1t;ov) can be used adverbially. Be sure to see its full
paradigm in the Appendix (a-4b[l], page 351).
It is often followed by a word in the genitive, just like nA.Eiwv. You can use the key
word "than."

14

Holistic education treats the student as a whole person, not just an academic shell.
This word often occurs in the predicate position when it is functioning adjectivally.

15

npocrKuvi::w takes a direct object in either the dative or accusative.
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Previous Words
As we meet new tenses, we will list the new tense stems for words you already
know in the "Previous Words" section. Be sure to update your vocabulary
cards.
present

future

UKOUW
a1toKpi'.voµm

UKOUGW
16

8uvaµm

8uv~aoµm 17

A.uw

A.fow

1ttG't£UW

1ttG'tEUGW

nopcuoµm

nopcuaoµm

Stems ending in a stop
~A.£nw

hw

~AE'i'W
£sw1s

auvayw

auvasw

Contract stems

ayanaw

ayatt~GW

1;TJ1£w

/;T]'t~(J(I)

KCXAEW

KCXAEGW 19

A.a.A.kw

ACXA~(J(I)

ttA.T]pow

nA. T]pwaw

1t0t£(1)

1t0tT]GW

'tT]pEW

'tT]pT]GW

16 There is no future active or middle form of this word in the New Testament. When
this is the case we put a dash in place of a future form.
17 The alpha has lengthened to an eta just like a contract verb.
18

Notice that the future has a rough breathing. See MBG for an explanation.
19 KaA.£w is one of the few contracts that does not lengthen its contract vowel. If you
really want to know why, there used to be another letter after the epsilon, a
digamma, which has long since dropped off (rnA.£f; see page 139nl). But because it
was there, the verb does not lengthen the epsilon.

Chapter 20

Verbal Roots,
and Other Forms of the Future
Exegetical Insight
Tucked into the first chapter of Hebrews is an Old Testament quotation, Ps.
102:25-27, and this quotation contains a number of interesting verbal forms
addressed in the current chapter. Rabbis of the first century would string passages together to build up overwhelming evidence for an argument, and the
quotation from Psalm 102, found in Hebrews 1:10-12, is one of several the
author strings together to present powerful evidence that Jesus is superior to
angels and worthy of our complete allegiance. This psalm, particularly, proclaims that Jesus is superior based on his role as the Creator and Terminator of
the heavens and the earth. The idea here is that whereas angels are created, the
Son of God, powerful beyond imagination, rules over the universe as the Creator of all things and, therefore, will wrap up all of the created order in the end!
He will be the ultimate Terminator!
Notice especially the part of the psalm beginning in Hebrews 1:11, which deals
with the wrapping up of the created order at the end of the age. The uses of the
future here are "predictive" in that they tell what will happen at the end of the
world. The psalm states of the heavens and the earth, "They will perish." Further, the psalm says of Jesus' lordship over the created order, the heavens and
earth "will grow old like an article of clothing, and like a cloak you will roll them
up, and like a piece of clothing they will be changed." Even though Jesus made
his creation stable, with sturdy foundations, he never intended the creation to
last forever. In fact, the heavens and the earth, like an article of clothing, one
day will wear out to the point that they have to be rolled up and packed away
because they no longer are useful (think of that old sweatshirt in your closet
that is falling apart!). Jesus is so awesome in his power that he is the one who
will do that. Unlike the creation, he is "the same," and his years will not end. As
the eternal Lord of the universe, one who has the power to create all things and
to wrap them up in the end, Jesus, the Son of God, is worthy of our worship
and the full commitment of our lives!

George H. Guthrie
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Overview
In this chapter you will learn:
• the difference between the verbal "root" of a verb, which is its most basic
form, and the "stem" of the verb as it appears in a certain tense;
• that sometimes the verbal root is the same as the present tense stem, and
other times it is modified in the formation of the present tense;
• that tense stems are not formed from the present tense stem but from the
root;
• liquid futures.

Verbal Roots and Tense Stems
20. l

Different ways to form the future. In the previous chapter we learned
how to form the future when a verb has the same stem in the present
and the future (aKOUUJ • aKOUcrw). This includes stems ending in a stop
(~A.£nw • ~AE\jfw) and contract verbs (aranaw • aran~0w).

In this chapter we will learn about verbs whose present and future
tense stems are different (~&A.Aw• ~aA.w).
20.2

Roots and Stems. But before doing so, it is important to pause and discuss the difference between a verbal stem and its root. This may appear
to be somewhat technical, but if you can grasp the concept now it will
make a tremendous amount of difference later on. And this applies
not only to the future tense but to all the other tenses as well. This is
the last detailed discussion of morphology in this text.
Exact memorization of verbal roots and present tense stems is essential if you want to use and enjoy the language.

20.3

Definitions
a.

The root of a verb is its most basic form. For example, the root of
aranaw is *arana (we always preface the verbal root with an
asterisk). This root shows itself in the verb aranaw as well as the
noun a)'cX1tT) and the adjective a)'CX1tT)10t; .

All verbs are listed in the vocabulary section with their verbal
root. Be sure to memorize the root along with the lexical form.
I throw (122;

*~aA.)

~aA.w

b.

The stem of a verb is the basic form of that verb in a particular tense. The
verbal root *A.u forms its present tense as A.uw and its future as
A.u0w. In the case of this verb, the same stem (A.u) is used in both
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tenses. But in the case of ~ciUw ("I throw"), the present and future
stems are different.
*le u • le

uw

*~au • ~ciuw

20.4

Relationship of the verbal root and the present tense stem. The verbal root and the present tense stem can be the same, or the root can be
altered when forming the present tense stem.
a.

In some verbs, the verbal root is the same as the present tense stem (i.e.,
the verbal root was not modified in forming its present tense
stem). For example, the root *aymm comes unmodified into the
present tense as ayan:ciw.

b.

Some verbs modify their verbal root when forming their present tense
stem. For example, the root *~ale is altered to ~ciUw in the present
tense.

20.5

Tense stem formed from verbal root. If you assume that the present
tense stem is the base form of the verb and all other tenses are derived
from it, you will become confused and potentially discouraged since
this approach forces you to memorize hundreds of "irregular" forms.
However, if you will learn that the different tense stems are formed from
the verbal root and not the present tense stem, memorization and frustration can be kept to a minimum.

Verbal root

Present stem

Future stem

Aorist stem

For example, the verbal root *~ale is modified to form its present tense
stem by doubling the lambda: ~ciUw. However, when you arrive at
the future, you will see that there is only one lambda: ~alew. (This is a
special future that does not use the sigma as a tense formative, but
more about that later.) When you learn the aorist tense (chapter 22),
you will see that it as well has only one lambda: £~aleov. The point of
the illustration is that if you learn the present tense as the base form,
both these forms will appear irregular. But if you learn the root as
*~ale, these two forms are perfectly regular, and these are two less
forms to memorize. It is the present tense stem that is irregular. 1
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This may not sound significant right now, but it is. You must realize that
the present tense stem is the most "irregular" tense stem of all. The verbal
root is altered to form the present tense stem more than in all the other
tenses put together.
The present tense stem is built on the verbal root, which may or may
not be modified when forming the present tense stem.

Patterns of Variation
20.6

Patterns. As we see more verbs, patterns will develop as to how the
different verbal roots have been modified to form their present tense
stems. With this correct way of thinking, and with a recognition of
these patterns, you will discover that Greek verb tenses are not that
difficult to learn.

20.7

Memorize the patterns, not the tense stems. Verbs fall into three basic
patterns.
a.

Pattern 1: Root not modified. These tense stems are formed
regularly, the root being visible in each tense stem. It is
unnecessarI to memorize these tense forms; they can always be
figured out.2

b.

Pattern 2: Root modified regularly. There are many verbs whose
tenses seem a bit irregular but actually follow some rule.
Memorization is generally not required in these cases either,
because we will be learning those rules (much like we learned the
rules for nouns).

c.

Pattern 3: Different roots. There are a few verbs whose formation
of the different tense stems appears to be so irregular that
memorization is the easiest answer. Luckily there are not many
verbs that fall into this category, but those that do tend to be
common in the New Testament.

In the Appendix there is a list of all verbs occurring fifty times or more
in the New Testament with all their different tense forms (pp. 380££.).sn.
The forms that you probably need to memorize are underlined. As
you work through the following chapters, regularly refer to this chart.

2

Most grammars describe these changes by saying that the future and aorist tense
stems have "lost" a lambda. Although this may be easier at first, it builds a significant error into your way of thinking that will come back to haunt you. The present
tense stem is never altered to form another tense stem! The present tense stem is
often a modified form of the verbal root.
In the last chapter we simplified this description since you did not know about
roots. This is the pattern where the verb has the same stem in the present and the
future. Now you know why they are the same.
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20.8

Pattern 1: Root not modified. Verbs that follow this pattern do not
modify their root in the formation of their present tense stem. Many
verbs fall into this "regular" 3 category and were discussed in chapter
19.
a.

Roots ending in an iota or upsilon (e.g., *aKou • aKouw;
*aKO'\J • cXKOUcrW);

b.

Contract verbs (*not£• nm£w; *not£• not~o-w);

c.

Roots ending in a stop (*~A.rn • ~A.£nw; *~A.rn • ~A.bvw).

d. Liquid futures, which we will learn later in this chapter.
These roots are normally used without modification in all the tenses
(except that the final stem vowel is lengthened outside the present
tense), and are therefore quite recognizable.

ayanaw
ayan~CYW

i]yanT]cra
i]yanT]Ka
i]yanT]µm
i]yan~8T]V

present
future active
aorist active
perfect active
perfect middle/passive
aorist passive

In all these tense forms you can see the same verbal root *ayana. 4

20.9

Pattern 2: Root modified regularly. Roots in this category are modified in regular ways in the formation of their present tense stem. In
most of the cases, knowing the pattern is sufficient for recognizing an
inflected form. However, in a few of the cases it may be easier to memorize a certain form. These roots fall into three basic subpatterns.

3

We hesitate to use the words "regular" and "irregular" at all when discussing the
formation of tenses. Part of the beauty of the Greek language is that it is so regular,
if you know the rules. Even the verbs that appear to be extremely irregular are actually quite regular. If you want to see all the rules, check MBG. Just look up the verb
in the index and go to its proper category.
Another danger of discussing "irregular" futures is that you will not learn the regular rules as well as you should. It is easy to let the "irregular" formations govern
your thinking, convincing you that futures are difficult to learn and you will simply
have to memorize every single form. Resist this temptation. The basic rules govern
the vast majority of futures.

4

The change of the initial and final alpha to eta is a regular part of the formation of
certain tenses.
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a.

Roots ending in a stop. Roots that follow this pattern end in a
stop, but unlike the roots in le above (§20.8c), these roots are
modified in the formation of their present tense stem.
•

iswlasw verbs. The present tense stems of verbs that end in isw
or asw are generally formed from roots that actually end in a
dental.
For example, ~amisw ("I baptize") is from the root *~a.reno.
The final letter of the verbal root was changed to zeta to form
the present tense stem. 5 It forms the future as ~are1io-w (*~a.re
no + CJW • ~are1io-w) , which is totally regular. Remember, dentals drop out before a sigma.

•

b.

auaw verbs. The pre~ent tense stem of verbs that end in auuw
are generally formed from roots that actually end in a velar.
For example, mpauuw ("I trouble") is from the root *1apax.
The final letter of the verbal root was changed to CJCJ to form
the present tense stem. 6 It forms the future regularly as
1apa~w (*1apax +aw• 1apa~w) . Remember, velars and a sigma
form xi.

Double consonants. Present tense stems that end in a double
consonant are often from roots with a single consonant (excluding
-auuw verbs).
For example, ~anw is from the root *~a.A-. The double lambda only
appears in the present and imperfect tenses; a single lambda is
found in the other tenses (e.g., ~aA-w).

c.

Letter(s) added. Some roots add a letter (or letters) to form the
present tense stem. The added letter(s) will not appear in the other
tenses.
In the examples below, notice how the root is visible in the future.

(Some of these future forms do not show the sigma tense
formative in the future; this will be explained below.)
•

Iota. Some roots add an iota to form the present tense stem.
*ap + t
a'ipw 7
(present)

•

(t)mc. Some roots add CJK (or WK if the stem ends in a consonant) to form the present tense stem.

*ap

*areoeav
*areoeav

apw

areo8vflCJKW 8
areoeavouµm 9

(future)

(present)
(future)

5

See the Advanced Information section for an explanation.

6

See the Advanced Information section for an explanation.

7

The pt switched order to tp ("metathesis").
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*yvw lO + <JK

'
"fl VUJ<JKUJ

*yvw

yvwooµm

(present)
(future)

So what's the point of all this? Easy. There are two ways to learn all the
tense forms. You can either memorize every tense form of every verb,
or you can learn roots and patterns that allow you to identify most of
the tense stems and then memorize the few that are especially difficult.
20.10

Pattern 3: Different roots. Some verbs have totally different forms in
the future.

For example, the future of 6paw ("I see," from the root *6pa) is O\jtoµm.
o\jloµm is in fact a regular deponent future. Its root is *on. When the
sigma is added, the no form a psi according to the regular rules.
What happened is that the future of 6paw ceased being used, as did the
present of o\jloµm. The two forms therefore "got together" and function as if they were the same word. 11 There are only nine verbs in the
New Testament that do this (cf. v-8 in MBG) . The first three are listed
below; six more to go. These must be memorized.

*£px • £pxoµm
*£A-i::ue ' €AE-uooµm

I come
I will come

*A-i::y • A-£yw
*£p, kpw

I say
I will say

*6pa '6paw
*on • o\jloµm

I see
I will see

Most of the time when a future tense is deponent and the present is
not, or vice versa, the verb uses different roots to form the present and
the future, like *6pa and *on.

8

The alpha of the root has dropped out in the present tense stem, and the iota has
subscripted.

9

Liquid future.

10

Advanced trivia: to form the present tense, the initial gamma doubles, is separated
by an iota, and the original gamma drops off. OK is then added. *yvw • ytyvw • ytvw +
OK+ W • "(tVWOKW.

11

This is a rather simplistic definition but sufficient for now.
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Ablaut. We have already seen in some nouns that their vowels change
their length or even drop out (nm~p • na1£p • 7tatp6c;). The same can
happen with verbs.

For example, the root *ano8av loses its stem alpha in the formation of
the present tense Stem (and adds tcJK): cX7t08VTICJ"KCl). It is retained in the
future: ano8avouµm.
20. 12

Review. We have covered a lot of ground so far. Let's stop for a
moment and see how you are doing. Remember: a little extra work up
front helps reduce memory work and increases understanding in the
long run. Here are the verbs that we have learned so far and will learn
in this chapter that are affected by this discussion. Work through each
one and identify its category. (o'ioa is ommitted.)
root

present

future

*ayana

ayamxw

aya7t~(J(l)

*aKOU

O:KOUW

cXKOUcrW

*~amt8

~an-ril;w

~amfow

*~A.rn

~A.£nw

~A.£\jlw

*y£VVO:

YEVVO:(l)

YEVVTjCJ(l)

*yvw

'
yt VWCJKW

yvwcroµm

*ouva

ouvaµm

ouv~croµm

*i::px, *i::A.£u8

£pxoµm

i::A.Efooµm

*CJEX

EXW

£sw

*l;a

/;aw

/;~CJ(!)

*l;ri1£

l;ri-r~CJ(l)

*KO:AEf

l;ri1£w
KO:AE(l)

KO:AECJ(l)

*A.a A.£

A.a A.kw

A.aA.~crw

*A.q, *i::p

AEYW

i::pw

*A.u

A.uw

A.fow

*6pa; *on

6paw

o\jloµm

*7ttCJ1£U

7ttCJ1£UW

7ttCJ1£UCJW

*nA.ripo

nA.rip6w

nA.ripwcrw

*7t0t£

noi£w

7t0t~CJ(l)

*noprn

nopEfoµm

noprncroµm

*npoCJKUVE

7tp0CJKUV£(l)

7tpOCJKUVTjCJW

*cruvay

cruvayw

cruval;w

*crwo

crc\ll;w

aw aw

*1rip£

1rip£w

'TlPTlCJW
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liquid Futures
20.13

Liquid verbs are "regularly" formed verbs and belong in "Pattern l."
However, they use a slightly different tense formative.

20.14

The consonants A.,µ, v, and pare called "liquids" because the air flows
around the tongue (A., p) or the sound goes through the nose (µ, v)
when pronouncing the letter. 12 If the last letter of the verbal stem is a
liquid, that verb is called a "liquid verb." 13

20.15

Chart: Future active indicative (liquid)

Future active tense stem+ Tense formative (w) +
Connecting vowel + Primary active personal endings
µi::v + rn + o + µi::v • µi::vouµi::v

Instead of adding a sigma followed by the connecting vowel, a liquid
future adds i::cr and then the connecting vowel. However, a sigma does
not like to stand between two vowels so it drops out, and the epsilon
and connecting vowel contract.
µi::v + rn + o + µi::v • µi::vwµi::v • µi::vouµi::v

This different way of forming the future does not effect the verb's
meaning, only its form.

12

Technically, only lambda and rho are liquids. Mu and nu are called "nasals." But
because they often behave in the same manner, they are usually grouped together
under the one heading of "liquid."

13

Not all verbs whose present tense stem ends in a liquid are classified as a liquid. It
depends upon whether or not that liquid consonant is actually part of the stem.
(Some verbs add a liquid consonant to the root to form the present. This type of
verb cannot have a liquid future since the future stem does not end in a liquid.) The
only way really to know whether a verb will take a liquid future is to look it up in
the lexicon and memorize it.
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Paradigm: Future active indicative (liquid)
liquid

definition

1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

µEvw
µEVEt<;
µEVEt

I will remain
You will remain
He/she/it will remain

1 pl
2 pl

µEvouµEv
µ£V£tt£
µ£v0Uo-1(v)

We will remain
You will remain
They will remain

3 pl
20.17

present contract

1rn1w
7tol£t<;
7t0l£t
nowuµ£v
7t0l£t1"£
nowucn(v)

present liquid

µ£vw
µEVEl<;
µEVEl
µ£voµ£v
µEV£t£
µ£vouo1(v)

Chart: Future middle indicative (liquid)

Future active tense stem+ Tense formative (w) +
Connecting vowel + Primary passive personal endings
µ£v + rn + o + µ£8a • µ£vouµ£8a

,.20.18

Paradigm: Future middle indicative (liquid)
liquid

definition

1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

µ£vouµm
µ£vfl
µ£V£ttm

I will remain
You will remain
He/she/it will remain

1 pl

µ£vouµ£8a
µ£VEtG8£
µ£vouvrm

We will remain
You will remain
They will remain

2 pl

3pl
20.19

present contract present liquid

nowuµm
7t0lfl
no1£'itm

µ£voµm
µ£vn
µEVEtm

nowuµ£8a
7t0l£to8£
7tOlOUVtm

µ£v6µ£8a
µ£vrn8£
µ£vovtm

Present epsilon contracts. The future of a liquid verb looks just like
the present tense epsilon contract verb, including the accent. How will
you tell them apart? For example, let's say you see the form µ£vcic;. Is
it a present epsilon contract or a liquid future?
a.

You will have memorized the lexical form as µ£vw. There is no
such word as µ£v£w.

b . You will notice that the final stem consonant is a liquid, and
therefore this is a liquid future.
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20.20

Accents. The accent can also be helpful in identifying a liquid verb
(but not in distinguishing it from an epsilon contract). A liquid future
always has a circumflex over the contracted vowels except in the first
person plural middle.

20.21

Present and future liquids. When comparing the present and future
forms of a liquid, notice the two differences.

20.22

a.

The accents are different.

b.

There is no contraction in the first and second person plural active
in the present forms, nor anywhere in the present middle and
passive forms .

Stem changes. Along with the different tense formative, the future
tense stem of a liquid verb usually is different from its present tense
stem (for various reasons). Here are all the examples up through the
vocabulary in this chapter. Notice what is happening.
Addition of double consonant:

Addition of iota:

Different roots:

arco<J1£Uw '

UTC00'1£AW

~anw

~aA-w

£K~anw

EK~UAW

£ydpw

' apw
aTCOK1£VW
£ycpw

AE"(W

£pw

mpw
UTCOK"Cd V{J)

'

Only two liquid verbs so far show no change in their future tense
stems.14
Kp{vw
Kptvw
µ£vw
µ£vw
Here are the liquids you will learn in this chapter. Work through the
list, identifying the changes and their pattern.
20.23

Hint. It is often said that "consonants carry the meaning of a word, not
the vowels." If you can think of a verb primarily in terms of its consonants, then the vocalic changes will not be a major problem.
For example, "(tVW<JKW, from the root *yvw, becomes yvw<Joµat in the
future . If you recognize that the basic consonants carry the word (yv),
you can still see them in yvw<Joµat .

14

Of course, there have been changes with the tense formative dropping out and the
vowels contracting. It is just that the stem does not appear to have changed.
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Compound Verbs
20.24

A compound verb is a verb that is made up of two parts, a preposition
and a verb. For example, Eicpanw ("I throw out") is a compound of the
preposition EK ("out") and the verb pauw ("I throw") .
Compound verbs form their tense stems the same way as the simple
verb. For example, the future of panw is paA.w, and the future of
f.Kpanw is f.KpaA.w.

Summary
l.

The root of a verb is its most basic form. The stem of a verb is the basic
form of that verb in a particular tense.

2.

Sometimes, the verbal root is altered in the formation of the present tense
stem.

3.

All tenses are formed from the verbal root; the present tense stem is not the
basis for the other tenses.

4.

Verbal rQPts follow certain regular patterns.
l.

2.

3.

Verbal root and present tense stem are the same.
•

Roots ending in iota or upsilon

•
•
•

Contract verbs
Roots endings in a stop
Liquid verbs

Verbal root is regularly modified to form the present tense stem.
•
•

Verbal root ending in a stop (tt;w, at;w, craw).
Double consonant

•

Letter(s) added (t, (t)crK)

Different roots.

5.

Verbs that are deponent in one tense are not necessarily deponent in
another.

6.

Liquid futures use £<J as the tense formative in the future . The sigma drops
out and the epsilon contracts with the connecting vowel. They look just
like a present tense epsilon contract verb.

7.

A compound verb is made up of a preposition and a verb. The compound
verb always follows the tense forms of the simple verb.
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Master Verb Chart
Tense

Aug/ Tense
Red up stem

Present act
Present mid/pas

pres
pres

Future act
Liquid fut act
Future mid
Liquid fut mid

fut
fut
fut
fut

act
act
act
act

Tense
form.

Conn.
vowel

Personal
endings

1st sing
paradigm

0/£

prim act
prim mid/pas

A.uw

prim act
prim act
prim mid/pas
prim mid/pas

A.fow
µEVW

o/e
CJ

0/£

ECJ

0/£

CJ

0/£

ECJ

0/£

A.-UOµm

1tOpEUCJoµm
µevouµm

Vocabulary
Be sure to check the verbal roots to see which verbs have altered the root in the
formation of the present tense stem. If the verb uses more than one root, we
will show the different roots.
,,

"

mpw
,

I raise, take up, take away (101; *ap) 15
&.pw

I

'

CX1t01C't£t VW

r, kill (74; *&.nont:v)
~

CX1t01C't£V(J)

I send (away) (132; *anocmA-) 16
&.nocnt:Aw
I baptize, dip, immerse (77; *~anno) 17
~antiaw

yivwaKw

I know, come to know, realize, learn (222; *yvw) 18
'
yvwaoµm

tongue, language (SO; *yA,waaa) 19
15

See the explanation in §20.22 for the changes to the tense stem. a'ipw can take a direct
object in the genitive.

16

The cognate verb of an6CJ10A.oc;.
Baptism is from the cognate noun ~O:nnCJµa. The µa suffix is often used in Greek to
specify the result of the action described by the root (cf. Bl-D §109[2]).
On the root see §20.9. Gnostics were those who claimed to possess certain knowledge.
Glossolalia is the spiritual gift of speaking in other tongues, or languages. Glossology
is the science of language.

17

°'

18

19
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I raise up, wake (144; *kycp)

kydpw

£y£pw

I cast out, send out (81; £K + *~aA.) 20
kK~aA.w

fKEt

there, in that place (105)

Kpivw

I judge, decide, prefer (114; *Kptv) 21
Kptvw

people, crowd (142; *A.ao) 22
,

I remain, live (118; *µEv)

µEVUJ

µEVUJ

op aw

I see, notice, experience (454;*6pa; *cm)
O\jFOµm 23
wisdeim (51; *cro<jna) 24
mouth (78; *crwµm) 25
I save, deliver, rescue (106; *crw8) 27
(JUJ(JUJ

<.

Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

138,162
226
1,849
101,056
73.14%

20

£K~aUw retains the meaning of its two parts. This cannot always be assumed in a
Greek word.

21

A critic (KpmK6~) is one who is able to judge.

22

Laity is actually from "lay" and the suffix "ity." "Lay" is from A.ai:K6~, which has the
same meaning as A.a6~. The laity are a group of people distinct from the clergy, or
any group of people separate from those belonging to a specific profession.
6paw and O\jloµm are formed from two different roots. The root of the future tense
form is *oit. Most of the other tense forms of 6paw are formed from *oit.
Philosophy is the love of wisdom.
Stomatology is the the study of the diseases of the mouth. Stomach (cn:6µaxo~) is also
derived from ai:6µa.
The iota subscript shows that this is actually an isw verb.
Soteriology is the the study of salvation.

23

24

25

26

27

r
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Previous Words
£pxoµm

£1.t:fooµm NPX; *£1.t:ue; class 8)

AEYW

£pw (*l.q; *£p; class 8)

o'ioa

£t0~CJ(l)28

Advanced Information
20.25

Consonantal iota. One of the more important elements in this entire
discussion is a letter in the Greek alphabet called the "consonantal
iota" (i). We have already met this letter in thin;! declension stems such
as in nfott:w<;.

Much of the change in verbal tense stems is also due to the consonantal iota.

20.26

28

a.

The consonantal iota was added to roots ending in a stop to form
their present tense stem, and the stop + 1 became il;w (*~ann8 + 1 •
~anti1;w) or craw (*rnpax + 1 • tap&crcrw ).

b.

The consonantal iota was added to some roots ending in a
consonant to form their present tense stem, and the consonant + 1
became a double consonant (*~at.+ 1 •~cit.Aw).

c.

The consonantal iota was added to some roots to form their
present tense stem, and the 1 became an iota and often moved to
another place in the w_grd (*ap + 1 • apt • a'ipw). This is called
"metathesis."

In The Morphology of Biblical Greek we have provided a thorough categorization of these types of changes. What you met in this chapter is
a simplification of the material in MBG.

The future active of this verb occurs only once in the New Testament (Heb 8:11). It
may not be worth memorizing; ask your teacher.

Chapter 21

Imperfect Indicative
Exegetical Insight
The Greek imperfect tense is both limited and versatile in its usage. It is limited
in that it only occurs in the indicative mood, but in that mood it has some interesting nuances of meaning. Basically, the imperfect expresses linear action in
past time. That action may be repetitive, prolonged or just beginning. Sometimes, however, the imperfect expresses repeated attempts.
This is true in Galatians 1:13 where Paul says, "For you have heard of my previous way of life in Judaism, how I violently persecuted the church of God and
tried to destroy it." Both verbs in the second clause of this verse are imperfects.
The first one (EotWKov) simply expresses repeated action in the past. Paul is saying that he often persecuted the church. The second one (bt6p8ouv) is "tendential," i.e., it expresses attempted action. (This is why the NIV adds the word
"tried," which does not occur in the Greek.) Paul repeatedly persecuted the
church, but his violent acts did not, indeed could not, destroy it. His actions
were only attempts, and feeble ones at that. Jesus' promise about his church
was true then, as it is now: "The gates of Hades will not overcome it."

Walter W. Wessel

Overview
In this chapter we will learn:
• that the imperfect indicates a continuous action that usually-occurs in the
past;
• that the imperfect is formed with an augment, the present tense stem, a
connecting vowel, and secondary personal endings;
• that an augment is a prefix indicating past time. If the verb begins with a
consonant, the augment is an epsilon (A-uw • £A-uov); if the verb begins with
a vowel, the augment is the lengthened vowel (aycmaw • iJyanwv);
• secondary active and passive endings, the final two sets of personal
endings.
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English
21.1

In English there is only one past tense. However, its aspect can be
either completed or continuous. For example, "Bob studied (completed) last night, but I was studying (continuous) until the early hours
of the morning."
The past continuous active is formed by using the past tense of the
helping verb "was" (for the singular) or "were" (for the plural) and
the present participial form of the verb (i.e., the "ing" form of the
verb). "I study." "I was studying."
The passive uses the same helping verb but adds the present participle "being" and the past participle of the main verb. "I was being stud-

ied."

Greek
21.2

Two past tenses. Greek also can describe an action occurring in the
past, but the difference is that it uses different tenses for different
aspects. The imperfect tense describes a continuous action usually
occurring in the past, while the aorist (chapter 22) describes an undefined action usually occurring in the past. ~yam.llv is imperfect (continu ous), meaning "I was loving." ~YcX7tT1<Ja is aorist (undefined),
meaning "I loved." 1

21.3

Augment. Greek indicates that a verb is in the past time by adding a
prefix. It is called an "augment." We will discuss this in more detail
later, but the epsilon added to the beginning of A.uw in the paradigm
in §21.6 is the augment (A.uw • £A.uov). It is roughly equivalent to "-ed"
in English: "kick"• "kicked."

The name "imperfect" comes from its basic significance. Because it describes a past
continuous action, it does not tell us whether that action was ever completed or not.
So it is imperfect, i.e., not completed, not perfected.
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21.4
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Primary and secondary endings. As we saw in chapter 16, there are
two sets of paradigms you need to learn. The primary tenses are defined

as those that do not use the augment, and the secondary tenses are those that
do use the augment.
Four Sets of Personal Endings

Primary active

Secondary active

Primary passive

Secondary passive

Primary tenses use primary personal endings, and secondary tenses
use secondary personal endings. We learned the primary in association with the present tense, and we will learn the secondary using the
imperfect.
Present active

Imperfect active

Present passive

Imperfect passive

These four sets of endings are all the personal endings you need to
know for the Greek verb. All other tenses draw from these endings, or
some variation. You already know two of the four. Once you have
learned the following two paradigms, you will know all the basic personal endings for verbs. Congratulations.
21.5

One advantage of learning about primary and secondary endings is
that when you see a secondary ending you can assume the verb is augmented. This is a significant aid in parsing and should become a regular part of your parsing arsenal. Whenever you see a secondary
ending, confirm that the verb has been augmented.
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Imperfect Active
21.6

Chart: Imperfect active indicative

Augment + Present tense stem +
Connecting vowel + Secondary active personal endings
£ + Au

21.7

+0 +

v ' EA UOY

Paradigm: Imperfect active indicative
The different parts of the verb are separated for convenience, and the
true connecting vowels and personal endings are listed with explanation. List all the similarities you see between the primary and secondary endings. Concentrate on those similarities.
form

translation

conn. vow.

ending

present

1 sg
2 sg
3sg

£AU o v
£AU£<;
£Au£ (v)

I was loosing
You were loosing
He/she/it was loosing

0

v
£ <;
£ - (v)2

Auw
Aune;
Autt

1 pl
2 pl
3 pl

£Au o µcv
£AU nc
£AU 0 v

We were loosing
You were loosing
They were loosing

0

µ£v
£ t£
0 v3

AUoµcv
AUtt£
AUoucn(v)

Notice that nu is the personal ending for both the first person singular
and the third person plural active. The context will help you decide
whether a particular form is first singular or third plural.

2

No personal ending is used, so the connecting vowel stands alone, with the movable nu. This is somewhat the same as we saw in the first person singular active of
the primary endings (see §16.10).

3

The imperfect active uses the same endings for the first person singular and the
third person plural. The context will tell you which is which.
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Imperfect Middle/Passive
21.8

Chart: Imperfect middle/passive indicative

Augment + Present tense stem +
Connecting vowel + Secondary passive personal endings
£ +AU + o +µriv • EAuoµriv

21.9

Paradigm: Imperfect middle/passive indicative. The translation we
give is for the passive.
form

translation

conn. vow. ending pres. pas.

I was being loosed
You were being loosed
He/she/it was being loosed

0

µriv

£
£

(J04

3 sg

£AU 6 µriv
EAU OU
£Au£ to

1 pl
2 pl
3 pl

£AU 6 µ£8a
£AU£ cr8£
EAU 0 VtO

We were being loosed
You were being loosed
They were being loosed

0

1 sg

! 2 sg

tO

µ£8a
£ cr8£
0 VtO

AUoµm
Aun
Aunm
A.u6µ£8a
Aurn8£
AUoVtat

These secondary endings are not that different from the primary endings. This is why we asked you to learn what is really happening in
the Greek verb. Otherwise you would not see the similarities as
clearly. The connecting vowel is visible in almost every form.

Characteristics of Imperfect Verbs
21.10

Augment. The augment indicates past time. There are two different
ways a word will augment, depending upon whether the stem of the
verb begins with a consonant or a vowel.

a.

4

5

If the verb begins with a consonant, the augment is an epsilon,
always with smooth breathing. 5 For example, AUW is augmented
as EAuov.

This is the only secondary personal ending that has changed significantly. The ending is actually oo. Because a sigma in an inflected ending normally cannot stand
between two vowels, it drops out in this form and the connecting vowel and omicron contract to ou.
This is called a "syllabic" augment since the augment adds another syllable to the
word.
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b.

c.

If a word begins with a vowel, the augment is formed by
lengthening that vowel. 6 For example, ayamiw is augmented as
~yan:wv. The lengthening follows the standard pattern learned in
the chapter on contract verbs, except that an initial alpha
lengthens to an eta and not an alpha.
augment

original

augment

original

TJ

a

TJ

E

u

u

(JJ

0

(JJ

(JJ

TJ

TJ

t

If a verb begins with a diphthong, either the first letter of the
diphthong lengthens (Euxaptcrt£w •TJUxapfotouv), or the diphthong
is not changed (EupfoKw • EUptcrKov). Verbs beginning with EU often
do not augment.
augment

original

1J
1J

at

augment
T]U

Et

TJU

original

au
EU

Ot

21.11

Present tense stem. The present tense stem is used to form the imperfect tense.

The imperfect form is not usually listed with the other tense forms in
lexicons because it is built on the present tense stem. However, if a
verb occurs in the imperfect in the New Testament, we have included
the imperfect in our listings, but have put it in parentheses. This way
you will always know what the augmented form looks like.
£pxoµm, (~px6µTJv), £A.Efooµm, ~A.6ov or ~A.ea, £A.~A.u6a, -, 21.12

Connecting vowels. The imperfect is formed with the same connecting vowels as the present.

21. 13

Secondary personal endings. The imperfect uses the secondary personal endings: v, i;, -, µEv, tE, v; µT]v, cro, to, µE6a, cr6E, vto.

6

This is called a " temporal" augment because it takes longer to say the word with
the vowel being long. Of course, "long" is a relative term; the time difference
between saying an omega and an omicron is not that noticeable, but it is present.
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Master Personal Ending Chart. You now know the four sets of personal endings. All other tenses use these endings, or some variation.
primary tenses

A.uw

(-)

EA'\JOV

A.uni;

(i;)
(t)

EA'\JEi;

(i;)

£A.uE(v)

(-)

£A.uoµEv

(µEv)
(rE)

"'"'
·5
;:,

AUEL

·."'E

AUoµEV

"'<::

·5
"'"'
;:,

"-'
;:,

·;;;

secondary tenses

'" f~'f<t~ 1 ~ or'.;\'

(v)

AUE't"E

(µEv)
(rE)

A.foucrt(v)

(vcrt)

A.foµm
A.un
AUE't"at

(µm)
(crm)
(rm)

£A.u6µriv
EAUO'\J
EAUE't"O

(µriv)
(cro)
(10)

AuOµE8a

(µE8a)

£A.u6µE8a

(µE8a)

A.urn8E
AUoV't"at

(cr8E)
(vrm)

£A.urn8E
EAUoV't"O

(cr8E)
(vw)

EAUE't"E
EA'\JOV

(v)

<fl

<::

~
~

"i:::;

~
~

21.15

Recognition. Even though the personal endings for the imperfect are
somewhat different from the present and future tenses, there are still
many similarities.
Active

2 sg

A.uEti;

£hEi;

Both end in a sigma. This is the only
personal ending to do so. Therefore,
whenever you see a verb whose personal
ending ends in sigma, you know what it is,
automatically.

1 pl

AuoµEv

EA UoµEv

Identical.

2 pl

AUE't"E

a UE't"E

Identical.

3 pl

A. \Joucrt

£A. uov

The primary ending actually is vcrt while
the secondary is simply v.
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Passive

Both are three letters long beginning with
mu.

1 sg

J..:uoµm

2 sg

AUTI

3 sg

Au£tm

1 pl

AU0µ£8a EAU0µ£8a Endings are identical, just like the active.

2 pl

AU£CJ8£

EAU£CJ8£

Endings are identical, just like the active.
While the tau is associated with the active
(tE), the theta is characteristic of the passive
(cr8£); compare also the theta in the first
person plural (µ£8a).

3 pl

A\iov1m

EA \iov10

vtm for the primary and vto for the secondary.

EAuoµriv

Both have a sigma that drops out and results in significantly different contractions.
This ending is always the most troublesome.
EA uno

tm in the primary and to in the secondary.

21.16

Deponent verbs. If a verb is deponent in the present, it will also be
deponent in the imperfect since both are using the same stem.

21.17

Translating an imperfect. Almost everything in the imperfect tense
(person, number, voice, mood) behaves the same as it does in the
present tense. The only difference is the aspect and usually the time.
In general, the imperfect tense is translated as a past continuous.

21.18

Translation hint. When you see a verbal form, we recommend that
the first question you ask is, "Is this a present tense verb or something
else?" (Ignore any augment at this point.) By doing this, you are really
asking, "What is the verbal root of the inflected form I am looking at?"
"Is this tense stem the same as the present tense stem or not?"
If the stem is the same as the present tense stem, then the verb is a
present or an imperfect (since the imperfect is built from the present
tense stem). If the stem is different, then it is another tense that may
have altered the root. You may want to develop some other method,
but the idea is to teach yourself that the verbal root, and whether it has
been modified or not, is an important clue in the identification of verbal forms.7

7

If you are following Track Two, you have not yet seen an altered stem.
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Compound Verbs
21.19

In a compound verb, the augment comes after the preposition and

before the stem of the verb. In other words, you augment the verbal
part and not the preposition. The imperfect of Kccm~aivw is Kat£~mvov.

It makes sense to augment the verbal part of the compound. The aug-

ment indicates past time, and a preposition cannot indicate time; so
the verbal part of the compound verb must receive the augment.
21.20

You will notice in the form rnte~mvov that the final alpna of Kata did
not contract with the augment, otherwise it would be Kata~mvov
(aE •a).
•

When the preposition ends in a vowel, that final vowel will
usually drop out before the augment, as in Kate~mvov.

•

In a few cases (such as compounds with 7tEpi), the final vowel of

the preposition stays but it will not contract with the augment
(e.g., 7tEptnm£w • nEpirnamuv).
21.21

When you augment a compound verb beginning with h, the kappa
changes to a xi (EK~aUw. £i;£~aA.A.ov) . 8

Contract Verbs and eiµi
21.22

Paradigm: Imperfect active (contract). You should be able to look at
the following contracted forms and discover for yourself what vowels
were involved in the contractions and why they contracted as they
did. If you cannot, go back to chapter 17 and review the rules.
'
'
ayanaw

7t0l£(l)

nA.T]p6w

active
1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

' '
TJY<X7tWV

E7tA.~pouv

~yanm;

£7tOlO'UV
'
'
£7t0t£lc;

~yana

£noi£t 9

£nA.~pou 10

E7tA.~pouc;

8

If you really want to know why, the true form of the preposition is £~. The sigma
that is part of the xi is lost when the next letter is a consonant ("interconsonantal
sigma"). When the augment is inserted, the sigma is no longer interconsonantal so
it does not go away.

9

Although there is no personal ending, the stem vowel (E) is still contracting with the
connecting vowel (E).
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1 pl

~yamuµEv

2 pl

~yamitE

3 pl

~yanwv

E:notouµEv
E1tOtEt1:E
E:noiouv

E:nA. ripouµEv
E1tA11POU1:E
E:nA.~pouv

middle/passive

21.23

1 sg
2 sg

~yamoµriv

3 sg

~yan&:to

1 pl
2 pl

~yamoµE0a

3 pl

~yanwvto

~ya mu

~yanacr0E

E:nowuµriv
E:notou
E:notEtto

E:nA.11pouµ11v
E:nt..ripou
E:nt.. ripouw

E:notouµE0a
E:notEtcr0E
E1t0t0UV1:0

£nt.. ripouµE0a
£nt..ripoucr0E
E1tA TIPOUV"CO

Memorize the imperfect of Eiµi. You now know all the forms of Etµ{ in
the indicative mood.11
1 sg
2 sg

3 sg

1 pl
2 pl
3 pl

Tiµ riv
.. 12
ric;
..
riv

I was
You were
He/she/it was

~µEv I TiµE0a 13 We were
..
You were
111:E
..ricrav
They were

Summary
l.

The imperfect usually indicates a continuous action usually in the past.

2.

The imperfect is formed with an augment + present tense stem + connecting vowel + secondary endings. The imperfect is a secondary tense
because it employs an augment.

3.

The augment is a prefix to the verb indicating past time.
•

If the stem begins with a consonant, the augment is an epsilon.

•

If the stem begins with a vowel, the vowel lengthens.

•

If the stem begins with a diphthong, either the first vowel of the diph-

thong lengthens or the diphthong is not changed.
lO Although there is no personal ending, the stem vowel (o) is still contracting with

the connecting vowel(£).
11

If you are following Track Two, you still have the future to learn.

12

There is an alternate form ~crea that occurs only twice (Matt 26:69; Mark 14:67).

13

~µEv occurs eight times in the New Testament. The alternate ~µ£8a occurs five times.
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•

4.

If it is a compound verb, the augment is placed before the verbal part
of the compound. If the preposition ends in a vowel it will either drop
off or not contract with the augment.

The secondary tense personal endings are similar to the primary.

c;, -,

•

Active:

•

Passive: µ11v, cro, to, µE0a, cr0£, vto.

v,

µEv, tE, v.

5.

A verb that is deponent in the present will also be deponent in the imperfect.

6.

Contract verbs follow the regular rules.

Master Verb Chart
Tense

Aug/ Tense
Redup stem

Present act
Present mid/pas
Imperfect act
Imperfect mid/pas
Future act
Liquid fut act
Future mid
Liquid fut mid

£
£

Tense
form.

Conn. Personal
vowel endings

1st sing
paradigm

pres
pres

o/£
o/£

prim act
prim mid/pas

AUW
:\foµm

pres
pres

o/£
o/£

sec act
sec mid/pas

EA'\JOV
i::\u6µriv

CJ
£CJ
CJ

o/£
0/£
o/£

£(J

0/£

prim act
prim act
prim mid/pas
prim mid/pas

!cuCJw
µEYW
7tOp£uCJoµm
µEvouµm

fut
fut
fut
fut

act
act
act
act

Vocabulary
If you are following Track Two, ignore the additional tense forms listed below.
aKoA.ou9£w

I follow, accompany (90; *aKoA.ou9E) 14
(~KOAOU9ouv), cXKOAO'\J9~ow

818a0Kw

14

I teach (97; *8aK) 15

(£8{8aoKov), 818asw 16

Normally takes a direct object in the dative. Anacoluthon is a construction in which
the grammar does not follow, i.e., it is not correct. An acolyte (aK6:\ou0oc;) is an attendant or a follower, especially an altar attendant.
15 The cognate verb of the noun lh8aCJwlcoc;. On the root see MBG, v-5a, p. 312.
16 Notice that the sigma of the stem is also absorbed by the xsi.
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bi:i:punaw

I ask (for), question, demand of (56; *bi:i:pw1a)
(bi:ripo'.nwv), bci:pw1f]Gw

i:pw1aw

I ask, request, entreat (63; *Epwm)
(Tipo'.nwv), Epw1f]Gw
I will, wish, desire, enjoy (208; *8£A) 17
(~8£Aov), 18 8i:!cf]Gw 19

TC£ptrca1£W

I walk (around), live (95; *rci:ptrcmi:) 20
(rci:p1rna10uv), rci:pmmf]Gw

Guvaywyfi, -T]i;, Ti

synagogue, meeting (56; *Guvaywyri) 21

<l>apwrnoi;, -ou, 6

Pharisee (98; *<l>apwmo )22

X,P6voi;, -ou, 6

time (54; *XPovo) 23

Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

138,162
236
817
101,873
73.73%

Previous Words 24
8uvaµm

(E8uvaµriv), 25 8uvf]Goµm
(i:'ixov), £~w26

17

Metzger (Lexical Aids) reminds us of the monothelite heresy that said Christ had only
one will, the divine.

18

ef:A.w forms its augment as if it were £6£1.,w because its imperfect form is ~6£Aov.

Actually, its stem used to begin with epsilon, but the epsilon dropped out although
the augment remembers that it was there.
19

Inserts an eta before the tense formative. This is not that unusual.

20 A

peripatetic (nEplTCO'.'t'T]nKo<:;) philosopher walked around from place to place, teaching his followers as he traveled.

21

The synagogue is where people gathered together for a meeting.

22 Pharisee.
23

A chronograph measures time. Chronology is the science of measuring time.

24

We have included only those words that form their augment unexpectedly.

25

8uvaµm also augments as Ti8uv<iµriv .

26

On the rough breathing see §21.24 below.
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Advanced Information
21.24

Irregular augments. Some verbs appear to have irregular augments.
Actually, they are not irregular, but it is one of those things where the
rules governing the augment can become quite complicated. We will
explain most apparent "irregularities" in the footnotes, but in some
cases it might be simpler for you just to memorize them. Of course, if
you can remember the rules, that is much better because the rules that
are affecting any one particular augment are probably affecting other
verbs as well.
For example, let's look at £xw. The imperfect of £xw is c'ixov. The verbal
root is *acx. In the present the sigma is replaced by the rough breathing. But because the Greeks did not like the two "aspirate" sounds of
the rough breathing and the chi in a row, the rough breathing "deaspirates" to a smooth breathing (*GEX •Ex• Ex• £xw).
In forming the imperfect, because the verbal root actually begins with

a consonant, the augment is the epsilon. But then because the sigma
here is between two vowels, it drops out, and the two epsilons contract ton (£ + GEX •£EX• clxov).
The future has a rough breathing ( £sw ). The tense formative sigma
joins with the chi to form xi, but since there are not two aspirates in a
row, the rough breathing can remain (*acx +a+ w • f.xaw • £sw).
Now, all this may sound complicated and unnecessary, and maybe at
this point it is. But it is important you realize that Greek verbs are
formed with rhyme and reason, that they do follow specific rules, and
that eventu!llly knowing these rules reduces the amount of memorization. As a result, a continuing use of Greek becomes a much greater
possibility. And that is, after all, why we are learning this great language: to use it for the rest of our lives to understand and proclaim
God's revelation as effectively as possible.
21.25

Preparatory use of "there." So far, the only unusual aspect of Etµi is
that it takes a predicate nominative rather than a direct object. There
is one other important aspect to the verb. It is permissible to add
"There" before Etµi to make a sensible English translation. Context
will show you whether this is necessary or not. For example, £01\v
otKoc; rcapa 1~v 8aA.aaaav can mean, "There is a house by the sea." But
it can also be," A house is by the sea."

Chapter 22

Second Aorist Active/Middle Indicative
Exegetical Insight
The aorist (a6ptcrtoc;) is the indefinite tense that states only the fact of the action
without specifying its duration. When the aorist describes an action as a unit
event it may accentuate one of three possibilities, as, imagine, a ball that has
been thrown: 1) let fly (inceptive or ingressive); 2) flew (constative or durative);
3) hit (culminative or telic).
These aspects of the indefinite aorist may shed some light on a perplexing saying of Jesus in his Olivet discourse (Mark 13:30 and parallels). "I tell you the
truth, this generation will certainly not pass away until all these things "{EYT)tm." The difficulty lies in the fact that Jesus has already described the end of
the world in vv. 24£. in vivid terms of the sun and moon not giving their light,
the stars falling from the sky, and the heavenly bodies being shaken. Unless the
expression "this generation" (~ "{EVECx CXUtr)) is stretched to include the entire
age from Jesus' first to his second coming (a less likely option), the aorist "(EYT)tm must provide the clue. If we view the verb as an ingressive aorist and
translate it from the perspective of initiated action, the saying may be rendered, "I tell you the truth, this generation will certainly not pass away until
all these things begin to come to pass."
This nuance of the same aorist form may also be seen in the angel Gabriel's
words to Zechariah (Luke 1:20): "And now you will be silent and not able to
speak until the day "(EYT)tm tauta." Not only the birth but the adult ministry
of John the Baptist is prophesied by Gabriel in vv. 13-17, yet Zechariah recovers
his speech as soon as he writes the name of his infant son John on a tablet (vv.
62-64). Accordingly, v. 20 should be translated, "And now you will be silent
and not able to speak until the day these things begin to happen."
The student is well advised, then, to pay careful attention to the contextual
meaning of the larger sense unit and interpret the aorijt as the pericope or
paragraph would suggest.
'.

Royce Gordon Gruenler
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Overview
In this chapter we will learn that:
•

the aorist indicates an undefined action usually occurring in the past. For
now, it should be translated with the simple past tense in English ("I ate,"
not "I was eating");

•

Greek has two ways to form the aorist. The second aorist uses the
unmodified verbal root for its aorist tense stem, which will always be
different from the present tense stem;

•

the second aorist is formed by using an augment, second aorist tense stem,
connecting vowel, and secondary endings.

English
22.1

The past tense of an English verb is formed one of two ways. A regular1 verb forms its past tense by adding "-ed." "I study all the time." "I
studied all last night." An irregular2 verb forms its past tense by altering its actual stem. Usually the vowel is changed. "I eat breakfast every
morning." "I ate last night as well."
As far as the meaning of the verb is concerned, it makes no difference
which pattern is followed. "Swimmed" and "swam" would have the
same meaning, if the former were a real word.

Greek
22.2

Meaning. In the last chapter, we studied one of the past tenses in
Greek. The imperfect describes a continuous action that usually
occurs in the past. The second past tense in Greek is the aorist. The
aorist tense describes an undefined action that normally occurs in the past. 3

22.3

Translation. As the imperfect is always continuous, the aorist is
always undefined. It tells you that the action happened, but nothing
more about the aspect of the action.

This means you will normally translate the aorist with the simple form
of the English past tense: "I studied"; not, "I was studying." 4
22.4

Two formations. Greek has two different ways of forming the aorist
tense, somewhat as English has two ways of forming the past tense.
The Greek tense parallel to the English "regular" formation is called

Also called a "weak" verb.
2

Also called a "strong" verb.

3

The word "aorist" means "undefined," "indefinite."
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the first aorist (chapter 23) while the Greek tense parallel to the
English "irregular" formation is called the second aorist. We will start
with the second aorist because it is almost identical to the imperfect.
A Greek verb will be either first or second aorist, not both. For example, in Greek, "swim" would become "swam" or "swimmed" but
never both.5

Second Aorist Active
22.5

Chart: Second aorist active indicative

Augment + Aorist active tense stem +
Connecting vowel +
Secondary active personal endings

A-uw has a first aorist active form, so the paradigm uses the second
aorist of the verb A.aµ~&.vw (*A.a~), which means "I take." Notice that
the endings are identical to those used in the imperfect.
22.6

Paradigm: Second aorist active indicative
form

translation

1 sg

£A.a~ov
£A.a~

I took
You took
He/she/it took

0

2 sg

We took
You took
They took

0

3 sg

E c;
£A.a~ E (v)

1 pl

£A-a~

2 pl

£A.&.~

3 pl

o µEv
ETE
£A-a~ o v

conn. vow.

E
E

E
0

ending

imperfect

v
c;
- (v)

EAUOV
EAUEc;
EAUE(v)

µEv
'tE
v

£A--0oµEv
£A-unE
EAUOV

4

Some teachers allow for the use of "have." "I have studied all night." This may be
a valid translation of the aorist; however, the last tense we will learn is the perfect,
and for didactic reasons it seems better to reserve the use of "have" for the perfect.
Once you become used to the verbal system, you can be allowed the luxury of using
"have" for the aorist as well. However, your teacher may prefer a different didactic
method. Be sure to ask.

5

There are a few exceptions to this rule, but only a few.
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22.7

Augment. Augmentation for the aorist follows the same rules as it did
for the imperfect.

22.8

Tense form. The aorist active tense form is listed as the third form of
the verb in the lexicon (e.g., £A-a~ov).
A-aµ~avw,

(£A-ciµ~avov),

A,~µ\jloµm,

£A-a~ov,

dA-riq>a, dA-riµµm,

£A-~µq>eriv

In the active voice, a second aorist will always have a different stem from
the present because the root will always have been modified to form the
present tense stem. Otherwise you could never distinguish an imperfect
from a second aorist.
This sometimes involves a drastic change, such as when the verb uses
different roots to form its tense stems (e.g., A.f:yw [*A.q] becomes Etnov
[*frn] in the aorist). But most of the time the stem change is minor, and
involves either the simplification of a double consonant (e.g., *~aA. • ~ci
Uw • £~aA.ov) or a vowel changing (e.g., *A.wt• A.dnw • £A.rnov).
Almost always the second aorist tense stem is identical to its verbal
root.
Memorize exactly. Because these changes often involve only one letter, it is extremely important to memorize the verbal root and lexical
form exactly. £~aUov (imperfect) and £~aA.ov (second aorist) are distinguished by only one letter.
Translation hint. When you translate an inflected verbal form ask
yourself, "Am I looking at the present tense stem or not?" If it is the
present tense stem, then you may be looking at a present or imperfect.
If the stem is different, you may be looking at a second aorist.

For example, if you see £A-mov, you know this cannot be a present or
imperfect because the present tense stem is A.dnw, with an epsilon.
22.9

Tense formative. The second aorist active has no tense formative.

22.10

Connecting vowels. The second aorist active uses the same connecting vowels as the present (cf. §16.5).

22.11

Personal endings. Because the second aorist is an augmented tense, it
uses secondary personal endings. In the active, the endings are identical to the imperfect active endings you have already learned. It will
be easy to confuse these two tenses. The only difference between the
imperfect and second aorist active is the tense stem (e.g., £~aUov vs
£~aA.ov).

Although the first person singular and the third person plural are
identical in form ( £~aA,ov), context usually clarifies which one is
intended.
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22.12

Vocabulary listing. If a verb has a second aorist that occurs in the
New Testament, we will always list it in the vocabulary section. In the
Appendix (pages 397f.), we have listed all the verbs occurring fifty
times or more that have second aorists. It may be helpful to make a
separate vocabulary card for each second aorist.

22.13

"Irregular" second aorists. What we said about "irregular" future
forms applies to the aorist as well. Some aorist forms may appear to
be irregular but they actually are not. As you are memorizing your
vocabulary and find difficult second aorist forms, you should decide
whether you will recognize the second aorist based on the verbal root
or whether you should just memorize it.

Second Aorist Middle
22. 14

Chart: Second aorist middle indicative

Augment + Aorist active tense stem
Connecting vowel +
Secondary middle/passive personal endings

£ + YEV + 0 + µT]V • EYEVOµT]V

22.15

Paradigm: Second aorist middle indicative. Because A.aµ~avw does
not have an aorist middle deponent stem, the paradigm uses the aorist
of y{voµm.

1 sg
2 sg
3 sg
1 pl
2 pl
3pl

form

translation

£ YEV 6 µT]V

I became
You became
He/she/it became

0 µT]V
E 00 6

EAuOµT]V

E to

f:A.utto

We became
You became
They became

0 µE0a

£A.uoµE0a

£ yf.v o u
E YEV E to
£ yEv 6 µE0a
£ yf.v E o0E
E YEV 0 Vto

conn. vow.

ending

imperfect

f:A.\Jou

00£

£A.urn0E

0 Vto

EAUoVto

E

There is nothing surprising here. They look just like the imperfect
middle /passive except for the stem.
6

The sigma drops out because it is intervocalic (i.e., between two vowels), and the
vowels contract to au.
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22.16

In the aorist, as in the future, the middle and passive are distinctly dif-

ferent forms. In the paradigm above, the definitions are active because
the only aorist middle forms we have seen so far are deponent.

Summary
l.

The aorist indicates an undefined action usually occurring in the past. For
now it should be translated with the simple past tense in English.

2.

Greek has two ways to form the aorist. There is no difference in meaning
between the two, only their form.

3.

The second aorist tense stem will usually have a vowel change to differentiate it from the present, although sometimes it will be a consonantal
change. It is usually the unmodified form of the verbal root.

4.

The second aorist active is formed by using an augment, second aorist
tense stem, connecting vowel, and secondary active endings.

5.

The second aorist middle is formed by using an augment, second aorist
tense stem, connecting vowel, and secondary middle / passive endings.

6.

The second aorist looks like the imperfect except that it uses the second
aorist tense stem.

Master Verb Chart
Tense

Aug/ Tense
Red up stem

Present act
Present mid/pas
Imperfect act
Imperfect mid/pas

E
E

Future act
Liquid fut act
Future mid
Liquid fut mid
2nd aorist act
2nd aorist mid

Conn.
vowel

Personal
endings

1st sing
paradigm

pres
pres

O/ E
O/ E

prim act
prim mid / pas

A.uw
A.foµm

pres
pres

O/ E
O/ E

sec act
sec mid/ pas

EA.UOY
EA.u6µT)v

O/ E
O/ E
O/E
0/ E

prim act
prim act
prim mid / pas
prim mid/ pas

A.fow
µEvw
nopEuaoµm
µEvouµm

O/ E
O/ E

sec act
sec mid / pas

EYEVOµT)V

fut
fut
fut
fut
E
E

act
act
act
act

aor act
aor act

Tense
form .

a

EG
a

EG

EA.a~ov
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Vocabulary
Be sure to learn these second aorists well; they are common. We will learn the
aorist form of npocrEuxoµm and a few other verbs we already know in the next
chapter.
UTI:08VTI<JKW

aptoc;,

-01.J,

6

I die, am about to die, am freed from
(111; *ano8av)
(anE8V1J<JKOY), UTI:08avouµm, UTI:E8UVOV
bread, loaf, food (97; *apto)
I throw (122;

*~aA.)

(£~aUov), ~aA.w, £~aA.ov

earth, land, region, humanity (250;
yivoµm

*nf

I become, am, exist, am born, am created
(669; *yEv) 8
(£y1v6µ11v), yEv~croµm, i:y£v6µ11v 9
I come in(to), go in(to), enter
(194; Et<J + *Epx; Et<J + *£Arne)
Et<J£A.£ucroµm, £t<J~A.8ov 1 0

I go out (218; i:s + *£px; i:s + *EA.rn8)
(i:1;11px6µ11v), i:1;£A.£fooµm, i:1;~A.8ov 11
"£11

still, yet, even (93)

£Upt<JKW

I find (176; *£up) 12

(dipt<JKOV or T]Upl<JKOY), £Up~<J(J), 13 dipov
A.aµ~avw

I take, receive (258; *A.a~)
(i:A.aµ~avov), A.~µ\jloµm, 14 £A.a~ov

01)1:£

and not, neither, nor (87, adverb)

7

Geo is used as a combining form meaning "earth": geocentric, geology, geodesy.

8

Takes a predicate nominative, like Etµi. y{voµm has a wide range of meaning. We
have found it helpful to think in two categories, "to be," or " to come into being."
Most uses fall into one of these two groups.
The root is clearly visible outside of the present tense stem.

9

Aorist middle deponent.

10

The root undergoes ablaut, dropping out E'\J.

11

The root undergoes ablaut, dropping out EU.

12

Heuristic is an adjective that describes a person who learns by discovery. Eureka,

meaning "I found it," is an interjection used by Archimedes when he discovered
how to measure the purity of the king's gold crown.
13 An eta is inserted after the tense stem, just as in y{voµm.
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7tpocr£pxoµm

I come/ go to (86; np6c; + *£px)
(1tpOCTTJpx6µTJY), 1tpOCTEAEUaOµat, 1tpocr~A.eov 15

7tpOCTEUXOµat

I pray (85; *npournx)

(1tpOGTJUXOµTJY), 1tpOCTEU1;oµm
'
nup, nupoc;,
~

fire (71; *nup) 16

'

to

Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

138,162
250
2,517
104,390

75.56%

Congratulations! You now know three out of every four word occurrences in
the New Testament.

Previous Words
present

aorist

present

aorist

ytVUJ(JKUJ

£yvwv17

A.£yw

Etnov 18

fr~cinw

£1;£~aA.ov

6pciw

Et8ov 19

hw

foxov

'
cruvayw

CTUYTJ'YUYOV

£pxoµm

~A.eov

14

15
16
17

18

The future middle deponent is not that irregular. The alpha lengthens to eta
(ablaut), the mu is inserted before the beta as it is in the present, and the beta turns
to a psi because of the sigma in the tense formative . *A.a~• A.ri~ • A.riµ~ + ooµm •A.~µ
'lfOµm.
The root undergoes ablaut, dropping out rn.
A pyromaniac is a person who has a compulsive desire to start destructive fires .
Its paradigm is as follows: Eyvwv, Eyvw~, E')'vw; EyvwµEv, E')'vw1E, Eyvwoav. You might
expect the third plural to be £yvwv, but this form never occurs in the New Testament.
£yvwoav is used in every instance (17 times).
f, the digamma, is another letter that, like the consonantal iota, dropped out of the
Greek alphabet long before Koine Greek. That it was once present still affects the
forms of words. In this case, because the root of Etnov is *fm, the iota did not
lengthen but rather an epsilon was added as its augment and the digamma
dropped out (E + fm • Etnov).

19 Et8ov is a second aorist without a present tense form . All the other words meaning
"see" have their own aorist stems, and yet most grammars associate the word with
opaw. opaw does have its own first aorist middle deponent form, wljlaµ riv (aorist subjunctive), but it is quite rare, occurring in the New Testament only in Luke 13:28. We
will list Et8ov as the aorist of opaw as do most grammars.
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22.17

You already know that o18a is actually a perfect with a present meaning. i\8av functions as the imperfect and aorist of ot8a but actually is
a pluperfect (chapter 25), which explains why its forms are different.
1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

i\8av
tlorn;
tloa

1 pl

2 pl
3 pl

tl8aµ£v
TIO£t1£
tl8rnmv

Advanced Information
22.18

Undefined vs. Punctiliar. One of the primary areas of confusion in
Greek exegesis comes when people confuse the Greek undefined with
the English punctiliar aspect. The English punctiliar describes an
action as occurring in a single point of time. "The tidal wave hit the
boat." 20 The Greek undefined is not punctiliar. It tells you nothing
about the action of the verb except that it happened.
It is interesting that Luke's version of Jesus' statement we mentioned
in §15.17 is a little different from Mark's. He says, "If anyone wishes

to come after me, let him deny himself and take up his cross daily, and
follow me" (Luke 9:23). He includes "daily" to emphasize that the
action of "taking up" occurs every day. Does this contradict the Markan account that simply says, "take up"? No. Both Mark and Luke use
the same undefined aspect when saying "take up." The verb does not
specify the nature of the action; it merely says that it should occur. But
Luke includes the adverb "daily" to clarify that this action is a daily
action. He could just have easily used the continuous aspect ("taking
up") and arrived at the same meaning. 21
Part of the misconception surrounding the Greek undefined aspect is
due to the fact that it can be used to describe a punctiliar action. However, such a verb is not punctiliar because of its aspect but because of
the context and the meaning of the word. You cannot use the continuous aspect to describe a punctiliar action, so by default you must use
the undefined.

20

The continuous version of this sentence would be, "The tidal wave was hitting the
boat."

21

If you want to get very specific, the Greek undefined aspect does not describe what
actually happened. It describes how the writer chooses to tell you about the action.
You could describe a waterfall with a continuous verb, emphasizing the continual
flow of water. You could also use the undefined aspect to describe the waterfall.
This would not mean that you did not know whether the water was continually
falling or not. It means that you did not care to emphasize its continual flowing. You
just wanted to say that the water started at the top and ended at the bottom.

Chapter 23

First Aorist Active/Middle Indicative
Exegetical Insight
The aorist tense has often been mishandled by both scholars and preachers.
Aorist verbs too frequently are said to denote once-for-all action when the text
has no such intention. Bill Mounce makes this abundantly clear in his lucid
discussion below. Having been warned of this error, we should not go to the
other extreme and fail to see that in some contexts the aorist does denote
once-for-all action, not merely because the verb is an aorist but because of the
context. Rom 6:10 says of Jesus, yap an£8av£v, 'TI aµaprt!f an£8av£v £~anal;
("for the death that he died, he died to sin once for all"). The aorist an£8av£v
("he died") clearly refers to the once-for-all death of Jesus, for the verb is modified by the adverb £~anal; ("once for all"). Paul's purpose is to teach that by
virtue of his death Jesus has conquered the power of sin and death once-for-all.

o

Jesus' victory over sin and death is not of mere historical interest, for Romans
6 teaches that those who belong to Jesus share his victory over sin. Verse 2 says,
ohtvE<; an£8avoµ£v 'TI aµapct!f, nw<; En t;~aoµEv EV m'.nTI ("we who have died to
sin, how shall we still live in it?"). The subsequent verses (vv. 3-6) clarify that
we died to sin by being baptized into Christ, for when we were baptized into
him we were crucified together with Christ. The aorist an£8avoµ£v ("we died")
in verse 2, therefore, denotes our once-for-all death to sin at our conversion.
When we died with Christ the power of sin was broken decisively for us. This
does not mean that we cannot sin any longer. Otherwise, the exhortation not
to let sin reign in our lives would be superfluous (vv. 12-14). It does mean that
the mastery, dominion, and lordship of sin has been broken in a decisive way
for believers. Since Christ conquered sin at his death, and since we died with
Christ, we now share in his victory over sin. "Therefore do not let sin reign in
your mortal body, so that you obey its desires" (v. 12).

Thomas R. Schreiner

Overview
In this chapter we will learn that:
• first aorists are formed "regularly" by adding an augment, tense formative
(aa), and secondary endings to the aorist tense stem (e.g., £A.uaa);
• most first aorist tense stems are identical to their present tense stems;
• when the sigma of the tense formative is added to a stem ending in a stop,
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the same changes we saw in the future also occur in the first aorist (e.g.,
~A,bwJ • £~A£\jHX);

•

contract verbs lengthen their final stem vowel before the tense formative,
just as they do in the future (e.g., y£vvciw • £y£vvricra);

•

liquid stems use a as a tense formative and not cra.

English
23. l

As we discussed in the previous chapter, English forms its past tense
in two different ways. An "irregular" verb alters its stem. "I am eating
my lunch now." "I ate my dinner last night." A "regular" verb adds
"-ed" to the stem. "I clean my desk every day." "I cleaned mine last
year."

Greek
23.2

As we also discussed in the previous chapter, Greek has two ways of
forming the aorist tense. The second aorist is the Greek equivalent of
the English "irregular" formulation; the verb stem is altered to form
the different tenses.
The first aorist is the Greek equivalent of the English "regular" formulation. In the first aorist, instead of altering the stem of the verb to
form the aorist stem, the tense uses a tense formative (cra). The majority of verbs in Greek follow this pattern.

23.3

Translation. The aorist active is normally translated with the simple
English past indicating undefined action. "I studied." Whether a verb
is a first or second aorist has no connection to its meaning, just its
form.
Remember that aspect is primary, and all the aorist tells you is that an
event occurred; it tells you nothing more about the aspect of the event.
And the aorist is not necessarily punctiliar; it is "undefined."
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Characteristics of the First Aorist Active
23.4

Chart

Augment +Aorist active tense stem +
Tense formative (aa) + Secondary active personal endings
£+AU+ Ga+ µEv • EAUGaµEv

Notice that there are no connecting vowels. The tense formative is Ga
and therefore a connecting vowel is unnecessary.
23.5

Paradigm: First aorist active indicative
first aorist

translation

1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

£AU Ga1
£ A,u Ga c;
£ A,u G£ (v)2

I loosed
You loosed
He/she/it loosed

1 pl

£AD Ga µEv

2 pl
3 pl

£AU Ga rE
£AU Gav

We loosed
You loosed
They loosed

ending

imperfect second aorist

-

EAUOV

EAa~ov

c;
- (v)

EAUEc;

£:fo~£c;

EAUE(v)

EAa~E(v)

µEV
1E
v

EAUoµEv £Aa~oµEv
EAunE
EAUOV

£Aa~nE
EAa~ov

23.6

Augment. The first aorist is augmented just as the second aorist and
imperfect.

23.7

Tense form. The aorist active is formed from the first aorist tense stem,
which is generally the same form as the present tense stem. If the
aorist stem of a verb is different from the present, the verb will usually
have a second aorist.

23.8

Tense formative. Greek adds a tense formative between the stem and
the personal endings to form the first aorist in the same way that it
adds sigma to form the future. The first aorist active tense formative
is oa. 3

1

No ending is used, so the tense formative stands by itself.

2

No ending is used, but in this case (as opposed to the first person singular) the
alpha of the tense formative is changed to an epsilon.

3

Some argue that the tense formative is sigma, and the alpha is a connecting vowel.
But see Smyth, §455-456.
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Because the tense formative ends with a vowel, there is no need for a
connecting vowel, and so the personal endings are added directly to
the tense formative.
The tense formative for the active is easy to spot. The only time it
alters its form is the third person singular, where instead of the oa it is
GE.

23.9

Personal endings. The first aorist active uses secondary personal endings because the aorist tense is augmented. This means it has the same
personal endings as the imperfect and second aorist except in the first
person singular.
If you have been memorizing the personal endings as a combination
of connecting vowel and personal ending (e.g., oµEv), then you may
not see the similarity between the endings in the first aorist and in the
imperfect as clearly. But if you have been keeping the connecting
vowel and personal ending distinct (e.g., o +µEv), then you already
know the endings used in the first aorist.

23.10

Contract verbs. As was the case in the future, contract verbs lengthen
their contract vowel before the tense formative. ayartaw becomes
~"fcX1tT]GU.

23.11

Stems ending in a stop. We have already seen how the stops change
when followed by a sigma, both in third declension nouns as well as
in verbs in the future. What was true in the future is also true in the
first aorist active. First aorist stems ending in a labial form a psi when
joined to the tense formative. Stems ending in a velar (including aoow
verbs) form a xi. Stems ending in a dental (including t/;w and at;w
verbs) lose the dental.

•

£~A.E\jfa

+ oa

£1pt\jfa

• \jf

~A.£ rt +

~(J

• \jf

i;p{~

(j>o • \jf

rpaqi + oa

•
•

KG • s

rtA.f.K + oa

.s

• En AESa

rev{'Y

·s

~p£x + oa

• ErtVt/;a
• £~pEsa

yo

XP

4

oa

1t(J

104 •

(J

8o

•

(J

80

• (J

+ oa

ortEu8 + oa
rtti0

+ oa

•
•

£ypa\jla

EortEUGa
ErtEwa

There is no example of this combination in aorist verbs in the New Testament.
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23.12

Second aorist stems with first aorist endings. Occasionally you will
find certain second aorist forms with an alpha instead of an omicron
as the connecting vowel. Instead of £hov you will find £hav, and
instead of ~A-0ov
will find ~A-0av. There is no difference in meaning, just in form.

lou

Liquid Aorists
23.13

Chart: First aorist active indicative (liquid)

Augment + Aorist active tense stem +
Tense formative

(a)

+ Secondary active personal endings

E+ µ£tv +a +µEv• f.µdvaµ£v
Instead of adding cm as the tense formative, liquid verbs add only
alpha and then sometimes modify the tense stem. The paradigmatic
verb used here is µ£vw.
The phenomena of the liquids affect only the future and aorist tenses.
They will not come into consideration in any of the remaining chapters.
23.14

Paradigm: First aorist active indicative (liquid)
aorist liquid 1

translation

first aorist

1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

£µ£tva
£µ£tvac;;
Eµ£lY£(v)

I remained
You remained
He/she/it remained

£A-ucra
£A-ucrac;;
£A-ucr£(v)

1 pl

£µ£ivaµ£v
£µdvat£
£µ£tvav

We remained
You remained
They remained

£A-foaµ£v
£A-foat£
EA'lJ<JUV

2 pl
3 pl

5

Here is the reason if you want to know. Greek, like any language, was always in a
state of change. One type of formation overrides another, things are added, things
are removed. One evidence of this state of flux can be seen in certain second aorist
forms. Koine Greek was in the process of phasing out its second aorist endings
while retaining the second aorist stems. As a result, we occasionally run across second aorist stems with first aorist endings, such as Etnav and ~\6av .
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As you can see, µ£vw has altered its stem in the aorist tense: the epsilon
has changed to Et. All verbs that occur fifty times or more and have a
liquid aorist are listed in the Appendix, page 396.
23.15

Forms. The keys to recognizing a liquid aorist are two:

•

the final stem consonant is a liquid;

•

the tense formative is a, not <Ja.

Aorist Middle Indicative
23.16

Like the future, the aorist uses distinct forms for the middle and the
passive. (We will learn passives in the next chapter.) Like the future
middle, the aorist middle is identical to the aorist active except that it
uses middle/passive personal endings.

23.17

Chart: First aorist middle indicative

Augment+ Aorist active tense stem+
Tense formative (<Ja) +
Secondary middle/passive personal endings

£ +AU + <Ja +µriv • EA'U<Jaµriv

23.18

6

Paradigm: First aorist middle indicative. The translations are still in
the active because all the middles you will see in this chapter are
active in meaning.

first aorist

translation

1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

£ A.u <Ju µriv
£Au <J
£Au <Ja 10

I loosed
You loosed
He/she/it loosed

1 pl
2 pl
3 pl

£ Au <Ju µ£9a
£Au <Ja <J9£
£AU <Ja v10

We loosed
You loosed
They loosed

w6

ending

second aorist

µriv
<JO
10

£r£v6µriv
E'YEVO'U
£r£vno

µ£9a
<J9£
V10

£r£v6µ£9a
£r£vrn9£
£r£vov10

Remember that the actual personal ending is oo. When combined with the tense formative, the second sigma drops out because it is intervocalic (i.e., "between vowels") and the vowels contract to omega (*oa + ao • oao •ow).
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23.19

You know that a verb is a middle deponent in the aorist if the third
tense form of the verb listed in the lexicon ends in "µT]v."
apvfoµm
I deny (33, v-ld[2a])
(~pYOUµT]Y), apY~GOµat, ~pYT]GcXµT]Y, -, ~pYT]µat, -

Middle Voice
23.20

Up to this point, every middle we have seen is deponent and therefore
has an active meaning. There is another situation we need to look at.
A few verbs have one meaning in the active and another in the middle.
The most common example of this is apxw, which in the active means
"I rule" but in the middle (apxoµm) means "I begin."
apxw
apxoµm

act: I rule
mid: !begin

a1nw
fonoµm

act: I light (a fire)
mid: I touch
Summary

1.

A verb that has a first aorist stem forms its aorist active by adding an augment, tense formative (aa), and secondary personal endings to the aorist
tense stem. The aorist middle is a distinct form from the passive, and is
formed in the same way as is the active except that it uses middle/passive
personal endings.

2.

Like the second aorist, the first aorist describes an undefined action usually occurring in past time.

3.

Verbs with stems ending in a stop behave in the aorist as they do in the
future in reference to the sigma of the tense formative.

4.

Contract verbs lengthen their final stem vowel before the tense formative.

5.

Liquid aorists use a and not aa as their tense formative, and sometimes
modify their tense stem.
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Master Verb Chart
Tense

Aug/ Tense
Redup stem

Present act
Present mid/pas
Imperfect act
Imperfect mid/pas

E
E

Future act
Liquid fut act
Future mid
Liquid fut mid
1st aorist act
Liquid aorist act
2nd aorist act
1st aorist mid
2nd aorist mid

Conn.
vowel

Personal
endings

1st sing
paradigm

pres
pres

0/E
o/E

prim act
prim mid/pas

A.uw
A.foµm

pres
pres

O/E
O/E

sec act
sec mid/pas

£A.uov
EAUOµT]V

ECY

O/E

prim act
prim act
prim mid/pas
prim mid/pas

A.uaw
µEVW

a

o/E
O/E
O/E

fut
fut
fut
fut
E
E
E
E
E

Tense
form.

act
act
act
act

aor act
aor act
aor act
aor act
aor act

a
ECY

au

u
O/E
au

O/E

sec act
sec act
sec act
sec mid/pas
sec mid/pas

nopEuaoµm
µEvouµm
£A.uau
EµEtVU
EAU~OV

f:A. ucrciµ T]V
EyEvOµT]v

Vocabulary

an

I depart (117;
+ *£p:x;
and£fooµm, anftA.0ov

an + *£A.rn0)

active: I rule (86; *apx)
middle: I begin7
ap1;oµm, ~pl;aµriv
ypaqiw

I write (191; *ypa<j>) 8
(£ypa<jlov), ypa\jfw, £ypa\jfa

8t6

therefore, for this reason (53)
I praise, honor, glorify (61; *8o1;a8) 9
(£861;at;ov), 8o1;aaw, £861;aaa

power, miracle (119; *8uvaµ1) 10
7

apxw occurs primarily in the middle in the New Testament. As a prefix it means

8

"chief" (e.g., archbishop, archangel).
Graphic (ypu$tK6~) means, "pertaining to writing."
Vet.bal cow.ate_ oi oO.tg..

9
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KT]pUa<JUJ
7tt VUJ

I proclaim, preach (61; *KT]puy) 11
(£K~pucrcrov), KT]pusw, EK~pusa
I drink (73; *m) 12
(bnvov), nfoµm , £nwv

Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

138,162
258
761
105,151
76.11%

Previous Words
Present

O:KO'UUJ
ouvaµm
e£A.w
A.uw
1tt<JT£\JUJ
,
nopEuoµm

Aorist
" U<JO:
T]KO'

~8£A. Tj<JO: 13

£A.ucra
' ,
£1tt<JT£\J<JO:

Stems ending in a stop
~0:7tTt1;UJ

£~anncra

~A.£nw

E~AE\j/O:

8t8acrKw
npocrrnxoµm

£oi8asa
npocrl]usaµ T]Y
fowcra

m{>l;w

Dynamite comes from ouvaµtc;, but you
cannot define the latter by the former because English was not a language until
hundreds of years later. See D.A. Carson, Exegetical Fallacies, pp. 32-33.

lO This is the cognate noun of the verb ouvaµm.

11

The kerygma is a term used by C.H. Dodd to describe the essential nature of the gospel message in the early church. See R.H. Mounce, The Essential Nature of New Testament Preaching (Eerdmans). Kerygma is from the cognate noun KT]puyµa.

12 n{vw is from the root *m to which was added a nu in the formation of the present
tense stem (class v-3; see §20.24).

A potion is something you drink (from *m through the French, potion).
13 The root of 6£/cw is *E6E/c. It lost the initial epsilon in the present, but its influence can
still be seen in the augment (e.g., ~6E/cov) . It also inserts an eta before the tense formative as if it were an epsilon contract (e.g., ~6£/cricrav).
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Contract stems

aye.maw
aKoA.ou0£w
yEvvaw
saw
slltEw
ICaAEW
AaAEW
nA-rip6w
7tOtEW
'
7tpO<JlCUVEW
rripf:w

' '
TJYa7tTJ<Ja

~ICOAOU0TJ<Ja

EyEVVTJ<Ja
£sTJ<Ja
ES~tT]<Ja

£KaA-rna 14
£A.aA-TJ<Ja
E7tA~pwaa
£noiriaa
7tpO<JEICUVTJ<Ja 15
h~priaa

Liquid stems

a'ipw
cl7tOKtElVW
anoatf:Uw
£y£ipw
Kpt VW
'
µEVW

14

"
TJpa
cl7tEICt£tVa
anfotEtA-a
~yEtpa

frptva
£µ£tva 16

As in the future, KaA.£w does not lengthen its final stem vowel before the tense formative.
15 Notice that npocrKuv£w is a compound verb (even though KUVECJJ does not occur in
the New Testament) and augments as such.
16 E changes to Et (ablaut).

Chapter 24

Aorist and Future Passive Indicative
Exegetical Insight
The biblical writers are so open and direct in speaking of God's actions for us
and for our salvation, that it may come as a surprise to students of New Testament Greek that sometimes God's sovereign grace is hidden in grammatical
expressions that do not contain the name of God at all. This is the case with the
construction Max Zerwick has called the "theological passive." Jewish reticence about speaking of God directly shows up quite often in Jesus' use of the
future passive indicative-perhaps as a kind of understatement for rhetorical
effect.
There are four classic examples in the Beatitudes, where Jesus says of those he
pronounces "Blessed" that "they will be comforted" (Matt 5:4), "they will be
filled" (5:6), "they will be shown mercy" (5:7), and "they will be called children
of God" (5:9). The meaning is that God will comfort them, fill them, show them
mercy, and call them his children. In a promise of answered prayer, Jesus says,
"Ask and it will be given you ... knock and it will be opened" (Luke 11:9).
Clearly, God is the One who gives and who opens the door.
The aorist passive is used less often in this way, yet Peter speaks of the prophets to whom "it was revealed" (that is, to whom God revealed) that their prophecies were for us (1 Peter 1:12). God's sovereignty embraces even the terrible
judgments in Revelation, where four horsemen were "given" (£868ri) power to
kill by sword, famine, and disease (Rev 6:8), and John himself was "given"
(£868ri) a reed to measure the temple court for judgment (11:1). Here too God
is the unexpressed Giver.
In English the passive voice is often considered a sign of weak style, but in
Greek it can be a clear signal that God is at work.

J. Ramsey Michaels
Overview
In this chapter we will learn that:
• the aorist and future passives are formed from the same tense stem. It is
listed sixth and last in the lexicon;
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•

the aorist passive is formed with an augment, aorist passive tense stem,
tense formative (0ri or ri), and secondary active endings.

•

the future passive is formed with the unaugmented aorist passive tense
stem, tense formative (0ricr or ricr), connecting vowel, and primary passive
endings.

English
24.1

In English, the past passive is formed by using the helping verb

"was" /"were" and the past participle form of the verb. "I was flunked
by the Hebrew teacher."
The future passive is formed by using the helping verb "will," the
helping verb "be," and the past participle form of the English verb. "I
will be flunked if I do not study."
The future continuous passive is formed in the same way except that
"being" is inserted. "I will be being flunked," which obviously is not
a common tense in English.
A chart of all the English tenses is given in the Appendix on page 353.

Greek
24.2

We have already learned the aorist and future active and middle. In
this chapter we will look at the aorist and future passive. Both these
tenses are formed from the same tense stem, so it is natural to discuss
them at the same time.
There are only four or five points to be learned in this chapter. The
grammar is very easy. We are also almost done with the Master Verb
Chart.

First Aorist Passive
24.3

Translation. The aorist passive is translated with the helping verb
"was" /"were" and designates an event of undefined aspect, normally in past time. "I was tested." "They were flunked ."
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Chart: First aorist passive indicative

Augment + Aorist passive stem + Tense formative (8TJ) +
Secondary active personal endings

Because the tense formative 8T]1 ends in a vowel, the connecting vowels are unnecessary. Notice also that this passive uses active endings.
24.5

Paradigm: First aorist passive indicative

1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

1 pl
2 pl
3 pl

first aorist pas.

translation

£Au 8TJ v

I was loosed
You were loosed
He/she/it was loosed

£Au8TJc;
£Au 8TJ
£AU 8T] µEv
£AU 8T] tE
£AU 8T] crcxv 2

We were loosed
You were loosed
They were loosed

ending

imperfect act.

v

EAUOV

c;

EAuEc;
EADE

µEV
tE
crcxv

EAUoµEv
EAUEtE
EAUOV

24.6

Augment. The aorist passive stem uses the augment, which normally
indicates past time.

24.7

Tense form . The first aorist passive tense stem is generally the same as
the present tense stem. If it is different, the verb will usually have a
second aorist passive.

The aorist passive tense form of the verb is listed as the sixth form in
the lexicon: ~X8T]v.
ayw

I lead (67; *ay)
(~yov), a~w, ~ycxyov, -, -, ~X8T]V

24.8

Tense formative. The tense formative is 8T] and easy to spot because it
never varies. Almost every time you see the 8T] you can assume the
verb is an aorist passive. 3

Advanced information for the curious: the tense formative actually is 0£, which in
this form has lengthened to 0T]. We will see the shortened form in other situations
later.
2

This form uses the alternative ending cra.v instead of the nu used in the imperfect
and second aorist. We have already seen this ending on the aorist active, third person plural of y1vwcrKw: Eyvwcra.v.
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24.9

Secondary active endings. The aorist passive uses active endings.
This use of active endings for the aorist passive will resurface several
more times.

24.10

Stems ending in a stop. Stops change when immediately followed by
a theta, according to the following pattem. 4
£~A-£4>8riv

ne

qie

*~A,rn

~e

qie

*£A-riµ~ + eriv

K8

xe

*8tWK

+ eri

£81wxeriv

ye

xe

*ay

+ eri

~xeriv

18

085

+ eri

88

08

*~ann8+

ee

08

*nne

eri

+ eri

•

£A-~µ4>8riv

£~amfoeriv

E1tEL08TJV

3

The only exception to this is an epsilon contract verb like aKoA.oue£w, which, when
used with a tense formative, has the 8T] combination because of the lengthened
contract vowel (e.g., i]KoA.ou8T]cra, which is aorist active, or aKoA.oueTicrw, which is
future active).

4

For you grammarian experts, this is called "aspiration." In one sense, in English it
is what turns " t" to "th," or "p " to "ph," or "c" to "ch." It is like adding the "h"
sound (which is an "aspirate"). The same holds true for Greek. Theta is like an
aspirated tau .
To put it another way, if you look at the Square of Stops, you can see the pattern.
7t

<P

<P

K

x

x

T

e

CJ

If the stop occurs in the left or middle column, the stop shifts to its corresponding
stop in the right column.
5

There is no example of this combination in aorist verbs in the New Testament.
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Second Aorist Passive
24.11

Chart: Second aorist passive indicative

Augment + Aorist passive tense stem +
Tense formative (T/) +
Secondary active personal endings

The paradigm for the second aorist passive uses ypa¢w. In the case of
this particular verb, the second aorist stem is not different from the
present (ypa¢w • £ypa¢riv). This serves to emphasize how important it
is to know your personal endings exactly, otherwise you might mistakenly think that one of these forms is an imperfect. The New Testament has only 32 words that occur in the second aorist passive (see
MBG).
24.12

Paradigm: Second aorist passive indicative
second aorist
passive

translation

3 sg

£ yp&.¢ T] v
£rp&.¢ ri c;
£ yp&.¢ T]

I was written
You were written
He/she/it was written

1 pl
2 pl
3 pl

£ yp&.¢ Tl µ£v
£ yp&.¢ T] 't£
£ yp&.¢ T] cmv

We were written
You were written
They were written

1 sg
2 sg

endings

ft rs t aorist
passive

v
<;
µ£v
't£
crav6

£A-ueriv
£A-u0TJ<;
£A-ueri
£A-ueriµcv
£A-u0ri•£
£A-uericrav

In the passive, sometimes the stem will be the same as in the present,
sometimes the same as in the aorist active, and sometimes it will be
different from both. It is therefore important to recognize the tense formative and personal endings used in the aorist passive.

6

Same alternate ending as in the first aorist.
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First Future Passive
24.13

Translation. The future passive is translated with the simple English
("undefined"), almost always referring to a future event: "I will be
passed."

24.14

Chart: future passive indicative. The future middle is built on the
future active tense stem and use primary middle/passive personal endings. The future passive is formed from the unaugmented aorist passive

tense stem. Whereas the aorist passive uses active endings, the future
passive uses middle/passive endings.

Aorist passive tense stem (without augment)+
Tense formative (8rw) +Connecting vowel+
Primary middle/passive personal endings
/.. u + 8110- + o + µm • /.. u8~croµm
In summary, here are the relevent formations for this chapter.

tense

24.15

endings

future active

CJ

primary active

future middle

CJ

primary middle/passive

aorist passive

0T]

future passive

0T]CJ

secondary active
primary middle/passive

Paradigm: First future passive indicative

1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

1 pl
2 pl
3 pl

7

formative

first fut. pass.

translation

conn. vowel

AU 8~cr oµm
AU 8~cr TI
h 8~o nm

I will be loosed
You will be loosed
He/she/it will be loosed

0

/.. u 8110 6µ£8a
Au 8~cr rn8£
AU 8~cr OV'tat

We will be loosed
You will be loosed
They will be loosed

0

µ£8a

£

CJ0£

0

V't<Xt

£
£

ending

µm
crat7
't<Xt

The sigma in the personal ending drops out because it is between two vowels, and
the vowels contract normally.
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Differences between the future and aorist passive
•

In the future passive there is no augment. It should be obvious

why. 8

24.17

8

•

The tense formative is 811cr, not 811. If it helps, you could think of
the 811 as part of the aorist passive stem and the sigma making the
necessary alterations to form the future passive (like the sigma in
the future active and middle).

•

The third person plural passive form -811crav is aorist and not
future. This is the only time in the first aorist passive that you have
a sigma after the 811. All other times 811cr indicates the future
passive.

Deponent futures. The only way to form a future passive is to use the
aorist passive tense stem. However, there are two kinds of future
deponents: middle deponents built on the future active tense stem
(e.g., y£v~croµm); and passive deponents built on the aorist passive
tense stem (e.g., <jlo~118~cr£tm).

The augment indicates past time, and this is the future.

You can figure this one out.
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Second Future Passive
24.18

Chart. The second future passive is formed just like the first future
passive except that the tense formative is T)<Y.

Aorist passive tense stem (without augment) +
Tense formative (17a) + Connecting vowel +
Primary middle/passive personal endings
ano<Yw/.. + T)<Y + o +µat • ano<Jw/..~<Joµat

24.19

Paradigm: Second future passive indicative

1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

1 pl
2 pl
3 pl

conn. vowel

second fut. pas.

translation

ano<Jta/.. ~CJ oµat
U7tO<JtCt.A ~(J 11
U7tO<JtCt.A ~(J £tat

I will be sent
You will be sent
He/she /it will be sent

0

ano<Jta/.. T)<Y 6µ£8a
ano<Yw/.. ~CJ rn8£
U7tO<JtaA ~(J OVtal

We will be sent
You will be sent
They will be sent

0

£
£

£
0

endings
µat
(Jat9
tat
µ£8a
<J8£
Vtet.l

Summary
1.

The aorist and future passives are formed from the same tense stem. It is
listed sixth and last in the lexical entry.

2.

The aorist passive is formed with an augment, aorist passive tense stem,
tense formative (Sri or ri), and secondary active endings.

3.

The future passive is formed with the unaugmented aorist passive tense
stem, tense formative (8T1<Y or T)<Y), connecting vowel, and primary passive
endings.

9

The sigma in the personal ending drops out because it is between two vowels, and
the vowels contract normally.
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Master Verb Chart
Tense
Present act
Present mid/pas
Imperfect act
Imperfect mid/pas

E
£

Future act
Liquid fut act
Future mid
Liquid fut mid
1st future pas
2nd future pas
1st aorist act
Liquid aorist act
2nd aorist act
1st aorist mid
2nd aorist mid
1st aorist pas
2nd aorist pas

Tense Conn. Personal
form. vowel endings

Aug/ Tense
Redup stem

E
E
E
E
£
E
E

1st sing
paradigm

pres
pres

0/£
0/£

prim act
prim mid/pas

A. uw
A.foµm

pres
pres

O/E
O/E

sec act
sec mid/ pas

EA.UOY
EA.u6µ11v

O/E
0/E
0/£
O/E
O/E
0/£

prim act
prim act
prim mid/pas
prim mid/pas
prim mid/pas
prim mid/pas

A.fow
µEvw
1tOpEuaoµm
µEvo\>µm
A.uenaoµm
a1t0(J't0.A.naoµm

sec act
sec act
sec act
sec mid/pas
sec mid/pas
sec act
sec act

EA. U(JO.
EµEtVO.

fut act
fut act
fut act
fut act
aor pas
aor pas

(J

aor act
aor act
aor act
aor act
aor act
aor pas
aor pas

(J{l

£(J
(J
£(J

e,,a
Tl<J

a.
O/E
(J(l
O/E
e,.,

,,

EA.a.~ov

EA.U(J(iµ 11v
E"(Ev6µ11v
EA. ue11v
Eypa<J>11v

There is only one more tense to learn!

Vocabulary
In chapter 25 we will learn the last tense, the perfect. When grammars list a
verb's tense forms, they place the perfect active and perfect middle/passive
between the aorist active and aorist passive. Since you do not yet know the
perfect tense, we have used dashes in the following listing for the perfect
forms.
ayw
I lead, bring, arrest (67; *a.y) 10
(~yov), U~W, f\ya.yov,11-, -, f\X8TJVlZ

a.iµa., -am;, t6

blood (97, *a.iµm) 13

lO This is the verbal part of the compound auvayw.
11

ayw undergoes what is called "Attic reduplication." This means that the word both
reduplicates and then augments the reduplicated alpha (a.y • a.ya.y • tjyayov). This is

a second aorist.
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EKCW"CO<;, -TJ, -ov

each, every (82; *£Kacno/ri)

'tµanov, -ou, 16

garment, cloak (60; *iµano) 14

opoc;, opouc;, 16

mountain, hill (63; *opo) 15

unayw

I depart (79; un + *ay)
(unfnov), -, -, -, -, -

xaipw

I fear (95; *<j>o~£) 17
(£<j>o~ouµriv), -, -, -, -, £<j>o~~eriv
I rejoice (74; *xap) 18

(£xmpov), xap~croµm, 19 -, -, -, £xapriv 20

Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

138,162
266
617
105,768
76.55%

12

The gamma has changed to a chi because of the following theta, in compliance
with the rules (§24.9).

13

Hematology is the study of blood.
The himation is a Greek garment worn over the tunic.
Orology and orography both mean the study of mountains.
Some do not list <j>o~E.oµm as a deponent, and yet the meaning is always active. In
the passive it can mean "I am seized with fear," "I am caused to be fearful."
The English phobia derives from this root and is commonly used as a combining
form.
xa{pEtv (an infinitive, chapter 32) was the common greeting in Koine Greek (cf.
Acts 15:23; James 1:1).
The future middle deponent is quite regular. The stem diphthong m has shifted to
alpha (ablaut, as in the aorist passive), and the eta is inserted after the stem. *xmp
• xap • xap1]croµm.
Second aorist passive.

14
15
16

17

18

19

20
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Previous Words
In the following chart, we list the aorist and future passive if they occur in the
New Testament; otherwise, there is a dash. There are further discussions of the
stems in the Appendix, pages 382-395.
present active
,
'

Cl.KOU(!)

aorist passive

~KOUcr8T]V

21

future passive
UKOUCJ8~croµat

apxw
8uvaµm

~bUV~8T]V

btbcX,CJK(l)

f:818axeriv 22

£xw
A.uw

f:A.u8riv

mcr1£uw

E1ttcr't£U8T]V

1tOpEUoµat

E1tOpEU8T]V

A.ue~croµm

Ablaut and Stem Change

an£pxoµm
U1t08VTICJK(l)
~&nw

E~A~8T]V

ytvoµm

EYEV~8T]V

'Yl VWCJKW

f:yvwcreriv

yvwcre~croµm

£pxoµm
EUptcrKW

EUpE8TjV

A.f:yw

Epp£8riv 23

mvw

E1t08T]V

npocr£pxoµm
Stems Ending in a Stop
~an-ril;;w
~A.£nw

ypa<)lw

f:ypa<)lriv

8ol;al;;w

f:8ol;acreriv

'
KT]pUCJCJ(l)

f:Kripuxeriv

A.aµ~avw

EA~µ<)l8riv 24

npocrEpxoµm
21

Several verbs insert a sigma after the tense stem and before the tense formative.

22

The sigma has dropped out, and the kappa has changed to chi in accordance with
the rules (§24.9).

23

The aorist passive of A.Eyw is formed from a different root: *Ep. The same root is used
in the formation of the future active form: £pw.
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present active

aorist passive

future passive

cruvayw

CJUV~X,8TJV

cruvax8~croµm

crciJl;w

ECJW8TJV

crw8~croµm

n:pocrcuxoµm

Contract Stems

ayamiw
aKoA.ou8£w
)'EVVaW
i:pwnxw
/;;aw
/;;TJcTJ8~croµm

/;;TJcEW
wA.£w

EKA~8TJV

KATJ8~croµm

A.aA.£w

A.aA. TJ8~croµm

op aw

EAaA ~8TJV
W<jl8TJV 25

n:A.TJp6w

i:n:A.TJpW8TJV

n:A.TJpw8~croµm

o<jl8~croµm

7r0l£W
'
n:pOCJKUVEW

cTJpEW
Liquid Stems

a'ipw

~p8TJV

ap8~croµm

U7r0Kptvoµm

U7rEKpt8TJV

U7r0Kpt8~CJOµm

U7rOKcElVW

U7r£KCUV8TJV

an:ocrcf:Uw

U7r£CJcaATJV

£y£ipw

~)'Ep8TJV

EyEp8~croµm

£K~anw

ESE~A.~8TJV

EK~ATJ8~croµm

8£A.w

~8£A.~8TJV 26

Kpivw

EKpt8T]V

µf:vw
xaipw
24

The same changes that occur in the future middle deponent occur in the aorist passive as well, along with the change of the final beta to a phi, in accordance with the
rules (§24.9).

25

The aorist passive of 6paw is formed from a different root: *on. The omicron is augmented, and the pi is altered (i.e., "aspirated") to a phi because of the following
theta (cf. §24.9). The same root is used in the formation of the future middle deponent form: ihyoµm .

26

Note that it augments here as it does in the imperfect, since the stem originally
began with an epsilon.

Chapter 25

Perfect Indicative
Exegetical Insight
It is often the very first and the very last thing we say that is the most impor-

tant, or the statement that is the most memorable. First impressions and last
impressions are the lasting impressions. The same is true for Jesus. The first
statement we hear him say is that he should be in his Father's house (Luke
2:49). Even at the age of twelve, he was aware of his divine lineage.
And as he hung on the cross, having lived a sinless life, having paid the penalty for your sins and mine, Jesus uttered his last words before dying. Tn£A.rn1m. "It is finished" (John 19:30). This one word summary of Jesus' life and
death is perhaps the single most important statement in all of Scripture. The
word means "to complete," "to bring to perfection." Jesus had fully done the
work God the Father sent him to do. Paul spends Romans 5 discussing this
very fact, that our salvation is sure because Christ's death totally defeated the
effects of Adam's sin, completely.
But the tense of the verb, the "perfect" tense, brings out even more of what
Jesus was saying. The perfect describes an action that was fully completed and
has consequences at the time of speaking. Jesus could have used the aorist,
hcA.£creri, and simply said, "The work is done." But there is more, there is hope
for you and for me. Because Jesus fully completed his task, the ongoing effects
are that you and I are offered the free gift of salvation so that we can be with
him forever. Praise the Lord. Tn£A.rn1m.
William D. Mounce

Overview
In this chapter we will learn that:
• the perfect indicates a completed action whose effects are felt in the
speaker's present. The action normally occurred in the past;
• if a verb begins with a consonant, it receives a consonantal reduplication
to form the perfect (A.uw • A.£A.um);
• if a verb begins with a vowel, it receives a vocalic reduplication to form the
perfect (ayanaw • ~yampca);
• the perfect uses the tense formative Ka and primary personal endings;
• the classical rule of the middle voice is that the subject does the action of
the verb in some way that affects itself.
224
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English
25.1

English has no exact counterpart to the Greek perfect tense.
•

The English past tense indicates that something happened in the
past, whether it was continuous or undefined. "I wrote" means I
did something previously, but it does not say whether I
completed my studies.

•

When you use the helping verbs "have" or "has," the action
described was done in the (recent) past and the statement is
accurate up to now ("I have written").

•

The English present can describe an action with current
consequences ("It is written") . This is close to the Greek perfect.

Greek
25.2

Meaning. The Greek perfect is one of the more interesting tenses and
is often used to express great theological truths. The Greek perfect

describes an action that was brought to completion and whose effects are felt
in the present. 1 Because it describes a completed action, by implication
the action described by the perfect verb normally occurred in the past.
For example, "Jesus died" is a simple statement of an event that happened in the past. In Greek this would be in the aorist. But if we used
the Greek perfect to say, "Jesus has died," then we might expect the
verse to continue by spelling out the present significance of that past
action. "Jesus has died for my sins."
Another example is the verb "to write." When the Bible says, "It is
written," this is usually in the perfect tense. Scripture was written in
the past but is applicable in the present. That is why some translations
choose the present "It is written," instead of "It has been written."
This emphasizes its abiding significance. The translation "It stands
written" would state this nuance even clearer.
25.3

Translation. It can become somewhat complicated to translate the
perfect tense because of the absence of any exact English parallel.
Choose between the two possibilities below, depending upon the
needs of the context.
•

Use the helping verbs "have/has" and the past participle form of
the verb (e.g., "has written"). Be sure to remember the true
significance of the Greek perfect. This will help you differentiate
between the aorist ("I wrote") and the perfect ("I have written").

Remember: the time of the verb is from the standpoint of the speaker/writer, not
the reader. What is present to the biblical writer may or may not be present to us.
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•

Use the English present tense when the current implications of the
action of the verb are emphasized by the context ("It is written").

This is the last tense that you will learn (but see Advanced Information
for the pluperfect). There are a few more variations, but this is the last
actual tense. Once again, congratulations!

Perfect
25.4

Chart: Perfect active indicative

Reduplication + Perfect active tense stem +
Tense formative (Ka)+ Primary active personal endings
A, +

E + A, u + Ka + µEv • AEA uKaµEv

The perfect active is a primary tense and uses primary endings. However, because of the alpha in the tense formative it appears to be similar to the first aorist.
25.5

Paradigm: Perfect active indicative

1 sg

2 sg
3 sg
1 pl
2 pl

3 pl

perfect active

translation

ending

aorist active

A.EA.urn
A.£A.urnc;
A.£1. UKE(v)2

I have loosed
You have loosed
He/she/it has loosed

c;
- (v)

£hem
£A.ucrac;
EA ucrE(v)

µEV
't"E
Gl (v)

EA.foaµEv
EAUcrmE
£A.ucrav

AEA u1mµEv
We have loosed
AEAUK<X'rE
You have loosed
3
A-EA.urncri(v) They have loosed

2

The tense formative changes from Ka to KE, much like the change in the first aorist
from cm to 0£.

3

The ending is actually vot(v), but the nu has dropped out because of the sigma.
The third plural can also be A.ioA.uKav, which resembles the first aorist. There are
thirty-one perfect active, third person plural, forms in the New Testament; this
"alternate" form occurs nine times.
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25.6

Chart: Perfect middle/passive indicative

Reduplication +
Perfect middle/passive tense stem +
Primary middle/passive personal endings
A. + £ + A. u + µm • A.f:A. uµm

Note that there is no tense formative and no connecting vowel. The
middle and passive are identical in the perfect, as they are in the
present.

25.7

25.8

Paradigm: Perfect middle/passive indicative. The paradigm gives
the translation of the passive.
perfect
mid./pas.

translation

ending

present
mid./pas.

1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

A.f:A.uµm
AEAuGat
AEAU1<Xt

I have been loosed
You have been loosed
He/she/it has been loosed

µm
Gat4

A.foµm

nn

A.un
A.unm

1 pl
2 pl
3 pl

A.£AuµE8a
AEAUG8£
A.£A.uv-cm5

We have been loosed
You have been loosed
They have been loosed

µ£8a
G8£
V'"CUt

A.u6µ£8a
A.urn8£
AUoY'"Cat

Reduplication. The most notable difference in form between the perfect and other tenses is the reduplication of the initial letter. The fact
that it is so obvious makes identification of the perfect relatively easy.
There are several variations to the rules governing reduplication, but
here are the basic guidelines.

4

This is the only place where the true second person singular, primary passive ending appears without contraction obscuring its form. Elsewhere it is preceded by a
vowel, the sigma drops out, and the vowels contract.

5

The third person plural perfect passive occurs only nine times in the New Testament, six of those being the form a<j>£wv1m (from a<j>iT]µt) . See Advanced Information.
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l.

Consonantal reduplication. If a verb begins with a single consonant, 6

that consonant is reduplicated and the two consonants are separated by
an epsilon.
A.u •A.du• A.£A.uKa

If the consonant that was reduplicated is ~, x, or 8, the
reduplicated consonant will change to 1t, K, or 1, respectively.
~avcp6w

• ~£~av£po

xcxpit;oµm ' X£XCXPls
8£pCX1t£UW • 8£8£pCX1tEU

1t£~av£pwrn

K£XUPHJµm
1£8£panrnµm

As you can see from looking at the Square of Stops, the stop in the
right column ("aspirates") is shifting to its corresponding stop in
the left column ("voiceless").7

2.

voiceless

voiced

aspirates

1t

~

~

K

'Y

x

'

8

8

Vocalic reduplication. If a verb begins with a vowel or diphthong, the
vowel is lengthened. 8 Vocalic reduplication is identical in form to

the augment in the imperfect and aorist. 9
ayanaw • ~ya1tT]KCX
m 1£w

1\1T]KCX

Now, when you see an initial augment/vocalic reduplication, the
verb can be one of three tenses: imperfect; aorist; perfect.
If the verb begins with two consonants, 10 the verb will usually
undergo vocalic and not consonantal reduplication.11
*yvw (yi vwcrKw) • £yvwrn
6

"Single consonant" means that there is not another consonant immediately after it.

7

This is just the opposite of what happens to a stop followed by 011; see §24.10.
It is common for a diphthong not to reduplicate. For example, the perfect form of
Eupicncw is EUpTJKa.
However, the functions of vocalic reduplication and the augment are significantly
different. Reduplication indicates the completion of an action. The augment
indicates past time.
This is called a "consonant cluster."

8

9

10
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3.

A compound verb reduplicates the verbal part of a compound verb, just
like the imperfect and aorist augment the verbal part of a
compound.
£K~anw • £K~£~A. TJKU 12

25.9

Tense form.The perfect active is the fourth tense form listed in the lexicon, while the perfect middle/passive is the fifth.
ayanaw,ayan~CTW,~yanT]CTU,~yanT]KU,~yanT]µat,~yan~0T]V

Sometimes a perfect tense stem is identical to the present tense stem,
while at other times it has undergone a change (such as a change in
the stem vowel).
25.10

Tense formative . The tense formative for the perfect active is Ka (A.£A. uKa). The perfect passive has no tense formative (A.£A.uµm).

25.11

Connecting vowel. The perfect does not use a connecting vowel. In
the active, the tense formative ends in a vowel so no connecting vowel
is required. In the passive the endings are attached directly to the
stem.

A good clue for recognizing the perfect middle/passive is the absence
of both a tense formative and connecting vowels. This situation occurs
only in the perfect middle/passive.
25.12

Personal endings. Because the perfect is not an augmented tense, it
uses the primary personal endings. However, because of the alpha in
the tense formative, the perfect active looks similar to the first aorist,
which is a secondary tense.

In the middle/passive there is no connecting vowel. The final consonant of the stem and the initial consonant of the personal ending come
into direct contact, and as a result the final stem consonant is often
changed (e.g., ypa<jlw • y£ypaµµm). In the Advanced Information section of this chapter we have spelled out those changes. If this is too
confusing, simply remember that in the perfect passive, the consonant
immediately preceding the personal ending may be altered.

11

If the second consonant is a lambda or rho, then the verb will usually reduplicate
(ypa<jlw • y£ypacpa).

12

P£PA.rirn is the perfect active of pcinw.
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25.13

25.14

Contract verbs. Contract verbs lengthen their contract vowel in both
the active and passive, even though there is no tense formative in the
passive.
ayanaw •

~yan~Ka

ayanaw •

~yan~µm

Second perfects. There are only a few second perfects in the New Testament, so they do not warrant a major discussion here. They are identical to the first perfect except that they use the tense formative a and
not Ka in the active. You know five verbs that have second perfect
forms. 13
'

,

aKOUW

yi voµm

aK~Koa

•

y£yova

A.aµ~avw •

£iA.~8a

There is no such thing as a second perfect in the middle I passive since
there is no tense formative.

Classical Meaning of the Middle
25.15

It is finally time to learn the rest of the grammar pertaining to the mid-

dle voice.
If a verb is in the active, then the subject does the action of the verb. If
the verb is in the passive, then the subject receives the action of the
verb. The classical definition of the middle voice is that the action of a
verb in the middle voice in some way affects the subject. We will call this the
"self-interest" nuance of the middle.

This is not necessarily the reflexive idea. If the subject of the verb performs an action to itself, Greek usually requires the reflexive pronoun
(£amou). 14 Rather, in the middle the subject does the action of the verb
to the direct object, and yet the action of the verb in some way affects
the subject.

13

o'ioa actually is a second perfect.
14 Many grammars say the middle is "reflexive," but we are uncomfortable with the
term. The "direct reflexive" was common in Classical Greek but not in Koine. The
only one in the New Testament is at Matt 27:5, but Moule (Idiom Book, 24) disputes
even this one. See Wallace for discussion. There are a few verbs that are reflexive in
the middle, but that has more to do with the meaning of the verb than the function
of the middle voice.
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Most middle paradigms translate the middle as "I loose for myself,"
"They loose for themselves." The problem with learning the middle this
way is that the actual force of the middle in the Kaine is not normally
reflexive, or else the force of the middle is so subtle that it is scarcely
discernible.
25.16

In the majority of cases, the middle has the same meaning as the active.
Either they are deponents, or their middle meaning is active to the
English mind.

25.17

Despite classical usage, the "self-interest" idea is one of the less likely
options for the translation of the middle. 15 Context will show whether
the "self-interest" nuance is present.

active: I ask
middle: I ask (for myself)
active: I baptize
middle: I dip myself
EupfoKw

active: I find
middle: I obtain (for myself)

It is possible that other verbs will have the "self-interest" nuance in
specific contexts. As always, context must be the ultimate decider, but

just because a verb is in the middle does not mean the "self-interest" nuance
is present. 17
25.18

Only a few verbs have both a middle deponent and a passive deponent form. For example, in the aorist y{voµm has both a middle deponent (f:yEvoµT]v) and a passive deponent (£y£vn0TJv) aorist form.

15

Cf. Maule, Idiom Book, 24.

16

BDAG does not say that ah£w has the self-interest sense in the New Testament, but
see the exercises.

17

A good example of the problems caused by assuming that the classical use of the
middle is always present is found in 1 Corinthians 13:8, where Paul says that the
gifts of tongues "will cease" (nauoovi:m). It is argued by some that because nauoovi:at is middle, Paul is saying the gift of tongues will cease in and of itself.
Regardless of one's views on the topic of spiritual gifts, we feel this is an incorrect
interpretation of the middle. It assumes that the middle here has the classical usage,
even though BDAG lists no self-interest meaning for the middle of nauw. And when
one looks at the other eight occurrences of the verb, it is seen that the verb is a middle deponent and not reflexive. The best example is in Luke 8:24, where Jesus calms
the sea. "Jesus rebuked the wind and calmed the water, and they ceased and became
calm" (6 OE Ol£Y£p6£t<; E7t£i:iµ110£V i:c]l av[µqi Kat i:c]l KAUOWVl l:OU uomo<;· Kat E1tUUoUV1:0
Kat £y£v£i:o yaA.iiv11). The wind and water certainly did not "cease" in and of themselves. The middle of this verb does not designate "self-interest"; it is deponent.
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25.19

Parsing. How we parse a middle form is a bit arbitrary; but we need
to be consistent, so here are our suggested guidelines. Your teacher
may prefer another system.
•

If you can clearly tell it is a middle (future; aorist), then say it is a

middle.
However, if the middle is deponent, you should say "deponent"
and not "middle." The only way to know if a verb is deponent in
the middle is to memorize it.
•

If you cannot tell it is middle (present; imperfect; perfect), for now
assume it is passive or deponent. If it does not make sense in

context, perhaps it is middle.

Congratulations
25.20

You now know all the tenses in the indicative. It is important that you
spend some time going through the chart entitled Tense Stems of Verbs
Occurring Fifty Times or More in the New Testament in the Appendix
(pages 382-395). You need to see which tense stems you know and
which ones you need to work on. If you can master this chart, verbs
will be much easier for you.
In the Appendix there is a summary chart of A.uw in all the tenses and
voices (page 359). There are also a series of charts covering all the
indicative (pages 363-369). This would be a good time to review them,
making sure you can recognize every different form. 18

25.21

18

Master Verb Chart. The Master Verb Chart is now complete for the
indicative. To indicate reduplication we have simply entered A£ as if
we were reduplicating A.uw. But remember that the perfect can also
undergo vocalic reduplication to form the perfect.

There is a class of verbs you will not meet until chapter 34 whose lexical forms end
in µi and not w ("athematic"). Ignore these words in the charts until then.
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Master Verb Chart
Tense

Aug/
Redup

Present act
Present mid/pas
Imperfect act
Imperfect mid/pas

E
E

Future act
Liquid fut act
Future mid
Liquid fut mid
1st future pas
2nd future pas

Tense
stem

Tense Conn. Personal
form. vowel endings

1st sing
paradigm

pres
pres

O/E
O/E

prim act
A.uw
prim mid/pas A.foµm

pres
pres

O/E
O/E

sec act
sec mid/pas

EA UOY
£A.u6µ11v

(J

o/c

EO

O/E
0/E
O/E
0/E
O/E

prim act
prim act
prim mid/pas
prim mid/pas
prim mid/ pas
prim mid/pas

A.fow
µEVW
nopEuooµm
µEvouµm

sec act
sec act
sec act
sec mid/pas
sec mid/pas
sec act
sec act

£A.uoa
£µnva

fut act
fut act
fut act
fut act
aor pas
aor pas

(J

EO

0110
110

1st aorist act
Liquid aorist act
2nd aorist act
1st aorist mid
2nd aorist mid
1st aorist pas
2nd aorist pas

E
E
E
E
E
E
E

.aor act
aor act
aor act
aor act
aor act
aor pas
aor pas

1st perfect act
2nd perfect act
Perfect mid/pas

AE
AE
AE

perf act KU
perf act a
perf pas

oa
a
0/E
oa
O/E
011
11

A.u0~ooµm

anoomA.~ooµm

£A.a~ov

£A.uoaµ 11v
£yi::v6µ11v
£A.u011v
£ypalj>11v

prim act
A.i::A.urn
yi::yova
prim act
prim mid/pas A.i::A.uµm

Summary
1.

The perfect indicates a completed action whose effects are felt in the
speaker's present. The action usually occurred in the past.

2.

Verbs that begin with a single consonant reduplicate to form the perfect. If
the initial consonant was~, x, or 0, the reduplicated consonant will be n, K,
or t, respectively.

3.

Verbs beginning with a consonant cluster or a vowel usually undergo a
vocalic reduplication (lengthening). Although this looks like an augment,
it is essentially different in function. Initial diphthongs usually do not
reduplicate.
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4.

The perfect active uses Ka for its tense formative and primary active endings. The perfect middle/passive has neither tense formative nor connecting vowels. The middle and passive forms are identical.

5.

Contract verbs lengthen their contract vowel in both active and passive.

6..

The c~ssical rute ef the middle voice is that the subject does the action of
the verb in some way that affects itself. Only context and the use of the
word elsewhere can determine if this nuance is present in a specific verse.
It cannot be automatically assumed.
In most cases, a middle has the same meaning as the active.Either ih~rnid
~true middle with an acti..ve meaning, or ifls a deponent.

7.

When piITsing middles, if you can clearly tell that it is a middle, say so. If
it is a middle deponent, say so. If you cannot tell whether a form is middle
or passive, assume it is passive.

Vocabulary
a'tt£w

I ask, demand (70; *an£)
(frrouv), a'tt~aw, frrriaa, 1\rrirn, -, -

µaUov

more, rather (81) 19

µaprupEw

I bear witness, testify (76; *µaprupE) 20
(£µaprupouv), µaprup~aw, £µaprupriaa,
µEµapruprirn, µEµaprupriµm, £µaprup~8riv

Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

138,162
269
281
105,995
76.72%

Previous Words
present

perfect active

UKOU(J)

aK~Koa

perfect middle/passive

apxw
ouvaµm
otoa<JKW
£xw
19 When µiiUov is used with~,~ is usually translated "than," not "or."
20 The cognate noun µapnJc; means witness. A martyr is one who witnesses to the faith
by dying.
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present

8£A.w
A. uw
1ttcY1£uw
1t0p£Uoµat

perfect active

perfect middle/passive

1t£1tta1£UKCX

A.£1'.uµm
nrnfo1rnµm
nrn6prnµm

Ablaut and stem change

an£pxoµm
U1t08VDCJKW
~anw 21
y{voµm
"(tVWCJKW
£pxoµm
EuptaKW
A.£yw
1tlVW

~£~A.rim

~£~A.riµm

y£yova
E"(VWKCX
£A.fiA.u8a
Eu prim
dprirn
1tE1tWKCX

yq£vriµm
£yvwcrµm

dpriµm22

Stems ending in a stap

ayw
~an1it;w
~A.£nw

y£ypaµµm
8£861;acrµm

ypa<J>w
8o1;at;w
KTjpUaCJW
A.aµ~avw

npocr£pxoµm
npocr£uxoµm
cruvayw
m\lt;w
unayw

dA.ri<J>a
npocrdfiA. u8a

CJECJWKCX

cruvfiyµm,
crfocpcrµm 23

Contract stems

ayanaw
UKOAOU8EW

Tjyanrirn
TJKOAOu8rirn

21 The same basic change has occurred to both perfect forms (see K<XAEW below). The
root of ~cinw is *~at... The stem vowel has dropped out (ablaut), and the eta has
been inserted after the stem.
22

The perfect tense stem is built from the root *Ep, as is the aorist passive.

23

a01;w occurs in the New Testament once in the indicative, and the sigma is not
inserted (af:aw1m, Acts 4:9). It occurs twice as a participle, with the sigma inserted
(CJECJ(\)CJµEVOl, Eph 2:5, 8).
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present

perfect active

perfect middle/passive

yi:vvaw

'(E'(EVVT]KCX

'(E'(EVVT]µm

saw
sTJcEW
KaA.£w 24
A.aA.E:w
6paw

KEdT]Ka

KEdT]µm

A.i:A.aA. TJKa
E:wparn

A.i:A.aA. TJµm

nA.TJp6w

nrnA.~pwKa

1tOtEW
7tpOCJK1JVEW

1t£1tOlT]KCX

nm/... ~pwµm
1t£1tOlT]µm
cccTJpT]µm

cTJpEw
Liquid stems

~pµm

a'ipw
cX1tOK'r£l VW
anou-rE:Uw

anE:u-raha

anE:umA.µm

~anw

~E:~A.TJrn

~E:~A.T]µm
£y~yi:pµm

£ycipw
£K~anw

Kpivw
µE:vw

KEKptKa
µ£µEVT]Ka 25

xaipw

Advanced Information
25.22

Third person plural, perfect middle/passive. The third person plural
perfect passive occurs only nine times in the New Testament, six of
those being the form a~E:wv-rm (from a~iT]µt). The third person plural
middle never occurs in the New Testament.

Part of this absence is explained by what is called a periphrastic construction. This construction uses the third person plural present form
of i:'tµi and the perfect participle of the verb (see chapter 30) as a
"round about" way of stating the third person plural. Here is the rule
that governs whether a verb will form its third person plural, perfect
middle/passive, periphrastically or not. 26
24 The same basic change has occurred to both perfect forms (see ~anw above). The
root of KaA.£w is *KaA.Ef. The stem vowel (ablaut) and digamma have dropped out,
and the final epsilon has lengthened to eta.
25

The perfect of µf:vw does not occur in the New Testament, but the pluperfect does
once, and the pluperfect is formed from the perfect tense stem.
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Verbs formed periphrastically:
•
•

stems ending in a consonant (except nu; for stems in stops, see
below);
stems adding a sigma to form the perfect passive tense stem.

Verbs not formed periphrastically:
•
•
25.23

stems ending in nu drop the nu and are formed regularly;
contract stems lengthen their final stem vowel.

Stems ending in a stop. Verbal roots that end in a stop undergo significant change in the perfect passive because they are placed immediately next to the consonant of the personal ending. Here is the full
paradigm of changes (cf. Smyth, §409).
~

velar (Ky x)

dental ('r 8 8)

OtcDKW

n:dew

yqpaµµm
yf:ypmvm
yqpan:tm

8£8iwyµm
8£8iwsm
0£0tWKtat

11:£11:£HJµat
11:£11:£HJUt
n:£n:cwtm

yqpaµµ£8a
y£ypa<!J8£
£tat yqpaµµ£v0t

8£8iwyµ£8a
8£8iwx8£
£tat 8£8twyµ£vot

1tEn:£tGµ£8a
n:£n:na8£
, '
,
£HJt 11:£11:£HJµ£VOt

labial (n

$)

ypa<!Jw
µm
am
tat
µE8a
CT8E
nai

,

In the second personal plural, in the labials the expected psi has
become a phi (yqpa<!Ja8£ • yqpa\j/8£ • y£ypa<!J8£), and in the velars the
expected xi has become a chi (8£8twKa8£ • 8£8tw/;8£ • 8£8iwx8c), contrary
to the normal rules.
25.24

Pluperfect. There is one more tense that we should mention. It does
not occur very frequently, so some teachers may prefer not to discuss
it now. There are 28 verbs in the New Testament that appear as a pluperfect a total of 86 times. 27

The pluperfect is used to describe an action that was completed and
whose effects are felt at a time after the completion but before the time
of the speaker. (The effects of the action described by the perfect is felt
at the time of the speaker.)

26

Cf. cf. Smyth, §408. Periphrasitic (n:cpi + <!Jpaat~) constructions occur in other situations as well.

27

ot8a occurs 33 times as a pluperfect, but its pluperfect functions as an imperfect or
aorist (cf. §22.17). The pluperfect of'ian1µi occurs 14 times.
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The pluperfect is formed from the perfect tense stem. Preceding the
reduplication can be an augment, although this is not necessary, so we
have placed the augment in parentheses. The first pluperfect is
formed with the tense formative (K) but the second pluperfect has
none. Following the tense formative are the connecting vowels n and
secondary endings.
1 pluperfect

2 pluperfect

active

3 sg

(£)A.EA UKEl v
(£)A.EA UKElc;
(£)A.EA. UKEt(v)

(£ )yqpaqiav
(£ )yqpa4Jrn;
(f:)yqpaqin(v)

1 pl
2 pl
3 pl

(£)A.EA. DKEtµEv
(E)AEAUKEHE
(E)AEAUKEt<mv

(£ )yqpa4JnµEv
(£ )yqpaqia •E
(£ )yqpa4Jrnrav

1 sg
2 sg

middle/passive

The middle/passive of the pluperfect follows the same pattern as the
active except that it is formed from the perfect middle/passive tense
form, and does not use a tense formative or connecting vowel.
1 sg
·2 sg

3 sg

1 pl
2 pl

3 pl

25.25

28

(f:)A.EA.uµriv
(£)A.£A.uao
(£)A.£A.uw
(£)A.EA.uµE8a
(£)A.£A.ua8E
(£)A.£A.uvw

Future perfect. The future perfect appears six times in the New Testament, every time in a periphrastic construction (Matt 16:19; 18:18; John
20:23). There.is a question as to their precise meaning; see the survey
by D.A. Carson28 and the Exegetical Insight for chapter 15.

"Matthew," The Expositor's Bible Commentary, 8:370-72.

Chapter 26

Introduction to Participles
Overview
In this chapter we will learn that:
• a participle is an "-ing" word like "eating," sleeping," "procrastinating";
• a participle is a verbal adjective, sharing characteristics of both a verb and
an adjective;
• as a verb, a participle has tense (present, aorist, perfect) and voice (active,
middle, passive);
• as an adjective, a participle agrees with the noun it modifies in case,
number, and gender.
J

English
26.1

Participles are formed by adding "-ing" to a verb. 1 "The man, eatin~
by the window, is my Greek teacher."" After eating, I will go to bed."

26.2

Participles are verbal adjectives.
A participle has verbal characteristics. "While eating, my Greek teacher
gave us the final." In this example, eating is a participle that tells us
something about the verb gave. The teacher gave us the final while he
was still eating. (While is an adverb that specifies when the action of
the participle occurred.)
A participle also has adjectival aspects. "The woman, sitting by the window, is my Greek teacher." In this example, sitting is a participle telling
us something about the noun "woman."

More correctly stated, "-ing" is added to form the active participle. "-ed" is added
to form the passive participle. "Moved by the sermon, they all began to cry."
2

English has both participles and gerunds. When the -ing form is functioning adjectivally or adverbially, it is considered a participle. If it is functioning as a noun it is
considered a gerund. The two are identical in form.
Greek has no gerund, so we use the term participle to describe what in English are
gerunds and participles. Actually, Greek uses an infinitive (chapter 32) when
English uses a gerund. For example, the sentence "Seeing is believing" in Greek
would be "To see is to believe."
239
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26.3

When a participle has modifiers such as a direct object or an adverb,
the participle and modifiers form a participial phrase. In translation
it is important to identify the beginning and the end of the participial
phrase, much like you do with a relative clause.

26.4

In a sentence like, "While eating, he saw her." English requires that

"he" is the one who is eating, not "her," since "he" is closer in word
order to the participle.

Greek
26.5

Almost everything said above about the English participle applies to
the Greek as well. It is important to realize this. The Greek participle
can be somewhat frustrating to learn if you do not see its many similarities with English.
Also realize that it is essential to learn the Greek participle if you are
to translate the New Testament with any proficiency. Participles are
common and important.
Chapters 26 through 30 all deal with the participle. Although the
chapters may seem lengthy, there is not that much new to learn in each
one. Most of the grammar of participles is in this chapter, and the
majority of the other four chapters deals with the form of the participle. And participles follow the normal first, second, and third declension inflection patterns, so there are no new case endings to learn.
Do not try to memorize the Greek forms you see in this chapter unless
otherwise stated. They are just illustrations. Concentrate on learning
the grammar.

26.6

Adverbial and adjectival. Because a participle is a verbal adjective, it
shares the characteristics of both verbs and adjectives. As a verb participles have tense (present, aorist, perfect) and voice (active, middle,
passive). As an adjective they agree with the word they are modifying
in case, number, and gender. It may sound strange at first to think that
a word can have both tense and case, but the Greek participle does. We
will start our discussion by looking at the verbal characteristics of the
participle, and then its adjectival characteristics.

26.7

Formation. A participle can be built on any verb.

The participle A.fovm;; is built on A.uw.
The participle mcrt£UoVt£c; is built on 1ttcrt£UW.
The participle morpheme is Vt. (A "morpheme" is the smallest unit of
meaning in the formation of a word.)
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26.8

Aspect. The key to understanding the meaning of participles is to recognize that their significance is primarily one of aspect, i.e., type of
action. This is the genius, the essence, of participles. They do not necessarily indicate when an action occurs ("time": past, present).
Because there are three aspects, there are three participles.
The present participle describes a continuous action and is formed from
the present stem of a verb.
The aorist participle describes an action without commenting on the
nature of the action (undefined) and is formed from the aorist stem of a
verb.
The perfect participle describes a completed action with present effects and
is formed from the perfect stem of a verb.

26.9

aspect

tense stem

present

continuous

present

aorist

undefined

aorist

perfect

completed

perfect

Two basic uses of the participle. Because a participle is a verbal adjective, it performs one of two basic functions depending on whether its
verbal or its adjectival aspect is emphasized.
If it is an adverbial participle, the action described by the participle is

primarily directed toward the verb. This kind of participle is usually
translated with an adverbial phrase. "While studying for his Greek final,
Ian fell asleep."
If it is an adjectival participle, the action described by the participle

primarily modifies a noun or pronoun. This kind of participle is usually translated as an adjectival phrase. "Ian saw Kathy sitting by the
window." (If you inserted "while" before "sitting," it would be adverbial.)
Context determines whether a participle is adverbial or adjectival. Its
form does not vary.
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Verbal Side of the Participle
26. l 0

Tense. Participles can be built on the present, aorist, or perfect tense
stems. 3 Memorize the morphemes. 4 They are in bold type.

The present participle A. UoVTEi; is built on the present tense stem of A. uw
(A.u + 0 +Vt+ Ei;).
The aorist participle A.ucrav1£i; is built on the aorist tense stem of A.uw
(A.u +era+ vt + Ei;). Notice that there is no augment.
The perfect participle A.EA.uK61oi; is built on the perfect tense stem of
A.uw (A.E + A.u + K + ot + oi;).
26.11

Voice. A participle can be active, middle, passive, or deponent. If the
verb is deponent, its corresponding participle will be deponent. Greek
uses different participle morphemes for the different voices.
UKOUo~Ei; is active, which means the word it is modifying is doing the
action of the participle.

aKou6µ£vot is passive, which means the word it is modifying is receiving the action of the participle.
£px6µ£vm is deponent, because £pxoµm, the verb on which it is built, is
deponent.

Adjectival Side of the Participle
26.12

As an adjective, the participle must agree with the noun it modifies in
case, number, and gender.
The man, eating the chocolate, is my brother.
If this were in Greek, eating would be nominative singular masculine
because eating is modifying "man" (av0pwrcoi;), which is nominative
singular masculine.
E~AE\j!E

'tOV av0pwrcov 'tOV 8t8aCJKOV't<X 't~V

KOlV~V.

He saw the man who was teaching the Koine.
Because the participle is modifying av0pwrcov, and because av0pwrcov
is accusative singular masculine, the participle 8t8acrKovm must also
be accusative singular masculine. This is how an adjective behaves, so
the grammar is not new.
3

There also is a participle that is built on the future tense stem, but it occurs only
twelve times in the New Testament. See Advanced Information in chapter 28.

4

We use the nominative plural forms below since they show the unmodified participle morpheme.
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26.13

Subject. A participle technically does not have a subject. However,
because a participle must agree in case, number, and gender with the
word it is modifying, it is a relatively easy task to discover who is
doing the action of the participle.

For example, if you were to say in Greek, "He saw her, while studying," the participle studying would be either nominative masculine (if
he was studying) or accusative feminine (if she was studying). Greek
does not use word order as does English in this situation.
In the example £~A.£\j1E 'tOV av9pW7tOV 'tOV 8t8a<JKOVW. 't~V KOtV~V, you can
tell that it was not the "He" ( £~A-E\j1E) who was teaching but the "man"
(av9pwnov), since the participle (8t8acrKovm) is accusative. If "He"
were teaching, the participle would be 8t8acrKwv (nominative).

Other Elements of the Participle
26.14

Modifiers, etc. A participle has other characteristics that it shares with
verbs.
It can have a direct object in the accusative. "After studying her Greek,
the student thought she had died and gone to heaven." "Greek" is the
direct object of the participle "studying."

A participle can also have modifiers such as prepositional phrases,
adverbs, etc. "After studying quietly for a long time, I finally understood the paradigm." "Quietly" is an adverb, and "for a long time" is
a prepositional phrase, both modifying the participle "studying."
26.15

ou

Negation. The negation
is normally used in the indicative. Since
the participle is not an indicative form, participles are usually negated
byµ~. It has the same meaning as

ou.

26.16

No personal endings. You will notice that the participle does not use
personal verb endings. It is not a finite verbal form and therefore is not
limited by a subject.

This inscription is on a column in the synagogue
in Capernaum. The synagogue was built on top
of a first century synagogue. The inscription
reads, 'HpwOT]<; Moviµou Kat 'Ioucrrnc; u'toc; aµa
wt<; TEKvoic; £nwav TOY Kiova, of course without
the accents. It means, "Herod (the son) of Monimos and Justos (his) son together with their children erected this column."
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26.17

Parsing. Because the participle is a verbal adjective, there are eight
things to remember. We suggest you start with its verbal characteristics and then move on to its adjectival. (Teachers will differ on their
preferences, so be sure to ask.)

Tense; voice; "participle";5 case; number; gender; lexical form; meaning of inflected form.
aKofovto<;: present active participle, genitive singular masculine,
from aKouw, meaning "hearing."

The Following Chapters
26.18

To make the participle easier to learn, we have separated its basic uses
into different chapters.
•
•
•
•

Chapter 27 deals with present adverbial participles.
Chapter 28 discusses aorist adverbial participles.
Chapter 29 covers the adjectival use of participles.
Chapter 30 introduces the perfect participle.

You have now learned the majority of the grammar of participles. It
remains only to learn their forms, and you already know all their case
endings from your study of adjectives.

Summary
1.

A participle is a verbal adjective, sharing characteristics of both a verb and
an adjective.

2.

As a verb, it has tense (present, aorist, perfect) and voice (active, middle,
passive). If the verb is deponent, its corresponding participle will be deponent.

3.

As an adjective, it agrees with the noun it modifies in case, number, and
gender.

5

A participle is not technically a "mood" like the indicative, but for simplicity's sake
say it is a participle where you normally place the mood.

Chapter 27

Present (Continuous} Adverbial Participles
Exegetical Insight
At the heart of the Christian experience is a radical transformation from what
we were by nature into what God intends us to become by grace. Nowhere is
that transformation stated with greater clarity than in 2 Corinthians 3:18. And
at the heart of this verse is a present middle participle that reveals the secret of
Christian growth and maturity.
What this verse tells us is that a wonderful change is taking place in the life of
the believer. Although a veil remains over the mind of the unbeliever (v. 15),
that veil is lifted for those who are in Christ (vv. 14, 16). They are being
changed into the image of Christ from one degree of glory to the next.
The secret of divine transformation lies in the participle Kat0n:-rpt1;6µ£voi. It
comes from a verb which, in the middle, originally meant "to look into a mirror." Then it came to mean "to gaze upon" or "to contemplate." Taking the participle in the instrumental sense we read, "We all are being changed into the
image of Christ by beholding the glory of the Lord."
Transformation into the likeness of Christ is the inevitable result of gazing
upon his glory. We become like that which dominates our thoughts and affections. Like Nathaniel Hawthorne's "great stone face," which shaped the life of
the one who spent his days looking at that craggy representation of all that was
held to be good and pure, so also does the believer gradually take on a family
resemblance to his Lord as he spends his time contemplating the glory of God.
Note that the participle is present tense. It is a continual contemplation that
effects the transformation. As the participle is present tense, so also is the finite
verb "are being changed" (µEcaµop<)>ouµ£8a). The transformation keeps pace
with the contemplation. They are inextricably bound together. By continuing
to behold the glory of the Lord we are continually being transformed into his
image.
Robert H. Mounce

Overview
In this chapter you will learn that:
•
•

there is no time significance to a participle;
the present participle is built on the present tense stem of the verb and
245
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indicates a continuous action;

•

the present participle is formed with the present tense stem + connecting
vowel + participle morpheme + case ending;

•

to translate you must first discover the participle's aspect, voice, and
meaning. You can usually translate it with the "-ing" form of the verb,
sometimes with the key words "while" or "because."

Greek
27. l

Summary of the present adverbial participle.
a.

The present participle is built on the present tense stem of the
verb.

b.

It describes a continuous action.
It will often be difficult to carry this "on-going" nuance into your
translation, but this must be the foremost consideration in your
mind. Everything else pales in light of the aspect of the participle.

c.

In this chapter we are learning the adverbial participle, which
means that the action described by the participle is related to the verb.
The adverbial participle is usually translated as a type of
adverbial clause. Use the -ing form of the participle in translation
and, if appropriate, preface the translation of the participle with
the adverb while or because. 1

0 av0pUl1tO~ cX1tE0CXV£ OlOcXOKWV 't~V KOtV~V.
"The man died while teaching koine."
He was currently teaching the language when he died. He died
very happily!
d.

Even though the participle is adverbial, it still must agree with a
noun or pronoun in case, number, and gender. 2 For example, if the
noun is av0pwno~, the participle would be OtOUGKUJV (nominative
singular masculine).

e.

If the participle is active, the word it modifies does the action of
the participle. If the participle is passive, the word it modifies

receives the action of the participle.
f.

2

The adverbial participle is always anarthrous (i.e., not preceded
by the article). See the example in §27.lc. above.

As you advance in your understanding of the language, you will find that there are
other ways to translate this participle, but at your present stage this practice is recommended.
Sometimes the pronoun is implied in the verb as its subject.
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27.2

Most grammars use the term "present" participle because this participle is built on the present tense stem of the verb. This nomenclature is
helpful in learning the form of the participle. However, it tends to do
a serious disservice because the student may infer that the present
participle describes an action occurring in the present time, which it
may not. It describes a continuous action. Because the participle is not
in the indicative, there is no time significance to the participle. 3 We
suggest adopting the terminology "continuous participle" because it
rightly emphasizes the true significance of the participle that is built
on the present tense stem: its aspect.

27.3

Summary chart: present (continuous) participle

Present tense stem + Connecting vowel +
Participle morpheme + Case endings

1tlCJ"C£U + 0 + V"C + Ei;

To form a participle you add the participle morpheme to the end of the
verb (with connecting vowel), and add the case ending to the participle morpheme.
Participles are formed from only four morphemes (which undergo
some slight variations in the different tenses and genders). They must
be memorized.
•

v1 is the usual active morpheme. It appears as v1 in the masculine

and neuter, and is third declension.

•

oucm is the active morpheme in the present feminine. 4 In most of
the participles, the feminine form is somewhat different from the
masculine and neuter. It also differs substantially in the three
tenses. The feminine participle is always first declension.

•

µ£vo/ri is the middle/passive morpheme. 5

3

There is an implied time relationship between the time of the participle and the
time of the main verb, but it is secondary to the true significance of the participle.
See Advanced Information.

4

oucm and v1 are morphologically related. If you want to learn why the changes are
so drastic, see MBG, §91.
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masc
act
mid/pas

•

µ£VO

fem

neut

ouaa

V1

µEVT]

µEvo

is the active morpheme used with the perfect. We will meet this
form in chapter 30.

01

Learn to view the participle morpheme as an important indicator,
much like the tense formatives. When you see a "ov1 +case ending,"
you can be quite sure the word is an active participle. When you see a
"µEvo/T] +case ending," it is probably a middle/passive participle.

Present (Continuous) Participle: Active
27.4

Chart

Present tense stem + Connecting vowel +
Active participle morpheme + Case endings

7tt(J1£U

27.5

5

+ 0 + V1 + Ee; • 7tt(J1£UOV1£c;

Paradigm: Present active participle. The active participle morpheme
in the masculine and neuter is v1, which, when joined with the connecting vowel, looks like ov1. In the feminine the ov1 has been replaced
by ouaa.

The slash means it sometimes is µEvo (masculine and neuter) and other times µEvT]
(feminine).
Advanced information: the actual morpheme is µEv; but in order to function as a
first and second declension form it had to end with a vowel, so the usual declension
vowels were added. Treat the vowel as part of the morpheme.
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nomsg

3

1

3

masc

fem

neut

A-uwv 6

AUoU<HX

A-1Jov 7
8

AUoVtO<;

gen sg
dat sg

AUoVtO<;

AUOUcrT]<;

AUoV'tt

Au0Ucr11

AUoV'tt

ace sg

AUoVta

A-foucrav

AUOV

nompl

AUoVt£<;

A-foucrm

A-fovm

gen pl

AUOVtWV

AUOU<YWV

AUOVtWV

dat pl

Afoucr1(v) 9

A-uoucrm<;

A-foum(v) 10

ace pl

AUoVta<;

A-uoucra<;

AUoVta

Notice how similar the endings are to those of re&.<;.
27.6

27.7

Six forms. One of the keys to learning the participle is to memorize
the main six forms of each participle listed below (nominative and
genitive singular, all three genders, with the connecting vowel and
case endings). Once you see the changes between nominative and
genitive forms, it is easy to recognize the other forms. You may want
to list the dative plural under the genitive singular forms as well,
especially for third declension forms.
masc

fem

neut

nomsg

WV

oucra

ov

gen sg

OVtO<;

OU<YT]<;

OVtO<;

Contract verbs. Contract verbs are regular in their participial forms.
The contract vowel contracts with the connecting vowel, as it does in
the indicative.
ararca + OVtO<; • U)'UTCWVtO<;

6

No case ending is used, the tau drops off because it cannot stand at the end of a
word (rule 8), and the omicron lengthens to omega to compensate for the loss (*A.u
+ ovi: + - • A.uov • A.uwv).

7

As with the nominative singular masculine, no case ending is used, the tau drops
out (rule 8), but in the neuter the connecting vowel does nbt lengthen.

8

As you will remember, if the letter before the final stem vowel is epsilon, iota, or
rho, then the genitive stays ai;. Otherwise, it shifts to TJi; (§7.14).

9

The vi: drops out because of the sigma, and the omicron lengthens to ou in order to
compensate for the loss (ovi:cn • 001 • ouot). Be sure not to confuse this form with the
third person plural indicative (A.i'.iouot, "they loose").

lO

See the footnote to the masculine plural form.
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27.8

Eiµ{. Notice that the active forms of i:iµi look like the participle morpheme with case endings. They always have a smooth breathing.
Translate them with the English participle "being." (Obviously there
can be no passive form of dµ{.)

27.9

Paradigm: Present active participle of Eiµi
3

1

3

masc

fem

neut

nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg

WV
ovwc;
OVtt
OVt()',

oucm,
OUaT]c;
o1Jan
OUCTO'.V

nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

0Vt£c;
OVtWV
ouat(v)
ovtac;

OUCTO'.l
OUCTWV
ouamc;
o1Jaac;

~

~

~

OV
ovtoc;
OVtt
OV
OVt()',
OVtWV
ouat(v)
OVta

Present (Continuous) Participle: Middle/Passive
27.10

Chart

Present tense stem + Connecting vowel +
Middle/passive participle morpheme + Case endings

A.u + o + µi:vo + t • A.u6µEvot

27.11

Paradigm: Present middle/passive participle. The middle/passive
participle morpheme is µEVO/TJ, which, when joined with the connecting vowel, looks like oµi:vo/T].
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2

1

2

masc

fem

neut

nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg

AUOµ£VO<;
A,uoµ£vou
A'Uoµ£vcp
AUOµ£YOY

A-uoµ£vri
A,uoµ£vri<;
A-uoµ£vn
A,uoµEYT]Y

AUOµ£VOY
A,uoµ£vou
A-uoµ£vcp
AUOµ£VOY

nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

AUOµ£YOl
A,uoµ£vwv
A'Uoµ£vot<;
A,uoµ£vou<;

A-u6µ£vm
A,uoµ£vwv
A,uoµ£vm<;
A,uoµ£va<;

A-u6µ£va
A,uoµ£vwv
A-uoµ£voi<;
A-u6µ£va

masc

fem

neut

nomsg

Oµ£VO<;

Oµ£YT]

Oµ£VOV

gensg

oµ£VOU

Oµ£YT]<;

oµ£vou

Translation Procedure
27.12

27.13

Initial questions. You should ask the following three questions of any
participle before you attempt a translation.
1.

Aspect? If the participle is formed on the present tense stem, then
it is a present participle. This means that your translation should
be continuous if possible. (All the participles you will meet in this
chapter and the next are continuous.)

2.

Voice? The voice of a participle will be either active, middle, or
passive, depending on the verb's stem and participle morpheme.
(Do not forget about deponent verbs.)

3.

Meaning? What does the lexical form of the verb mean? This
includes finding the participle's case, number, and gender so you
can see which word it is modifying.

Translation. Once you have the answers to all three questions, you
can understand what the participle is saying. There are different ways
to translate an adverbial participle, but the following four are common. Context will show you which one to use.
•

It is easiest to translate with the -ing form of the English verb.

cX7t£Kpt8T] A-£ywv ...
"He answered saying .... "
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•

Some adverbial participles require using the key word "while"
before the -ing form. This is called the temporal use of the
participle.
A.£ywv E:yw £pxoµm ...
"While speaking I come .... "
Adverbial participles can give the cause or reason for something,
and the key word "because" may be used (causal participle).

•

'Iwa~¢

... OtKCXto~ WV ...

E~OUA~8T]

A.a8pq, arcoA.\mm

CXU'"C~V.

Joseph, because he was righteous, decided to divorce her quietly.

•

If the participle is passive, use "being" and the English past
participle.
8ol;a1;6µ£vo~,

6 8£6~ ...
"While being glorified, God .... "

As we will see later, there are other uses of the participle and other
ways to translate it, but these are sufficient for the time being.
It will often be impossible to convey the full force of the participle's
aspect in your English translation, but you can in your preaching,
teaching, and studying.

27.14

Master Participle Chart. Just as we had with indicative verbEi, we now
have a master chart for participles, showing how each form is put
together. Memorize this with the same care that you did the Master
Verb Chart. The first part is for the participle morphemes. The second
is for the different tense/voice combinations. Both will be added to in
the following chapters.

morpheme

V't
µEvo/11
tense &
voice

red up

case endings

tense/voice

all active (aorist passive)

3-1-3

all middle/passive (all middle)

2-1-2

stem

tf
c.v.

morpheme
&c.e.

nom. plural

six memory forms

present
active

present

0

V't I 01JCJO.

A-f:yovm;

WV, 01JCJO., OV

present
mid/pas

present

OV't0~,01JCJ11~,0V't0~

0

µEvo/11

A,qoµEVOl

oµEVO~,oµEv11,oµEvov
oµEvou,oµEv11~,

oµEvou
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Summary
1.

The present participle is built on the present tense stem of the verb and
indicates a continuous action. There is no time significance to a participle.
We encourage students to adopt the terminology "continuous" participle.

2.

An adverbial participle describes an action that is related to the verb. Its
form is determined by the word it modifies.

3.

The adverbial participle is anarthrous.

4.

The Master Participle Chart (previous page).

5.

The participle of c'tµ{ looks like the participle morpheme with a case ending, always with smooth breathing.

6.

To translate you must first discover a participle's aspect, voice, and meaning. You can usually translate a present participle with the "-ing" form of
the verb, sometimes with the key words "while" or "because."

Vocabulary
I go up, come up (82; ava

+*~a)

(av£~mvov), ava.~~croµm, UVE~T]V, ava.~E~T]Ka.,

o£1;t6i:;, -ta, -16v

chief priest, high priest (122; *apX,t£p£f) 11
right (54; *8£/;to/a.) 12

o-uo13

two (135) 14

EtEpoi:;, -a, -ov

other, another, different (99; *hEpo/a.) 15

apX,tEpEU<;, -£wi:;, 6

-, -

11

The two parts to this compound noun were switched in the word tEpapx11c; meaning
"hierarch" (sacred [tEpoc;] +ruler [apx6c;]) .

12

You will usually have to add a word to your translation of this word. Context will
tell you what it should be. Normally it will be "hand" or "side." It is related to the
Latin word "dextra" that gave rise to the English adjective dextral, which means
"right-handed."

13

8\Jo is declined as follows .
nom pl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

8\Jo
8\Jo
8ua{(v)
8\Jo

14 A dyarchy (also diarchy) is a dual government system. A dyad (8uac;) is two units
viewed as one.
15 Heterdoxy (b:Ep68ol;oc;) is unorthodoxy, holding a position different from the right

one.
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I bring good news, preach (54; *EuantA.18) 16
(EUTJY"fEA.1/;ov), -, EUTJY"fEA.tcra, -, EUTJY"fEA.tcrµm,
EUTJY"fEA. foeriv
I look at, behold (58; *0£wpE)
-, £0£wpricm, -, -, '1£pocr6A.uµa.,
JCa0riµm

,a, or ~ 17

Jerusalem (62; *'1£pocr6A.uµa.). Indeclinable.
I sit (down), live (91; *JCa.0TJ) 18
(£Ka.0~µriv), JCa.0~croµm,

-, -, -, -

I go down, come down (81; Kma + *~a)
(JCa.1f:~mvov), Kma~~croµm, JCa.'l"E~TJV, JCa.m~E~T]JCa.,

-, -

OU

where (27; adverb) 19

na.pa.JCa.A.f:w

I call, urge, exhort, comfort
(109; na.pa + *JCa.A.£f) 20
(na.pEJCaA.ouv), -, na.pEJCaA.rna., -, na.pa.Kf:JCA.riµm,
na.pEKA.~eriv

ndew

I persuade (52; *nne)
(foneov), n£fow, EnEtCJa., nf:no1ea., nf:rrncrµm,
£n£fo0riv

1p£t<;, 1pta.

three (68; *1pEi:;) 21

Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

138,162
283
1,121
107,116

77.53%

16

EtmyyEA.il;w usually occurs in the middle (EtmyyEA.il;oµm) with no difference in meaning from the active. The preacher evangelizes the audience with the good news of the
gospel.
17 '1Epocr6A.uµa can be either neuter plural or feminine singular.
18

When the pope speaks "ex cathedra" (which is actually from the Latin but with
obvious links to the Greek), he is speaking with the full authority of the pope, as
one who is sitting on the seat of authority.

19

Do not confuse this word with the negation (au) or the genitive masculine/neuter
relative pronoun (oil). Although it occurs only 27 times in the New Testament, it is
so easily confused that it is included here.

20 Jesus used the cognate noun itapaKA.ri10<;, "Paraclete," for the Holy Spirit, one who
is called (KA.~w<;) alongside (napa) to encourage and help Christians (John 14:26).
21 A triad (1p1a<;) is a group of three things. A tricycle has three wheels.
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Advanced Information
27.15

If you want to use this advanced information in translating the exer-

cises, do your exercises first before reading this section. Then come
back, read this discussion, and redo your exercises.
27.16

Most grammars view the following material as an essential part of the
participle, and certainlx in the long run it is important. But because
there is already so muc):l to learn about the participle, we thought it
best to include the discussion of a participle's relative time here. If you
can learn it, as well as everything else in this chapter, then by all
means do so. If you are struggling, ignore it for the time being. But,
eventually you should come back and learn it.

27.17

Relative Time. There is an important distinction between absolute
and relative time. An indicative verb indicates absolute time. For
example, if an indicative verb is present tense, then it usually indicates
an action occurring in the present. If the Greek participle indicated
absolute time, then the present participle would indicate an action
occurring in the present.

However, the Greek participle does not indicate absolute time. It indicates relative time. This means that the time of the participle is relative
to the time of the main verb. The present participle describes an action

occurring at the same time as the main verb.22

27.18

In order to indicate relative time, you must change the way you translate the participle by using a helping verb ("studying" becomes "was
studying.") You may want to add the appropriate pronoun (e.g., "he
was studying").
•

If the main verb is aorist, then the present participle will be

translated as the past continuous (e.g., "was praying').
~A.SE rcpo0rnx6µEvoi:; .

He went while he was praying.
•

If the main verb is a present, then the present participle is
translated as the present continuous (e.g., "is praying").
£pxnm rcpo0Eux6µEvoi:;.
He goes while he is praying.

22

The aorist participle, which is formed from the aorist tense stem, often indicates an
action occurring before the time of the main verb . This will be discussed in chapter
29.
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Which pronoun you use is determined by the word the participle is
modifying. Which helping verb you use is determined by the time of
the main verb.
This is what is meant by "relative time." The time of the participle is
relative to the time of the main verb.
27. 19

When this distinction of relative time is taken into consideration in the
translation of the participle, it must never overrule the significance of
the aspect in your translation. Aspect is always primary to time. When

English allows your translation to indicate clearly only aspect or time, choose
aspect.
27.20

"Subject" of the participle. Technically speaking, the participle does
not have a subject. However, because the participle must agree with
the word it is modifying, you can almost always identify who or what
is doing the action of the participle. Indicating the "subject" of the participle will help in exegesis. (This "subject" is the pronoun we suggested adding in §27.18 and the "I" in §27.13, third bullet.)
A way to indicate both the aspect and the "subject" is to include the
appropriate pronoun and verb form. "While he was studying, the
teacher (8t8aaKa.A.o~) told the students (µa.8T]ta~) about the exam."
"While they were studying, the teacher (8t8aarnA.o~) told the students
(µa.8T]ta~) about the exam."
Choose the pronoun that makes the identification most clear as to who
or what is doing the participle. Be sure to use the continuous form of
the finite verb if possible. What you will discover is that it is often difficult, if not impossible, to translate this way word for word. You must
ask yourself, "Now that I know what all the parts mean in Greek, how
can I say the same thing in English?" Allow yourself a little freedom
in your translation.

27.2 1

How are you doing? If you are struggling with the translation of the
participle, then do not pay attention right now to this advanced discussion. Work with the basics of the participle until you are comfortable with them, and then start adding the pronoun and relative time.

Chapter 28

Aorist (Undefined) Adverbial Participles
Exegetical Insight
When the aorist participle is used adverbially it is one of the flexible syntactical
constructions in Koine Greek. It can be used to indicate almost any type of
adverbial clause and is therefore one of the most common grammatical constructions in the New Testament. But its flexibility also creates some real problems for translators and biblical exegetes (as well as beginning students of
Koine Greek). Since the meaning of the aorist adverbial participle is always
determined by its relationship to the main verb in context, some of the most
heated arguments in the interpretation of the New Testament center around
the meaning of an aorist participle.
There is probably no better example of such an argument than the ongoing
debate about the correct understanding of the aorist participle mcrtEUo-avtE<; in
Acts 19:2. The meaning of this participle determines the meaning of Paul's
question: Et nvt1Jµa frywv £A.a~ttE 7ttcrtEUo-avtE<;; The King James Version
translated this question: "Have ye received the Holy Ghost since ye believed?"
One of the common uses of the aorist participle is to indicate an action that
occurs before the action of the main verb. The King James translation
understands the aorist participle in this way and indicates that the believing
would have occurred before the receiving of the Holy Spirit. Pentecostals have
used this translation to support their claim that receiving the Holy Spirit is an
event distinct from and subsequent to believing in Christ. But traditional
Protestant exegetes have argued that this interpretation is based on a
misunderstanding of the use of the aorist participle. Koine Greek frequently
uses the aorist participle to express action that is part of the action of an aorist
finite verb and this is clearly the case in Paul's question. Believing and
receiving the Holy Spirit are both part of one experience. Most recent
translations agree with this understanding of mcrtEucravm;; and follow the
Revised Standard Version's translation: "Did you receive the Holy Spirit when
you believed?"
So which interpretation is right? It is essential to recognize that both are based
on legitimate understandings of the use of the aorist adverbial participle in
Koine Greek. Even in context, it is virtually impossible to prefer one over the
other and theological concerns usually determine which interpretation is chosen. So both interpretations can be considered correct understandings of
Paul's question in Acts 19:2. The moral of this little exegetical note is that when
dealing with the aorist adverbial participle, flexibility and a willingness to con257
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sider the validity of interpretations that differ from one's own are just as
important as a knowledge of the complexities of Greek grammar.

J.M. Everts
Overview
In this chapter we will learn:

•

that the aorist participle is formed from the unaugmented aorist tense
stem;
that the aorist participle indicates an undefined action;
that the aorist participle uses the participle morpheme v't in the active and
passive, and µEv in the middle;

•
•
•

to use "after" in your translation for the time being.

Introduction
28. l

In this chapter we will look at the aorist adverbial participle. The basic
grammar of the aorist participle is the same as the present adverbial;
the only two differences are the participle's form and aspect. This
chapter may look long, but there is not that much new information to
learn. It is mostly paradigms, and you already know most of the
forms.

Greek
28.2

Summary. The aorist participle is formed on the aorist stem and indicates an undefined action.

Most grammars use the term "aorist" participle because this participle
is built on the aorist tense stem of the verb. This nomenclature is helpful in learning the form of the participle. However, it tends to do a serious disservice because the student may infer that the aorist participle
describes an action occurring in the past, which it does not. It
describes an undefined action. Because the participle is not in the
indicative, there is no time significance to the participle. 1 We suggest
adopting the terminology "undefined participle" because it rightly
emphasizes the true significance of the participle that is built on the
aorist tense stem, its aspect.

There is an implied time relationship between the time of the participle and the time
of the main verb, but it is secondary to the true significance of the participle. This
relative time significance is covered in the Advanced Information section.
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28.3

Translation. The most important thing to remember about the aorist
participle is its aspect. It indicates an undefined action. It tells you
nothing about the aspect of the action other than it occurred.
Just as you can use "while" in translating the present participle, you
may use "after" with the aorist participle. We will discuss this in more
detail below.
~ayov'm;, ~A-eov ....

After eating, they went ....
It is difficult if not impossible to carry the aspect of the aorist participle
over into English using the -ing form of the verb. In the Advanced
Information section we will discuss a few alternative methods for
translation. But even if you are unable to indicate the true aspect of the
aorist participle in your translation, you can always explain it in your
teaching and preaching. In other words, it is your responsibility
always to remember the true significance of the aorist participle, and
if an accurate translation is not possible without butchering the
English language, you must at least explain the concept in words your
audience can understand.

Never forget: the participle formed on the aorist tense stem indicates
an undefined action.

First Aorist (Undefined) Participle
28.4

Chart. If a verb has a first aorist indicative, it will use that unaugmented first aorist stem in the formation of the aorist participle.

Unaugmented first aorist stem + Tense formative
Participle morpheme + Case endings

active:

Au + oa + VT + Ee;

middle:

Au + oa + µEvo + 1

passive:

~ +SE+ VT+ Ee;

'>..11
28.5

Augment. An augment is used in the indicative mood to indicate past
time. To be more specific, it indicates absolute past time. However,
since the participle does not indicate absolute time, the aorist participle cannot have an augment. Therefore, the aorist participle is formed
from the unaugmented aorist tense stem.
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This process of unaugmenting is easy to spot if the augment is a simple epsilon. £A.a~ov unaugments to A.a~ . However, if the augment is a
lengthened initial vowel it can be a bit confusing. For example, £A.9wv
looks like a present active participle, but actually it is from £pxoµm,
which has the second aorist ~A,9ov. The initial eta is a lengthened epsilon that, in the formation of the aorist participle, goes back to the original epsilon (*£A,9 • ~A,9 • ~A,9ov • £A.9wv).
This whole process can get especially tricky in a compound verb like
£1;EA.9wv. You can spend a long time thumbing through a lexicon looking for some form like /;EA.96w, perhaps assuming this form is an
imperfect contract verb. The moral of the story? Know your vocabulary! Know your verbal roots!
28.6

Paradigm: First aorist active participle. The active participle morpheme is Vt, which looks like ouvi; with the tense formative. In the
feminine the vi; has been replaced by cm.
3
masc

datsg

A.ucmc; 2
A,U<J<XV'tOc;
A,uaavn

ace sg

A.uaavm

nompl
datpl

AU<J<XV1Ec;
AU<JUV-CCJJV
A, foaat(v)

ace pl

A.uaavmc;

nom sg
gen sg

gen pl

28.7

fem

3
neuter

A.fo-acm3

AU<Jav4

A, U<JU<JTJc;
AU<JU<J1]
AU<J<X<J<XV

AU<J<XV"COc;
AU<J<XV-Ct
AU<J<XV

A.uaaam
AU<J<X<JWV

A.uaav-ca
Auaav-cwv

A.uaaamc;
A.uaaaac;

A. foaat(v)
A.uaavm

1

masc

fem

neut

nom sg

aac;

<J<X<J<X

<J<XV

gensg

<J<XV'tOc;

<J<X<JTJc;

<J<XV'tOc;

Tense formative. Although the augment is dropped, you will still see
the familiar aa tense formatives.

2

As is usual in the masculine third declension, the sigma case ending causes the preceding v-c to drop off.

3

oa and v-c are morphologically related. If you want to learn why the changes are so
drastic, see MBG, §91.

4

As is usual in the neuter third declension, no case ending is used in the nominative /
accusative, and therefore the final tau must drop off.
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28.8

Paradigm: First aorist middle participle. The middle participle morpheme is µevo/T], which looks like oaµevo/T] with the tense formative.

2
masc

1
fem

2
neuter

nomsg
gen sg
datsg
accsg

AucraµEvoi;
A.ucraµ£vou
A.ucraµEv(\l
A.ucraµEvov

A.ucraµEVTJ
A.ucraµ £vrii;
A.ucraµ£vn
A.ucraµ£vT]v

AucraµEVOV
A.ucraµ£vou
A. ucraµEYC\J
A.ucraµEVOV

nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

AucraµEVOl
A.ucraµ£vwv
A. ucraµ£vo1i;
A. ucraµ£voui;

A.ucraµEvm
A.ucraµ£vwv
hcraµ£vmi;
A.ucraµ£vai;

A.ucraµEva
A.ucraµ£vwv
A. ucraµ£voti;
A.ucraµEva

masc

fem

neut

nomsg

craµEvoi;

craµEVTJ

craµEvov

gensg

craµEvou

craµEVTJ<;

craµEVOU

ErrIZETE

It is probably a good thing both Greek and English are written here.
The Greek phrase literally reads, "Do not come near."
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28.9

5

6

Paradigm: First aorist passive participle. The passive participle morpheme is V't. The eta in the tense formative (8TJ) shortens to epsilon (8£),
and the participle then looks like 0£V't. In the feminine the vt has been
replaced by wo:.
3
masc

1
fem

3
neuter

nom sg
gensg
dat sg
ace sg

A.u8dc; 5
A.u8£vto<;
A.u8£vtt
A.u8£vm

A.u8£"iao:
A.u8dCJTJ<;
A.u8dan
AU8£tCJO'.Y

A.u8£v6
Au8Evto<;
A.u8£vn
h8£v

nompl
gen pl
datpl
ace pl

A.u8£vt£<;
A.u8£vtwv
A.u8£"iat(v)7
A.u8£vto:<;

A. u8£"iao:t
A.u8£tCJWY
A. u8damc;
A. u8£iao:c;

A. u8£vto:

A.u8EYtWY
h8£"iat(v)8
A. u8£vto:

masc

fem

neut

nomsg

8£t<;

8£WO'.

8£V

gensg

8£Vt0<;

8£WTJ<;

8£Vt0<;

The case ending is sigma, the v< drops out because of the sigma, and the epsilon
lengthens to compensate for the loss (*8£ + V"t + i; • 8£i; • 8ni;) .
No case ending is used, and the tau drops off because it cannot end a word (rule 8).

7

The n drops out because of the sigma, and the epsilon lengthens to
compensate for the loss.

El

in order to

8

Then drops out because of the sigma, and the epsilon lengthens to
compensate for the loss.

El

in order to
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Second Aorist (Undefined) Participle
28.10

If a verb has a second aorist form in the indicative, the aorist participle

of that verb will use the second aorist stem.

Unaugmented second aorist stem +
Connecting vowel +
Participle morpheme + Case endings

active:

~aA.

middle:

yi:v + o + µi:vo + t

passive:

ypa¢ + £ + v1 + i:c;

+ o + n + i:c;

There is one point that bears emphasis. The active and middle aorist
participle formed from the second aorist stem will look just like the
active and middle present participle except for the verbal stem and the
accent.
present participle

second aorist participle

active

~aUwv

~aA.wv

middle/passive

~aU6µi:voc;

~aA.6µi:voc;

This similarity is heightened by the fact that the stem of the aorist participle is unaugmented. For example, if you see the form ~aA.wv you
could easily assume that it is a present participle from the verb ~aA.w.
However, there is no such verb. ~aA.wv is rather the aorist participle
from ~aUw, which has a second aorist £~aA.ov. This illustrates why a
good knowledge of Greek vocabulary and verbal roots is so important; otherwise, you would spend much of your time in the company
of a lexicon.
For an explanation of the changes to the participle morphemes, see
our discussion of the present participle.
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28.11

28.12
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Paradigm: Second aorist active participle. The active participle morpheme is Vt, which looks like ovt with the connecting vowel. In the
feminine the v1 has been replaced by oucra.
3
masc

1
fem

3
neuter

nomsg
gen sg
dat sg
ace sg

~a/..wv

~a/..oucra

~a/..6v

~a/..6v10c;

~a/..oforic;

~a/..6v10c;

~a/..6vn

~a/..ofon

~a/..6vn

~a/..6v·m

~a/..oucrav

~a/..6v

nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

~a/..6v1£<;

~a/..oucrm

~a/..6v1a

~a/..6v1wv

~a/..oucrwv

~a/..6v1wv

~a/..oUo-t(v)

~a/..ofomc;

~a/..oucrt(v)

~a/..6vwc;

~a/..ofoac;

~a/..6vm

masc

fem

neut

nomsg

WY

oucra

OV

gen sg

OV10<;

OUGT]<;

OY"CO<;

Paradigm: Second aorist middle participle. The middle participle
morpheme is µEvO/TJ, which looks like OµEVO/TJ with the connecting
vowel.
2
masc

1
fem

2
neuter

nomsg
gensg
datsg
ace sg

'YEVOµEVO<;
y£voµ£vou
y£voµ£vcp
y£v6µ£vov

y£voµ£vri
y£voµ£vric;
y£voµ£vn
y£voµ£vriv

'YEVOµEVOY
y£voµ£vou
y£voµ£vcp
YEVOµEVOV

nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

'YEVOµEVOt
y£voµ£vwv
y£voµ£vot<;
y£voµ£vouc;

y£v6µ£vm
y£voµ£vwv
y£voµ£vmc;
y£voµ£vac;

y£v6µ£va
y£voµ£vwv
y£voµ£vot<;
y£v6µ£va

masc

fem

neut

nomsg

OµEVO<;

OµEYTJ

oµEVOV

gen sg

OµEYOU

oµEYTJ<;

oµEvou
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28.13

Paradigm: Second aorist passive participle. Of the verbs that occur
fifty times or more in the New Testament, none have second aorist
passive participles. But here is the paradigm for the sake of completeness. The passive participle morpheme is Vt. The tense formative (TJ)
shortens to epsilon (E), and the participle then looks like EVt. In the
feminine the v1 has been replaced by wa

nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg
nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

3

1

3

masc

fem

neuter

ypmj>Ei<; 9

ypmj>E"icm

ypa¢£v 10

ypa¢£vwc;

ypa¢EiaTJ<;

ypa¢£vwc;

ypa¢£vn

ypa¢Eta1l

ypa¢£vn

ypa¢£vm

ypa¢ciaav

ypa¢£v

ypa¢EV1E<;

ypa¢Etaat

ypa¢£vm

ypa¢£v1wv

ypa¢Etawv

ypa¢£v1wv

ypa¢Etat(v)

ypa¢Eiam<;

ypa¢E'iat(v)

ypa¢£v1ac;

ypa¢Eiaac;

ypa¢£vm

masc

fem

neut

nomsg

Et<;

EtCJ<X

EV

gen sg

EVW<;

EtCJT]<;

EVW<;

Because in the aorist the middle and passive are distinct forms, there
should be no confusion between present and second aorist passive
participles.

Odds n' Ends
28.14

9

lO

By way of reminder. The following rules hold true whether the participle is present or aorist.
•

The feminine participle always uses first declension endings
(A. fouaa, A. uaaµEvTJ).

•

When the masculine and neuter participles are active, they are
third declension (A.uwv, A.fov).

•

When the masculine and neuter participles are present middle or
passive, or aorist middle, they are second declension (A.u6µEvoc;,

The case ending is sigma, the v-r drops out because of the sigma (rule #7), and the
epsilon lengthens to compensate for the loss (rule #8; *E + v1 + <; • E<; •Et\;).
No case ending is used, and the tau drops off because it cannot end a word (rule #8).
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A.u6µEvov; A.uaaµEvoc;;, A.umiµEvov), and when they are aorist passive
they use third declension (A-uedc;;, A.u0£v).

Here is a list of the verbs that could give you some trouble in their
unaugmented aorist stems. Be sure to note the differences between
y{voµm (*yEv) and ytvwmcw (*yvo).

28.15

aorist

present

ayaywv

ayw

aywv

a'ipw
op aw

a'ipwv
opwv

£pxoµm
EUptaKW

£px6µEvoc;;
£UptaKWV

~A,0ov

rnpov

Eupwv

£xw

£xwv
e£A.wv
AEyWY

EGX,OV

(axwv) 11
0EAT]aac;;
'
'
Et1tWY

e£A.w
AEyW

TJY<XYOV
TJpa
EtOOY
~

apac;;
LOWY
£A-ewv

~

~0EATJG<X
~

Et1tOY

Summary
1.

The aorist participle is formed from the unaugmented aorist tense stem
and indicates an undefined action. For the time being, use "after" in your
translation if it fits the context.

2.

Master Participle Chart
morpheme
V't
µ£VO/TJ

tense &
voice

all active (aorist passive)

3-1-3

all middle/passive (all middle)

2-1-2

stem

tf
c.v.

morpheme
&c.e.

present
active

present

0

v-r

present
mid/pas

present

11

redup

case endings

tense/voice

I

oucm

nom. plural

six memory forms

A.£yovm;

WV, OUCJCX, OV
OV'tO~,OUCJTJ~, OV'tO~

0

µEVO/TJ

A£YOµ£V0l

oµ£vo~,oµ£VT],Oµ£VOV
0µ£vou,0µ£VTJ~,0µ£vou

The aorist participle of lixw does not occur in the New Testament.
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tense &
voice

red up

stem

tf
c.v.

morpheme
&c.e.

nom. plural

six memory forms

1 aorist
active

aorist
active

CJ().

Vt

J.:uCJavm;

CJac;, CJaCJa, CJav
CJO.VtOI;, CJO.CJ11~, CJO.VtO~

1 aorist
middle

aorist
active

CJ().

µEvo/11

AuCJcXµEVOl

CJaµEVO~

1 aorist
passive

aorist
passive

8£

vt

AU8Evt£~

8Et~,

2 aorist
active

aorist
active

0

vt

~aA,ovtE~

WV ...

2 aorist
middle

aorist
active

0

µEvo/11

yEvoµEVOl

oµEVO~

2 aorist
passive

aorist
passive

E

Vt

ypa¢Evt£~

El~,

I CJ().

...

8EtCJO., 8EV

8£Vt0~, 8EtCJ11~, 8£Vt0~

...

ElCJO., EV

EvtO~, ElCJ11~, EVtO~

Vocabulary

ypaµµmc:uc;, -£we;, 6

I greet, salute (59; *cicma8)
(~<J1w.1;6µ11v), -, ~crmwaµriv, -, -, scribe (63; *ypaµµmc:f) 12

""' 13
£'1'11

He/she/it was saying; he/she/it said

1c:p6v, -ou, 16

temple (71; * 1c:po) 14

Kpal;w

I cry out, call out (56; *Kpay) 15
(£Kpa1;ov), Kpal;w, £Kpal;a, KEKpaya, -, not (54, adverb)

rtm8iov, -ou, 16

child, infant (52; *rtm8w) 16

12

Grammar is from the Greek ypaµµmtK~, meaning characteristic of writing (ypaµµa).

13

Third person singular of ¢11µ{; it can be either imperfect active or second aorist
active. This one form occurs forty-three times in the New Testament. We have
included it as a vocabulary word because it is difficult for a first year student to recognize. It is not included in the vocabulary count.

14

Hieroglyphics is Egyptian writing, from the cognate tEpo~ ("sacred," "holy") and
yA,u¢w ("to carve, note down [on tablets]").

15

This is one of the very few al;,w verbs whose stem does not actually end in a dental;
cf. v-2a(2) in MBG.

16

A child is one who learns, who needs to be taught. Paideutics (nm8EunK6~) and pedagogy are the art of teaching. The combining form pedo is also common, as in
pedobaptism.
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I sow (52, *crm:p)
-, fonnpa, -, fonapµm, -

crncipw

138,162

Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

290
407
107,523
77.82%

Advanced Information
28.16

Relative time. Whereas the present participle indicates an action
occurring at the same time as the main verb, the aorist participle generally indicates an action occurring before the time of the main verb.
There are, however, many exceptions to this general rule. (That is why
it is only a general rule.) For example, many aorist participles indicate
an action occurring at the same time as the main verb.
It is especially difficult to indicate relative time for the aorist participle
using the -ing form of the verb. Using "after" instead of "while" when
appropriate does help. It will also help to follow the advice in the
Advanced Information section in the previous chapter.

28.17

The following chart shows the relationship among main verbs,
present participles, and aorist participles. If you are confused with the
names of the English tenses, the appropriate helping verbs are listed
below their names. See the Appendix for a further discussion of
English tenses (page 353).

main verb

present participle

aorist participle

Future

"While"+ future continuous
will be eating

"After" + present
eating

Present

"While"+ present continuous
is eating

"After"+ simple past
eating

Imperfect

"While"+ past continuous
was eating

"After"+ past perfect
had eaten

Aorist

"While"+ past continuous
was eating

"After"+ past perfect
had eaten

Perfect

"While"+ perfect continuous
have been eating

"After"+ past perfect
had eaten
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28.18

Future participle. The future participle is used to describe what is
"purposed, intended, or expected" in the future (Smyth, §2044). The
future participle occurs thirteen times in the New Testament. The
forms are obvious, and we felt they did not require specific comment.
Here they are.
"A~Ec;

'i8wµEv Et EPXEtat 'HA.iac; m:.Oowv

Matt. 27:49

oi 8£ A.otno\ £A.cyov,
m'.rt6v.

Luke 22:49

186v-rEc; 8£ oi nEpt au-rov -ro £o6µtvov Ehav, KuptE, Et
nmal;oµEv f.v µaxaip11;

John 6:64

Acts 8:27

Acts 20:22

an' El<JlV f.s uµwv 'ttVE<; oi OU 1ttcmuouow. il8£t yap f.s apxTic;
6 'IT]<JOU<; 'ttVE<; El<JlV oi µ~ 1ttcJ'tEUoV'tE<; Kat -ric; f.crnv 6
napaowowv au-r6v.
rn\ avacr-rac; f.nopEU8TJ· rn\ t8ou av~p At8to\jf Euvouxoc;
8uva<J'tT]<; Kav8aqc; ~a<JtAfo<JT]<; At8t01tWV, oc; ~v E1tl 1tcl<JT]<;
•Tic; yat;T]c; au-rT]c;, oc; EAT]AU8£t 1tpomcuvfiowv Etc; '1£poucraA.~µ,
rn\ vuv 18ou 8E8Eµ£voc; f.yw -rep nvEuµan nopE\Joµm Etc;
'1£poucraA.~µ,

'ta EV au-rfl

O'UV<XVTIJOOV'ta

µot

µ~

Et8wc;,

Acts 22:5

we; rn\ 6 apxtEpEuc; µap-rupEt µot rn\ mxv -ro nprn~u-r£pwv·
nap' cbv Kat E1tt<J't0Aac; 8El;aµEvoc; npoc; wuc; a8EA.~ouc; Etc;
t.aµa<JKOV E1t0p£UOµT]V &i;wv Kat wuc; EKEt<JE ovwc;
8E8Eµ£vouc; de; '1£poucraA. ~µ 'i va nµwpT]8W<Jt v.

Acts 24:11

8uvaµ£vou <JOU f.myvwvm on OU 1tAEtouc; Et<JlV µot ~µ£pm
8w8Ern a~· ~c; avE~T]V 1tpomcuvftowv Et<; 'IEpoucraA,~µ,

Acts 24:17

8t' hwv 8£ nA.Etovwv f.A.ET]µocruvac; notftowv Etc; -ro £evoc; µou
napcyEvoµT)v Kat npocr~opac;,

Rom 8:34

-rte; 6 1Cat<X1Cptvwv; Xpw-roc; [IT)crouc;]

1 Cor 15:37

Kat 0 <J1tElp£tc;, OU 'tO crwµa 'tO "fEVT]OOµ£VOV <J1tEtp£tc; ana
yuµvov KOKKov Et -ruxoi criwu ~ nvoc; -rwv A.omwv·

Heb 3:5

Kat MwticrT]c; µEv 1tt<J't0<; EV OAQJ 'tcp o'iKQJ auwu we; 8Epamov
Etc; µap-ruptov -rwv A.aA.T]8TJooµ£vwv,

Heb 13:17

rr£iern8E w'ic; ~youµ£votc; uµwv Kat U1tElKE'tE, auw\ yap
aypu1tVOU<JtV U1tEp 'tWV 'i'UXWV uµwv we; A.6yov cl1tOOWOOV't£<;,
'iva µE'ta xapiic; 'tOU'tO 1totW<JtV Kat µ~ <J'tEvat;ov-rEc;,
aA. ucrnEA.£c; yap uµ'iv wuw.

1Pet3:13

Ka\ -ric; 6 lC<XlCWOWV uµiic; £av 'tOU ayaeou STJAW'W.l YEVT]<J8E;

oano8avwv,

Chapter 29

Adiectival Participles
Exegetical Insight
In Romans 1:3-4 it is imperative to see that the two attributive participles (tou

yEvoµ£vou, "who was," and ·i:ou 6pw8£vto~, "who was appointed") modify the
word "son" (u'tou) that appears at the beginning of verse 3. The two participial
phrases communicate two complementary truths about the Son. First, "he was
of the seed of David according to the flesh" ('i:ou yEvoµ£vou EK arr£pµmo~ L'.aul.8
Kma aaprn). Since Jesus was a descendant of David, he fulfilled the Old Testament prophecies that a ruler would come from David's line (2 Sam 7:12-16;
Isa 11:1-5, 10; Jer 23:5-6; 33:14-17; Ezek 34:23-24).
In saying that Jesus was David's descendant "according to the flesh," no criti-

cism of his Davidic origin is implied. Nonetheless, the second attributive participle introduces something greater than being the fleshly descendant of
David. The Son "was appointed to be the Son of God in power according to the
Spirit of holiness by the resurrection of the dead" (tou 6pw8£vto~ utou ernu Ev
OuvaµEt K<X'rU 7rVEUµ<X aytWGUV'fl~ E~ cXVU<JcUGEW~ VEKpwv).
The two stages of salvation history are present here. During his earthly life
Jesus was the Messiah and the Son of David, but upon his resurrection he was
appointed as the ruling and reigning Messiah. The title "Son of God" in verse
4, then, refers to the messianic kingship of Jesus, not his deity. Paul is not suggesting that Jesus was adopted as God's Son upon his resurrection. Remember
that the phrase introduced with the attributive participle tou 6pw8£vto~ in
verse 4 modifies the word "Son" (u'tou) in verse 3. The "Son" was appointed
by God to be "the Son of God." In other words, Jesus was already the Son
before he was appointed to be the Son of God! The first usage (v. 3) of the word
"Son," then, refers to Jesus' pre-existent divinity that he shared with the Father
from all eternity. Jesus' appointment as "the Son of God" (v. 4) refers to his
installment as the messianic King at his resurrection.
How great Jesus Christ is! He is the eternal Son of God who reigns with the
Father from all eternity. But he also deserves our worship as the messianic
King, the God-Man who was appointed as the Son of God in power when he
was raised from the dead.

Thomas R. Schreiner
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Overview
In this chapter we will learn that:
• an adjectival participle modifies a noun or pronoun, or it performs a
function like a noun;
• if an adjectival participle is functioning as an adjective, it is called an
attributive participle and behaves like an adjective;
• if an adjectival participle is functioning as a noun, it is called a substantival
participle and behaves like a noun.

English
29.1

A participle is a verbal adjective. As such, it not only has verbal but
also adjectival characteristics. In other words, a participle can do
whatever an adjective can do. For example, it can modify a noun. "The
man eating by the window is my Greek teacher." In this example, the
participle eating tells us something about the man.

29.2

But a participle can do more than simply modify a noun. One of its
most obvious other talents is to act like a noun. In other words, a participle can be used substantivally. "The living have hope." In this
example, the participle living is serving as a noun, specifically as the
subject of the sentence.

Greek
29.3

Almost everything we have learned about participles so far applies
here as well. The formation of the participle, its aspect, agreement
with the word it modifies-all these apply to all participles.

29.4

Because a participle is a verbal adjective, it can behave not only as an
adverb (chapters 27-28) but also as an adjective. This is called the
"adjectival" participle. Adjectival participles can be attributive or substantive.

29.5

Review of adjectival grammar. We need to start by reviewing adjectival grammar (chapter 9). Participles in this chapter are functioning as
adjectives, and you need to see that grammatically there is very little
new here.

•

Adjectives function in one of three ways: as an attributive,
substantive, or predicate.
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•

When an adjective functions attributively, it agrees with the word
it modifies in case, number, and gender and is preceded by an
article.
6 aya8o<; A.6yo<; i::crTi v ...

•

When an adjective functions substantivally, its case is determined
by its function in the sentence. Its gender and number are
determined by what it stands for.
6 aya86<; i::crnv ...

If an adjective is substantival, there will not be a noun for it to
modify. You will often have to include additional words in your
translation depending on natural gender.
~ ayae~

"the good woman"

Adjectival Participle
29.6

The adjectival participle has two functions, attributive (if it functions
as an adjective) and substantival (if it functions as a noun)
The key words "while," "after," and "because" apply only to adverbial participles. They are not used with adjectival participles.

29.7

Attributive. The attributive participle will modify some other noun or
pronoun in the sentence, and will agree with that word in case, number, and gender, just like an adjective. For the time being, it can be
translated simply with the "ing" form.
6 av8pwno<; 6 AE)'WV T0 oxA.0 E<JTtV 6 OtocX<JKUAO<; µou.

The man speaking to the crowd is my teacher.
29.8

Substantival. Since an adjective can also function as a noun, so also
can a participle. Remember: a participle is a verbal adjective, and anything an adjective can do a participle can do, usually better.
6 T0 oxA.0 AE)'WV E<JTtV 6 8t8acrrnA.6<; µou.

The one who is speaking1 to the crowd is my teacher.
What will determine the case, number, and gender of a participle used
substantivally?
Correct! The case is determined by the function of the participle in the
sentence (just like it does with a substantival adjective). In the example above, A.£ywv is nominative because the participle is the subject of
the sentence. Since an article is present, it will also give a clue.
We will discuss why we added "one who is" in §29.9.
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Its number and gender are determined by what or who the participle
is representing. In this case, there is only one teacher (i.e., singular)
and he is a man (i.e., masculine).
29.9

Translation of the substantive participle. As is the case with a substantival adjective, the translation of a substantival participle will
often require the addition of extra words, such as the "one who is" in
the previous example. Try translating without these words.

6 AE"fWV •0 oxA.0 £anv 6 OtOUGKaAO~ µou.
The speaking to the crowd is my teacher.
Does not make much sense does it? This gets back to a point we made
several chapters back. The translation of the Greek participle is often
idiomatic. You must look at what the Greek means, and then figure
out how to say the same thing in English. Going word for word will
usually not work.
Just as you do with substantival adjectives, use common sense in the
words you add (like "one who is"). If the participle is singular you
could use "one," "he," "she," or perhaps "that" if it is neuter. If it is
plural you could use "they" or perhaps "those." Instead of "who" you
might use "which," especially if the concept described by the participle is neuter. There is quite a bit of flexibility possible here, and the
best way to figure out what words to use is to figure it out first in
Greek and then switch to English. Additional rules would just confuse
you now.
What case, number, and gender would a participle be if the translation
is as follows?
case

number

gender

the ones who
that which
to those who
of that which

29.10

Aspect of an adjectival participle. While the basic aspectual difference between a continuous (present) and undefined (aorist) participle
is still true, the significance of aspect is lessened in the attributive participle and is much weaker in the substantive participle. This means
that in your translation you do not need to work as hard to bring the
aspect into your translation. It is not as present in the adjectival participle to the same degree it is in the adverbial participle.
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Attributive or substantive? Since a participle can function either as an
adjective or as a noun, how can you tell which is which? Again the
answer is context.

Take the example, 6 A.£rwv 10 oxA.0 f:crnv 6 OtOcXGKCXA.6<; µou. How can
you tell whether 6 A.£rwv is adjectival or substantival? Simple. Try
translating it as adjectival. You cannot because there is nothing for it
to modify. Therefore it must be substantival.

Adjectival or Adverbial
29.12

Adverbial or adjectival? You will also notice that there is no difference in form between the adverbial and adjectival participle. aKoUovTE<; could be adjectival (attributive or substantival) or adverbial. How
then do you know whether the participle is adjectival or adverbial?

There are two clues to the answer to this question.
•

The first is whether or not the participle is preceded by the article.
As a general rule, the adverbial participle is anarthro,us while the
adjectival participle is articular. To state it in rev~r~s'e, °if th~ participle
is articular, it cannot be adverbial. If it is anarthrous, it probably is
adverbial.
The article will always agree with the participle in case, number,
and gender. 2

6 av8pwno<; 6 A.£rwv 10 oxA.0 EGTtV 6 8t8aarnA.6<; µou.
•

Context. If there are no article present, the other clue available to
us is the context of the verse. Which makes more sense? Adverbial
or adjectival? Trying to translate the participle one way, and then
the other, will usually answer the question.

Remember: if there is an article, the participle cannot be adverbial. If
there is not an article, it probably is adverbial.

2

You should expect this, since this is also true of an adjective. Sometimes a word or
phrase will be inserted between the article and participle, as is the case with adjectives (e.g., 6 t0 oxA.0 A.i:ywv).
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Summary
Four different terms are important to know.
1.

Adverbial. An adverbial participle agrees with a noun or pronoun in the
sentence, but the action described by the participle is directed toward the
verb. It often uses the key words while or after, depending upon whether it
is present or aorist.

2.

Adjectival. An adjectival participle modifies a noun or pronoun, or functions like a noun.

3.

a.

Attributive. If an adjectival participle is attributing something to a
noun or pronoun, it is called an attributive participle. For the time
being, the simple "ing" form of the English verb is sufficient for translation. The participle will agree in case, number, and gender with the
word it is modifying.

b.

Substantival. If an adjectival participle is functioning as a noun, it is
called a substantival participle. You will usually insert some extra
words into your translation to make sense of this construction. Use
those words that enable you to repeat in English the true significance
of the participle in Greek. Its case is determined by its function, its
gender and number by the word it is replacing.

The following chart illustrates the process of translating participles.

The Seven Questions to Ask of Any Participle You Meet
1.

What is the case, number, and gender of the participle, and why
(i.e., what word is it modifying)?

2.

Is the action (or state of being) in the participle directed toward a
verb (adverbial) or a noun (adjectival)?

3.

If it is adverbial, do you use "while" or "after"?

4.

If it is adjectival, is it attributive or substantival?

5.

What is the aspect of the participle? Continuous (present) or
undefined (aorist)?

6.

What is the voice of the participle?

7.

What does the verb mean?
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l.

What word is the participle modifying, if any?

2.

Adverbial

3.

l

Adjectival

~

/

Attributive

Substantive

Modifying
(who, which)

Functioning
(the one who)

4.

Modifying
(while/ after)

5.

Aspect

6.

Voice

(active; middle; passive)

7.

Meaning

(definition of the word)

(present: continuous)
(aorist: undefined)

Vocabulary

8oK£w

I take, receive (56; *ocx)
w;oµm, £8cl;aµ11v, -, 8£8qµm, £0£xe11v
I think, seem (62; *8oK) 3
(£86Kouv), 86l;w, £8ol;a, -, -, -

£o9iw

I eat (158; *£081; *~ay) 4
(~0810v), ~ayoµm, £~ayov,

nf:µnw

-, -, -

I send (79, *n£µ1t)
nf:µ\jlw, EnEµ\jfa, -, -, £n£µ~811v
I carry, bear, produce (66; *~Ep; *01; *£vq) 5
(£~Epov), o'iow, ~vqrn, £v~voxa, £v~vqµm, ~v£xe11v

3

Docetism was an early Christian heresy that taught Jesus only appeared to be
human. Epsilon is added to form the present tense stem.

4

Esophagus is formed from the second root, *<Pay.
Christopher (Xp{crrn<jlEp) means bearing Christ. See MBG for explanation of tense
stems.

5
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Advanced Information
29.13

Aspect and relative time. The present and aorist participles have a
relative time significance regardless of whether they are adverbial or
adjectival. However, keeping this significance in the translation of the
adjectival participle requires a few more steps.

29.14

Attributive. If the attributive participle is translated using a relative
clause and a finite verb, it is possible to indicate more clearly the participle's aspect and relative time. Choose the relative pronoun that
makes the correct sense.

6 av8pomot; 6 A.£ywv 10 oxA.0 EG1tV 6 818acrrnA.6t; µou.
The man who is speaking to the crowd is my teacher.
6 av8pwnot; 6 £t1tWV 10 oxA.0 EG'ttv 6 818acrKaA.6t; µou
The man who spoke to the crowd is my teacher.
0 av8pW7tOt; 0 AEYWV 10 OXA0 ~V 0 OlOUGlCCXAOt; µou.
The man who was speaking to the crowd was my teacher.

6 av8pwnot; 6 E'tnwv 10 oxA.0 ~v 6 818acrJCaA.6t; µou.
The man who had spoken to the crowd was my teacher.
29.15

Substantival. Because you already know how to use personal and relative pronouns in the translation of the substantival participles, there
is really nothing else to learn here, except that you should concentrate
on using a verbal form that shows the correct relative time significance.

Chapter 30

Perfect Participles and Genitive Absolutes
Exegetical Insight
The perfect tense is often used to teach important theological truths, and it is
often not possible to translate its full significance. The phrase -cf! yap xapt -ci £en£
<J£CJQHJµ£vot cha nicr-c£wc;, translated in the NIV as, "For it is by grace you have
been saved, through faith-" (Eph 2:8a), does not reveal the full meaning of
'
,
£CJ'"C£ <J£CJQJ<Jµ£YOl.
The perfect passive participle crrncµcrµ£vot is used in tandem with i::ml:'. to form
what is called a "periphrastic verb," a construction intended to place special
emphasis on the continuing results. Paul is using this construction to emphasize that the effects of salvation are an ongoing part of a believer's life. What
does this mean for contemporary Christian experience?
It means that the starting and the finishing lines are not the same. Salvation is
indeed a process. Salvation has a beginning, a middle, and an end - justification, sanctification, and glorification. This experience is wholly dynamic, not
incrementally static. At this point, the well-traveled "lifeboat analogy" is helpful. The unredeemed life is as if we were about to perish on a crippled ship
threatening to sink as a result of sustaining irreparable damage in a menacing
storm. Lifeboats arrive to rescue us and begin the perilous journey to the safety
of the shore. Once in the saving vessel, however, the storm rages on. No one is
quite sure when the storm may dissipate or when another may erupt on the
way to safety. While we may experience smooth sailing for a time, we very
well could be smothered with peril again. Reaching the safe confines of the
shore is the ultimate goal.

Making the exchange from a sinking to a saving vessel is the initiation of salvation, or justification; the voyage in the lifeboat is the working out of our salvation (see Phil 2:12), or sanctification; and reaching the shore is our final
arrival in heaven. This is the consummation of salvation, or glorification. The
aspect intended by i::cr-c£ crrncµcrµ£vot covers the entire journey. This understanding can yield a better translation and application, "For by grace you are being
saved, through faith."
Additionally, the participle is in the passive voice, telling us that there is an
external agent, the grace of God, at work in the process as well. While Paul is
adamant one cannot work "for" salvation, he is just as convinced one must
work "out" salvation. The Christian knows as well as Paul about the daily
struggle involved in living the Christian life. Salvation is not totally automatic;
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serious effort is involved once it has begun. Struggling through the sanctification part of salvation, which is our post-conversion life, not only authenticates
our relationship with Christ, it also drives us to grow deeper in our Christian
experience.

Paul Jackson

Overview
In this chapter we will learn that:

•

•

•
•

the perfect participle is formed from the perfect tense stem (including
reduplication) and indicates a completed action with results continuing
into the present (of the speaker, not the reader);
a genitive absolute is a participial construction in which a participle and
noun/pronoun in the genitive are not connected to any word in the rest of
the sentence;
a periphrastic construction consists of a participle and a form of £1.µi, and
is used in place of a finite verbal form;
there are other ways to translate adverbial participles.

Greek
30.1

Summary. This is the last participle you will learn. The perfect participle is formed on the perfect tense stem and carries the same significance that the perfect does in the indicative. It indicates a completed
action that has consequences in the present.
As is true in the indicative, so here the time is present from the standpoint of the speaker, not necessarily the reader. This error is made not
infrequently.

30.2

Translation. A general suggestion is to use "(after) having ... " and the
past perfect form of the verb (e.g., "after having eaten"). The use of
"after" is optional, depending upon context.

30.3

Reduplication. The perfect participle is built on the perfect tense
stem. The vocalic reduplication is retained, since it is not the same
thing as the augment, indicating past time.

30.4

Stem. If a verb has a first perfect indicative, it will use that first perfect
stem in the formation of the perfect participle. There are only a few
second perfect participles, and they are discussed in the Advanced
Information section.
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Perfect Participle
30.5

Chart: First perfect active participle

Reduplication + Perfect tense stem +
Tense formative ( K) +
Participle morpheme + Case endings

A.E + A.u + K + 01 + Ei; • A.EA.uKOrEi;

30.6

Paradigm: First perfect active participle. The active participle morpheme for the masculine and neuter is oi;, which looks like ICO't when
joined with the tense formative. In the feminine, the or has been
replaced by uta. 1
3

masc

1
fem

nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg

A.EA.uKwi; 2
A.EA. UKO'tOi;
A.EA.uK6n
A.EA.uK6ra

A.fA.UKUta
A.EA.uKuiai;
A.EA. UKUlf!A.EA. UKUtaV

A,£A.uKoi; 3
A.EA. UKO'tOi;
A.EA.UKOH
A.EA.uKoi;

nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

A.EA. UK01Ei;
A.EA. UK01WV
A.EA. UKOGt(v)
A.EA. UKfrmi;

A.EA.uKu'im
A.fA.UKUlWV
A.EA.uKuimi;
A.EA. UKuiai;

A.EA.UKOra
A.EA. '\JK01WV
A.EA. '\JKOGt(v)
A.EA.UKOW

3

neut

masc

fem

neut

nomsg

Kwi;

Kut

KOi;

gen sg

KO'tOi;

Kmai;

KO'Wi;

For details see MBG, §91.5.
2
3

The case ending is a sigma. The tau drops out (rule #7) and the omicron lengthens
to omega in order to compensate for the loss (rule #5). KO't<; •Koc; •KW<;.
The case ending is a sigma. The tau drops out (rule #7) but the omicron does not
lengthen. Kotc; • Koc;.
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Chart: First perfect middle/passive participle

Reduplication + Perfect tense stem +
Participle morpheme + Case endings
A.£ + A.u + µEvo + t • A.EA.uµE:vot

30.8

Paradigm: First perfect middle/passive participle. The middle/passive participle morpheme is µevo/ TJ, which, when joined with the connecting vowel, looks like oµEvO / TJ.
2

1

2

masc

fem

neut

nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg

A.EA.uµE:voc;
A.EA.uµE:vou
AEAuµEVlp
A.EA. uµE:vov

A.EA.uµE:vri
A.EA. uµ£vric;
A.EA.uµE:vn
A.EA. uµE:vriv

A.EA. uµ£vov
A.EA. uµ£vou
AEA.uµE:vcp
A.EA.uµ£vov

nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

AEA.uµE:vot
A.EA. uµ£vwv
A,£Auµ£votc;
A.EA uµ£vouc;

AEA.uµE:vm
A.EA.uµ£vwv
A.EA.uµ£vmc;
AEA. uµ£vac;

A.EA.uµ£va
A.EA. uµE:vwv
A.EA.uµ£v0tc;
AEA.uµ£va

masc

fem

neut

nomsg

µ£voe;

µ£VT!

µEVOY

gen sg

µEVOU

µEVTtc;

µEVOU

As in the indicative, there is no tense formative and no connecting
vowel. This should make identification easier.4

Genitive Absolute
30.9

4

The grammatical definition of an "absolute" construction is a construction that has no grammatical relationship to the rest of the sentence.5 The primary example of an absolute construction in Greek is
the genitive absolute.

The accent will always be on the next to the last syllable, the "penult" (µi:v).
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A genitive absolute is a noun or pronoun and a participle in the genitive
that are not grammatically connected to the rest of the sentence. 6 In other
words, there will be no word elsewhere in the sentence that the participial phrase modifies.

Ka't £u8uc; /in avwv A-aA-ovvw£" napayivnm 'Iou8ac; (Mark 14:43).
And immediately, while he is still speaking, Judas comes.
30. l 0

Helpful hints

•

Notice how auwu functions as the "subject" of the participle. The
genitive absolute is often used when the noun or pronoun doing
the action of the participle is different from the subject of the
sentence.

•

It is also possible for the participle to have modifiers, such as a

direct object, adverb, etc.
•

The genitive absolute tends to occur at the beginning of a sentence
in narrative material.

30.11

Translation. The translation of the genitive absolute is idiomatic. You
cannot translate word for word. See what it says in Greek, and then
say the same basic thing in English, trying to emphasize the aspect of
the participle. If you use an absolute construction in your translation,
your English will actually be poor English, but for the time being this
is okay.

30.12

These guidelines provide a starting point for translation.
1.

Most genitive absolutes in the New Testament are temporal, and
you will translate the genitive absolute as a temporal clause. Use
"while" if the participle is present and "after" if the participle is
aorist. 7

A.aA.ouvwc; ....
While speaking ....
A.aA.ficravwc; ....
After speaking ....
5

"Absolute" means "separated." It comes from the Latin "absolutus," which means
"loosed." In English we have a similar construction called the "nominative absolute." It is a noun or pronoun with a participle that is not grammatically linked to
the sentence. "Weather permitting, we will eat soon."

6

It is possible not to have the noun or pronoun, but this is unusual (see Bl-D §423.6).
If one is not present, you may assume it in your translation.

7

If you are translating with relative time as discussed in the Advanced Information
sections in previous chapters, maintain the notion of relative time in connection
with the main verb.
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If there is a "subject" in the genitive, use it and the finite form of
the verb.
aK01iov10c; a\nou ... .
While he heard ... .
cXKOUG<XV'tOc; m'nou ....
After he heard ....

30.13

In the following examples, differentiate among the regular participles
and the genitive absolutes. Parse each participle.

AEyOV'tf:c; tafrm Ot µa8T]mt an;~A,8ov ....
AE"(OV'tUJV npo~~'tUJV mum Ot µa8T]mt an~A.eov ....
£t7t0Vt£c; tauta ot µa8T]tat

an~A,8ov

....

£t7tOV'tUJV npo~~'tUJV mum Ot µa8T]tat an~A.8ov ....
8i8axe£vti::c; uno tou Kupiou f:i;~A.8ov i::'tc; t~v £pT]µov ot 8ouA-oi.
8t8axe£vtwv npo~~twv uno 10u Kupiou f:i;~A.8ov de; t~v EpT]µov ot
OOUAOl.

Periphrastic Constructions
30.14

One of the basic differences we have seen between English and Greek
is that the different Greek tenses do not use helping verbs. English
uses "will" to make a verb future and "be" to make it passive. Greek
just uses different tense formatives, etc.
There is one situation, however, when Greek uses i::l.µi and a participle
together to state a single idea, and this is called a periphrastic construction.8 Originally a periphrastic construction was used to emphasize the continuous force of the participle (which is why the aorist
participle never occurs in this construction). However, by the time of
Koine Greek, this emphasis is often lost. In fact, Koine Greek normally
uses a periphrastic construction for the third person plural, perfect
middle/passive.
Translate the periphrastic construction just as you would the regular
formation of the tense; perhaps the continuous idea will be emphasized, but that is up to the context and not the verbal form (see Exegetical Insight).

8

"Periphrastic" means a "round about" way of saying something, from 7tEpt and

<1>pamc;.
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Here are all the different forms a periphrastic construction can take.
The form of £1µ{ and the participle can be separated by several words.

periphrastic tense

construction

Present
Imperfect
Future

present of £1µ{
+
imperfect of Etµi +
future of £1µ{
+

present participle
present participle
present participle

Perfect
Pluperfect
Future perfect

present of Etµi
+
imperfect of Etµi +
future of dµi
+

perfect participle
perfect participle
perfect participle

(For a discussion of the pluperfect tense, see Advanced Information in
chapter 25.)

Alternate Translations for Adverbial Participles
30.1 S

So far we have learned a few ways to translate adverbial participles present with "while," aorist with "after," and "because." This is an
excellent way to start, but there are participles that cannot be translated very well this way. As you become more familiar with participles, other ways of translating the participle will become possible.
Following are four more possibilities with their technical names.
•

Instrumental participle. Adverbial participles can indicate the
means by which an action occurred. You may use the key word
"by."
KomwµEv £pya1;6µEvot w'ic; tOimc; XEpoiv.
We toil by working with our hands.

•

As a regular verb. In certain constructions where a participle
accompanies a verb, the participle is best translated as a finite
verb.

6 8£ Tr1uouc; a1toKpt8E'ic; EtnEv ... .
But Jesus answered (and) said ....
•

Concessive participle. Some participles state a concessive idea and
the key word is "though." (aµaptavw means "I sin.")
aµaptaVOVta yap 0 0Eoc; ayanft, µE.
For though (I am) a sinner, God loves me."

Chapter 30: Perfect Participles and Genitive Absolutes
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Summary
1.

The perfect participle indicates a completed action with results continuing
into the present (of the speaker).

2.

The perfect active participle is formed from the perfect active tense stem
(including reduplication) with ot/uta.

3.

The perfect middle / passive participle is formed from the perfect middle/
passive tense stem (including reduplication) with µEvo / ri.

4.

A genitive absolute is a participial construction in which the participle in
the genitive is unconnected to the main part of the sentence. It usually
includes a noun or pronoun in the genitive that acts as the "subject" of the
participle, and it can have modifiers. Translate the genitive absolute as a
temporal clause using "while" and "after" unless the context does not
allow it.

5.

A periphrastic construction consists of a participle and a form of Etµi that
are used instead of a finite verbal form. It was originally designed to
emphasize the continuous aspect of an action, but this cannot be assumed
in Koine Greek. It is normally used in place of a third person plural perfect
middle / passive.

6.

An adverbial participle can indicate means or concession, and sometimes
is best translated as a finite verb.

Summary of the Greek Participle
1.

If the participle is used adverbially, its form will agree with the noun or
pronoun that is doing the action of the participle.

2.

If the participle is used as an attributive adjective, then it will agree with
the word it modifies in case, number, and gender, just like any adjective.
(Remember, the participle is a verbal adjective.)

4.

If the participle is used as a substantive, then its case is determined by its
function in the sentence. Its number and gender are determined by the
word to which it is referring (like a substantival adjective). You will most
likely add words in your translation based on natural gender.

5.

Because the participle does not indicate absolute time, the aorist participle
will unaugment. The perfect participle does not lose its vocalic reduplication.
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6.

Part IV: Nonindicative Verb System

The Master Participle Chart is now complete.
morpheme
vi:

all active (aorist passive)

3-1-3

01:

perfect active

3-1-3

all middle/passive (all middle)

2-1-2

µEVO/T]

tense &
voice

case endings

tense/voice

stem

tf
c.v.

morpheme
& c.e.

present
active

present

0

vi:

present
mid/pas

present

0

1 aorist
active

aorist
active

oa

vi:

1 aorist
middle

aorist
active

oa

1 aorist
passive

aorist
passive

2 aorist
active

red up

nom. plural

six memory forms

A.£yovi:E<;

WV, O'\JOCX, OV
ovi:o<;,O'\JOT]<;,ovi:o<;

µEvo/T]

A£YOµEVOl

oµEVO<;,oµEVT],OµEVOV
oµEVO'\J,OµEVT]<;,oµEVO'\J

I

A.uoavi:E<;

oa<;,oaoa,oav
oavi:o<;, oaoT]<;, oavi:o<;

µEvO/T]

A'\JOcXµEVOl

oaµEVO<; ...

SE

vi:

A.u8£vi:E<;

8£t<;, 8£toa, 8Ev
!JEVW<;, !JEtOT]<;, !JEVW<;

aorist
active

0

V't

~aA,ovtE<;

WV ...

2 aorist
middle

aorist
active

0

µEVO/T]

yEvoµEvoi

oµEvo<; ...

2 aorist
passive

aorist
passive

E

V't

ypa<jJEV'tE<;

El<;, ElOCX, EV
EV'tO<;, ElOT]<;, EV'tO<;

K

O't

AEA '\JKOl:E<;

KW<;, K'\Jta, KO<;
KO'tO<;,K'\JtCX<;, KO'tO<;

µEVO/T]

AEA '\JµEVOl

µEvo<; ...

perfect
active

A.E

perfect
active

perfect
mid/pas

A.E

perfect
mid/
pas

I

ouoa

oa
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Vocabulary
but not, nor, not even (56)
elder (66; *npw~uc£po/a) 9
Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

138,162
297
122
108,066
78.22%

Advanced Information
30.16

Second perfect participles. There are six verbs (excluding compound
forms) that have second perfects. Instead of memorizing paradigms,
it is easier to see the forms and know them well enough to recognize
them. They are all quite regular.
Their forms are identical to the first perfect except that the tense formative is a and not Ka. Since the middle/passive does not use a tense
formative, there can be no second perfect middle/passives.
If the form occurs only once, we will list the inflected form and reference. If a form occurs more than once, we will list the nominative and
genitive singular masculine forms, and the number of times all related
forms occur.

lexical form
,

'

<XKOUUJ
avoiyw
ytvoµm
£pxoµm

participle

reference or number of occurrences

aKTJKo6mc;
av£(!Jy6m
ycyovmc;, -6wc;
i:A.TJt-uemc;, -Owe;

John 18:21
John 1:51
14
4
Matt 25:24
9

A.aµ~&vw

£tA.TJ~mc;

n£iew

nrnm8mc;, -Owe;

£tome; is actually a perfect participle of otfo even though it carries a
present meaning. It occurs 51 times in the New Testament, 23 times as
£tome; and 23 times as £to6c£c;.

9

The word can be used adjectivally to describe an older person, or as a noun to
describe an official in the church.

Chapter 31

Subiunctive Mood
Exegetical Insight
When we listen to someone we care about and respect deeply, we listen for
more than the surface meaning. The content is important, but we are keen to
catch also the attitude of the speaker, what his words imply about our relationship with him, what is most significant to him, what he emphasizes as he
speaks, and so forth. When we study the New Testament we can look for such
elements of meaning as well.
This chapter describes a fascinating combination used by the Greek language
to show emphasis: it is the use of the two negatives ou µ~with a subjunctive
verb to indicate a strong negation about the future. The speaker uses the subjunctive verb to suggest a future possibility, but in the same phrase he emphatically denies (by means of the double negative) that such could ever happen.
This linguistic combination occurs about eighty-five times in the New Testament, often in significant promises or reassurances about the future.
In Jesus' description of himself as the Good Shepherd in John 10, he gives one

of the most treasured of these promises: "My sheep listen to my voice; I know
them, and they follow me. I give them eternal life, and they shall never perish
[ou µ~ an:6A.wv1m]" (10:27-28a NIV). It would have been enough to have OU
with a future indicative verb here, but Jesus is more emphatic. The subjunctive
combination strongly denies even the possibility that any of Jesus' sheep
would perish: "they will certainly not perish," "they will by no means perish,"
is the sense of Jesus' assertion. This is reinforced by the addition of the phrase
Eti; 1ov aiwva, "forever." Jesus' emphatic promise is the bedrock of assurance
and godly motivation for every one of his sheep!

Buist M. Fanning

Overview
In this chapter we will learn that:
• the subjunctive mood is used when a verb expresses a possibility, probability, exhortation, or axiomatic concept;
• a verb in the subjunctive has no time significance; its only significance is
one of aspect;
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•

the present subjunctive is built on the present tense stem and indicates a
continuous action;
the aorist subjunctive is built on the unaugmented aorist tense stem and
indicates an undefined action;
the sign of the subjunctive is the lengthened connecting vowel (e.g., A,uwµEv). The endings are exactly the same in the aorist as in the present.

•
•

English
31.1

So far we have studied only the indicative mood. If a verb is making
a statement or asking a factual question, the verb is in the indicative.
As it is normally stated, the indicative is the mood of reality. It states
what is.
The book is red.
I want to learn Greek.
Why was Hebrew so hard?

31.2

The subjunctive does not describe what is, but what may (or might)
be. In other words, it is the mood not of reality but of possibility (or
probability). There may be a subtle distinction between "may" and
"might," but for our purposes they can be viewed as identical. 1
I may learn Hebrew.
I might have learned Greek if I had studied regularly.

31.3

A quite common use of the subjunctive in English is in an "if" clause.
If I were a rich man, I would hire a Greek tutor.
If in fact the speaker were rich, he would not have used the subjunctive "were" but the indicative form: "I am rich and therefore I will hire
a tutor." This would be a statement of fact, the mood being one of reality. However, if he were not rich, the speaker would use the subjunctive form "were": "If I were rich .... " 2

31.4

Because the action described by a verb in the subjunctive is unfulfilled, it often refers to a future event.

The technical distinction is that if the main verb is a present or future tense, you use
"may;" if the main verb is a past tense, you use "might."
2

"Were" is perhaps not the best example since it can be used both as an indicative
and as a subjunctive, but it is the most common English subjunctive. "If I were rich"
is correct English grammar, regardless of current usage.
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Greek
31.5

The basic definition of the subjunctive and indicative moods in Greek
is similar to English. There are, however, several significant differences.

31.6

Aspect. A Greek verb has time significance only in the indicative. The
only significance that a verb in the subjunctive has is one of aspect.
This is the same as with the participle.
A verb in the present subjunctive indicates a continuous action; a verb
in the aorist subjunctive indicates an undefined action. There is no
concept of absolute past or present time in the subjunctive. Most
grammars call the subjunctive formed from the present tense stem the
"present subjunctive," and the subjunctive formed from the aorist
tense stem the "aorist subjunctive." As is the case with participles, we
urge you to adopt the terminology "continuous subjunctive" and
"undefined subjunctive," because their true significance is aspect and
not time.
It is difficult to bring out the aspect in translation. One way is to use
the key word "continue" with the present subjunctive. If you cannot
translate this way, be sure to emphasize the aspect in your teaching or
preaching.

There are only two tenses that form the subjunctive, the present and
aorist. 3 There is no future subjunctive. Because the aorist subjunctive
is built on the unaugmented aorist tense stem, a first aorist subjunctive
may look like a future (e.g., ayo:n~aw). But remember, there is no
future subjunctive.
31.7

Form. The good news is that the subjunctive uses the same endings as
the indicative. All forms of the subjunctive use primary endings. The
subjunctive merely lengthens the connecting vowel to indicate that
the verb is in the subjunctive. Omicron lengthens to omega (e.g., A.uwµEv) and epsilon lengthens to eta (e.g., A.urt1£).4

3

There actually are a few examples of the perfect subjunctive; see Advanced Information.

4

ou<n(v) goes to wcn(v) and 11 stays as 11·
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Chart: Present (continuous) subjunctive. The present subjunctive
uses the present tense stem of the verb but lengthens the connecting
vowel. A-foµEv in the indicative becomes A-uwµEv in the subjunctive.

Present tense stem +
Lengthened connecting vowel (w/T/) +
Primary personal endings
active:

A-u + w +µEv • A-uwµEv

middle/passive: A'\) + (J) + µ£8CX • Auwµ£8a

31.9

Paradigm: Paradigm: Present subjunctive. We have included the
active subjunctive of dµl. It has no passive. For the forms of contract
verbs in the subjunctive, see the Appendix (page 371).
subjunctive

(EtµO

indicative

active
9

1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

AUW
A-u11c;
A-u11

11<;

1 pl
2 pl
3 pl

A-uwµEv
A-urit£
A-uwcrt(v)

wµEv
9
T]'t£
cbat(v)

(J)
9

95

11
9

AUW
AUEl<;
A-un
A-foµEv
A-un£
A.foucrt(v)

middle/passive
1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

A-uwµm
A-u11
A-uritm

A-foµm
A-u11
A-u£tm

1 pl
2 pl
3 pl

A-uwµ£8a
AUT]G8£
AUWY't<Xt

h6µ£8a
AUEG8£
AUoV'tcxt

Notice that the endings are all regular, and that the present and aorist
use the same endings. You do not have to memorize any new endings
-just one rule. Notice also that the ending 11 occurs in third singular
active and second singular middle/passive.
5

Do not confuse this form with similar words; see the Appendix.
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31.10

Chart: Aorist (undefined) subjunctive

Unaugmented aorist tense stem + (Tense formative + )
Lengthened connecting vowel + Primary personal endings

first aorist:

A. u + CJ + w + µEv • A,{J<Jwµ£v
A.a~ +

second aorist:

w + µEv • A.a~wµ£v

Because the subjunctive does not indicate absolute past time, the augment must be removed, just as in the aorist participle.
The aorist subjunctive uses the aorist tense stem of the verb. If it is a
first aorist stem, you will see the tense formative. If it is a second aorist
stem, then it will be different from its present tense stem form. This is
one of the main clues helping you to identify the subjunctive.
Just as the aorist passive indicative uses active endings, so also the
aorist passive subjunctive uses active endings. The aorist subjunctive
uses exactly the same personal endings as the present subjunctive.
31.11

Paradigm: Aorist subjunctive
subjunctive
2nd aorist
1st aorist

indicative
1st aorist
2nd aorist
active

1 sg
2 sg
3 sg
1 pl
2 pl

3pl

A.fow
A.fon<;
A.fon

A.a~w

A.u<Jwµ£v
A.fori1£
A. UCJW<Yt(v)

A.a~wµ£v

A.a~TI<;

A.a~n

A.a~T]1£
A.a~w<Y1(v)

£A.u<Ya
£A.u<Ja<;
£;>., U<YE(v)

£A.a~ov

EA.foaµ£v
EA.fomc
£A.u<Jav

EA.a~oµ£v

EA.u<Jaµriv
EAUCJW
EA.fomo

Ey£v6µriv
E)'EVOU
E)'EV£10

EA. u<Jaµ£8a
EAUCJaCJ8£
EAfoa vw

Ey£v6µ£8a
E)'EV£CJ8£
E)'EVOV"CO

£A.a~£<;
£A.a~£(v)

EA.a~£1£
£A.a~ov

middle
1 sg

A.fowµm

2 sg

3 sg

A.fon
A.fori1m

)'£VWµat
y£vn
)'£VT]"Cat

1 pl
2 pl
3 pl

A.u<Ywµ£8a
AUCJT]CJ8£
AUCJWV"Cat

y£vwµ£8a
)'EVT]CJ8£
)'EVWV"Cat
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passive
1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

A.uew
A-uenc;
A.uen

ypa<Jiw
ypa<Jinc;
ypa<Jin

£A.ueriv
£A-ueric;
£A-ueri

£ypa<Jiriv
qpa<Pric;
£ypa<Pri

1 pl
2 pl
3 pl

A.u9wµ£v
A.u9Ti-r£
A.u9wut(v)

ypa<jlwµEv
ypa<PT!-r£
ypa<jlwut(v)

£A.u9riµcv
£A.u9ri-r£
£A.u9riuav

£ypa<Jiriµ£v
£rpa<Jiri-r£
£ypa<Jiriuav

Remember: there is no future subjunctive. It is easy to see an aorist
subjunctive and think it is a future indicative or subjunctive. Also, do
not confuse the lengthened connecting vowel of the subjunctive with
the lengthened contract vowel in the indicative.

Uses of the Subjunctive
31.12

Different uses. The subjunctive has a wider variety of uses in Greek
than in English. The idea of "probability" is only one. The first two
occur in dependent clauses, the second two in independent clauses.

Dependent Clauses

31.13

1. 'iva and the subjunctive. 'iva is almost always followed by the subjunctive and can indicate purpose.
The phrases 'iva µfi and onwc; µfi can be translated "lest" or some equivalent. They are idiomatic phrases.

£pxoµm npoc; -rov otKov 'i va npoucuxwµm.
I am going to the house in order that I may pray.
£pxoµ£9a n;poc; 'tOV OtKOV 'iva µ~ aµap-ravwµEv .
We are going to the house lest we sin .
31.14

2. Mv and the subjunctive. This combination occurs in a conditional
statement. A conditional statement is an "If ... then ... " sentence. "If I
were smart, I would have taken Hebrew." The "if" clause is called the
"protasis" and the "then" clause is called the "apodosis."
The issue of how to categorize and translate conditional sentences is
debated. At this early time in your training, we cannot go into the
debate in detail. In the exercises there are two types of conditional sentences, and we will discuss those here. In the Appendix there is a summary of conditional sentences (page 341).
Conditional sentences are classified by their form and are given the
titles "first class," "second class," "third class," and "fourth class."
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Third class conditional sentences always have a protasis introduced
by £civ and a verb in the subjunctive. The verb in the apodosis can be
any tense or mood. There are two subdivisions of third class conditions.
Future more probable. A future condition says that if something
might happen, then something else will definitely happen.

£av O:µapicivw, £n 6 8£oi:; aran~CJEl µ£.
If I might sin, God will still love me.
Exegesis raises the important question here as to whether the protasis
can be assumed to be true or not. The Bible has examples of future
more probable conditions in which the protasis is likely to be true and
others in which the protasis is hypothetical. As always, context is the
key.
Present general. A general condition is identical in form to the future
more probable condition except that the verb in the apodosis must be
in the present tense.

Its meaning is slightly different from the future more probable.
Instead of saying something about a specific event, about something
that might happen, it is stating a general truth, an axiomatic truth. The
subjunctive is appropriate because the truth of the statement is timeless.

£av O:µapicivw, £n 6 8£oi:; aranft. µ£.
If I sin, God still loves me.
You will notice that this example is the same as the one above, except
that "might" was not used in the translation of the protasis and
"loves" is present tense. This illustrates a problem in conditional sentences. Apart from the tense of the verb in the apodosis, only context
can tell you if the speaker is making a specific statement or stating a
general truth. If you feel that this sentence is making a general statement, then "may" or "might" would be inappropriate because the
truth of the "if" clause is not in question.
Independent Clauses

31.15

3. Hortatory subjunctive. The first person subjunctive, either singular or plural, can be used as an exhortation. It will usually be plural
and occur at the beginning of the sentence. Use "Let us" in your translation.

npoCJrnxwµ£8a.
Let us pray.
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Just because a verb is first person subjunctive does not mean it is necessarily hortatory. Context will decide. 6
31.16

4. Deliberative subjunctive. When a person asks a question and the
answer is uncertain, the verb in the question is put in the subjunctive.
µ~ oiiv µEptµv~cnrc£ A.£yov1£<;, 11 <jlaywµEv ; ~ · 11 n1wµ£v; ~ · 11

n£pt~aA.wµ£8a; (Matt 6:31)7

Therefore do not worry saying, "What should we eat?" or, "What
should we drink?" or, "What should we wear?"'
31.17

Clues. What then are the clues that a word is in the subjunctive?
•

If you see 'iva or £6.v, the following verb will probably be in the
subjunctive. The same holds true for the following words, mostly
forms combined with av, as is true of £6.v.

•

O"CCXV (01£ +av)

•

EcXV (Et + av)

• oc; av
• onou av
• £we;
• £we; av

whenever
if
whoever
wherever
until
until

•

Lengthened connecting vowel (wI TJ)

•

No augment in the aorist.

Signs of the Subjunctive
l.

2.
3.

Following'iva, £6.v, and other words.
No augment in the aorist.
'iva or av clause

6

The Greek manuscripts of Rom 5:1 have an interesting difference. Some read £xwµEv
and others read EXOµEv. Say the two forms outloud to hear how easily they could be
confused. What is the difference in meaning, especially as you look at the overall
argument of Romans?

7

You may have noticed thatµ~ µEptµv~OT]'tE states a prohibition. This is another use
of the subjunctive and will be discussed in §33.15.
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Odds and Ends
31.18

ou

Negation. The basic rule is that is used to negate a verb in the indicative while µfi is used to negate everything else, including the subjunctive.

There is one specific construction using the subjunctive that needs to
be stressed. The construction µfi followed by the aorist subjunctive
is a strong negation of a future situation, stronger than simply saying
8 The two negatives do not negate each other; they strengthen the
construction to say "No!" more emphatically. See the Exegetical Insight
for an example.

ou

ou.

31.19

Questions. There are three ways to ask a question.

•

No indication is given as to the answer expected by the speaker.
au £t 6 ~aa1A-£ui; 1wv 'Iouoaiwv; (Matt 27:11)
Are you the king of the Jews?

•

If the question begins with
answer. 9

ou, the speaker expects an affirmative

b.1oaCTK:aA£, OU µEA£l CTOl O"Cl anoUuµ£6a; (Mark 4:38)
Teacher, it is a concern to you that we are perishing, isn't it?

The disciples were expecting Jesus to answer, "Yes, it is a
concern."
•

If the question begins with
answer.

µfi, the speaker expects a negative

µ~ nav1£i; an6a10A-01; (1 Cor 12:29)
All are not apostles, are they?

Ask your teacher how you are to translate the latter two. Most translations under-translate these types of questions and do not indicate
the expected answer. But as you can see above, English can do the
8

To emphasize to his disciples that they would see the truth of his definition of discipleship in the kingdom of God, Jesus says: 'Aµi]v AEYW uµtv on daiv nvEi; WOE 1WV
ECTH]IC01WY ohtvEi; OU µTj YEUaWY1at 8avawu £wi; av 'iowatv 1TJY ~aatAElaV WU ewu
EAT\A1.l81.Jtav EV ouvaµEt . "Truly I say to you that there are some standing here who
will most assuredly not taste death (ou µi] yEuawvmi) until they see that the kingdom
of God has come in power" (Mark 9:1).

9

Just because a question has an ou does not mean it expects an affirmative answer.
rn't £pxovmi rn't AEyouaiv a\nqi, tna 1{ o\, µa8T\1a't 'Iwavvou Ka't o\, µa8T\m't 1wv <l>aptaaiwv YT\CT1EUouatv, o\. of: ao't µa8T\m't ou YT\CT1EUo1.latv; (Mark 2:18). "And they come
and say to him, 'Why do the disciples ofJohn and the disciples of the Pharisees fast,
but your disciples do not fast?"' Here the ou immediately precedes the verb and
negates it. But when ou is indicating the expected answer, that answer is "Yes."
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same thing the Greek is doing, even if it is a little burdensome sounding.

Master Nonindicative Verb Chart
31.20

As we did in the indicative, we will concentrate on learning this chart
and how Greek puts the different moods together.

Master Nonindicative Verb Chart
Subjunctive
Tense

Aug/
Redup

Tense
stem

Present act
Present mid/pas

pres
pres

1st aorist act
1st aorist mid
1st aorist pas

aor act
aor act
aor pas

2nd aorist act
2nd aorist mid
2nd aorist pas

aor act
aor act
aor pas

Tense
form.

a(a)
a(a)
0(ri)

Conn.
vowel

Personal
endings

1st sing
paradigm

w/ri
w I ri

prim act
prim mid/pas

A. uw
A.uwµm

w/ri
w/ri
w/ri

prim act
prim mid/pas
prim act

A.fow
A.fowµm

w/ri
w/ri
w I ri

prim act
prim mid/pas
prim act

A.apw
y£vwµm
ypa¢w

A.uew

Summary
l.

The subjunctive mood is used when a verb expresses a possibility, probability, exhortation, or axiomatic concept.

2.

A verb in the subjunctive has no time significance. Its only significance is
one of aspect. The subjunctive built on the present tense stem indicates a
continuous action. The subjunctive built on the unaugmented aorist tense
stem indicates an undefined action.

3.

The sign of the subjunctive is the lengthened connecting vowel. The endings are exactly the same in the aorist as in the present (primary endings)

4.

Expect to find a subjunctive verb following 'i va and words formed with av,
such as i:av. The subjunctive is also used in a hortatory comment (to which
we add the helping phrase "Let us") and in deliberative questions.
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Vocabulary
A.{8oc;, -ou, 6

stone (59; *A.t8o) 10

ww\rcoc;, -m'.rc'T], -o\rcov

such, of such a kind (57; *1:010'\J'ro; *1:0tamri)

Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

138,162
299
116
108,182
78.3%

Advanced Information
31.21

Perfect subjunctive. The perfect subjunctive occurs only ten times in
the New Testament. All ten are forms of o18a. There are other examples of the perfect subjunctive but they are all periphrastic. 11 It
denotes an action as completed with results up to the time of the
speaker.

1Cor13:2; 14:11
1Tim3:15

1 sg
2 sg
3 sg
1 pl

2 pl

£t8wµ£v
£t8T]t£

1. Cor 2:12
Mt 9:6; Mk 2:10; Lk 5:24; Eph 6:21; 1 Jn 2:29; 5:13

3pl

10

Lithography is a printing method that originally used a flat stone but now uses
metal. Lithomancy is divination using stone.

11

Cf. Fanning, 396-7.

Chapter 32

Infinitive
Exegetical Insight
Infinitives often complete important ideas. No more important idea exists than
the one Paul makes in 1Corinthians15:25. Here he says, "For it is necessary
that he (Jesus) be reigning (~cwtA-Eunv) until he (God) has put all things in subjection under his (Jesus') feet." Now a Greek infinitive contains tense, something that is not clear in English infinitives. The tense in the case of this verse
is a present tense, which describes a continuous action. So this present infinitive explains what is necessary about what God is in the process of doing
through Jesus. (Remember that tense highlights type of action.) So Paul
stresses that Jesus is in the process of ruling until the job of subjecting everything under his feet is complete. The remark about subjection is an allusion to
Psalm 110:1, one of the New Testament's favorite Old Testament passages.
This idea is important because some think only of Jesus' rule as one anticipated in the future. There will be a total manifestation of that authority one
day as the rest of 1 Corinthians 15 makes clear, but the process has already
started in the second Adam, the one who reverses the presence of sin in the
world and does so in each one of us daily as an expression of his authority to
redeem us from the curse of sin. May his rule be manifest in us!

Darrell L. Bock

Overview
In this chapter we will learn that:
• the Greek infinitive is a verbal noun. It is not declined;
• all infinitive morphemes, except for the present active and second aorist
active, end in m;
• the infinitive has no time significance, only aspect: continuous; undefined;
perfected;
• the infinitive does not have a subject, but there will often be a word in the
accusative functioning as if it were the subject;
• there are five main ways in which an infinitive is used.
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English
32. l

An infinitive is a verbal noun, much like the participle is a verbal
adjective. It is most easily recognized as a verb preceded by the word
"to." "To study is my highest aspiration." In this case, the infinitive to
study is the subject of the sentence. "I began to sweaJ when I realized
finals were three weeks away." In this sentence, the infinitive to sweat
is completing the action of the verb began.

Greek
32.2

The same is true of the infinitive in Greek, although here it is capable
of somewhat wider use.
•

The infinitive is a verbal noun.

•

It is always indeclinable (which means it has no case), but is

viewed as singular neuter.
•

When it is preceded by a definite article, the article is always
neuter singular and its case is determined by the function of the
infinitive.
For example, if the infinitive is the subject, the article will be in the
nominative (co ~aUnv). If the infinitive is the direct object, the
article will be in the accusative (co ~aUnv) .

•

An infinitive can have a direct object and adverbial modifiers. "To
study for a long time brings one into a state of ecstasy." In this case,
the prepositional phrase for a long time modifies the infinitive to

study.
An infinitive also has tense and voice, but this will be discussed below.
The infinitive has no person and no number!
32.3

Summary. Infinitives can occur in three tenses: present, aorist, perfect.
As you might suspect, because the infinitive is outside the indicative
mood, these forms do not differentiate time but only aspect. This
nuance will usually be difficult to bring into English.
tense

aspect

translation

present

continuous

"to continually study"

aorist

undefined

"to study"

perfect

completed

"to have studied"
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32.4

32.5

Chart: Infinitive
present

1st aorist

2nd aorist

perfect

active

EtV

om

EtV

](£Vat

middle

w8m

w8m

o8m

passive

w8m

oao8m
8T]Yat

T]Yat

o8m

Paradigm: Infinitive
present

1 aorist

2 aorist

perfect

active

AUEtV

A.a~civ

middle

A.uw8m
A.uw8m

Hmm
A.Uo-ao8m
A.u8fivm

A-EA-ud:vm
A-EA-Uo-Sm
A.£Afo8m

passive

A.a~Eo-Sm

ypmpfivm

•

The present ("continuous") infinitive is built on the present tense
stem.

•

The aorist active/middle ("undefined") infinitive is built on the
aorist active/middle tense stem (without the augment).
The aorist passive infinitive is built on the aorist passive tense stem
(without the augment).

•

The perfect active ("completed") infinitive is formed on the perfect
active tense stem.
The perfect middle/passive infinitive is formed on the perfect
middle/passive tense stem.

32.6

Hints. Note that all the infinitives, except the present and second
aorist active, end in m.
The aorist infinitive that is built on the second aorist stem looks just
like the present except for the stem change (and the accent).
Do not forget about the irregular contractions that occur with contract
verbs in the present active infinitive. Alpha contracts form -&.v instead
of the expected -q,v (vtKaEtV • VtKmv • VtK&.v), while omicron contract
verbs form ouv instead of o'iv (7tAT]ponv • 7tAT]pouv • 7tAT]pouv). 1
The present infinitive of dµi is Etvm, "to be." It has no aorist form.

This is because Etv is actually a contraction of £EV. When you contract CX££v and OEEV,
you end with av and ouv according to the usual rules.
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32.7

Definitions. As you can see from the definitions below, it is difficult to
bring the sense of the present infinitive into English. You can say
something like, "to continue to loose," but that is not very good
English.

active
middle
passive

present

1 aorist

2 aorist

perfect

to loose

to loose

to receive

to have loosed

to loose

to loose

to receive

to have thrown

to be loosed

to be loosed

to be written

to have been thrown

If you want to differentiate the meaning of the middle from the active,

you could say, "to loose for oneself."

Meaning of the Infinitive
32.8

Aspect. As is the case in the participle and subjunctive, the infinitive
has no time significance whatsoever. The only difference between the
infinitives built on the different stems is their aspect.
•

The infinitive built on the present stem indicates a continuous
action.

•

The infinitive built on the aorist stem indicates an undefined
action.

•

The infinitive built on the perfect stem indicates a completed
action with ongoing implications.

Because of the limitations of English, it is usually impossible to carry
these nuances into English. You will probably use the simple present
form of the verb in your translation of all infinitives (e.g., "to see," "to
eat").
To help enforce the significance of the aspect in your mind, you may
at first want to use "continue" in your translation of the present infinitive. ~AE1t£lv means "to continue to see," while ~AE\jlm means "to see."
You certainly would not want to use this technique when producing a
finished translation, but for now it may be a good idea. But most
importantly, in your studies and teaching you can always bring out
the true significance of aspect.
32.9

2

Subject. Because an infinitive is not a finite 2 verbal form, it technically
cannot have a subject. However, there is often a noun in the accusative

A" finite" verbal form is one that is limited, specifically by a subject. In the sentence
"Tom reads books," the verb reads is finite, limited. It does not apply to everyone,
just the subject Torn. Similarly, an "infinitive" (the "in-" negates the following element of the word) is not limited by a subject; it is infinite, an infinitive.
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that acts as if it were the subject of the infinitive. A parallel to this is
the genitive absolute, where the noun or pronoun in the genitive acts
as if it were the subject of the participle. 3
If the infinitive has a direct object, it can sometimes become interesting

to determine which word in the accusative is the "subject" and which
is the direct object. Usually context will make it clear. As a general
rule, the first accusative will be the "subject" and the second the direct
object. ~A,£nav m'.rrov a1n~v would usually mean, "he (m'n6v) to see her
(auT~v)." (~AE7tEtv is an infinitive.)
Two exceptions to this are the verbs £1;rnnv ("it is lawful") and napayy£Uw ("I command"), which take a "subject" in the dative. Verbs that
take their direct object in the dative will take the "subject" of their
infinitive in the dative as well.

Odds and Ends
32.10

Negation. Because the infinitive is not the indicative mood, it is
negated byµ~ and not ou.

32.11

Parsing. The necessary elements for parsing the infinitive are tense,
voice, "infinitive," lexical form, and inflected meaning.
~AE\jfat.

32.12

Aorist active infinitive, from

~f.£nw,

meaning "to see."

Deponent. If a verb is deponent in a certain tense, it will be deponent
whether it is in the indicative, infinitive, or any other mood. The
present deponent infinitive of £pxoµm is £pxrn8m, meaning "to come."

Translation
32.13

1. Substantive. Because the infinitive is a verbal noun, it can perform

any function that a substantive can. When used as a substantive,
it will usually, but not always, be preceded by the definite article.
Translate this construction using "to" and the verb. This is a common
construction, and yet its translation can be quite idiomatic, so feel free
not to go "word for word.,"
r : 1o c,

,,,it

TO E<J8iEtv E<JTtV aya86v.
To eat is good.

3

Technically, this accusative is called an "accusative of reference." If you were to
read ~A,bmv a\n6v, this would be translated "to see with reference to him." a\n6v
behaves as if it were the subject of the infinitive.
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2. Complementary infinitive. A finite verb's meaning may be incomplete apart from some additional information. An infinitive is often
used to complete that meaning. Translate the infinitive using "to" and
the verb.
For example, oi::'i ("it is necessary") requires an infinitive to complete
its meaning: oi::'i £a8{nv ("It is necessary to eat."). When an infinitive is
used this way, it is called a "complementary infinitive," because the
meaning of the infinitive complements the meaning of the verb.
The following five verbs will always be followed by a complementary
infinitive.
oi::'i m'.n~v £a8{nv.
It is necessary for her to eat.
£1;rnnv £a8l£1v aut(\J.
It is lawful for him to eat.
µi::J,A,w £a8{n v.
I am about to eat.
ouvaµm £081£1 v.
I am able to eat.
apxoµm £a8l£tv.
I am beginning to eat.
The complementary infinitive can be used with other verbs but less
frequently (e.g., 8£A.w, "I wish"; Kdi::uw, "I command"; 6~dA.w, "I
ought").

32.15

3. Articular infinitive and preposition. When the infinitive is preceded by the article, it is called an "articular infinitive." We have
already seen how this infinitive can be used as a substantive. But
when the articular infinitive is preceded by a preposition, there are
specific rules of translation. These should be learned well because the
construction is common. The preposition will always precede the
infinitive, never follow. The case of the definite article is determined
by the preposition.
This is perhaps the most difficult use of the infinitive; it certainly is the
most idiomatic. Any attempt to translate word for word must be abandoned because we have no construction like it in English. You must
look at the phrase in Greek, see what it means in Greek, and then say
the same thing in English. You should make a separate vocabulary
card for each of the following possibilities.
Below are listed six common constructions, the two most common
being de; and µna. We have listed the preposition, the case of the article, and the key word/phrase that you should associate with that
preposition.
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Result/purpose

l.

ota (accusative) meaning because (indicating reason)
Ota to ~AE7tEtV CX.UtOV
Because he sees

o' IT]crou<; xap~cr£tat Ota to ~AE7tEtv autov ott ~µEt<; ayanwµEv
aut6v.
Jesus will rejoice because he sees that we love him.
2.

Et<; (accusative) meaning in order that (indicating purpose)
E't<; to ~A.£nEt v aut6v
In order that he sees
rnElil;w Ev EKKATJ<JtQ'. Et<; to aKouEtv µE tov A.6yov tou emu.
I sit in church in order that I might hear the word of God.

3.

np6<; (accusative) meaning in order that (indicating purpose)
npo<; to ~AE7tEtv aut6v
In order that he sees
KT]pUcrcroµEv tOV EUCX.YYEAtOV 7tp0<; to ~AE\jlat uµii<; t~V aA.~ElEtaV.
We proclaim the gospel so that you may see the truth.

Temporal

4.

np6 (genitive) meaning before (indicating time)
npo tou ~AE7tEt v aut6v
Before he sees

0 'IT]<JOU<; ~ya7tlj<JEV ~µii<; 7tp0 tOU yvwvm ~µii<; CX.UtOV.
Jesus loved us before we knew him.
5.

EV (dative) meaning when/while (indicating time)
EV t0 ~AE7tEt v CX.UtOV
Whenhe sees

oKupw<; KptvE1 ~µii<; Ev t0 £pxrnem autov nahv.
The Lord will judge us when he comes again.
6.

µEta (accusative) meaning after (indicating time)
µEta to ~AE7tEt v CX.UtOV
After he sees
µEta to ~A.£\jlm tov 'IT]crouv tou<; aµaptwA.ou<;, £daucrE.
After Jesus saw the sinners, he wept.

There are two tricks that will help you translate the articular infinitive.
The first is to remember the key words associated with each preposition when used with the articular infinitive. The second is to use the
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phrase "the act of." For example, the key word associated with Ota is
because. What does ota 10 ~/c£n:nv a:{n6v mean? "Because of the act of
seeing with reference to him." Sometimes it is necessary to translate in
this stilted manner, to see what it means; then put it into proper
English: "Because he sees."
32.16

4. Purpose. Another function of the infinitive is to express purpose,
"in order that."
1.

Purpose can be expressed using the articular infinitive preceded
by Eic; or n:p6c; (discussed above).

2.

The articular infinitive with the article in the genitive (no
preposition) can also express purpose.
6 'Iriaouc; an:£0avov WU £lVat ~µac; GUY m'n0 £tc; 1:0V a'twvtov.
Jesus died in order that we (may) be with him forever.

3.

The infinitive all by itself (without a preposition or the article) can
express purpose.
n:op£Uoµm VtKCXV.
I come in order to conquer.

32.17

5. Result. wo-1£ can be followed by an infinitive as a way of indicating
the result of some action. Because we do not have a similar use of the
infinitive in English, we must translate this infinitive with a finite
verb.

6 'Iriaouc; ayan:ft, µ£ WG1:£ µ£ ayan:av m'n6v.
Jesus loves me which results in the fact that .I love him.
It is often difficult to differentiate between "purpose" and "result,"
but you certainly can bring this out in your teaching and preaching.

Summary
1.

The Greek infinitive is a verbal noun. It is not declined, although it is considered singular neuter and any accompanying article will be declined.

active
middle
passive

present

1 aorist

2 aorist

perfect

AU£tV
/curn0m
/curn0m

/cUo-m
/cuaaa0m
/cu0fivm

ACX~£lV

A£AUKEVat
lc£/cfo0m
lc£/cfo0m

/ca~foem
ypa~fivm
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2.

Master Nonindicative Verb Chart: Infinitive
present

1st aorist

2nd aorist

perfect

active

£lV

m:n

ElV

KEVCXt

middle

rn8m

cracr8m

rn8m

cr8m

passive

rn8m

erivm

T]Vat

cr8m

active
middle
passive

present

1 aorist

2 aorist

perfect

to loose
to loose
to be loosed

to loose
to loose
to be loosed

to receive
to receive
to be written

to have loosed
to have thrown
to have been thrown

3.

The infinitive has no time significance, only aspect. The present infinitive
is built on the present tense stem and indicates a continuous action. The
aorist infinitive is built on the unaugmented aorist tense stem and indicates an undefined action. The perfect infinitive is built on the perfect
tense stem and indicates a perfected action.

4.

Technically an infinitive does not have a subject, but there will often be a
word in the accusative functioning as if it were the subject.

5.

There are five main ways in which an infinitive is used.
a.

Substantive

b.

Complementary infinitive

c.

Articular infinitive preceded by a preposition

• ota
• E'tc;
• 7tp6c;
d.

e.

because
in order that
in order that

• 7tp6
• EV
• µEccX

before
when, while
after

Purpose

•

E'tc; I np6c; with an infinitive

•
•

Articular infinitive with the definite article in the genitive
Infinitive by itself

Result, expressed by W<JcE with the infinitive. Translate the infinitive as
a finite verb.
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Vocabulary
8iKmot;, -aia, -mov

right, just, righteous (79, *8irnw I a)
I am about to (109, *µ£UE) 4
(£µ£Uov or ~µEUov), µEU~crw, -, -, -, -
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Advanced Information
32.18

Indirect discourse. Direct discourse is reporting what someone else
said. Since it is your intention to report exactly what the other person
said, you use quotation marks. The teacher said, "Hand in the tests!"

If you intend to repeat the basic idea of what someone else said, while
not claiming to use exactly the same words, you use indirect discourse
(also called indirect speech). Instead of quotation marks, you use the
connecting word that. He said that he wanted to study some more.

on

In Greek, indirect discourse is usually expressed with
followed by
a verb in the indicative. However, indirect discourse can also be
expressed with an infinitive.
32.19

A rather peculiar thing happens to the tense of the English verb in
indirect discourse, and most of us are probably not aware of it. All of
the following, except for the last paragraph, pertains to English grammar. When we are done with the English grammar, we will then see
that Greek behaves differently.
John says, "I want to eat." When you tell someone else what John said
with indirect discourse, if the main verb of the sentence is present
("says"), then the verb in the indirect discourse retains the same tense
as the original saying. "John says that he wants to eat." If John originally said, "I wanted to eat," we would say, "John says that he wanted
to eat."

However, when the main verb of the sentence is a past tense (e.g., "said"),
then we shift the tense of the verb in the indirect discourse back one step in
time.

4

The second epsilon is lost in the present and imperfect tenses but remains in the
future.
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For example, if the tense of the original saying is present, in indirect
speech it will be in the past.
Original (present):
Indirect speech:

"I want to eat."
John said that he wanted to eat.

If it originally were past, then in indirect speech it will be past perfect.

Original (past):
Indirect speech:

"I wanted to eat."
John said that he had wanted to eat.

If it originally were future, then we use the subjunctive mood
("would").

Original (future):
Indirect speech:

"I will want to eat."
John said that he would want to eat.

If the original were past perfect, then in indirect discourse it would
remain the same since English has no tense "farther back" in time.

Original (past perfect):
Indirect speech:

"I had wanted to eat."
John said that he had wanted to eat.

The point of all this is that whereas English switches the tense and sometimes the mood of the verb in indirect speech, Greek does not. The tense and
mood of the verb in Greek indirect discourse will always be the same
tense and mood as the verb in the original statement. Of course, to
make a good translation you must switch the tense and mood of your
English translation.

Chapter 33

Imperative
Exegetical Insight
There is no more forceful way in the Greek language to tell someone to do
something than a simple imperative-particularly the second person imperative. Especially when such a command is given regarding a specific situation,
the one giving that command sees himself as an authority figure. He expects
those addressed to do exactly as he has ordered.
On his third missionary journey, the apostle Paul expended much energy in
attempting to get the churches he had organized to participate in the collection
"for the poor among the saints in Jerusalem" (Rom 15:26). When he addressed
this issue in 1Corinthians16:1-4, he simply told the Corinthians to get busy
regularly collecting money for this cause, using the second person imperative
not~m:xt£ (v. 1), followed by a third person imperative tt8hw (v. 2). He gives no
other reason than that this is what he had also "told" (oti::tal;a) the churches in
Galatia to do.
Paul returns to the same issue in 2 Corinthians 8 and 9. But there one is struck
by the numerous ways he uses in order to try to motivate the Corinthians to
participate in the collection. Most surprising is the fact that in these thirty-nine
verses, there is only one imperative (£mti::A.f:aat£, 2 Cor 8:11). The other places
where the NIV inserts an imperative (8:7,24; 9:7) are substantially weaker forms
of expressing an imperatival idea. Such a radical shift in Paul's approach
strongly suggests that he had lost much of his authority in Corinth, mostly
because of the influence of his opponents. Other elements in this letter bear out
this same factor.
Undoubtedly one main reason why Paul was losing his influence in Corinth
was because he was trying to run the church from a distance (i.e., from Ephesus). That simply cannot be done. Unless pastors consistently take the necessary time to nurture good, wholesome relationships with their parishioners,
they risk losing their ability to motivate the church to pay attention to their
preaching of God's Word and to live the Christian life.

Verlyn Verbrugge
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Overview
In this chapter we will learn that:

•

the imperative mood is used when making a command (e.g., "Eat!");

•

the imperative occurs in the present and aorist tenses, and its only
significance is its aspect;

•

there are several ways of stating prohibitions and negations.

English
33. l

The verb is in the imperative mood when it is making a command. In
English, it is the second person form of the indicative with "you" as
the understood subject- "Study!" means "You study!" Sometimes an
exclamation mark is used as the sentence's punctuation.
The English imperative is usually not inflected. There are other words
that we can add to the sentence to strengthen or further define the
intent of the imperative. "Go quickly!"

Greek
33.2

The imperative is basically the same in Greek as it is in English. It is
the mood of command. However, as is the case with participles and
infinitives, the imperative has a greater range of meaning in Greek. It
has second and third person, and the aspect is significant. However, it
does not indicate time.

33.3

Person. Greek has both second and third person imperatives. Because
there is no English equivalent to a third person imperative, your translation must be a little idiomatic.

33.4

•

~A.£nE

•

~A.rn£1w (third person singular) means "Let him look," "He must
look," or even "Have him look." The key words "let" or "must"
and a pronoun supplied from the person of the verb ("him") can
be added to make sense of the construction.

(second person singular) means "(You) look!"

Aspect. The imperative built on the present tense stem is called the
present imperative and indicates a continuous action. The imperative
built on the aorist tense stem (without augment) is called the aorist
imperative and indicates an undefined action. 1 There is no time significance with the imperative. Once again we encourage the adoption of

There are only four perfect imperatives in the New Testament. See Advanced Information.
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the terminology "continuous imperative" and "undefined imperative."
Sometimes, to get the significance of the aspect into English, you
could use the key word "continually" in your translation of the
present imperative, although this is somewhat stilted English: "continually eat."

Form
33.5

Chart: Present and Aorist imperative. The second singular forms
must be memorized; the remaining are regular. The translation is the
same for both imperatives.

present stem + connecting vowel +
imperative morpheme
!vu + E +nu • lvui::tw

unaugmented aorist stem + tense formative +
imperative morpheme
A, u +

33.6

2

aa + TW • A, uaaTw

Imperative Morpheme Chart. The second person singular imperatives seem to be irregular. 2 They should just be memorized. The other
forms are delightfully regular. Think of the ae in the middle/passive
(e.g., a8E) as replacing the tau in the active (TE).
active and
aorist passive

mid/pas

2 sg

?

?

3 sg

TW

aew

2 pl

TE

CT8E

3 pl

TWCTCXV

aewaav

Of course, they are not; cf. MBG, §70.
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33.7

The imperative morphemes in the present active and aorist active are
identical, as they are in the present middle and aorist middle. The
morphemes in the aorist passive are identical to the aorist active.

33.8

Paradigm: Imperative
present

first aorist

translation

active
2 sg

AUE

A.uaov

3 sg

A.u£wJ

A'\.JGcX'WJ

2 pl

AUE"CE

AUO"a"CE

3 pl

A'\.JE"CWGUV

A'\.JGcX"CWGUV

(You) Loose!
Let him loose!
(You) loose!
Let them loose!

middle
2 sg

A.fou

A.uam

3 sg

A.u£a8w

A.uaaa8w

2 pl

A.urn8E

A.foaa8E

3 pl

A.u£a8waav

A.uaaa8waav

(You) loose for yourself!
Let him loose for himself!
(You) loose for yourself!
Let them loose for themselves!

passive
2 sg

A.fou

A.usrin

3 sg

A.u£a8w

A.u8h1w

2 pl

A.urn8E

AU8T]"CE

3pl

A.u£a8waav

A.u8h1waav

(You) be loosed!
Let him be loosed!
(You) be loosed!
Let them be loosed!

Be sure to memorize specifically the five second person singular
forms. The present uses the connecting vowel epsilon, and first aorist
drops the augment but keeps the tense formative aa.
33.9

Confusing forms

•

Do not be fooled by the imperative second person plural (active
and middle) endings (nE, rn8E; amE, aaa8E). They are the same as
the indicative. In the present, context will usually decide whether
a particular form is a statement or a command. In the aorist, there
will not be an augment.
For example, Jesus says to his disciples, "EXE"CE rcianv 8EOu (Mark
11:22)." Is EXE"CE an indicative in which case Jesus is making a
statement, or is it an imperative in which case Jesus is telling them
to have faith? Interestingly there is a textual variant here: some
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manuscripts add £l before EXttE nfonv ewu, "If you have faith in
God ... ", making EXttE an indicative.3

33.10

33.11

•

The ending of A,\iou (second singular passive) looks just like the
second person singular middle ending of the imperfect indicative
(without the augment, £A-\Jou).

•

The ending of A-U<rm makes it look like it is the aorist active
infinitive.

Second aorist. The aorist imperative that is built on a second aorist
stem uses the same endings as the present imperative. The only difference is the tense stem. The second aorist passive imperative looks just
like the first aorist passive except for the absence of the theta.
active

middle

passive

2 sg

A-a~i::

ypa<lrrrn

3 sg

A,a~£1w

yi::vou
yi::vfoew

2 pl

A-a~tti::
A-a~hwcrav

y£vrn8£
yi::vfoewcrav

ypa<jlTJ'tE

3 pl

3 sg
2 pl

3 pl

a contract

e contract

o contract

ayana
ayana1w

no in

nA-~pou

7tOttl'tW

7tATJpou1w

ayan&.1£
ayana1wcrav

7t0t£l't£
notti1wcrav

nA, TJpou1wcrav

nA-ripou1£

Eiµ\. To form the imperative of £1.µi, normal morphemes are added to
the root *rn. i::'tµi has no aorist form.
2 sg

3 sg
2 pl

3 pl

3

ypa<j>~1wcrav

Contract verbs. The contractions with the imperative are all regular.
Of course, there will be contractions only in the present. The present
active is as follows. See the Appendix for the middle/passive paradigm (page 373).

2 sg

33.12

ypa<j>~'tW

foet
Ecr'tW
Ecr't£
fo1wcrav

See the difficult translation of John 14:1-2.
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33.13

Deponent. If a verb is deponent in the indicative, so also will be its
imperative. The present imperative second person singular of £pxoµm
is £pxou, meaning "Come!"

33.14

Parsing. When parsing an imperative, we suggest you list the tense,
voice, "imperative," person, number, lexical form, definition of
inflected meaning.
1witi·wJ. present active imperative, third person singular, from rcot£w,

meaning "Let him do!"

Meaning
33.15

Aspect. As has been the case in all non-indicative moods, the only significance of the imperative is its aspect. It has no time significance.
Because of the differences between Greek and English, it will often be
impossible to carry this over into English. At first you may want to use
"continue" or "keep on" in your translation of the present imperative.
For example, ~A.£rcE (present) means "Keep on looking!" while ~A.£\jlov
(aorist) means "Look!"

33.16

Command. The imperative mood is used when a verb expresses a
command. It is also used to encourage or ask someone to do something.

This is called the "Imperative of Entreaty." You do not "command"
God to do something; you "entreat" him, both in English and in
Greek, e.g., "Give us this day our daily bread."

Prohibition and Other Types of Negation
33.17

In Greek there are several different ways to say or command "No!"
The beauty of the constructions is that each one has its own nuance,
information available to those who understand Greek. Unfortunately
these nuances are seldom carried over into the translations.
1.

ov with the indicative. This is the simple negation. Included here is
ou with the future indicative. "Thou shalt not covet."

the use of
2.

µfi plus the present imperative. Because it is a present imperative, the
speaker is prohibiting a continuous action.

3.

µfi plus the aorist imperative. Because it is an aorist imperative, the
speaker is prohibiting an undefined action.

4.

µfi plus the aorist subjunctive.
strongly than #1 above. 4

This construction says "No!" more
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5.

ov µrj plus the aorist subjunctive. When Greek uses a double
negative, one does not negate the other as in English. The
and
µ~combine in a very firm, "This will certainly not occur!" This is
stronger than #4 above and refers to a future situation. 5

ou

In the Advanced Information we fine tune our understanding of the
significance of the present and aorist imperatives used in prohibitions.

Summary
1.

The imperative is the form of the verb used for commands.

2.

It occurs in the second person (like English) and the third (in which case
you use the key word "Let" and supply a pronoun).

3.

The imperative built on the present tense stem indicates a continuous
action. The imperative built on the aorist tense stem (without augment)
indicates a simple action. There is no time significance with the imperative.

5.

Master Nonindicative Verbal Chart. You must memorize the second person singular forms.
active

present

1st aorist

4

5

middle/passive

2 sg

?

?

3 sg

't:(JJ

crew

2 pl

't:E

CT0E

3 pl

't:CJJCT<XV

aewaa.v

active

middle/passive

passive

2 sg

AUE

3 sg

A.uf:i:w

A.fou
A.uf:aew

A.fou
A.ufoew

A.ucrm
A.umicrew

t.uerin

2 sg

AU(JOV

3 sg

A.ucrai:w

h0~'t:(JJ

Some grammarians argue that #1 and #4 have the same force.
There is one other way to express a prohibition (which actually is a negative wish).
It uses the optative mood. Fifteen times in the New Testament Paul uses the expressionµ~ y£vono, which is often translated "God forbid!" For example, Paul asks the
rhetorical question, "Should we continue in sin in order that grace might abound?
God forbid!" (Rom 6:1-2). On the optative mood see Advanced Information in chapter 35.
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2nd aorist

ypa~rin

2 sg
3 sg

ypa~~1W

6.

The difference between aspect is difficult to carry over into English. You
can use "continue" in the translation of the present.

7.

There are five different kinds of prohibitions using the indicative, imperative, and subjunctive.
andµ~

•

ou with indicative verbs,
below).

•

µ~plus

the present imperative. Prohibits a continuous action.

•

µ~plus

the aorist imperative. Prohibits an undefined action.

•

µ~plus

the aorist subjunctive. "No!"

•

ou

µ~plus

with non-indicative (excluding those

the aorist subjunctive. "This will certainly not occur!"

Vocabulary
active: I destroy, kill (90; arc' + *o'A.)7
middle: I perish, die
(am.OUuov), UTCOAECJW, amoA,rna, arc6A,wA,a, -, arcoA,uw

I release (66; arc6 + *A,u)
(arcE:A'\Jov), arco).fow, UTCEA'\JCJCX, -, arcoA,E:A,uµm,
am:A,u0riv
if, whether (65; particle)

Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

6

138,162

304
221
108,591
78.6%

The stem of this verb is *oA.. It belongs to a class of verbs that add vu to the root to
form the present tense stem, but the nu assimilates to a lambda (cf. MBG, §13 and
p . 309). *oA. +vu • oUu • oUuµt. This is why there is a single lambda in the other
tenses.
Because an6A.A.uµt is a compound verb the alpha does not augment, but the omicron
does.
In the present tense this verb follows the athematic conjugation (chapter 34). In the
other tenses it follows the thematic conjugation we have been learning so far. You
can see this in how it forms its other tense forms.

7

Apollyon, from 'AnoUuwv, is the destroying angel in Rev 9:11 .
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Advanced Information
33.18

Recent research on prohibitions. For many years it has been argued
that the force of the present imperative has the basic meaning, "Stop
doing what you are presently doing!" while the force of the aorist
imperative is "Don't start!" Moulton8 recounts a discussion with
Davidson who was learning modern Greek and thought he had discovered the difference between the continuous and the undefined
imperative in a prohibition. His friend spoke modern Greek, and one
day he was yelling at a dog to stop barking. He used the continuous
imperative. "Stop barking!" Davidson went to Plato's Apology and
reasoned that what is true in modern Greek was also true in Classial
Greek. The present tense prohibition is used to prohibit an action
already in process. This has been carried over into Koine Greek.
However, it is currently being questioned whether this is accurate. 9
Our position is that a prohibition with the present tense is prohibiting
a continuous action while a prohibition with the aorist is prohibiting
an undefined action. The neighbor was telling the dog to stop its continual barking.
Following Fanning, we also hold that the present tense prohibition
tends to be used for "attitudes and conduct" ("general precept") while
the aorist tends to be used for "specific cases" ("specific command"). 10
This has tremendously important ramifications for exegesis. For
example, Paul tells Timothy to have nothing to do with silly myths,
using a present imperative (napmtou; 1Tim4:7). If the present imperative commands cessation from an action currently under way, this
means Timothy was participating in the myths. This creates a picture
of Timothy that is irreconcilable with his mission at Ephesus and what
we know of him elsewhere. But if a present imperative does not carry
this meaning, then Paul is stating a command regarding a "general
precept" that is continuous in nature-continually stay away from the
myths-and is saying nothing about Timothy's current involvement, or
noninvolvement, in the Ephesian myths.

33.19

Perfect imperative. There are four perfect imperatives in the New Testament: n£<jliµwcro (<jiiµ6w, Mark 4:39); £ppwcr8£ (pwvvuµt, Acts 15:29);
tcr1£ (oloa, Eph 5:5; James 1:19).

8

A Grammar of New Testament Greek (T & T Clark, 1985) 3rd edition, 1:122.

9

See the discussion in Fanning (325-388) and Wallace (485, 714-717).

10

327; citing Bl-0, §335. Fanning adds, "The present pictures an occurrence from an
internal perspective, focusing on the course or internal details of the occurrence but
with no focus on the end-points, while the aorist views it from an external perspective, seeing the occurrence as a whole from beginning to end without focus on the
internal details which may be involved" (p. 388).

Chapter 34

µt Verbs
Active Indicative of oioooµt
Exegetical Insight
The imperfect (chapter 21) form of the verb is usually described as having reference to continued action in past time (I was loosing) in contrast to the aorist
form that denotes simple past (I loosed). But the Greek imperfect may have
other shades of meaning that are not always easy to establish and that may
depend largely upon context.
One of these variations is known as the inceptive imperfect, which is found frequently in the New Testament. In Mark 1:21, for example, the RSV reads,
"Jesus went into the synagogue and began to teach." This seems to be a natural
reading of the text.
In other places this is not immediately evident but might perhaps be intended.
Luke's "Emmaus Road" resurrection narrative is a case in point. The two disciples of Jesus who were returning to Emmaus after their Passover visit to
Jerusalem were joined by an apparent stranger. In the ensuing conversation
they communicated the deep hopes they once had concerning Jesus and his
significant role in their religious tradition.
The usual translation of Luke 24:21 is, "We had hoped (~f.ni~oµEv) that he was
the one who was going to redeem Israel"(RSV). This suggests to the reader
that these disciples once held such an opinion but that the recent events that
led to Jesus' death now ruled out such a possibility. However, if in fact what
we have here is the inceptive imperfect then the text could be translated, "We
were beginning to hope that he was the one who was going to redeem Israel."
We often represent the contemporaries of Jesus as people who had a clear
understanding of his message and mission. Here there is pause for thought.
Even with such close contact the entire story is not self evident. The disciples
had a glimmer of insight-but more was needed to bring that to a firm faith.

E. Margaret Howe
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Overview
In this chapter we will learn:
• a different category of verbs that, especially in the present, are formed
differently;
• the five rules that govern their formation.

English
34. l

There is nothing remotely like µt verbs in English.

Greek
34.2

So far, the endings used by verbs have all been basically the same.
Because of contractions and consonantal changes, these endings have
sometimes looked a little different, but for the most part they have
been the same. The first person singular active ends in omega, and
most of the tenses use connecting vowels or have tense formatives
ending in a vowel. All the forms we know are said to belong to the thematic conjugation because of the use of the thematic vowel, or what we
have called the "connecting vowel."
Actually, dµ{ is a µt verb, but it is so different from other µt verbs that
the comparison is not always helpful.

34.3

Actually there is another conju?ation that goes by several names. It is
sometimes called the athematic conjugation because it does not use a
thematic vowel. At other times it is called the µt conjugation, or µi verbs,
because the lexical form ends not in omega (A.uw) but in µt (Mowµt, "I
give"). ~
There is good news and bad news about these verbs. The bad news is
that their forms change so drastically that they can become almost
unrecognizable. The good news is that there are very few of them. The
bad news is that these few µt verbs are common. The good news is that
most of the changes occur only in the present tense.
Like declensions, the differences do not affect the meaning of the
words, only their form. It does not matter whether Mowµt was formed
as a µt verb or as a thematic verb (Mow, which is not a real word). It
would still mean, "I give."

The English word "athematic" is a compound of the Greek alpha privative (much
like the prefixes "un-" ["unlikely"] or "ir-" ["irregular"] in English) with the noun
"thematic," which refers to the use of a thematic vowel. Hence, "athematic" means
"without a thematic vowel."
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There are two ways to learn the forms of µt verbs. The first is to memorize all 330 formf?, but this is nearly impossible because the forms are
so varied and unusual. The second is a better approach. If you memorize the five basic rules below, you can figure out what the different
inflected forms mean when you see i:hem. Let's do the latter.
The only disadvantage of learning µt verbs this way is that you will
not have the security of knowing the full paradigm. But even those
people who use Greek regularly have trouble in reproducing the µt
verb paradigms from rote memory. It simply is not necessary. It is
much better to learn five rules and concentrate on recognition.
There is something else that helps us learn µt verbs. While µt verbs are
common, they do not occur in many forms. If you memorized the
complete paradigm, you would be learning hundreds of forms that
never occur in the New Testament. So why memorize them?

34.5

Four classes. µt verbs are classified by their stem vowel. 8i8wµt has an
o-class vowel for its stem vowel (*80), and all µt verbs with an o-class
vowel follow the same pattern as 8{8wµt. This is like contract verbs in
which all alpha contracts inflect the same way. In this chapter we will
learn the pattern of 8{8wµt.
The other three classes are stems ending in alpha (*am • 'imriµi),
epsilon (*8£ • 1ieriµi), and upsilon (*8nKvu • 8dKvuµt). These three
classes are discussed in the next chapter. What is nice about µt verbs
is that if you know one pattern, you know them all. In other words,
whatever 8i8wµt does in the future, 1{8riµt will also do in the future,
although the stem vowel will be an eta instead of omega.

The Rules
34.6

Rule One: µi verbs reduplicate their initial stem letter to form the present,
and separate the reduplicated consonant with an iota.
The root of 8{8wµt is *80. To form the present tense stem the initial delta
is reduplicated, separated with an iota, and the personal ending µtis
added (see rule three below). In the present singular the omicron
lengthens to omega (rule 4).
80 • 8t8o • 8t8w • 8{8wµt

It is therefore essential that you always memorize the root of a µi verb along
with its lexical form. As always, they are listed in the vocabulary section. The only time you will see the reduplication with the iota is in the
present and imperfect. In the other tenses, you will need to be able to
identify the root.
For example, parse 8wcrw. If you are working from the present tense
form, you will not be able to. But if you recognize that the verb stem
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is *oo, then this is clearly the first person singular future and is regular
(with a lengthened stem vowel; rule 4).
ow + CJ + (J) • OWCJW
If you reduplicate the verbal root to form the present tense stem, how
can you tell the difference between the present and the perfect? Think
about it. Right. The perfect will also have reduplication, but there the
vowel separating the reduplicated consonant is an epsilon, just like in
the thematic conjugation. *oo • 0£00 • o£owKa.

34.7

present

aorist

perfect

Etµ[

1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

oiowµi
Oiowc;
oiowcrt(v)

£owrn
£owrnc;
EOWK£(v)

o£owrn
o£owrnc;
OEOWK£(v)

Etµ{
,,.
£crti(v)

1 pl
2 pl
3 pl

oiooµ£v
Ol00t£
oio6acrt(v)

£owrnµ£v
£owrnt£
EOWKCXV

O£OWKaµ£v
O£OWKat£
OEOWKCXV

£crµ£v
£at£
dcriv

£l

Rule Two: µi verbs do not ordinarily use a connecting (i.e., "thematic")
vowel in the indicative. The personal ending is added directly to the

stem.
lit+ oo +µEv• oiooµ£v.
A connecting vowel is used in the imperfect singular and future. (See
the chart at §34.11.)
34.8

Rule Three: µz verbs employ three different personal endings in the present
active. Compare the following chart of the present active indicative.
µ1

verbs

thematic conjugation

µt
c;
Gl

AUW
A.uHc;
A.u£t

c;

3 sg

oiowµi
Oiowc;
oiowcrt(v)

1 pl
2 pl
3 pl

oiooµ£v
oioot£
Oio6acri(v)

µ£v
t£
(X(Jl

A.uoµ£v
A.u£t£
A.foucrt(v)

µ£v
t£
VCJl

1 sg
2 sg

As you can see, µt verbs use the same endings as the thematic conjugation in three places, Oiowc;, o{ooµ£v, and o{oot£. But in the other three
places the endings are different: Oiowµt; Oiowcri(v); oio6am(v). These
must simply be memorized.
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However, the present active is the only place that µt verbs use different endings. In all other tenses, they use the same endings as the thematic conjugation. This does not mean they will look absolutely
identical (although in most places they do); it means that if you have
been learning the true personal endings, there is nothing more to
learn. For example, in the present middle/passive the paradigm is as
follows.
µi verbs

thematic conjugation

1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

8i'.8oµm
8i'.8omn
8i8otm

µm
oat
tat

A.lioµm
A.1rn
A.unm

µm
oat
tat

1 pl
2 pl
3 pl

8t86µ£8a
8{8008£
8i'.8ovmt

µ£8a
08£
vtat

A.u6µ£8a
A.urn8£
A.liovtm

µ£8a
08£
vtat

Even though the second person singular (am) looks a little unusual, as
we saw in the perfect middle / passive (e.g., A.f:A.uam), this is the real
form of the personal ending; it has undergone contractions in most of
the thematic forms because the sigma drops out. 2
34.9

Rule Four: the stem vowel of µi verbs can lengthen, shorten, or drop out
(ablaut). Although there are rules governing when the stem vowel is
long or short, or has dropped out, all that we are concerned with is recognition; therefore these rules are just burdensome. You do not have
to know when they shorten; you just have to recognize that they do. 3
For example, in the present active paradigm the vowel is long in the
singular (8i8wµt) but short in the plural (M8oµEv) . In the middle / passive it is always short.
Take the form 8waw. It does not really matter whether you see the form
8waw or 86aw. Once you recognize that the verbal root is *80, 8waw
could only be one form: future.
See the paradigm in §34.11 if you are curious about the length of the
stem vowel.

2

It does not drop out in the athematic conjugation because it is not preceded by a

3

Your teacher may have a difference preference. Be sure to ask.

connecting vowel and is therefore not intervocalic.
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Rule Five: Most of the µi verbs use 1m as their tense formative in the aorist.
These are called "kappa aorists." Compare the paradigm with that of
the first aorist and perfect.

1 sg
2 sg

3 sg
1 pl
2 pl
3 pl

µi verbs

thematic conjugation

£8wKa
£8wKac;
EOWK£(v)

£hem
£A.ucmc;
£A. ucr£(v)

A.£A.urn
A.£A.urnc;
AEAuK£(v)

£owrnµ£v
EOWK<X1£
EOWKaV

£A.foaµ£v
£A.fom£
EAu<Jav

AEA uKaµ£v
AEAUK<X1£
A.£A.urnv

How can you tell the difference between the aorist of a µt verb and the
perfect of a verb in the thematic conjugation that also uses Ka as its
tense formative? Right. The perfect has reduplication (with an epsilon
separating the reduplicated consonants): £8wKa vs. A.£A.uKa.
34.11

5i5wµt in the indicative (active). Concentrate on recognition.
present

imperfect

future

aorist

£8wKa
£8wrnc;
£8wKE(v)

-

1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

8i8wµt
oiowc;
oiowcrt(v)

£8i8ouv
£8i8ouc;
£8i8ou

OWCJW
8wcr£tc;
OWCJEt

1 pl
2 pl

8i8oµ£v
8i801£
8t86acrt(v)

£8i8oµEv
£8i801£
£8ioocrav

owcroµEv
£owrnµ£v
8wcrn£
EOWK<X1£
8wcroucrt(v) £8wKav

3 pl

perfeet

8£8wKa
8£8wKac;
8£8wK£(v)
0£0WKaµ£v
0£0WK<X1£
8£8wrnv

In the imperfect singular, the endings are formed with a connecting
vowel. In the future they are identical to the forms in the thematic conjugation. We will see the non-indicative forms in the next chapter.

let's Practice
Let's look at several inflected forms and see how easy it is to apply the rules.
We have the bare verbal root (*80) without augment, reduplication, or Ka. It can only be a future: second person plural.
The reduplication with an iota shows it is the present tense stem;
the augment confirms that this is an imperfect. Second person singular.
The simple verbal root plus augment and tense formative Ka
means this must be aorist. First person singular.
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Oiowow

The reduplicated stem with an iota and without an augment confirms this is a present. Third person singular. 4

OEOWK£

The reduplication may suggest present, but notice that the intervening vowel is an epsilon. This must therefore be a perfect, third
person singular.

Summary
1.

µt verbs reduplicate their initial stem letter to form the present and separate the reduplicated consonant with an iota. It is therefore essential that
you always memorize the root of a µt verb along with its lexical form.

2.

µt verbs do not ordinarily use a connecting vowel in the indicative ("athematic").

3.

µt verbs employ three different personal endings in the present active
indicative: Oiowµt; Oiowcn(v); oto6acn(v).

4.

The stem vowel of µt verbs can lengthen, shorten, or drop out. It is not so
important to know when this will happen, but merely to recognize that it
does.

5.

Most of the µt verbs use Ka for the tense formative in the aorist.

Vocabulary
Oiowµt

I give (out), entrust, give back, put (415; *oo)5
(f:Oioouv) OW(JW, £owrn,6 o£owrn, o£ooµat, £o60riv
nation (162, *£0vei;) 7
the Gentiles (plural)
adjective: remaining (55; *A.orno/ri)
noun:
(the) rest
adverb: for the rest, henceforth
Moses (80) 8

4

It could also be subjunctive, but that is discussed in the next chapter.

5

An antidote (avTi + 8om;) is something given to work against something else, such

6

When 8t8wµt is used outside the indicative system you can find second aorist forms
such as 80 (subjunctive), 86c; (imperative), 8ouvm (infinitive), and 8ouc; (participle).

as poison.

7

Ethnic.

8

Mwtiaf]c; has an irregular declension pattern: Mwtiaf]c;, Mwtia£wc;, Mwtiaei, Mwtiaf]v.
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I entrust, hand over, betray (119; reap&+ *80)
(rcapE8i8ouv), rcapa8wcrw, rcap£8wKa, rcapa8£8wrn,
rcapa8£8oµm, rcapE868riv
I fall (90; *rcE-r) 9
( £mmov), rcrnouµm, £rcrnov or £rcrna, 10 rc£mwKa, -, I am, exist (60; *urc' + *apx) 11
(urcfipxov), -, -, -, -, 'tel urcapxov-ra: one's belongings
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9

The verbal root loses its stem vowel epsilon in the present and the stem is reduplicated, even though it is not a µ1 verb (*m:i: •Jn• mm+ w • nini:w). The tau drops out
before the sigma in the future and aorist but remains in the perfect active.

10

Has both a second and a first aorist.

1l U7tCXPXW can take a predicate nominative, like Etµt and y{voµm.

Chapter 35

Additional µt Verbs, and Nonindicative
Forms

Exegetical Insight
In the doxology at the end of Romans 11 (v. 36), Paul spells out three distinct
theological concepts as he discusses the relationship between God and all
things. His use of three different Greek prepositions (chapter 8) shows his
structure distinctly, and he is relying on the specific differences in meaning
among the three prepositions to convey his message. This kind of precision
and exactness can be lost in English translations.

f.C, o:uwu rn\ 01' o:utou rn\ Etc; o:u1ov 1a mivw·
O:U't~ ~ o6C,o: Etc; wuc; o:twvo:c;· aµ~v.
1. All things come out of (f.C,) him in that he is the source or origin of all things.
2. All things come through (01') him in that he is the agent or guide of all things.
3. All things come unto or to (Etc;) him in that he is the ultimate goal of all things.
Glory be to God, our Creator, Sustainer, and Exalted Lord, the One who is the
source, guide, and goal of all things!

Deborah Gill

Overview
In this chapter we will learn that:
• what was true of oiowµ1 is also true of the other µ1 verbs;
•

the secret is to watch what happens to the verbal root of Oiowµ1, and see
that the same types of changes occur to the roots of the other µ1 verbs.

Greek
35.1

In the previous chapter we learned the essentials of µ1 verbs and how
the rules apply to µ1 verbs with a stem vowel of omicron (oiowµ1) in the
active indicative. All that remains is to see that what is true of oiowµt
327
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is also true of the other µ1 verbs whose stem vowel is alpha ( 'icrtriµi),
epsilon (ti8riµ1), or upsilon (8£iKvuµt). We will also look at some of the
non-indicative forms of 8i8wµi.
35.2

In the following chart of the present active indicative you can see the
similarity among the different µt verbs.
•

They use the same endings.

•

They reduplicate to form the present tense stem (although that
reduplication is hidden in 'icrtriµt and absent in 8£iKvuµt).

•

What happens to the stem vowel in 8i8wµt also happens to the
other stem vowels even though they are different vowels (except
for 8£iKvuµt, which stays the same). Both alpha and epsilon
lengthen to eta.
*cna

*0E

*80

*8£tKY'U

1 sg

WtT)µt

8i8wµt

8EtKVUµt

2 sg

'icrtT)<;

tt8T)µt
tt8T)<;

8i8w<;

8EtKVUEl<;

3 sg

'icrtricri(v)

ti8ricri(v)

8i8wcrt(v)

8EtKV'\Jcrt(v)

1 pl

"wtaµEv

tt8EµEV

8i8oµEv

8£iKvuµEv

2 pl

'tcrtatE
\macri(v)

8t80tE
8t86acrt(v)

8ElKV'\JtE

3 pl

tt8EtE
n8£acri(v)

8nKvuacrt(v)

The stem of 'icrtriµi is *crta. When it reduplicates, the reduplicated
sigma drops out and is replaced by a rough breathing.
crta • crwta •'icrtriµt

The stem of tt8T)µt is *8E. When it reduplicates, the reduplicated theta
changes to a tau.
8E • 8t8E • tt8T)µ l

Except for its personal endings, 8EtKvuµt behaves more like a thematic
verb.
35.3

The most effective thing to do at this point is to look through the µt
verb paradigms throughout the Appendix. You can see all the forms
of 8i8wµt and the other µt verbs. Look at the patterns. See how the
rules are put into effect. Concentrate on recognition.

35.4

In Koine Greek, µt verbs were slowly being replaced by the thematic
conjugation. As a result, µt verbs sometimes occur in the athematic
and at other times as a "regular" thematic form with no difference in
meaning. For example, both 'icrtriµt and tcrtavw occur. 1
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This also explains the second person singular form OEtKVUEtc; instead
of the expected OEtKVUEc;.

Nonindicative Forms of oiowµz
35.5

Subjunctive. The nonindicative forms of µt verbs are even easier to
identify than the indicative forms. In the subjunctive the reduplicated
stem is the only difference between the present and the aorist. Here
are the active forms. 2
present

second aorist

3 sg

otow
8t80c;
8t80

ow
80c;
803

1 pl
2 pl
3 pl

01owµEv
8t8wt£
otowcn(v)

owµEv
ow'tE
owot(v)

1 sg
2 sg

35.6

Imperative. The imperatives are also easy to recognize. Remember
that µt verbs do not use a thematic vowel, so the imperative morpheme is added directly to the verbal root. Here are the active forms.
present

second aorist

3 sg

otOo'\.J
8t86tw

o6c;
86tw

2 pl
3pl

otOO'tE
OtOO'tUJGCXV

OO'tE
OO'tUJGCXV

present

second aorist

8t86vm
Oiooo8m
oiooo8m

oouvm
o6o8m
oo8fjvm

2 sg

35.7

Infinitive

active
middle
passive

Nu was added to the verbal root in order to form the present tense stem; class 3
verbs. Cf. §20.24.
2

8{8wµ1 has first aorist forms in the indicative and second aorist forms elsewhere.

3

In Mark 8:37 it is written as oot.
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35.8

Participle
present
active

otoou~,

aorist

otooucra, oto6v

0106vt0~, 0100\Jcrri~, oto6vt0~

middle

0106µ£vo~,

OlOOµEVOU,
passive

oto6µ£VO~,

010oµi:vou,

oou~,

ooucra, o6v

o6vto~,ooucrri~,o6vto~
OOµ£VO~,

T], OV
T]~, OU

ri, ov
T]~, OU

OOµEVOU,

T], OV
T]~, ou

008EVtO~, 008£tGT]~,008EVtO~

oo8d~,

oo8£tcra, oo8£v

Take some time now and browse through all the charts on otowµt in the
Appendix, since we have not included all of its forms above. Concentrate on recognition and applying the five µt rules. See how the other
µt verbs follow the same pattern as seen in Mowµt.

Summary
1.

µt verbs with stem vowels in alpha ('tcrtriµt) and epsilon (tt8T]µt) behave
just like µt verbs with stem vowels in omicron (o{owµt). odKvuµt, however,
is somewhat different and in many ways more like the thematic conjugation.

2.

The a thematic conjugation was in the process of being lost in Koine Greek,
and consequently some µt verbs have thematic forms.

3.

Be sure to spend some time browsing through the µt verb charts in the
Appendix. Concentrate on recognition.

Vocabulary
In chapter 33 you learned arc6Uuµt, and in 34 you learned otowµt and
rcapao{owµt, three of the nine µt verbs that occur fifty times or more in the New
Testament. The other six such µt verbs are listed in this vocabulary. These six
are not all used in the exercises for this chapter, but you should learn them.
A "transitive" verb takes a direct object. An "intransitive" verb does not take
a direct object.
intransitive: I rise, get up (108; ava + *crta)
transitive: I raise
avacrt~crw, avfotricra, -, -, -
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I open (77; av + *foty)
avoil;w, ~vf:cpl;a or avf:cpl;a, avf:cpya, avf:cpyµm or
~vf:cpyµm, ~vEc[ixeriv or ~voixeriv
I let go, leave, permit (143; a¢+ *aE) 6
(~¢t0v), a¢~<JW, a¢fpm, -, a¢£wµat, a¢£0T]V
I show, explain (33; *8EtKvu) 7
8dl;w, £8Etl;a, 8£8Etxa, -, £8dxeriv

'{8tQ(;, -a,

-OV

intransitive: I stand (154; *ata) 9
transitive: I cause to stand 10
(ta1TJV), (J1~<JW, Ea1Tj<Ja,11 Ea1T]KCX, 12 fotaµm,
£a1a8riv

'ia1riµt

µfooi:;, -T],

one's own (114; * 't8t0/a) 8

-OV

middle, in the midst (58; *µrno/ri) 13

4

This verb was originally a compound verb, and at times it is augmented as if it still
were compound, and at other times as if it were a simple verb. You can even find
forms with two augments.

5

The root of this verb is *cr£. Like 'icrn1µ1, the reduplicated sigma dropped off and was
replaced with a rough breathing. The initial sigma was also dropped because it was
intervocalic. CT£ •aw£ •\.a£• 'iT]µt.
It is a compound with an6 and the pi has aspirated to a phi because of the rough
breathing that actually is there, although unseen. 'iT]µt occurs in the New Testament

only as a compound.
6

Aphesis is the gradual loss of an initial unaccented vowel, such as in the English
esquire to squire (cf. MBG, §7.10).

7

Even though this word occurs less than fifty times, it has been included so the paradigms can be complete. Outside of the present and imperfect tenses, it forms its
tense stems from the root *owe and is not a µ1 verb.
In grammar, a deictic word is one that is demonstrative, one that points out, such as
the demonstrative pronoun.

8

Can be used in the sense of one's own "people" or "land." It can also be used adverbially to mean "individually." Idiosyncrasy (cruyKpiicrt<;, "a mixing together") is a
temperament or behavior peculiar to one person or group.

9

'icrTT]µt is intransitive in the second aorist (fo1T]v) and perfect.
10 'icr1T]µt is transitive in the present, future, and first aorist.
11 This is the one µt verb that does not use a kappa aorist. It has a second aorist, fo1T]v.

12

Notice the shift to the rough breathing.

13

Mesa is a combining form that when added to another word carries the meaning of
"middle," such as "mesomorphic" (the state between liquid and crystalline),
"mesoplast" (the nucleus of a cell), and "Mesozoic" (the age between the Paleozoic
and Cenozoic ages).
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I put, place (100; *0£) 14
(hi0ouv), 0~mll, E0T]KU, -r£0rnca, -r£0nµat, h£0T]Y
I say, affirm (66; *<!>£)
m ) -, E't'T]
"m 15 '-, -, -, ("£'t'T]'
Total word count in the New Testament:
Number of words learned to date:
Number of word occurrences in this chapter:
Number of word occurrences to date:
Percent of total word count in the New Testament:

138,162
320
853
110,425
79.92%

Congratulations! You know all 320 words that occur most frequently in the
New Testament, and almost four out of five word occurrences in the New
Testament.

Advanced Information
35.9

Optative. There is one more mood in Koine Greek, the optative.
Whereas the subjunctive is the mood of probability or possibility, the
optative is the mood of "wish." Whereas the subjunctive is one step
removed from reality, the optative is two.

There are sixty-eight examples of the optative in the New Testament.
It is found only in the present (continuous aspect; twenty-three times)
and aorist (undefined aspect; forty-five times). It occurs twenty-eight
times in Luke-Acts and thirty-one times in Paul. c'iT] occurs twelve
times and r£vot w seventeen times, fifteen of which are the Pauline
phrase µTj 'YEYOHO, "God forbid!"
•

Because the optative can have no real time significance, it can
have no augment.

•

The connecting vowel is omicron.

•

The tense formative for the aorist active/middle is cm, which
contracts with the mood formative so that all forms have crm.
The tense formative for the aorist passive in 0£, and the mood
formative in tT], which result in 0£tT] in all forms.

•

Its mood formative in the thematic conjugation is t (except in the
aorist passive where it is tTJ), and in the athematic conjugation it is
tT]. All forms of the present optative will have this ot.

14

The cognate 8£0-1~ is a "placing," a "proposition." In logic a "thesis" is an unprovable statement, a proposition, assumed to be true.

15

E¢TJ can be either imperfect or aorist, and is third singular. We learned this as a
vocabulary word earlier.
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•

The optative uses secondary personal endings except in the first
person singular active, where it uses µt.

To see fuller paradigms, see MBG.
present

future

first aorist

second aorist

active
1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

1 pl
2 pl
3 pl

A.fotµt
A.fot<;
A.uoi

A.1'.iooiµt
A.foot<;
AUGOt

A.1'.iomµt
A.1'.iomc;
A.1'.iom

~aA.oiµi

AUotµEY
AUoHE
AUotEV

A.uaoiµ£v
AUoOHE
AUGOlEY

A.uamµ£v
AUGUHE
AUGatEY

~aA.oiµ£v

~aA.oic;
~aA.oi

~aA.om
~aA.oi£v

middle
1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

1 pl
2 pl
3pl

A.uoiµ'Tlv
A.fow
A.fott0

A.uaoiµ'Tlv
A.foow
A.uaono

A.uaatµ'Tlv
A.uaaw
A.1'.iomt0

~aA.oiµ'Tlv

A.uoiµ£0a
A.uoio-0£
AUotVtO

A.uaoiµ£0a
A.1'.ioow0£
AUGOtv''CO

A.uaaiµ£0a
A.1'.iomo-0£
A.uamvt0

~aA.oiµ£0a

Au0El'TlV
A.u0d'Tlc;
A.u0d'Tl

ypa<pEt'TlV
ypa<pEt'Tl<;
ypmpd'Tl

A.u0d'Tlµ£v
A.u0d'Tlt£
Au0ElTlGUV

ypa¢Et'TlµEV
ypa¢Et'TlTE
ypa¢ElTlGUV

~aA.ow
~aA.oitO

~aA.ow0£
~aA.oivt0

passive
1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

A.uoiµ'Tlv
A.fow
A.fono

AU0TlGOtµTlY

1 pl
2 pl

A.uoiµ£0a
A.fow0£
AUotVtO

AU0TlGOtµ£0a

3 pl

A.u0~aow
AU0~G0tt0

A.u0~aow0£

AU0~GOtVtO
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This is a lectionary from the thirteenth to fourteenth century containing parts of
Matthew and John. Photo provided by the Center for the Study of the New Testament manuscripts (Dan Wallace, director) and used by permission of Institut fiir
neutestamentliche Textforschung.

Postscript

Where Do We Go From Here?
Congratulations. You have finished learning the building blocks of biblical
Greek; now the real fun begins. But what should you do next?
1.

There is no substitute at this point for reading the biblical text, reading as
much as you can. You need to be exposed to large sections of the New Testament to have fun (if for no other reason).

2.

On my web site (www.teknia.com) you can download (for free) three biblical passages done in the format of the Graded Reader (see below). I use
these in class when I am done with the textbook because they are fun to
translate, and you can translate the passages without having to learn anything new.

3.

I wrote a third volume in this series, A Graded Reader of Biblical Greek. It
starts with easy passages and slowly works into more difficult Greek. I
start with Mark and John because you are so familiar with them; most of
our exercises came from the early chapters of Mark. Pay close attention to
the footnotes in this text. They will help carry you into the next stage by
exposing you to intermediate Greek grammar inductively.

4.

The Graded Reader includes a forty-page summary of Daniel Wallace's
intermediate Greek grammar (see below). It is well worth reading.

5.

The Graded Reader is tied into Daniel B. Wallace's Greek Grammar Beyond the
Basics: An Exegetical Syntax of the New Testament (volume four in this
series). His grammar is cross-indexed in my Graded Reader. It is essential at
some time that you sit down and read through a complete grammar. However, the further you are into the Graded Reader, the easier it will be to
remember his grammatical discussions. You may also want to check out
his abridgment, The Basics of New Testament Syntax.

6.

The Morphology of Biblical Greek (volume five in this series) is designed to
show you what is really happening to the forms of the Greek words you
meet. Read the introductory discussion so you can see how to use the
book; and as you come across forms that you do not understand, look up
the word in the index and from there go to its relevant discussion. But do
not become bogged down in this process right away. It is much better to
have some fun and read lots of Greek
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7.

My The Analytical Lexicon to the Greek New Testament can help you with
those difficult parsings. Be sure to read the introductory discussion "How
to Use the Analytical" for warnings about the misuse of the book.

8.

Do not forget to review. This is essential. You will lose all pleasure in the
language if you have to look up every other verb in order to parse it, or
every other word in the lexicon to discover its meaning. Purchase Warren
Trenchard's The Student's Complete Vocabulary Guide to the Greek New Testament or Bruce Metzger's Lexical Aids for Students of New Testament Greek.
They will help you review your vocabulary, fill out the definitions, and
make it easier to memorize more vocabulary if you wish. You should
memorize at least all words occurring twenty times or more, and most
second-year Greek teachers take you down to ten occurrences.

9.

But most importantly, do not forget why you have learned the language of
God's Word. It is a tool for ministry, helping you to get closer to what God
has said through his writers. It is a tool that allows you to use other tools,
such as good commentaries.
I once heard a story, perhaps apocryphal, about a sailor who was in love
with a woman from another country. He wanted to be married and so he
tried to familiarize himself with her native country. He studied its customs, history, etc. But finally he realized that if he really wanted to understand her, he would have to learn her native language. I believe that
learning Greek is nothing more than a natural extension of our loving
relationship with Jes us Christ. Although many translations are good, they
are one step further removed from what Jesus.said. Ultimately, we want to
know him and his message as well as possible. A knowledge of the Greek
language is essential to achieve this goal.

May your days be filled with blessing and your ministry fruitful as you seek
to share your love and knowledge of Jesus Christ with those around you.
Bill Mounce
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In this section we have collected all the charts you need to read Greek. The list-

ing is not exhaustive; if you want to see every chart, see MBG.
Remember, the charts are not for you to memorize. You should memorize the
eight rules on case endings, the definite article, and the ten verbal rules. Use
the rest of the charts to test yourself, to see if you really know the rules.
The paradigms in the following pages illustrate the forms of the more common noun and verb patterns. They cover the words you need to learn in this
grammar. For a full set of paradigms see MBG or Analytical.

Crasis in the New Testament
mt Eyw

Kayw

mt Eµo{

Kaµo{

Kat EKEl

KaKEl

KCXt EKEteEV

KaKEteEV

KCXt EKElVO<;

KaKElVO<;

KCXt EUV or av

KUV

When Accents and Breathings Are Especially Important

~' ~' ~' fd1

7. cx\n~, cxun1
8. cxurn{, CX'tnm

13. a.na., a.ncx
14. El, Et

o\., ex\.; o'i, cx'i

9.ou,ou

15. El<;, Et<;

4.

6, o; ov, ov

10. £sw, £sw

16. nm£, rc61E

5.

Wv,

11. EV, EV

6.

~<;, n<;; ~v, ~v

17.apcx,&pcx
18. Liquid futures

l.

n<;, n; 1{<;, 1{

2.
3.

Wv

12.

ill, ill, 4J

Square of Stops
orders
voiceless
classes

voiced

aspirate

labial

TC

~

~

velar

K

'Y

x

dental

1

8

8

coordinate

cognate
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Spatial Representation of Prepositions
General guidelines for the cases

Genitive:

Indicates motion away from ("separation"; an6)

Dative:

Indicates rest (Ev)

Accusative:

Indicates motion (Etc;)

un£p (ace)

Eni
n£pi (ace
np6c; __....

an6

EV

..

8ta (gen)
EK

uno (ace)
Other prepositions that are not spatially diagrammed

avti

gen:

instead of, for

ota

ace:

on account of

Eni

gen:
dat:

on, over, when
on the basis of, at

KaTcX

gen:
ace:

against
according to

µna

gen:
ace:

with
after

nap a

gen:
dat:

from
beside, in the presence of

1t£pt

gen:

concerning, about

un£p

gen:

in behalf of

un6

gen:

by
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Contractions of Single Vowels
Following is a chart of all possible contractions of single vowels. The four most
common (and troublesome) are balded and enlarged.
a

E

Tl

\

u

0

(I)

a

a

a

a

at

au

w

w

E

T]

Et

T]

Et

EU

OU

w

Tl

T]

T]

T]

11

T]U

w

w

0

w

OU

w

Ot

OU

OU

(I)

w

w

w

C(J

WU

w

w

Contraction of Vowels and Diphthongs
a/at

E\ 1

E\ 2

11

0\

ou 3

qi

a

q.

q.

a

q.

C(J

w

C(J

E

11

Et

Et

11

Ot

OU

C(J

Tl

11

11

T]

11

C(J

0

C(J

Ot

OU

Ot

Ot

C(J

OU

"Genuine" diphthong (not formed by a contraction)
2

"Spurious" diphthong (formed by a contraction)

3

Spurious

C(J
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Conditional Sentences
This is a brief overview of conditional sentences. Be sure to study the relevant
sections in Wallace, pp. 679-712.
1.

The "if" clause is the protasis; the "then" clause is the apodosis.

2.

Conditional sentences are most easily classified by their structure, specifically, the word that introc;luces the protasis, the tense and mood of the
verb in the apodosis, and sometimes the tense of the verb in the apodosis.

class

protasis

First class

d +indicative
any tense; negated by

Second class

Et + indicative

Third class

apodosis

ou

any mood; any tense

past tense; negated byµ~

av + indicative
same tense as in the protasis

£av + subjunctive

any mood; any tense

negated byµ~

Fourth class

d + optative

av + optative

3.

Only the protasis is conditional. If the protasis is true, then the apodosis
must be true (if the statement is in fact a factually correct statement).

4.

Language is only a portrayal of reality. Whether the protasis is actually
true or not, regardless of what the author says (see second class conditions), is decided by context and the reader.

5.

Conditional sentences can overlap; see Wallace, GGBB .

First class

Also called "conditions of fact." These sentences are saying
that if something is true, and let's assume for the sake of the
argument that it is true, then such and such will occur.
Sometimes the apodosis is clearly true, and you can translate
"Since such and such, then such and such." At other times the
protasis is not so obvious and you cannot use "since."

Second class

Also called "contrary to fact." These sentences are saying that
if something is true, even though it is not, then such and such
would occur. The falseness of the protasis is assumed in the
argument.

Third class

Presents a condition that might be true in the future, or is generally true at all times. It does not necessarily suggest that it
is likely to occur; sometimes the protasis is hypothetical (see
§31.15).

Fourth class

No complete illustration in the New Testament.
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Greek Cases
This is a summary of all the cases. The "Question" is what you can ask of a
word to help determine its case. The "Key word" is what you should use in
your translation of words in that case.
English cases

Greek cases and uses

Question

Key word

l. Subjective (he)

l. NOMINATIVE

Who? What?

a. Subject of the verb
b. Predicate of "is"
VOCATIVE (direct address)

2. Possessive (his)

3. Objective (him)

2. GENITIVE
a. Possessive
b. Object of Preposition
c. Direct object
d. Ablative (separation)
3. DATIVE
a. Indirect object
b.
c.
d.
e.

4. Objective (him)

Object of Preposition
Direct object
Instrumental (means)
Locative (place)

"O"

Whose?
"of"

"from"

to whom?
to what?

"to" /"for"

by what? "by" /"with"
"in"
where?

4. ACCUSATIVE
a. Direct object of the verb whom?
what?
b . Object of preposition

The word has the __ case ending, so I know that it functions as the _ __
in the sentence; therefore I translate it with the key word _ _ .
Always precede a word in a certain case with a "key word" for that case, if
there is one.
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Master Case Ending Chart
A dash means that no case ending is used. An underline means that the final
stem vowel changes to the one listed in the chart (rule 5). The case endings for
the masc/fem in the declension are repeated for the sake of clarity, even
though in several cases they are the same as in the first and second declensions.

third declension

first/second declension

masc/fem

neut

neut

masc

fem

nomsg

c;

-

gen sg

'\)2

c;

'\)

oc;

oc;

datsg

t3

t

t

t4

t

a / v5

I-

cc;

I

ace sg

v

v

v

nompl

t

t

lg

gen pl

SQV

SQV

SQV

dat pl

ic;

ic;

ic;

ace pl

uc;s

I c;

c;

v

-

I

cn(v)7
ac;9

a6
WV

WV

lg

-1

Gt(v)

I

a

Be prepared for the final stem letter to undergo changes (rule 8).
2

The ending is actually omicron, which contracts with the final stem vowel and
forms ou (rule 5).

3

The vowel lengthens (rule 5) and the iota subscripts (rule 4).

4

Because third declension stems end in a consonant, the iota cannot subscript
as it does in the first and second declensions; so it remains on the line ("iota
adscript") .

5

The case ending alternates between alpha and nu.

6

As opposed to the first and second declensions, this alpha is an actual case
ending and not a changed stem vowel. This is also true in the accusative plural.

7

The nu is a movable nu. Notice that the ending
found in the first and second declensions.

8

The actual case ending for the first and second declension is vc;, but the nu
drops out because of the following sigma. In the first declension the alpha simply joins with the sigma (wpa + vc; • wpac;), but in the second declension the
final stem omicron lengthens to ou (rule 5; A.oyovc; • A.oyoc; • A.6youc;) .

9

As opposed to the first declension (e.g., wpa), the alpha here is part of the case
ending.

at

is a flipped version of t<;
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The Eight Noun Rules
1.

Stems ending in alpha or eta are in the first declension, stems in omicron are in
the second, and consonantal stems are in the third.
2. Every neuter word has the same form in the nominative and accusative.
3. Almost all neuter words end in alpha in the nominative and accusative plural.
• In the second declension the alpha is the changed stem vowel; in the
third it is the case ending.
4. In the dative singular, the iota subscripts if possible.
• Because an iota can subscript only under a vowel (in which case the
vowel lengthens), it subscripts only in the first and second declensions.
5. Vowels often change their length ("ablaut").
• "Contraction" occurs when two vowels meet and form a different
vowel or diphthong.
A.oyo + t
A.6ycp
(dative singular)
(genitive singular)
A.oyo + o • A.6you
(genitive plural) 1
ypO:~Tl + WV • ypo:~wv
• "Compensatory lengthening" occurs when a vowel is lengthened to
compensate for the loss of another letter.
A.oyo + vi; • A.6yoi; • A.6youi;
(accusative plural)
6. In the genitive and dative, the masculine and neuter will always be identical.
7. The Square of Stops
~~~~~~~~~~~~

Labials
Velars
Dentals
•
•

K

y

x
8

Labials + sigma form psi; velars plus sigma form xi; dentals plus sigma form sigma.
The vt combination drops out when followed by sigma (no:vt + i; •
mxi;).

•

8.

Whatever happens in the nominative singular third declension also
happens in the dative plural. GO:pK + G • Gap/;. GO:pK + Gt • GO:p/;t.
A tau cannot stand at the end of a word and will drop off
• When no case ending is used in stems ending in-µm, the tau drops
out. ovoµm; + - • ovoµm 'ovoµo:.
The omega of the genitive plural will absorb any preceding vowel.
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Noun System
The nomenclature for the noun and adjective charts is discussed in full in the
introduction to the Lexicon (below) .

The Article
nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg

masc

fem

neut

0
WU

~

io

i~i;

WU

'"CQJ
i ov

ifl
'"CTjV

'"CQJ
io

masc
nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

fem

neut

Ol

a\,

nx

iwv

iwv

iwv

wti;

wti;

wti;

wui;

iai;

nx

masc

fem

neut

o'i
,.
WV
,.

a'i

&
,.
WV

01i;

mi;

oui;

&i;

01i;
&

Relative Pronoun
nomsg
gen sg
dat sg
ace sg

masc

fem

neut

oi;

~,.

0

,.

,.

OU

,.

rii;

OU

(\)

1l

(\)

ov

~v

0

,.

,.

nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

,.
WV
,.

First Declension Nouns
nomsg
gen sg
dat sg
ace sg
voe sg
n/vpl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

n- la

n-1 b

n-lc

n-l d

wpa

ypa¢~

86(,a

wpai;

ypa¢~i;

86(,rii;

vrnviai;
VEaviou

wpq.

ypa¢fl

wpav

ypa¢~v

86(,11
86(,av

vrnviav

wpa

yp a¢~

86(,a

vEavia

wpm

ypa¢ai

vEavim

wpwv

ypa¢wv

W;m
8oC,wv

wpmi;

ypa¢ati;

86(,mi;

VEavimi;

wpai;

ypa¢ai;

86(,ai;

VEaviai;

,.

vrnviq.

VECXVtWV

,.
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First Declension Nouns
nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg
voe sg

n- le

n-lf

n- lg

n-lh

mnavfo;
cratava
crmavQ,
cratavCiv
cratavCi

npo<j>~tric;

Mavacrcrf]c;
Mavacrcrf]

µvCi
µvCic;
µvQ,
µvCiv
µvCi

npocp~wu

npocp~tn
npo<j>~tT)V

Mavacrcrf]

npocpf]ta
npocpf]tm
npo<j>T)tWV

n/vpl
gen pl
datpl
ace pl

µvat
µvwv
µvmc;
µvCic;

npocp~tmc;
npocp~tac;

Second Declension Nouns
n-2a

n-2b

n-2c

n-2d(1)

n-2d(2)

n-2e

nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg
voe sg

A.6yoc;
A.6you
A.6ycp
A.6yov
A.6y£

686c;
68ou
68Qi
686v
68£

£pyov
£pyou
£pycp
£pyov
£pyov

xnµappouc;
xnµappou
xnµappcp
xnµappouv
xnµappouc;

O<JtOUV
6crt0u
ocrt0
O<JtOUV
O<JtOUV

KWc;
KW
KQ.l

n/vpl
gen pl
datpl
ace pl

A.6yot
A.6ywv
A.6yotc;
A.6youc;

68oi
68wv
68o'ic;
68ouc;

£pya
£pywv
£pyotc;
£pya

xciµappot
xnµappwv
xnµappotc;
xnµappouc;

ocrtCi
O<JtWV
ocrw'ic;
ocrtCi

KWc;
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Third Declension Nouns
n-Ja(l)

n-Ja(2)

n-Jb(l)

n-Jb(l)

n-Jb(2)

n-Jb(J)

A.atl.cx\jl
apa\jf
A.aiA.anoc; apa~oc;
A.a{A.am apa~t
A.aiA.ana apa~a
A.a'iA.a\jl
apa\jl

craps
crap Koc;
crap Ki
crap Ka
craps

yuvri
yuvatK6c;
yuvmKi
yuva'iKa
yuvm

craA.mrs
craA.myyoc;
craA.mn1
craA.myya
craA.mys

epis2
i:p1x6c;
i:p1xi
i:pixa
epis

apa~ac;

crapKEc;
crapKWV
crapsi(v)
craprnc;

yuva'iKEc;
yuvatKWV
yuvmsi(v)
yuva'iKac;

craA.myyEc;
craA.niyywv
craA.m rs1(v)
craA.myyac;

i:ptXEc;
i:p1xwv
8p#(v)
i:pixac;

n-Jc(l)

n-3c(2)

n-Jc(J)

n-3c(4)

n-Jc(5a)

n-Jc(5b)

n/vsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg

xap1c;
xap11:0c;
xaptn
xaptv

£A.nic;
£A.ni8oc;
£A.ni8t
£A.ni8a

opvtc;
opvt8oc;
opvt8t
opvt8a

ovoµa
6v6µmoc;
6v6µan
ovoµa

Moue;
686vi:oc;
686vct
686vi:a

apxwv
apxovi:oc;
apxovn
apxovi:a

n/vpl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

xaptcEc;
xaptcWV
xaptcrt(v)
xaptcac;

£A.ni8£c;
£A.ni8wv
£A.nfot(v)
£A.ni8ac;

opvt8£c;
6pvi8wv
opvwt(v)
opvt8ac;

6v6µma
6voµacwv
6v6µacrt(v)
6v6µma

686vc£c;
OOOV"CWV
68oucr1
686vi:ac;

cXPXOVcEc;
cXPXOV"CWV
apxoucrt(v)
apxovwc;

n-Jc(6a)

n-Jc(6b)

n-Jc(6c)

n-Jc(6d)

n-Jd(l)

n-Jd(2a)

n/v sg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg

cE:pac;
cE:pmoc;
cE:pmt
cE:pac;

u8wp
u8moc;
u8an
u8wp

<Pwc;
<jlwc6c;
<jlwci
<Pwc;

y6vu
y6vmoc;

y~pac;

crwcr8EVT)c;
crwcr8£vouc;

n/vpl
gen pl
datpl
ace pl

cE:pma
cEpacwv
cE:pa<Jt(v)
cE:pma

u8ma
u8acwv
u8acrt(v)
u8ma

<jlwca
<jlr{nwv

nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg
voe sg

apa~Ec;

n/v pl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

2

apa~wv

apa\jlt(v)

<Jiwi:a

y~pwc;

YTlPEl
crwcr8EVT)V

y6vma

With this particular word, the initial letter varies between theta and tau depending
upon whether the final consonant is a xsi or a chi in the nominative singular and
dative plural. See MBG for an explanation.
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Third Declension Nouns
n-3d(2b)

n-3d(3)

n-3e(l)

n-3e(2)

n-3e(3)

nomsg
gensg
datsg
ace sg
voe sg

y£voc;
y£vouc;
YEYEt
y£voc;
y£voc;

a'towc;
a'toouc;

'txeuc;
'txefoc;
'txeu1
'txeuv
'txeu

vauc;
vi:: we;

~aat/..i::uc;

n/vpl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

YEYT]
yi::vwv
y£vrnt(v)
YEYT]

a'towc;

vauv

~aat/..i::tc;

~am/..£wv
~aat/..i::uat(v)

~O:CJt/..cic;

n-3e(4)

n-3e(5a)

n-3e(5b)

n-3e(6)

nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg
voe sg

vouc;
vo6c;
voi
vouv
YOU

vf]a11c;

n6/..tc;
n6/..i::wc;
n6/..i::t
7t0AtV
7t0At

nEiew
nttSouc;
7tEt80t

n/vpl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

v6i::c;
YOWY
voua{(v)
v6ac;

V~CJ1Etc;

~aat/..£0:
~aat/..i::u

'txeui::c;
'txeuwv
'txefo1(v)
'txefoc;

n6/..i::tc;
7t0AEWY
n6/..rnt(v)
n6/..ttc;

~aat/..£wc;
~O:CJtAEt
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Third Declension Nouns
n-Jf(la)

n-Jf(l b)

n-Jf(lc)

n-3f(2a)

n-Jf(2b)

nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg
voe sg

a'twv
a'twvos
a'twvt
a'twva
a'twv

iiycµwv
Tircµ6vos
iiycµ6vt
iiycµ6va
iiycµwv

ICUWV
1Cuv6s

O"W'tiip
crw'tf]pos
O"W'tfjpt
O"W'tfjpa

Pii'twp
pliwpos
pliwpt
pliwpa
pfj'top

n/vpl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

CXtWVEs
a'twvwv
a'twcrt(v)
a'twvas

iiycµ6v£s
iiycµ6vwv
iiycµ6crt(v)
iiycµ6vas

ICUVEs

O"W'tfjpEs
crw'tiipwv
crw'tfjpcrt(v)
crw'tf]pas

PiiWPEs
pT]'tOpwv
pliwpcrt(v)
pliwpas

n-Jf(2c)

n-Jf(2c)

n-Jf(2c)

n-Jf(2c)

n-Jg(l)

nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg
voe sg

aviip
av8p6s
av8pi
av8pa
avcp

euya,rip
0uymp6s
0uympi
0uym£pa
euya'tcp

nmiip
nmp6s
nm pi
nm£pa
7tU'tEp

µii'TlP
µT]'tp6s
µT]'tpt
µri,£pa
µTi'tcp

Mwi.icrfis
Mwi.icr£ws
Mwi.icrEt
Mwi.icrfiv

n/v pl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

av8pcs
av8pwv
av8pacrt(v)
av8pas

0uym£pcs
0uym£pwv

nm£pcs
nm£pwv
nmpacrt(v)
nm£pas

µT]'tEpas

0uym£pas

ICUWV

ICUO"t V
JCuvas

..
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Adiectives /Pronouns
a-la (2-1-2)

nomsg
gensg
datsg
ace sg
voe sg
nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

masc

fem

neut

masc

fem

neut

aywi:;

aria

aywv

aya86i:;

aya8~

aya86v

ayiou

ariai:;

ayiou

aya8ou

aya8f]i:;

aya8ou

aya80

aya8fl

aya80

aywv

arti::t
ay{av

ay{cµ
aywv

aya86v

aya8l)v

aya86v

ayt£

ay{a

aywv

aya8£

aya81)

aya86v

aywt

aytm

ayta

aya8o{

aya8a{

ayaea

ayiwv

ayiwv

ay{wv

aya8wv

aya8wv

aya8wv

ayioti:;

ay{mi:;

ayioti:;

aya8oti:;

aya8ati:;

aya8oti:;

ayioui:;

ay{ai:;

aria

aya8oui:;

ayaeai:;

ayaea

ay{cµ

a-1a(2b) (2-1-2)
masc
1'

fem

neut

masc

fem

neut

nomsg
gen sg

O'\JTOt;

afrtT]

10u10

µ£yai:;

µqaA.T]

µ£ya

wuwu

'ta'\J'tT]t;

wuwu

µqaA.ou

µqaA.T]i:;

µqaA.ou

datsg

'tOU'tlJl

'tau1n

'tOU'tlJl

µqat..cµ

µqat..n

µqat..cµ

ace sg

'tOU'tOV

'tCXU'tT]V

wuw

µf:yav

µqaA.T]V

µ£ya

nompl
gen pl

O'\J'tOl

'tau1a

µqaA.ot

µqaA.m

µqaA.a

TOU'tWV

TOU'tWV

TOU'tWV

µqaA.wv

µqaA.wv

µqaA.wv

dat pl

10u10ti:;

'tau1mi:;

10u101c;

µqaA.oti:;

µqaA.mi:;

µqaA.oii:;

ace pl

'tOU1oui:;

'taumi:;

mu1a

µqaA.oui:;

µqaA.ai:;

µqaA.a

1'

1'

au1m

a-1a(2a} (2-1-2)

a-1 a(2b) (3-3-3)

masc

fem

neut

masc

fem

neut

nomsg
gensg
dat sg
ace sg

1wA.uc;

n:on~

n:oA.u

ocmi:;

~ni:;
1'
T]<Ht voe;

on

nompl
gen pl
datpl
ace pl

1'

1'

n:oUou

n:oUf]i:;

n:oUou

ounvoi:;

n:oUc!J

n:oUfl

n:oUc!J

cµnvt

nnvt

cµnvt

n:oA.uv

n:oUl)v

n:oA.u

ovnva

~vnva

on

n:oUoi'.

n:oUai'.

n:ona

ohtvci:;

ciinvci:;

anva

1'

1'

1'

1'

ounvoi:;
1'

1'

n:oUwv

n:oUwv

n:oUwv

wvnvwv

wvnvwv

wvnvwv

n:oUo'ii:;

n:oUa'ii:;

n:oUo'ii:;

o'icmm(v)

a'i<mai(v)

o'ianat(v)

n:ona

ouanvai:;

aanvai:;

anva

n:onoui:; n:onai:;
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Adiectives/Pronouns
a-2a (3-1-3)
masc
nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg

mic;
nav10c;
navn
1tcXV1<X

nompl
gen pl
datpl
ace pl

nav1£c;
1tcXY1WV
niicrt
nav1ac;

a-2b (3-1-3)

fem

neut

masc

fem

neut

niicm

niiv
nav16c;
7t<XY1t
niiv

wxuc;
1<XX£Wc;

1axu
wx£wc;

1axuv

1axiia
wxaac;
1axdq.
1axiiav

1tcXY1<X
1tcXY1WY
niicrt
1tcXV1<X

taXEtc;
1ax£wv
mx£m
taXEtc;

1axiim
1axawv
1axcimc;
1axdac;

1ax£a
wx£wv
mx£m
-caxca

naaric;

1t<XCT'fl
n&.aa.v

n&.am

7t<XCTWV
naamc;
naaa.c;

-ca.xii

a-3a (2-2)

-ca.xii

1axu

a-4a (3-3)

masc &fem

neut

masc &fem

neut

nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg
voe sg

aµap1wA-6c;
aµap1wA-ou
aµap1wA-cp
aµap1wA-6v
aµap1wA-£

aµap1wA-6v
aµap1wA-ou
aµap1wA-cp
aµap1wA-6v
aµap1wA-6v

aA-rie~c;

aA-rieouc;
cXATJ8Et
aA-ri8fi

aA-ri8£c;
aA-rieouc;
aA-ri8ii
aA-ri8£c;

nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

aµap1wA.o{
aµap1wA-wv
aµap1wA-otc;
aµap1wA-ouc;

aµap1wA-a
aµap1wA.wv
aµap1wA-01c;
aµap1wA-a

aA-ri8c1c;
aA-ri8wv
aA-ri8fot(v)
cXATJ8Etc;

aA-ri8fi
aA-ri8wv
aA-ri8fot(v)
aA-ri8fi

a-4b(l) (3-3)
masc &fem

neut

masc & fem

neut

nomsg
gensg
datsg
ace sg

nA-dwv
7tA£tovoc;
7tA£toVt
1tA£toV<X

7tA£loV
nA-Eiovoc;
7tA£tOVt
7tA£loV

µdl;wv
µEil;ovoc;
µEil;ovt
µEil;ova

µ£1/;ov
µdl;ovoc;
µdl;ovt
µiil;ov

nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

1tA£tov£c;
7tA£tovwv
7tA£tOGt(v)
7tA£tovac;

7tA£tova
7tA£tOYWV
nA.docrt(v)
7tA£tova

µ£il;ov£c;
µa1;6vwv
µdl;ocrt(v)
µdl;ovac;

µdl;ova
µa1;6vwv
µdl;oat(v)
µdl;ova
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Adiectives /Pronouns
a-4b(2) (3-3; interrogative, indefinite)
masc &fem

neut

masc &fem

neut

nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg

nc;
1{voc;
1tVt
1{va

1{
1{voc;
1tvt
n

nc;
1iv6c;
nv{
nva

n
nv6c;
n vt
n

nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

1tVE<;
1{vwv
1foi(v)
1{vac;

1{va
nvwv
1{cn(v)
1{va

nvEc;
nvwv
ncr{(v)
nvac;

n va
nvwv
n cr{(v)
nva

a-4b(2) (3-1-3)
masc
nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg

'1'

ac;
Ev6c;
£v{
Eva

fem

neut

µ{a

EV
Ev6c;
£v{
EV

µi&.c;
µu~

µiav

a-5
1st person

2nd person

nomsg
gensg
datsg
ace sg

£rw
£µou
£µo{
£µE

cru
crou
<JOt
crE

nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

~µEt<;
~µwv

~µ'iv
~µ&.c;

(µou)
(µoi)
(µE)
uµcic;
uµwv
uµ'iv
uµ&.c;

(<JOU)
(croi)
(<JE)
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Verb System
English Verb Tenses
This is the basic verb chart and terminology followed in this grammar. It is
possible to be much more complex; but for the basic task of learning a foreign
language, this is sufficient. All forms are listed in the active and then in the
passive, starting first with a regular verb (e.g., "study") and then an irregular
(e.g., "eat").
Past simple

Past progressive

Past perfect

reg act
I studied
irreg act I ate

I was studying
I was eating

I had studied
I had eaten

reg pas I was studied
irreg pas I was eaten

I was being studied
I was being eaten

I had been studied
I had been eaten

Present progressive

Present perfect

reg act
I study
irreg act I eat

I am studying
I am eating

I have studied
I have eaten

reg pas I am studied
irreg pas I am eaten

I am being studied
I am being eaten

I have been studied
I have been eaten

Future progressive

Future perfect

reg act
I will study
irreg act I will eat

I will be studying
I will be eating

I will have studied
I will have eaten

reg pas I will be studied
irreg pas I will be eaten

I will be being studied
I will be being eaten

I will have been studied
I will have been eaten

Present simple

Future simple
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Verbal Rules
Primary and Secondary endings

1.

primary

secondary
alternate 3

regular

regular

alternate

active
-4
c;
t

1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

A.uw
A.unc;
AUEt

0
E
E

1 pl

A.1ioµEv
AUETE
A, 1ioucrt(v)

0 µEv
E TE
o vcrt(v) 5 o:crt(v)

2 pl

3 pl

µt
cn(v)

EA'\JOV
EAUEc;
EA'\JE

0 v
E c;
E-

i:A.1ioµEv
EAUETE
EAuOV

0 µEV
E TE
0 v

O'O:V

middle/passive

1 sg
2 sg
3 sg

A.1ioµm

1 pl
2 pl

3pl

A.un
A.unm

o µm
E crm 6
E TO:l

EAUOµT]V
i:A.1iou
EAUETO

0 µT]V
E cro 7
E TO

A.u6µE8o:
A.urn8E
AUoVTo:t

0 µE8o:
E 0'8E
0 VTO:t

i:A.u6µE8o:
i:A.urn8E
EAUoVTO

0 µE80:
E 0'8E
0 VTO

Primary Endings are used on the unaugmented tenses. In the indicative these
are the present, fuhire, and perfect. In the subjunctive it is all tenses.
Secondary Endings are used on the augmented tenses. In the indicative these
are the imperfect, aorist, and pluperfect. In the optative it is all tenses (even
though the optative is not augmented).
The µt conjugation uses the alternate endings.
3

Alternate endings are used for µt verbs and a few thematic forms.

4

No ending is used. The omega that stands at the end of the first person singular of verbs in the thematic conjugation is really the lengthened connecting
vowel omicron.

5

In every case the nu will drop out because of the following sigma. What happens to the preceeding vowel varies.

6

In almost every case (except perfect passive), the sigma drops out and the vowels contract. This is why this ending varies from tense to tense.

7

In almost every case, the sigma drops out because it is intervocalic and the
vowels contract. This is why this ending varies from tense to tense.

Verb System
2.

Augments occur in the imperfect, aorist, and pluperfect.
•

3.

It is removed in the non-indicative moods.

Reduplication occurs in the perfect and present.
•

Consonantal reduplication reduplicates the initial consonant; vocalic
reduplication lengthens the initial vowel.
Reduplication with an epsilon always signals a perfect.
Reduplication with an iota signals the present of a µ1 verb.

•
•

4.

Verbal roots
•

5.

Altered verbal stems show some patterns, but others should be memorized. See Verbal Stems of Words Occurring More than Fifty Times below.

Differences among tense stems
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

6.

Double consonants simplify to single consonants (v-1)
Verbs containing an iota lose the iota (v-2)
Verbs containing a nu lose the nu (v-3)
Verbs containing a tau lose the tau (v-4)
Verbs ending in l<JK lose the l<JK (v-5)
µ1 verbs (v-6)
Vowels lengthen, shorten, or drop out altogether (v-7)
Verbs that use different roots to form their different tense stems (v-8)

Tense Formatives often use an E in the third person singular.
aa • CYE First aorist active/middle

•

7.

355

Liquid aorists

•

a •E

•

Ka •KE Perfect (third plural varies between Kav and Kaat(v))

Vowels
•

8.
9.

Connecting vowels (o/E) are used in the present, imperfect, future,
second aorist, and participles.
• Contract vowels contract in the present and imperfect. Elsewhere
they lengthen before the tense formative or personal ending.
• Contractions also occur in liquid futures.
Second singular passive. The sigma usually drops out.

Miscellaneous
• s/'V When these occur at the end of a verbal stem, they are usually
•

<I>

Ix

the result of a stop plus a sigma.
When these occur before a theta, they are probably an aspirated labial or velar.
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Master Verb Chart
Tense

Aug/
Red up

Present act

Tense
stem

Tense Conn. Personal
form. vowel endings
0/£

prim act

pres

0/£

prim mid/pas A.\Joµm

pres

Present mid/pas

1st sing
paradigm
A.uw

Imperfect act

£

pres

o/£

sec act

EAuOV

Imperfect mid/pas

£

pres

o/£

sec mid/pas

£A.u6µ11v

Future act

fut act

0

o/£

prim act

A.uow

Liquid fut act

fut act

£(J

o/£

prim act

µEvw

Future mid

fut act

0

0/£

prim mid/pas nopEuooµm

Liquid fut mid

fut act

£(J

o/£

prim mid/pas µEvouµm

1st future pas

aor pas

0110

0/£

prim mid/pas A.u0i]ooµm

2nd future pas

aor pas

110

o/£

prim mid/pas anoomA. fiooµm

1st aorist act

£

aor act

oa

sec act

£A.uoa

Liquid aorist act

£

aor act

a

sec act

£µ£tva

2nd aorist act

£

aor act

sec act

£A.a~ov

sec mid/pas

£A.uoaµ11v

sec mid/pas

£y£voµ11v

0/£

1st aorist mid

£

aor act

2nd aorist mid

£

aor act

1st aorist pas

£

aor pas

011

sec act

£A.u011v

2nd aorist pas

£

aor pas

11

sec act

£ypa$11v

1st perfect act

A.£

perf act

Ka

prim act

Af:A'UKa

2nd perfect act

A.£

perf act

a

prim act

yf.yova

Perfect mid/pas

A.£

perf pas

oa
0/£

prim mid/pas A.f.A.uµm
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Master Participle Chart
morpheme

case end ings

V't

all active (aorist passive)

3-1-3

O't

perfect active

3-1-3

all middle/passive (all middle)

2-1-2

µEVO/TJ

tense &
voice

tense/voice

red up

stem

tf or morpheme
c.v.
& c.e.

presesent
active

present

0

present
mid/pas

present

1 aorist
active

aorist
active

oa

1 aorist
middle

aorist
active

oa

µEVO / TJ

A'UOUµEVOl

oaµE vo~

1 aorist
passive

aorist
passive

0E

V't

A,u0i: vtE~

0Et~, 0Etoa, 0Ev

2 aorist
active

aorist
active

0

V't

~aA,6vtE~

WV ...

2 aorist
middle

aorist
active

0

µEVO / TJ

yEvOµEVOl

OµE VO~

2 aorist
passive

aorist
passive

E

Ve

ypa<jlEV'tE~

E l~ ,

perfect
active

K

vt

I

ouoa

nom. plural

six memon; forms

A.i:yovm;

wv, ouoa, ov
OV'tO~,O'UOTJ~ , OV'tO~

0

µEVO/TJ

A,qoµEVOl

oµEVO~,oµEVTJ , OµEvov
oµEvou,oµ E VTJ~ , oµEvou

perfect
active

AE

perfect
mid/pas

AE

perfect
mid/pas

vt

I

oa

AUoUV'CE~

oa~ , oaoa, oav

oav'tO~, OUOTJ~, OUV'tO~

.. .

0EV't0~, 0 E lOTJ~ , 0 E V't0~

...

ElOU, EV

EV'tO~ ,E lOTJ~,E V'tO~

01

A,£)., 'UKO'tE~

KW~ ,

K'Uta,

KO~

KO'tO~ , K'Uta ~, KO'tO~

µ EVO / TJ

A,£)., uµi:vot

µE VO~

...
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Master Nonindicative Verb Chart
Subjunctive
Tense

Tense
stem

Aug/
Redup

Present act
Present mid/pas
1st aorist act
1st aorist mid
1st aorist pas
2nd aorist act
2nd aorist mid
2nd aorist pas

Tense
form.

pres
pres
aor act
aor act
aor pas
aor act
aor act
aor pas

a(a)
a(a)
0(ri)

Conn.
vowel

Personal
endings

1st sing
paradigm

w/ri
w/ri

prim act
prim mid/pas

A.uw
A.uwµm

w I ri
w I ri
w I ri

prim act
prim mid/pas
prim act
prim act
prim mid/pas
prim act

A.fow
A.uawµm
A.uew

w/ri
w/ri
w/ri

A,a~w

y£vwµm
ypmpw

Infinitive
present

1st aorist

2nd aorist

perfect

active

EtV

oat

EtV

KEVO:t

middle

rnem

aaaem

rnem

aem

passive

rnem

erivm

rivm

aem

active
middle
passive

present

1st aorist

2nd aorist

perfect

to loose
to loose
to be loosed

to loose
to loose
to be loosed

to receive
to receive
to be written

to have loosed
to have thrown
to have been thrown

Imperative
active

middle/passive

2 sg

?

?

3 sg

TW

crew

2 pl

TE

G0E

3 pl

"CWGO:V

aewaav

active

middle/passive

passive

present

2 sg
3 sg

AUE
A.uhw

AUoU
A.ufoew

A.fou
A. u£aew

1st aorist

2 sg
3 sg

AUGOY
AuGcXTW

A.uam
A.uaaaew

A.uerin

2 sg
3 sg

AcX~E

YE YOU
yEvfoew

ypa<J>rin

2nd aorist

A,a~hw

AU0~TW
ypa<j>~T(JJ

lXJlA<l"(~"(

AX>DU<!>'9d,t~

AX>DU0C)."I'.~

1Xl1AOD~0<l"(

OlAOC)."(~

lXJlAOC)."(

30D<l"(~"(

31lL<l>'9d,t~

31LLeC)."I'.~

30D3D~0<l"(

30D3C)."(~

30D3C)."I'.

xi93riC)."l'.3"1'.

A3TIU<l>°9d,t~

A3riLLeC). "I'.~ n93ri9nuen "I'.

xi93ri9n"(~

xi93ri9n"(

/d I

lXll<l"l'.~"I'.

LL<l>'9d,t~

LLeC)."I'.~

1Xl13D~0<l"(

013()."I'.~

1Xl13C)."I'.

Ss r

lXJD<l"(~"I'.

SLL<l>'9d,t~

SLLeC)."I'.~

ilD~0<l"(

<lOC)."(~

ilC)."I'.

Ss z

mrin"l'.~"I'.

AU<!>'9d,t~

AU0C)."I'.~

mrion~en"I'.

Aun 9 nv

lXJTIOC)."(

Ss I

1dr
7d

z

aA!JD)!PU! aA!SSod
lXJlA<l"(~"(

OlAOA~A~

OlAX>DC)."(~

lXJlAODC)."(

OlAOC)."(~

lXJlAOC)."(

1d £

30D<l"l'.H

30D3A~A~

30DX>DC)."(~

30D3DC)."(

30D3C)."(~

30D3C)."(

zd z

X>03TIC)."1'.3"1'.

X>03ri<;>A3A~

X>03TI'9D<l "(~

X>03TI<;>D<l "(

xi93rf9n"(~

n93ri9n"I'.

/d I

lXll<l"l'.~"I'.

013A~A~

OlX>DC)."(~

1XJ13DC)."(

013()."I'.~

1XJ13C)."I'.

Ss r

mD<l"l'.H

<lOA~A~

(l)DC)."(~

ilDC)."(

<lOC)."(~

ilC)."I'.

mrin"l'.~"I'.

Altri<;>A3A~

AUTI'9D<l"(~

lXJTIODC)."(

AUTI<;><l"(~

mriOC)."1'.

Ss

z

Ssr

aA!ID)!PU! alPP!W
(A)lDmlC)."(3"(

AOgX>"(?.

AX>D<l"(?.

(A)lD<lODC). "(

AO<l"(?.

(A)lD<lOC)."(

31XJ.)lC)."(3"1'.

313g'9"1'.~

31X>DC)."(~

313DC)."(

313()."I'.~

313()."I'.

A3TIXJ.)lC). "(3"1'.

A3TIOg'9"(~

A3TIX>DC)."(~

A3TIODC)."1'.

A3TIOC)."1'.~

A3TIOC)."(

/d I

(A)3.)l<l "(~"(

(A)3gX>"(?.

(A)3D<l"(?.

13DC)."(

(A)3<l "(?.

13()."I'.

Ss r

Smn"l'.H

J3gX>"(?.

JXJD<l"(?.

J13DC)."(

J3<l"I'.?.

J13C)."I'.

XJ.)l<l "(~"I'.

AOgX>"(?.

X>D<l"(?.

(l)DC)."(

AO<l"(?.

(l)C). "I'.

1d £
7d

Ss

z

z

Ssr

aA!JD)!PU! aA!PD
papad

~S!JOD

puz;

~S!Joo ~s

L

aA!~Dl!PUI
65T

aJ°'n~

papadw!

~uasaJd

:fO Ma!AJaA()
wa1sfis q1aA_
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Overview of Subiunctive
present

first aorist

second aorist

active subjunctive
1 sg

AUW

Afow

Aa~w

2 sg

Auni;
Aul:J

A.foni;
AUal:J

Aa~ni;

1 pl

Auwµ£v

Afowµ£v

Aa~wµ£v

2 pl

A.uri-r£
Auwcrt (v)

AUaTJc£
AUaWCTt (v)

Aa~T]c£

3 sg

3 pl

Aa~n

Aa~wcrt

(v)

middle subjunctive
1 sg

Auwµm

Auawµm

y£vwµm

2 sg
3 sg

Aul:J
AUTJcat

AUal:J
A.fori-rm

y£vn
YEVT]'Cat

1 pl

A.uwµ£8a

y£vwµ£8a

2 pl

AUTJCT8£
A.uwv-rm

Auawµ£8a
AUCTT]CT8£
AUCTWV'Cat

3 pl

YEVT]CT8£
y£vwv-rm

passive subjunctive
1 sg

Auwµm

Au8w

ypa¢w

2 sg

Aul:J
Auri-rm

A.u8fli;
Au8fl

ypa¢fli;
ypa¢fl

A.uwµ£8a
AUT]CT8£
A.uwv-rm

Au8wµ£v
A'l.l8f]-r£
Au8wcrt (v)

ypa¢wµ£v
ypa¢f]-r£
ypa¢wcrt (v)

3 sg
1 pl

2 pl
3pl
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Overview of Imperative
present

first aorist

second aorist

active imperative
2 sg

AUE

AUCTOV

AU~£

3 sg

Auhw

AUCTU'"CW

Aa~£1w

2 pl

AUEL£

AUCTaL£

Aci~n£

3 pl

Auhwaav

AUCTU'"CWCT<X.V

Aa~£1waav

middle imperative
2 sg

AUoU

AUCTm

y£vou

3 sg

A.ufoew

AUCTUCT8W

Y£VECT8W

2 pl

Aurn8£

AUCT<X.CT8£

y£vrn8£

3 pl

Au£a8waav

Auacia8waav

y£v£a8waav

passive imperative
2 sg

AUoU

AU8T]n

ypci¢T]n

3 sg

Aufoew

AU8~'"CW

ypa<j>~'"CW

2 pl

Aurn8£

AU8TJ1£

ypci¢T]'"C£

3 pl

Au£a8waav

A.u8~1waav

ypa¢~1waav

Overview of Infinitive
present

first aorist

second aorist

perfect

active

AU£lY

AUCTm

AC1.~£lY

AEAUKEvm

middle

Aurnem

Afoaa8m

y£vrn8m

AEAUCT8m

A.u8ftvm

ypa¢ftvm

AEA.ua8m

passive Aurnem
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'
Etµt
I

Indicative
present

1 sg

Etµ{

future

imperfect

fooµm

3 sg

Et
£crti(v)

T\µ11v
T]<;
T]V

fon
fotm

1 pl

£crµ£v

~µEv, ~µE0a

£cr6µE0a

2 sg

2 pl

3 pl

';'

£crt£
Et<Jt(v)

';'

';'

';'

T]tE
T]<JUV

forn0E
foovtm

imperative

active infinitive

';'

Non-indicative
subjunctive

';'

';'

1 sg

(!)

2 sg

nc;

';'

';'

EtVUt
foei
fotw

3 sg

11

1 pl
2 pl

wµEv
T]tE

3 pl

wcri(v)

fotE
fotwcrav

masc

fem

nom sg

WV

OU<Ja

ov

gen sg

ovtoc;

OUcrT]<;

dat sg

ovn

ace sg

ovta

ofon
oucrav

OVtO<;
ovn

';'

';'

Participle
';'

neut

';'

ov

';'

gen pl

OVtE<;
OVtWV

OU<JUt
OU<JWV

datpl

oucrt(v)

ofomc;

ovta
OVtWV
oucrt(v)

ace pl

ovtac;

ofoac;

OVta

nompl
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Indicative
The section numbers following the centered headings refer to the relevant sections inMBG.

Present Indicative (§41 )
Thematic Uncontracted Present Indicative
active

middle/passive

1 sg

AUW

A.\Joµm
A.un
A.unm

2 sg

A.urn;

3 sg

A.uct

1 sg

A.foµcv

2 sg

A.un£
A, UoU<Jt(v)

3 sg

A.u6µ£8a
A.urn8£
AUoV1at

Thematic Contracted Present Indicative
active
1 sg

2 sg

Y£VVW
y£vvft.,i;

3 sg

y£vvf!.

1wtw
7t0t£tC",
7t0t£t

1 pl

y£vvwµ£v

notouµEv

<jlav£pouµ£v

2pl

Y£VVcX1£
y£vvwcrt(v)

7tot£t1£
notoucrt(v)

<jlav£pou1£
<jlavcpoU<Jt(v)

3 pl

<jlavcpw
<jlavcpo"ii;
<jlavcpo"i

middle/ passive
1 sg

y£vvwµm

notouµm

<jlavcpouµm

2 sg

y£vvft.,

<jlavcpot

3 sg

y£vva1m

7totfl
7t0t£t1at

<jlav£poumt

1 pl

y£vvwµ£8a

7totouµ£8a

<jlav£pouµ£8a

2 pl

Y£VVcX<J8£

7t0t£tcr8£

<jlav£poU<J8£

3 pl

Y£VVWV1at

7tOtoUV1at

<jlav£pOUV1at
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Athematic Present Indicative
active
1 sg

'icnT]µt (*ow.)

tt8T]µt (*8£)

8i8wµt (*80)

8dKvuµt (*8HKVU)

2 sg

'iotT]~

tt8T]~

8i8w~

OHKVUEt~

3 sg

'fotT]Ot(v)

tt8T]Ot(v)

8i8woi(v)

8dKvuot(v)

1 pl

'iotaµEv

tt8£µ£v

8i8oµ£v

8dKvuµ£v

2 pl

'iotat£
\m<'iot(v)

tt8£t£

8i8ot£

n8£aot(v)

8t86aot(v)

8£iKVut£
8£tKvuaoi(v)

3 pl

middle/ passive
1 sg

'iotaµm

tt8£µm

8i8oµm

8dKvuµm

2 sg

'iota.om
'iotatm

ti8rnm
ti8nm

8i8oom
8i8otat

8dKvuom

\maµ£8a
'iotao8£
'iotavtm

n8£µ£8a

8t86µ£8a

OHKVUµ£8a

ti8rn8£

8i8oo8£
8i8ovtm

8dKVU08£

3 sg
1 pl

2 pl

3pl

tt8£vtm

Imperfect Indicative (§42)
Thematic Uncontracted Imperfect Indicative
active

middle/passive

1 sg

EAUOV

EAUOµT]V

2 sg

EAU£~

f:A.fou

3 sg

EAuE(v)

f:A.uno

1 pl

f:A.foµEv

f:A.u6µ£8a

2 pl

f:A.un£
EAUOV

f:A.urn8£
EAUoVtO

3 pl

8£iKVUtat

8£iKVUVtat
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Thematic Contracted Imperfect Indicative
active
1 sg

2 sg
3 sg
1 pl

2 pl
3pl

f.y£vvwv
f.y£vvac;
f.y£vva

broiouv
f.noi£ic;
f.noi£i

f.$av£ pouv
E$<'1.v£pouc;
f.$av£pou

f.yEvvwµEv
E")'EVVUtE
f.y£vvwv

f.nowuµEv
EnOLEttE
E7t0l0'\.JV

f.$avEpouµEv
f.$avEpOUtE
f.$av£pouv

E")'EVVWµTjV
E")'EVVW
E")'EVVUto

E7tOWUµTjV
E7tOWU
E7totEtto

f.$avEpouµTjv
f.$avEpou
f.$avEpOUto

f.yEvvwµE9a
E")'EVVU09E
E")'EVVWVtO

f.nowuµE9a
E7t0tEto9E
EnOWUVtO

f.$avEpouµE9a
f.$avEpouo9E
f.$avEpouvto

middle/ passive
1 sg

2 sg
3 sg
1 pl

2 pl
3pl

Athematic Imperfect Indicative
active
1 sg

2 sg
3 sg
1 pl

2 pl
3pl

'fotTJV
'iotTJ<;
'iotTJ

Ett9TjV

f.8i8ouv

EOtlKV'\.lV
EOtlKV'l.l<;,
EOtlKV'\.l

Ett9Et<;,
hi9Et

f.8i8ouc;
f.8i8ou

'iot aµEv
'fotatE
'iotaoav

Ett9EµEV
Ett9EtE
f.ti9rnav

f.8i8oµEv
f.8{8otE
f.8i8ooav

f.8EiKvuµEv
EOtlKV'\.ltE
EOtlKV'\.lOUV

\maµTJ v
'iotaoo
'iotato

f.tt9EµTjv
hierno
hi9no

f.8t86µTjv
f.818000
f.8{8oto

f.8EtKvuµTjv
EOtlKV'\.lOO
EOtlKV'\.ltO

\maµE9a
'iomo9E
'iotavt o

f.n 9£µE9a
Ett9E09E
hi9Evto

f.8t80µE9a
f.8i8oo9E
f.8i8ovto

f.8EtKvuµE9a
E0ElKVU09E
EOtlKV'\.lVto

middle/ passive
1 sg

2 sg
3sg
1 pl
2pl

3 pl
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Future Indicative (§43)

Thematic Uncontracted Future Indicative
active

middle

1 sg

A.Uo-w

nopEucroµm

2 sg

A.Uo-Eti:;
A. ucr£t

nopEUCJTI
nop£ucr£i:m

3 sg
1 pl

A.ucroµEv

nop£ucr6µ£8a

2 pl

A.ucrn£

nop£ucrrn8£

3pl

A. Uo-oucri(v)

7t0p£UCJOV'tat

Athematic Future Indicative
active

middle
8wcroµm

2 sg

8wcrw
8wcr£ti:;

3 sg

8wcr£t

8wcrn
8wcrnm

1 pl

8wcroµ£v

8wcr6µ£8a

2 pl

8wcr£1£
8wcroucri( v)

8wcrrn8£

1 sg

3 pl

OWCJOV'tat

Liquid Future Indicative
future active

future middle

present active

1 sg

µEvw

µ£vouµm

µ£vw

2 sg

µ£V£t<;

µ£v£t<;

3 sg

µ£V£t

µEvfl
µ£V£t'tat

µ£v£t

1 pl

2 pl

µ£vouµ£v
µ£V£t't£

µ£vouµ£8a
µ£V£tCJ8£

µ£voµ£v
µ£vn£

3pl

µ£VOUGt(v)

µEVOUV'tat

µ£voucrt(v)
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Aorist Active/Middle Indicative (§44)
Thematic Aorist Active and Middle Indicative
first aorist indicative

1 sg

2 sg
3 sg
1 pl

2 pl
3pl

active

middle

£1-.u<Ja
£1-.u<Jac;
£1-.u<JE

£1-.u<Jaµriv
£1-.fow
£1-.fomo

£1-.foaµEv
£1-.fomE
EA'\J(JUV

£A.u<JaµE0a
£A.foa<J0£
£A.foav1:0

liquid aorist indicative

1 sg

2 sg
3 sg
1 pl

2 pl
3 pl

active

middle

EµEtva
£µnvac;
EµEtVE

£µnvaµriv
£µEivw
£µEiva1:0

£µEivaµEv
EµEtVa1£
£µnvav

£µnvaµE0a
£µEiva<J0£
£µEivav10

second aorist indicative

active

middle

1 sg

E~aA.ov

2 sg

E~UAE<;

3 sg

E~aA.E(v)

E)'EVOµT]Y
£y£vou
E)'EYEtO

1 pl

£~&A.oµEv

2 pl

£~aA-E1E

3 pl

E~aA.ov

£y£v6µ£0a
£y£vrn0£
E)'EYOYtO
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Athematic Second Aorist Indicative
'i<JTT)µt

'ttElT)µ l

8i8wµt

1 sg

foTT)Y

£Elriv

£8wv 8

2 sg

E<HT)<;
fo'tT)

£Elri<;

£8w<;

3 sg

£eri

£8w

1 pl

foTT)µEv

£ElEµEv

£8oµEv

2 pl

foTT)'tE

EElETE

EbO'tE

3 pl

fo'tT)<JCXV

£8£acrav

£8ocrav

1 sg

£cr,&µriv

£El£µ riv

£86µriv 9

active

middle
2 sg

focw

£Sou

£8ou

3 sg

foe aw

£Elna

EbO'tO

1 pl

£maµEEla

£El£µ£Ela

£86µ£Ela

2 pl

foTa<JElE

£ElrnElE

3pl

focavw

EElEV'tO

EbO<JElE
EbOV'tO

8

First aorist, EOWKa.

9

First aorist, i:8wKaµ11v.
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Perfect Indicative (#45 - §46)
Thematic Perfect Active

Perfect Middle/Passive

first perfect

second perfect

1 sg

AEAUKCJ.

y£yova

2 sg

1.£1.u Ka~
J.£1. UKE(v)

y£yova~

y£yovE(v)

A.£1.uµm
AEAUGCJ.t
A.£1.mm

A.duKaµEv
AEAUKCJ.1£
A.EA. uKCJ.at(v)

yq6vaµEv
yq6vm£
yq6vaat(v)

A-EA.uµ£8a
AEAUG8£
A.E:hvtm

3 sg

1 pl

2 pl
3 pl

Aorist/Future Passive Indicative (§47)

1 sg

first aorist

second aorist

EAU8T]V

£ypa<1>riv

2 sg

£A.u8ri~

£ypci<Pri~

3 sg

£A.u8ri

£ypa<1>ri

1 pl

£A.u8T]µEv

2 pl

£A.u8rit£
EAU8T]GCJ.V

£ypa$T]µEv
£ypci$T]t£
E"(pcX$T]GCJ.V

first future

second future

1 sg

A.u8~aoµm

ypa<P~aoµm

2 sg

AU8~G1J

ypa$~GTI

3 sg

A.u8~G£tm

ypa$~G£tat

1 pl

A.u8T]Goµ£8a

ypa$T]G0µ£8CJ.

2 pl

AU8~GEG8£

ypa<P~arn8£

3 pl

A.u8~aovtm

ypa$~GOVtat

3 pl
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Subiunctive

(§50)

Thematic Uncontracted Subjunctive
present

aorist

perfect

present active subjunctive
1 sg

AUW

A.Uo-w

AEAUKW

2 sg

A.uni;

A.Uo-ni;

3 sg

A.un

A.Uo-11

A.£A.UKTii;
A£ADKTI

1 pl

A.uwµ£v

A.ucrwµ£v

A.EA.uKwµ£v

2 pl

A.uri1£
A.uwcrt(v)

A.Uo-ri1£
A.Uo-wcrt(v)

A£ADKT]1£

3pl

A£AUKWCJt(v)

present middle subjunctive

w

1 sg

A.uwµm

A.ucrwµm

A.£A.uµ£voi;

2 sg

A.Uo-11
A.Uo-riwt

A.£A.uµ£voi; Tii;

3 sg

A.un
A.uriwt

1 pl

A.uwµdla

A.ucrwµ£8a

A.EA. uµ£vot wµ£v

2 pl

A.uricr8£
AUWV1at

A.Uo-ricr8£
AUCJWV"Cat

A.EA. uµ£vot ~1£
A£ADµEVOt WCJt

3 pl

A.EA.uµ£voi; TI

present passive subjunctive

w

1 sg

A.uwµm

A.Dew

A.£A.uµ£voi;

2 sg

A.u8'fli;

A.EA.uµ£voi; Tii;

3 sg

A.un
A.uriwt

A.u8'fl

A.EA. uµ£voi; TI

1 pl

A.uwµ£8a

A.u8wµ£v

A.EA. uµ£vot wµ£v

2 pl

A. uricr8£
AUWV1at

A.u8f]1£

A.EA. uµ£vot ~1£
A.EA. uµ£vot wcrt

3 pl

A.uewm(v)
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Subiunctive

(§50)

Thematic Contracted Subjunctive
-t:w

-Ow

1w1w

¢av£pw

2 sg

YEVVW
y£vvf?,r,

7totflr,

¢av£po'ir,

3 sg

y£vvf?,

1w1

¢av£po'i

1 pl

y£vvwµ£v

notwµEv

¢av£pwµ£v

2 pl

Y£VVUT£
y£vvwcrt(v)

1tOtfjT£

¢av£pw1£

notwcrt(v)

¢av£pwcrt(v)

-aw
present active subjunctive
1 sg

3 pl

n

present middle/passive subjunctive
1 sg

y£vvwµm

notwµm

¢av£pwµm

2 sg

y£vvf?,

¢av£po'i

3 sg

YEVVUTat

not fl
1tOtfjTat

¢avtpwwt

1 pl

y£vvwµ£8a

notwµ£8a

¢av£pwµ£8a

2 pl

y£vv<icr8£

1tOtfj<J8£

¢av£pwcr8£

3 pl

YEVVWVTat

7tOtWVTat

¢av£pWYTat
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Subiunctive

(§50)

Athematic Subjunctive
present active subjunctive
1 sg

t<HW

new

818w

2 sg
3 sg

\.cnflc;
tO"'rfl

n8flc;
n8fl

8184Jc;
8184)

1 pl

\.cn:wµEv

2 pl

l<J1TJ1E
\.cr1wcr1(v)

n8wµEv
n8f]1£

818wµEv
8t8W1E
818wcr1(v)

3 pl

n8wcr1(v)

present middle/passive subjunctive
1 sg

\.cr1wµm

n8wµm

818wµm

2 sg

\.cr1fl
\.cr1f]1m

n8fl
n8f]1m

8t84J
818w1m

\.cr1wµE8a
tcr1f]cr8E
tcr1wv1m

n8wµE8a
n8f]cr8E
n8wv1m

818wµE8a
818wcr8E
818wv1m

3 sg

1 pl
2 pl
3pl

second aorist active subjunctive
1 sg

cr1w 10

ew

8w

2 sg

8flc;

3 sg

cr1flc;
cr1fl

84Jc;
84)

1 pl

cr1wµEv

2pl

<J1TJ1E
cr1wcr1(v)

ewµEv
8f]1E
8wcr1(v)

8wµEv
8w1E
8wcr1(v)

cr1wµm

ewµm

cr1fl
cr1f]1m

8~

8wµm
84)
8w1m

3pl

8~

TI

second aorist middle subjunctive
1 sg
2 sg
3 sg
1 pl

2 pl
3pl

<J1WµE8a
cr1f]cr8E
cr1wv1m

TI

8f]1m
ewµE8a
8fjcr8E
8wY1m

8wµ£8a
8wcr8E
8wv1m

10 'lan1µ1 also has a first aorist in the active (<n~ow) and middle (ot~owµm).
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Imperative (§70)
Thematic: Uncontracted Imperative
active imperative

present

1 aorist

2 aorist

perfect

2 sg

A-u£

AU<JOV

~aA-£

AEAUK£

3 sg

AUE't"Ul

A-uaa1w

~aA.hw

A£AUKElW

2 pl

A.un£

A.uom£

~aA-£1£

AEAUK£1£

3pl

AUE1W<JUV

A.uoa1woav

~aA.hwoav

AEA UKE1W<JUV

middle/passive imperative
2 sg

AUoU

A.uom

Y£VOU

AEAU<JO

3 sg

AUE<J0W

haaaew

Y£VE<J0W

A.£Afo0w

2pl

A.urn0£

A.foao0£

y£vrn0£

A.£A.uo0£

3 pl

A.ufoewaav

A. uoao0woav

y£vfo0woav

A.£Auo0woav

first aorist passive imperative
2 sg

A. u0rin

2 pl

A. ueri1£

3sg

A.u8~1w

3pl

A.u8~1woav

Thematic: Contracted Imperative
present active imperative
2 sg

y£vva

1tOlEt

<jlav£pou

3 sg

y£vva1w

1tot£t1W

<jlav£pou1w

2 pl

Y£VVU1£

1t0t£l1£

<jlav£pou1£

2 pl

Y£VVcX1W<JUV

1totEl1W<JUV

<jlav£pou1woav

present middle/passive imperative
Y£YYW

1tOtOU

<jlav£pou

Y£VVcX<J0W

notdaew

<jlav£pofo0w

2 pl

Y£YYU<J0£

1t0t£ta0£

<jlav£pouo0£

3 pl

y£vvao0woa v

notdo0woav

<jlav£pouo0woav

2 sg
3 sg
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Imperative (§70)
Athematic Imperative
*ara

*ec

*80

*&u<vv

present active imperative

2 sg

'foTT]

Tt8Et

oioou

O£iKVU8t

3 sg

tcrnhw

n8£Tw

oto61w

OEtKVUTW

2 pl

'fo1aTE

Tt8ETE

OlOOTE

O£iKVUTE

3 pl

tCTTcXTWCTUV

neE:Twaav

Oto61waav

OEt Kvu1waa v

present middle/passive imperative

2 sg

'fo1aao

1i8rno

OlOOCTO

O£iKVUCTO

3 sg

tCTTcXCT8W

n8E:aew

oto6aew

0EtKYUCT8W

2 pl

'foTaCT8E

Tt8ECT8E

OlOoCT8E

O£iKVUCT8E

3 pl

ta1ao-8waav

n8E:a8waav

oto6a8waav

0EtKVUCT8waav

aorist active imperative

2 sg

CTTfj8t

8£<;

06<;

3 sg

CTT~TW

8ETW

061w

2 pl

CTTfjTE

8ETE

061E

3 pl

CTT~TWCTUV

8ETWCTUV

061waav

aorist middle imperative

2 sg

CTTW

eou

oou

3 sg

CTTcXCT8W

eE:aew

060-ew

2 pl

CTTcXCT8E

8ECT8E

OOa8E

3 pl

o-1ao-8waav

eE:aewaav

o6o-8waav
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Infinitive (§80)
Active Infinitive
present

future

1st aorist

2nd aorist

1st perfect

2nd perfect

A-uam

~aA,E'iv

AEAUKEVat

yqov£vm

thematic infinitive
AUEtV

AUO"EtV

contract infinitive
YEVV~O"EtV

yEvvfjam

YEYEVVT]KEVat

7totEtV

1tOt~O"EtV

1w1fiam

1tE1tOtT]KEVat

<j>avEpouv

<j>avEpwaEt v

<j>avEpwam

1tE<j>avEpWKEvat

ia1avm

0"1~0"EtV

a1fiam

n8£vm
8t86vm

yEvvCiv

µt infinitive
a1fivm

E0"1T]KEVat

e~aEtv

8EtVat

1E8EtKEVat

OWO"EtV

8ouvm

OEOWKEVat

OEtKVUVat
Et" Vat

liquid infinitive
µEVEtV

µEvE'iv

µEt Vat
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Infinitive (§80)
Middle and Middle/Passive Infinitive
present

future

1st aorist

2nd aorist

perfect

thematic infinitive

A.ucracrem

A.cA.foem

y£vv~crrn8m

y£vv~cracr8m

1t0t~CJECJ8at
¢av£pwcrrnem

noi~cracrem

y£vvf]cr8m
nrnoi f]crem
n£¢av£pwcrem

'icrtacrem
ti8rn8m

crt~crrnem

crt~cracrem

8i8ocr8m

8wcrrnem
8£iKVUCJ8at
fornem

crtacrem
ei:crem
86crem

µ£VEtCJ8at

µEivacrem

A.u8fivm

ypa¢fivm

A.urnem

1tOpEUCJECJ8m

contract infinitive

YEVVUCJ8at
1totEtCJ8m
¢av£poucr8m

¢aw:pwcracr8m

µt infinitive
e~crrnem

£crtavm

liquid infinitive

µi:vrnem

Passive Infinitive
thematic infinitive
A.u8~crrn8m

contract infinitive
y£vvT]8~crrn8a t

YEVVT]8f]vm

notT]8~crrn8m

1wi T]8f]vm

¢av£pw8~crrn8m

¢av£pw8fivm

y£vvf]cr8m
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Participle (§90)
Thematic: Uncontracted Participle
present active participle

nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg
nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

A, uwv

A-'l'.ioucra

A,iJov

l.UoV'tO~

A-uofoT)~

l.UoV'tO~

A-'l'.iovn
A,{iovi;a

t.uofon
A-'l'.ioucrav

A-'l'.iovn
A-uov

l.UoV1£~

A-'l'.ioucrm
A-uoucrwv

A-'l'.iov1a
A-u6v1wv
A, 'l'.ioucr1(v)
A-'l'.iona

A-u6v1wv
A, uoucr1(v)
A-'l'.iov1a~

A-uofom~
A-uofoa~

present middle/passive participle

nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg
nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

A,uoµ£VO~

A-uoµEVT)

A,uoµ£vou

A-uoµEVT)~

A,uoµ£VOV
A,uoµ£vou

A-uoµ£v(!l
A,uoµ£VOV

A-uoµ£vn
l.uoµEVT)V

A-uoµEV(!l
A-u6µ£vov

A,uoµEVOl
A-uoµ£vwv

A-u6µ£vm
A,uoµ£vwv

A-uoµEva
A,uoµ£vwv

A,uoµ£vo1~

A,uoµ£vm~

A,uoµ£vo1~

A,uoµ£vou~

A-uoµ£va~

A-u6µ£va
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first aorist active participle
nomsg
gensg
datsg
ace sg
nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

A.foac;
A.uaavroc;
AUCTCXV'tt
AUCTCXV1CX

AUCTCXCTCX
A'\JCTcXCTT!c;
A'\JCTcXCT'fl
AUCTCXCTCXV

AUCTCXV
A.uaavwc;
AUCTCXV'tt
AUCTCXV

AUCTCXV1£c;
A'\JCTcXV1WV
A.foaat(v)
A.foav1ac;

A.uaaam
A'\JCTCXCTWV
A.uaaamc;
A.uaaaac;

AUCTCXV1CX
A'\JCTcXV1WV
A, foam(v)
AUCTCXV1CX

A.uaaµ£vri
A. uaaµ£vric;

A.uaaµEvov
A.uaaµ£vou

A'U8dc;
A.u8£vwc;
A.u8£vn
A.u8£v1a

A.u8£'iaa

A.u8£v

A.u8daric;
A.u8£lCT1J
A.u8£'iaav

A.u8£vwc;
A.u8£vtt
A.u8£v

A.u8£v1£c;
A.u8£v1wv
A.u8£tat(v)
A.u8£vmc;

h8£'iam
A.u8nawv

A.u8£vm
A.u8£v1wv

A'U8damc;
A'U8daac;

h8£'iat(v)
A.u8£vra

paA.wv
paA.6vwc;

paA.ouaa
paA.oforic;

paA.6v
paA.6vwc;

paA.6µ£voc;
paA.oµ£vou

paA.oµ£vri
paA.oµ£vric;

paA,oµEVOV
paA.oµ£vou

ypa<j>dc;
ypa<j>£v10c;

ypa<j>E'iaa

ypa<j>£v
ypa<j>£v10c;

first aorist middle participle
nomsg
gen sg

A.uaaµEvoc;
A.uaaµ£vou

first aorist passive participle
nomsg
gen sg
datsg
ace sg
nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

second aorist participle

active

nomsg
gensg

middle

nomsg

gen sg
passive

nomsg
gensg

ypa<j>daric;
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perfect active participle
nomsg

A-i:h Kwc;

AEAUKUlCX

A£AUK6c;

gen sg

A-i:A-uK6-roc;
AEAUKOH
AEA1JK01CX

A-EA-uKuiac;
AEA UKUtq.

AEA uK6-roc;
AEA1JK01l

AEA UKUlCXV

AEAUKoc;

A£AUK01£c;
A£A1JK01WV

AEAUKUlcxt
AEAUKUlWV

A£AUK01CX
AEA1JK01WV

A£AUK6m (v)
A£AUK6mc;

A-i:A-uKuimc;

A-i:A-UKO<Jt(v)
A-!::AuK6m

datsg
ace sg
nompl
gen pl
dat pl
ace pl

AEA uKuiac;

perfect middle/passive participle
nomsg

A,i:A,uµ£voc;

AEAuµEvTJ

gen sg

A-i:A-uµ£vou

A-£Auµ£v ric;

A-£Auµ£vov
A,i:A, uµ£vou

future participle

active
middle
first passive
second passive

nomsg

A-fowv

AU<JOU<JCX

All<JOV

gen sg

A-ucronoc;

A'\Jcroforic;

A-foovwc;

nomsg

AU<JOµEVTJ
A, ucroµ£vric;

A, ucr6µi:vov

gen sg

A, ucr6µi:voc;
A, ucroµ£vou

A-ucroµ£vou

nomsg

A-uericr6µi:voc;

A, u0ricroµ£vri

A-uericr6µi:vov

gensg

A-u0ricroµ£vou

A-uericroµf:vric;

A-u0ricroµ£vou

nomsg

ypmj16µi:voc;
ypmj!oµ£vou

ypmj!OµE VTJ

ypmj16µi:vov

ypmj!oµ£vric;

ypmj!oµ£vou

gen sg
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Athematic participle
present active participle

nomsg
gen sg
nomsg
gensg
nomsg
gen sg
nomsg
gen sg

ia1av
'w1avrnc;

ia1ac;
ia1avrnc;

ia1aaa
lO"'l:cXO"T]c;

n0dc;
n0£noc;

n0£taa

818ouc;
8186vrnc;

8t8ouaa
818oforic;

8186v
8t86vrnc;

0£1Kvuc;
8£tKvuvrnc;

OElKVUO"O:
OElKVUO"T]c;

OElKVUV
8£tKvuvrnc;

n0daric;

present middle/passive participle

nomsg
gen sg
nomsg
gen sg
nomsg
gen sg
nomsg
gen sg

ia1a µ£voc;
ia10:µ £vou

\maµ£vri
iamµ£vric;

ia1aµ£VOV
ia10:µ£vou

n0£µ£voc;
n0£µ £vou

n0£µEVTJ
n0£µ£vric;

n0£µ£VOV
n0£µ£vou

8186µ£voc;
8t8oµ£vou

8180µ£vri
8180µ£vric;

OtOOµEVOV
8180µ£vou

8£1Kvuµ£voc;
8£tKvuµ£vou

OElKVUµEVT]

OHKvuµEvov

O£lKvuµ£vric;

O£lKvuµ£vou

future active participle

future middle participle

nomsg

O"'l:~O"WV

gen sg

0"1T]O"OVWc;

nomsg

e~awv

gen sg

e~aovrnc;

0ria6µ£voc;
eriaoµ£vou

nomsg

8wawv
8waovrnc;

8wa6µ£voc;
8waoµ£vou

gen sg

first aorist active participle

nomsg

a1~aac;

gen sg

0"1~0"0'.VWc;

a1ria6µ£voc;
a1riaoµ£vou
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second aorist active participle
nomsg
gen sg

crtac;
crtav1:0c;

crtiicra
crtacrric;

crtav
crtav1:0c;

nomsg
gensg

0£ic;
0£vtoc;

0EtcrCX

0£v

0£icrric;

0£vtoc;

nomsg
gensg

oouc;
o6vtoc;

OoUCTCX

o6v
o6noc;

0oforic;

first aorist middle participle
nomsg
gen sg

crtricraµEvoc;
crtricraµ£vou

0T]KUµEvoc;
0T]Koµ£vou

second aorist middle participle
nomsg
gen sg

crtaµEvoc;
crtaµEVOU

crtaµ£vri
crtaµf:vric;

<JtcXµEVOV
crtaµf:vou

nomsg
gensg

0£µEvoc;
0Eµ£vou

0EµEVT]
0EµEVT]c;

0£µEVOV
0Eµ£vou

nomsg
gen sg

OOµEvoc;
ooµ£vou

ooµ£vri
ooµ£vric;

OOµEVOV
ooµ£vou

first aorist passive participle
nomsg
gensg

crta0Eic;
crta0£vtoc;

crta0cicra

crta0£v

crta0£icrric;

crta0£vtoc;

nomsg
gen sg

tE0£ic;
tE0Evtoc;

tE0EtcrCX
tE0El<JT]c;

tE0EV

tE0EtKWc;
tE0EtKOtoc;

OEOWKWc;
OEOWKOtoc;

tE0Evtoc;

perfect active participle
nomsg
gensg

E<JtT]KWc;
£crtriK6toc;
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Tense Stems of Verbs Occurring
Fifty Times or More in the New Testament
The chart on the following pages lists the verbs occurring fifty times or more
in the New Testament, including their different basic tense forms that specifically occur in the New Testament
Three Verb Categories

As far as memorization is concerned, there are three different classes of verbs.

•

Regular verbs. You should not memorize the tense forms of these verbs.
There is no reason to.

•

Verbs that undergo regular changes. As we worked through BBG, we saw
patterns in the formation of the different tense stems. If you know the
rules governing these changes, there is no reason to memorize these verbs
either. The rules that you need to know are listed below, and the changes
are explained in the footnotes to the tense forms.

•

Verbal forms that you need to memorize. Some tense forms seem so difficult
that it is easiest simply to memorize them. These forms are underlined in
the following chart. Resist the temptation to memorize forms that are not
underlined. Learn the rules and memorize as few forms as possible.
If a compound verb has a tense stem that should be memorized, only the
simple form of that verb is underlined. For example, the aorist passive
of ~anw (£~A.~8riv) is underlined, but the aorist passive of EK~anw
(£1;£~A-~8riv) is not underlined. If you know the first you should know the
second.

You should work through the chart and confirm which forms you need to
memorize and which ones you will recognize by knowing the lexical form and
the rules. If there are forms you will not recognize that are not underlined, be
sure to mark them so you will memorize them.
Rules Governing the Chart
1.

Do not memorize the entire chart. If you rely on rote memory, then you
probably will not be able to continue using Greek throughout your ministry.
Forms you probably will want to memorize are underlined. If you feel the
need to mark others, do so, but keep them to a minimum.

2.

The tense stems follow the usual order: present, future active/middle,
aorist active/middle, perfect active, perfect middle/passive, aorist/future passive.
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3.

If the verb-in simple or compound form-does not occur in a specific
tense in the Greek Testament, it is not listed. There is a dash in its place.

4.

Changes to a compound verb are explained in the listing of the simple
verb. For example, £t0£pxoµm is explained under £pxoµm.
If the simple verb is not included in this chart, one of the compound verbs
has the explanations and the other compounds with the same simple verb
reference that compound. For example, the root *~mvw does not occur.
We have described the changes of the root *~mvw under ava~aivw, and
K<X'"CO:~O:tVW refers you to cXVO:~O:tVW.

5.

These 91 verbs are the most important to memorize. The basic rule is that
the more a word is used, the more "irregular" or modified it becomes.
Therefore, as you learn verbs that occur less than fifty times, there is an increased chance that they will be fully regular.

6.

"Regular" and "irregular" are unfortunate choices of terms, because
Greek verbs are regular. It is just that in some cases the rules governing the
changes are so esoteric that it is simplest to memorize the verbal form and
not the rules.

7.

All explanations of changes assume you know the verbal root(s) of the
verb. Roots are listed in the footnote to the present tense stem, preceded
by an asterisk (e.g., *aymm).
It also assumes you know the Master Verb Chart.

8.

If something is not explained in the footnotes for a tense, look first to the
footnote on the present tense form. If it is not explained there, then one of
the basic rules listed below governs the change.

Rules Governing the Morphological Changes in These Stems

If you learn the following rules, the only verb tenses that you need to memorize are
those that are underlined in the following chart. As we said above, resist the temptation to memorize forms that are not so marked. Learn the rules and keep the
memory work to a minimum. This will increase the chances of you being able
to use Greek in the years to come.
1.

2.

The present tense is by far the most "irregular" because the verbal root has
often undergone some change in the formation of the present tense stem.
(*~o:A. • ~ciUw • £~o:A.ov).

•

Single lambda becomes double lambda

•

Iota is added to form the present tense stem (*exp• api •mp• a'ipw •~pa).

Verbs ending in at;w and ii;w have roots ending in a dental. Once you recognize that, the other tense stems are usually regular.
*~ann8, ~amii;w, ~an-ricrw, £~cinncm, -, ~E~umwµm, £~an-rfo0T)v.

3.

When a verb undergoes ablaut, it is seldom necessary to know what stem
vowel will be used in a certain tense.
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It is most important to use this clue to tell you whether a verbal form is in the
present or not. If there has been ablaut, then you know it is not in the
present tense, and you can find other clues as to its proper parsing
(an:ocr1£Uw • anfo1n/ca • an£cr1a/crn).
If a verb undergoes ablaut throughout the tenses, it is usually noted in the
footnote to the present tense form.

4.

It is common for a verb to insert an eta (Ka/c£w •£d~0riv) or a sigma (aKouw
• iiKoucreriv) before the tense formative in the aorist passive and sometimes
before the ending in the perfect middle/passive (~aUw • ~£~/criµm; 8ol;al;w
• 8£86/;acrµm) .

This is especially common in tl;w and al;w type verbs
1foeriv).

(~amil;w

• £~an-

5.

The letter before the tense formative in the perfect middle/passive and
aorist passive is often changed, especially if the stem ends in a stop (a:yw •
f\xeriv) . It is usually not important to be able to predict what the new consonant will be; just get used to seeing an unusual consonant there and look
elsewhere for clues as to the verb's parsing.

6.

Square of stops plus sigma.
labials (n

~

¢)

+ (J • \jf

~/cm

+ aw • ~lc£\jfw

velars (Ky X,)

+ (J

.s

KT)puy + (J(I) • KTjpUl;w

dentals (1 8 0)

+ (J

• (J

~amt8

+ aw • ~an1icrw
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aya.na(J) 11

aya.n~o(J)

~yciit'Tloa.

ay(J)12

a~(J)

foa.yovll

a.'{p(J)lS

apw

'
TlPO.

a.\:r£(J)16

O.lT~<J(J)

aKo/cou0£(J) 17

~yciit'Tlµm

~ya.n~e'Tlv

'
mµm

~X0TlV14

'
TlPKO.

'
Tlpµm

~periv

TITTl<JO.

TITTlKa.

1\-rriµm

cXKOAO'U0~<J(J)

~Ko/cou0Tloa.

~Ko/couerirn

cXKOU(J)lS

cXKOUa(J)

~KO'U<Ja.

aKTJKoa.12

cXV0.~0.l V(J) 2l

ava.~~ooµm 22 avE~Tlv 2 3

avfo-rriµi 24

a VO.OT~<J(J)

11

av£mrioa.

~yciitTlKa.

cXVECT'tTlKO.

~KOUa0TlV 2 0

avEO't'Tlµm

cXVEO'tcX0TlV

*a.ya.no.

12 *a.y
13

*a.y. An unusual second aorist. There actually is a reduplication and an augment.
The stem reduplicates (*a.y • a.ya.y) and then the reduplicated vowel lengthens (a.ya.y
• may • ~ya.yov).

14 The final gamma of the stem has been changed to a chi because of the theta.
15 *a.p. The iota is added to the root to form the present tense stem and it consequently

does not occur in the other tenses.
a.tp(J) is a liquid verb and uses EO and alpha as the tense formatives in the future and
aorist active tenses.
16 *a.t 1:£
17 *a.Ko/cou0£. It is easy to mistake the e'Tl in the other tense forms as the aorist passive

tense formative . This is the only commonly used Greek verb that ends in 0£, so this
is not a frequent mistake.
lS *a.KOU.
19

An unusual perfect. Because it is a second perfect, the tense formative is alpha, not
KO..

20 Inserts a sigma before the theta of the tense formative.
21 *a.va.~a.. A compound of civa. and ·~a.{v(J). The stem of ~a.tv(J) is ·~a., to which is added
iv

to form the present tense stem; therefore iv does not occur in the other tenses.

In the other tense stems, the alpha lengthens to an eta.
22 Deponent future middle.
23 Second aorist.
24 *a.vwm. Compound verb formed by ava. plus *om. See 'ioTriµi.
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avoiyw 25
an£pxoµm

av£we,a12.
28

U1tEAEUGOµat anf]A,0ov

ano0vfimcw 29 ano0avouµm 30 an£0avov 31
anoKpivoµm

32

-

anEKpt vciµ11v

anoK1Eivw 35

anoK1Evw 36

an£1Etva 37

anon'\Jµt 39

U1tOAEaW

anwA,rna

33

-

anEKpi0nv 34
anEnav0TJv 38

an6A,wA,a 40

U7tEA'\JCJCX

25 *avoty. This is a strange word, one of the most troublesome when it comes to augments. It used to be a compound verb (av[ a] plus o'tyw), but in Koine it is beginning
to "forget" it was a compound, and the augment is sometimes placed at the beginning of the preposition or sometimes at both places.
26

Shows a double augment with the iota subscripting (avoty +cm• avEotl;a • avEwtl;a
• av[C!Jsa). Can also be TJYE(!Jl;a, which adds a third augment by lengthening the first
vowel.

27

Shows the same augmentation pattern as in the aorist active. Here the final stem
gamma has changed to a chi because of the theta in the tense formative. Can also
be TJYE<{ix0TJY .

28

*anOEPX· A compound verb formed with an6 plus *EPX· See £pxoµm.
29 *ano0av. U7t00VTICJKW is a compound verb, U7t0 plus *0av, as you Can see by the augment in the aorist active (an£0avov). If you recognize that the root is *arco0av, knowing how it was altered in the present tense is not essential.
But in case you want to know: in the formation of the present tense, the alpha
dropped out (ablaut), eta and tCJK were added, and the iota subscripts. ano0av • ano0v • an:00YTJ • <X7t00YT]tCJK • U7t00VTICJKW.

3

° Future middle deponent.

31

Second aorist.
32 *anoKptv. All forms of this liquid word are deponent.
33 Liquid aorist (anEKptv +a+ µT]v • arcEKptvciµTJv).
34 Loses its stem nu before the theta. This is not normal.
35

*anOK'tEV. A liquid verb. Notice the ablaut of the final stem vowel/ diphthong.

36

Liquid future (anOK'tEV + ECJ + (1) • aTCOK'tEYW).

37

Due to ablaut, the stem vowel has shift from epsilon to Et. Because it is a liquid
aorist, the tense formative is alpha.

38

Due to ablaut, the stem vowel has changed from E to a.
39 *anOAE. This is a compound verb, as you can tell from the augment in the aorist active (anwA,rna). We underlined the present tense form because it is difficult to remember how the stem is altered in the formation of the present.

40

Second perfect.

41

*anoA,u.
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a1t0ati::Uw 42 ano<JtEt.w 43

ani::arnt.a 44 an£awt.rn 45

apxw48

ap1;oµm 49

~p/;aµ TJV50

aanat;oµm 51

-

~anaa&µ TJv 52 -

~53

a¢fiaw

a¢firn54

~&nw57

~at.w5s

£Bat.ov 59

~crnt{t;w 63

~antfow

£~annaa

ani::awt.µm 46 U7tE<JtcXAr]V 47

a¢i::wµm 55

~i::~t.nrn 60

~i::~t.nb!:m 61

a¢i::0T)v 56
£Bt.nenv 62

~E~annaµm 64 £~am:fo0TJV

42 *anoatd. The lambda was doubled for the present tense stem. There is therefore a
single lambda throughout the other tenses.
It is a liquid verb, so it uses rn and alpha for its tense formatives in the future and
aorist active tenses. Notice also the ablaut in the final stem vowel/ diphthong.

These changes are all normal, so you should not have to memorize the tense forms.
43 Liquid future.
44 Liquid aorist. The stem vowel has changed due to ablaut.
45 The stem vowel has changed due to ablaut.
46 The stem vowel has changed due to ablaut.
47 Second aorist. The stem vowel has changed due to ablaut.
48 *apx.
49 Future middle deponent.
50 Aorist middle deponent.
51 *aanao.
52 Middle deponent.
53 Although this is not actually correct, think of the root of this verb as *a¢TJ, which
inserts an iota in the present tense stem (a¢{TJµt). It is a µ1 verb and follows the usual
rules.
54 im aorist.
55 Inserts an w before the personal ending.
56 The stem vowel shortens from Tl to E due to ablaut.
57 *~at.. The lambda doubles in the formation of the present tense stem. It is a liquid
verb.
58 Liquid future (*~at.+ rn + w • ~at.w).
59 Usually liquid aorists are first aorist and use the alpha as the tense formative. ~at.Aw
follows the pattern of a normal second aorist.
60 Due to ablaut, the stem vowel has dropped out and an eta has been inserted before
the tense formative. This form follows the normal rules, but many students still
have trouble with it so you may want to memorize it.
61 See the explanation for the perfect active tense form.
62 See the explanation for the perfect active tense form.
63 *~anno .
64 The dental+µ combination forms aµ.
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~A.£mo65

~A.£\jlw

E~AE\j!CX

yEvvciw 66

yEvvfiaw

EyEVVT]<Ja

yivoµm 67
ytvwaKw 73

yEvfiaoµm 68 EyEv6µriv 69
yvwaoµm 74 £yvwv 75

ypa¢w78

ypa\jlw

£ypa\jla

yq£vvriµm

YEYEVVT]KCX
ybova 70

yq£vriµm71

EyEvvfi9riv
EyEvfi9riv 72

£yvwKa

£yvwaµm 76

EyVW<J9T]v 77

y£ypa¢a79

y£ypaµµm80

Eypa¢riv81

oEi82

65 *~A.rn.
66 *yEvva.
67 The root of yivoµm is *yEv. This is important to note in keeping it separate from yEvvaw (*yEvva) and ytvW<JKW (*yvo ). Here are some hints for keeping these three words
separate.
•

yivoµm will always have a vowel between the gamma and nu. Usually it will be
an epsilon.

•

yEvvaw always has the double nu and is fully regular.

•

ytvwaKw, except in the present tense, does not have a vowel between the gamma
and nu.

68 Future middle deponent.
69 Second aorist middle deponent.
70 The stem vowel has shifted from epsilon to omicron due to ablaut. It is a second
perfect and therefore uses the tense formative alpha.
71 Inserts the eta before the personal ending.
72 Inserts the eta before the personal ending.
73 *yvo. See the discussion of y{voµm above.
The stem is *yvo, to which was added t<JK to form the present tense stem. Actually,
the iota in the present tense stem is the result of reduplication, after which the original gamma dropped off and the stem vowel lengthened: yvo 'ytyvo • ytvo + aKw •
ytvW<JKW. The stem vowel lengthens from o to w in the other tenses.
74 Future middle deponent.
75 Second aorist.
76 Inserts a sigma before the tense formative.
77 Inserts a sigma before the tense formative.
78 *ypa¢.
79 Second perfect.
80 The¢µ combination formsµµ.
81 Second aorist.
82 This is an impersonal, third person singular, form that never changes.
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of:xoµm83

W;oµm 84

£0El;aµ11v 85

otl3ciCJKW 87

otocisw

£oil3asa

oiBwµt 89

owCJw

EOWKa

OOKEw 90

o6sw

Eoosa

0osaCJw

£86saCJa

oosci~w

91

of:oqµm 86

£8tocixo11v88
of:owKa

8uvaµm 94

o'UV~CJoµm 95 -

£y£ipw97

£yEpw

~yEtpa98

fooum

fu!!r,:101

EtCJEAEuaoµm

EiafiA.9ov

E'\CJEA~Auea

f:K~aA.w

£sf:~aA.ov

EK~E~A. T]Ka

EtµilOO
Eia£pxoµm 10 2

£K~anw

103

£sf:pxoµm 104

ESEAEfooµm £sfiA.Oov

£of:xo11v

of:ooµm

£86011v

o£o6saCJµm 92

£oosaCJ011v 93
~8uv~011v 96

EyiJyEQb!,at 99

~yf:p011v

EK~E~A.11µm

ESE~A~OT]V

£sEA.~A.uOa

83 *oEx.
84 Future middle deponent.
85 Aorist middle deponent.
86 The xµ combination forms yµ.
87 *otoaCJK. Unlike words like anoOvfiCJK(I) where the CJK is added to form the present
tense stem, the CJK is part of this root. It also is not a µt verb. The CJ is swallowed up
in the contractions in the future and aorist active.
88 The CJ is lost altogether when the KO combination forms xo.
89 *Bo. oiowµt is regular if you know the rules for the formation of µt verbs.
90 *foK.
91 *oosao.
92 The 13µ combination forms CJµ.
93 The 80 combination forms CJO.
94 *ouv. Uses an alpha as the connecting vowel in the present.
95 Future middle deponent.
96 The verb augments in the aorist passive as if the root began with a vowel.
97 *qEp. An iota is added in the formation of the present tense stem. It is a liquid verb.
Notice the ablaut throughout the different tense stems.
98

Stem change due to ablaut.
99 Reduplicates and undergoes vocalic reduplication: £YEP • £Y£YEP • £YTJYEP • £y~yEpµm.
lOO Just memorize this verb.
101 Actually an imperfect, but we have included it here for clarity's sake.
102 See Epxoµm.
103 See ~cil..A.w.
104 See Epxoµm.
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£rc£purtciw 105

£rc£pw1~aw

£pxoµm 106

£A.£fooum 107 nA.eov 108

£pwi:ciw 110

£pwi:~aw

~pwi:rtaa.

£ae{w 111

¢ciyoum 112

£<t>a.yov 113

£rcrtpc.6trtaa. £A.iJA.uea. 109 -

cua.yyEA. isw 114 -

EUT\YYEA taa. -

£up{mcw 117

£Up~aw 118

£upov 119

EUpT)Ka.120

£xw122

~

foxov

foxnrn

sciw123

s~aw124

£srtaa.

srttf:w125

srtt~aw

£s~rrtaa.

EST\t~eT\Y

e£A.w126

flEA.~aw

~ef:A.rtaa.

~eEA.~eT\Y

ecwpf:w127

EUT)yyf:A.taµm 115 EUT\')'YEA.taertv 116
EUpf:ertv 121

£e£wprtaa.

foi:rtµt 128

ar~aw

KcXeT)µa.t 130

Ka.e~aoµm

KO.AEWl3l

Ka.A.f:aw

fotrtaa.

EatT)K0.129

foi:a.µm

£ai:ciertv

105 *rn£pwi:a.. A compound verb. The simple verb, £pw1ciw occurs less than fifty times
in the Greek Testament and is therefore not listed here.
106 *£PX· The different tense stems of this verb are actually quite regular. They look so
different because they are based on different verbal roots. Most find it easiest to
memorize them.
107 *EA.cue. Future middle deponent.
108 *£Arne, just like the future. The EU has dropped out due to ablaut (*£Arne • EA.e •
nA.eov). Second aorist.
109 *EA.rne, just like the future. The form has both reduplicated and then undergone vocalic reduplication, and the Ehas dropped out. It is a second perfect. *£Arne • EA.EA.Eue
• EA. rtA.ue • £A. ~A.uea..
110 *Epwi;a..
111 Formed from two different stems, *met (used in the present) and *$a.y (used in the
future and aorist).
112 *$a.y. Future middle deponent.
113 *$a.y. Second aorist.
114 *rna.yyEA.to. A compound verb as seen by the augment.
115 Theoµ combination forms aµ.
116 The oe combination forms ae.
117 The stem is *Eup. taK was added to form the present tense stem.
118 An eta was added before the tense formative.
119 Second aorist. Does not augment.
120 An eta was added before the tense formative.
121 An epsilon was added before the tense formative.
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Km:a~a{vw 132 Km:a~fiooµm Km:E~TJV

KT]pU<J<J(J) 133

KTJpusw

n:Ki]puyµm

EKi]pusa

Kpal;w135

Kpcisw

EKpasa

KEKpaya 136

Kpa1:EW137

Kpm:i]ow

EK:pci tT]<Ja

KEKpUtT]Ka

EKTJpuxeTJv134

KEKpcitT]µm

122 What happens to

l:xw is quite fascinating, but perhaps at first you might just want
to memorize the tense stems. If you are really interested in what is happening, here
it is.
The root is *<JEX. In the present tense the sigma is replaced by the rough breathing
so you just have f:xw. But because the Greeks did not like the two" aspirate" sounds
of the rough breathing and the chi in a row, the rough breathing "deaspirates" to a
smooth breathing (<JEX• Ex• Ex• hw).
Therefore, in forming the imperfect, because the verbal root actually begins with a
consonant, the augment is the epsilon. But then the sigma is between two vowels,
so it drops out and EE contract ton (E +<JEX• EEX • Etxov).

In the future the tense formative sigma joins with the chi to form xsi, but then there

are not two aspirates in a row, so the rough breathing can remain.
In the aorist and perfect active, the E between the sigma and chi drops out. In the
perfect, an eta is added before the tense formative.
123 *l;a.
124 Some list as a deponent: l;i]ooµm.
125 *l;T]tE.
126 The stem of Bi:/...w originally was *EBE/... This explains the eta before the tense forma-

tive in the future active, the augment in the aorist active, and the augment and
lengthened contract vowel in the aorist passive. An eta is inserted before the tense
formative in the aorist active and passive.
127 *0EWpE.
128 *ota. When the initial sigma reduplicated in the formation of the present tense

stem, the sigma was dropped in accordance with the rules and was replaced with
a rough breathing. The same phenomena occurs in the perfect active.
129 For a discussion of the rough breathing see the footnote to the present tense stem.
13 Kata + *Eµ. Formed from the present tense stem *Ka0T].

°

131 The stem of this word used to have a digamma (an old Greek letter written as Fin
the grammars) after the epsilon (Ka/...Ef), and therefore the epsilon does not always
lengthen as you might expect. In the final three tense stems, the alpha drops out

(ablaut) and the epsilon lengthens. You might find it easier to memorize these
forms.
132 See ava~a{vw .
133 *KT]p'Uy.
134 The ye combination changes to
135 *Kpay.
136 Second perfect.
137 *KpatE.

xe.
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Kp{vwl38

KptvW

EKptva

KEKplKCX

KEKPlb!:CXl

EKpienv

A.aA.£wl39

ACXA~CJW

EAcXAT]CJU

A.EA.aA.nrn

A.£AaA.nµm

EA.aA.~env

EA.fo!l10!JY145
Eppi:env151

A.aµpavw 140

A.±Jb!Y!:O!:!:CXl 141 £A.aBovl42

E'iA.n<bal43

ElA!Jb!:!:!:at 144

A.i:ywl46

ffii!l47

ElnOV 148

dp!]Ka 149

ElP!J!:!:at 150

µapi:upi:wl52

µapi:up~aw

Eµapcupnaa

µEµapTUpT]KCX

µi::µapi:upnµm Eµapcup~env

µi:Uw153

µi::U~aw 154

-

µi:vw155

µi::vw156

£µnva157

µEµEYT]KCX 158

138 *Kptv. A liquid verb. The vis lost in the final three tenses.
139 *f..af..£.
140 *A.ap. Actually, the same root is used to form all the tense stems. We give explanations for the different tense stems, and they are quite straightforward, but you may
want to memorize the different forms
The key to remember with these different tenses is that the root is *A.ap, and these
three letters are always present in some form. The alpha undergoes ablaut, and the
beta is changed by the letter that follows it, but the three letters are always present.
A mu is inserted in the present, future, and aorist passive stems.
141 *A.ap. The alpha lengthens to eta, a mu is inserted, and the beta joins with the sigma
of the tense formative to form psi. It is a future middle deponent. *A.ap • A.nP • A.nµP
+ aoµm • A.~µ\jloµm.
142 *A.ap. Second aorist.
143 *A.ap. The vocalic reduplication is El instead of the usual epsilon (see MBG for an
explanation), the stem vowel alpha lengthens to eta (ablaut), and the beta is aspirated to a phi. It is a second perfect, so the tense formative is alpha and not Ka. *A.ap
' nA.ap ' ElA nP ' ElA T]~ ' i::'iA. n~a.
144 The same changes present in the perfect active are present here as well. The beta
has changed to mu because of the following mu.
145 The same changes present in the perfect active are present here as well, except that
the augment is the simple epsilon. The beta has changed to phi because of the following theta.
146 Three different stems are used to form this verb: *A.cy (present), *i::p (future, perfect,
aorist passive), and *m (aorist active). Memorize the forms.
147 *fcp. Liquid future. The digamma (f) has dropped out.
148 *fm. Second aorist. It receives a syllabic augment, the digamma (f) drops out because it is between vowels, and they contract. £ + f m + o + v • Etnov.
149 *fi::p. It received the syllabic augment and the digamma (f) dropped out. It inserts
an eta before the tense formative. £ + f Ep + T\ + KCX • EEpT]KCX • ElpT]KCX.
15 Follows the same pattern of change as in the perfect active.
151 *fi::p. When the digamma (f) was lost, evidently the rho doubled. This is common

°

in verbs begirming with rho. An epsilon was inserted before the tense formative,
much like an eta can be inserted.
152 *µapi:upi::.
153 *µEU.
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o1oa 159
EtOov 162

£wpaKa 163

napaol6wµ1 166 napaou'.mw

nap£6wKa

napao£owKa

napao£ooµm

napE66811v

nEiew168

£nnaa

n£no18a 169

n£nncrµm 170

i::nEicre11v 171

6paw160

ihyoµm 161

6q>EiA,w165

nEicJW

n£µnw

i::n£µq>811v

nEpma1£w 172 nEpmm:~CJ(J)

nEplE7tU'tT]CJa -

m'.vw173

EnlOV175

nfoµm174

n£nwKa 176

nEplE7ta1:~9T]V

i::n6env177

154 There used to be an epsilon in the root after the second lambda (*µ£AA,E). This is visible only in the future.
155 *µEv. A liquid, and the stem vowels change due to ablaut.
156 Liquid future.
157 Liquid aorist, with a stem vowel change (ablaut).
158 An eta is inserted before the tense formative.
159 A very strange verbs. otoa actually is a second perfect form functioning as a
present, and 1\6Etv is actually a pluperfect functioning as an aorist. Just memorize
the forms. If you want an explanation, see MBG.
160 The stem *opa is used to form the present and perfect active. In the aorist the root

is *f10. The other tense stems use the stem *on, which is altered according to the regular rules.
161 *on. Future middle deponent.
162 There is the second aorist middle deponent form cinyaµ11v that is formed from the
same root as the future active and aorist passive: *on. It only occurs at Luke 13:28.
Most view Etoov as the aorist of 6paw.
163 There is both a lengthening and an augment: opa • wpa • Ewpa • i::wpaKa.
164

*on. The ne combination forms qie.
165 *oq>EtA.
166 mxpa + *oo. See otowµt.
167 napa + *KaAEf See Ka).,£w.
168 *nEt9.
169 The stem vowels change from Et to 01 due to ablaut. Second perfect.
170 The eµ combination form crµ.
171 The dental + mu combination usually forms crµ.
172 *nEprnm:E. A compound verb, but the simple nm:£w does not occur. Notice that contrary to most compound verbs, nEp{ does not lose its iota ("elision") when the augment is added.
173 *m. The nu is added to the root to form the present tense stem.
174 Future middle deponent.
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rc{mw178

rtE<JOUb!at 179

m<Jtcuw182

ErcE<JOV180

rtErt'tWKO. 181

i::rciatrnaa

Tt£rtfot£1JKO.

rcrnfotrnµm

ETtl<J't£U9T]V

re/... T]p6w 183

re/... ripwaw

i::rcA. ~pwaa

rcrnA.~pwKa

rem/... ~pwµm

ETtA T]pW9T]V

rcoi£w 184

TtOt~<JW

ETtOlT]<JO.

rcrno{T]Ka

rcrnoiriµm

i::rcot~frr1v

rcopci'.Joµm 185

rcopcuaoµm 186

rcrn6prnµm

i::rcopcueriv

rcpoai::pxoµm 187 rcpoadcuaoµm

rcpoaf]A.9ov

7tpOG£UXOµcxt 188 7tpoa£u1;oµm 18 9

7tpoa11u1;aµ11v 190 -

rtpO<JK'\JVEW 191

rtpO<JK'\JV~<JW

rtpO<JEKUVT]<JO.

<J'\!Vayw 192

auva~w

<J'\JV~yayov

mbt;w193

awawl94

fowao.195

rcpoad ~/.., uea -

<J'\!Vf]yµm
<JE<JWKO. 196

<J'\JV~xeriv

ai::a(!laµm 197 i::aweriv 198

175 Second aorist.
176 The stem vowel iota has shifted to omega due to ablaut.
177 The stem vowel iota has shifted to omicron due to ablaut.
178 Memorize the different forms. The stem is actually *rcn. The pi reduplicated and
the epsilon dropped out in the formation of the present tense: *ri:Et • m • mrct • rcirctw.
179 The tau has dropped out because of the sigma tense formative, and for some reason

there is a contraction. *rcn + a + o + µm • m:aoµm • rcrnouµm.
180 Second aorist. The tau has dropped out because of the sigma, which implies that
rcirctw would have a first aorist. But actually it is a second aorist.
181 The epsilon has dropped out and an omega has been inserted before the tense formative.
182 *rtt<J't£'\J.
183 *rcA.ripo.
184 *rcoic.
185 *reop cu.
186 Future middle deponent.
187 *rcpo<JEPX· See £pxoµm.
188 *rcpoarnx.
139 Future middle deponent.
190 Aorist middle deponent.
191 *rtpO<JK'\JVE.
192 *auvay. See ayw.
193 *aw8. Lexicons vary as to whether the iota subscript should be included.
194 Dentals drop out before a sigma.
195 Dentals drop out before a sigma.
196 The delta has dropped out.
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1T]pEw199

hnpriera

rieriµ1200

E0T]KCl201

\mayw2os
urcapxw206

rnnprirn
1E0ElKa 202

urccisw

urcnyayov
207
urcapsoµm
urcripsaµriv 208 £vfivoxa 210

(j>£pw209

•Ernpriµm
r£0Etµm 203

hripneriv

urcfiyµm

urcnxeriv

h£env204

f:vf]vqµm

(j>T]µt211
f:(j>o~neriv

(j>o~foµm

xaipw212

xapneroµm 213 -

£xapriv214

197 The 8µ combination forms erµ. er01;w occurs in the New Testament once in the indicative, and the sigma is not inserted (erfowm1, Acts 4:9). It occurs twice as a participle, with the sigma inserted (errncperµ£vo1, Eph 2:5, 8).
198 The 80 combination usually produces ere, although here the sigma has dropped out.
It is not unusual for the final sigma to drop out of a word in the aorist passive.

199 *'tTJpE.
200 *0E. rieriµ1 forms its stems as a regular µ1 verb, except for the ablaut in the perfect
and for the transfer of aspiration in the aorist passive (e • r) .
201 µt verbs use Ka for their tense formative in the aorist active.
202 The stem vowel has shifted to El due to ablaut.
203 The stem vowel has shifted to El due to ablaut.
204 Believe it or not, this form is regular. What is a little confusing is that the root *0E
has shifted to TE ("transfer of aspiration") . When the 011 is added for the aorist passive, there is the 0E0 combination. The Greeks tried to avoid two aspirates (theta is
an "aspirate") in successive vowels, so they "deaspirated" the first one, i.e., shifted
it to a tau. E + *0E + 0T] + V • E0E0T]V • ErE0T]V.
205 *urcay. See ayw.
206 *urcapx.
207 Future middle deponent.
208

Aorist middle deponent.
209 Just memorize the different forms. There are three different stems present here. See
MBG for an explanation.
210

Second perfect.
211 See MBG for an explanation. This actually is a compound verb.
212 *xap. The iota was added to form the present tense stem and is therefore not present
in the other tense stems.
213 An eta has been added before the tense formative. It is a future deponent.
214 Second aorist.
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Liquid Verbs
(Occurring Fifty Times and More in the New Testament)
a'ipw

I take up, take away

apw,~pa,~pKa,~pµat,~p0~V

U7t00VTI<JKW

I die

ano0avouµm, an£0avov, -, -, anoKpi voµm

I answer

-,
U7tOK1El vw

an£Kptvaµ~v,

-, -,

an£Kpi0~v

I kill
anon£vw, U7tEK1£tva, -, -,

U7t£K1av0~v

I send

anocr1£Aw, an£cr1nAa, anf:crwAKa, anfowAµm,
U7t£<J1cXA~V

I throw, put
~a.Aw, £~aAov, ~E~A~Ka, ~E~A~µm, E~Afj0~v

£ydpw

I raise up

EyEpw, ~ynpa, -, £yfjy£pµm,
dµi

lam
fooµm,

~µ~v,

~y£p8~v

-, -, -

I cast out
£K~aAw, £s£~aAov, EK~E~A~Ka, EK~E~A~µm, £1;£~Afi8~v

Kpivw

I judge, decide

Kptvw, EKptva, KEKptKa, KEKptµm,

£Kpi8~v

I say, speak

£pw, £tnov, dp~m, dp~µm, £pp£8~v

I am about to

µ£AA ficrw, -, -, -, -,
µ£VW

I remain

µ£vw, £µnva,
nivw

µ£µ£v~Ka,

-, -,

I drink

nioµm, £nwv, n£nwKa, -, £n68~v
I carry
otcrw,~v£yKa,£vfivoxa,£vfiv£yµat,~v£xe~v

xaipw

I rejoice
xapficroµm, -, -, -, £xap~v
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Second Aorists
(Of Verbs Occurring Fifty Times and More in the New Testament)
a:yw

I lead
al;w, ~yayov, -, ~yµm, ~X8TJV

ava~aivw

I go up
ava~~<JOµm, UVE~TJV,

-, -, -

I depart
an:EA.EUaOµm, an;T]A,8ov,
an:o8vfimcw

Un:£A,~A,u8a,

-, -

I die
an:o8avouµm, an:£8avov, -, -, I throw
~aA.w,£~aA.ov,~£~A.TJKa,~£~A.T]µa1,£~A.~8TJv

yivoµm

I become
yEv~croµm,

"(tVW<YKUJ

£y£voµT]v, yf:yova, yqf:vT]µm,

£y£v~8TJV

I know
yvwaoµm, £yvwv, £yvwrn, £yvwcrµm, £yvwcr8TJV

I write
(£ypa<jJov), ypa\jfw, £ypa\jfa, yf:ypa<jJa, y£ypan:µm or
y£ypaµµm, £ypa<jJTJv
£tcr£pxoµm

I go into
Et<YEA.Efooµm, £tcrl']A.8ov, dcr£A.~h8a, -, I cast out
EK~aA.w, £1;£~aA.ov, EK~f:~A.TJKCX, EK~E~A.T]µm, £1;£~A.~8T]v

I go out
£/;Ekuaoµm, £1;T]A.8ov,

£1;£A.~h8a,

-, -

I come
£A.£1iaoµm, ~A.8ov, £A.~A.u8a, -, -

£aeiw

I eat
<jJayoµm, £<jJayov, -, -, -

EUptaKUJ

I find

Eup~aw, Eupov, dipTJrn, -, Eup£8TJv

I have

£1;w, foxov, foxTJrn, -, Igo down
Kma~~croµm, KmE~TJV,
A.aµ~avw

-, -, -

I take
A.~µ\jfoµm, £A.a~ov,

E'iA.T]<jJa, E'iA.T]µµm , £A.~µ<\l8TJV
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I say
£pw, ElnOV, E'tpT]Ka, EtpT]µa.t, £ppE8T]V
6paw
1ttYW

I see
o\JJOµm, Etoov, hoparn, -, w<)>ST]v
I drink
nioµm, Eitiov, ni:nw1m, -, £n6911v

7tt7ttW

I fall
7t£CJOUµa.t, E7t£CJOV, 7tE7ttWKCX, -, -

npocr£pxoµm

I come to
npocrEA.EtJCJoµm, npocrfiA.8ov, npocrEA.fiA.u8a, -, -

cruvayw

I gather together
cruva~w, cruvfiyayov, -, cruvfiyµm, cruvfix8T]v

umxyw

I depart
U7ta~w, unfiyayov, -, unfiyµm, unfix8T]V
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Words Occurring Fifty Times and More
in the New Testament (by frequency}
When you are done with this grammar, this list will be helpful for your vocabulary review. Start with the most frequently used words and work down.
"Chpt" refers to the chapter in BBG where you learn the word.
Freq Chpt

Word

Definition

19870
9153
5595

4

and, even, also, namely

6

6, ~' 16
mi
a\n6c;, -~, -6

2792
2752
2460

6
6
8

0£
f.v
Etµt

6

2354

the
personal: he, she, it (him, her);
they (them)
reflexive: him/her I itself
identical: same
but, and
dat: in, on, among
I am, exist, live, am present
(~µT]v), fooµm, -, -, -, I say, speak
(£A-qov), f.pw, Etnov, dpT]KCX, dpT]µm,
£ppE8T]v

1840
1768
1725
1606

ll

1388

7

1365
1317
1296
1244

14

1069
1042
1041
917
914

7

av

7
7
7
8

µ~

you
not, lest

rap

for, then

'IT]GOU<;, -ou, 6
fr, £1;

Jesus, Joshua
gen: from, out of

UµEt<;

you (plural)

7

El<;

ace: into, in, among

4

£rw

I

6 OU,OUK,OUX
o{noc;, au1T], 10u10

oc;,

~IQ

not
singular: this; he, her, it
plural: these
who, whom

4

8£6<; -ou, -6

God, god

6

on

that, since, because

nac;,naaa,nav

singular: each, every
plural: all

10
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890

11

£ni (£n', £qi' )

864
717
708

11

fiµi::'ic;
Kupioc; -ou,-6

7
16 EXW

700
669

8 np6c;
22 y{voµm

667

8 8ta
'{ va

663
646
638
634

8
8
8
18

568

17 not£w

555
550

10

529
525
504
503
499
473
469

4

an6 (an', aq,· )
ana
£pxoµm

tic;, tl
av8pwnoc;, -OU, 0

4 Xpwt6c;, -ou, 6
10

nc;, n

18

we;

10

El
"
ouv

12
14

Kata

8 µna

454

20

6paw

428

16

cXICOUW

gen: on, over, when
dat: on the basis of, at
ace: on, to, against
we
Lord, lord, master, sir
I have, hold
(i::\xov), £1;w, foxov, foxTJm, -, ace: to, towards, with
I become, am, exist, am born, am created
(£yt v6µT]v), yi::vficmµm, £yi::v6µT]v, y£yova,
"(E"(EYT]µm, £yi::vfi8TJY
gen: through
ace: on account of
in order that, that
gen: (away) from
but, yet, except
I come, go
(~px6µTJv), £1ci::fo-oµm, ~lceov or ~lcea,
£le file uea, -, I do, make
(£nofouv), notficrw, £notT]<JCJ., nrnotT]KCJ.,
7t£7tOtT]µm, who? what? which? why?
man, mankind, person, people, human
kind, human being
Christ, Messiah, Anointed One
someone I thing, certain one I thing,
anyone I thing
as, like, when, that, how, about
if
therefore, then, accordingly
gen: down from, against
ace: according to, throughout, during
gen: with
ace: after
I see, notice, experience
O\jloµm, £t8ov, £wpaKa, -, w(j>ST]Y
I hear, learn, obey, understand
(~KOUOY), cXICOUaW, ~ICOU<JCJ., cX!Cfi!COCJ., -,
~ICOUa8T]Y
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415

34

8i8wµt

413

11

1tat~p,

389
379
377
351
344

8
4
7
9
10

~µ£pa,

-ai:;, ~
1tVEUµa, -µmoi:;, 'tO
u16i:;, -ou, 6
£av
Et<;, µ{a, £v

343

11

a8EA..¢6i:;, -ou, 6

343
333

13

~

10

1tEpt

330

4

A..fryoi:;, -OU, 0

319

13

£amou, -f)i:;

318

17

o18a

296

17

A..aA..£w

273
265

7
13

EKEtvoi:;, -ri, -o

261
258

12
22

µa8rii:~i:;,

250
243
241

22
13
16

yf), yf)i:;, ~
µkyai:;, µqaA.. ri, µ£ya
7tt<J'tEUW

243

11
10
10

nfoni:;, -Ewi:;, ~
ou8di:;, OUOEµ{a, OUOEV
aytoi:;, -ta, -tov

7tatp6i:;, 6

oupav6i:;, -ou, 6

-ou, 6

A..aµ~avw

singular: much
plural: many
adverb: often
I give (out), entrust, give back, put
(£8i8ouv), 8wcrw, £8wrn, 8£8wrn, 8£8oµm,
£868riv
father
day
spirit, Spirit, wind, breath, inner life
son, descendant
if, when
one
brother
or
gen: concerning, about
ace: around
word, Word, statement, message
singular: himself /herself I itself
plural: themselves
I know, understand
Et8~crw, 1\8Et v, -, -, I speak, say
(£A..aA..ouv), A..aA..~crw, £A..aA..ricra, A..EA..aA..rirn,
A..EA..aA..riµm, £A..aA..~8riv
heaven, sky
singular: that (man/woman/thing)
plural: those (men/women, things)
disciple
I take, receive
(£A..aµ~avov), A..~µ\floµm, £A..a~ov, dA..ri¢a, -,
£A..~µ¢8riv

234
233

earth, land, region, humanity
large, great
I believe, I have faith (in), trust
(£nfoi:rnov), mcrtEUcrW, £nfoi:Eucra,
nrnfotEUKa, nrnfoi:rnµm, £mcri:Eu8riv
faith, belief
no one, none, nothing
adjective:
holy
plural noun: saints
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231

18

an:oKp{ voµm

231
222

10
20

ovoµa, -µawe:;, 1:6
ytvW<JKW

220

8 un:6

218

22

£s£pxoµm

216
215
215
210

11

av~p,

13
14
18

yuv~,

av8p6c:;, 6
yuvmK6c:;, ~

1:£
8uvaµm

I answer
-, an:EKptvaµriv, -, -, an£Kpi8riv
name, reputation
I know, come to know, realize, learn
(£yivw01C0v), yvwcroµm, £yvwv, £yvwKa,
£yvwcrµm, £yvwcr8riv
gen: by (preposition)
ace: under
I go out
(£sriPX6µriv), £s£A-£fooµm, £sTiA-8ov,
£s£A~A-u8a, -, man, male, husband
woman, wife
and (so), so
I am able, am powerful
(£8uvaµriv or ~8uvaµriv), 8uv~croµm, -, -, -,
~8uv~8riv

208

21

8£/..w

208
200
195

14
19

ou1:wc:;
'toou
'Iou8atoc:;, -aia, -afov

194

22

£tcr£pxoµm

194
194

16 v6µoc:;, -ou, 6
8 n:apa

191

23

ypa<jlw

186
182
179
177
176

4
9
12
14
22

Ko<Jµoc:;, OU, 6
rn8wc:;
µ£v

175
175

11

xEip, X£tp6c:;, ~
£UplaKW

4 ayy£Aoc:;, -OU, 0
8 oxA-oc:;

I will, wish, desire, enjoy
(118£/..ov), 8£/..~crw, ~8£/..ricra, -, -, £8£/..~8riv
thus, so, in this manner
See! Behold!
adjective: Jewish
noun:
Jew
I come in(to), go in(to), enter
£t<JEA£Uaoµm, £tcrT]A-8ov, £lcr£A-~/..u8a, -, law, principle
gen: from
dat: beside, in the presence of
ace: alongside of
I write
(£ypa<jlov), ypa\jfw, £ypa\jfa, y£ypa<jla,
yf:ypan:µm or y£ypaµµm, £ypa<jlriv
world, universe, humankind
as, even as
on the one hand, indeed
hand, arm, finger
I find
(EuptcrKOV or T]UptcrKOV), £Up~crw, £Upov,
EUpT]Ka, -, £UpE8T]V
angel, messenger
crowd, multitude
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175
173
169
167

30 o\jlia, -a~, ~
7 ciµap1ia, -a~, ~
6 £pyov, -ou, 16

166
162
162

4 861;a, -11~, ~
6 ~aCJtAEta, -a~, ~
34 £0vo~, -ou~, 16

162
160
158

13
16
29

11

av

n6A.t~, -EW~, ~

city

161£
£cr0iw

then, thereafter
I eat
(~cr0wv), ¢ayoµm, £¢ayov, -, -, Paul
heart, inner self
Peter
first, earlier
other, another
grace, favor, kindness
intransitive: I stand
transitive: I cause to stand
('icr111v), cr1~crw, fo111cra, fo111Ka, fowµm,
£cr1a011v
whoever, whichever, whatever
I go, proceed, live
(£noprn6µ11v), nopE'lmoµm, -, -, nrn6prnµm,
£nopEu011v
gen: in behalf of
ace: above
I call, name, invite
(EKUAOUV), JCaAECJW, haA.rna, 1CEd11rn,

4 IfouA.o~, -ou, 6
4 rnp8ia, -a~, ~
4 ITE'tpo~, -ou, 6
9 7tpw10~, -11, -ov
6 ano~, -11, -0

158
156
156
156
155
155
154

35 'icr111µ1

153
153

18
18

ocrn~, ~n~,

150

12

un£p

148

17

KCXAEW

11

evening
sin
work, deed, action
an untranslatable, uninflected word,
used to make a definite statement
contingent upon something
glory, majesty, fame
kingdom
nation
plural: Gentiles

xap1~, -l'to~, ~

on

nopElioµm

KEKA.11µa1,£KA.~811v

147
147
146

10

crap/;, CJCXpK6~, ~

12

EW~

144

20

£ydpw

144

6 vuv

4

7tpo¢~111~,

-OU, O

now, the present
flesh, body
conj: until
prep (gen): as far as
I raise up, wake
£yEpw, ~'YEtpa, -, £y~yEpµm,
prophet

~y£p011v
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143

17

ayamiw

I love, cherish
ayan~crw, ~yam1cm, ~'YcX1tTjKa, ~yanriµm,
~yan~0riv

143

35

a!Vi riµt

143
142
142
141
140

11
20

ou8£
A-a6<;, -ou, 6
crwµa, -mo<;, i:6
1tcXAtV
/;aw

139
135
135
135
133

4 $WV~, -fj<;, ~
27 81io
4 l;w~, -f]<;, ~
8 'Iwavvri<;, -ou, 6
16 ~J.£nw

10

12
19

I let go, leave, permit
(f\$tov), a$~crw, a$fpca, -, a$£wµm, a$£0riv
and not, not even, neither, nor
people, crowd
body
again
I live
(£1;wv), l;~crw, £1;ricra, -, -, sound, noise, voice
two
life
John
I see, look at
(E~AE1tOY),~AE\jfW, E~AE\jf<X,

132

129
128
128
124
123
122
122
122

20

U1tOO"'tEAAW

4 aµ~v
9 VEKpO<;, -a, -6v
10

9
17
12
27
22

GUY
OOUAO<;, -OU, 6
oi:av
a'twv, -Wvo<;, 6
apX,tEpEu<;, -EW<;, 6
~&nw

-, -, -

I send (away)
U1tOO"'tEAW, U1tEcr'tElACX, U1tEcr'taAKCX,
anfoi:aA-µm, U1tEO"'tcXATjV
verily, truly, amen, so let it be
adjective: dead
noun:
dead body, corpse
dat: with
slave, servant
whenever
age, eternity
chief priest, high priest
I throw
(£~aUov), ~al.ill, £~aA,ov, ~E~AT)Ka,

~£~A-riµm, £~A-~0riv

120
119
119

8 e&vmo<;, -ou, 6
23 81'.ivaµt<;, -Ew<;, ~
34 napa8i8wµt

118

20

µ£vw

death
power, miracle
I entrust, hand over, betray
(napE8{8ouv), napaoc.Ocrw, nap£8wKa or
nap£8ocra, napa8£8wKa, napa8£8oµm,
1t<XpE000TjV
I remain, live
(EµEvov), µEVW, eµEtva, µEµEVT)Ka, -, -
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arr£pxoµm

117

I depart
cX7t£A£UcrOµm, arrfi/..8ov, cX7t£/..~/..u8a, -, I seek, desire, try to obtain
(£1;~i:ouv), l;rii:~crw, £1;~i:ricra, -, -, £1;rii:~eriv
love

116

6

115

19

ayarrri, -rii;, ~
~acrt/..i::ui;, -£wi;, 6

114

11

EKK/..ricria,-ai;,~

114

35

'{8t0i;, -a, -OV

114

20

Kpivw

I judge, decide, prefer
(£Kptvoµriv), Kptvw, hptva, KEKptrn,
KEKptµm, £Kpieriv

114

µovoi;, -ri, -ov
OtKoi;, -OU, 0

alone, only

114

12
8

111

22

cX7t08VTI<JKW

110

12

O<Joi;, -Tl, -OV

as great as, as many as

109

14

a/..~ena,

truth

109

32

µ£Uw

king
a church, (the) Church, assembly,
congregation
one's own (e.g., people, home)

house, home
I die, am about to die, am freed from
(a7tE8VTI<JKOV), cX7t08CXVOUµat, cX7tE8CXVOV,
-, -, -

-ai;, ~

I am about to
(£µi::Uov or ~µi::Uov),

µi::U~crw,

-, -, -, -

109

19

o/..oi;, -Tl, -OV

adj:
whole, complete
adverb: entirely

109

27

rrapaKa/..£w

I call, urge, exhort, comfort
(rrapEKa/..ouv), -, rrapi::Ka/..rna, -,

108

35

avfoi:riµt

106

20

crcbl;w

intransitive: I rise, get up
transitive: I raise
cXVCX<Jt~<JW, CXVEcrtTl<JCX, -, -, I save, deliver, rescue
(£crQJl;oµriv), m,Ocrw, fowcra, cr£crwrn,
crfoQJcrµm, £crweriv

106

6

105

20

wpa, -ai;, ~
EKEl

103

14

01:£

103

13

moi;

there, in that place
when
how?

103

14

IJIUX~, -fii;, ~

soul, life, self

102

7tapaKEKAT1µat,7tapEKA~eriv

-~,

hour, occasion, moment

9

ayaeoi;,

102

-Ov

7

101

20

£1;oucria, -ai;, ~
a'ipw

good, useful
authority, power
I raise, take up, take away
apc\J,~pa,~pKa,~pµat,~p8T1V
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101
101
100
100
100
100

18
14
9
12

99
99
98
97
97
97

27
10
21
24
22
19

yEvvaw

97

21

8t8ci<JJC(l)

95

21

nEptnatEW

11

35

bEt
686<;, -ou,
aJ,A,~A,wv

~

6¢8aA-µ6<;, -ou, 6
mA-6<;,
tt8T]µt

-~,

-6v

EtEpo<;, -a, -ov
tEKVOV, -OU, to
<I>aptaa'io<;, -ou, 6

" -µato<;, to
atµa,
aptO<;, -OU, 0

it is necessary
way, road, journey, conduct
one another
eye, sight
beautiful, good
I put, place
(£ti8ouv), 8~crw, £8TJK<X, t£8rnca, t£8aµm,
£t£8riv
other, another, different
child, descendant
Pharisee
blood
bread, loaf, food
I beget, give birth to, produce
'YEVV~<J(l), i:y£vvricra, 'Y£'YEVVT]Ka, 'Y£'YEVVT]µat,
EYEVV~8T]V

I teach
(i:8i8acrJCov), 8t8ci~w, i:8i8a~a, -, -,
i:8t8axeriv
I walk (around), live
(nEptrnatouv), nEptnat~crw, nEptrnatricra,
-, -, -

95

24

lj>o~foµm

94
94
93
93
93
92
92
91
91

14
18
22

i:vwmov

27

8alvaaaa, -TJ<;,
KU8T]µat

90

21

cXKOAOU8Ew

I fear
(i:tj>o~01)µriv),

8

12
13
14
8

t6no<;, -ou, 6
£n
o1xia, -a<;, ~
nou<;, no86<;, 6
8tKato<JUVTJ, -TJ<;, ~
Etp~YT], -T]<;, ~
~

-, -, -, -,

i:¢o~~8riv

gen: before
place, location
still, yet, even
house, home
foot
righteousness
peace
sea, lake
I sit (down), live
(i:rn8~µriv), rn8~croµm,

-, -, -, -

I follow, accompany
(~Kolvou8ouv), cXKOAOU8~<J(l), ~1COAOU8T]<Ja,
~Kolvou8T]Ka,

-, -
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90

33

an6Uuµt

active: I destroy, kill
middle: I perish, die
(anwU uov), anoA.fow or anoA.w, arcwA.rna,
-, -,

90
90

12
34

µT]OEt<;, µT]OEµia, µT]OEv
1ttTC"CW

88
87
86

14
22
23

£nta
OU"CE

86

17

rcA.rip6w

apxw

-

no one I thing
I fall
(En:rnrnv), rcrnouµm, E1tECTOY or En:rna,
1t£TC"CWKCX, -, seven
and not, neither, nor
active: I rule
middle: I begin
apl;oµm, ~psaµriv, -, -, I fill, complete, fulfill
(£rcA. ~pouv), rcA.ripwcrw, £rcA.~pwcra,
TC£TCA~pWKCX,1t£TCA~pwµat,ETCAT]pW8T]Y

86

22

85
85

6 Kmp6<;, -ou, 6
22 rcpOGE'IJXOµm

84
83
83
82

13

Kayw

11

µ~tT]p,

rcpocr£pxoµm

µT]tp6<;,

I come/go to
(rcpocrripx6µriv), -, rcpocrf]A.8ov,
npocrEA. ~A. uea, -, (appointed) time, season
I pray
(npocrriux6µriv), npocrcul;oµm,
npocrriusaµriv, -, -, and I, but I
~

7 W<J"CE
27 ava~aivw

mother
therefore, so that
I go up, come up
(av£~mvov), ava~~croµm, avE~T]Y,
ava~E~T]KCX,

82
82
81

24
16
20

OTC OU

81

27

Kma~aivw

EKCX<J"CO<;, -T],

-OV

£K~anw

-, -

each, every
where
I cast out, send out
(£s£~aUov), -, £s£~aA.ov, -, -, £/;c~A.~eriv
I go down, come down
(KmE~mvov), rnm~~croµm, KCX"CE~T]v,
KCX"CCX~E~T]KCX, -, -

81
80
80
79

25
4
34
32

µaUov
an6crrnA.o<;, -ou, 6
Mwticrf]<;, -£w<;, 6
otKato<;, -aia, -mov

more, rather
apostle, envoy, messenger
Moses
right, just, righteous
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79

29

n£µmu

79

24

umiyw

78
78
77

9 novrip6c;, -a, -6v
20 cn6µa, -moc;, 16
35 avoiyw

I send
nEµ\jfw, £m::µ\jfa, -, -, E7tEµ$0riv
I depart
(unfiyov), -, -, -, -, evil, bad
mouth
I open
avoisw, ~vhµsa or av£cµsa, av£cµya,
ay£cµyµm or ~VE<µyµm, ~vE<{JX0T)V or
~voixeriv

77

20

~an1it;w

I baptize, dip, immerse
(f:~amtt;ov), ~amfow, f:~anncm,

-,

~E~amwµm, £~an1fo0riv

'IEpoucraA. ~µ, ~
crriµEl.ov, -ou, 16

77
77
76
76
76

14
13
9
7
25

76
76
75
75
75
74

16

14
4
20

7tp6GW1tOV, -OU, 16
uowp, uomoc;, 16
OWOEKa
KE$UA ~, -fie;, ~
Liµwv, -wvoc;, 6
U1tOK1ElVW

74

24

xaipw

73
73

4 'A~paaµ, 6
23 ni vw

73
73

22

71

9
28
25

71

70

11
13

11

£µ6c;,£µ~,£µ6v

EUUYYEAtOV,
µap1up£w

-OU,

nup, 1tup6c;, 16
$we;, $w16c;, 16
a'twvwc;, -ov
tEp6v, -ou, 16
ah£w

16

Jerusalem
sign, miracle
my, mine
good news, Gospel
I bear witness, testify
(£µap1upouv), µap1up~crw, £µap1upricra,
µEµap1uprirn, µEµap1upriµm, £µap1up~eriv
face, appearance
water
twelve
head
Simon
I kill
anoK1Evw, an£nnva, -, -, anEK1av0riv
I rejoice
(£xmpov), xap~croµm, -, -, -, £xapriv
Abraham
I drink
(fatvov), nioµm, £mov, 7tE7tWKa, -, £n60riv
fire
light
eternal
temple
I ask, demand
('fiwuv), ah~GW, n1ricra, TI1T)Ka, -, -
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70

17

68
68
68
68
68
67

19 'fopcxTiA., o
14 7tAOtoV, -OU, to
14 pfjµcx, -µaw;, to
4 cra~~mov, -ou, to
27 tpiic;, tpicx
24 ayw

67
67
66

9 f.vtoA. Ti, -fie;, Ti
9 mcrtoc;, -Ti, -6v
33 a7toA.uw

66
66
66

19
30
29

imp7toc;, -ou, o
7tprn~ut£poc;, -ex, -ov
<j>£pw

66

35

<Priµi

65
63
63
63

33
28
17
21

E'it£
ypcxµµm£uc;, -£we;, o
8mµovwv, -ou, to
f.pwtaw

63

11

£sw

63
62

24
34

opoc;, opouc;, to
8oKEW

62
62
62
61
61

11

e£A.riµcx, -µmoc;, to
8povoc;, -OU, 0
'l£pocroA. uµcx, ta or Ti
aycx7tritoc;, -Ti, -6v
raA.tA.cx{cx, -ac;, Ti

14
27
9
4

trip£w

I keep, guard, observe
(hTipouv), tripTicrw, hTipricrcx, t£tTiprirn,
tnTipriµm, hripTieriv
Israel
ship, boat
word, saying
Sabbath, week
three
I lead, bring, arrest
(~yov), asw, ~ycxyov, -, -, ~xeriv
commandment
faithful, believing
I release
(a7t£A.uov), a7toA.fow, a7t£A.ucrcx, -,
a7toA.£A.uµcxt,a7t£A.u8riv
fruit, crop, result
elder
I carry, bear, produce
(£<j>£pov), o'icrw, ~vqrn, f.vTivoxcx,
f.vTivqµm, Tiv£x8riv
I say, affirm
(£<Pri), -, £<J>ri, -, -, if, whether
scribe
demon
I ask, request, entreat
(iipu'.nwv), f.pwtTicrw, lipu'.nricrcx, -, -,
lipwtTieriv
adverb:
without
prep (gen): outside
mountain, hill
I think, seem
(£8oKouv), 8osw, £8osa, -, -, will, desire
throne
Jerusalem
beloved
Galilee
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61

23

801.;cil;w

61
61

10

23

T\8ri
KT]pU<J(J(l)

18

vu!.;, vun6c;, ~
c18£
\,µcinov, -ou, 16

61
61
60
60

24
19

npo<JKUVEW

60

34

uncipxw

59

28

acrncil;oµm

59
59
59
59

4 L'lcxui8, 6
12 8t8cicrrnA.oc;, -ou, 6
31 A.ieoc;, -ou, 6

11

18

cruvciyw

I praise, honor, glorify
(£861.;cxl;ov), 801.;cicrw, £861.;cxcrcx, -,
8£861.;cxcrµm, £8ol.;cicr8riv
now, already
I proclaim, preach
(£K~pucrcrov), KTJpul.;w, EK~pui.;cx, -, -,
£Kripuxeriv
night
here
garment, cloak
I worship
(npo<J£KUVOUV), npo<JKUV~<JW,
npo<J£KUVT]<JCX, -' -' I am, exist
(unfiPXov), -, -, -, -, -rci uncipxov-rcx: one's belongings
I greet, salute
(~crncx1;6µriv), -, ~crncxcrciµriv, -, -, David
teacher
stone
I gather together, invite
cruvcil.;w,cruv~ycxyov,-,cruvfiyµcxt,cruv~xeriv

~

59
58

16
27

xcxpci, -Cic;,
8£wp£w

58
57
56

35
31
29

µfooc;, -T], -OV
ww'ihoc;, -CXU1T], -OlHOV

56

21

£n£pw-rciw

56

28

KpcX/;W

56
56
56
55

30 µri8£
21 cruvcxywy~, -fie;, ~
9 cplWe;, -T], -OV
7 apx~, -fie;, ~

8£xoµm

joy, delight
I look at, behold
-, E8£WpT]<JCX, -, -, middle, in the midst
such, of such a kind
I take, receive
8£1.;oµm, £8£1.;ciµriv, -, 8£8qµm, £8£xeriv
I ask (for), question, demand of
(£nripw-rwv), £n£pw-r~crw, £nripw-rricrcx, -, -,
£nripw1~8riv

I cry out, call out
(£Kpcxl;ov), Kpcil;w, frpcxi.;cx, KEKpcxycx, -, but not, nor, not even
synagogue, meeting
third
beginning, ruler
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55

34

A.orn6i;, -fi, -6v

55
55
54
54

4
17
27
27

ITiA.awi;, -ou, 6
nA.dwv, 7tA.£toV
8cl;i6i;, -ia, -i6v
£uayy£A.i1;w

54
54
54
53
53
53
52
52
52
52

27 OU
28 ouxi
21 XP6voi;, -ou, 6
23 8t6
12
14
4
28
27

f:A.nii;, -iooi;, fi
i:lnwi;
f:nayycA.ia, -ai;,
foxmoi;, -TJ, -ov
nmoiov, -ou, t6
nd8w

52

28

andpw

51
51
50
50
50
50
50
50
48
43
42

12
20
20
4
9
13
8
16
22
19
16

cu8ui;

33

35

8dKvuµt

11

34 'i8£

'i'

11

fi

ao~ia, -ai;, fi
yA.waaa, -rii;, fi
ypa~fi, -T]i;, fi
rnK6i;, -fi, -6v
µaKapwi;, -a, -ov

-T]i;, fi
'tU~A.oi;, -fi, -6v
µdl;wv, -ov
'Iouoaia, -ai;, fi
A.uw
napa~oA. fi,

adjective: remaining
noun:
(the) rest
adverb: for the rest, henceforth
Pilate
larger, more
right
I bring good news, preach
(curiyy£A.t1;ov), -, EUTJ)"YEA.tcm, -,
EUTJ)"YEA. tcrµm, EUTJ)"YEA.fo8riv
where
not
time
therefore, for this reason
hope, expectation
how, that, in order that
promise
last
child, infant
I persuade
(E7t£t8ov), ndaw, En£tcra, 7tE7tot8a,
n£nnaµm, £nda8riv
I sow
-, fonnpa, -, fonapµm, immediately
wisdom
tongue, language
writing, Scripture
bad, evil
blessed, happy
parable
blind
greater
Judea
I loose, untie, destroy
(£A.uov), A.fow, £A.uaa, -, A.£A.uµm, f:A.u8riv
I show, explain
odl;w, £8nl;a, 8£8nxa, -, £8dx8riv
See! Behold!

Lexicon
The definitions in this lexicon are derived from Prof. Bruce Metzger's Lexical
Aids and Warren Trenchard's Complete Vocabulary Guide (both used with permission). It includes all the words that occur ten times or more in the Greek
Testament, including proper names. The definition is followed by its frequency in the New Testament and its category in MBG. Following is a quick summary of the nomenclature.
"n-" means the word is a noun.

£erred to MBG. Following are a few
simple categories.

n-1 is first declensionn.

v-1 Apparently regular verbs (A.uw,
ayanuw).

n-2 is second declension.
n-3 is third declension.

v-2 Present tense has a consonantal
iota that is not used in the other tenses (*~anit8 + ! • ~aniil;w • ~aniicrw).

"a-" means the word is an adjective.

a-1 are adjectives with three endings
where the masculine and neuter are
second declension and the feminine
is first declension (aywc;, -ia, -tov).

v-3 Present tense has a nu that is lost
in the other tenses (*m • nivw • £nwv).
v-4 Present tense has a tau that
is lost in the other tenses (*Kpun •
Kpumw • £Kpu\jfa).

a-2 are adjectives with three endings
where the masculine and neuter are
third declension and the feminine is
first declension (nae;, nCicm, nCiv).

v-5 Present tense has (t)crK that are
lost in the other tenses (*apE • apEcrKW
• ~prna) .

a-3 are adjectives with two endings
where the masculine and feminine
are the same ending (second declension) and the neuter has a separate
ending (second declension;
µapiwA.6c;, 6v).

The following three categories contain words that fall into the first five
categories, but have also been included in these three categories.

u-

v-6 The µt verbs (8i8wµt).

a-4 are adjectives with two endings
where the masculine and feminine
are the same ending (third declension) and the neuter has a separate
ending (third declension; aA.riEl~c;,
£c;).

v-7 Verbs that undergo
(aKOUW. clK~Koa).

ablaut

v-8 Verbs that use different verbal
roots in the formation of their various tense stems (A.£yw, i::pw, i::hov) .
"cv-" means the word is a compound verb.

a-5 are irregular adjectives.
"v-" means that the word is a verb.
The verbs in this list are broken
down into v-1 through v-8. Since
these categories are somewhat complicated, detailed comment is de-

'A~paaµ,

413

6 Abraham (73, n-3g[2])

414

aya86c;;, -fi, --6v good, useful (102,
a-la[2a])
ayaUuxw I exult (11, v-ld[lb]) -,
TjyaUiacm, -, -, TjyaUuxeriv
ayamiw I love, cherish (143,
v-ld[la]) aymrficrw, Tjyanricra,
TjyanriKa,Tjyanriµa1,Tjyanfieriv
ayanri, -ric;;, fi love (116, n-lb)
ayanri16c;;, -fi, --6v beloved (61,
a-la[2a])
ayyEJ...oc;;, --OU, 0 angel, messenger
(175, n-2a)
ay1at;w I consecrate, sanctify (28,
v-2a[l]) -, fiyiacra, -, Tiyiacrµm,
Tiy1acr8riv
aytacrµ6c;;, -ou, 6 holiness,
consecration (10, n-2a)
ay10c;;, -la, -lOV holy (233, a-la[l])
plural noun: saints
ayvoE:w I do not know (22, v-ld[2a])
(Tjyv6ouv), -, -, -, -, ayopa, -&.c;;, Ti marketplace (11, n-la)
ayopat;w I buy (30, v-2a[l])
(Tjy6pat;ov), -, Tjy6pacra, -,
Tjy6pacrµm, Tjyopacreriv
'Aypinnac;;, -a, 6 Agrippa (11, n-le)
ayp6c;;, -ou, 6 field, land (36, n-2a)
ayw Ilead, bring, arrest (69, v-lb[2])
(~yov), al;w, T\yayov, -, -, T\xeriv
aoEA.<Pfi, -fie;, Ti sister (26, n-lb)
aoEA.$6c;;, -ou, 6 brother (343, n-2a)
&oric;;, -ou, 6 Hades (10, n-lf)
aotKEW I do wrong, injure (28,
V- ld[2a]) cXOtKfjGCJJ, TJOlKTjGCX,
TJOlKT)Ka, -, TJOtKfi8riv
ao1Kia, -ac;;, Ti umighteousness (25,
n-la)
ao1Koc;;, -ov unjust (12, a-3a)
cXOUVa'tOc;;, --OV impossible (lQ, a-3a)
a8£tE:w I nullify, reject (16, v-ld[2a])
a8nficrw, Tjehricra, -, -, -
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A'iyuni:oc;;, -ou, Ti Egypt (25, n-2b)
a'iµa, -µmoc;;, 'tO blood (97, n-3c[4])
a'ipw I raise, take up, take away
(101, v-2d[2]) apw, ~pa, ~prn,
~pµm, T\p8riv
ahE:w I ask, demand (70, v-ld[2a])
(1\10uv), a\. 'tfjcrw, frrricra, 1\i:rirn, -, a\. tia, -ac;;, Ti cause, charge,
accusation (20, n-la)
a'twv, -wvoc;;, 6 age, eternity (122,
n-3f[la])
a'twvwc;;, -ov eternal (71, a-3b[l])
arn8apcria, -ac;;, Ti immorality (10,
n-la)
aKa8ap10c;;, -ov unclean, impure (32,
a-3a)
arnvea, -ric;;, Ti thorn plant (14, n- lc)
aKofj, -fie;, Ti hearing, report (24,
n-lb)
aKoA.ou8E:w I follow, accompany (90,
v-ld[2a]) (TJKOA.ou8ouv),
aKoA.ou8ficrw, TjKoA.ou8ricra,
TJKOAOU8T)Ka, -, aKouw I hear, learn, obey,
understand (428, v-la[8])
(TlKOUOV), cXKOUcrCJJ, TlKOUGa, cXKfjKoa,
-, TJKOUcr8TjV
aKpo~ucri:ia,

-ac;;, Ti uncircumcision

(20, n-la)

aA.E:nwp, -opoc;;, 6 rooster (12,
n-3f[2b])
aA.fj8£ta, -ac;;, Ti truth (109, n-la)
aA.riefic;;, -E:c;; true, truthful (26, a-4a)
aA.ri81v6c;;, -fi, --6v true, genuine (28,
a-la[2a])
aA.riewc;; truly (18, adverb)

ana

but, yet, except (638, particle)

aUfiA.wv one another (100, a-la[2b])
aUoc;;, -ri, --0 other, another (155,
a-la[2b])
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a:AJ,.6-rptoi:;, -a, -ov not one's own,

strange (14, a-la[l])
aA,umi:;, -Ewi:;, fi chain (11, n-3e[5b])
aµa at the same time (10, adverb)

prep (dat): together with
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avaKEtµm I recline (at meals) (14,
cv-6b) (av£KEiµriv), -, -, -, -, ava.Kptvw I question, examine (16,
cv-2d[6]) -, av£Kptva, -, -,
avEKpt0riv

aµapnivw I sin (43, v-3a[2a])
aµap-rficrw, ~µapwv or fiµapc'fl<JCJ.,
fiµap-rrirn, -, -

ava.A,aµ~avw

aµap-ria., -ai:;, Ti sin (173, n-la)

'Avavia.i:;, -ou, 6 Ananias (11, n-ld)

aµap-rwA,6i:;, --Ov sinful (47, a-3a)

avanauw I give rest, refresh (12,

noun: sinner
aµfiv verily, truly, amen, so let it be

(129, particle)
aµnEAWV, -wvoi:;, 6 vineyard (23,

n-3f[la])
aµ¢ocEpOl, -at, -a both (14, a-la[l])
av an untranslatable, uninflected

word, used to make a definite
statement contingent upon
something (166)
ava ace: among, between (13,

preposition) with numerals: each
ava~a{vw

I go up, come up (82,
cv-2d[7]) (av£~mvov),
ava~fiaoµm, av£~riv, ava.~£~rirn, -, -

ava~A,£nw

I look up, receive sight
(25, cv-lb[l]) -, av£~AE\jla, -, -, -

I take up (13,
cv-3a[2b]) -, av£A,a~ov, -, -,
avEA,fiµ¢0riv

cv-la[5]) (middle) I take a rest
avanaucrw, av£naucra, -,
avan£nauµm, avanimw I lie down, recline (12,
cv-lb[3]) -, av£nrna, -, -, UVU<JcfJ.<Jtt;, -EWt;, fi resurrection (42,

n-3e[5b])
avacr-rpo¢fi, -f]i:;, Ti way of life,

conduct (13, n-lb)
avawA,fi, -f]i:;, Ti east (11, n-lb)
ava.¢£pw I offer up, bring up (10,
cv-lc(l]) (avE¢Epoµriv), -, avfivqKCJ.
or avfjVEKOV, -, -, avaxwp£w I withdraw (14,
cv-ld[2a]) -, avqwpricra, -, -, 'Av8pfoi:;, -ou, 6 Andrew (13, n-ld)

avayy£Uw I proclaim, announce,
report (14,cv-2d[l]) (avfiyyEUov),
avayyEAW, avfiyyEtAa, -, -,
UV'flYYEA'flV

avEµoi:;,

avaytVW<JKW I read (32, cv-5a)
(UVE)'tVW<JKOV), -, UVE)'VWV, -, -,
a vqvwa0riv

avfip, av8p6i:;, 6 man, male, husband

avayK'fl, -rii:;, fi necessity, pressure,

distress (17, n-lb)
avayw I lead up (23, cv-lb[2])

(middle) I put out to sea -,
avfiyayov, -, -, avfixeriv
avmp£w I destroy, do away with
(24, cv-ld[2a]) avEAW, avEtAa, -, -,
avnp£0riv

-OU,

0 wind (31, n-2a)

av£xoµm I endure (15, cv-lb[2])
av£1;oµm, avrnx6µriv -, -, -

(216, n-3f[2c])
av0fo-rriµt I oppose (14, cv-6a)
(av0tcrc6µriv), -, av1£crcriv,
av0Eac'flKCJ., -, -OU, 0 man, mankind,
person, people, humankind,
human being (550, n-2a)

av0pwnoi:;,

avfon1µ1 intransitive: I rise, get up

(108, cv-6a) transitive: I raise
avacr-rficrw, UVEac'fl<JCJ., -, -, -
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avoiyw I open (77, v-lb[2]) avoisw,
ljvfapsa or av£cpsa, av£cpya,
ay£cpyµm or ljv£cpyµm, ljv£c{ix811v or
y ljvoix811v
avoµia, -a<;, ii lawlessness (15, n-la)
avti gen: in behalf of, for, instead of
(22, preposition)
'A vn6XEta, -a<;, ii Antioch (18, n-la)
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anornA.umw I reveal (26, cv-4)
anornA.u\jfw, anEKaA.u\jfa, -, -,
anErnA. u<jl811v
anoKaA.u\jftc;, -Ewe;, ii revelation (18,
n-3e[5b])
anoKpivoµm I answer (231;cv-2d[6]) -, anEKptvaµ11v, -, -,
cX7tEKpt8T)Y

avw8EV from above, again (13,
adverb)

anoKtdvw I kill (74, cv-2d[5])
anoKtEvw, an£KtEtva, -, -,
anEKtav811v

astoc;, -a, -OV worthy (41, a-la(l])

anoA.aµ~avw I receive (10,

anayyD.A.w I report, tell (45,
cv-2d[l]) (aniiyyEUov), anayyEA.w,
aniiyyEtAa, -, -, cX1t11YYEA llY
anayw I lead away (15, cv-lb[2]) -,
an~yayov, -, -, an~x811v
anas once, once for all (14, adverb)
anapvfoµm I deny (11, cv-ld[2a])
anapviicroµm, aniipv11cra, -, -,
anapv118~croµm

&nae;, -acra, -av all (34, a-2a)
anEt8£w I disobey (14, v-ld[2a])
(ljnd8ouv), -, ljnd811cra, -, -, -,
an£pxoµm I depart (117, cv-lb[2])
an£kucroµm, anf]A.8ov, anEA. ii A. u8a,
-, -

an£xw I receive in full, am distant
(19, cv-lb[2]) (middle) I abstain
(anE'ixov), -, -, -, -, antcrtia, -ac;, ii unbelief (11, n-la)
amcrwc;, -ov unbelieving (23, a-3a)
an6 gen: (away) from , (646,
preposition)
ano8i8wµt I pay, recompense (48,
cv-6a) (middle) I sell (anEcSicSouv),
anocSwcrw, an£8wrn, -, -, U7tE86811v
ano8vflmcw I die, am about to die,
am freed from (111, cv-5a)
(an£8vnmcov), ano8avouµm ,
an£8avov, -, -, -

cv-3a[2b ])* anoA. iiµ\jfoµm,
an£A.a~ov, -, -, an6Uuµt Idestroy,kill (90,cv-3c[2])
(middle) I perish, die
(anwUuov), anoA.fow or anoA.w,
anwA.rna, -, -, 'AnoUwc;, -w, 6 Apollos (10, n-2e)
anoA.oyfoµm I defend myself (10,
cv-ld[2a]) anoA.oyiicrw, -, -, -,
anEA.oyii811v

anoA. utpwcrtc;, -Ewe;, li redemption
(10, n-3e[5b])
anoA.uw I release (66, cv-la[4])
(an£A.uov), anoA.fow, an£A.ucra, -,
anoA.£A. uµm, U7tEA u811v
anocr1£Uw I send (away) (132,
cv-2d[l]) anocrtEA.w, anfotEtA.a,
U7tEcr'taAKa, U7tEcrtaA.µat,
U7tECJ'tclAllY
an6crtoA.oc;, -ou, 6 apostle, envoy,
messenger (80, n-2a)
antw I kindle (39, v-4) (middle) I
touch, take hold of -, ~\jfa, -, -, anwA.Eta, -ac;, ii destruction (18,
n-la)
apa then, therefore (49, particle)
apyuptov, -ou, 16 silver, money (20,
n-2c)
apEGKW I please (17, v-5a) (~pECJKOY),
apfow, ~prna, -, -, -
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apt8µo<;, -ou, 6 number (18, n-2a)
apvfoµm I deny (33, v-ld[2a])
(~pvouµT]v), apvfiaoµm, ~pYT]GUµT]Y,
-, f\pvT]µm, apviov, -ou, -ro sheep, lamb (30, n-2c)
apnal;w I seize, snatch (14, v-2a[2])
ap1taGUJ, f\pmxaa, -, -, f]p1taG8T]Y or
fipmiyT]v
apn now (36, adverb)
apW<;, -OU, 0 bread, loaf, food (97,
n-2a)
apxa'io<;, -aia, -ciiov ancient, old (11,
a-la[l])
apxfi, -f]<;,
n-lb)

Ti

beginning, ruler (55,

apxu:p£\J<;, -£we;, 6 chief priest, high
priest (122, n-3e[3])

aul;avw I grow, increase (21, v-3a[l])
(TJu/;avov), aul;fiaw, TJUSTJGU, -, -,
TJusfieriv
auptov next day (14, adverb)
au-roe;, -fi, -6 he, she, it (5597,
a-la[2b]) him/ her /itself same
a<)>mp£w I take away, cut off (10,
cv-ld[2a]) a<)>EA.w, a<)>EtA.ov, -, -,
a<)>mp£8f]aoµm
a<)>rnt<;, -EUJ<;, fi forgiveness, pardon
(17, n-3e[5b])
a<)>iT]µt I let go, leave, permit (143,
cv-6a) (f\<)>wv), a<)>fiaw, a<)>f]ica, -,
a<)>£wµm, a<)>£8riv
a<)>fo-rriµt I go away, withdraw (14,
cv-6a) (a<)>ta-roµriv), anoa-rfiaoµm,
UJtEG'rT]GU, -, -, -

apxw I rule (86, v-lb[2]) (middle) I
begin apl;oµm, ~pl;aµT]v, -, -, -

a<)>opil;w I separate, set apart (10,
cv-2a[l]) (a<)>wptl;ov), a<)>optw or
a<)>opfow, a<)>wpwa, -, a<)>wpwµm, -

apxwv, -ov-ro<;, 6 ruler, official (37,
n-3c[5b])

a<)>pwv, -OV foolish, ignorant (11,
a-4b[l])

aa£A.ytta, -a<;, Ti licentiousness,
debauchery, sensuality (10, n-la)

'Axa"ia, -a<;, fi Achaia (10, n-la)

rw8£vtta, -a<;, Ti weakness, sickness
(24, n-la)
aa8£v£w I am sick, am weak (33,
v-ld[2a]) (~a8£vouv), -, ~a8£vT]Ga,
~G8EYT]Ka, -, aa8£vf]<;, -£<; weak, sick (26, a-4a)

'Aaia, -a<;, fi Asia (18, n-la)
amco<;, -ou, 6 leather bottle, wineskin
(12, n-2a)
aanal;oµm I greet, salute (59,
v-2a[l]) (~mml;oµT]v), -,
~anaaaµT]v, -, -, aanaaµo<;, -ou,
aa-rfip, -£po<;,

6 greeting (10, n-2a)

6 star (24, n-3f[2b])

a-r£vil;w I look intently at, stare at
(14, v-2a[l]) -, ~-r£vwa, -, -, auA.fi, -f]<;,

Ti

courtyard (12, n-lb)

CXXPt, aXPt<; gen: until, as far as (49,
preposition) conj: until

Ba~uA.wv, -wvoc;,

Ti

Babylon (12,

n-3f[la])
~anw I throw (122, v-2d[l])

(f.~anov), ~aA.w, £~aA.ov, ~£~A.rim,
~£~A. riµm, £~A. fi8TJv
~an-ril;w I baptize (77, v-2a[l])
(£~annl;ov), ~amiaw, £~amwa, -,

~E~an-rwµm, E~amiaeriv
~amwµa, -mo<;, -ro baptism (19,

n-3c[4])
~mma-rfi<;, -ou,

6 Baptist, Baptizer

(12, n-lf)
Bapa~~&.<;, -&.,

6 Barabbas (11, n-le)

Bapva~&.<;, -&., 6 Barnabas (28, n-le)
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~acravl1;;w

I torment (12, v-2a[l])
-, £~acravtcra, -, -,

(f:~acravtl;;ov),

~acravtcrEl~croµm
~amA.da,

-ac;, ~ kingdom (162, n-la)

~acrtA-£1'.ic;,

-Ewe;, 6 king (115, n-3e[3])

~acrtA.Euw

I reign, rule (21, v-la[6])
~acrtA-Efow, £~acriA.Eucra, -, -, -

~acrtal;;w

I bear, carry (27, v-2a[l])

(£~acrm1;;ov), ~acrracrw, £~acrmcra,

-,

-,

-

BT]Elavia, -ac;,

~

Bethany (12, n-la)

~fiµa,

-a.toe;, t6 tribunal, judgment
seat (12, n-3c[4])

~t~A.iov,

~i~A.oc;,
~ioc;,

-ou, t6 scroll, book (34, n-2c)

-ou, ~ book (10, n-2b)

-ou, 6 life (10, n-2a)

~A.amj>T]µEw

I blaspheme, revile (34,
(f:~A.amj>~µouv), -,
f:~A.amj>~µT]cra, -, -,

v-ld[2a])

~A.acr~T]µ T]El~croµm
~A.acr~T]µta,

-ac;, ~ blasphemy,
slander (18, n-la)

~AE7tW

I see, look at (133, v-lb[l])
-, -, -

(£~A.rnov), ~AE\jfw, E~AE\jfa,
~oaw

I cry out, shout (12, v-ld[la])
-, -, -

~o~crw, £~6T]cra,
~ouA.~, -fie;,~

plan, purpose (12,

n-lb)
~ouA.oµm

I intend, plan (37,
v-ld[2c]) (£~ouA.6µT]v), -, -, -, -,
E~OUA~ElT]V

~povt~, -fie;,~
~pwµa,

thunder (12, n-lb)

-moc;, r6 food (17, n-3c[4])

~pwcrtc;, -Ewe;,~

eating, consuming

(11, n-3e[5b])

'
'Yaµµa
raA.tA.aia, -ac;,

~

Galilee (61, n-la)

raA.tA.ciioc;, -a, -ov Galilean (11,
a-la[l])

yaµEw I marry (28, v-ld[2a])
(f:yaµouv), -, £yµT]a or f:yaµT]CTCX.,
yqaµT]rn, -, f:yaµ~ElTJv
yaµoc;, -ou, 6 wedding (16, n-2a)
yap for, then (1041, conjunction)

YE indeed, at least, even (26,
particle)
yEEvva, -T]c;, ~ Gehenna, hell (12,
n-lc)
yEµw I am full (11, v-lc[2])
yEvEa, -iii:;,~ generation (43, n-la)
yEvvaw I beget, give birth to,
produce (97, v-ld[la]) yEvv~crw,
EyEvvT]cra, yqEvvT]rn, yqEvvT]µat,
EyEvv~ElT]v

yEvoc;, -ouc;, t6 race, people,
descendant, kind (20, n-3d[2b])
yEfoµm I taste (15, v-la[6])
yEfooµm , f:yrncraµT]v, -, -, yEwpy6c;, -ou, 6 farmer (19, n-2a)
yfi, yfic;, ~ earth, land, region,
humanity (250, n-lh)
yivoµm I become, am, exist, am
born, created (669, v-lc[2])
(f:ytv6µT]v), yEv~croµm, £yEv6µT]v,
yEyova, yqEvT]µat, f:yEv~ElT]v
yt vwmcw I know, come to know,
realize, learn (222, v-5a)
(f:yivwcrKov), yvwcroµm, £yvwv,
£yvwKa, £yvwcrµm, £yvwcr8T]v
yA.wcrcra, -T]c;, ~ tongue, language (50,
n-lc)
yvwpil;;w I make known (25, v-2a[l])
yvwpfow, f:yvwptcra, -, -, £yvwpfo8T]v
yvwcrtc;, -Ewe;,~ knowledge (29,
n-3e[5b])
yvwcrr6c;, -~, -6v known (15, a-la[2a])
noun: acquaintance
yovEuc;, -Ewe;, 6 parent (20, n-3e[3])
y6vu, -a.toe;, r6 knee (12, n-3c[6d])
ypaµµa, -moc;, t6 letter, document
(14, n-3c[4])
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ypaµµat£uc;, -£we;, 6 scribe (63,
n-3e[3])

8wn:6-rT)c;, -ou, 6 master, lord (10,
n-lf)

ypa¢~, -fie;,~

8£U't£ Come! (12, adverb)
8E{mpoc;, -a, -ov second (43, a-la[l])

writing, Scripture (50,

n-lb)

ypa¢w I write (191, v-lb[l])
(£ypa¢ov), ypa\jfw, £ypa\jfa, y£ypa¢a,
y£ypan:µm or y£ypaµµm, £ypa¢T)V
ypmop£w I am alert, I am watchful
(22, v-ld[2a]) -, £ypm6pT)<m, -, -, yuµv6c;,

-~,

-6v naked (15, a-la[2a])

yuv~,

yuvmK6c;, ~ woman, wife (215,
n-3b[l])

8£xoµm I take, receive (56, v-lb[2])
8£/;oµm, £8£/;aµT)v, -, 8£8qµm,
E8EX9T)V
8£w Ibind (43,v-ld[2b]) -, E8T)cra,
8£8£Ka, 8£8Eµm, E8E9T)V
8T)vaptov, -ou, -r6 denarius (16, n-2c)
8ta gen: through (667, preposition)
ace: on account of
8ta~o/coc;,

-ov slanderous (37, a-3a)
noun: the devil

8mµovil;oµm I am demon possessed
(13, v-2a[l]) -, -, -, -, £8mµovio9T)v
8mµ6vtov, -ou, -r6 demon (63, n-2c)
8aKpuov, -ou, -r6 tear (10, n-2c)
plural: weeping
L'laµacrK6c;, -ou, 6 Damascus (15,
n-2b)
L'laui8, 6 David (59, n-3g[2])
8£ but, and (2792, particle)
8£T)crtc;, -Ewe;,
n-3e[5b])

~

prayer, entreaty (18,

8£1 it is necessary (101, v-ld[2c])
8£iKvuµt I show, explain (33,
v-3c[2]) 8£il;w, £8al;a, 8£8£txa, -,
E8£iX9T)V
8£tn:vov, -ou, -r6 dinner (16, n-2c)
8£m ten (25, n-3g[2])
8£v8pov, -ou, -r6 tree (25, n-2c)
8£1;t6c;, -ta, -t6v right (54, a-la[l])
8£oµm I ask, request (22, v-ld[2c])
(£8ouµT)v), -, -, -, -, £8£~9T)V
8£pw I beat, whip (15, v-lc[l]) -,
£8£tpa, -, -, 8ap~croµm
8£crµtoc;, -ou, 6 prisoner (16, n-2a)
8wµ6c;, -ou, 6 bond, fetter (18, n-2a)

8ta9~KT),

-T)c;, ~ covenant (33, n-lb)
8taKov£w I serve (37, v-ld[2a])
(8tT)K6vouv), 8taKov~crw, 8tT)KOVT)cra,
-, -, Ot T)KOV~9T)V
8taKovia, -ac;, ~ service (34, n-la)
8taKovoc;, -ou, 6, ~ assistant, servant,
deacon (29, n-2a)
8taKpivw I judge, differentiate (19,
cv-lc[2]) (middle) I doubt, waver
(8t£Kptv6µT)v), -, 8t£Kpiva, -, -,
8tEKpt9T)V
8taA.£yoµm I discuss, argue (13,
cv-lb[2]) (8t£Aq6µT)v), -,
8tEAE/;aµT)v, -, -, 8tEAEX9T)V
oux/coyil;oµm I consider, argue (16,
cv-2a[l]) (8tEAoyt1;6µT)v), -, -, -, -, oux/coytcrµ6c;, -ou, 6 reasoning,
dispute (14, n-2a)
ouxµap-rupoµm I testify, solemnly
urge (15, cv-lc[l])
(8tEµap-rup6µT)v), -, 8tEµap-rupaµT)v,
-, -, -

8taµEpil;w I divide, distribute (11,
cv-2a[l]) (OtEµEpt/;ov), -,
8tEµEptcraµT)V, -, 8taµEµ Eptcrµm,
8tEµEpta9T)V
otavoux, -ac;, ~ the mind,
understanding (12, n-la)
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8tata<J<JW I order, command (16,
cv-2b) 8tmal;oµm, 8thal;a,
8tm£-raxa, 8tmhayµm, 8t£-raxeriv
8twj>£pw I am worth more, I differ
(13, cv-lc[l]) (8tE~Ep6µriv), -,
8tlivqKa, -, -, 8t8a<JrnA.ia, -ac;, ii teaching (21,
n-la)
8t8a<JKaA.oc;, -ou, 6 teacher (59, n-2a)
8t8a<JKW I teach (97, v-5a)
(£8i8a<JKov), 8t8al;w, £8i8al;a, -, -,
£8tMxeriv
8t8axii, -fie;, ii teaching (30, n-lb)
8{8wµt I give (out), entrust, give
back, put (415, v-6a) (£8{8ouv),
8w<Jw, £8wKa, 8£8wKa, 8£8oµm,
£86eriv
8t£pxoµm Igothrough (43,cv-lb[2])
(8tripx6µriv), 8tEAEUCTOµat, 8tfiA.6ov,
8t£ATiA.uea, -, 8irnwc;, -aia, -awv right, just,
righteous (79, a-la[l])

8tKat0cruvri, -T)c;, ii righteousness (92,
n-lb)
8tKat6w I justify, vindicate (39,
v-ld[3]) 8tKatW<JW, £8trniwaa, -,
8£8tKaiwµm, EOtKaw'.Jeriv
8tKaiwµa, -awe;, -r6 regulation,
requirement, righteous deed (10,
n-3c[4])
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8oKtµa1;w I test, approve (22,
v-2a[l]) 80K1µa<Jw, £8oKiµaaa, -,
8£8oKiµa<Jµat, 861.oc;, -ou, 6 deceit, treachery (11,
n-2a)
86/;a, -T)c;, ii glory, majesty, fame
(166, n-lc)
8ol;a1;w I glorify, praise, honor (61,
v-2a[l]) (£86/;al;ov), 80/;a<Jw,
£86/;a<Ja, -, 8£86/;aaµm, £8ol;a<J6T)v
8ouA.Euw I serve, obey, I am a slave
(25, v-la[6]) 8ouA.Efow, £8ouA.rn<Ja,
8£8ouA.rnKa, -, 8ouA.oc;, -ou, 6 slave, servant (126,
a-la[2a])
8paKwv, -ovwc;, 6 dragon, serpent
(13, n-3c[5b])
8uvaµm I am powerful, am able
(210, v-6b) (£8uvaµrivor~8uvaµriv),
8uvii<Joµm, -, -, -, ~8uvTieriv
8uvaµtc;, -Ewe;, ii power, miracle (119,
n-3e[5b])
8uvm6c;, -ii, --Ov able, capable,
possible (32, a-la[2a])
8Uo two (135, a-5)

8w8£Ka twelve (75, n-3g[2])
8wpEa, -iic;, ii gift (11, n-la)
8wpov, -ou, -r6 gift (19, n-2c)

8inuov, -ou, -r6 fishnet (12, n-2c)
8t6 therefore, for this reason (53,
conjunction)
8t6n for, because (23, conjunction)
8nvaw I am thirsty, I thirst (16,
v-ld[la]) 8t\Jfiicrw, £8i\Jfriaa, -, -, 8twyµ6c;, -ou, 6 persecution (10, n-2a)
8twKw I persecute, pursue (45,
v-lb[2]) (£8iwKov), 8twl;w, £8iwl;a,
-, 8£8iwyµm, 8twx6ii<Joµm
8oKEW I think, seem (62, v-lb[4])
(£86Kouv), 86/;w, £8ol;a, -, -, -

£av if, when (334, conjunction)
£amou, -fie; singular: of
himself/herself/itself (319,
a-la[2b]) plural: of themselves
£aw I permit, let go (11, v-ld[lb])
(E'iwv), Ea<Jw, E'ia<Ja, -, -, -

£yyil;w I come near, approach (42,
v-2a[l]) (f\yytl;ov), £yy1w, f\yyt<Ja,
f\yytKa, -, -

£yyuc; near (31, adverb)
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Eydpw I raise up, wake (144,
v-2d[3]) Eyjpw, ~ynpa, -,
EyftyEpµm, T]y£p8T]V

EK~aUw

EyKmaA-dnw I forsake, abandon (10,
cv-lb[l]) EyKmaA-d\jlw,
EYKatEAt7tOV, -, -, EyKmf:Ad<j>8T]V

EJCEt there (105, adverb)

Eyw I (1802, a-5)
£8vo<;, -ou<;, to nation (162, n-3d[2b])
plural: Gentiles
£80<;, -ou<;, to custom, habit (12,
n-3d[2b])
Et if (502, particle)
dowA-ov, -ou, to image, idol (11, n-2c)
t'iJCoo-1 twenty (11, n-3g[2])
ctKwv, -Ovo<;, ft image, likeness (23,
n-3f[lb])
Eiµ{ I am, exist, live, am present
(2462, v-6b) (eµEv or ~µEv), fooµm,
-, -, -,

-

EtpftvTJ, -T]<;, Ti peace (92, n-1 b)
Et<; ace: into, in, among (1767,
preposition)
Et<;, µia, £v one (345, a-4b[2])

I cast out, send out (81,
cv-2d[l]) (Es£~aUov), EK~aA-w,
Es£~aA-ov, -, -, ESE~A-ft8TJv

EKEteEv from there (37, adverb)
EK£lvo<;, -TJ, -o sing: that
(man/woman/thing) (265,
a-la[2b]) plural: those
(men/ women/ things)
EKKAT]Gta, -a<;, ft a church, (the)
Church, assembly, congregation
(114, n-la)
EJCJComw I cut off, cut down (10,
cv-4) EKKO\j/W, -, -, -, ESEK07tTJV
E!CA£yoµm I choose, select (22,
cv-lb[2]) (ESEA-tyoµT]v), -,
ESf:AEsaµT]v, -, E!CA£A-cyµm, EKAEKto<;, -ft, -Ov chosen, elect (22,
a-la[2a])
EKnimw I fall, run aground (10,
cv-lb[3]) -, Es£nrna, EKn£mwrn, -, ErnA-ftacrw I am amazed (13, cv-2b)
(ESE1tAT]GGOµT]v), -, -, -, -, ESE1tAUYTJV

Eiaayw I lead in, bring in (11,
cv-lb[2]) -, Etaftyayov, -, -, -

EK7tOpEfoµm I go out, come out (33,
cv-la[6]) (EsrnopcuoµT]v),
EKnopEuaoµm , -, -, -, -

Eio-£pxoµm I come in(to), go in(to),
enter (194, cv-lb[2])
ctGEAEUooµm, Eiaf]A-8ov,
EiGEAft"-u8a, -, -

EKtdvw I stretch forth (16, cv-2d[S])
E1C't£tVW, ESE'tElVCl, -, -, -

EtanopE'l'.Joµm I enter, go into (18,
cv-la[6]) (Ei.crrnopcu6µT]v), -, -, -, -, -

EJCXEW I pour out (16, cv-la[7])
EKXEw, Es£xw, -, -, -

Etta then (15, adverb)

EJCXUVVW I pour out (11, cv-3a[l])
(ESExuv6µTJv), -, -, EKKEXuµat, -

t'itE if, whether (65, particle)

EKto<;, -T], -ov sixth (14, a-la[2a])

EA-aia, -a<;, ft olive tree (15, n-la)

EK, ES gen: from, out of (914,
preposition)

eA-mov, -ou, to olive oil (11, n-2c)

EKa<Jto<;, -T], -ov each, every (82,
a-la[2a])

EA-axww<;, -TJ, -ov least, smallest (14,
a-la[2a])

£rnt6v one hundred (17, a-Sb)

EAEYXW I convict, reprove, expose
(17, v-lb[2]) EAEYSW, ~"-crsa, -, -,
TJAEYX8T]v

EKmovtapxTJ<;, -ou, 6 centurion (20,
n-lf)
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£A.e£w I have mercy (28 , v-ld[2a])
e'A.e~crw, ~A.£T]cra, -, ~A.£T]µm,
~'A.£~0T]V

e'A.ET]µom'.ivT], -T]<;, ~ alms (13, n-lb)
£'Arne;, -ouc;, 16 mercy, compassion
(27, n-3d[2b])
£A.rn0epia, -ac;, ~ freedom, liberty
(11, n-la)
£A.eu0epoc;, -a, -ov free (23, a-la[l])
"EUT]v, -T]VO<;, 6 Greek (25, n-3f[la])
£A.nii;w I hope (31, v-2a[l])
(~A.ml;ov), £A.mw, ~A.mcra, ~A.rtuca, -, £A.nic;;, -i8oc;;, ~ hope, expectation (53,
n-3c[2])
£µauwu, -fie; of myself (37, a-la[2a])
£µ~aivw I embark (16, cv-2d[7]) -,
EVE~T]V, -, -, £µ~A.£nw I look at, gaze upon (12,
cv-lb[l]) (£v£~A.rnov), -, £v£~A.e'lfa,
-, -, -

£µ6c;, £µ~, £µ6v my, mine (76,
a-la[2a])
£µnai1;w I mock, ridicule (13,
cv-2a[2]) (£v£nm1;ov), £µnaisw,
£v£nmsa, -, -, £vrnaixeriv
£µrtpocr0£v gen: in front of, before
(48, preposition; adverb)
£µ<j>avi1;w I make known, make
visible, bring charges (10,
cv-2a[l]) £µ<j>avfow, EvE<j>avtcra, -, -,
£v£<j>avicr0T]V
£v dat: in, on, among (2752,
preposition)
£vmoc;, -T], -ov ninth (10, a-la[2a])
£v8dKvuµt I show, demonstrate (11,
cv-3c[2]) -, EV£8£tsaµT)V, -, -, £v8uw I put on, clothe (27, v-la[ 4]) -,
£v£8ucra, -, £v8£8uµm, EVEKa or EVEKEV gen: because of, on
account of (19, preposition)
£vepy£w Iwork,effect (21,cv-ld[2a])
(£vripyouµriv), -, £v~pncra, -, -, -
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£vtau16c;, -ou, 6 year (14, n-2a)
£voxoc;, -ov liable, guilty (10, a-3a)
£n£Uw I command (15, cv-2d[l])
£v1e'A.ouµm, £vn£1A.aµriv, -,
£v1£1a'A.µm, £v1£u8£v from here (10, adverb)
£no'A.~, -fie;,~ commandment (67,
n-lb)
£vwnwv gen: before (94,
preposition)
£s six (13, n-3g[2])
£sayw I lead out (12, cv-lb[2])
-, £s~yayov, -, -, £sanocr1£Uw I send out (13,
cv-2d[l]) £sanome'A.w,
£sanfo1£1A.a, -, -, £sanrn1a'A.riv
£s£pxoµm I go out (218, cv-lb[2])
(EST\PXOµT]v), £se'A.efooµm, £sfi'A.0ov,
£se'A. ~A. uea, -, £srnnv it is lawful, it is right (31,
cv-6b)
£sicr1T]µt I am amazed, I amaze (17,
cv-6a) (£sw1aµriv), -, £s£cr1T)cra,
£s£cr1arn, -, £soµo'A.oy£w I confess, profess, praise
(10, cv-ld[2a]) £soµo'A.oy~croµm,
£swµo'A.6yricra, -, -, £sou0ev£w I despise, disdain (11,
v-ld[2a]) -, £sou0£vricra, -,
£soue£vT]µat,£sou0ev~0Tlv

£soucria, -ac;, ~ authority, power
(102, n-la)
,,

-.......,

£SW without (63, adverb) prep
(gen): outside
£sw0£v gen: outside, from outside
(13, adverb)
£op1~, -fie;, ~ festival (25, n-lb)
£nayye'A.ia, -a<;,~ promise (52, n-la)
£nayy£Uoµm I promise (15,
cv-2d[l]) -, ErtT]yyHA.aµT)v, -,
£n~yye'A.µm, £nm voe;, -ou, 6 praise (11, n-2a)
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bw.ipw I lift up (19, cv-2d[2]) -,
btfipa, -, -, bt~pElriv
f:rrawxuvoµm I am ashamed (11,
cv- lc[2]) -, -, -, -, f:rrmoxuvEl~ooµm
f:rravw above (19, adverb)
prep (gen): over_,,.

£mµ£vw I remain, persist (16,
cv-lc[2]) (£rr£µ£vov), £mµ£vw,
£rr£µn va, -, -, £mrrirrcw I fall upon (11, cv-lb[3]) -,
£rr£rrrnov, £mrr£rrcwKa, -, E7tt<JKEmoµm I visit, look after (11,
cv-4) -, £rrrnK£\jlaµriv, -, -, -

f:rraupwv on the next day (17,
adverb)

£rrfocaµm I understand (14, cv-6b)

f:rrti because, since (26, conjunction)

£mowA.~, -fi~, ~

£rrn8~

since, because (10,
conjunction)

E7t£H<t then (16, adverb)
E7t£pwcaw I ask (for), question,
demand of (56, cv-ld[la])
(£rrripclnwv), E7t£pwc~ow,
£rrripwcrioa, -, -, £rrripwc~Elriv

£rri (£rr', E<f) gen: on, over, when
(890, preposition) dat: on the
basis of, at ace: on, to, against

£mp&.uw I lay upon (18, cv-2d[l])
(£rr£pauov), £mpaA.w, £rr£paA.ov, -,
-, -

£mytvwmcw I know (44, cv-Sa)
(£rrcyi vwmcov), £m yt vwooµm,
£rr£yvwv, £rr£yvwKa, -, £rrcyvwoElriv
£rriyvwat~, -£w~, ~

knowledge (20,

n-3e[5b])

£rrtEluµ£w I desire, long for (16,
cv-ld[2a]) (£rr£Eluµouv),
£mEluµ~ow, £rr£Eluµrioa, -, -, -a~, ~

£mocp£~w

I turn, return (36,
cv-lb[l]) £mocpE\jfW, £rr£ocp£\jfa, -,
-, btrncpa~riv

£rrnaoow I command, order (10,
cv-2b) -, £rr£wl;a, -, -, £rrn£A.£w I finish, complete (10,
cv-ld[2]) £rrn£A.fow, £rrn£A.rna, -,
-, -

£rrniElriµt I lay upon (39, cv-6a)
(£rrniElouv), £mEl~ow, £rr£Elrirn, -, -, £mnµaw I rebuke, warn (29,
cv-ld[la]) (btniµwv), -, btniµrioa,
-, -, -

£rrnp£rrw I permit, allow (18,
cv-lb[l]) -, £rr£cp£\jfa, -, -,
btnparrriv
£rroupavw~,

£m1;ric£w I wish for, want, seek after
(13, cv-ld[2a]) (£rr£1;~wuv), -,
£rr£1;~1"T)Oa, -, -, -

£mEluµia,
n-la)

letter, epistle (24,

n-lb)

lust, desire (38,

£mrnA.£w I name (30, cv-ld[2b])
(middle) I call upon, appeal to -,
£rr£KaA.rna, -, £mK£KA.riµm,
£rr£d ~Elriv
£mA.aµpavoµm I take hold of (19,
cv-3a[2b]) -, E7t£A.ap6µriv, -, -, -

-ov heavenly (19, a-3a)
noun: heaven

£ma seven (88, n-3g[2])
£pya1;oµm I work, do (41, v-2a[l])
(~rrya1;6µriv), -, ~pyaoaµriv, -, -, £pyacri~,

-ou, 6 worker (16, n-lf)

£pyov, -ou, c6 work, deed, action
(169, n-2c)
£priµo~,

-ov deserted, desolate (48,
a-3a) noun: desert, wilderness
(n-2b)

£pxoµm I come, go (634, v-lb[2])
(~px6µriv), £A.£1iooµm, ~A.Elov or
~A.Ela, f:A. ~A. uEla, -, -
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£pwtaw I ask (for), request, entreat
(63, v-ld[la]) (~punwv), £pwt~aw,
~pWtT]CJU, -, -1 ~pwt~8T]V

"E¢wo<;, -ou, ~ Ephesus (16, n -2b)

£aeiw I eat (158, v-lb[3]) (ila8wv),

£x8p6c;, -a, -6v hostile (32, a-la[l])
noun: enemy

¢ayoµm, £¢ayov, -, -, foxmo<;, -T], -ov last (52, a-la[2a])
fow8£v from within, within (12,
adverb)
Et£po<;, -a, -ov other, another,
different (98, a-la[l])

£¢fotT]µt I stand at, stand near (21,
cv-6a) -, brfotT]V, £¢f:atT]Ka, -, -

£xw I have, hold (708, v-lb[2])
(£1.xov), £1;w, foxov, foxTJrn, -, £we; until (146, conjunction) prep
(gen): as far as

£n still, yet, even (93, adverb)
hotµat,;w I prepare (40, v-2a[l])
hotµaaw, ~to{µaaa, ~1:0{µarn,
~1:0iµaaµm, ~1:01µaa8T]v

£1:01µ0<;, -T], -ov ready (17, a-3b[2])
ihoc;, -ouc;, t6 year (49, n-3d[2b])
£uayy£A{t,;w I bring good news,
preach (54, v-2a[l]) (EUT]yyf:A.tl,;ov),
-, £UT]yyf:A.wa, -, £UT]yyf:A.wµm,
£UT]yy£A. fo8T]v
£uayyf:A.wv, -ou, t6 good news,
Gospel (76, n-2c)
£u8oK£w I am well pleased (21,
v-ld[2a]) -, £u86KT]CJa, -, -, -

Zaxapia<;, -ou 6 Zechariah (11,
n-ld)*
t,;aw I live (140, v-ld[la]) (£t,;wv),
t,;~aw, £t,;riaa, -, -, Z£~£8ato<;,

-ou, 6 Zebedee (12, n -2a)

t,;f]A.o<;, -ou, 6 zeal, jealousy (16, n-2a)
l,;T]A.6w I strive, desire, envy (11,
v-ld[3]) -, £t,;~A.waa, -, -, l,;T]tEW I seek, desire, try to obtain
(117, v-ld[2a]) (£t,;~1:0uv), l,;T]t~CJw,
£L,;~tT]CJa, -, -, £L,;T]t~8T]v
t,;uµT], -TJ<;, ~ leaven (13, n-lb)

£U8Ew<; immediately (36, adverb)

t,;w~, -fie;,~ life (135, n-lb)

£u8u<; immediately (59, adverb)

t,;Q>ov, -ou, t6 living thing (23, n-2c)

£uA.oyf:w I bless (42, v-ld[2a])
£uA.oy~aw, £uA.6yT]aa, £uA.6yT]rn,
£uA.6yT]µat, £uA.oyT]8~aoµm

l,;cpon:otf:w I make alive (11,
cv-ld[2a]) l,;cpon:ot~CJW, l,;cpon:o{T]CJa,
-, -, l,;cpon:ot ~8T]v

£uA.oyia, -a<;, ~ blessing (16, n-la)
dipfoKw !find (176, v-5b) (Eupt<JKOV
or T]UptCJKOV), £Up~aw, dipov,
£UpT]rn, -, £upf:8T]v
£UCJE~£ta, -a<;,~

piety, godliness (15,

n-la)
£u¢pa{vw I rejoice (14, v-2d[4])
(£u¢pmv6µTJv), -, -, -, -, riu¢pav8T]v
£uxaptatf:w I give thanks (38,
v-ld[2a]) -, £uxapfotT]CJa or
TJuxapfotT]aa, -, -, £uxaptat~8TJv
£uxapwtia, -a<;,~ thanksgiving (15,
n-la)

T1 or, than (343, particle)
~y£µwv,

-6voc;, 6 governor (20,
n-3f[lb])

~yf:oµm

I consider, think, lead (28,
v-ld[2a]) -, ~)'T]CJcXµT]v, -, ~)'T]µat, -

T18TJ now, already (61, adverb)
~KW I have come (26, v-lb[2]) ~l;w,

~l;a, ~rn, -, -

'HA.ta<;, -ou, 6 Elijah (29, n-ld)
~A.we;,

-ou, 6 sun (32, n-2a)
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l]µEt<; we (864, a-Sa)
l]µE:pa, -ac;, Ti day (389, n-la)
'Hpc{loric;, -ou, 6 Herod (43, n-lf)
'Hcra:iac;, -ou 6 Isaiah (22, n-ld)
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8A.'i\jnc;, -£we;, fi affliction, tribulation
(45, n-3e[Sb])
8pi~,

-.pix6c;, Ti hair (15, n-3b[3])

8p6voc;, -ou, 6 throne (62, n-2a)
8vya•rip, -•poc;, Ti daughter (28,
n-3f[2c])
8uµ6c;, -ou, 6 wrath, anger (18, n-2a)

86.A.acrcra, -ric;, Ti sea, lake (91, n-lc)

8upa, -ac;, Ti door (39, n-la)

8avmoc;, -ou, 6 death (120, n-2a)

8ucria, -ac;, Ti sacrifice, offering (28,
n-la)

8avm6w I put to death (11, v-ld[3])
8ava-.wcrw, £8ava-.wcra, -, -,
£8avmw8riv
8amw I bury (11, v-4) -, £8mj!a, -, -,
ha<jlriv

8ucrtacr•fipwv, -ou, -.6 altar (23, n-2c)
8uw I sacrifice, kill (14, v-la[4])
(£8uov), -, £8ucra, -, -.£8uµm, hu8riv
0wµcic;, -ci, Ti Thomas (11, n-le)

8auµat;;w I marvel, wonder at (43,
v-2a[l]) (£8auµat;;ov), -, £8auµacra,
-, -, £8auµacr8riv
8£aoµm I behold (22, v-ld[lb]) -,
£8mcraµriv, -, •£8£aµm, £8£a8riv

'toot
.....
a
' laKw~,

6 Jacob (27, n-3g[2])

' I<iKw~oc;,

-ou, 6 James (42, n-2a)*

8£A.riµa, -µawe;, -.6 will, desire (62,
n-3c[4])

'taoµm I heal (26, v-ld[lb]) (twµriv),
'tacroµm, 'iacraµriv, -, 'iaµm, ta8riv

8£A.w I will, wish, desire, enjoy (208,
v-ld[2c]) (~8£A.ov), 8£A.l]crw,
~8£A.ricra, -, -, ~8EA.fi8riv

'io£ See! Behold! (29)

8£µ£A.wc;, -ou, 6 foundation (15, n-2a)

'toou See! Behold! (200, particle)

8£6<; -ou, -6 God, god (1317, n-2a)

t£p£uc;, -£we;, 6 priest (31, n-3e[3])

8£pan:£uw I heal (43, v-la[6])
8£pan:£ucrw, £8£pan:£ucra, -,
•£8£pan:£uµm, £8£pan:£u8riv

'Icpocr6A.uµa, -.& or Ti Jerusalem (62,
n-la or n-2c)

8£pit;;w I reap (21, v-2a[l]) 8£picrw,
£8£ptaa, -, -, £8£picr8riv

'1£poucraA.fiµ, Ti Jerusalem (77,
n-3g[2])

8£ptaµ6c;, -ou, 6 harvest (13, n-2a)

'Iricrouc;, -ou, 6 Jesus, Joshua (917,
n-3g[l])

8£wp£w I look at, behold (58,
v -ld[2a]) -, £8£wpricra, -, -, 8ripiov, -OU, 'rO animal, beast (46,
n-2c)

'Lowe;, -a, -ov one's own (e.g., people,
home; 114, a-la[l])

t£p6v, -ou, -.6 temple (72, n-2c)

tKav6c;, -fi, -6v considerable, many,
able (39, a-la[2a])
\,µanov, -ou, -.6 garment (60, n-2c)

8ricraup6c;. -ou, 6 treasure, repository
(17, n-2a)

'iva in order that, that (663,
conjunction)

8A.i~w

'I6n:n:ri, -ric;, Ti Joppa (10, n-1 b)

I oppress, afflict (10, v-lb[l])
-, -, -, -.£8A.tµµm, £8A.i~riv

'Iopoavric;, -ou, 6 Jordon (15, n-lf)
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'Iou8aia, -ac;,

~

Judea (43, n-la)

'Iou8a'ioc;, -aia, -a'iov Jewish (195,
a-la[l]) noun: a Jew

Kai and, even, also, namely (9018 ,

conjunction)
-~,

Katv6c;,

-6v new (42, a-la[2a])

'innoc;, -ou, 6 horse (17, n-2a)

Kmp6c;, -ou, 6 (appointed) time,
season (85, n-2a)

'foaaK, 6 Isaac (20, n-3g[2])

Ka'icrap, -oc;, 6 Caesar (29, n-3f[2a])

'fopa~A,,

Kmcrapna, -ac;,
n-la)

'Iou8ac;, -a, 6 Judas, Judah (44, n-le)

6 Israel (68, n-3g[2])

'icnriµt intransitive: I stand (155,
v-6a) transitive: I cause to stand
(fotriv), CH~CJW, EcrtT]CJU or EcrtT]Y,
fotT]Ka, fomµm, i:crta8riv
'wxup6c;, -a, -6v strong (29, a-la[l])

~

Caesarea (17,

rniw I burn, light (12, v-2c) rnfow,
EKaucra, -, KEKauµm, EKaueriv
KaKE'i and there (10, adverb)
KcXK£'i8£v and from there, and then
(10, adverb)

'wxuc;, -foe;,~ strength, power (10,
n-3e[l])

KcXKE'ivoc; and that one (22, a-la[2b])

'wxuw I have power, I am able (28,
v-la[4]) (foxuov), 1crxfow, 'icrxucra,

KaKia, -ac;, ~ malice, wickedness
(11, n-la)

-, -, -

rnK6c;,

-~,

-6v bad, evil (50, a-la[2a])

1xeuc;, -foe;, 6 fish (20, n-3e[l])

KaKwc; badly (16, adverb)

'Iwavvric;, -ou, 6 John (135, n-lf)

KaA.aµoc;, -ou, 6 reed (12, n-2a)

' Iwcr~~' 6 Joseph (35, n-3g[2])

rnA.£w I call, name, invite (148,
v-ld(2b]) (EKaA.ouv), KaAEcrW,
EKaA.rna, KEKAT]Ka, KEKAT]µm,
EKA~8T]Y

Kayc.O and I, but I (84, a-5)
rn8am:p just as (13, adverb;
conjunction)
rn8api1;w I cleanse, purify (31,
v-2a[l]) rn8aptw, i:rn8apwa, -,
K£Ka8apwµm, i:Ka8apfo8riv
Ka8ap6c;, -a, -6v pure, clean (27,
a-la[l])
rn8£u8w I sleep (22, v-lb[3])
(EKa8£U8ov), -, -, -, -, -

rnA.6c;, -~, -6v beautiful, good (100,
a-la[2a])
KaA.wc; well, commendably (37,
adverb)
Kav and if, even if (17, particle)
Kanv6c;, -ou, 6 smoke (13, n-2a)
rnp8ia, -ac;,

~

heart (156, n-la)

rnpn6c;, -ou, 6 fruit, crop, result (67,
n-2a)

Ka8riµm Isit (down), live (91,v-6b)
(i:Ka8~µriv), rn8~croµm, -, -, -, -

Kata gen: down from, against (473,
preposition) ace: according to,
throughout, during

rn8il;w I sit down, seat (46, v-2a[l])
Ka8fow, i:Ka8wa, K£Ka8tKa, -, -

Kata~aivw

rn8tatT]µt I appoint, authorize (21,
cv-6a) Katacrt~crw, Katfotricra, -, -,
KU't£<Jtcl8T]Y
Ka8wc; as, even as (182, adverb)

I go down, come down
(81, cv-2d[7]) (rnt£~mvov),

Kam~~croµm, KatE~TJY,
Kata~E~T]Ka,
Kata~oA,~,

n-lb)

-fie;,

-, ~

foundation (11,
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Kcrnxyy£Uw I proclaim (18,
cv-2d[l]) (rnt~yyEUov), -,
Km~yyEtAa, -, -, -

KmEpyat;oµm I accomplish, produce
(22, cv-2a[l]) -, rntEtpyacraµT]v, -, -,
KmEtp)'cX<J8TjY

Kmmcrxuvw I put to shame,

disappoint (13, cv-lc[2])

Km£pxoµm I come down (16,
cv-lb[2]) -, rntf]A-eov, -, -, -

(Kmncrxuv6µTJv), -, -, -, -,
KatTI<JXUY8TjY

Kmrneiw I consume, devour (14,
cv-lb[3]) -, rnt£¢ayov, -, -, -

KmaKaiw I burn up, consume (12,
cv-2c) (KmEKmvov), KCXtaKCXU<JW,
KCXtEKCXU<JCX, -, -, KCXtEKcXTJY

rnt£xw I restrain, hold fast (17,
cv-lb[2]) (rntE'ixov), -, Kmfoxov, -,

KmaKnµm I lie down, recline (12,
cv-6b) (rntEKEiµTJv), -, -, -, -, -

rntTjyop£w I accuse (23, v-ld[2a])
(KmTjyopouv), KmTj)'Op~<JW,
KCXtT])'OpT)cra, -, -, -

rntaKpivw !condemn (18,cv-2d[6])
-, KCXtEKptva, -, KCXtCXKEKptµat,
KmEKpt8TjY
KmaA-aµ~avw

I attain, grasp (15,
cv-3a[2b]) -, KmEACX~OY, -,

KmElAT]µm, KatEA~µ<\>8TJY
KmaA-Einw I leave behind (24,
cv-lb[l]) rntaA-Ei\jfw, rntEAEt\jfa or
Kat£A-mov, -, KataA-£A-nµm,
KatEAEl!jl8TjY
KmaA-uw I destroy, put an end to
(17, cv-la[4]) KmaA-fow,
KmEA U<JCX, -, -, KmEA U8T]Y
Kmavo£w I consider, notice (14,
cv-ld[2a]) (rntEvoouv), -,
KCXtEYOTj<JCX, -, -, Kmavtaw I arrive at (13, cv-ld[la])

-, -

rntotKEW I inhabit, dwell (44,
cv-ld[2a]) -, rnnpKTJ<JCX, -, -, rnuxaoµm I boast (37, v-ld[la])
Kaux~croµm, EKauxTJcraµT]v, -,
KEKCXDXTJµm, rnuxTJµa, -mo<;, t6 boast (11, n-3c[4])
rnuxricrt<;, -EW<;, ~ boasting (11,

n-3e[5b])
Ka¢apvaouµ, ~ Capernaum (16,

n-3g[2])
KEtµm I lie, am laid (24, v-6b)
(EKEtoµT]v), -, -, -, -, KEAEDW I command, order (25,
v-la[ 6]) (EKEArnov), -, EKEAEU<Ja, -, -, KEVO<;, -~, --Ov empty, vain (18,

a-la[2a])

Katavt~<JW, KCXt~YtTj<JCX,

KEpa<;, -mo<;, t6 horn (11, n-3c[6a])

KCXt~YtT)KCX, -, -

KEp8aivw I gain (17, v-2d[7])
KEp8~<JW, EKEpDTj<JCX, -, -,

Kmapy£w I abolish, nullify (27,

cv-ld[2a]) Kmapy~crw, rnt~P'YTJ<JCX,
Km~p)'TJKCX, Km~p)'Tjµm,
KatTjp)'~8TjY

Katapti1;w I restore, prepare (13,
cv-2a[l]) Kmapticrw, rnt~pncra, -,
Kat~pttcrµm, Kma<JKEuat;w I prepare (11,
cv-2a[l]) KCXta<JKEUcX<JW,
KCXtE<JKEUCX<JCX, -, KCXtE<JKEUCX<Jµm,
KCXtE<JKEUcX<J8TjY

KEp8T]8~croµm
KE!j>CXA~, -f]<;, ~

head (75, n-lb)

qpfocrw I proclaim, preach (61,
v-2b) (EK~pucrcrov), KTJpul;w,
f:K~pul;a, -, -, EKTJPDX8TJv
KAa8o<;, -ou, 6 branch (11, n-2a)
daiw I weep (40, v-2c) (£1CAmov),
KA-aucrw, EKA-aucra, -, -, daw !break (14,v-ld[lb]) -,
EKACX<JCX, -, -, -
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K:AEiw I shut (16, v-la[3]) K:AEicrw,
£d£tcra, -, KEKAEtcrµm, EKA£tcr0Tlv

Kpa~mwi;, -ou,

KAE7t"CTli;, -ou, 6 thief (16, n-lf)

Kpal;;w I cry out, call out (56, v-2a[2])
(£Kpal;;ov), Kpal;w, £Kpal;a, KEKpaya,

KAE7t"CW I steal (13, v-4) dbjfw,
EKAE\jfa, -, -, KATlpovoµE:w I acquire, inherit (18,
v-ld[2a]) KATlpovoµficrw,
EKATlPOVOµTlO"CX,KElCATlPOVOµTlK<X,;KATlPOVOµ{a, -ai;,

ii

inheritance (14,

6 heir (15, n-2a)
df)poi;, -ou, 6 lot, portion (11, n-2a)
-OU,

KA-fjcrti;, -Ewi;,

ii

call, calling (11,

n-3e[5b])
KA.Tl•oi;, -fi, -6v called (10, a-la[2a])
Kot:\{a, -ai;,

-,

-

Kpm£w I seize, hold (47, v-ld[2a])
(f:Kpawuv), Kpmficrw, EKpa•Tlcra,
1CE1CpcX"CTllCCX, lCEKpcX"CTlµat, Kpa•oi;, -oui;, •o power, might (12,

n-3d[2b])

n-la)
lCATlPOVOµoi;,

6 mattress, pallet,
bed (of a poor person) (11, n-2a)

ii

belly, womb (22, n-la)

Kotµaw I sleep, fall asleep (18,
v-ld[la]) -, -, -, KEKOtµTlµat,
E1COtµfi0TlV
Kotvoi;, -fi, -6v common,

ceremonially unclean (14,
a-la[2a])
Kot vow I make impure, defile (14,
v-ld[3]) -, EKo{ vwcra, KE Ko{ vwrn,
lCEKOlVWµat, -

KpEicrcrwv,-ovoi; better (19, a-4b[l])
also spelled KpEinwv
Kp{µa, -moi;, "CO judgment (27,

n-3c[4])
Kp{vw I judge, decide, prefer (114,
v-2d[6]) (f:KptvoµTlv), Kptvw,
EKpt va, KEKptKa, KEKptµm, EKpt0Tlv
Kpfoti;, -Ewi;,

ii

judgment (47,

n-3e[5b])
Kpnfii;, -ou, 6 judge (19, n-lf)
Kpun•oi;, -fi, -6v hidden (17, a-la[2a])
Kpunrn I hide (19, v-4) -, EKpu\jla, -,
KEKpuµµat,EKpU~TlV

K"Ctl;;w I create (15, v-2a[l]) -, £nwa,
-, £nwµm, £nfo0Tlv

ii fellowship,
participation (19, n-la)
KOtvwvoi;, -ou, 6 partner, sharer (10,
n-2a)

nfoti;, -Ewi;, ii creation, creature (19,

KoUaw I join, cling to (12, v-ld[la])
-, -, -, -, £KoUfi0TlV

Kw:\uw I forbid, hinder (23, v-la[4])
(f:Kw:\uov), -, EKw:\ucra, -, -,
E1CWAU0TlV

Kotvwv{a, -ai;,

Koµl1;w I bring (10, v-2a[l]) (middle)
I receive Koµfooµm, EKoµwaµTlv, -,
-, Komaw I toil, labor (23, v-ld[lb]) -,
EKon{acra, KEKon{aJCa, -, -

n-3e[5b])
KUptoi; -ou,-6 Lord, lord, master, sir

(717, n-2a)

KWµTl, -Tli;,

ii

village (27, n-lb)

Kw<j>oi;, -fi, -6v mute, deaf (14,

a-la[2a])

Konoi;, -ou, 6 labor, trouble (18, n-2a)
KocrµE:w I adorn, put in order (10,
v-ld[2a]) (f:Kocrµouv), -, EKocrµTlcra,
-, KEKocrµ Tlµat, Kocrµoi;, ou, 6 world, universe,

humankind (186, n-2a)

Aal;;apoi;, -ou, o Lazarus (15, n-2a)
A.a:\£w I speak, say (296, v-ld[2a])
(£:\a:\ouv), A.a:\ficrw, £:\a:\Tlcra,
:\£AaA-Tlrn, A.£Aa:\Tlµat, £:\a:\fi0Tlv
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A.a.µ~avw

I take, receive (259,
v-3a[2b]) (£A.aµ~a.vov), A-Tiµ,jroµm,
£A.a.~ov, dh1<j>a., -, £A-Tiµ<J>8riv
A.a.6c;, -ou, 6 people, crowd (142,
n-2a)
A.a.tpEuw I serve, worship (21,
v-la[ 6]) A.a.tpEUo-w, £A.atprncm, -, -, A.f:yw I say, speak (2354, v-lb[2])
(£A.qov), £pw, Etnov, E'iprirn,
E'ipriµm, £pp£8riv
AEUK6c;, -ii, --Ov white (25, a-la[2a])
A-11cniic;, -ou, 6 robber, revolutionary
(15, n-lf)
A.ia.v very much, exceedingly (12,
adverb)
A.i8oc;, -ou, 6 stone (59, n-2a)

Ma.K£8ovia., -a.c;, Ti Macedonia (22,
n-la)
µa.Kpav far away (10, adverb)
µa.Kp68£v from a distance, from afar
(14, adverb)
µa.Kpo8uµ£w I am patient (10,
v-ld[2a]) -, £µa.Kpo8uµricra., -, -, µa.Kpo8uµia., -a.c;, Ti patience,
forbearance, steadfastness (14,
n-la)
µaA.tcrta. most of all, especially (12,
adverb)
µCiUov more, rather (81, adverb)
µa.v8avw I learn (25, v-3a[2b]) -,
£µa.8ov, µEµa8rirn, -, -

A.iµvri, -ric;, Ti lake (11, n-lb)

Map8a., -a.c;, Ti Martha (13, n-la)

hµ6c;, -ou, 6 hunger, famine (12,
n-2a)

Ma.pia., -a.c;, Ti Mary (27, n-la)

A.oyil;oµm I reckon, think (40,
v-2a[l]) (£A.oyt1;6µriv), -, £A.oywaµriv
-, -, £A.oyicr8riv

µa.ptupf:w I bear witness, testify (76,
v-ld[2a]) (£µa.ptupouv),
µa.ptupiicrw, £µa.ptupricra.,
µEµa.ptUpT]Ka., µEµa.ptupriµm,
£µa.ptupii8riv

A.6yoc;, -ou, 6 word, Word, statement,
message (330, n-2a)

Ma.ptaµ, Ti Mary (27, n-3g[2])

A.orn6c;, -ii, --Ov remaining (55,
a-la[2a]) noun: (the) rest; adverb:
for the rest, henceforth

µa.ptupia., -a.c;, Ti testimony (37, n-la)

A.unf:w I grieve (26, v-ld[2a]) -,
£A.unricra.,AEAU7tT]Ka.,,£A.unTi8riv

µaptuc;, -upoc;, 6 witness (35,
n-3f[2a])

A. U7tTJ, -T]c;, Ti grief, sorrow (16, n-lb)
A. uxvia., -a.c;, Ti lamp stand (12, n -la)

µa.ptuptov, -iou, t6 testimony, proof
(19, n-2c)

µaxmpa., -ric;, Ti sword (29, n-lc)

A.uxvoc;, -ou, 6 lamp (14, n-2a)

µf:ya.c;, µqaA.ri, µ£ya. large, great
(243, a-la[2a])

A.uw I loose (42, v-la[4]) (£A.uov),
A.Uo-w, £A.ucra., -, A.f:A.uµm, £A.u8riv

µEil;wv, ov greater (48, a-4b[l])

µu"'
Ma.y8a.A.Tivri, -f]c;, Ti Magdalene (12,
n-lb)

µ£A.Et it is a concern (10, v-ld[2c])
(EµEAEv), -, -, -, -, µf:Uw I am about to (109, v-ld[2c])
(£µ£AA.av or f\µEUov), µEUTicrw, -, -, -, -

µa.SritTic;, -ou, 6 disciple (261, n- lf)

µf:A.oc;, -ouc;, t6 member, part (34,
n-3d[2b])

µa.Kapwc;, -ta., -tov blessed, happy
(50, a-la[l])

µf:v on the one hand, indeed (179,
particle)
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µ£vw I remain, live (118, v-lc[2])
(£µ£vov), µEVW, £µnva, µEµEYT]K<X, -, µcpisw I divide (14, v-2a[l]) -,
£µ£pum, -, µ£µ£ptaµm, £µcpfoeriv
µEpiµvaw I am anxious, I care for
(19, v-ld[la]) µEptµv~crw,
EµEp{µ YT]<J<X, -, -, µ£poc;, -ouc;, 'to part (42, n-3d[2b])
µ£croc;, -T], -ov middle, in the midst
(58, a-la[2a])
µ£'ta gen: with (469, preposition)
ace: after
µna~a{vw

I go over, pass over (12,
cv-2d[6]) µEw~~croµm, µE'tE~TJY,
µE't<X~E~TJK<X, -, -

µ£'tavo£w I repent (34, cv-ld[2a]) -,
µ£'t£YOT]<J<X, -, -, µnavoia, -ac;, ~ repentance (22,
n-la)
µnp£w I measure, apportion (11,
v-ld[2a]) -, £µhpricra, -, -,
EµE'tp~8T]Y

µ£'tpov, -ou, "CO measure (14, n-2c)
µEXPl or µEXPtc; gen: until, as far as
(17, preposition; conjunction)
µ~

not, lest (1042, particle)

µtKpoc;, -a, --Ov small, little (46,
a-la[l])
µtµvflcrKoµm I remember (23, v-5a)
-, -, -, µ£µvriµm, £µv~creriv
µta£w I hate (40, v-ld[2a]) (£µfoouv),
µta~crw, £µforicra, µcµforirn,
µEµfoT]µat, µta8oc;, -ou, o wages, reward (29,
n-2a)
µvriµc'iov, -ou, 10 grave, tomb (40,
n-2c)
µvriµov£uw I remember (21, v-la[6])
(£µvriµovrnov), -, £µvriµov£ucra, -, -, µoixcuw I commit adultery (15,
v-la[6]) µotxcfow, £µoixcucra, -, -,
£µ01xcueriv
µovoc;, -T], -ov alone, only (114,
a-la[2a])
µupov, -ou, "CO ointment, perfume
(14, n-2c)
µucr't~ptov,

-ou, 'to mystery, secret
(28, n-2c)
µwpoc;, -a, --Ov foolish (12, a-la[l])
noun: foolishness
MwiicrT)c;, -£we;, 6 Moses (80, n-3g[l])

....

vu

µrio£ but not, nor, not even (56,
particle)

Naswpa'ioc;, -ou, 6 Nazarene (13,
n-2a)

µriodc;, µriocµla, µrio£v no one / thing
(90, a-4b[2])

vu{ yes, certainly (33, particle)
vaoc;, -ou, 6 temple (45, n-2a)

µT]KE'tl no longer (22, adverb)

vrnvfoKoc;, -ou, 6 youth, young man
(11, n-2a)

µ~v,

µrivoc;, o month (18, n-3f[la])

µ~1tO't£

lest (25, particle)

µ~'t£

and not, neither, nor (34,
conjunction)

µ~1T]p,

µT]'tpoc; , ~ mother (83,
n-3f[2c])

µ~n

interrogative particle in
questions (18, particle) expecting
a negative answer

VEKpoc;, -a, --Ov dead (128, a-la[l])
noun: dead body, corpse
v£oc;, -a, -ov new, young (24, a-la[l])
VE<j>EATJ, -ric;, ~ cloud (25, n-lb)
v~ntoc;, -fou, 6 infant, child (15,
a-la[l])
YT]<J't£UW I fast (20, v-la[6])
YT]<J't£U(JUJ, EV~(J't£U<JU, -, -, -
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vucaw I conquer, overcome (28,
v-ld[la]) VtKTiaw, i::viqaa,
VEVlKTJKU, -, EvtKii8TJY
vi1n;w I wash (17, v-4) -, £v1\jfa, -, -, vo£w I understand (14, v-ld[2a])
voiiaw, EYOTJCTU, VEYOTJKU, -, voµi1;w I suppose, consider (15,
v-2a[l]) (i::v6µ11;,ov), -, £v6µtaa, -, -, v6µoc;, -ou, 6 law, principle (194,
n-2a)
v6aoc;, -ou, Ti disease (11, n-2b)
vouc;, vo6c;, 6 mind, understanding
(24, n-3e[4])
vuµQiioc;, -ou, 6 bridegroom (16, n-2a)
vuv now (148, adverb) noun: (the)
present
vuvi now (20, adverb)
vul;, vun6c;, Ti night (61, n-3c[l])

1;£vi1;,w I entertain, astonish (10,
v-2a[l]) -, £1;£vwa, -, -, £1;£via8TJY
1;£voc;, -TJ, -ov strange, foreign (14,
a-la[2a])
sTJpaivw I dry up (15, v-2d[4]) -,
£1;fipava, -, £1;fipaµµm, £1;TJpav8TJY
l;uA.ov, -ou, t6 tree, wood (20, n-2c)

o µucpov
"

I

6, fi, t6 the (19870, a-la[2b])

00£, ~OE, t68£ this (10, a-la[2b])
6o6c;, -ou, Ti way, road, journey,
conduct (101, n-2b)
Moue;, -6vtoc;, 6 tooth (12, n-3c[5a])
o8£v from where, for which reason
(15, adverb)
o'toa I know, understand (318,
v-lb[3]) E'tofiaw, no£tv, -, -, o'tKia, -ac;, Ti house, home (93, n-la)

OtKOOECTTCOtTJc;, -OU, 6 master of the
house (12, n- lf)
o'tKoooµ£w I build (40, v-ld[2a])
(0KOo6µouv), o'tKoooµfiaw,
cPKOOOµTJCTU, -, -, OlKOOoµfi8TJY
o'tKoooµfi, -fie;, Ti building, edification
(18, n-lb)
o'tKov6µoc;, -ou, 6 steward,
administrator (10, n-2a)
~
otKOc;, -ou, 6 house, home (114, n-2a)
OlKOUµEYTJ, -TJc;, Ti the inhabited world
(15, n-lb)
o'tvoc;, -ou, 6 wine (34, n-2a)
otoc;, -a, -ov of what sort, such as (14,
a-la[l])
oA.iyoc;, -TJ, -ov little, few (40,
a-la[2a])
oA.oc;, -TJ, -ov whole, complete (109,
a-la[2a]) adverb: entirely
oµvuworoµvuµt I swear, take an oath
(26, v-3c[2]) -, wµoaa, -, -, 6µo8uµao6v with one mind (11,
adverb)
oµotoc;, -Ola, -OtoV like, similar (45,
a-la[l])
6µot6w I make like, compare (15,
v-ld[3]) oµotwaw, wµoiwaa, -, -,
wµotw8TJY
6µoiwc; likewise, in the same way
(30, adverb)
6µoA.oy£w I confess, profess (26,
v-ld[2a]) (wµoA.6youv), 6µoA.oyiiaw,
WµOAOYTJCTU, -, -, ovoµa, -µat0c;, t6 name, reputation
(231, n-3c[4])
6voµa1;,w I name (10, v-2a[l]) -,
WVOµaaa, -, -, WVOµaCT8TJY
ovtwc; really (10, adverb) adjective:
real
oniaw gen: behind, after (35,
preposition, adverb)
orcou where (82, particle)
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orcw~

how, that, in order that (53,
conjunction; adverb)

opaµa,

-mo~,

16 vision (12, n-3c[4])

6p&w I see, notice, experience (454,
v-ld[la]) o\jloµm, Etoov, hoparn, -,
W$8T]V
opy~, -fi~, ~

wrath, anger (36, n-lb)

OptoV, -OU, 16 boundary, region (12,
n-2c)
OpKO~, -OU,

0 oath (lQ, n-2a)

opo~, opou~,

16 mountain, hill (63,

n-3d[2b])
o~, ~'

0 who, whom (1407, a-la[2b])

ocro~,

-T], -ov as great as, as many as
(110, a-la[2a])

ouw~, au1ri, wuw singular: this; he,

she, it (1387, a-la[2b]) plural:
these; they
ou1w~

thus, so, in this manner (208,
adverb)

ouxi

not (54, adverb)

6$EiA.w I owe, ought (35, v-2d[l])
(w$£tA.ov), -, -, -, -, 6$8aA.µ6~,

-ou, 6 eye, sight (100,

n-2a)
o$t~, -EW~,

6 serpent (14, n-3e[5b])

OXAO~, -OU,

6 crowd, multitude (175,

n-2a)
O\jlto~,

-a, -ov evening (15, a-la[l])

1tt

Oo-n~, ~n~,

on whoever, whichever,
whatever (145, a-la[2b])

01av whenever (123, particle)
01£ when (103, particle)
on that, since, because (1296,
conjunction)
ou where (24, adverb)
ou, OUK, oux not (1623, adverb)

rc&eriµa, -mo~, 16 suffering (16,
n-3c[4])
rcmo£uw I discipline, train (13,
v-la[ 6]) (£rcaio£uov), -, £rcaiorncra,
-, rcrnaio£uµm, £rcmo£u8riv
TCatOloV,
n-2c)

-OU,

-T]~, ~

ouai Woe! Alas! (46, interjection)

rcmoicrq,
n-lb)

ouof: and not, not even, neither, nor
(143, conjunction)

rca'i~, rcmo6~,

ouod~,

ouoEµia, ouof:v no one, none,
nothing (234, a-2a)

ouo£rc01£ never (16, adverb)

16 child, infant (52,
maid servant (13,

6 or~ boy, son, servant;
girl (24, n-3c[2])

rcaA.m6~,

-&, -Ov old (19, a-la[l])

rc&A.tv again (141, adverb)

ouKf:n no longer (47, adverb)

rcav10Kpa1wp, -opo~, 6 the Almighty
(10, n-3f[2b])

ouv therefore, then, accordingly
(499, particle)

rc&v101£ always (41, adverb)

ourcw not yet (26, adverb)

reap& gen: from (194, preposition)
dat: beside, in the presence of;
ace: alongside of

oupav6~,

-ou, 6 heaven, sky (273,

n-2a)
OU~, un6~, 16 ear (36, n-3c[6c])

ou1£ and not, neither, nor (87,
adverb)

rcapa~oA.~, -fi~, ~

parable (50, n-lb)

rcapayyf:Uw I command (32,
cv-2d[l]) (rcap~yy£Uov), -,
rcap~yyEtA.a, -, rcap~yyEA.µm, -

Lexicon
napayivoµm I come, arrive (37,
cv- lc[2]) (napqtv6µ11v), -,
7tUp£YEVOµT]V, -, -, napayw I pass by (10, cv-lb[2])
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nap8£voc;, -ou, Ti vugm (15, n-2a)
napfoi:T]µt I present, I am present
(41, cv-6a) napacri:Tjcrw,
nap£cri:11cra, napEcri:TJKU, -,
naprni:a811v

napa8l8wµt I entrust, hand over,
betray (119, cv-6a) (napE8i8ouv),
napa8umw, nap£8wKa,
napa8£8wKa, napa8£8oµm,
7tUpE008TjV

napp11cria, -ac;, Ti boldness, openness
(31, n-la)

napa8ocm;, -Ewe;, Ti tradition (13,
n-3e[5b])

mxc;, micra, niiv singular: each, every
(1243, a-2a) plural: all

napm i:foµm I reject, refuse (12,
cv-ld[2a]) (nap111:0uµ11v), -,
napfftT]craµ11v, -, napfii:11µm, -

nacrxa, i:6 Passover (29, n-3g[2])

napaKaA.£w I call, urge, exhort,
comfort (109, cv-ld[2b])
(napEKaA.ouv), -, napEKaA-rna, -,
napaK£d11µm, napEd Ti811v
napad11crtc;, -Ewe;, Ti comfort,
encouragement (29, n-3e[5b])

napoucria, -ac;, Ti coming, presence
(24, n-la)

nacrxw I suffer (42, v-5a) -, E7ta8ov,
n£nov8a, -, nmacrcrw I strike (10, v-2b) nmai;w,
£nai:ai;a, -, -, nmTjp, nmp6c;, 6 father (413,
n-3f[2c])
IlauA.oc;, -ou, 6 Paul (158, n-2a)

napaA.aµ~avw

nauw I stop, cease (15, v-la[5])
(£nau6µ11v), nafooµm, £naucraµ11v,
-, n£nauµm, £nau811v

napaA.unK6c;, -Ti, -6v lame (10,
a-la[2a]) noun: a paralytic

nd8w I persuade (53, v-lb[3])
(£nEt8ov), ndcrw, EnEtcra, n£not8a,
7tE7tEtcrµm, E7tEtcr8T]v

I take, take over (49,
cv-3a[2b]) napaA. Tiµ'l!oµm,
nap£A.a~ov, -, -, napaA-11µ¢8Ticroµm

napamwµa, -moc;, i:6 wrongdoing,
sin (19, n-3c[4])
napmt8T]µt I set before (19, cv-6a)
(middle) I entrust napa8Ticrw,
napE8T]KU, -, -, napaXPfiµa immediately (18,
adverb)
napctµt I am present, have arrived
(24, cv-6b) (napTiµ11v), nap£croµm,
-, -, -, -

nEtvaw I hunger, I am hungry (23,
v-ld[lb]) 7tEtvacrw, £ndvacra, -, -, nEtpat;w I test, tempt (38, v-2a[l])
(£ndpat;ov), -, £ndpacra, -,
nrndpacrµm, £nEtpacr811v
7tEtpacrµ6c;, -ou, 6 temptation, test
(21, n-2a)

n£µnw I send (79, v-lb[l]) n£µ'1!W,
£nEµ'l!a, -, -, £n£µ¢811v

napEµ~oA.Ti,

nEv8£w I mourn (10, v-ld[2a])
nEv8Tjcrw, £n£v811cra, -, -, -

nap£pxoµm I pass away, pass by (29,
cv-lb[2]) napdEfooµm,
napf]A.8ov, napEA-TiA-u8a, -, -

n£vi:E five (38, n-3g[2])

nap£xw I offer (16, cv-lb[2])
(napE'ixov), -, nap£crxov, -, -, -

7tEpi gen: concerning, about (333,
preposition) ace: around

-fie;, Ti barracks, camp
(10, n-lb)

n£pav gen: on the other side (23,
adverb)
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I put on, clothe (23,
cv-2d[l]) -, n:Ept£~aA,ov, -,
n:Ept~E~ATjµm, n:Epmm£w I walk (around), live (95,
cv-ld[2a]) (n:Eptrnatouv),
n:Eptn:atficrw, n:£pt£n:atricra, -, -, -

n:A,avaw I go astray, mislead (39,
v-ld[la]) n:A,avficrw, £n:A,avricra, -,
n:£n:Aavriµat,£n:A,avfi8riv

n:£ptcro-£uw I abound (39, v-la[6])
(En:Epfocrrnov), -, En:Epfocrrncm, -, -,
n:£pwcrrn8ficroµm
n:£pwo-6t£poc;, -t£pa, -ov greater, more
(16, a-la[l])

n:A,rnv£1;ia, -a<;, Ti greediness (10,
n-la)

n:£pwcrot£pw<; greater, more (12,
adverb)
n:Eptcrt£pa, -Ci<;, fi dove (10, n-la)
n:£ptt£µvw I circumcise (17, cv-3a[l])
-, n:£ptEt£µov, -, n:Eptthµriµm,
n:£pt£tµfi8riv
n:Ept toµfi, -fie;, Ti circumcision (36,
n-lb)
n:£t£tv6v, -ou, t6 bird (14, n-2c)
n:£tpa, -ac;, Ti rock (15, n-la)
Ilhpoc;, -ou, 6 Peter (156, n-2a)
n:riyfi, -fie;, Ti spring, fountain (11,
n-lb)
masw I seize, take hold of (12,
v-2a[l]) -, £n:focra, -, -, £mao-8riv
IltAcitoc;, -ou, 6 Pilate (55, n-2a)
n:iµn:A,riµt I fill, fulfill (24, v-6a) -,
£n:).ricra, -, n:£n:).ricrµm, £n:A,fio-8riv
n:ivw I drink (73, v-3a[l]) (£mvov),
n:ioµm, En:wv, n:£n:wKa, -, £n:68riv
n:imw I fall (90, v-lb[3]) (£mn:tov),
n:rnouµm, £n:rnov or £n:rna,
n:En:tWK<X, -, mat£UW I believe, have faith (in),
trust (241, v-la[6]) (£n:fotrnov),
n:tat£UO-W, £n:fot£UO-<X, n:£n:tat£UK<X,
n:rnfotrnµm, £n:wt£u8riv
n:fonc;, n:icrt£W<;, Ti faith, belief (243,
n-3e[5b])
n:wt6<;, -fi, -6v faithful, believing (67,
a-la[2a])

n:A,avri, -ri<;, Ti error (10, n-lb)
n:A,dwv, n:A£tov larger, more (55,
a-4b[l])

n:A,riyfi, -fie;, Ti plague, blow, wound
(22, n-lb)
n;A,fi8oc;, -ouc;, t6 multitude (31,
n-3d[2b])
n:).ri8uvw I multiply, increase (12,
v- lc[2]) (En:A ri8uv6µriv), n:A,ri8uvw,
£n:A,fi8uva, -, -, £n:A, ri8uv8riv
n:A,fiv nevertheless, but (31, adverb)
gen: except
n:A, fipric;, -£<; full (17, a-4a)
n:A,rip6w I fill, complete, fulfill (86,
v-ld[3]) (£n:A,fipouv), n:A,ripwcrw,
[rcA,fipwcra, n:rnA,fipwrn,
n:rnA, fipwµm, £n:A, ripw8riv
rcA,fipwµa, -moc;, t6 fullness (17,
n-3c[4])
n:A,ricriov near (17, adverb) noun:
neighbor
n:A,o'iov, -ou, t6 ship, boat (68, n-2c)
n:A,oUo-wc;, -a, -ov rich (28, a-la[l])
n:A,om£w I am rich (12, v-ld[2a]) -,
£n:A,outricra, n:rnA,outriKa, -, n;A,outo<;, -ou, 6 wealth (22, n-2a)
n:v£uµa, -mo<;, t6 spirit, Spirit, wind,
breath, inner life (379, n-3c[4])
n:vrnµanK6<;, -fi, -6v spiritual (26,
a-la[2a])
n:68£v from where? from whom?
(29, adverb)
n:ot£w I do, make (568, v-ld[2a])
(£rcoiouv), n:mficrw, £n:oiricra,
n:rnoiriKa, n:rnoiriµm, n:otKiAo<;, -ri, -ov diverse, manifold
(10, a-la[2a])

>
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n:mµaivw I shepherd (11, v-2d[4])
notµavw, i::noiµava, -, -, -

npiv before (13, conjunction;

natµ~v,

np6 gen: before (47, preposition)

noioc;, -a, -ov of what kind? which?

npoayw I go before (20, cv-lb[2])
(npof]yov), npoai;w, npo~yayov, -, -, -

-£voe;, 6 shepherd (18,
n-3f[lb])

what? (33, a-la[l])
n6A.Eµoc;, -ou, 6 war (18, n-2a)
n6A.tc;, -Ewe;,

~

city (162, n-3e[5b])

noUaKtc; often, frequently (18,
adverb)
noA.uc;, noU~, noA.u singular: much
(416, a-la[2a]) plural: many
adverb: often
novrip6c;, -a, -6v evil, bad (78, a-la[l])
nopEfoµm I go, proceed, live (153,
v-la[ 6]) (£nopEu6µriv), nopEUo-oµm,
-, -, nrn6pEuµm, £nopEu8riv
nopvda, -ac;, ~ fornication (25, n-la)
n6pvri, -T]c;,

~

prostitute (12, n-lb)

n6pvoc;, -ou, 6 fornicator (10, n-2a)
n6cmc;, -T], -ov how great? how much?
how many? (27, a-la[2a])
notaµ6c;, -ou, 6 river (17, n-2a)
7tO't"E at some time (29, particle)
7tO't"E when? (19, adverb)
noc~pwv,

-ou, 't"O cup (31, n-2c)

nocit;w I give to drink (15, v-2a[l])
(£n6nt;ov), -, £n6ncra, nrn61"tKa, -,
E1tO't"lcr8T]V
nou where? (48, adverb)
nouc;, no86c;, 6 foot (93, n-3c[2])
npfryµa, -moc;, 't"O deed, matter, thing
(11, n-3c[4])

npaaaw I do (39, v-2b) npai;w,
£npai;a,n£npaxa,n£npayµat,npaihric;, -f]wc;, ~ gentleness,
humility (11, n-3c[l])
nprn~u't"Epoc;,

a-la[l])

-a, -ov elder (66,

preposition)

np6~mov,

-ou, 't"O sheep (39, n-2c)

np68rntc;, -Ewe;, ~ plan, purpose (12,
n-3e[5b])
npoA.£yw I tell beforehand (15,
cv-lb[2]) -, npoEtnov or npoEtna, -,
npoEipT]Ka or npodpriµm, np6c; ace: to, towards, with (700,
preposition)
npocr8£xoµm I receive, wait for (14,
cv-lb[2]) (npocrEDEXOµT]v), -,
1tpO<JEDE/;cXµT]V, -, -, npocr8oKaw I wait for, expect (16,
cv-ld[la]) (npo<JEDOKWY), -, -, -, -, npO<Jf:pxoµm I come/ go to (86,
cv-lb[2]) (npocrripx6µriv), -,
npocrf]A.8ov, npocrEA. ~A.u8a, -, npoarnx~, -fie;,~

prayer (36, n-lb)

npocrEuxoµm I pray (85, cv-lb[2])
(npocrriux6µriv), 1tpO<JEui;oµm,
npocrriui;aµriv, -, -, -

npoaf:xw I am concerned about, I
give heed to (24, cv-lb[2])
(npocrE'ixov), -, -, npocrfoxrirn, -, npocrKaA.£w I summon (29,
cv-ld[2a]) -, 1tpO<JEKaAE<JcXµT]V, -,
1tpO<J1CE KA T]µat, npocrKapcEpEw I am devoted to, I am
faithful (10, cv-ld[2a])
1tpO<J1CUp't"Ep~<JW, -, -, -, npo<JKUVEW I worship (60, cv-3b])
(npo<JEKuvouv), npocrKuv~crw,
7tpO<JEKUVT]<JU, -, -, npocrA.aµ~avw

I receive (12,
cv-3a[2b]) -, npocrEA.a~6µriv, -, -, -

npocr't"t8T]µt I add to (18, cv-6a)
(npocrni8ouv), -, npocr£8T]Ka, -, -,
7tpO<JE't"E8T]v
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npompi:pw I bring to, offer, present
(47, cv-lc[l]) (npocri:<jlEpov), -,
npocrfivqKov or npocrfivqni,

'Pwµatoi;, -a, -ov Roman (12, a-la[l])
I

atyµa

npocrEvfivoxa,-,npocr~vi:xe~v

np6crwnov, -ou, r6 face, appearance
(76, n-2c)

cra~~mov, -OU,

np6tEp0<;;, -a, -ov former, earlier (11,
a-la[l])

Laooourn"ioi;, -ou, 6 Sadducee (14,
n-2a)

npo<jl~tEia,

craA.Euw I shake (15, v-la[6]) -,
EO"cXAEUO"a, -, crwaA.EUµm,

t6 Sabbath, week (68,

n-2c)

-a<;, Ti prophecy (19, n-la)
npo<jl~tEuw I prophesy (28, v-la[6])
(£npo<jlfirrnov), npo<jl~tEfow,
£npo<jlfjrEucra or npoE<jlf]trncra, -, -, npo<jlfir~i;, -ou, 6 prophet (144, n-lf)
npw·i early, early in the morning (12,
adverb)

craA.myl;, -tyyoi;, Ti trumpet (11,
n-3b[2])

npcihoi;, -~, -ov first, earlier (155,
a-la[2a])

LaµapEta, -ai;, Ti Samaria (11, n-la)
crap/;, crapKoi;, fi flesh, body (147,
n-3b[l])

£craA.Eu0~v

craA.nit;w I blow a trumpet (12,
v-2a[l]) craA.nfow, £craA.ntcra, -, -, -

nrwx6i;, -fi, -6v poor (34, a-la[2a])
noun: a poor person

crmavCii;, -Ci, 6 Satan (36, n-le)

nuA.~, -~i;,

LauA.oi;, -ou, 6 Saul (15, n-2a)

Ti gate, door (10, n-lb)
nuA.wv, -wvoi;, 6 gateway, gate (18,
n-3f[la])

crrnuwu, -Tii; of yourself (43,
a-la[2b])
cri:~w

I worship (10, v-lb[l])

nuveavoµm I inquire (12, v-3a[2b])
(£nuv0av6µ~v), -, £nu06µ~v, -, -, -

crEtcrµ6i;, -ou, 6 earthquake (14, n-2a)

nup, nup6i;, r6 fire (71, n-3f[2a])

cr~µEtov,

nwA.i:w I sell (22, v-ld[2a])
(hwA.ouv), -, £nwA.~cra, -, -, nwA.oi;, -ou, 6 colt (12, n-2a)
nwi; how? (103, particle)
nwi; somehow, perhaps (15,
particle)
f

....

pro
pa~~{,

6 rabbi, master (15, n-3g[2])

pa~ooi;,

-ou, Ti staff, rod (12, n-2b)

pfiµa, -moi;, r6 word, saying (68,
n-3c[4])
pit;a, -~i;, Ti root (17, n-lc)
pfoµm Irescue,deliver (17,v-la[4])
pfooµm, £ppucraµ~v, -, -, £ppfoe~v

-ou, t6 sign, miracle (77,

n-2c)

crfiµEpov today (41, adverb)
crtyaw I keep silent, become silent
(10, v-ld[la]) -, £criy~cra, -,
crwi y~µm, LtA.ai;, -Ci, 6 Silas (12, n-le)
Ltµwv, -wvoi;, 6 Simon (75, n-3f[la])
crttai;, -ou, 6 wheat (14, n-2a)
crtwnaw I keep silent, become silent
(10, v-ld[la]) (£crtwnwv), crtwnficrw,
£crtwn~cra, -, -, crrnvoaA.it;w I cause to sin (29,
v-2a[l]) (£crrnvoaA.tt;6µ~v), -,
£crKavoaA.wa, -, -, £crKav0aA.foe~v
crKavoaA.ov, -ou, r6 temptation to sin,
offense (15, n-2c)

Lexicon
crKEuoc;, -ouc;, 'to instrument, vessel
(23, n-3d[2b]) plural: goods,
things
CTKT]VTJ, -fie;, Ti tent, tabernacle (20,
n-lb)
crKO'tta, -ac;, Ti darkness (16, n-la)
crKO'toc;, -ouc;, 'tO darkness (31,
n-3d[2b])
LoA-oµwv, -wvoc;, 6 Solomon (12,
n-3c[5b])
croc;, crfi, crov your, yours (singular)
(25, a-la[2a])
cro<j>{a, -ac;, Ti wisdom (51, n-la)
cro<j>oc;, -fi, -Ov wise (20, a-la[2a])
crndpw I sow (52, v-2d[3]) -, fonttpa,
-, fonapµm, crn£pµa, -moc;, i;o seed, descendants
(43, n-3c[4])
crnA.anvil;oµm I have pity, feel
sympathy (12, v-2a[l]) -, -, -, -,
E0'7tAC:XYXVtcr8T]V
crnA.&:yxvov, -ou, i;6 heart, affection
(11, n-2c)
crnou8a1;w I am eager, I am zealous, I
hasten (11, v-2a[l]) crnouoacrw,
£crnou8acra, -, -, crnouofi, -fie;, Ti earnestness, diligence
(12, n-lb)
cri;aupoc;, -ou, 6 cross (27, n-2a)
cri;aupow I crucify (46, v-ld[3])
cri;aupwcrw, £cri;aupwcra, -,
£cri;aupwµat,£cri;aupw8T]v
cr'tE<j>avoc;, -ou, 6 wreath, crown (18,
n-le)
CT'tfJKW I stand firm (11, v-lb[2])
(ECT'tT]l<EV), -, -, -, -, -, CT'tT]ptl;w I establish, strengthen (13,
v-2a[2]) CT'tT]ptl;w, £cri;fipt1;a or
£cri;fiptcra, -, £cri;fipt yµm, ECT'tT]pt X8T]v
cri;oµa, -moc;, i;o mouth (78, n-3c[4])
cri;pmmoc;, -ou, 6 commander,
magistrate (10, n-2a)
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cri;panw'tTJc;, -ou, 6 soldier (26, n-lf)
cri;p£<j>w I turn (21, v-lb[l]) -,
fo'tpE\jfa, -, -, £cri;pa<1>TJv
cru you (singular) (1067, a-Sa)
cruyyEvfic;, -Ee; related (11, a-4a)
noun: a relative
crul;T]'tEW I dispute, discuss (10,
cv-ld[2a]) (cruv£1;fii;ouv), -, -, -, -, cruKfi, -fie;, Ti fig tree (16, n-lh)
cruUaµ~avw I seize, conceive (16,
cv-3a[2b]) cruUfiµ\jloµm,
O'UVEAC:X~OV, cruvdA.T]<j>C:X, -,
cruvdfiµ<j>8T]v
cruµ<j>Epw I am useful (15, cv-lc[l])
(impersonally) it is profitable -,
cruvfivqKa, -, -, cruv dat: with (128, preposition)
cruvayw I gather together, invite (59,
cv-lb[2]) cruval;w, cruvfiyayov, -,
cruv~yµat,cruvfix8TJV

cruvaywyfi, -fie;, Ti synagogue,
meeting (56, n-lb)
CTUVOOUAOc;, -OU, O fellow slave (10,
n-2a)
cruv£8ptov, -ou, 'tO the Sanhedrin, a
council (22, n-2c)
cruvd8T]crtc;, -Ewe;, Ti conscience (30,
n-3e(5b)
cruvEpyoc;, -ou, 6 helping (13, n-2a)
noun: helper, fellow worker
cruv£pxoµm I assemble, travel with
(30, cv-lb[2]) (cruvTJpxoµTJv), -,
cruvfiA.8ov,cruvEA.fiA.u8a,-,cruv£xw I distress, oppress (12,
cv-lb[2]) (cruvnxoµT]v), cruv£1;w,
cruv£crxov, -, -, cruv{T]µt I understand (26, cv-6a)
cruvficrw, cruvfiKa, -, -, cruvtcr'tT]µt I commend, demonstrate
(16, cv-6a) -, cruvECT'tT]cra,
cruvEcr'tT]KC:X, -, - also formed as a
regular verb, cruvtcr'tavw
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mj>al;w I slaughter (10, v-2a[2])
0~ai;w, fo~ai;a, -, fo~ayµm,
E<J~UYTJY
0~6opa

extremely, greatly (11,
adverb)

<J~pay{l;w

I seal, mark (15, v-2a[l]) -,
-, £0~paywµm,

£0~paywa,

£0~payfo8TJY
<J~pay{c;;,

-tooc;;, ii seal (16, n-3c[2])

t£A£Utaw I die (11, v-ld[la]) -,
hd£U1:T]<Ja, 1:£t£A£UtT]Ka, -, t£AEW I finish, fulfill (28, v-ld[2b])
tdfow, h£A.rna, t£tEA£Ka,
t£tEA£<Jµa1,£t£AE<J8T]v
t£A.oc;;, -ouc;;, c6 end, goal (40,
n-3d[2b])
t£AWYT]c;;, -ou, 6 tax collector (21,
n-lf)

0x{l;w I split, divide (11, v-2a[l])
0xfow, foxwa, -, -, £0xfo8TJv

tEpac;;, -moc;;, t6 wonder, omen (16,
n-3c[6a])

0l\Jl;w I save, deliver, rescue (106,
v-2a[l]) (focpt;ov), 0w0w, fow0a,
<JE<JWKa, 0£0cp0µm, £0w8T]v

tfo0ap£c;;, -wv four (41, a-4b[2])
c£<J0£paKovca forty (22, n-3g[2],
indeclinable)

0wµa, -µawe;, t6 body (142, n-3c[4])

tEtapwc;;, -T], -ov fourth (10, a-la[2a])

<Jwtiip, -fipoc;;, 6 savior, deliverer (24,
n-3f[2a])

'l:TJPEW I keep, guard, observe (70,
v-ld[2a]) (hiipouv), tTJpii0w,
hiipTJ<Ja, tniipTJrn, tniipTJµm,
EtTJpii0TJY
tt0T]µt I put, place (100, v-6a)
(ht0TJY), 0Ti0w, £0T]rn, t£0nrn,
tE0nµm, h£0T]Y

<JW1:T]pta, -ac;;, ii salvation,
deliverance (46, n-la)

"'
tau
taA.avwv, -ou, t6 talent (a Greek
monetary unit) (14, n-2c)
1:a7t£tv6w I humble (14, v-ld[3])
1:a7t£lYW<JW, Eta7tEtYW<Ja, -, -,
ham::ivw0TJv

ttK'l:W I give birth to (18, v-lb[2])
'l:E/;oµm, Et£KOV, -, -, h£x0TJY
nµaw I honor (21, v-ld[la]) nµTi0w,
htµT]<Ja, -, tntµT]µm, nµTi, -fie;, Ti honor, price (41, n-lb)

capa00w I trouble, disturb (17, v-2b)
(hapa00ov), -, hapal;a, -,
t£tapayµm, hapaxeTJv

t{µwc;;, -a, -ov costly, precious (13,
a-la[l])

mx£wc;; quickly (15, adverb)

Ttµ60rnc;;, -ou, 6 Timothy (24, n-2a)

taxuc;;, -£1a, -u quick, swift (13, a-2a)
adverb: quickly
t£ and (so), so (215, particle)

nc;;, n someone, something, a
certain one, a certain thing,
anyone, anything (543, a-4b[2])

'l:EKvov, -ou, t6 child, descendant (99,
n-2c)

t{c;;, 'l:t who? what? which? why?
(546, a-4b[2])

tEA£toc;;, -a, -ov perfect, complete (19,
a-la[l])

Thoe;, -ou, 6 Titus (13, n-2a)

t£A£t6w I perfect, complete,
accomplish (23, v-ld[3]) -,
EtEAElW<Ja, t£t£AElWKa,
tnddwµm, h£!.nw0T]Y

wwuwc;;, -autT], -ouwv such, of such
a kind (57, a-la[2b])

toA.µaw I dare, bring myself to (16,
v-ld[la]) (h6A.µwv), to!.µTi0w,
h6A.µT]<Ja, -, -, -
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t6n0<;, -ou, 6 place, location (94,
n-2a)

unavtciw I meet, go to meet (10,
cv-ld[la]) (un~vtwv), -, -, -, -, -

tocroutoc;, -aUtTJ, -outov so great, so
much, so many (20, a-la[2b])

uncipxw I am, exist (60, cv-lb[2])
(unfipxov), -, -, -, -, - tci uncipxovta:
one's belongings

t6t£ then, thereafter (160, adverb)
tpcin£/;a, -TJc;, ~ table (15, n-lc)
tpE'ic;, tpia three (69, a-4a)
tp£xw I run (20, v-lb[2]) (hpqov), -,
£opaµov, -, -, tptUKOY'ta thirty (11, n-3g[2])
tpic; three times (12, adverb)
tpitoc;, -TJ, -ov third (56, a-la[2a])
tp6noc;, -ou, 6 manner, way (13, n-2a)
tpo<j>~, -fie;,~

food (16, n-lb)

un£p gen: in behalf of (150,
preposition) ace: above
U7tTJpEtTJc;, -ou, 6 servant, assistant
(20, n-lf)
un6 gen: by (220, preposition) ace:
under
un6oriµa, -moc;, t6 sandal, shoe (10,
n-3c[4])
unoKcitw gen: under, below (11,
preposition)
unoKpn~c;,

-ou, 6 hypocrite (17, n-lf)

tuyxcivw I attain (12, v-3a[2b])
(impersonally) happen, turn out
-, huxov, th£uxa, -, -

unoµ£vw I endure (17, cv-lc[2]) -,
un£µnva, U7tOµ£µEYTJK<X, -, -

tunoc;, -ou, 6 type, pattern (15, n-2a)

unoµov~,

tU7ttw I strike (13, v-4) (£tu1ttov), -,
-, -, -, -

TUpoc;, -ou, 6 Tyre (11, n-2b)
tu<j>A.6c;,

-~,

-6v blind (50, a-la[2a])
";'

U

I

'lftAOV

uyiaivw I am healthy, I am sound
(12, v-2d[4])
uyi~c;,

-£c; whole, healthy (11, a-4a)

-fie;, ~ endurance,
perseverance (32, n-lb)

unocrtp£<j>w I return, turn back (35,
cv-lb[l]) (unfotpE<j>ov),
U1tOGtpE\jfW, U1tEG'tp£\jf<X, -, -, unotacruw I subject, subordinate (38,
cv-2b) -, un£m~a, -, unot£tayµm,
U7t£'tcX'YTJY
Uut£p£w I lack (16, v-ld[2a]) -,
UGtEpTJG<X, UutEpTJKa, UutEpTJµat,
Uo-t£p~eriv

uowp, uomoc;, t6 water (76, n-3c[6b])

UutEpoc;, -a, -ov later, then (12,
a-la[l]) adverb: finally

u\.6c;, -ou, 6 son, descendant (377,
n-2a)

U\j!T]A.6c;, -~, -6v high, exalted (11,
a-la[2a])

uµE'ic; you (plural) (1840, a-Sa)

u\jlwtoc;, -TJ, -ov highest (13, a-la[2a])

UµEtEpoc;, -a, -OV your (plural) (11,
a-la[l])

u\jlow I exalt, lift up (20, v-ld[3])
U\j!WGCJJ, U\j!CJJG<X, -, -, U\j!W0TJY

umxyw I depart (79, cv-lb[2])
(unfiyov), -, -, -, -, unaKo~, -fie;,~

obedience (15, n-lb)

unaKouw I obey (21, cv-la[8])
(un~Kouov), -, un~Kouaa, -, -, -

<j>aivw I shine (31, v-2d[4]) (passive)

I appear
E<j>UYT]Y

<j>av~uoµm,

£<j>ava, -, -,
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<\>aYEpo<;, -a, -6Y visible, evident,
known (18, a-la[l])
<\>aYEpow I reveal, make known (49,
v-ld[3]) <\>aYEpwuw, E<\>aYEpwua, -,
n£<\>aY£pwµm, £<\>aYEpw0riY
<l>apwa'ioc;, -ou, 6 Pharisee (98, n-2a)
<1>dooµm I spare (10, v-lb[3])
<\>Efooµm, £<1>nuaµriY, -, -, <\>Epw I carry, bear, lead (66, v-lc[l])
(E<\>EpoY), o'fow, TlY£YKa, £yfjyoxa,
EYfjYtyµm, ~YEx0TlY
<\>E{ryw I flee (29, v-lb[2]) <\>Eusoµm,
£<1>uyoY, 7tE<\>Euya, -, <\>riµi I say, affirm (66, v-6b) (£<\>ri), -,
E¢rri, -, -, -

<l>fiurnc;, -ou, 6 Festus (13, n-2a)
<\>t<iA.ri, -ri<;, ~ bowl (12, n-lb)
<\>tA.f:w I love, like (25, v-ld[2a])
(£<\>iA.ouY), -, £<1>iA.riua, 7t£<\>iA.rirn, -, <l>iA.rnnoc;, -ou, 6 Philip (36, n-2a)
<\>tA.o<;, -ri, -OY beloved (29, a-la[2a])
noun: friend
<Po~foµm I fear (95,
(£<\>o~ouµriY), -, -, -,

v-ld[2a])
-, £<1>o~fi0riY
<1>0~0<;, -ou, 6 fear, reverence (47,
n-2a)

<\>WYEW I call out, summon (43,
v-ld[2a]) (£<\>wYouv), <\>WYfjuw,
£<1>wYriua, -, -, £<\>wYfi0riY
<\>WYf], -fie;, ~ sound, noise, voice (139,
n-lb)
<\>W<;, <1>w10<;, "CO light (73, n-3c[6c])
<1>w1isw I illuminate, enlighten (11,
v-2a[l]) <1>w1fow, £<1>wnua, -,
7t£<\>wnuµm, £<1>w1fo0riY

xaipw I rejoice (74, v-2d[2])
(£xmpoY), xapfiuoµm, -, -, -, £xapriY
xapa, -&<;, ~ joy, delight (59, n-la)
xapisoµm I give freely, forgive (23,
v-2a[l]) xapfooµm, £xapwaµriY, -,
KEX<ipwµm, £xapiu0riY
xapt<;, -no<;, ~ grace, favor, kindness
(155, n-3c[l])
xapwµa, -arnc;, co gift (17, n-3c[4])
xdp, xnpoc;, ~ hand, arm, finger
(177, n-3f[2a])
xdpwY, -oY worse (11, a-4b[l])
xfipa, -a<;, ~ widow (26, n-la)
XlAtCipXO<;, -OU, 0 military tribune
(21, n-2a)

<\>OYEuw I kill, murder (12, v-la[6])
<\>OYEU<JW, E<\>OYEU<Ja, -, -, <\>poy£w I think, regard (26, v-ld[2a])
(£<\>poYouµriY), <\>poYfjuw, -, -, -, -

xiA.ta<;, -afo<;, ~ thousand (23,
n-3c[2])

<\>poYtµoc;, -ri, -OY prudent, sensible
(14, a-3a)

XHWY, -WYO<;, 6 tunic (11, n-3f[la])

<1>uA.aKfj,
n-lb)

-fie;,~

prison, watch (47,

<\>uA.auuw I guard, observe (31, v-2b)
<1>uA.asw, £<1>uA.asa, -, -, <\>uA.fi, -fie;,~ tribe, nation (31, n-lb)
<\>fot<;, -EW<;, ~ nature (14, n-3e[5b])
<\>U1£UW I plant (11, v-la[6])
(£<1>u1cuoY), -, £<1>u1cuua, -,
7t£<\>U1£uµm, £<1>u1£u0riY

xiA.tot, -m, -a thousand (10, a-la[l])
XOtpO<;, -OU, 0 pig (12, n-2a)
xop1asw I feed, fill, satisfy (16,
v-2a[l]) -, £xop1aua, -, -,
£xop1au0riY
XOPTO<;, -OU, 0 grass, hay (15, n-2a)
XP<ioµm I use, make use of (11,
v-ld[la]) (£XPwµriY), -, £XPriuaµriY,
-, KEXPriµm, XPEia,

-a<;,~

need (49, n-la)

Lexicon
XPTl<Jt6tris, -ritos, ~ goodness,
kindness (10, n-3c[l])
Xptcrt6s, -ou, 6 Christ, Messiah,
Anointed One (529, n-2a)
XPOVOs, -ou, 6 time (54, n-2a)
XPU<Jiov, -ou, t6 gold (12, n-2c)
XPU<J6s, -ou, 6 gold (10, n-2a)
XPucrous, -fj, -ouv golden (18, a-lb)
xwA-6s, -~, -6v lame (14, a-la[2a])
xwpa, -as, ~ land, region (28, n-la)
xwpE:w I go out, reach (10, v-ld[2a])*
xwp~crw, £xwpricra, KEXWP'Tllm, -, xwpi!;w I separate (13, v-2a[l])
xwpfow, £xwpwa, -, KEXWptcrµm,
£xwpfo8riv
XWPtoV, -OU, 'tO place, land, field (10,
n-2c)
xwpis gen: without, apart from (41,
preposition)
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\j!Eu8onpo¢~tris,

-ou, 6 false prophet

(11, n-lf)

\jl£U8os, -ous, 16 lie (10, n-3d[2b])
\jlEUcrtT1s, -ou, 6 liar (10, n-lf)
\j!UX~, -Tis,~

soul, life, self (103, n-lb)
';'

I

00 µErya.
wO!

(20, n-3g[2])

w8£ here (61, adverb)

wpa, -as, ~ hour, occasion, moment
(106, n-la)

ms

as, like, when, that, how, about
(504, adverb)

wcrautws similarly, likewise (17,
adverb)
wcrd as, like, about (21, particle)
W<J7t£p just as (36, particle)
wcrt£ therefore, so that (83, particle)

\j!Eu8oµm I lie (12, v-lb[3])
\jlEUcrOµat, E\jlEU<JCXµTjV, -, -, -

w¢£A-Ew I help, benefit (15, v-ld[2a])
w¢£A-~crw, w¢E:A-T1cra, -, -, w¢£A-~8riv
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movable nu 79, 81, 93, 133, 343
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Pick up a copy today at your favorite bookstore!
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Build your New Testament Greek library
with these outstanding titles.

THE ANALYTICAL LEXICON TO THE
GREEK NEW TESTAMENT
William D. Mounce
The Analytical Lexicon to the Greek New
Testament was created to aid in the study of
the Greek New Testament, using sophisticated
computer resources to ensure an accurate,
helpful, and in-depth analysis of the word
forms that make up the New Testament. Its
combination of features sets it apart from all
previously published analytical lexicons:
• Based on one of the latest Greek texts
(UBS 3d edition, revised)
• Includes both accepted and variant
readings
• Up-to-date definitions
• Consistent with today's standard Greek lexicons
• Gives the frequency of each inflected form, verse references for
forms that occur only once
• Includes Goodrick/Kohlenberger numbers for all words
• Includes principal parts for all verbs
• Contains grammatical section, with a discussion of paradigms
and explanations as to why paradigms are formed as they are.
Most significantly, The Analytical Lexicon to the Greek New Testament is keyed to The Morphology of Biblical Greek, which explains
in detail why some Greek words follow certain patterns and other Greek
words follow seemingly different patterns. In short, The Analytical Lexicon to the Greek New Testament is more than a tool for a quick reference-it is an index to another body of literature.
Hardcover: 0-310-54210-3

Pick up a copy today at your favorite bookstore!
ZONDERVAN"'"
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 49530 USA

THE NIV ENGLISH-GREEK
NEW TESTAMENT
William D. Mounce

The NIV English-Greek New Testament
allows you to immediately reference the original Greek words behind the English text of the
New Testament. You don't need to know
Greek in order to use this unique volume. Featuring today's best-loved translation, the New
International Version, the reverse interlinear
format allows you to read the English text in
its normal order and consult corresponding
Greek words as desired.
A Goodrick-Kohlenberger number provided with each Greek word lets you quickly
key to the appropriate entry in The NIV Theological Dictionary of New Testament Words, the Zondervan NIV
Exhaustive Concordance, Mounce's Analytical Lexicon to the Greek
New Testament, or other study tools. A morphological tag analyzes each
Greek form and gives parsing information. A cross-reference to Strong's
numbers is also provided.
For Greek students and laypersons alike, The NIV English-Greek New
Testament is a centerpiece for word studies that help you better understand the Bible. This is a New Testament no pastor should be without.
Hardcover: 0-310-20377-5

Pick up a copy today at your favorite bookstore!
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GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN 49530 USA

Learn on the Go

NEW TESTAMENT GREEK VOCABULARY
Jonathan T. Pennington

Students of biblical Greek will learn all
Greek vocabulary words that occur ten
New Testament
times or more in the New Testament by
Greek Vocabulary
interacting with this audio CD. Jonathan
Pennington speaks all New Testament Greek
words in descending order of frequency. Different tracks enable students to concentrate
on different word groupings. After each citation is an opportunity for the user to give the
gloss meaning of the word; then Pennington gives the gloss, confirming
whether or not the user is correct. An accompanying printed guide supplements the learning process.
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Unabridged Audio Pages® CD: 0-310-24382-3

Pick up a copy today at your favorite bookstore!
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BASICS OF BIBLICAL GREEK
FlashCards for Palm™ OS

Introducing a handy study tool that allows
PDA users (Palm™, Handspring™, Sony,
etc.) to quickly and easily learn biblical
Greek words via the flash card method.
The program is coordinated with and
makes an excellent companion to the popular, widely used text Basics of Biblical
Greek Grammar (Mounce), from which
vocabulary words are derived.
This fun and easy-to-use electronic learning aid offers many exciting
benefits:
• PDAs have a small, convenient size compared with large
stacks of traditional flash cards.
• Automatic randomization of vocabulary words avoids
manual shuffling of cards.
• Backlit screens of PD As allow for study even in the
dark.
• "Quiz mode" keeps track of right and wrong guesses
and repeats words until learned, automatically removing
memorized words.
• "Review mode" flips cards manually or automatically at specified time intervals.
• "Quick Lex" rapidly searches for words-Greek to English, or
English to Greek.
• Verb charts allow choice of verb type, stem, tense/aspect.
• Select vocabulary words by textbook chapters, frequency of
appearance, or patterns (e.g., all words starting with Nun letter).
• Filter verbs, nouns, adjectives, prepositions, and others.
ebook: ISBN 0-310-24836-1

Pick up a copy today at your favorite bookstore!
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